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1 Introduction and thesis ethos 
The research presented in this thesis is derived from a lifetime study spanning the period 1971 until 

2007.  The content is focussed on high quality audio where the motivation and intention has been to 

nurture inventive understanding so as to extend the boundaries of electronic systems to match the 

exacting requirements for high quality audio processing and sound reproduction.  Significantly, this 

subject has also formed a stimulating framework in which to mentor students for research and 

development within the audio industry and academia.  The thesis is composed of 45 refereed Journal 

papers, where 24 are of single authorship with the remainder co-authored both with research students 

under my academic supervision and with industrial collaborators.  A substantial cohort of additional 

material is also described in international convention papers; these are listed in Appendix 1.  In 

addition, three book chapters have been written together with a number of articles aimed at a broader 

readership (Section 2-3, Appendix 2).  

 

My contributions to the Audio Engineering community were recognised in 2006 by the award (Section 

1-2, Appendix 2) of the Silver Medal of the Audio Engineering Society (AES); in addition I have 

received the publication prize of the AES Journal selected from volumes 45 and 46 (page 4-76) for my 

pioneering work on digital loudspeaker crossover systems.  I have published in the AES Journal 

because it is widely acknowledged within the international audio community and undertakes rigorous 

peer reviewing.  To the best of my knowledge (as of June 2007), I have on record the highest number 

of journal and convention publications of any author within the AES.  In 1996 with Robert Stuart from 

Meridian and Professor Hiro Negishi from Canon, a technical pressure group was founded called the 

Acoustic Renaissance for Audio (ARA).  This group subsequently influenced the specification of the 

DVD-based high-resolution audio format, designated DVD-audio, while in 2001 I was invited to 

present the keynote address at the 10th AES Regional Convention in Japan (paper C116, Appendix 1).  

I have also chaired the AES technical committee on High-Resolution Audio which has organized 

numerous workshops at AES conventions and in 2007 an International conference on New Directions 

in High-Resolution Audio was staged at Queen Mary College, London, where I was papers’ chairman.  

 

My research activities divide approximately into six themes which constitute the Sections of this 

thesis.  I have gained substantial expertise in both analogue and digital systems and have made both 

theoretical and engineering contributions as audio has evolved from the analogue to the digital era.  

However, my philosophy has been to take a holistic perspective which has enabled me to gain insight 

into systems including digital-to-analogue conversion and switching power amplifiers that exploit 

noise shaping and oversampling processes.  The foundations for this interest were established in the 

late 1960s while I was a BBC sponsored research student at Aston University under the learned 

supervision of Professor John Flood, where I studied delta-modulation (DM) and sigma-delta 

modulation (SDM).  This proved extremely fortuitous and has been a pervasive topic especially as 

SDM is now widely employed in signal conversion and forms the core technology of the high 
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resolution audio format designated Super-Audio CD (SACD).  I have reported (page 3-135) a variation 

of SDM using a parametric equalizer embedded within a high-order noise shaping loop, this technique 

when stabilized by a step-back in time procedure has enabled extremely high signal-to-noise ratios 

(theoretically > 200 dB) within the audio band to be achieved.  I have also studied techniques using a 

digital variant of pulse-width modulation (PWM) that can be used for digital power amplifiers.  A 

paper published in 1992 (page3-145) was one of the first to show how linearization of uniformly-

sampled PWM could be achieved using a combination of dynamic inverse digital filtering, 

oversampling and noise shaping.  

 

In the 1980s it was recognized that digital signal processors (DSP) had evolved to the state where low 

cost real-time audio processing could be used to implement the crossover filters used in multiple drive 

unit active loudspeakers.  This concept and its subsequent development were facilitated by a research 

grant from Canon (Tokyo) which enabled a prototype system to be constructed.  In 1986 the system 

was taken to the Canon Research Centre in Japan where it is believed to be the first open 

demonstration of a digital and active loudspeaker system.  In the following years additional theoretical 

and practical work was undertaken both through project supervision and personal research (Section 4-

3), where it was shown that DSP could facilitate sophisticated equalization to correct for both 

minimum and non-minimum phase linear distortion.  In 2003 a digital loudspeaker concept designated 

a “Smart Loudspeaker” (page 4-116) was described.  Conceptually this system merges micro-

electroacoustic transduction with digital-to-analogue conversion using SDM techniques, where it has 

been shown theoretically that multiple, dynamically steer-able beams of sound can be formed.  A 

complementary paper (page 4-146) has extended this work by describing array geometries selected to 

minimize the polar dependence of quantization distortion in systems where effectively signals are 

spread dynamically across the array surface as a function of signal amplitude.  

 

A recurrent theme and personal speciality, has been the study of high performance analogue circuit 

techniques.  In the late 1970s a novel power amplifier output stage topology was designed that 

exploited error feedback and was published subsequently in 1981 (page 2-1).  This approach showed 

that an optimized fast-acting local feedback loop could dramatically reduce crossover distortion while 

simultaneously achieving low output impedance.  Traditional overall negative feedback could then be 

applied to obtain extremely high degrees of linearity.  This technique has enjoyed a wide discussion 

and was adopted by Meridian Audio, UK for several years in their audio power amplifier products.  

Other contributions within the analogue domain have included the application of “current drive” in 

loudspeaker systems (pages 2-36 and 4-23), the design of high performance voltage-controlled 

amplifiers (pages 2-74 and 2-79) and the refinement of analogue circuits using combinations of local 

feedback and feedforward (page 2-5).  

 

In the late 1980s the evolution of perceptually-based audio coding triggered new research directions.  
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In collaboration with British Telecom Laboratories (BTL), I supervised external research student Dr 

M. P. Hollier in the area of perceptually-motivated objective techniques to perform subjective quality 

evaluation of coded speech (Section 5-1), where major telecommunications applications were 

identified.  It is gratifying to report, that linked to the successful outcome of this project (pages 5-1, 5-

8, 5-22 and 5-28), BTL subsequently spun-out the company Psytechnics headed up by Dr Hollier.  

Several research contracts from BTL were subsequently secured that enabled studies on spatial audio 

and echo suppression for teleconferencing.  In addition, in 1997 an EPSRC funded research project 

entitled A unified environmental human auditory perceptual measurement system was undertaken.  

Papers resulting from this work are listed in Appendix 1 (papers C103, C108, C113), where in 

particular, a co-authored paper (paper C108) with research student Dr D. J. M. Robinson was presented 

at the EPSRC Conference Prep 2000 and received the best conference paper award.  

 

The final topic (Section 6) embraces measurement techniques that reflect an interest in system 

evaluation and the desire to enhance the correlation of objective measurement of audio systems with 

their subjective performance.  This work has lead to a number of bespoke computer-based procedures 

that focus on the use of pseudorandom noise sequences and Volterra system identification procedures.  

I was invited by the magazine Hi-Fi News and Record Review to apply these procedures to evaluate 

the CD12 compact-disc player from Linn Products, Scotland.  These involvements have lead 

subsequently to further work which has been formally reported (page 6-43).  The involvement with the 

audio media is part of a long-term desire to make my ideas available to the broader audio community 

and Section 2-3 in my CV (Appendix 2) lists several publications aimed at a more general readership.  

 

The period from the 1970s to 2007 has witnessed radical changes in audio technology where 

sophisticated high-resolution audio formats have emerged that are complemented by extremely high 

performance audio electronics the best examples of which harmonize the capabilities of digital 

processes and carefully crafted analogue electronics.  Some of these developments have been touched 

in some modest ways by my own endeavours either directly through inventive research or indirectly 

through the mentoring of students who have subsequently sought employment within the audio 

industry.  This latter aspect has certainly been the most rewarding aspect of my academic career.  

Research continues and there are many new challenges.  Current work is investigating efficient means 

of encoding multi-party teleconference systems that embrace spatial audio together with a radical 

approach to echo-cancellation that eliminates the need for adaptive filters.  There is once again a 

dramatic paradigm shift ensuing as the audio industry engages with network delivery and distributed 

media servers.  This is facilitating the introduction of network-enabled audio systems that challenge 

current practice and establish a demand for scalable spatial audio processes linked to enhanced 

techniques for capturing, processing and sharing of content.  
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Distortion Correction in Audio PowerAmplifiers*

M. J. HAWKSFORD

Audio Research Group, Department of Electrical Engineering Science, University of Essex, Colchester, UK

An audio power amplifier design technique is presented which has the property of
minimizing the nonlinear distortion that is generated in class A and class AB output
stages.

A modified feedback technique has been identified that is particularly suited to the
design of near-unity gain stages. The technique can linearize the transfer characteristic
and minimize the output resistance of the output stage. Consequently it is possible to
design a power amplifier that uses fairly modest overall negative feedback, yet attains
minimal crossover distortion together with an adequate damping factor.

A generalized feedforward-feedback structure is presented from which a system model
isderived that can compensate for both nonlinear voltage and nonlinear current transfer
characteristics. From this theoretical model, several circuit examples are presented which
illustrate that only circuits of modest complexity are needed to implement the distortion
correction technique.

In conclusion a design philosophy is described for an audio power amplifier which is
appropriate for both bipolar and FET devices, whereby only modest overall negative
feedback is necessary.

0 INTRODUCTION and of wide bandwidth, the inevitably falling high-fre-

This paper discusses the problems of minimizing cross- quency loop gain, together with the resulting loop delay,
severely limits the degree of distortion suppression pos-

over distortion in class A and class AB audio power sible.
amplifiers. Traditionally output-voltage-derived negative
feedback and appropriate biasing of the output transis- 3) In output-voltage-derived negative feedback am-

plifiers the distortion which is generated by the output
tors have been applied with varying degrees of success in
an attempt to achieve acceptable linearity. However, transistors is fed back to the input circuitry. Conse-
since all transistors exhibit nonlinearity and as, in par- quently the pre-output stages process both the desired
ticular, the output transistors are generally operated input signal and the output stage distortion. Thus in-

termodulationis impaired,especiallyas thedistortion
into cutoff, successful suppression of the distortion us-
ing these techniques is limited, bandwidth can significantly exceed that of the audio

There are several fundamental problems that can be signal.

encountered when using negative feedback to minimize 4) If the output resistance of the output stage is non-
distortion in power amplifiers: zero (independent of any overall feedback), the loud-

1) Bipolar power transistors are usually of limited speaker load is an integral component in the feedback
bandwidth (typicalfT = 1--5MHz); thus ifnondynamic loop. Hence if the load exhibits nonlinearity, then dis-
behavior is required within the audio band, loop gains of tortion components are again fed back to the amplifier's
only30dBare possible, inputstage.

A technique is described in this paper which can
2) Since crossover distortion is transient in nature

dramatically linearize the output device characteristics
with respect to both voltage transfer and current transfer.

* Presented at the 65th Convention of the Audio Engineer- Hence an amplifier philosophy evolves that helps to
ing Society, London, 1980 February 25-28. reduce the problems outlined in 1)-4).
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I THEORETICAL MODEL fied. It may therefore be derived directly from V. or
indeed any other point within the structure, providingThe principle of the distortion cancellation technique
that stability is maintained. For example, by puttingcan be described by considering the generalized error

feedback structure shown in Fig. 1. In this network there a = 0, b -- 1, the classic feedforward system results,
where if the input of N is derived from the output of theis error sensing feedforward as well as feedback applied
error difference amplifier, then the Quad [1], [2] feed-around the nonlinear element N, where in the most
back structure results (see dashed connection in Fig. 1).general case the input N is unspecified. The error signal

In this paper we consider the opposite extreme whereused in the system is defined as the difference between
the input and the output of N. Thus ifNis ideal (that is, a = 1, b -- 0, and the input of N is equal to V.. This
N = 1), then the error signal is zero and no correction is system is of the type first discussed by Llewellyn in 1941
applied. However, in all practical amplifiers N will de- [3] in relation to valve amplifiers and later by Cherry [4]in 1978. It will now be shown that this feedback tech-
viate from unity, thus the error signal represents the
exact distortion due to N. nique is particularly relevant to the design of unity-gain

follower-type output stages, where with modest circuit-

1.1 Analysis ry a dramatic improvement in performance is possible.
The theory is extended to show that linearization of

Let V, and N(V,) be the input and output of the N devices with nonlinear current gain is also feasible.
network. Thus examination of the signals in Fig. 1 re-
veals: 2 CIRCUIT TOPOLOGIES FOR OUTPUT-STAGE

LINEARIZATION
Vo., = N(V.) + b{Vn - N(V.)}

Power amplifiers generally use bipolar output transis-
V. = V_, + a{Vn + N(V,)}. tors which exhibit low nonlinear current gain. Conse-

quently when such devices are used in a complementary
Eliminating V,, emitter-follower configuration, the transformed loud-

ab ] speaker load as seen by the base terminals is renderedVou;= N(Vn) (1 - b) (1 - a) / nonlinear and therefore contributes to the amplifier dis-tortion.

b If distortion correction feedback is configured to in-

+ (1 - a------_V_,. (1) elude input current sensing, it is possible to compensate
for changes in current gain. Thus when combined with

If voltageerrorsensingfeedback,a unity-gainstageresults
which can be driven from a stage with a finite-output

(1 - a) = b (2) resistance.

In Fig. 2 the schematic of a system with both voltage-
then and current-sensingcircuitryisshown,wherethesystem

Vo,, = Vm. (3) is configured to illustrate how a practical circuit (Fig. 3)
may be realized.

Thus providing that stability is maintained and V_re- Analysis shows that when
mains finite, distortion cancellation results when Eq. (2)

2RI (4)
is enforced, k_ = 1 + R2The result [Eqs. (2) and (3)] indicates that there is a
continuum of solutions extending from an error feed-
back system through to an error feedforward system. R1R3 = R2R4 (5)

It is interesting to note that the input of N is unspeci- the voltage gain is unity even when the base currents of

: T_and T 2 are finite and VBE/IEintroduces nonlinearity.
As a point of design interest, the resistor R_ includes

input unspecified

r-_- .......
Vin_ _ Vn I j N(Vn) Al, A2nonlinear gains of

._P '· '1II II, _Vout _ R01'output deviR02 .._R2 _ Al'1'1'1_ _' I]¢ !/
nOD x -/

-- --- resistors, R3 ROI

/v _j kv_ % %2 Va
Quad connectlon.///'cL-_ --0 0

I ___1___a

Fig. l. Generalized feedback-feedforward structure. Fig. 2. Current- and voltage-error-sensing feedback.
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the output resistance of the driving stage. Consequently can be aided by parallel connection of output transis-
the driving amplifier is not required to have zero output tars, then only minimal error signals result.

resistance. Sinceoutput stageand loudspeakergenerateddistor-
tions are in principle isolated from the input stages,

2.1 Corollary these stages are required onlyto produce modest voltage

Since the voltage gain is unity, it follows that the gains, as large loop gains are not required in an attempt
to produce a linear amplifier. Consequently the loopoutput resistance of the stage is zero, even when the

output resistance of the driving stage is finite. As a gain is low and the loop bandwidth can be high, enabling
result, an amplifier that uses this error-correction feed- a nondynamic loop behavior well in excess of the audiobandwidth.
back system does not in principle have to rely upon an

In practical amplifier design, the sensitivity of ad-overall output-voltage-derived negative feedback loop
to achieve adequate loudspeaker damping. Also, the justment of the balance conditions depends largely on

the quiescent bias current of the output transistors,loudspeaker load is then effectively decoupled from the
overall feedback loop, and it is this factor that prevents where critical adjustment results only under extremely
loudspeaker-generated distortion products from reach- low biasing. It has been found that for normal bias
lng the input circuitry of the power amplifier, levels, adjustment is noncritical, also that sensitivity is

aided by modest overall feedback.
Three practical output stage circuits are shown in Figs.

· Several prototype circuits havebeen investigated where
3-5. The circuit of Fig. 3 has both voltage and current the technique has proved effective. In these amplifiers no
sensing and is derived from Fig. 2. However, if the
output devices have adequate current gain (such as stability problems have been encountered other than

with the susceptibility to oscillation of power Darling-MOSFET or Darlington transistors), then current sens-
ton transistors which appear critical on layout. In fact,lng is unnecessary. As a result, the much simplified

circuitsof Figs. 4 and 5 are illustratedto showthe vc

modest circuit requirements that are needed to realize t [ 2Rli T1,Tb,TT,T8......only error-voltage sensing. The circuit of Fig. 5 is par- 2R_ _ . o_pHf_e_

ticularly attractive as the transistors Tv T4 form both a _ 12.T3.amplified
- diode'bias

complementary error difference amplifier as well as TsT6,Dortington O/P
"amplified diodes" for biasing the output transistors. T7 t .... istors

3 CONCLUSIONS l'_
R1

This paper has described an approach to power am- v_-_w_ Vout
plifier design where the nonlinear distortion generated T3
by the output transistors is compensated by simple fast-
acting local circuitry which can result in a high degree of
linearity that is appropriate to class A and class AB

follower-typeoutputstages. T_
The technique should find favor among designers f

who adhere to the low-feedback school of design, as 2R_!

correctivefeedbackis only appliedwhendistortionin _vt
the output stage is generated. If, therefore, the output
stage Nis designed to be as linear as possible, a fact that Fig. 4. Example of voltage-error-sensing circuit.

i

/,R ] ,2omp,i,i dO ode'
_T 3 biasinganderror

I _1- ' T amplifier

I [__ 5 T3, T4 driving tronsistors3
Driving J L [ f_3 ] T5. T6, Darlington O/P

Stage I r _ ] transistors

L v
t a ',a_R2 _R_ B _io_:

I ' :_ I I{k= R_

' i [ _ zVc

I

Fig. 3. Circuit schematic of current- and voltage-error-sensing Fig. 5. Voltage error sensing circuit using amplified diodes as
outputstage, erroramplifier.
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due to the low loop gain, load-dependent instability is lng Audio Amplifier," presented at the 50th Convention
minimal, though standard series Zobel circuitry was ofthe Audio Engineering Society, London, 1975March
employed. In practice the bandwidth of the correction 4-7.

circuitry is high which enables fast correctionofoutput- [2] P. J. Walker, "Current Dumping Audio Power
stage nonlinearities. In fact, it is partly the speed of the Amplifier," Wireless World, vol. 81, pp. 560-562 (1975
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Distortion Correction Circuits for Audio Amplifiers*

M. J. HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Department of Electrical Engineering Science, Colchester, C04 3SQ, United Kingdom

Circuit topologies are introduced which should prove of use to the circuit designer of
analog audio amplifiers. The objective is to produce circuits of' modest complexity that
overcome the nonlinearities inherent in single-transistor and long-tail pair circuits. This
allows amplifiers with excellent linearity to be designed without resorting to overall
negative feedback with high loop gains. To aid comparison of circuit nonlinear behavior, a

' parameter called the incrementaldistortion factor (IDF) is introduced and discussed.

0 INTRODUCTION attributes of nonlinear distortion is to use gain cells that

Most modern transistor amplifiers use either a single are inherently linear over a wide range of their transfer
characteristics and are essentially nondynamic with pre-

transistor or a pair of transistors in the input circuitry. It
dictable gain characteristics. Such gain cells can then be

is argued that if this stage is cascaded with adequate used with amplifiers with overall negative feedback with-
gain, then by the expedience of overall negative feed- out detriment to the intermodulation performance. How-
back, the input devices will operate within the limits for
small-signal operation and thus yield good overall lin- ever, the use of linear circuitry may well render the needfor high negative feedback unnecessary.
earity. Thispaper investigatesandcatalogsexamplesofgain

Often a consequence of this design philosophy is poor
dynamic performance of the input circuitry, where mod- cells that generally exhibit good linearity and dynamic
est input overload can result in gross distortion. There range. The circuits should prove of use to designers ofboth discrete and integrated circuitry, although some
are simple circuit modifications that can be introduced:
an increase in device operating current, though possibly design examples which are particularly relevant to inte-
at the expense of the noise factor; the introduction of grated-circuit fabrication are included.

In order to facilitate the comparison of various circuit
local negative feedback (emitter degeneration) which

topologies, a parameter called incremental distortion
reduces stage gain but enhances linearity and overload factor (IDF) is introduced. The IDF is related to the
performance, again at the expense of the noise factor.

Theaim ofthis paper is to introduce circuit topologies change in slope of the transfer characteristic with the
that enhance the nonlinear performance of amplifier input signal and is useful for quantifying nonlinearityunder large-signal conditions.
gain cells without recourse to high overall negative feed-
back. It is considered by this author that the combina-
tion of high loop gain together with its inevitable dy- I PRINCIPLES OF DISTORTION CORRECTION

namicperformance (dominant pole)when compounded Three methods are identified in this section to en-
with nonlinear elements can result in poor transient

hance the linearity of gain cells that may already use
distortion characteristics, especially when complex sig- either local or overall negative feedback within an am-
nals are being processed. Since the signals being ampli-
fied are rendered more complex dueto these nonlineari- plifier structure. (See [1-5] for background.)
ties falling within a dynamic negative feedback loop,
then intermodulation products result which are effec- 1.1 Complementary Nonlinear Stages in Cascade
tively time smeared. In the limit this must determine the
ultimate resolution of an amplifier, which is its ability to Ifa stage has a predictable nonlinearity, then by usinganonlinear stagewith acomplementarytransfercharac-
transfer fine signal detail in the presence of complex teristic, overall linearity is possible (Fig. 1). This tech-
signals, nique is, for example,used in translinearmultiplier

The only rational methodology to minimize these stages and in a modified form is the princip!e of com-

* Manuscript received 1981 January 22. plementary compandors.
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1.2 Device Linearization nal distortion that can be generated in cascaded high

This method involves matching device nonlinearities gain, low local-feedback amplifier stages.
In practical amplifier design it is possible to com-

as with the long-tailed pair, where the transconductance pound the techniques outlined in this section to produce
is linearized appr°ximately by keeping repc°nstant°ver amplifier stages of high linearity. It is also possible,
a wider range of emitter current compared with a single within limits, to trade off circuit complexity against
transist°r re °ver the same current range' Thus f°r single performance and to choose a technique that is best
transistors, suited to a particular amplifierapplication. In the fol-

OVb¢I lowing sections, circuit examples will be discussed to

r_ - Olel (1) indicate how predictable amplifiers can be designed and
that by the careful choice of&sign techniques enhanced

0 Vbe 2 performance results.

re2- Ole2 (2)
2 INCREMENTAL DISTORTION FACTOR (IDF)

and for a long-tail pair of transistors, The prime nonlinearity of a transistor which is oper-
ated with near constant collector-base voltage is defined

0Vbel 0t/be2 by the exponential relationship+ -- (3)
rep -- Olel Ole2

L

Comparing rep with rel or re2 for a given change in (emitter current, rep exhibits greater linearity. It = 1° exp qVbeKT ] (6)

1.3 Error Feedforward and Feedback Distortion where

Correction I e = emitter current
A technique [6] that was recently reported for linear- I0 = base-emitter diode saturation current

izing near unity gain output stages in analog power K = Boltzman's constant
amplifiers uses in general a combination of error feed- q = charge on electron
forward and error feedback. Fig. 2 illustrates the method T = junction temperature (degrees Kelvin)
in schematic form.

Analysis shows that when Some deviation from this relationship willoccur, but is
of little consequence here.

b = (1 - a) (4) Thus when a transistor is used as a transconductance
amplifier, nonlinear distortion will result. In order to

then attempt to quantifythe nonlinearity,weintroducethe
term incremental distortion factor (IDF). In essence this

Scut = Sin (5) term is a measure of the change in incremental gain of a

where a and b are constrained to values between 0 and 1. stage to the small-signal gain. In practical circuits the
IDF can most simply be expressed as a function of oneIfa = 1 and b = 0, the system becomes pure error

feedback, while if a = 0 and b = 1, pure feedforward or more variables. Hence by observing the variation of
error correction results. IDF with these parameters, an accurate measure of

When the balance equation (4) is satisfied, the effects nonlinear performance can be made.
of nonlinearity in the general network N are minimized, To explain the IDF in more detail, we proceed by
and the output parameters Sout and Sin become linearly analyzing first the nonlinear behavior cfa simple single-
related. Though it is inferred that these parameters are transistor stage with local emitter degeneration and sec-
voltages, in general they may be any suitable combina- ond the performance of a two-transistor long-tail pair.

These results are also of use as a reference to allow
tion of current and voltage, such as voltage in, current
out, which is of particular importance for the input stage comparison with the more elaborate gain cell topologies
of an audio amplifier, presentedin later sections.

Although this principle can be applied to an overall
amplifier, it is recommended that the technique be re-
stricted to single stages (which in turn can be com-

pounded to form a completeamplifier), as this permits s_ .+s_ . Sout
near nondynamic Stage performance and minimizes sig-

N-nonlinearoperatorrepresenting y [ _BalanceequationI

celltransfercharacteristic [___ Jb=1-a ][wS-4Wl.
Fig. 1. Complementary linearization. Fig. 2. Error feedforward and feedback distortion correction.
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2.1 Distortion Characteristics of a N(...) is shown here to be a function of a single
Single-Transistor Cell variable x. However, in later sections the definition is

extended to functions of several variables.

A single-transistor cell is shown in Fig. 3. We assume Defining x, the transistor loading factor, as the ratio
the base current to be negligible. Hence from Eq. (6), of signal current i to bias current I for the single-stage

KT In ( l-Ti-0) transistor amplifier,Vbc = _ (7) /
x -- (12)

Let a = KT/q. Therefore I

[I"]o-0] HencefromEqs.(10)-(12)weobtain
Vb_.= a In (8)

N(x) - 1 + xApplying Kirchhoff's law to the circuit shown in Fig. 3

' and eliminating Vbe[using Eq. (8)], Eq. (13) reveals that the IDF is an asymmetric func-

{ 1 + i _ tion of x, as would be anticipated for a single-transistor
Vi, = (i - I)R + aln_ i0 ] (9) nonlinearity. Theadvantageofthisformatisthatsincex

is a direct measure of the signal loading of a transistor,
-' (bias currents I.,.,I are shown in Fig. 3). In this simple then iflarge values ofx result in Iow values oflDF, thisis

example Vin is a function of a single variable i, that is, an expression of near linear performance. In practice x
can range from -1 to +1, though usually (except under

Vin = riO. overload) x will remain well within these limits.

By differentiation we obtain The main advantage of the IDF is that it permits a
comparison of circuits with respect to their nonlinear

= [dVin _ performance, even when complex multiple distorting
dVin _] di mechanisms coexist.

therefore 2.2 Distortion Characteristic of the Long-Tail
Pair Cell

OZ

dVin= R di + I + i di. AtreatmentsimilartothatpresentedinSection2.1 is
applied here to the long-tail pair circuit shown in Fig. 4.

Extracting linear and nonlinear components, From Kirchhoff's law,

dV_n = R + di - 1(I + i) dj. (10)
_. , _ _ , _ Applying Eq. (8) to each transistor,

I/P voltage linear nonlinear r,+,l
component component Vi, = iR + a In [1 - i] (14)

Eq. (10) relates incremental changes in current and Differentiatingandextractinglinearandnonlinearcom-
voltage expressed as a function of the bias current I and portents,
the present state of signal current i. It is essentially the

tangent to the transfer characteristic for transconduc- dVin= R + di + '/(/7 T F) di. (15)tance. For linearity, dgin and di must be related by a
constant multiplier. However, Eq. (10) reveals that the
incremental gain is a function of i, which represents a We obtain the IDF using the definition, of Eq. l l 1):
nonlinear process. We define the IDF N(...) as

X2 ( 2a ) (16)N(X) -- 2a + IR
[nonlinear incremental gain component] (1 - x2)

N(x) = [ li_-_ear_ncrementa_ga_-ncomponen_ /'
(11)

vb_ I--transistor biascurrent I+i I - i

I * i /,--bias current in R when Vin : 0

I CZZ] - IOV R
Vi" R

/
Fig. 3. Single-transistor cell. Fig. 4. Long-tail pmr circuit.
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Comparing Eq. (16) with Eq. (13), the differences in 1,, /,--bias currents inR_and R, when I/in= 0
nonlinearitycan becompareddirectlyas a functionof /
the transistor loading parameter x. These equations also I,. i, I2.i,

form a reference for the circuits presented in the follow- _ ,[_ .,[ i,._,
ing sections, v,. Vbel_" Vbe2'_ ' E_

I R1 R2

FEEDFORWARD ERROR CORRECTION 0v
/

Fig. 5. Single-stage mput device with feedforward error cor-
This section presents a series of circuit topologies that rection.

exploit error correction feedforward as outlined in Sec-
tion 1. Where appropriate, the IDF is evaluated as a [ CURRENTMIRRORXl ] Vs (supply)

meansof circuitcomparison. All the circuits shownuse }

I I

bipolar transistors, though in most cases adaptation to i, , I2 · il *i2 }I, +I2 + i, +i2
/

FETdevicesshouldbefeasible. I_-i2; [...

-- I /_ /] _Vk

3.1 Single-Stage Feedforward Error Correction i, + i, I2 + i2 I, +i, .2i2

derived from Fig. 2, where a = 0 and b = 1. Essentially ] ] i2.iy
when an input signal [/in is applied to the base of the ,_R2 ' ]RL

input transistor, the resistor R l is used as a reference for v,. Rll _l I2-Iy Vout
converting Vinto a current. However, due to Vbe I the . I2+I 'i_+2i2
voltage across R l is less than the input voltage. Hence by 1
usinga differentialamplifierto measurethe errorvolt- 0v

Fig. 6. Practical amplifier stage using a single input transistor
age Vber a corrective current i2can be summed with i 1to with feedforward error correction.
compensate almost exactly for the lost current. The
transconductance is then almost independent of VbeI.

Since Vbe I _ Vin , good linearity results. The main ad- ri2 + i,1

vantage of this circuit is that linearity can be achieved Vbe2 -- Vbe 3 = a In/'-------_.-/[I2 _ i2] (21)
with only modest values ofR_, a fact that increases the
transconductance of the cell, yet minimizes Johnson Thus

noise due to R r

The simplest method of adding the main current i I Vin : (il -- I,:)Rl or (i2 or Iv)R2 or ot In [I 2 _ i2jwith the error correction current ii is to parallel the two ' [/2--+ (2]
collectors. However, if both collector currents of each

half of the difference amplifier are used by introducing a Since
current mirror, then either the value of R 2 can be in- Vin = f(il, i2)
creased, which improves linearity, or the value ofR_ can
be reduced, which reduces Johnson noise and increases then
transconductance.

An example cfa more practical amplifier is illustrated OYin 0Fin

in Fig. 6, where biasing requirements and current mirror dVin- Oi I alii or '_2 di2'
are shown.

We assume that the output signal current i0 is derived Therefore
as

i0 = i, or Xi2 (17) dFin = RI dil+ [ 7-R7I2 di2

wheregenerallyXhasavalueoflor2(Fig. 6assumes 2 _2a[ i22 ] airX = 2). The circuit equations are as follows: + 12 2 /2 2

[/in = (il -- Ix)RI or Vbel (18) By comparison with Eq. (17),

Vbel -- (i2 or Iv)R2 or (Vbe2 -- Vbe3) (19) I2R 2 + 2a
x - (22)

I2Rl

[/1 or iii
Vb¢l = a In [_0 ] (20) Expressing di2 as a function of di 0, we then obtain the

IDF

2a2y2 (23)
N(x,y) = K/]i2R12[( 1 _ x)(1 -- y2R2/Jkal) or (2oz/R_Ii)(1 -- y2)]
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where shownin Fig. 8, whereidenticalgain cellsare com-
pounded within a cascade topology. This technique re-

i_ i2 suits in a fully complementary cell with enhanced IDF

x - I_ and Y -- 12 due to a reduction in primary distortion by sharing the
input signal between cells.

Since lyl % Ixl and Ix[ < 1, then Eq. (23) indicates Two circuits are presented in Figs. 9and 10, whichare

that a substantial reduction in nonlinearity is possible, formed by cascading the respective circuits of Figs. 5
and 7.

3.2 Symmetrical Long-Tail Pair with Feedforward

Error Correction 3.4 Nested Feedforward Error Correction Amplifier

The primary distortion mechanism cfa single transis- To conclude this section on feedforward error correc-

tor is the le/Vbe relationship. Ifa long-tail pair is chosen, tion, it should be noted that the error amplifier can be
then the primary distortion is reduced, as discussed in nested to yield even further distortion reduction, where

Section 2.2, where it was also shown that the nonlineari- effectively an error amplifier is used to compensate for
ty is symmetrical about the operating point, the main error amplifier. However, in such circuits it is

This section investigates the use of feedforward error likely that other sources of distortion (other than the
correction applied to a single long-tail pair. The IDF is

Vbe/] e nonlinearity) will then be dominant. Also, such
stated in Eq. (24), the analysis being similar to that of

circuits become somewhat complex, and the overall im-Section 3.1:

4a2y 2

N(x, y) = _.ili2Rl2[(1 _ x2)( 1 _ y2R2/_'Ri) + (2a/liRO(l _ y2)] (24)

where X, x, y, and i0 are as defined in Section 3.1. The provements are likely to be small. In fact for a given total
circuit is given in Fig. 7. current consumption in a gain cell, increasing the error

Eq.'(24)reveals that the IDFisofalower orderdueto amplifier current 12 will produce a useful reduction in
the square-law dependence on x and that the nonlineari- distortion, since the error amplifier loading factor is
ty is symmetrical about the quiescent operating point, reduced as a function cry 2. Further enhancement can be

This particular configuration is applicable to amplifi- obtained by using the modified amplifier cells to be
erinput stages where offset cancellation of base-emitter presented in Section 5, in particular the cell shown in
junctions is useful in establishing dc biasing of the com- Figs. 15 and 16.
plete amplifier. Note, however, that there is no require-
ment for accurate device matching within either the 4 GAIN CELL LINEARIZATION USING
long-tail pair or the error amplifier to achieve' useful FEEDBACK ERROR CORRECTION
linearization. (Matching is necessary for accurate dc

Circuit topologies similar to that of Section 3 can beconditions, but this is a separate problem and may not
be of importance in ac-coupled stages.) designed which rely upon the error signal being fed back

to the gain cell input. This corresponds to the system

3.3 Cascaded Gain Cells to Derive Differential

Output Currents , _0_i0 i0-i0_

A circuit application may require a differential output

current from the gain cell. Since this feature is absent V1--t_CE -L1_ _ L2_--V2from the circuits presented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, we con-

sider here modificationsthat result in differentialoutput _ iL _

currents, t1'0 I"' '01The principle is illustrated in the basic schematic

Fig. 8. Basic cascade of two identical gain cells.

Ia.i, _ . J I,-i, ii, 'I0*i0 I0-i0

I,.,, I2-,,[..i _-_

5

Fig. 7. Single long-tail pair with feedforward error correc- Fig. 9. Single long-tail pair with dual feedforward correction
tion. amplifiers(cascadeformedfromcellshowninFig.5).
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diagram of Fig. 2, where a = 1 and b = 0. In these Therefore

circuits the error signal is generally a current. _2ofY 2

Figs. 11 and 12 show two examples which can be N(x,y) = i]izR]2( 1 -4-x)(1 - y2 R2/R]) · (27)compared directly with the feedforward versions illus-

trated in Figs. 5 and 7. Again the loading parameters x and y are defined as in
Compound circuits similar to those described in Sec- Section 3.

tion 3.3 also can be derived by cascading gain cells with It is interesting to note that Eq. (25) represents a

error correction feedback. These should be proven use- balance equation which minimizes the output current ii
ful where differential output currents are required in dependence on i2and allows R l_lto determine the trans -
fully symmetrical circuits (see Fig. 8). conductance exactly.

The circuit equations are as follows. For the input A similar analysis for the circuit in Fig. 12 gives the
transistor(Fig.11), IDFas

Vi. = Vbc + (i, - i 2 -1- !)Ri __40(2y2

N(x,y) = i,i2R]2( 1 _ x2)(1 __ y2R2/R, ) , (28)
rl_ + ill

Vbc = a In [--"_0 ] where the balance is again determined by Eq. (25).
These results show that the feedback circuits give

and for the error amplifier, virtually the same performance as their feedforward ,

r/2___+/.2] counterparts, and for practical circuits the performance
Vbc : (1 x Jr /2)R2 q- o' In [I2 -- /2] ' should be essentially identical.

5 INDIRECT DISTORTION CANCELLATION
Let TOPOLOGIES

R 112 -- 2a (25) A significant improvement over the standard long-tail
R2 -- 12 pair can be realized by using matched transistors. In

these circuits it is assumed that the Ie/Vbe characteristics
Differentiating ['/in' are essentially identical. As examples Figs. 13 and 14

2o_2i2di] ] show indirect error correction.
dVin: R l d/1 - [ 1112311( 1 q_ il/il)(1 _ i22RJi22Ri )] . In Figs. 13 and 14 transistors T r T3, and T2, T4 are- matched, and since they carry the same emitter current

(26) (excluding the small base current), the base-emitter volt-
ages are identical. Thus an error-sensing difference am-

t 0''0 I 1" %''__ I,*i_ 0112 0112 _,-_2J_

VI [ _"_' ['"i / ' _:1-i2

Fig. 10. Dual long-tail pair circuits with dual feedforward Fig. 12. Long-tail pair with error correction feedback.
correction amplifiers (cascade formed from cell shown in Fig.
7).

t'o'io tI0-io

Vk 13 ' ' Il. Vk

--_ I×+i2 Vb e2

]v 'l
Vi n rtl I¥+i? -i2 [2 .i Vl _._ J T _ z{fk_ T_V ,

Fig. 11. Single input transistor with error correction feed-
back. Fig.13.Indirecterrorfeedlorward.
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plifier can measure the error voltage (VbeI -- Vbe2) indi- h 'i, I, -i,

rectly and compensate either by feedforward or by 1_ I21t_

feedback.

The advantages of these circuits are that only a single

error amplifier need be used, and transistors T3, T 4 form vk [ _ Yk
acascode configuration,whichenhancesbandwidth and v_,'"" v_2

linearity. T_
The IDFs for the error feedforward and error feed- v, _ v_

back circuits should compare with the circuits of Fig. 7 vbo,'_"(_ R, _ v0,_[Eq. (24)] and Fig. 12 [Eq. (28)], respectively, provided lI,,I2 I, % l(
that there is accurate transistor matching, and base cur-
rents are neglected (i.e., high fi transistors). Fig. 14. Indirect error feedback.

Finally a circuit is presented in Fig. 15 which.com-
bines the advantages of error feedforward with indirect
error sensing to minimize nonlinearities.

We assume that all transistors are matched in terms of

le/Vbc nonlinearity and collector-base current gain fi. ti0% to.i0 t

/

The values of currents and voltages are shown in Fig. 15. I /
- - r % v,

Vin: (V I -- V2) :(Vbc I Vbe2) q- (Vbc 3 Vbe4)+ i,R vi _{i'-i'l'?'l {i,'i,I _'''i

where I1 -ki_ "/_ '"' I1 * kil

(gbe I -- gbe2) = a In I l T ki I z,.,, l,-i, _ B7

and

r',+',1
(Vbe 3 -- Vbe4) : O/ In [I, -it_ ] '

Differentiating Vin and substituting for base-emitter Fig. 15. Modified error feedforward with indirect Vbe eom-

voltages, pensation.

2a(1 - k2)x 2 di l

dVin= Rdil + I_(1 - x2)(1 - k2x 2) (29)
This circuit topology reveals that if transistor match-

where lngisachieved,thenonlinearitiesare mainlydependent
upon transistor fi.

il
x - (30) In order to obtain an adequate dynamic range with-

1_ out transistor saturation, constant offset voltages g kare

and required(asshownin Fig.15).However,in situations
where the input signal is controlled and small, Vkcan be

k - fi - I set to zero. Such an application is to use this circuit as
fi + 1 (31) the error amplifier for a single long-tail pair, asshownin

Fig. 7. This compound circuit is illustrated in Fig. 16.
Therefore Defining X, x, and y as in Section 3.2, then if

2a(1 - k2)x2 R2

N(x) = /iR{(1 _ X2)( 1 _ k2x2)} (32) X -- R, (33)

we have

4ot2(1 - k2)y2 dio

dVin= R, dio + [I,(1 -- x2){12R2(1 - y2)(1 - k2y2) q- 2a(1 - k2)y 2} '3- 2aX/2(1 - y2)(1 -- k2y2)] (34)

Therefore

40'2(1 -- k2)y 2

N(x,y) = Xltl2R 2[(1 _ y2)(1 _ k2y2)(l + 2a/lfl_ - x 2) + (2a/XI2R_)(1 - k2)y2(1 - x2)] ' (35)
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I_+i_ !I_-i2 _2+i2 i,l was introduced which readily expressed nonlinearitiesas a function of amplifier current loading factors. These
expressions can be approximated still further by letting

v,,_-[ [ J _ terms of the form (1 x 2) -- 1 with the assumption of
2, modest loading factors.

It is hoped that some of the circuits will prove useful
0v to the designers of audio amplifiers and allow enhanced

performance by minimizing both nonlinearity and loop-
gain requirements, which have a strong correlation with
transient distortion phenomena.
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FuzzyDistortion in Analog Amplifiers:
A Limit to Information Transmission?*

M. J. HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Department of Electrical Engineering Science, Wivenhoe Park,
Colchester, Essex, United Kingdom,

A theoretical model is introduced that attempts to emulate a low-level distortion
mechanism inherent in bipolar junction transistor amplifiers and, as a consequence,
suggests a low-level bound to the transmission of fine signal detail. The model gives
positive support to the low-feedback school of design and proposes circuit techniques
for maximizing signal transparency. The design principles have particular relevance
to low-level signal stages, but should also find an association with all classes of amplifiers.

0 INTRODUCTION (TID) [4], [5], a distortion that is prevalent in slow

The last decade has seen substantial debate concerning high-loop-gain feedback amplifiers. However, design
criteria have been established [6], [7] which minimize

the relationship between objective and subjective as-
sessment of amplifiers. Measurements have frequently the onset of TID. Clearly, TID is only part of the dis-

tortion repertoire and is probably of minimal conse-
been performed with often impressive results [1], yet quence once the probability of its occurrence is low.
on extended audition significant audible differences Primary and secondary crossover distortion, though
can still be perceptible, predominant in power amplifier circuits, also occur in

Various investigations have cited, for example, the
levels of harmonic distortion as a measure of excellence, certain low-level operational amplifiers that use class

where emphasis has been directed to the distribution AB output stages. However, although this nonlinear
and relative weights of the harmonic structure. Con- mechanism can lead to significant signal impairment,
clusions have been drawn suggesting that low-0rder there are now a variety of design techniques [8]-[10]
harmonics exhibiting a smooth rolloff in amplitude with that successfully minimize the error signal.

frequency [2], [3] are a useful indicator of an amplifier's A direct consequence of amplifier nonlinearity andsignal interaction is partial rectification, which produces
performance. However, when on this basis the levels
of distortion are critically compared, it is generally a dynamic shift in the quiescent bias state. If an amplifier

incorporates energy storage elements (such as ac cou-
difficult to assert a high correlation between objective pling and by-pass capacitors), then the error signal is
and subjective results. In fact auditioning of amplifier filtered and exhibits "overhang," which is dominant
performance suggests that the absolute level of harmonic
distortion is, within limits, only a second-order interest, in the lower midrange and bass frequency bands. Am-

as highlighted during valve/transistor comparison, plifiers should therefore minimize energy storage com-ponents and be designed to be near aperiodic within
A second indicator of potential excellence depends

on the assessment of transient intermodulation distortion the audio band. Research has shown that an asymmetric
pulse test is a sensitive method of assessment [11],
[121.

* This paper was the basis of a lecture to the British Section Where amplifiers are operated at high signal levels,
in 1982 October (see JAES, vol. 31, no. 3, pp. 164 and 166
(1983 March)). Manuscript received 1982 October 11; revised other mechanisms of dynamic distortion become sig-
1982November22. nificant. Nonlinear delay modulation (NLDM) of the

J.AudioEng.Soc.,Vol.31,No.10,1983October 745
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signal will occur due to the dynamic variation of tran- Transistor operation depends in part on the transfer
sistor parameters with signal: Modulation of collector- of charge from signal source to device, a theory first
base capacitance with collector-base voltage, the shift proposed by Beaufoy and Sparked [ 15]. Essentially the
of small-signal bandwidth with collector current, and theory shows that the level of collector current in a
general parametric changes when devices are thermally bipolar junction transistor (BJT) is a linear function of

exercised are all contributory factors. However, after the local stored charge in the base region. The theory
reviewing the many conventional forms of nonlinearity also proposes that the continual base current of a BJT

it is apparent that certain areas of subjective assessment provides a "top up" charge to compensate for recom-
still elude a satisfactory explanation, and it is unclear bination resulting from a finite carrier lifetime within
as to an optimum design strategy. Specifically the area the base. In equilibrium the rate of recombination is
of greatest concern is that of subjective clarity or what just balanced by the base current to maintain a constant
may be usefully described as signal transparency: the average charge, which in turn determines the collector
ability to resolve fine signal detail, especially in the current.
presence of complex high-level signal components. However, in this paper we shall not be concerned

There appears to be a distinction between distortion directly with the mechanics of device operation, only
mechanisms that "color" the signal, thus adding their a consequence of those mechanisms, namely, the level
own character, and distortions that corrupt fine signal of charge transfer required in the amplification process.
detail. The probableimportanceof charge levels can be es-

This paper addresses what is believed to be both a tablished by the following thought experiment.
significant and a neglected factor of amplifier perform- In this discussion we shall evaluate the approximate
ance where two basic clues have emerged: first, that levels of charge that are transferred to the base of a
amplifiers using low or distributed feedba'6k often au- transistor under low-level signal excitation. Fig. 1 shows
dition with higher rank, even though they may exhibit a basic zero feedback amplifier stage interfaced to a
higher levels of error signal, and second, that low- moving-coil transducer with source resistance rc, where

level amplifier stages appear particularly susceptible the input impedance of the amplifier is derived directly
to signal impairment. A primitive theory is proposed from the hybrid-_ equivalent circuit of a transistor. In
and a design strategy presented as a means of perform- Fig. 1 rbb' is the base bulk resistance, rb,e the dc input
ance optimization, resistance (modeling small-signal recombination), and

In preparing the work presented in this paper, a lit- Cb, e the base region capacitance storing the charge qb
erature survey revealed an embryonic idea first published which controls the collector current.
by West [13] in 1978. However, the idea was not de- A valueofthe base storage capacitor can be estimated

veloped to any extent, and its significance with respect directly from a knowledge off_, the 3-dB bandwidth
to amplifier design was not established in depth. A of hre, which is the collector-base current gain, assuming
later discussion by Curtis [14] dismissed the theory as a first-order response,
a cause of "transistor sound." The author considers

1

this dismissal somewhat premature and attempts in this Cb,¢ - 2,rrrb,ef_ Vc}_---->constant (1)paperto extendthe theoryin moredetail, withrespect
both tothe charge-control model of a transistor and to

this expression is derived from the observation that the
the application of the derived theory to amplifier design.

reactance of Cb'_is equal to rb'_ at the frequencyf_, it
I FUZZY NONLINEARITY: THE THOUGHT also follows that Cb,_ _ I¢ (emitter current).
EXPERIMENT Let us further our argument by considering the output

voltage vi of a moving-coil cartridge,
Classical circuit theory represents current as a con-

tinuous function that flows smoothly and can be con- fsidered to have infinite precision within an uncorrelated vi = Jn Vn sin (2_ft) (2)
random bound. This viewpoint is taken from a mac-
roscopic stance of electromagnetism where the indi- where Vn is the nominal cartridge output amplitude at

vidual electrical fields of electrons merge to a non- a normalized frequencyfn, typically I kHz. If the dy-
granular continuum that allows near infinite precision namic range of the system is DR, then the minimum
in the transmission of information. Account is of course

taken of the behavior of partial randomness of electrons,

and this is introduced through linear noise analysis ![[ EEE__rb_[_'_

where the noise is seen as the limiting factor on low- rc B

level signalresolution. In fact basic calculations on tC IL'_

the numerousness of electrons would sugges[ this to _ v, vb
be perfectly reasonable and of little consequence to I
the audio circuit designer, we speculate here that this
may well be an invalid assumption which disguises the
true limit to the ultimate resolution of a low-noise am-

plifierstage. Fig.1. Basictransistoramplifierstage.

746 O.Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 31, No. 10, 1983 October
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resolvable signal level Avi is DR = 104 80-dB dynamic range,
fn = 1 kHz normalizing frequency

_ f Vn for cartridge,

AVl fn DR sin (2_ft) . (3) fa = 20 kHz audible bandwidth,
e = 1.96 x 10 -19 C charge on electron,

In defining DR we refer to the smallest resolvable hfe -- 500 small-signal collector-
change in signal level that can exist without nonlinear base current gain (VcE
corruption fromcomplexhigh-level signal components, constant)
Ideally this change in signal level should be below the

noise floor, wherebythe minimumchange in base charge is eval-
x

We next assign a minimum resolvable time period uated as
Xmestimated by direct reference to the sampling theo-

rem, which conveniently relates *m to the audible Aqb, min --_ (2 × 10-6f2)e [coulombs] (11)
bandwidth fa,

Eq. (11) shows a remarkably low level of average
1 chargetransferthat occursfor small signalsobserved----- (4)

Tm 2fa ' over the minimum resolvable time period (here assumed
to be 25 las).

Assuming a sinusoidal input signal, an expression It is also instructive to estimate the change in the
for the control base charge qb(t) for an input signal Avi number of electrons transferred into the base region

is derived as through recombinationover the minimumtime period
'tm, due only to the minimum signal component Al,' i.

qb(t) = 1 f Vn sin (2'rrft) (5) If we assume rb,e to be the dominant input resistance
2*rrb'ef_ f. DR of the transistor, the base input current Aii associated

where with Avi is

1 _ f Vn sin (2,rft) (12)
rc + rbb' << Irb'e // 21'rfCb'e I · Aii fn rb'eD_ '

Hence the change in control charge that occurs over a The charge Aqr transferred from source to input due
time Vmis to recombination in time Xmis calculated by integration,

2Aqb, min = qb(t + _)- qb(t -- _) (6) Aqr = Ai_at . (13)

where, aligning the difference equation to maximize Aligning the integration window to maximize Aqr
Aqb (in this sense our estimation is optimistically high) and again assuming that *rf'rm is small,
and assuming sin (11'f'rm) _ 'rrf'rm, we have

20Vn/e f (14)
Vn f2 Aqr = (1 + hre)DR fnfa

· Aqb, rain -- (7)
2rb,¢DR f, faf_

Using the same data base,
We note from standard transistor theory that

Aqr = 0.2fe [coulombs]. (15)
rb, e = (l + hre)re (8)

Eqs. (11) and (15) show that low-level signals in
0.025 transistorstages are associatedwith an extremelysmallre - , (I¢ in amperes) (9)

le transfer of charge into the base of the input transistor.
The basic analysis indicates that within Tm the signal

fT _ (1 + hfe)f[3 . (10) amplitude generally has greater effect on the charge

Hence transferredfor recombinationthanthat chargehaving
direct control of the collector current (according to

20Vnle f2 charge control theory). Nevertheless both calculations
Aqb, min :

DR fnfafT ' yield results of only a few electrons.

To estimate typical values of changes in the base We therefore propose a theory that partial signal
charge consider the following data base: quantization is the fundamental process that sets an

inherent bound to signal transparency through a tran-

V, = 200 _V medium output mov- sistor stage. Both Eqs. (11) and (15) support the prob-
ing-coil cartridge, able existence of significant granularity where Eq. (11)

le = 10-3 A transistor emitter bias suggests a form of amplitude quantization and Eq. (15)
current, an association with 1/f noise.

fT = 50 MHz bandwidth to unity hfe, It is also proposed that signal interaction with inherent

J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 31, No. 10, 1983 October 747
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nonlinearitie's in transistors, together with even small tation is illustrated in Fig. 2(c).
levels of interference from power supplies, neighboring The model consists of an integrator to convert input
circuitry, or undesired signal coupling (such as poor signal current to charge, cascaded with a uniform
ground line design), can easily corrupt such minute quantizer with an associated dither source n(t) to scatter

signals and that such corruption should be interpreted the quanta. The integrator and quantizer are enclosed
as modifications to these low charge levels, within a negative-feedback loop, which together emulate

We conclude this preliminary discussion by giving the process of recombination and quantization of the
in Table I typical levels of charge transferred to the stored base charge. The quantized base-emitter voltage
base of a transistor within the minimum time period Vb'e, which is proportional to the stored base charge,
Tm = 25 MSagainst various signal levels to illustrate is converted to collector current by a transconductance
the potential dynamic range available. The example stage with mutual conductance gm. From standard tran-
already cited in this section is used as a data base. sistor theory,

_ hfe

2 FUZZY MODELS gm (1 + hre)re (16)
In this section we build upon the observations made

of quantization and the relative magnitudes of low- OV_E kT

level signals by introducing a basic model of the dis- re - OIE el_ (17)
tortion process. It is emphasized that although the model
is primitive, it is a natural extension of our thought where k is Boltzmann's constant, T the junction tern-
experiment, perature (kelvins), e the charge on an electron, and le

The proposed model is to be classed as "fuzzy" and the emitter bias current.
the resulting distortion as fuzzy distortion due to its The model shown in Fig. 2(b) has a strong resem-
strong stochastic association. We commence by estab- blance to certain classes of analog-to-digital encoder,
lishing two distinct groups of nonlinearity, in particular feedback (pulse-code modulation) and

1) Deterministic nonlinearity. Classic system non- multilevel delta sigma modulation (DSM) [16], [17].
linearity can be envisaged using a continuous model Since these encoding schemes combine integration and
incorporating static or dynamic transfer characteristics, quantization within a feedback loop, they form useful
The main attribute of this broad distortion classification vehicles for comparison. A major distinction between

is repeatability where, assuming no time-dependent ic(_)

systemparameters, thesameerrorwaveformwillresult _g j ' <under repeated tests. We note in particular that when mvb,_

measuring such distortion a degree of signal averaging _ 8'y __li!i!i Irce

is often used-to suppress random events, ib(l') rUe_Cb'
2) Fuzzy nonlinearity. A distortion process that re-

sults in an error signal with a strong stochastic element
that does not include any uniform sampling function E
is defined here as fuzzy distortion. Such distortion will (a)
not exhibit exact error waveform replication under re-

peated tests. We note in particular that when measuring [ I n(_> ,m O.... ,,om
such distortion, any signal averaging will tend to mask rd ] _ I I L_ q (_'} t I _diff ........ p

theerrorwaveform, g_v_,,

We proceed by further reference to the charge control Bo c_u._.=7_'=_R' ° roe
model ofa BJT [15] and attempt to produce a primitive

model that matches the input impedance characteristic r =%d i
of a BJT transistor (see Fig. 1), exhibits the correct 2=f_u_ E Aq(t),insfcmfone0uSdist0rtionquanfiz¢ion

frequency response when observing hre, introduces a (b)
degree of charge quantization, and maintains the proper
static relationship between base and collector currents. FN_fuzzy nontinearify

The proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and _ _Vb'°l °i
is configured so that it replaces directly the standard rb_ __FN_._i _rcehybrid-_ circuit shown in Fig. 2(a). A simplified nO-

Bo, %0

Tablel. Typical levels of charge transferred, v!e ' ' _--' lvgo[ / I
ChargeTransferin25 ItS ............ E .......

Aqr Aqb, rain (C)

Bias current of 1/500 mA 2.56 × 10Se
Input signal of 200 txV 2 × 106e 2 × 104e Fig. 2. Basic hybrid-_r equivalent circuit of a BJT. (a) Stan-
Input signal 80 dB below 200e 2e dard circuit. (b) Circuit with modification to incorporate chargequantization. (c) Simplified functional presentation, including

200ltv at 1kHz chargequantization.
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the fuzzy model and digital encoders is that the former the output noise as a function of source resistance, this
excludes a uniform sampling process. However, a ran- being achieved by modifying the feedback factor around
dom sampling function is permissible where the mean the internal feedback loop. Essentially when rc = 0,
sampling frequency corresponds to the mean rate of maximum feedback is applied, and when rc = 0%min-
recombination within the base of the transistor, which imum feedback results. Examination of the model

is determined by the base bias current (that is, a base schematic illustrated in Fig. 2(b) should clarify this
bias current of 2 IxA corresponds to a mean sampling operation.
rate of _ 1013Hz). We note also from Eq. (2) that the In this section we have established a modification to

mean sampling rate will undergo frequency modulation the basic hybrid-x model of a transistor which includes

due to the instantaneous change in recombination current the effect of charge quantization. We now proceed to
with change in base-emitter voltage, examine some implications of these observations.

We estimate the approximate frequency characteristic
of the distortion spectra for the model of Fig. 2(b) by 3 IMPLICATIONS OF FUZZY DISTORTION IN
assuming the loop to be essentially linear and by rep- AMPLIFIER DESIGN
resenting the quantization distortion as a sinusoidal

error signal added within the loop where, for purposes If we accept that a low-level nonlinear mechanismexists in transistors which has a different nature from

of analysis, deterministicnonlinearity,then wecan makesomebasic

q(t) = Qe j2xft (18) observations as to the correct global strategy toward
amplifier design.

Thus the collector error current ]q,cej2_ft follows as Where a transistor operates with very-low-level sig-

jQgmf/f_
lq,c = (19)

fl + rb'e ][1 + Jf 1rc + rbb'JL [1 + rb,e/(rc + rbb')]f_3

where rc is the source resistance between base and
emitter, as shown in Fig. 1. nals that approach the noise floor, the artifacts of charge

quantization will generate significant fuzzy distortion.From Eq. (19) we infer the basic form of error spec-
trum, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Note the effect a The method to minimize this effect can be summarized
low source impedance has on the break frequency in as follows:
the approximate error spectrum. 1) it is essential that low-noise devices be used that

The error spectrum shown in Fig. 3 compares with exhibit low rbb' and low I/f (recombination noise). The
device should be chosen so as to maximize Cb, e. Thusthe general trend of pulse-code-modulation-type systems

[16], [17] where quantization is dominant at high fre- large integrated arrays of transistors where many
quencies. The curve ignores other forms of random matched devices are paralleled should prove the best
noise, such as the noise associated with rbb'. Thus in choice (such as the LM394).
general this effect will be at or below the device noise 2) Operate transistors so that Cb, e is maximized. From
level. Eq. (1) this infers a substantiallevel of emitterbias

The results show that the source resistance plays a current which in turn will lower the device input
dominant role in shaping the error spectrum where up- impedance.
timum performance is obtained when rc is minimized. 3) Eq. (1) infers that Cb'e is an inverse function of
This compares favorably with the more common noise rb,e (for given fo). Thus a device should be chosen with

a low value of hfe [see Eq. (8)].model of a transistor where the noise sources are rep-
resented as equivalent input noise voltage and current 4) Selection off_ is more complex. A low level of
generators. An interesting by-product of the model f_ will increase Cb,e, but at the expense of lowering the
structure is that it includes a mechanism that modifies break frequency in the distortion spectra (see Fig. 3).

It is suggested that f_ should be sensibly in excess of
20 kHz.

Noiseonddisfort-ion 5) Design the transistor stage so as to maximize the........................

Pr0bable_ device loading factor [18]. This will maximize the
randomnoisefever , changes in charge for a given signal.

i 6) Minimizeresistancein the inputmeshof a tran-6dB/ocfo_ i--, sistor. This will reduce low-frequency fuzzy distortion.

I For the input stageof Fig. 1this impliesa lowvalue
i of rc. The effect of rc can be observed by reference to

r1 n ,0gcf) Eq. (19) and the error spectrum in Fig. 3.L + Fb_e Jr_-XT;7_f_ Consider by way of example a low-level disk pream-
plifier stage for use with a low-output moving coil car-

Fig. 3. Approximate error spectrum of collector current due tridge. In Fig. 4 a moving-coil cartridge with source
only to quantization effects, resistance rc and generator signal ec(t) is interfaced to
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a disk amplifier which has an input resistance rin and We proceed by calculating the instantaneous input
a voltage gain Av. signal power Pin(t) tO the differential input of the am-

The classical viewpoint would not expect tin to play plifier,

an important role other than providing an optimum

load for the cartridge. (This may affect the frequency [ ecU) 12response, for example, when coupled with the generator Pin(t) = _ (rc + rr) + rin(1 + AB)_ Fin . (20)

source inductance.) However, for low-output-imped-

ance moving-coil cartridges this generally has minimal Differentiating pin(t) tort rin,

effect. Indeed in selecting an "optimum" load resist- Opi,(t) F Cc(t) ]2
ance, it is normal to use an input shunt resistor. OFin- -- L (r c -F rf) -F tin(1 -I- AB) ]

However, fuzzy nonlinearity suggests that the level
of/in is Of fundamental importance, and that this current
must be maximized and flow into the base of the input × [1- 2rin(1 + AB) ]
transistor. A shunt input resistance is not an acceptable L (rc + rf) + tin (1 + AB) J

solution,as currentwillby-passthe transistor. (21)
It therefore follows that the input signal must be

considered in terms of both input voltage and input and setting OPin(t)/Orin = 0 tOmaximize the input power,
current. It is the input signal power that is fundamental, the optimum tin (for maximum input power) follows

as

3.1 Corollary 1

If we accept the notion of maximizing the signal rin opt -- Fc + rf
power that flows into the base of the input transistor, 1 + AB (22)

then a transducer for an analog disk system must be This gives the maximum input power as
selected such that

1) It converts a relatively high proportion of platter pin(t) = ec2(t) (23)rotational energy into mechanical signal energy, as seen max 4(re + rt)(l + AB)
at the cantilever of the cartridge.

2) It exhibits a high mechanical-to-electrical power Eq. (23) shows the need to minimize all extraneous
conversion, resistances within the input signal mesh, which is also

It is possibly in these areas of performance where a requirement for good noise design (that is, minimize
many moving-coil cartridges offer a significant per- rf). [See also Eq. (19) and the discussion in Section 2
formance advantage, concerning input mesh resistance and fuzzy distortion.]

However, a more fundamental observation shows

3.2 Corollary 2 the maximum power flow to be an inverse function of
the feedback parameter. Thus although classical feed-

In selecting a matching transformer/input circuit to- back theory would suggest an improvement by operating
pology, the aim must be to maximize the flow of signal the device well into its linear region of operation, it
power into the base of the input transistor, in fact forces the signal to within a relatively few quanta,

The proposal to maximize the input power is open thus exaggerating any effects of quantization.
to some debate. However, if it is realized that we wish To illustrate the process further, consider the corn-

both to maximize input signal current to the base of bined systems of Figs. 2(c) and 5, as shown in Fig. 6.
each transistor and to minimize source resistance re, Any amplification which follows the quantization

then the notion of power maximization is a reasonable process must by necessity amplify the quantized signal,
target, togetherwith additionalrandomnoisesources.Theel-

Corollary 2 has profound ramifications in the choice feet of negative feedback on a purely linear system will
circuit topology. ,Consider the classical amplifier con- reduce the levels of additional noise resources that are
figuration shown in Fig. 5. The circuit shows an input injected within the feedback loop by a factor of (1 +
signal generator ec with source impedance re. Again AB). However, this process is not true of a loop that
the amplifier has an input impedance tin and voltage includes quantization. In fact in this system the feedback

gain Av, but a negative-feedback loop is included where will again reduce the additive noise, but it will only
the feedback factor is B with a Th6venin source imped-

ance (seen bythe inverting input) of rt. r=_ iin [r_+r_[''''''''_Ay

ec(t} v'nl -- V°

MC CARTRIDGE DISK AMPLIFIER INPUT STAOE I FEEDBACK NETWORK I

Fig. 4. Moving-coil cartridge-amplifier interface. Fig. 5. Classical feedback amplifier structure.
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partially reduce the effects of quantization. Thus fuzzy the dominant offender. To guarantee this ideal we must
distortion components will be partly exposed by negative arrange for a progressive increase in input signal power
feedback, together with a complex process of inter- as we proceed along the cascade, as well as attempting
modulation between signal additive noise and quanti- to minimize the number of series-connected transistors
zation distortion, which in general must include time in the signal path.
smearing due to limitations in loop bandwidth. In order to control deterministic distortion as signal

levels are amplified, a degree of negative feedback will
4 MINIMIZATION OF FUZZY NONLINEARITY become mandatory, which will consist generally of a

combination of distributed and multiple-feedback loops.
We conclude our discussion on fuzzy distortion by

However, in selecting the topology for the feedback
suggesting a design method and basic circuit topologies

structure, an increasing input-signal-power progression
that in principle meet the requirements of both high- should be observed.

level and low-level nonlinearities. In particular we To examine this design strategy, consider N + 1
emphasize low-level signal stages as these are poten- cascaded transistor stages, as shown in Fig. 7. Stages
tially more susceptible to fuzzy nonlinearity. 1--->Nuse distributed feedback, while the input stage 0Following the design aims discussed in Section 3,

is optimized for fuzzy nonlinearity by using zero feed-we must choose a low-noise transistor with a low value
back. A single feedback loop encloses stages 1---->N,of collector-base current gain. This device should be
thus modeling a typical amplifier.

operated at a collector current commensurate with noise Let
considerations such that (ideally) the input impedance

between base and emitter matches the source impedance A0, · · · , AN = amplifier gains /

of the transducer or presents an optimum load to the Bo, · . . , BN = feedback factors I (see Fig. 7
transducer. Provided the source signal is of suitable e0, · · · , e,v = amplifier input signalsJ
magnitude, the signal should be coupled directly to the r0, · · . , rN = amplifier input resistances
base-emitter junction (assuming that high-level dis- Po, - - · , PN = input signal powers to amplifiers
tortion will not be problematic), and preferably no ac rc = transducer source impedance.
coupling component should be used.

Coupled with this requirement, the input transistor From Eq. (20) we calculate the rth-stage input signal
should ideally use no feedback (local or overall), since powerpr. For stages r = 1..... N. (Assume that the
Eq. (23) indicates a reduction in signal power. If the source resistance is small compared with rT.)

transducer output is too great, resulting in a high level [ © ] 21 (24)ofdeterministicdistortion, then a step-down transformer P" = 1 + ArBr r_
should be selected to permit using a zero feedback

input stage. Ideally the input impedance should be de- and for stage r = O,
signed to match the transformed source impedance of 2

the transducer. This process will not change (in prin- Po = rc + r0 . (25)ciple) the level of power extracted from the source

(assuming a power match), but it will minimize high- 4.1 Design Criterion
level distortion and eliminate a loss of input power
through the use of negative feedback. In many instances To minimize signal degradation caused by fuzzy
it will not be practical to design for a power match as nonlinearity in a cascade of transistor stages,
high operating currents or many parallel devices may
be necessary, though investigation into the LM394- Pr = GfrPr-I (26)
type device should be encouraged, where ideally the interstage power gain Gfr > 1. We

In general an amplifier system will include several calculate the voltage gain relating erand er-l, for r =
cascaded transistor stages within the signal path. Po- 1,
tentially each stage is a cause of low-level distortion,
but as with noise design, the first transistor should be el _ A0

e0{ /r--_NPUT_RA_EISTOR--I FsuBsEa_E_TAM_-iF_C_T_ON-1 1 + BO [I [Ap/(1 + ApBp)] (27)
COLLECTOR p: [

'r'_ R'_ and for r = 2 ..... N,

2F' ' I er Ar-I

T/ ret Vo - (28)
EMITTER er- 1 1 + BrA r

,ch) _ _ Hence we establish the constraintson the choiceof
-FEEDBACK resist onc_

I NETWORKI 'O:_ feedback parameters by reference to Eqs. (24)-(28).

Fig. 6. Simplified feedback amplifier with quantizer model _The feedback networks are assumed to exhibit zero
ofFig.2(c). Thfiveninsourceimpedances.

/
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If hazardof using high-gainhigh-input-impedanceop-
erational amplifiers.

N Ap '[IX'/Gr_°rl'_ We conclude this section by suggesting how it is
_n = [1 + Bo 1-[ 1 + BpApJI. rc + r0J' (29)p= l possible to use a combination of low distributed feed-

back with feedforward error correction as a compromise/

-tiGfrr_r (30) to the distortion dichotomy existing between deter-_fr ¥
rr_ 1 Ir=2 ..... N ministic and fuzzy nonlinearities.

Germane to the design strategy is the selection of a
we have distributedfeedbacksystemwheretheappropriategains

Ar-1 = _fr(1 + BrAr) r=l.... (31) and feedback factors are calculated according to our,N now established fuzzy nonlinearity criterion. In so doing

where we define 5rrJr=l.....N as' the set of fuzzy gain we accept that deterministic nonlinearity inherent in
parameters of the amplifier system, devices will potentially increase. However, by using

Examination of Eqs. (29)-(31) reveals the design nested feedforward error correction we can partially
criterion that will ensure a progressive power increase compensate the deterministic error signals and achieve

along the cascade of transistor stages (noting that cal- acceptable linearity with high loading factors, even
culated power leyels refer to the input power to each when local negative feedback is low.
transistor, not the associated circuitry). In Fig. 8 we illustrate a two-stage feedforward am-

In practice there will be a limit to the input power plifier where the error due to base-emitter nonlinearity
to a transistor that will be dependent on the acceptable in T1 is partially corrected by the differential amplifier
levels of deterministic distortion. We note that for a formed by T2 and T3. Further error-correction stages

bipolar transistor which adheres to the form of Eq. (17) can be used to compensate for T2 and T3 nonlinearity
the fractional error component of emitter current is using a nested configuration. The performance of such

independent of lEOfor a given VBE(where the subscript stages as a function of loading factor was considered
EO infers quiescent values), in a previous paper [18].

The dominant advantages of this approach is that
VBE = VBEO + AVBE only very modest local negative feedback need be ap-

plied via R1and that the high-level distortion is partially
which corresponds to IE =IEO + AIE. Then compensated by the error amplifier. Such a technique

allows good signal power coupling to Ti, yet permits
AIE -- e (qgv}3E/Kr)-- 1 (32) an acceptable high-level distortion characteristic. It
IEO therefore follows that T1is exercised over a wide range

Since the base-emitter voltage of a transistor is directly of its operating characteristic while retaining good

dependent upon the input power and input resistance, overall linearity.
the input resistance should be minimized to reduce high- The example just discussed illustrates how ideas of
level distortion, for a given power level, fuzzy nonlinearity could influence amplifier design. A

It is constructive to reflect upon a common circuit second area of application concerns the construction

arrangement where a discrete transistor stage is cascaded and layout of circuits. Once the very small signal levels
with a BJT operational amplifier with local feedback, are appreciated and the point of view of "counting
We will assume for simplicity that there is no overall electrons" is taken, such factors as metal-metal con-

feedback and proceed by suggesting typical circuit pa- , subs_qu,nts_g_sw,h_,t_,_u__ ....._ _
I

rameters: r_ 'i1%____J__ ;_ *A_e '- Vo

/scre,es,ageinput impedance 1kl_ (transistor) 0v

voltagegain 20 _, _g_oo_
Operational

amplifier stage

input impedance I Mil (operational amplifier) Fig. 7. Basic multiple-loop feedback amplifier topology.
closed-loop gain 20

If I :_(I *kl t )open-loop gain 1000 (conservative estimate) ......_o_....... _._L%_',[ , ]

t tL_____J
I1 *i I2+i_ I3-i_

Hence from Eq. (31) 5rr _ 0.4, whereby the power h MT2 v, T_¼

gain follows from Eq. (30) as 1.6 x 10 -4. 'x _ I-..._t F_2 ..4'---]rI _;_ ......... p_,

This result shows a substantial reduction of input I Vb_.,"_ _ [I _u,(_o,
Vin _z

signal power presented to the second stage, the con- _ ,__,,_.,

sequence beingthatanyquantizationeffectswillbe [ _lI_l_ _11_''%_
significantlyincreased, i,.i,.i...................... i I I

This circuit arrangement has often been used for disk
preamplifiers and is a good illustration of a potential Fig. 8. Basic feedforward error-correction stage.
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tacts, interference from adjacent circuits, and the dis- sistors, and low real estate. If such devices exhibit

placement of charge through the dielectric of a capacitor low-level quantum effects, they are not suitable for
require careful attention. These secondary factors will use in high-quality audio amplifiers where precision
not be discussed in this paper, but they are influential of control of fine signal detail is mandatory. In fact,

in setting potential limits to signal transparency, applying the thought experiment discussed in Section
1, the implication of Eq. (23), and the example of the

5 CONCLUSIONS BJT operational amplifier in Section 4, the potential
This paper has speculated on the'existence of low- consequences should at least be of concern to the circuit

level nonlinearity inherent within BJT devices due to designer.

the quantization of charge carriers and has drawn at-
tention to the relative magnitude of low-level signals. 6 REFERENCES
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Optimization of the Amplified-Diode Bias Circuit
for Audio Amplifiers*

M. J. HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Department of Electrical Engineering Science, Colchester, Essex, UK

An economic enhancement to the conventional "amplified diode" bias circuit is
presented for use in power amplifier circuit topologies which do not allow precise,
temperature invariant control of the operating current of the bias circuit. In essence,
the modification minimizes the sensitivity of the derived bias voltage to changes in
operating current without compromising the desirable temperature tracking properties
when thermally bonded to the complementary follower output cell.

0 BACKGROUND or transistor) should be in close thermal contact with

the output cell for good temperature tracking.
The output stage of power amplifiers and some Dp- However, one area of bias network design that has

erational amplifiers requires circuitry to allow precision been given little attention is the variability of VBwith
control of the output bias current. The classical approach changes in operating current 1 (see Fig. 1). We define a
is to use a bias network that consists of either a series . v_ . .function Si , which is a measure of this dependency,
of diodes [1] or a transistor with local feedback in a
circuit called an amplified diode [2], [3]. In Fig. 1 we

illustrate the basic output-cell topology for the com- svB = OV_ .' (1)
plementaryfollowerconfiguration. Ol

The circuit objective is to produce a dc offset VB
between the base connections of the output devices to In many amplifier circuits the quiescent value of 1

compensate for the ON bias voltage that is required to can change as a function of temperature, where in gen-
establish the output-device bias quiescent current IQ. eral the trend is for a positive temperature coefficient,

Although in practice emitter resistors R e are used as that is, I increases with temperature. To some extent
local series feedback elements to help stabilize changes this can be compensated by a suitable choice of feedback

in IQ with changes in device temperature and circuit structure to the input stage, but this may well compro-
parameters, their use only degenerates performance in mise other areas of performance and prove impractical
other areas by increasing the output resistance of the to implement in a low-feedback amplifier.
stage and by making the output resistance a nonlinear This communication addresses the optimization of
function of output current (especially in class AB SvBand suggests a simple modification to the design

stages), of the amplified diode which allows SvBto be zero or
Consequently, as is well known, the use of a bias indeed negative, thus reducing the tendency for in-

network that in principle can track changes in output- creased output device bias current IQ with temperature
device temperature is necessary to control IQ within due to changes within the input stage of the amplifier.
reasonable bounds and thus allows low or zero values

of Re to be employed. Such networks are generally of I THE MODIFIED AMPLIFIED DIODE
the type shown in Fig. 1, where the bias devices (diodes

The modification to the basic amplified diode that

* Manuscript received 1983 Aug. enables optimization of SyBis shown in Fig. 2 where
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IEis the emitter current and VBEthe base emitter voltage. At room temperature KT/q _ 0.025 V, and
The addition to the circuit is the resistor R3. To in-

vestigate the operation of the modified circuit, we cal- svB _ 0.025 (1 + R2 )culate the parameter S_B. We proceed by choosing re- I - Rll - - R3 ' (7)
sistors R1 and R2 such that the current in Ri is

Eq. (7) allows R3 to be selected to minimize SVB.

lc Hence for zero Si, where optimum R3 = R3 opt,
IRl = X/IclB -- (2)

V_ 0.025(1 + R2)R3 opt -- I _ . (8)where 13is the current gain, lc the collector current,

and lB the base current of T_. Thus as an example, if Under this condition the bias voltage VBis to a good
13 = 100, then lei --_ 10lB and lc _ 10lin. This will first-order approximation independent of I. However,

therefore realize good bias stability within the amplified in practice it is suggested that R 3 _ R 3 opt, thus implying
diode. Consequently we may assume (for high B) that a negative &. This will counteract tendencies for thermal

lc - I . (3) runaway with increasing ambient temperature. Also,
as R3opt is temperature dependent, the value of R3should

Hence, be calculatedat themaximumdevicetemperature.Thus
for lower temperatures Si will be slightly negative.

Ri In circuit applications requiring a bias voltage VBof(VB + IR3) -- VBE
R1 + R2 several VBE, such as where Darlington output devices

are used, two transistors may be used as shown in Fig. 3.
and thus,

2 CONCLUSIONS

(1 + R22) , This communication has discussed a modification toVB
= -- VBE -- IR3 . (4) the basic amplified-diode circuit which will minimize

the dependency of the bias voltage VBon the magnitude

Differentiating VB with respect to I to determine of the amplified-diode operating current. The modifi-
siVB,we have cation is simple, yet has proved to be extremely effective

in operation. It is important on two counts. First, it

Svu = (1 + R_)OVBE will minimize changes in °utput-cell bias current dueOl R3 · (5) to changes in the driving circuit, which will generally
. be temperaturedependent. Also in circuitsthat use a

differential drive current to the amplified diode, it will
Since IE -- I, then from the diode equation,

I E = Is eqvBE/KT _ [ _c: _

1t2 1°,3

where Is is the transistor saturation current, q is the 1_ _c
charge on an electron, K is Boltzmann's constant, and /

r is the junction temperature. IRI i l:_,:;_utDifferentiating, OVBE/OI_ KT/ql, and thus,

Fig. 2. Modified amplified-diode circuit.

(S, = 1 + R1 ql - R3 · ,(6)
I

-- IQ

R2 R3

m -- Re

Re _ t Re 2R 2V B O/V

VB O/P VB iR1 _ O/P -- Re

Re Re

R2 R 3

(a) (b) i

Fig. 1. Basic output-cell biasing circuit. (a) Series diode. Fig. 3. Two-transistor amplified-diode circuit for use with
(b)Amplifieddiode. Darlingtonoutputtransistor.
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Reductionof TransistorSlope ImpedanceDependent
Distortion in Large-Signal Amplifiers*

MALCOLM HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, Colchester C04 35Q, UK

0 INTRODUCTION methodology is presented to virtually eliminate its ef-
fect, even when the slope parameters are both inde-

The static characteristics of a bipolar transistor reveal terminate and nonlinear and when signals are of sub-
that, under large-signal excitation, there are sources stantial level.

of significant nonlinearity. In an earlier paper [1] con- We commence our study by investigating the role of
sideration was given to the IE/VBE nonlinearity, where negative feedback as a tool for the reduction of slope
a family of techniques was presented to attempt local distortion and to show that although effective, in iso-
correction of this error mechanism. However, the collec- lation, it is not an efficient procedure.
tor-emitter and collector-base slope impedance of

transistors also result in significant distortion, where I NEGATIVE FEEDBACK AND THE
under large-signal conditions they can become a dom- SUPPRESSION OF SLOPE IMPEDANCE
inant source of error [2]. DEPENDENT DISTORTION

The static characteristics show only part of the prob-

lem; a more detailed investigation reveals capacitive Consider the elementary amplifier shown in Fig. 1,
components which are dependent upon voltage and where the principal loop elements are transconductance

current levels. Consequently under finite-signal exci- gm, gain-defining resistor Rg, and feedback factor k.
tation, modulation of the complex slope impedances The nonideality of the transconductance cell is repre-
results in dynamic distortion. It will be shown that the sented by an output impedance Zn, where ideally
level of error that results from slope distortion is not Zn = o% but in practice is finite and signal dependent.
strongly influenced by negative feedback once certain (Any linear resistive component of Zn is assumed iso-

loop parameters are established. Also, because of the lated and lumped with Rg.) In general, Zn is a composite
frequency and level dependency of slope distortion, of the slope parameters of the output transistors in the
the overall error will contain components of both linear transconductance cell. It can also include a reflection
and nonlinear distortion that are inevitably linked to of any load presented to the amplifier. However, we

individual device characteristics. It is therefore antic- assume here a perfect unity-gain buffer amplifier to
ipated that a change of transistor could, in principle, isolate the slope distortion of the transconductance cell.
lead to a perceptible change in subjective performance, Although Zn is signal dependent, our analysis will
even when the basic dc parameters are similar, assume small-signal linearity so that performance sen-

In this paper consideration is given to a class of sitivity to Zn can be established. However, the circuit
voltage amplifiers employing a transconductance gain topologies presented in Sec. 3 are not so restricted and

cell gm, a gain-defining resistor Rg, and a unity-gain can suppress the nonlinearity due to Zn modulation.
isolation amplifier, together with an overall negative- For a target closed-loop gain _/there is a continuum

feedback loop. This structure is typical of most voltage of k and Rg for a given gm, where the target closed-
and power amplifiers. However, although it is more loop gain _ for Zn = oDis defined,
usual to focus attention on input stage and output stage

distortion, we shall consider in isolation the distortion gmRg

due only to slope impedance modulation and assume _ - 1 + kgmRg (I)
other distortions are controlled to an adequate per-

formance level. It will be demonstrated that significant Hence for a given k, gm, and _/, Rg is expressed as5
distortion results from-Rope modulation, and a design

Rg - (2)
* Manuscript received 1987 June 22. gm(1 - _k)
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where, for 0 _< k _< 1/'y, then 'Y/gm_ Rg _ o% gm is to be anticipated for a given output [1]. Also, in
The actual closed-loop gain A, for finite Zn, is power amplifier circuits, the output stage will exhibit

distortion under load, a factor not considered in the

A = gmZnRg (3) present discussion. However, the independence of E
Zn + Rg + kgmZnRg on k and Rg for a given 'y and gm is true for distortion

resulting only from Zo, and when considered in isolation,

and eliminating Rg defined by Eq. (2) for selected target it is an interesting example of a distortion that is not
gain 'y and transconductance gm, reduced by moving from a zero-feedback to a negative-

feedback topology, especially as the choice of Rg is
gmZn often the principal distinction between low-feedback

A - 1 + gngm/' Y (4) and high-feedback designs [5].
In the next section the common-emitter amplifier is

This result demonstrates that the dependence of the examined as a transconductance cell and current mirror,
transfer function A on Zn is independent of the selection and an estimate is made of the output impedance Zo
of feedback factor k, provided the condition of Eq. (2) for a range of circuit conditions.
is satisfied to set the target gain _.

The error contribution due to Z n can be estimated by 2 OUTPUT IMPEDANCE OF COMMON-EMITTER
evaluation of the transfer error function [3], [4] E defined AMPLIFIER

by
The common-emitter amplifier is shown in Fig. 3 in

A both single-ended and complementary formats. In this
E - 1 (5) section the output impedance of the common-emitter

amplifieris analyzedin termsof the small-signalpa-

where E represents the ratio of error signal to primary rameters for a range of source resistances Rs and emitter
signal and can be visualized according to Fig. 2. resistances RE. For analytical convenience, the base

and emitter bulk resistances are assumed lumped withSubstituting A from Eq. (4) into Eq. (5),
Rs and RE, respectively.

Fig. 4 illustrates a small-signal transistor model of
-_/

E - (6) the common-emitter cell, where Zeeand Zcbrepresent
'Y + gmZn collector-emitter and collector-base slope impedances,

respectively, and hfe is the collector-base current gain.
In practice gmZn > > _ for a well-behaved amplifier, The output impedance Zc observed at the collector
whereby of thecommon-emittercellis givenby

E-_ -'Y (7) Vo 1- Zee + RE + --Zee[RE
gmZn Zc OLio ct ( Zbe (8)

Theresultsof Eqs.(6) and(7)revealthat to reduce )
the dependence on slope distortion, the product {grnZn} + Rs(1 - et)] (1 + hfe)
must increase. However, it is important to observe that
Zn reduces with increasing frequency due to device

capacitance and that gm also reduces with frequency _ primarysignak---._.k,_/_(/__
-- Vdueto closed-loopstabilityrequirements,sothat there Vin _ o

are fundamental constraints on the effectiveness of slope error signal -"_
distortion reduction using overall negative feedback,

particularlyathighfrequency. _
As an aside we are assuming gm to be linear. In L_V_3

practice a reduction of Rg places a heavier current de- Fig. 2. Transfer error function model of voltage amplifier in
mand on gm; thus a greater distortion contribution from Fig. 1.

i . / //., ,
1

[___

Fig. 1. Elementary amplifier topology using transconductance cell and gain-defining resistor.
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where the collector/emitter current division factor is This case is typical of the current source and
grounded-base amplifier as used in the cascode config-

gbegce 't- REk uration.
ct = 1 + (9)

Zbegcb q- Rsh 3) Case 3: Rs >> Zbe, RE = O.
From Eq. (1 1),

and

Zc -_ Zcb (14)
_. ---- (1 q- hfe)Zce + Zcb + Zbe (10) Z!b + Zbe + (1 + hfe)R s

Zce Zbe + Rs
or, alteratively, eliminating a,

(Zee + RE)(ZbcZcb+ Rsh) + (1 + hfe)Zce(REZcb-- Rszce)
zc = (11)

Zbe(Zcb q- Zce) -[- MRs + RE)

The expressions for Zc reveal significant complexity,

which is compounded by the signal dependence of the where, for Rs >> Zbe, Zc is Zce in parallel with Zcb/
small-signal parameter set {Zce,Zcb, Zbe, hfe}. (1 + hr0 and represents the worst-case output impedance

To simplify the results, consider a family of ap- condition.
proximations for Zc for specific cases of Rs and RE, so 4) Case 4: Rs >> Zb_,RE >> Zbe/(1 + hfe).

that the dominant contributors to the output impedance Applying inequalities to Eq. (11), and noting Zbe< <
can be determined. Zce,Zcb,

1) Case 1: Rs = O, RE = O.

Eq. (11) reduces to

Zc _ (1 + afc)Zee + Zcb Rj--I- k E jZceZcb
Zc - (12)

Zce -}- Zcb
R_RE

+ I (15)
that is, Zc is parallel combination of Zeeand Zcb. Rs +RE

2) Case 2: Rs = 0, RE >> Zbe/(1 + hfe). In selecting a circuit topology it should be noted that
Eq. (10) approximates to h = (1 + hfe)Zce and the Zcb> Zee; thus the grounded-base stage as used in the

denominator of Eq. (11) reveals hRE >> Zbe(Zcb -Jr cascode will offer superior results in terms of output
zee). Hence, impedance. Nevertheless, Zcbis still signal dependent

and represents a significant distortion mechanism where
Zc _ Zcb · (13) large signals are encountered, especially as Zcbfalls

with frequency. Such distortion is demonstrated in Sec.
5.

Vs In Sec. 4 a new form of distortion correction is pro-

I Ri posed that reduces output impedance dependence onboth Zee and Zcb even when nonlinear, and results in
lower overall distortion that is virtually frequency in-
dependent.

C F 'n

[ % IBbo(l o

Zbe() v° I I
,to( 1 --oQ

I E , i× [

b __ __ _ I
RE RE

RE R

-rs i° '
(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Common-emitter gain cells. (a) Single-ended current Fig. 4. Small-signal model of common-emitter amplifier
mirror. (b) Complementary current mirror, showing slope impedances zeeand Zcb.
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3 REDUCTION OF NONLINEAR SLOPE ratio of RE to transistor output impedance as seen at
IMPEDANCE DEPENDENT DISTORTION the emitter of the output device. This fractional loss

of current will lower the bound suggested by Eq. (16),
The output impedances of the grounded-base and although there is still substantial advantage.

common-emitter amplifier cells are bounded by the de-
vice slope impedances Zcb and Zc¢, respectively, as 3.2 Feedback Topology
demonstrated by cases 2 and 3 in Sec. 2. However, an The conventional cascode as illustrated in Fig. 6(a)

examination of Eq. (8) reveals that the factor ct in the offers an output impedance approaching Zcb, which is
denominator restricts the output impedance. If a mod- a significant improvement over the common-emitter
ified circuit topology could be realized such that the stage as Zcb> Zce. A simple modification to the basic
base current is summed with the collector current but circuit can return the base current of the grounded-base
without incurring an extra load on the collector, then stage to the emitter of the common-emitter stage. Con-
the expression for collector output impedance would sequently signal current flowing in both Zceand Zcbnow
become formlocal loopswhichdonot includetheoutputbranch.

The new topology is shown in Fig. 6(b), while in Fig.

vo = Vo 6(c) the basic current paths are illustrated which apply
ZCU

eric + (1 - ot)io io even when Zceand Zcb are nonlinear. Again, it is only
the output device whose collector is required to swing

Hence from Eqs. (8)-(10) an upper bound on Zcu is over the full output voltage; thus the common-emitter
established where stage offers a minimal slope distortlon contribution.

In circuit applications where the common-emitter
(1 + hfe)Zce(ZcbR E - zceRs) stages operate at a high bias current to improve IE/VBE

Zcu = R E +Zce +
gbe Zcb q- Rs_' linearity, a bypass current Ix [see Fig. 6(b)] can lower

(16) the operating current of the common-base stage. This
technique both reduces output device power dissipation

An examination of Eq. (16) reveals that, with typical and aids a further increase in the slope impedances,
component values and transistor parameters, a sub- while circuit symmetry ensures that noise in Ix does
stantial increase in collector impedance is possible and not flow in the output branch. As a practical detail,
that this is achieved even when z¢_and Zcbare dynamic, experimentation has revealed the desirability of ac by-
However, this result is an upper bound that assumes passing of the base bias resistance of the grounded-
that all the base current is returned to the collector. In base stages [see capacitors C in Fig. 6(b)]. This both
practical topologies this is compromised by a small enhances circuit operation and eliminates any tendency
margin, so that lower values should be anticipated, toward high-frequency oscillation due to the positive-

Two circuit approaches have been identified to meet feedback loop formed by the base-emitter connections.
the requirement of base and collector current summation
without direct connection tO the c011ector_ These are 3.3 Compound Feedback/Feedforward

based on a local feedforward and feedback strategy, Topologies for Zce, Zcb Reduction
respectively, and can be used independently or cum- The methods based on feedforward and feedback ad-

pounded to give further enhancement, dition of the output device base current can be com-
pounded to offer further performance advantage. There

3.1 Feedforward Topology are many possible topologies offering minor variations,
The feedforward topology is a derivative of the Dar- though each uses the same basic concept. It is not in-

lington transistor that is occasionally employed in power tended to analyze each variant, though a family of to-
amplifier current mirrors [6], [7]. In Fig. 5 two circuit pologies is presented in Fig. 7 to stimulate development.
examples are presented which yield similar perform-

ance. In each circuit the base current of the output 4 NOISE CONTRIBUTION OF GROUNDED-BASE
device is returned to the emitter via the emitter-collector STAGE WITH BASE CURRENT SUMMATION
of the driver stage. Consequently the advantages of
the Darlington are retained, yet with an enhanced output In this section brief consideration is given to the
impedance realized by removing the respective currents .contribution of noise from the common-base stage in
in Zceand zcb from the output branch of the comple- the cascode for the two basic topologies shown in
mentary stage. It should be noted that the collector- Fig. 8.
emitter voltage variation of the drivers is small, with In both cases let i2n be the mean square noise current
only the output collectors swinging the full range of in the collector of the common-emitter stage and let
output voltage. The conventional Darlingtonconnection the common-base stage have respective noise vol-
of parallel collectors compromises this ideal, with the tage and noise current sources e2nand in2.
driver stage adding a degree of slope dis'tortion under It is clear that because the common-emitter stage

large-signal excitation. It is, howeveri,:)mportant to offers a relatively high output impedance at the collector,
note that a small fraction of output transistor base current the equivalent voltage noise generator of the common-
is not returned to the emitter and is dependent on the base stage yields a negligible contribution to the output
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vs vs

ih!

ib! ibl

,ibl +ih2

Io Io

ibl

ib 2 ib2

ib 2-v_ -v_
(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Two examples offeedforward addition ofoutputstage base currents using a two-stage topology. (Observe base current
paths ibl and ih2.)

RE

k

(a) (b)

· [ '_ %

(c)

Fig. 6. Slope distortion reduction using feedback topology. (a) Conventional cascode. (b) Enhanced cascode. (c) Illustration
of signal current paths ice, ionin zee, zcb.
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noise current. _- in2/[1 + 1/hfe + hfeRE/(Rs + RE + Zbe)] 2, appearing
However, an inspection of the noise current paths in the collector (assuming similar transistor hfe' S) . Con-

reveals that in Fig. 8(a) almost all in2 must flow in the sequently with the enhanced topology there is virtually
collector, hence effective load, while in Fig. 8(b) vir- no extra noise generated by the addition of the com-
tually all the noise current circulates locally through __mon-basestage. Hence the output noise current is also
the common-emitter stage, resulting in only a fraction, i2n.

i

t

I

t

Fig. 7. Circuit examples using two-stage common-emitter amplifier with a common-base output stage.

h

Rs R E Rs R E

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Noise sources of common-base stage. (a) Conventional cascode. (b) Enhanced cascode.
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5 MEASURED PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE A theory was presented to demonstrate that for a
OF ENHANCED TOPOLOGY given input cell transconductance and closed-loop gain,

the error signal due to the modulation of output imped-
To highlight the performance advantage of the mod- ance Zn was not dependent on the level of feedback,

ified common-base stage and to demonstrate the sig- provided gm and target gain 'y remained constant. Con-
nificance of slope distortion at large signal levels, a sequently for the test circuits of Section 5, if overall

test circuit was constructed to validate the technique feedback was applied together with an appropriate in-

and to permit an objective assessment, crease in the gain-defining resistor Rg, the same level '
Three variants of the circuit were constructed and of distortion due to modulation of Zn should be antic-

tested with ascending levels of modification. The eh- ipated. (Note that a unity-gain buffer amplifier would

hanced topology is shown in Fig. 9(c), with the eom- be required.) However, ifRg is raised, the signal current
parative output stage variants highlighted in Fig. 9(a) level operating in the transconductance gain stage will
and (b). The circuit is dc coupled and no overall feed- fall, resulting in a reduced distortion from modulation

_t_ack i§ used. The output voltage is derived using a 10- in gm- This later distortion would be particularly evident

kfl gain-defining resistor Rg, and an offset-null poten- with the enhanced cascode, where modulation of gm is
tiometer is provided since no servo amplifier is used. now the limiting distortion mechanism.
The total harmonic distortion results are given in Table The enhanced topology has specific application in
1. All measurements were performed with a sinusoidal large-signal voltage amplifiers and, with appropriate
input and an output voltage of 80 V peak to peak. circuit additions, to power amplifiers. In particular,

The results show that the basic circuit exhibits a MOSFETpower amplifiers can benefit by using a more
distortion rising with frequency, reaching an unac- optimum current source to drive the output stage since
ceptable 1.9% at 50 kHz. This result is a function of this reduces dependence on both gate-to-source voltage

the voltage-dependent nature of the device capacitance errors as well as slope impedance modulation errors
and represents a severe dynamic distortion. The con- [8].
ventional cascode exhibits a marked improvement, A third area of application is RIAA disk preamplifiers
which reflects the popularity of this topology, where that use a transconductance cell and a passive equali-
distortions are consistently reduced by 20 dB compared zation-defining impedance [9], [10]. The more optimum
with the no-cascode circuit. However, although dis- current source will lower distortion and increase EQ
tortion products are of a lower order, they are still accuracy as the current source exhibits a lower output
frequency dependent. This difference in performance capacitance, together with a higher output resistance,
arises from the basic common-emitter stage having an the latter particularly affecting low-frequency per-
output impedance --_Zee, while the common base stage formance.
is Zcb, where zcb _ Zee, though they follow the same It is interesting to observe that if negative feedback
basic frequency dependence, hence the tracking of the alone were used to reduce error dependence on Zn by
distortion figures, the same factor as the enhanced cascode, at 1 kHz an

However, the enhanced cascode, where performance increase in loop gain of more than 30 dB is required,
is almost independent of both Zee and Zcb, shows a or at 50 kHz this requirement rises to more than 40
distortion reduction greater than 40 dB at 50 kHz with dB. Such factors are often impractical to achieve, thus
a very desirable 31.8-dB improvement at 1 kHz over vindicating the adoption of the enhanced topology.
the basic circuit. Of particular significance is the almost However, more fundamentally, the distortion depen-
frequency-independent nature of the distortion, together dence on transistor slope impedance inevitably rises
with the indication that the two stages of amplification with both frequency and output voltage level, and moves
are of inherent low distortion, though clearly they are against the loop gain requirement for stability, thus
a limit to linearity for the enhanced circuit. This per- making negative feedback less effectual in suppressing
formance level was masked by slope distortions in the slope-dependent nonlinearity.
conventional circuit. The techniques described in this paper should also

These tests are sufficient to validate the technique, find application in circuits that require enhanced supply
especially as the cost overhead is minimal compared rail rejection. An appendix outlines how slope imped-
with the conventional cascode, and represent a sub- ance distortion reduction can improve the performance
stantial performance enhancement irrespective of of voltage/power amplifiers by enhancing the interface
whether overall feedback is contemplated in a final between amplifier stages which alternate their signal
design, referencebetweengroundand supplyrail.

Although the reduction of large-signal-related errors

6 CONCLUSION arising from slope distortion has been the central thesis,
the reduction of linear distortion at lower signal levels

This paper has presented a method of reducing the is also welcome. Slope distortion has been shown to
performance dependence on transistor collector-emit- involve several factors that depend on both transistors
ter and collector-base slope impedance parameters, and the associated circuit elements in a particular ap-
whereby useful distortion reduction can be achieved plication. Such device-specific distortion can, in prin-
for large-signal voltage amplifiers, ciple, contribute to the subjective performance and
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reflects the mutual interrelationship of transistors and Table 1. Total harmonic distortion.
circuit construction, which results in small deviations

fromthe target transfer function. Test No Conventional Enhancedfrequency, cascode, cascode, cascode,
Thepaper haspresenteda familyof primitivecircuit kHz % % %

topologies based on the sameprinciple as the enhanced 1 0.39 0.039 0.010
cascode, which are candidates for adoption in trans- 10 0.47 0.11 0.011
conductance-based amplifiers. There are numerous 20 0.51 0.14 0.012

50 1.9 0.16 0.016circuit possibilities for enhancement. However, the two

+50Y +50Y

lOOn

_..+VO 1Ok

lo_ :loon

_T_.T_
'T'7'

(a) (b)

off_tnun

PNPZTX753

Zk4
100n

220R

I00n

560. .T- T
50Y

(c)

Fig. 9. Test circuit with three output stage variants. (a) Complementary common-emitter output stage. (b) Complementary
cascode output stage. (c) Complete test circuit with enhanced cascode.
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to disassociate Zee from the output impedance at the [7] P. J. Walker and M. P. Albinson, "Current
collector; Dumping Audio Amplifier," presented at the 50th

2) Addition of base current to collector current, Convention of the Audio Engineering Society, J. Audio
without adding extra circuitry to collector, to disas- Eng. Soc. (Abstracts), vol. 23, p. 409 (1975 June).
sociate Zcbfrom the output impedance at the collector. [8] R. R. Cordell, "A MOSFET Power Amplifier

Observation of these two principles then enables a with Error Correction," J. Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 32,
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Fig. 10. Two-stage voltage amplifier with Vsrepresenting power supply voltage variation.
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and Eq. (19) is also shown to be independent of Rg.
However, in high loop gain applications where gm is

[Z_ ( Znl)] large, the high-frequency distortion characteristics to-
_= 1 + 1 1 + r2 1

1 mZn_ gm (19) gether with the falling high-frequency gain of gm maybecome a limiting factor, particularly if required to
suppress wide-band power supply injection. In low-

The results show that the slope impedances define feedback applications, the slope impedance dependent

the suppression of supply rail rejection together with distortion is suppressed more by the presence of Ra
gm. This is particularly important in power amplifier than by the presence of gm. For example, observe how
applications, where in class AB operation Vs is wide Ra and Zn2 form a potential divider to supply injected
band (> >20 kHz) and a nonlinear function of the input distortion, but as Rg-->oo, the distortion is processed
signal due to output stage commutation. The advantages completely by the feedback loop. Also in low-feedback
of maximizing both Znl and Zn2 and using separate designs greater local feedback enhances the wide-band
power supplies for voltage amplifier and output stage distortion characteristics of gm and helps aid an overall
in power amplifiers are evident, distortion profile which is less frequency dependent.
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TransconductancePowerAmplifier Systems
for Current-DrivenLoudspeakers*

P. G. L. MILLS

Tannoy Limited, Coatbridge, Strathclyde ML5 4TF, UK

AND

M. O, J. HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

Moving-coil loudspeakers generally provide a substantial improvement in linearity
when current driven, together with the elimination of voice-coil heating effects. Con-
sequently there is a need to investigate low-distortion power amplifier topologies suitable
for this purpose. After considering established current feedback approaches, a novel
method using a common-base isolation stage is outlined and extended to show a prototype
amplifier circuit in detail. In addition, the elements of a two-way active current-driven
system are described, with low-frequency velocity feedback control derived from a
sensing coil. The coupling error between this coil and the main driving, coil is nulled
by electronic compensation.

0 INTRODUCTION At higher frequencies, nonlinearity occurs as the coil
inductance is modulated by movement in the magnetic

The moving-coil drive unit can readily be shown to circuit and by other effects such as magnetic hysteresis
benefit in terms of linearity when controlled by a current [4]. Measurements under current drive have shown, in
source rather than the more conventional voltage source, comparison with voltage drive, a high-frequency dis-

Throughout this paper we will term this mode of op- tortion reduction of typically 20-30 dB for a bass-
eration current drive, whereby the amplifier source midrange drive unit.
impedance can, to all intents and purposes, be consid- These performance advantages arise from the coil
ered infinite compared to the drive unit impedance, resistance and inductance being totally eliminated from

Of the drive unit error mechanisms that can be the system transfer function. The force on the cone is
countered by current drive, the voice-coil resistance proportional to the voice-coil current, not the applied
is of particular interest. As a result of self-heating in voltage. Analysis also shows a reduced dependence on
excess of 200°C, the increase in coil resistance leads nonlinearity within the force factor and mechanical
to sensitivity loss (often referred to as power com- impedance of the drive unit.
pression [1], [2]), -loss in electrical damping of the Thus as a result of the performance gains that can
fundamental resonance, and crossover filter misalign- be demonstrated using current drive, there arises the

ment. In their paper Hsu et al. [3] concluded that a need to investigate suitable power amplifier topologies
satisfactory method of compensating for the effect had to make the best of the technique. This paper therefore
yet to be found, aims to review some of the earlier published workon

transconductance amplifier design, while presenting
new topologies and detailed circuitry of a two-way

* Manuscript received 1988 July 6. This paper expands active prototype system. In addition, due to the loss
on some areas covered by the authors in "Distortion Reduction
in Moving-Coil Loudspeaker Systems Using Current-Drive of voice-coil damping under current drive, control cir-
Technology," volume 37, number 3 (1989 March). cuitry for restoring damping by means of motional
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feedback applied to the bass-midrange drive unit is in conjunction with a floating sensing resistor in order
described, along with the low-level crossover circuitry to maintain current feedback.
of the prototype system. Another technique used in implementing transcon-

ductance amplifiers involves the combination of supply

I POWER AMPLIFIER TOPOLOGIES FOR current sensing around a follower, together with current
CURRENT DRIVE mirrors feeding the load [9]. The arrangement is shown

in Fig. 2, where Rf is a dummy load and the transcon-
1.1 Review of Transconductance Amplifier ductance is again defined by Eq. (1). Operation of the
Techniques circuit is typicallyin class AB.

A transconductance power amplifier requires a high While suitable for low output currents (<50 mA
output impedance that is linear and frequency inde- peak), the approach is difficult to extend to the levels
pendent. It must also possess the attributes of a con- required for driving a loudspeaker (typically 5 A peak
ventional voltage power amplifier such as high linearity, or more) due to the linearity of the mirrors and also
wide bandwidth, freedom from slewing-induced errors, power loss in Rf. Although the mirrors could be arranged
and insensitivity to load variations (be they linear or to provide current gain and could be partially linearized
nonlinear), by error-correctiontechniques [10], the technique is

The most commonly used technique to obtain a high not felt to offer a particularly practical solution.
output impedance is to apply current feedback around
a conventional power amplifier by means of a sensing 1.2 Methods Using a Common-Base Isolation
resistor in the loudspeaker earth return [5], [6], as il- Stage

lustrated in Fig. 1. The transconductance gm is defined The approach devised to overcome the limitations

cited as being inherent to existing topologies is illus-
1 trated in basicform by Fig. 3. The notableaspectof

gm = R_ ' (1) this strategy is the open-loop grounded base stage, which
isolates the load ZL from the main amplifier A t while

The method has also been used in high-current in- providing a naturally high output impedance without
dustrial applications. There are two main disadvantages the use of overall current feedback. In addition a cascade
with such a system. First, the open-loop gain of the configuration is formed in conjunction with the output
amplifier is frequency dependent as a result of the am- devices in the main amplifier A t. Resistor Rf defines
plifier's dominant pole, and this is reflected in the output the transconductance, driven from amplifier At, a voltage
impedance. Second, the loudspeaker impedance, which source, which may operate with low values of supply
is both frequency dependent and nonlinear, tends to voltage + Vsl to reduce power dissipation. The loud-
modulate the transconductance of the amplifier. The speaker is referenced to ground and isolated from any
fact that the load is not ground referenced may be con- feedback loop used to linearize the amplifier A t. A1-
sidered inconvenient in some applications, though a successful prototype based on this scheme

A refinement of the basic technique was described has been constructed, with amplifier At running in class
in Lewis [7]. The circuit was symmetrical in nature, A and with a class AB outputstage, it is to some extent
using two current-sensing resistors, with a ground ref- an uneconomical solution due to the need for two pairs
erenced load fed from MOSFET output devices. Good of floating power supplies.
linearity was indicated at 10-W average power into a
5-g load. However due to class A operation, the design
would be inefficient at the power levels necessary for l 'vcc

a moving-coil drive unit (between 50 and 100 W typ- current }
ically). Caremustbe takento minimizeoutputoffset mirror

currentwiththisscheme. __J t

A further ground-referenced current feedback scheme [

was described in Nedungadi [8], but this required the PI_ Ip Ipcomplexity of a differential voltage-to-current converter
_11 voltage _12 _13

Io !_ 2 3
Via o

_- N _IN IN

ZL
--I [.

f mirror

- i -Vcc
Fig. 1. Basic current-feedback-derived transconductance
amplifier. Fig.2. Voltage-currentconverter.AfterRaoandHaslett[9].
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A more viable alternative is the revised topology rations [11], described how transformer-derived feed-
illustrated by Fig. 4. This circuit takes the form of a back could be used to generate transconductance and

current amplifier of current gain current gain functions, as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a)
resistor Rf is still necessasry in order to define the stage

Rx transconductance.

ct - Rf (2) Although no research has been directed in this area
and the approach is only conceptual in nature, it may

The first-stage power supply + Vst is ground ref- be worth further investigation, given a wide-bandwidth
erenced, unlike the previous case, meaning that several transformer design.
power amplifiers within an active system may share a
common supply, thus reducing complexity and cost. 2 PROTOTYPE AMPLIFIER SYSTEM
Like the previous scheme, the current flowing in the
transconductance defining resistor Rf is that which flows 2.1 General Overview
in the load ZL, except for any base current lost to ground The two-way active loudspeaker system constructed
in the common-base stage. The fact that the amplifier to validate the basic approach proposed for high output
A i is referenced to the input of the common-base stage impedance power amplifier design was based on the
and not to ground tends to decouple it from any distortion Celestion SL600 loudspeaker. In this section the current
appearing at the emitters of the common-base stage, gain power amplifier is considered in detail along with

This topology forms the basis of the prototype system, the necessary transconductance preamplifier, while Sec.
the detailed circuitry of which is described in Sec. 2. 3 considers the associated motional feedback control

On a practical note, it is important to provide adequate circuitry, which is required for the bass-midrange drive
current gain in the common-base stage in order to pre- unit.
vent nonlinear current loss to ground, which introduces Throughout the design, the underlying philosophy
distortion, has been to use symmetricaldirect-coupledcircuitry

to give good transfer function linearity without recourse
1.3 Alternative Approaches to high levels of overall negative feedback [12], [13].

All of the circuits described so far rely on a current- DC stability is taken care of by servo amplifiers (feed-
sensing resistor to define the overall system transcon- back integrators).
ductance. Even when this resistor is of a low value

(about 1 FZ), it still tends to dissipate an appreciable 2.2 Transconductance Preamplifier
amount of power. This element would at first seem to Fig. 6 shows a two-stage design, the basic topology
be fundamental to the design of a transconductance of which has often been used with overall feedback as
amplifier, but it is interesting to note the possibilities
of transformer-derived feedback in perhaps reducing o

suchlosses. · .R_
Nordholt, in his classification of feedback configu- lVin

1

Vino

Iout 1

g ictrcodencporamierusn
grounded-baseoutputstage, c _ : _ 1

Iin ' out
1

-- _[J,JZL)lVs_ j. Vsz - - -

[ our n1

_IVs_ Vsz Iin
(b)

Fig. 5. Transformer-derived feedback systems. After Nordholt
Fig. 4. Alternative configuration for current gain. [11]. (a) Transconductance stage. (b) Current gain stage.
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I

a voltage gain stage [14]. It is operated here open loop nulling output. These are only required for low-fre-
to provide a high output impedance and consequently quency use, and their function is described in Sec. 3
must be capable of good linearity, when considering the velocity feedback control cir-

Transistor pairs Q3/Q4 and Qs/Q6 form cascodes to cuitry.
increase high-frequency linearity and give a high output

impedance. Bias arrangements for the cascode are 2.3 Current Gain Power Amplifier
somewhat unusual in that resistors R 14and R 15are not The current gain power amplifier, which accepts the

returned to the supply rails, but are connected to the output of the transconductance preamplifier, is based
emitters of the common-emitter part of the cascode, on the structure shown in Fig. 4. For the purpose of
thus avoiding nonlinearity from base current loss in description, it is split into three sections: input amplifier,
the common-base devices [15]. This reduces high-fre- power follower, and common-base output stage. Both

quency distortion by typically a factor of 10 at 20 kHz input amplifier and follower are represented by the gain
over the conventional bias method, block A i in this simplified representation.

Operational amplifier ICl with associated passive We consider first the input amplifier, Fig. 7. This is
components forms a current-sensing differential servo essentially the same topology as the transconductance

amplifier to null any output offset current due to im- preamplifier, but with a few refinements. Input stage
balances in the main circuit and has no effect on per- biasing is 'performed with current sources based around
formance within the audio band. This configuration of transistors Q] and Q2, instead of resistive biasing. This

servo amplifier, to the authors' knowledge, has not is a result of the need to provide immunity to the greater
been seen before in the literature, level of supply rail contamination caused by class AB

At frequencies within the passband of the amplifier, operation of the power follower stage. The output from
the transconductance gm may be approximated by the the transconductance preamplifier is fed to the emitters

expression of the input devices Q3 and Q4, which thus operate in
common-base mode. The first and second stages of the

lout R6 amplifier are coupled together by current mirror pairs

gm Vin Rl](R8/2 + Ri0) (3) Qs/Q8 and Qo/QI2 to reduce loading effects and inter-
action between the two stages. These mirrors are them-

With the component values shown, gm _ 4 mS. selves linearized by local error feedback correction
In addition to the main input and output, an auxiliary consisting of transistor pairs Q6/Q7 and Q lo/Q ]1. This

velocity feedback input is provided along with an error- approach has been previously documented [10], al-

i i O +V'== /_'v¢q, C_
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Fig. 6. Transconductance preamplifier.
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though in this case some current gain has been intro- Q i6 and Q17. Further linearization is achieved by current
duced into the mirrors to enable correct quiescent op- mirror transistors Q25 and Q26, which form a negative
erating conditions to be established in the first and feedback loop, thus reducing the source impedance
second gain stages, seen by output Darlingtons Q3o and Q31.

The outputs from the cascode pairs Q8/Q13 and Q12/ Moving now to Fig. 9, which shows the output com-
Q 14are displaced _+4 V about ground by green LEDs mon-base stage, the preceding follower drives current
D1-D4, in order to bias the next stage. Resistor R28 through resistor Q67, which in conjunction with R2

and capacitor C3 are included to define the open-loop (Fig. 7) sets the midband current gain of the complete
gain characteristics of the amplifier, to ensure that sta- amplifier to around 800. Inductor L2 serves to reduce
bility is maintained under closed-loop conditions, the high-frequency current gain of the amplifier to ensure

Fig. 8 shows the next section, which is a follower stability. The current in R67 flows into the common-
with extensive error-correction circuitry and is essen- base output stage, consisting of Darlingtons Q32 and
tially similar to a previously published topology [16], Q33, along with driver devices Q36 and Q37, the bases
but with improvements to biasing arrangements. It is of which are referenced to ground. Except for any cur-
worth briefly reviewing the principle of operation, rent loss to ground, such as through the bases of these

Transistor pairs Qi6/Qi8 and QiT/Q19 form a Dar- devices and through the biasing current sources (Q34,

lington follower, preventing loading of the previous Q35), the current in R67 flOWS through the load via
stage and driving the Darlington output devices Q30 floating power supplies _+Vcc2.
and Q3]- Transistors Q28 and Q29 form Vbemultipliers In order to establish a low-output offset current for
to bias the output Darlingtons, but are also configured the amplifier (typically less than + 2 mA), a servo based
as error amplifiers, which together with Q22 and Q23 around ICl and referenced to the input of the common-
form the main error feedback loop, delivering a cor- base stage, is used to feed a dc compensation current
rection current through resistors R38 and R7s in response back to the input of the amplifier.
to any nonlinearity in the output devices Q30 and Q31. To prevent switch-on and switch-off transients from

R48 is included as an adjustment to achieve the best reaching the load, relay RL1 is included, controlled by
distortion null. a time-delay circuit on startup and almost instanta-

In order to linearize Q]8 and Q19, which have to neously dropping out on power down. The control cir-
drive the output Darlingtons, additional error correction cuitry to perform this function is not shown.
in the form of feedforward is applied with the aid of The power amplifier together with the transcon-
Q20 and Q21, in combination with the input transistors ductance preamplifier was evaluated in terms of standard
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Fig. 7. Prototype amplifier, input stage.
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measurements and found to be comparable with a typical 3 VELOCITY FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
high-performance conventional amplifier. The results
are as follows: 3.1 Outline Approach

In order to compensate for the loss in electric damping
of the bass-midrange unit caused by the high amplifier

Ratedpoweroutput output impedance, velocity feedback was used to restore(8-_ resistive load) 75 W average
Totalharmonicdistortion damping [5], [6]. While many forms of sensing ar-

at ratedpower rangement have been described ([17]-[23], for ex-
20Hz -79 dB ample),the methodadoptedhere is attractivefor reasons
1kHz - 86dB
20kHz -68 dB of mechanical simplicity and cost effectiveness. The

Intermodulationdistortion technique used is to wind a sensing coil over the main
(19 and 20 kHz at equal levels voice coil of the drive unit. The output voltage of the
at ratedpower) -86 dB

Humand noise (remaximum sensing coil will ideally be defined by
output) -90dB

Small-signal bandwidth, -3 dB 0.1 Hz to 50 kHz Vs = (B1)sU (4)
Output impedance*

20Hz 4.1M_
1 kHz 106 k_ where (B/)s is the sensing coil Bl product, N/A, and u
20 kHz 11.4 kf_ is the cone velcity, m/s.
* From computer simulation, due to the difficulty in Unfortunately an error is induced in the sensing coil

performing these measurements, by transformer action from the main driving coil. In
the previously documented work induced errors were

It is interesting to note that the distortion measure- overcome by neutralizing coils or by an altogether more
ments may only easily be made indirectly by converting elaborate mechanical arrangement to physically isolate
the output current to a voltage, by means of a resistive the driving and sensing coils. With the approach con-
load bank. The measurements as shown will thus reflect sidered here, a procedure of electronic compensation
any nonlinearity in the load. has been chosen in order to avoid expensive tooling

The protective features, consisting of output fuses costs for a specialized drive unit.
and relay contact, should not introduce any degradation The physical arrangement of the assembly is shown
in performance, as they are in series with a high source in Fig. 10. It should be noted that in this case, the
impedance, which is not the case with a conventional sensing coil follows roughly the same BI profile as the
poweramplifier, main driving coil, so the action of velocity feedback
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Fig. 8. Prototype amplifier, follower stage.
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does not improve linearity above that already afforded ·
by the current drive.

If a longer sensing coil could be accommodated (or
indeed a very short coil that remained well within the
magnet gap), a further reduction in distortion would
be possible.

3.2 Coupling Error Compensation
In order to investigate the nature of the transformer

coupling error, Fig. 11 shows the error magnitude with
respect to frequency for the coil assembly at equilibrium
and also at both extremes of travel. For this measurement

the driving coil was powered from the prototype trans-
conductance amplifier system. The level of error is Fig. 10. Sensing-coil assembly.
seen to be frequency dependent, rising initially at a
rate of approximately 4.6 dB/octave. This unusual
characteristic is considered to be a function of pole- AmpLitude-27

piece coupling with the magnetic circuit, but a full _Bv
A - coil fu Hyin (toward · _._

analysis of the mechanisms at work has not been un- ._qnet) . ___
.......... ]B - colt in centre position ] _/_

dertaken. In addition, some positional dependence of c- coilfullyout(owoy / /
the error magnitudeis alsoapparent.At 100Hz [he

couplederroris around 15 dB belowthevoltageap- :..f_omj__..

pearing on the driving coil, thus illustrating the need 06

for an effective compensation system. /o;v
To implement the compensator, it is necessary to

derivea signalproportionalto the currentin the driving A : :.......... : :

coil andto subjectthissignalto the samefrequency
dependence as the error mechanism itself in order to
null the error from the sensing coil output. The variation -_7START: 20 HZ 8W: 2.5 HZ STOP: 1 020 HZ

in error level with displacement (typically + 3 dB) has Frequency

not been accounted for. Fig. 11. Measuredtransformercouplingerror.

t{_3

3f try _t.¢ ,'4P$ct_'_'

, u,,,,

e o g_,r L_ g?+ ['tr_v

I(+v.o
i,vtu r F'n'o_ 0 tl_ ( Nt g_t,i
roc.oo_a ct? il. t (ir _.,,_,t,

t?_&$j_ 036 RI-lc _')t

--oTo--

a -- gzfa '_
R_4; 180_

( £E_.) _[f Qdo_ 037
t_uto

/
Pr/-er _$S

t

PtPSuor_

o -.Z_v (-V. Q

Fig. 9. Prototype amplifier, common-base stage. Protection relay contacts RL_ are shown with amplifier shut down.
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Fig. 12 illustrates the general approach to synthesis of the transconductance preamplifier (Fig. 6). Thus the
of the frequency-dependent element of the compensator, input to the compensator is proportional to the drive
A number of first-order sections are combined, with unit current. This differential signal is converted to

pole-zero locations set to produce a slope approxi- single-ended format before the 4.6-dB/octave weighting
mating that desired. The general circuit configuration is applied by the circuitry based around ICld. R22 pro-
to give this response is shown in Fig. 13 for an nth- vides an adjustment to enable the best error null to be

order compensator. The transfer function of this circuit obtained with a static motor coil assembly connected
is written to thevelocityfeedbackinput.

In order to maintain stability of the closed-loop sys-

_( _ rem, a second-orderlow-passfilterat 500Hzis included
Vout _ jtoRC_ _ (5)
Vin r=0 1 + jtoRrCr/ ' in the feedback control loop. This also has the benefit

of reducing any residual transformer coupling error at

A software optimization routine was used to select high frequencies, where the compensator is no longer
component values in order to match the 4.6-dB/octave as effective due to the changing slope of the error.
slope required. For a 6th-order compensator, the corn- Finally the output of the controller is summed with the
puter-predicted frequency response is shown in Fig. main signal at the velocity feedback input of the trans-
14, which also lists the nearest preferred value corn- conductance preamplifier, with R27 (Fig. 15) providing
ponent values chosen. The result is deemed more than an adjustment of the low-frequency Q alignment.

adequate for our purposes, bearing in mind that some To illustrate the performance of the velocity feedback
positional dependence of the coupling error is present, control system, a number of frequency and time domain
together with a gradual deviation from the idealized measurements were obtained. First, Fig. 16(a) shows
4.6-dB/octave response with increasing frequency.

Amplitude

3.3 Complete Control System (,ogscote) re®mstope._.-

We continue by considering the complete velocity .._
feedback control system shown in Fig. 15. The sensing
coil (source impedance 28 _) is connected to a high

input impedance buffer stage IC2a via an attenuator .-
network to avoid overload. IC2b forms a summing am-
plifier in order to subtract the signal derived from the

coupling error compensator, z_ Pi z2 P2 Z) P3 Z_. Pt, Frequency

The compensator input is differential, accepting the (tog_co_e)
voltage across the serve current-sensing resistor R18 Fig. 12. Basis for synthesis of coupling error compensator.

[o Ro
II
[1 R1 R

II _ __

Vinl o E2 R2 I_
II _ _ lVo_t

; ' iI

-- i Cn Rn
i II rn-- --

Fig.13. General configuration for nth-order compensator.

Amptitude (dB) Phase (degrees) c_ponent values (npv):

lB, ;.................. i ................ i ................. 7 ................ :tBS,
% = 330 kn

i i ,m,"'y ' .....Ra = 5.1 kO

Rs : 39 n

i i i,/ ; : c0 .....-15, ,.......................................................................,,.j _, c, ,so._
c2

c3 68 nP//ll.? nF

c5 39 nF

iii i .............................................
40, :...............:.................'............... '................'-180,

16, 47,287 223,81 1,g5741<5,1{
Frequency {Hz)

Fig. 14. Computer-predicted response of compensator.
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lC, ((O .' - - O * _'_c /_'_'

C........ CS) c_ c_
·w4"v O_Q R_ Jk$ Rt J_$ _1 2ZOn _o,_ .{JOir ICl C_) tOOn Cl_'

Ce./)_On _. 201_ '[_ 00V

c/_ Ctz

r,o~ --0[]--1 *,,'* _,},g___[

TRR_5. _ 1_' ? -tCtj ,ir

cJr &_n

$1t._

,,_ *--[] _,-, -[-._ Oo/,,-.

, t I_ YRA_$co_auc ?_t_c E

Fig, 15. Velocity feedback control system.

AmpLitude AmpLitude
-tS -15 ,
dBv d_v

dB dB
/OlV /OlV

-55 -55
START: 20 Hz 8w: 2.5 HZ STOP: I 020 Hz START: 20 HZ BH: 2,5 HZ STOP: 1 020 Hz

X: 62.5 HZ Y:-15.43 dBv Frequency X: 62.5 HZ Y:-15.49 OBv Frequency

(a) (b)

Amplifude

-: 5 /_%

\
/ \

/'/

/OlV I %

......
START: 20 m_ _W: _ 5 HZ STOP: _.020 HZ
×: 625 _7 'f: 15.69 dBv Frequency

(c)

Fig. 16. Velocity feedback control signal. (a) Sensing-coil output voltage. (b) Addition of compensator. (c) Addition of

compensator and low-pass filter.
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the output of the sensing coil, corresponding to velocity, Amptitude20

with frequency. The peak at 62.5 Hz correspondsto .....
the driveunit-enclosure fundamentalresonance,while

the risinghigh-frequencyoutputis due to thecoupling

error betweendriveand sensingcoils. Fig. 16(b)shows ,2,t
the addition of the coupling error compensator, giving ....
a much reduced spurious high-frequency output. The
further addition of the second-order low-pass filter at
500 Hz gives the response of Fig. 16(c), which is close -2°
to an idealizedvelocity function, s.........._............ T_me

Steady-state sine-wave measurementsof the acoustic (a)

output suggest a worthwhile improvement in linearity Amplitude
of the bass-midrange drive unit compared to voltage
drive. The following acousticdistortion measurements
ata drivecurrentof 1Apeakare illustrative:

Voltage Current
Drive Drive* J

(dB) (dB) ....

Total harmonic distortion
at 100Hzrefundamental -34.1 -43.3 ·

Totalharmonicdistortion s_A_,:-2°,_7_..............
Time

at 3 kHz re fundamental -28.4 -55.0 (b)
· Under closed-loop conditions.

Amplitude

The effectiveness of the coupling error compensator v2°_tIi ii i .,
and filter is confirmed by the fact that no increase in I_
harmonic distortion is measurable up to 3 kHz and

beyond (that is, over the full operating range of the _ ;iiii-- i _ ___driveunit)when the feedbackloop is closed.The actual 'j;}[ ....
increase in distortion level present on the unfiltered
and uncompensated velocity signal, compared to the · : . :

drive unit acoustic output, ranges from 11to 23 dB as
-no

frequency is increased from 500 Hz to 3 kHz. _............... _im_.......
The ability to vary the system Q with the velocity (c)

feedback control circuit is shown by means of near-
field acoustic step response measurements. Fig. 17(a) Amptifude2o

volt

is without the velocity feedback operational, showing ]

a Qofaround2.5, which is the natural mechanical Q (t i ' iiiii iiiiii · ·iiiiof the drive unit. Fig. 17(b)-(e)shows compensated iiiiiiiiii ii iiiiii
Q alignments of 1.5, 1.0, 0.7, and 0.5, respectively. _o,_

A value of Q = 0.7 preserves the low-frequency char- _°" : : : : :
acteristicsof the unmodifiedloudspeakerundervoltage
drive

-a0
START:187.5ps STOP:38t-88m

Time

4 LOW-LEVEL CROSSOVER (d)

To complete the two-way prototype system, a second- Amplitude

orderlow-level high- and low-passcrossoverwas in- 47t

cluded to integrate the drive units together, with a nom-
inal crossover point of 3 kHz.

The crossover is implemented by passive RC ele-
ments, the time constants of which are individually _;'_
adjustableto givetheflattestfrequencyresponse,with : : i

bufferamplifiersbetweenstages, to avoid loadinget- i
fects.The completesystemis shownin modularform .....
by Fig. 18. After the input level control, amplifier A 1 _;_.....................

Time

provides a low-impedance drive to the first low- and (e)
high-pass filters, which are buffered by amplifiers A2

Fig. 17. Measured step responses of bass-midrange drive
and A3 before the second set of filter sections. A4 and unit. (a) Q = 2.5 (no feedback). (b) Q = 1.5. (c) Q = 1.0.
A5 are the transconductance preamplifiers previously (d) Q = 0.7. (e) Q = 0.5.
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described, which drive the high- and low-frequency room measured frequency response curve of Fig. 20,
power amplifiers, respectively, with the measurement microphone 1 m on axis. The

The circuit topology of buffer amplifiers A l, A2, and uneven high-frequency response is a function of the
A 3 (Fig. 19) is similar to the transconductance pream- tweeter characteristics, with the resonant peak near 19
plifier, but with the addition of an output follower and kHz being due to the first bending mode resonance of
overall negative feedback to provide a low output the copper dome. There is no discernible frequency
impedance. Certain gain and frequency response de- response deviation in moving from voltage drive to
fining components are specific to individual amplifier current drive with this device, due to its high level of

stagesas indicated, intrinsicdamping.
The performance of the system is shown by the in- While the low-frequency drive unit benefits sub-

............. ........: ¢>c1 J_j i , ¢_ J 10ut
33_ 7 3_ (Hr)

!l 2_2

Vin
ct

J_ '"

I
set input
[eve[

Al-input buffer 1_ i

A2-HF buffer _/_ _k 'j_ 'L_Jk'_ _,o2_

LL ' - - ; ; o fo LF power
A/C HF ] tronsconducfance preamps. _ lout amptifier
Ab-LF " (LP)i

....Z: Z 'I tot1 i '-

, , , _=-j j ( o velocity
i i i

............ .J L ............ J iF/Binpufplug - in crossover
board

Fig. i 8. Block diagram of low-level crossover.

Ii: I ° +*'

_. ,Rtl 22o_'_ n
21e_ _s'O_

OC_l

CS
O,

option C1,C2 J R1 R178ctgrt Q*
8c.,,_.I A1 lp _7k omit

I

er c_ [ o._ ,..A2 0'l.u 100k 2k2

Z'rx*r A3 lp Jl00k 2k2+2ktrimmer

_2 $9R
,%

input _J i ._gl_' =_,-_s l ._,9 output

m C._ --

_Ot7 J Cf C&
4_-0-t ).-o , I 2_o.. looo

Fig. !9. Boffer amplifiers for crossover network.
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stantially from current drive, the improvements in lin- the drive unit when equalized by velocity feedback to
earity to the tweeter are more modest, largely as a give the same Q at fundamental resonance as in the
result of a more linear magnetic circuit and lower cone voltage-driven case (Q --_0.7). Under these conditions,
displacements. A distortion improvement of typically also with a 3-kHz crossover point, the current waveform
3-7 dB is afforded. However, benefits in terms of the is seen to be similar to the voltage-driven case, while
elimination of thermally induced errors are still ap- the voltage waveform shows peaks due to the voice-

parent, coilinductance(Fig. 23). Theinstantaneousimpedance
modulus is similar to that under voltage drive, but

5 DYNAMIC CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DEMAND slightly lower at 4.05 f_.
The main significance of these results is that while

Under certain signal conditions, drive units and the power amplifier is similarly stressed under both
loudspeaker systems have, under voltage drive, been voltage and current drive, allowance must be made for
shown to exhibit an instantaneous impedance modulus sufficient headroom in the power amplifier for the volt-

lower than might initially be suggested from the steady- age peak resulting from the coil inductance. The problem
state impedance characteristics, thus stressing the power is worsened by voice-coil heating. The effect of a tem-
amplifier in terms of current delivery [24]-[28]. In perature rise of 200°C (meaning that the coil resistance
this section we consider the implications of this work increases to 13 _ using copper) is shown by the wave-
in relation to current drive, forms of Fig. 24. While the current waveform is iden-

As an example, the bass-midrange unit and enclosure tical to that at normal temperature, as expected, the
combination is considered. The equivalent electrical voltage waveform is increased in magnitude in order
model is shown in Fig. 21. Under voltage drive, a to keep the current constant. The negative-going ex-
pulse is applied to the drive unit, the duration of which cursion is seen to be 1.7 times greater. Although the

is set to excite the large negative-going current excursion performance of the drive unit is unaffected by the in-
shown in Fig. 22. The voltage signal has been second-

Voltage tV)
order low-pass filtered at 3 kHz to represent realistic _0. .....................................................................t0.

operatingconditions. Atthepoint of maximum negative- ii-_'"_ t

going current, the instantaneous impedance modulus is 0.................................................. 0.
4.15 f_, lower than the steady-state minimum of 7 f_.

Under current drive it is only realistic to consider -_0, :................ ................. ·................ ................. '-t0.0. 0._02_ e,005 0.0875 0.0_
Time(s)

Amplitude (a)-s , , ,
dBv

' ' ' ' Current (A)

2, Z................ _.................. :.................. : ................. :2,

-1 / -1

-L :............. '.............. '................ '................ '-2.
- 85 0. 0,0025 0.005 0.0075 0,01

Time (s)
START: 50 HZ BN: 50 HZ STOP: 20 050 HZ

Frequency (b)
Fig. 22. Bass-midrange unit: dynamic current demand under

Fig. 20. Measured frequency response of complete system, voltage drive.

Le 1.05mil ReT^

Rx 25a

AMPLIFIER 30OFFT 35.

0

,_ of 20%

Fig. 21. Electrical model of bass-midrange drive unit and enclosure combination. Lc--Voice-coil inductance; Rx--losses
due to pole piece coupling; Re--Voice-coil resistance; Cme--capacitance due to moving mass; Rmc--resistance due to
mechanical losses; Lms--inductance due to suspension compliance; Leah--inductance due to volume of air in cabinet.
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creased temperature, care must be taken in selecting the group on distortion correction techniques. The
the supply voltages for the power amplifier to avoid availability of new hybrid gain stage devices (such as
voltage clipping, with implications regarding the safe the Deltec DH-aA32) with high open-loop bandwidth
operating area of power devices, and good output voltage and current-driving capabilities

considerably simplifies the task of power amplifier de-

6 CONCLUSIONS sign.
The provision of velocity feedback control circuitry

In this paper we have considered a prototype two- introduces additional complexity over voltage drive,
way active current-driven loudspeaker system. The main but this must be considered the price to be paid for
benefits of current drive are seen to be a freedom from what is regarded as a most worthwhile improvement
thermally induced distortion effects and also high-fre- in loudspeaker performance.
quency nonlinearity caused by the voice-coil inductance.
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Relationships between Noise Shaping and Nested
Differentiating Feedback Loops*

J. VANDERKOOY, AES Fellow

Department of Physics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont. N2L 3Gl, Canada

AND

M._O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK

The application of heavy feedback is studied in two different topologies, namely,
multiple-order noise shaping and nested differentiating feedback loops. Both have similar
loop gain and stability considerations, although the two approaches have different implied
circuit environments and areas of application. In noise shaping, emphasis is placed on
the integrator characteristics of each gain stage, whereas fiat-gain stages with high-
frequency poles form the usual basis of the nested differentiating loop concept. This
engineering report helps in understanding the application of large amounts of feedback
to control noise or distortion at baseband frequencies.

0 INTRODUCTION trates a progression from a generalized error-feedback
noise-shaping feedback topology to an equivalent can-

The concept of nesting differentiating feedback loops onic form of feedback amplifier. In the noise shaper
(NDFLs) has been introduced and promoted by Cherry shown in Fig. l(a) the quantization error is filtered by
[1], [2]. The basic idea with NDFLs is that for the stage a z-domain transfer function H(z) and then subtracted
that creates the most distortion (usually a power output retrospectively from the input sequence to enable partial
stage), the encompassing differentiating feedback stabi- correction for the quantizer error. This classic topology
lizes the loop at high frequencies while allowing in- has a signal transfer of unity and a noise-shaping transfer
creased feedback at lower frequencies to reduce system function of [1 - H(z)]. The negative feedback topology
distortion significantly. This engineering report makes of Fig. l(d) is derived through the progression shown
comparisons between NDFLs and certain high-order in Fig. l(b) and (c), where precise equivalence in terms
noise-shaping loops, where it is shown that with minor _ of both signal and noise-shaping transfer functions is
topological transformations, similar loop behavior · and achieved when
means of stabilization are observed.

a(z) - H(z) (1)
I NOISE SHAPING 1 - H(z) '

Our approach to the application of large amounts of Fig. l(d) is based on a conventional digital feedback
feedback has come from a digital perspective, namely, loop, although it is unusual in that a feedforward path
that of_oise shaping, as typically applied to requantizers x yields the required unity-gain signal transfer function.

in both multibit and one-bit analog-to-digital and digital- Since path x is outside the feedback loop, it does not
to-analog converters; for reference, see Hawksford [3]. modify the loop transfer function and often can be omit-

To commence the comparative discussion, Fig. 1 illus- ted at the expense of relatively benign high-frequency
gain errors. It is common practice in noise shapers that
are designed to maximize low-frequency performance,

* Presented at the 93rd Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, San Francisco, CA, 1992 October 1-4; revised 1999 to implement the forward-path transfer function A(z) by
November 9. cascading digital integrators of the form (1 - z-l) -I.
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However, for a loop order N > 1 (where N is the number r-. [---_

of integrators in the loop), N - 1 transmission zeros X(z) c =r'_i._,_Y(z)

are required in the closed-loop transfer function to en-
able the Bode stability criterion [4] to be satisfied. Fig.
2 shows two equivalent methods of loop synthesis based
on cascaded integrators. Fig. 2(a) follows the structure
presented in [3], whereas Fig. 2(b) is configured to sup-

port the discussion in Section 2. Again path x provides (a)
appropriate signals injected into the forward path to

maintain a unity-gain signal transfer function. The topoi- X(z) c _'_ I '_-_ Y(z)ogies of Fig. 2 have identical characteristics when ot_=
[3rforr = 1..... N- 1.

By way of example, both a first-order and a second-

order noise shaper are considered, as shown in Figs.
3(a) and4(a), respectively.In the first-ordersystemthe
error resulting from quantizer Q is modified by just a
sample delay, where Hi(z) = z- 1(there must always be (b)
at least a one-sample delay in the loop), whereas for the

second-order case H2(z) = z-t(2 - z -1) is selected. X(z) I 'i_ Y(z)

From Eq. (1),

Z-I

Al(Z)[fu'st°rder -- 1 - z-l (c)

Path x

z-l(2 - z-l) . A(_

A2(z)lsec°nd°raer= 1 -- 2Z-l + z-2 X(z) Y(z)

(' )z- 1 '1- 1 - z -1 -z -l + 1 .
(d)

Fig. 1. Progression from classic noise-shaping configuration
Al(z) is a single integrator whereas A2(z) consists of two toexact equivalent negative-feedback loop with feedforward
cascaded integrators together with a unity-gain feedfor- path x designed to maintain unity-gain signal transfer function.

Path x

X(z) Y(z)

i

(a)

Path x

IntegratorI Integrator2 IntegratorN

(b)

Fig. 2. Nth-order digital noise shaper showing two equivalent forms of stabilization. (a) Uses feedforward paths across integrators.
(b) Uses equivalent multiple feedback paths; preferred for demonstrating equivalence with NDFL.
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ward path, justifying the choice of H2(z). Figs. 3(b), lored at high frequency, for example, by using one of
4(h), and 4(c) show the first- and second-order topolog- the techniques illustrated in Fig. 2. It follows from the

les redrawn in feedback form, which can be compared earlier discussion that both these noise shapers have sig-
· directly with a sigma-delta converter when Q is a two- nal transfer functions of unity and that the quantization

level comparator. The order of the loop may be increased error (normally considered as noise) is shaped by a re-
further by cascading additional integrators that are tai- sponse R(z), where

._ R(z) = (1 - z-t) N . (2)

X(z)o Y(z)

Such noise-shaping structures have been much discussed
in the literature as well [5].

2 DISTORTION SHAPING

Fig. 5 illustrates a further progression of ideas. Fig.
(a) 5(a) shows a third-order digital shaper for which the

quantizer output-related error q[z] is treated as an addi-

X(z) .+o____¢_ Q _ Y(z) live error, but where path x is omitted for simplicity,since with a third-order loop the signal transfer function
within the audio band is virtually unity. Fig. 5(b) shows
a similar system, but implemented in the analog domain
that uses ideal continuous integrators, in which the quan-

(b) tizer is replaced by a continuous but nonlinear output

Fig. 3. Progression of equivalent circuits for first-order digital stage. The analog circuit can be interpreted as a limiting
noise shaper, digital case in which the sampling frequency has become

,_Y(z)

X(z)_+ '_7_
(a)

Path x

x
(b)

Path x

+

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) Progression of equivalent circuits for second-order digital noise shaper. (b) Feedforward compensation. (c) Multiple-
feedback-path configuration as presented in Fig. 2.
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infinite, hence removing all delays, and where the dis- time constants xlf, x2f, and x3ffor the feedback paths and
continuous output quantizer is replaced with a continu- xls, X2s,and x3sfor the signal paths, and where the output
ous but nonlinear analog output stage, stage has gain G, then the transfer function is

In the subsequent analysis the following notation is

used to describe the function of the analog integrators. [S3Tl_2sT3s S2TlsT2sT3s STisT2s Tls]Consider integrator r, which receives an input Xr(S ) from + + + Y(s)'r3f 'r3f 'rlf_l
the signal path and Yr(s)from the feedback path. Then
the integrator output Ir(s) is given by

-_' X(S) '_- S3TIsT2sT3s D(s) (3)G

Ir(S ) = Xr(s) 4. Yr(s)

$Trs S'rrf where D(s) is the Laplace transform of d(t), the additive
error of the analog output stage.

Applying this convention to the circuit in Fig. 5(c), It should be observed that in the context of a third-
where the integrators are shown labeled with respective order loop, the x parameters define both the stability

q(z)

X(z) --_ Y(z)

(a)

d(t)

x(t) . J ._ y(t)
/ _if

/
shift shift

/ /
x_s - I I I _ .--or(s)

(c)

r .................... n

: D(s)i

'tis ' 'C "1; ' / ',_-.-__ r. r_ _2s _.. i_3s_.,r-_ _!
x., g j

(d)

Fig. 5. Derivation of NDFL concept. (a) Digital third-order noise shaper. (b) Analog form. By moving feedback paths labeled
x2e and xsf in (b) to the left, and adding compensating differentiators to maintain the same circuit transfer function, NDFL
representations of (c) and (d) are achieved. (d) Dotted lines encompass what might be considered a realistic output stage of a
normal amplifier.
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criteria and the signal transfer function of the circuit, ity of the loop with respect to the output stage. It is the
and that the cube of the signal frequency weights the output stage that generally is considered the dominant

output-stage error D(s). Consequently this analog feed- source of the distortion, and a high loop gain will act
back circuit can be viewed as a distortion shaper, where to reduce it. The output-stage loop gainA(s) in the circuit
the multiple integrators, by virtue of their large low- of Fig. 5(b) [and hence also of Fig. 5(c) and (d)] deter-
frequency gain, reduce the effects of nonlinearity at mines the distortion-shaping transfer function, where
lower frequencies. The parallels between noise shapers
and feedback amplifiers are evident. Y(s) 1

The similarity with NDFLs is now demonstrated. In D(s) 1 + A(s) '
the circuit of Fig. 5(c) the two feedback paths applied

to the inputs of the last two integrators are shifted to the Setting the input X(s) = 0, then A(s) can be shown to be
· left by one integrator stage, and compensating differenti-

at°rssx2fands?3fareinsertedt°keepthetransferfunc', D(s) - G [s-_3el 1 1 ]tion unaltered. Observe that the output signal fed back A(s) = Y(s) 1 = + - + - -
directly to the input is related to (1 + S'flf'r2s/T2f ). This S2'r2f'T2s s3'r3f'lr2s'r3s

has a similar function as the parallel resistor-capacitor
phase-advance network typically used in the feedback (4)

path of an amplifier. Finally in Fig. 5(d) an extra ampli- and this is easily generalized to higher or lower order.
tier with gain g has also been inserted to give the circuit At the highest frequencies, only the first term survives,
a more usual configuration. It is this modified circuit and for good stability the phase shift must be consider-that we wish to compare with the NDFL circuits of
Cherry [1]. ably less than - 180 °, ideally being close to -90 °, the

In this reconfiguration the output stage is modeled lag of a single integrator. It is the _r3ffeedback path that
ensures this stability at high frequencies, but the other

with frequency-independent gain G, but where the loops-allow increasing feedback at lower frequencies,
dashed box shown in Fig. 5(d) associates the third integ- reducing distortion in the process.rator with the output stage so that it can display real
poles. It is also possible to think of each integrator as As an example, let us consider a fifth-order distortion-
having a finite low-frequency gain of form a/(1 + sT), shaper feedback circuit, for which G _ 1. The signal
more like the actual stages of an amplifier. The first transfer function Y(s)/X(s) is by proper choice of 'r pa-
integrator might be associated with an intermediate am- rameters a fifth-order Butterworth unity-gain low-pass

filter with cut-off frequency of, say, 50 kHz. The 10op
plifier stage, the second integrator with the voltage-gain gain can be written as
stage, and the third integrator and output block with a

more realistic output stage, s + as4 + (a + 2)s-3 + (a + 2)s_ + aSln+ 1· A -sa - 15
Sn

3 DISCUSSION
that is,

The circuits of Fig. 5(c) and (d) can be identified

directly with NDFL circuits, even though there may be a a + 2 a + 2 a 1
differences of small detail, such as introducing zeros in A = _i + _ + _ + _ + 23 (5)Sn Sn _ _ Sn . Sn Sn

the integrators at high frequency. The nested loops may
not all take their feedback signal directly from the out- where
put, for example, although there is then a difference in
implied circuit environment. In Fig. 5(b) each of the xr
integrators (which in practice will have finite dc gain) ' a = 1 + 2 cos + 2 cos
is regarded as similar. However, in Fig. 5(c) and (d) thc

last integrator is considered to be part of a low-gain and the normalized Laplace variable s, = s/_oo = s/(2'tr
output stage describing, for example, a typical emitter- fo), and fo = 50 kHz. Fig. 6 is a plot of Eq. (5), showing
follower output stage of an audio amplifier. Although it the desired 6-dB per octave roll-off of the loop gain at
is customary to include a Miller compensation capacitor high frequencies, but with a gain at lower frequencies
across the voltage-gain stage, if this capacitor also en- proportional tof -5. If the integrators in the circuit have
compasses the output stage, and feeds back to the virtual finite dc gain, the graph is similar, but will limit near
ground input of the voltage-gain stage, it becomes the dc at somehigh value of gain, giving a loop gain for
s'r2fdifferentiating feedback shown in the diagram. The the output stage very similar to that indicated by Cherry

effect on amplifier distortion is very beneficial, and this [1]. In this example, unity gain occurs at 157 kHz, and
point has been emphasized by Cherry [2]. the attendant phase shift is - 120 °, representing good

There are other strong parallels between distortion- stable behavior. Note that at 20 kHz there is already 40

shaping NDFLs and digital noise-shaping topologies, dB of distortion reduction, rising in an ever-increasing

In principle by _adding more stages? the ord er. of each way at lower frequencies.
structure is increased, giving even more feedback, at · For high-order loops Such as discussed her e, this sys-
lower frequencies. Another aspect is the internal stabil- tem displays conditional stability, as pointed out by
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+7[ - I I I I I I I I

0 _ Loop gain'

m

0dB _

[ Amplitude response ]

l fo = 50 kHz

-60 dB
I I I I I I I I

200000 Z0000 0 (Hz) 200000

Fig. 6. Loop gain as seen by output stage of fifth-order distortion shaper having a transfer function of a fifth-order Butterworth
low-pass filter with 50-kHz cut-off frequency. Rising loop gain at low frequencies vastly reduces distortion at these frequencies
and effectively introduces distortion shaping.

Cherry [1] and in a later discussion of NDFLs [6]. Hence a differentiating loop all along, but the general concept
it is important to consider large-signal clipping behavior of the NDFL puts a firm footing on new aspects of
experimentally or by simulation to see whether the sys- feedback that relate particularly to analog amplifiers.
tem can be provoked into self-oscillation or other bizarre However, the equivalence is important at a conceptual
or chaotic behavior. It is evident that there is no simple level, especially as the means of stabilizing high-order
limit to the amount of distortion reduction at high orders, digital loops was known [8] at the time of invention of
but increasing care must be taken in defining stable cir- NDFL [1]. What this engineering report shows is that

cuit parameters and behavior for large signals, there is another way of looking at the application of
large amounts of negative feedback, and that the two

4 OVERVIEW arecloselyrelated.
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Low-Distortion ProgrammableGain Cell
Using Current-SteeringCascodeTopology*

MALCOLM JOHN HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Department of Electrical Engineering Science, Colchester, Essex, United Kingdom

A programmable gain cell is described which operates in a current-steering mode. The
technique is shown to off'er good linearity and a precisely defined maximum gain which
exhibits near zero distortion. The cellular structure is presented together with an appli-
cation circuit using error feedforward distortion correction within the input stage, while
similar techniques realize a precision current mirror bnt configured using error feedback.

0 INTRODUCTION pendent upon device matching and as such is specified

The traditional circuitry that can be identified as the only as accurately as the transistors are matched.
The cell is also indirect· The signal current i 2 iS de-kernel of most analog programmable gain amplifiers

rived by using T3 and T 4 as a differential amplifier with(PGA) uses the translinear gain cell first described by
Gilbert [1], with further derivatives reported in [2]-[6]. T t and T 2 presented as nonlinear load resistors to the
This basic cell is illustrated in Fig. 1. respective input cttrrentsl_ + i_ andl2 - i2. The non-

linear distortion is then minimized by matching theIn elementary form the cell is a dillerential current in
nonlinear device transfer characteristics.

(i_), differential current out (i2) structure that requires
The gain cell to be described in this paper uses aall transistors to have the same parameters (matched

physically and thermally). If we assume current-steering topology. It effectively eliminates a
stage of amplification compared with the cell in Fig. 1

ie = i0 eqVbe/KT (1) and most important, it has a well-defined upper unity
gain (current in-current out) which is essentially linear

and since by Kirchhoff's law and independent of device characteristics and match-
ing--a most useful attribute for an attdio channel·

Vbcl -- Vbe2 _- Vbe3 -- Vbe4 This paper describes the theoretical basis of the cur-

then rent-steeringgain cell and suggestsan outlinesystem
topology that should enable high-performance PGAs

[i_ +i, I [12+i2 ] tO be designed. In addition to the main cell, a precisionIn I_ -- i_ =In [i--7T-77_/,1 linear current mirror is described posessing wide dy-
namic range. The current mirror is used here within the

which yields PGA. However,it should alsofindapplicationin main-
stream constant-gain preamplifiers and power amplifier

i_ I_ designs. Finally, the input circuitry proposed for the
i2 - /2 ' (2) PGA includes error-correction feedforward to enhance

transconductance, improve linearity, and minimize John-
Eq. (2) suggests a seemingly ideal solution where a son noise.

linear relationship exists between i_ and i 2 and the gain

is determined by the ratio of the bias currents Il and 12. 1 CURRENT-STEERING GAIN CELL
The maximum gain setting is not specified by Eq. (2),

and in fact will ultimately depend upon the device ad- The elementary current-steering gain cell is illustrated
herence to the exponential relationship specified by Eq. in Fig. 2. The cell consists of two pairs of matched

(1). That is, once there is deviation from Eq. (1), non- transistors that should adhere to the exponential Ie/Vb_
linearity is introduced. Also unity gain (I_ =/2) is de- relationship defined by Eq. (1). Justification of the quies-

cent current distribution is given in the Appendix·

* Presented at the 69th Convention of the Audio Engineer- In Fig. 2, i_ is the input signal current, Ii,I < I11, i2
lng Society, Los Angeles, 1981 May 12-15. and i3 are output signal currents, I is bias current, m is a
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gain-controlparameter,-1 _ m % l, and Vkis a con- currents) and is independent ofthel¢/VbeCharacteris-
stant bias voltage, tics. Also the current division is linearly related to the

gain parameter m. From Eqs. (3) and (4), i 2 and i 3 are
1.1 Analysis derived:

ApplyingKirchhoff's law we obtain I + m

i2 -- 2 il (5)
[/k -- Vbel -{- Vbc2 -- //'be3 q- Vbe4 = Vk ·

Therefore i_ - 1 - m2 it . (6)

(Vbe I -- Vbe2) 'Jr- (Vbe 3 -- Vbe4) : 0 .
Thus the current gain of each cell is additionally com-

Using Eq. (1), we observe plementary (that is, their sum is unity).
Eqs.(5) and (6) show that when m = l(or-l),then

KTin [/d ] KTln[ Ie2 ] i,=ix(ori3=il),andoninvestigationFig. 2revealsthat
Vbel -- gbe2 -- q [ l0 J - q [ I0 ] ' the input current is then steered through Ti and T2 (or

T 3 and T4) such that device nonlinearity has no effect,

Therefore as the transistor pair acts as a cascode, assuming gk is

KT [I(1 + m)/2 -- i,] constant.- = --In ' . It is this latter modeof operationthat is of greatest
Vbel gbe2 q I(1 + m)/2 _ i 2

significance, since unity current gain results with excel-

Similarly for Vbe3 and Vbe4: lent linearity due to the grounded base operation of
transistors T_ and T2 or Ts and T4.

KT ri(1 - m)/2 + i,l However, one problem still remains: the rejection

- - In [ - ] · of gain-controlcurrent under dynamicoperation. TheVbe3 Vbc4 q I(1 m)/2 iD
method by which control signal breakthrough is rain-

Thus imizedis throughthe useof twotechniques,a differen-
tial cnrrent mirror and two additionally complemen-

](1 + m)/2 - i 2 I(1 - m)/2 - i D tary gain cells driven from a differential input stage.

1(1 + m)/2 + i 2 1(1 - m)/2 + i3 These are the subjects of Sections 2 and 4.

where, after simplification, 2 GENERALIZED PGA TOPOLOGY

i2 1 + m This section describes the design of a basic PGA that

iD - i - m (3) uses two current-steering gain cells and two precision
current mirrors. The circuitry is illustrated in the sche-

We also observe from Fig. 2 (where i_ is the input matic of' Fig. 3.
current and i2 and iDare output currents) The input stage consists of' a long-tail pair circuit

with local emitter degeneration formed by R_. Since a

( I + m ) ( I - m ) nonlinearfractionoftheinputsignal(V, - V2) isde-I + i_ = I 2 + i, + I 2 + i_ .' veloped across the two base-emitter junctions of the
long-tail pair, two further long-tail pair stages are in-

Therefore troduced to measurethese error voltagesand add cot-

[I = i2 + i3 · (4) rective currents to each of' the two output currents.
Using feedforward error correction, greatly enhanced

Eqs. (3) and (4) reveal the operation of the current- input stage performance with a significant reduction of'
steering PGA. Thesum of the output currents isexactly nonlinearity in the transconductance transfer charac-
equal to the input signal current (neglecting small base teristic is achieved.

i .i,ii2 i 1.2:i, .i2

& & CJvk.=,,=,vo,,o,,
Vbe2

Fig. 1. Basic translinear gain cell. Fig. 2. Elementary current-steering gain ceil.
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2.1 Analysis provided that R j is selected according to Eq. (7), com-
pensation for Vbe I and Vbe 2 is achieved, which results in

Referring to the input stage shown in Fig. 3, the transconductance exhibiting excellent linearity with

V_ - V2 = i_Ri + (Vbe I -- Vbe2) signal current.
The difi'erential currents derived from the input stage

where V_ and /'7 2 are input signals, provide signal currents for two current-steering gain
Applying Eq. (1) to each error amplifier in Fig. 3, cells, which in turn are both biased by identical gain-

control currents. The outputs of the two cells are suit-

Vbel = i2R2 + KT In [ 12 + i2 ] + I,R 2 ably crosscoupled, and when combined with two preci-
q [ ] 2 - i 2 J - sion nnity-gain current mirrors, produce additionally

complementary output currents l{n and 102. To aid un-

[ ]2 -- i3 ] derstanding of this process, the circuit diagram shownVbe2 = _i_R 2 + KT In + I.,R,
q [ 12 4- [3 ] - - in Fig. 3 should be observed with respect to the labeled

therefore, currents. Under quiescent conditions I,.j = 1.,2and Iv_ =
Iv2, hence output currents I0j and I02 result, which are

V_ - V2 = i_Rj + (/2 d- /3)R2 essentially independent of the gain-control currents.
The actual output currents generated when an input

KT [(12q-i21{12q-i31 ] signal is applied are given by
+ --In --

q 12 i2 ]_ I2 -- i3 /l

Vi - V2

Assuming i2, i3 % i_ such that i2, i3 _% I2, Ioj = 1k + Ri (1 + rn) (9)

Vi -- V 2 _--- i I 'Jg _ _1_ 2 -}- _-2 )J/l . = _ (1 _ m) (10)
Ri

However, the output signal current i0 is formed (see
Fig. 3) by where these currents can be converted to voltages by

using suitably chosen load resistors RL, as shown in
io = il + i2 + i3 · Fig. 3.

Hence if
3 LINEARIZATION USING NEGATIVE

KT FEEDBACK
Ri = R2 d- 2 -- (7)

q12 Although adequate performance can be achieved with

then the systemshownin Fig. 3, it is possibleto use the
result that 1o_ + lo2 is independent of tn. Thus an out-

V_ - V, put voltage can be derived which is independent of the

id - R_ (8) gain selected and used as a feedback signal that is re-
turned to the input stage. Consequently the current-

Since/,..XVbel and _ Vbe2 % Vin/2' then the error am- steering gain cells need operate only with small signal
plifiers operate well within their linear region. Thus currents, which enhances linearity. The'open-loop gain

11 ti o.,I '-, ........ ,:
Ixv ;I×l Iyl{ ,Iy_

, -% .... ,...................... _ i m

Ira. 'r/! ;[----_-- _-' --_- - ..... _'[7--_ --_----I ilk'''I°,
t , ', [ [I0*io [ I [ .I0-i0 [ ',mR.' f 'I0, 'Io2

Vm L Vu j [ schematicof[ , PGACell'I (l+rr_ r3(1 m) _ lB(1 m) 1:_(1 m),

0V
I _[ I

........... . - ............................

mi ii.i _I 12 12 i2_i3_ I1-I1 II R2=Rl_2kTqI2

;V, [ Ij it_l__/' _ _ 'V2 ' i0 =i,+2i 2

'r Vbel 'R2 ' i° = il *i2+ i3

Fig. 3. Differential current-steering gain cells. (I/P stage example usmg error feedforward correction.)
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is determined by selecting R _ and R 5, while R 3 and R4 where
determine the feedback factor. A basic feedback sche-

KT [Io + i 1
matic is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the PGA cell is the Vbe 3 -- Vbe 4 -- In [ I('-_-_-/ lcircuit of Fig. 3. The output voltages V0_ and V02 are q
then given by

Rs(R3 + R4) [q-]-_-0 i, for modest i .

V01 = Vi(1 + m) RiR 3 + RiR4 + R4R5 (11) Therefore

Rs(R3 + g4) (2gr )X qlo +Rx i + 211R = 2iR + 212R.V02 = Vi(1 - m)RiR3 + RiR4 + R4Rs (12)
If

4 CURRENT MIRROR
2KT

The two current mirrors in Fig. 3 can use an error R_ = 2R - -- (13)
correction feedback scheme to enhance linearity and qlo

minimize dependence upon the Ie/Vbe characteristics, then
Fig. 5 illustrates a basic current mirror often used in
discrete amplifier design, while Fig. 6 shows the en- 12 = I] . (14)

hanced design. Integrated current mirrors could be used, Since the error voltage Vbe I -- Vbe 2 _ 0 due to rt
but they generally exhibit poor current gain linearity at and T 2 operating virtually with the same emitter cur-
currents in excess of a few milliamperes, especially at
the extremes of their transfer characteristics, rent, the error amplifier is rendered linear. Consequent-

ly the correction system results in exceptional linearity
over a wide range of the current transfer characteristic

4.1 Analysis of the current mirror.

Since the bases of T_ and T2 are at the same poten-
tial, by Kirchhoff's law, 5 CONCLUSIONS

Vb¢I + I,R + (I, + It) - i)R = Vbe2 + I2R A topology for a programmable gain amplifier hasbeen presented which can exhibit excellent gain stabili-
-'k (/2 "F l o -1-i)R . ty and linearity. The cell offers the advantage of a pre-

cisely defined upper gain limit with the advantage that
Therefore distortion isalmost zero over a wide dynamicrange.

The circuit requires transistor matching, but pair
(Vbe I -- Vbe2) q- 21jR = 2iR + 212R .

matching should be adequate, provided that transistors

But within the error amplifier T3, T4, adhere closely to the logarithmic relationship between
I eand Vb_(Such as theLM394atl c % 1 mA).

Vbe I -- Vbe 2 = (Vbe 3 -- Vbe4) -_ iR_ An application circuit is presented which provides
additionally-complementary gains, a topology which
allowsoverallnegativefeedbackto be used to further

[ geedbocksignal independantof m/ enhance linearity. However, the open-loop characteris-

t PGACELL I tics should yield adequate performance and may be
preferred by designers of the low feedback school.

IV1 V2/ Vm,Va2 Additional to the basic cell, an input transconduc-
(Fig 3) t

L, _1

R1 UNITY '"" v 'complementary vs
GA[N_ [ vol Outputs

Ik[_Fig. _Rs Rs[ implementinglk[/'' lV02overall negativeR_0v I°-i 1 I°+'i

4. Basicschemefor feed- R IR

D

back.
[

Vs i /

R R T [x``` . Vbe2 ]-2

Vb , I' ]I I* {Vbe_-Vbe2)

R Fig. 6. Enhanced current mirror using error-correction feed-
Fig. 5. Basic current mirror, back.
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tance stage is described which uses error-correction feed- le2 q- le3 = I . (17)
forward to enhance linearity. Also a precision current
mirror is presented which uses similar error correction, Apply Kirchhoff's law to the base-emitter voltages:
but configured within a feedback loop. These circuits
offer excellent linearity, which is virtually independent ( Vbel -- Vbe2) -[- ( Vbe3 -- Vbe4) = 0 .

of devicecharacteristics. UsingEq.(1),
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7 APPENDIX
QUIESCENT CURRENT DIVISION IN Il - m,
CURRENT-STEERED PGA CELLS lc3 = ! t--7--)

The current distribution shown in Fig. 2 is stated

without formal justification. Here we show the current le4 = i(1_)divisions to be valid. Since the circuit is considered in

the quiescent state, i_, i2, i3, and i 4 = 0. Let emitter The division of emitter currents is therefore as shown in

currents of T_, T2, Y3, and T 4 be/el' Ic2' /e3' and /e4' Fig. 2. The output collector currents of Ti and T 4 are

Apply Kirchhoff's law to current distribution in Fig. 2: almost equal to the emitter currents, provided that tran-
sistors have adequate current gain. Also near linearity

/el + Ie2 = I(I + m) (15)
between I c and I b (for modest signals) enhances linearity

le3 + ]c4 = I(1 - m) (16) of the grounded base stage.
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Topological Enhancementsof TranslinearTwo-Quadrant
'Gain Cells*
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Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

AND

P. G. L. MILLS

Tannoy Limited, Coatbridge, Strathclyde ML5 4TF, UK

A method is proposed for extending the performance regime of two-quadrant translinear

gain cells that can both increase the gain-control range and lower distortion, particularly

at extremes of attenuation. The general operating principles of translinear cells are

reviewed and a laboratory design for an ehancement of the current-steering cell is

presented. The design is supported by a range of measurements to validate the technique.

0 INTRODUCTION gain elements as these are readily fabricated in integrated
form and are compatible with large-scale analog sys-

The two-quadrant multiplier configured as a voltage- terns.
controlled amplifier (VCA) has found wide application Of particular importance when designing a VCA is
as a dynamic gain element in audio systems, both for the need to achieve an adequate performance regime
gain control and for program-controlled equalization, over a wide range of the system's dynamic character-
Consequently VCAs have been widely discussed in the istic. A deficiency evident in several designs is the
literature [1]-[12]. In this paper the basic translinear, nature of distortion as a function of signal level and
bipolar transistor gain cells are reviewed and an eh- attenuation where, specifically at high attenuation,
hanced topology for the current-steering gain cell [12] signal-to-distortion ratios deteriorate rapidly. This re-
is proposed, together with a prototype circuit and sup- sults from an inherent mechanism that yields a distortion
porting performance data. residual at high attenuation in the output signal whose

To realize gain control the audio circuit designer has level with respect to the input remains approximately
available a range of methods that include motorized constant. Thus (at high attenuation) the distortion can

potentiometers, multiplying digital-to-analog converters be considerable. The enhanced topology presented di-
(MDAC), FET attenuators, light-controlled resistors, rectly addresses this problem and achieves a falling

pulse-modulation and switched-gain systems, and bi- distortion with increased (high) attenuation.
polar transistor arrays. However, this paper limits dis- To commence the study, the basic structures of trans-
cussion to the bipolar array for implementing translinear linear bipolar VCA cells are reviewed for tutorial value,

and an approximate distortion analysis is presented that
* Manuscript received 1988May 4. is directed at the VCA at high attenuation.
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where the dependence on saturation currents is elimi-I CLASSIFICATION OF TRANSLINEAR GAIN
nated provided Ti and T2 are matched and isothermal.

CELLS Hence eliminating/El and/E2 and rearranging,

The operation of a translinear cell is based on the

logarithmic relationship between emitter current IE and Vo _ eqVg/kr (4)
base-emitter voltage VBEof a bipolar transistor, where Vi

L][-10-1 Eq. (4)shows the voltage gain of the VCA in Fig.
= k_TIn IE (1) 1 to be related to the gain-control voltage Vg through

VBE q an exponential relationship; the dependence upon T
should also be noted. Unfortunately, to operate cor-

where rectly, the cell requires a value of Vi > 0 to prebias T]
and T2 to their active region, and this implies feed-

k = Boltzmann's constant through of the gain-control function to the output, an
T - temperature, kelvin undesirable characteristic for a two-quadrant cell.
q - charge on electron, coulomb To overcome this problem, two solutions have been
I0 = saturation current, ampere, proposed. One method consists of using two identical

cells, as those in Fig. 1, but with a differential drive,
Of particular'concern is the temperature dependence as shown in Fig. 2,

of the transistor, both as a linear function of T and

through the saturation current I0, the latter being ex- ( 2)
tremely temperature sensitive. To overcome this prob- Vol = Vi + eqvg/kr
lem, the classic solution [ 1] is to use a transistor array

of nearly identical devices operating under isothermal / ,,\

conditions, where a minimum of two transistors are Vo2 = (Vi - 2) eqVg/kr (5)required to compensate for I0 and four transistors to
compensate for T [see Eq. (1)].

Most of the VCA circuits are direct descendants of Vo = Vol - 17o2= vi eqvg/_r

either the Gilbert cell or the log/antilog topologies as,
for example, discussed in [6]. The dbx 1 VCA [8], which where

introduced the NPN/PNP array as a complementary Vi = dc bias to bring cell into active region
cell, is also a direct descendant of the log/antilog con- vi = signal component
figuration. Vol, Vo2 = respective outputs of two stages.

1.1 Two-Transistor Cells and Descendants Vg also drives the noninverting inputs of the output

The basic two-transistor cell is illustrated in Fig. 1, operational amplifiers.
The second method, introduced in the dbx [8] cell,where the operational amplifiers ICi and IC2 suspend

the transistor cell Ti, T2 in a well-defined bias envi- is to use a complementary four-transistor configuration,
ronment. Assuming ICi and IC2 are ideal and ignoring where the upper PNP transistors are also controlled by
base currents, then the operating conditions are Vg, as shown in Fig. 3. Provided T3 and T 4 have similar

characteristics as Ti and T2 and isothermal conditions

IE_ = Vi/R prevail, then for V i =- 0 V, 1C3 = Icl and /c4 = Ic2-
Thus gain-control feedthrough is compensated over the

IE2 = Vo/R i dbx is a trademark.

Vcm = 0V

R

VCB2 =-Vg v, vo i r----, I

where Vgis the gain-control voltage and VCB1and VcB2 vg Vo
are the collector base voltages ofT1 and T2, respectively.
Analysis

VBE 1 -- VBE 2 = -Vg . (2)

Assuming ideal behavior as stated in Eq. (1), then v Rt_ )C[__,

&-v/ ,1
kTln'llEl[ = -Vg (3)
q LIE21 Fig. 1. Basic two-transistor log/antilog cell.
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range of Vg. Of course, having decided to use a second supply such as a lead acid cell, a solar cell, or a switched-
pair of transistors, there is no reason why these cannot mode supply to eliminate bias current noise by not
participate in the gain-control function, thus enhancing returning this current to ground. This latter circuit ap-
noise performance and dynamic range where, effec- pears to offer much potential for low-noise operation,
tively, transistor pairs T1/T3 and T2/T4 appear in parallel, particularly where operating current levels are raised
In Figs. 4 and 5 two variations are shown, one using by the parallel connection of several transistor arrays.
an amplified diode while the second employs a floating The insensitivity of gain to bias current level should

also be noted.

vo Analysis of the Fig. 1 VCA revealed a linear rela-

v0_ ...L.v.2 tionship between emitter currents IE] and IE2 where,
from Eq. (3),

t_ R 1 T2I_CE:I _ f ..__ /ElIE_2=eqVg/kr'

V i

W Hencethe tail currentof T] andT2is alsoa linear
, 1-_[ function of lEI and /E2 where, since Il = /El + /E2,

CELL LL 2 _-_I" I then

()v0
XX Noting the form of emitter currents IE1 and/E4 from

, Eq. 6, the voltage gain follows directly with reference
2R toFig.6 as

( )'v_ .v. Vo = 2gmR 1 q- e qVg/kT (7)

Fig. 2. Differential configuration of two-transistor log/antilog vi
cell with bias.

Consequently the Fig. 2 topology can be modified,
whereby the tail currents form a differential input signal[

J,_ and the collector currents a differential output signal,
IB

_ tT4rT

l
T1 I'2 T3 '1'4

R

Vi R

Fig. 3. Basic dbx voltage-controlled amplifier. Fig. 4. dbx cell enhanced with amplified diode.

.V_ T3_,__T_ . Vo

T_ r2,4_

Fig. 5. Symmetrical dbx cell with floating supply.
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as shown in Fig. 6 [see also Eq. (9)]. An important was given earlier [12], where it was shown that
refinement of this reconfiguration is that for maximum

gain T] and T4 are now in common base (with T2 and io Ig
-= ] 02)

T3 off); thus distortion is negligible, il 211

1,2 Four-Transistor Cells Having reviewed a range of the basic topology for
The two-transistor cells (and four-transistor deriv- translinear-gain cells, we proceed by investigating the

atives) were shown to offer an exponential gain law high-attenuation distortion of the current-steering cell
and to retain a degree of temperature dependence, and then introducing a modified structure for reducing
However, the use of four-transistor symmetrical circuits distortion and extending the attenuation range to _ 140
where the base-emitter voltages sum to zero can elim- dB at 1 kHz.
inate the temperature dependence and yield a linear
gain law characteristic, where the desired gain law can 2 DISTORTION ANALYSIS OF CURRENT-
be configured using nonlinear shaping circuits. The STEERING CELL AT HIGH ATTENUATION
classic translinear circuit is the Gilbert multiplier [I]

as shown in Fig. 7. Effectively, it is a differential am- A measurement of distortion on the current-steering
plifier where the base-to-base input voltage is predis- class of translinear circuits reveals a distortion residual

torted by differentially driven diodes. However, op- that is approximately independent of attenuation. Con-
eration is best understood by noting that the base- sequently, at high attenuation, the signal-to-distortion
emitter voltages sum to zero and then applying Eq. (1) ratio degrades, ultimately reaching an operation regime
to each transistor whereby, assuming matching and where the distortion is greater than the signal. This
isothermal operation, Io and T are eliminated, distortion mechanism reduces the effectiveness of the

Analysis circuit and makes acceptable operation at high atten-
uation especially sensitive to misalignment, inherent

VBE 1 -- VBE 2 -- VBE 3 -3- VBE 4 = 0 . (8) transistor offsets, andinput-stage finitecommon-mode
gain.

Applying Eq. (1) to each (matched) transistor, then Although the four-transistor current-steering cell il-
lustrated in Fig. 8 is considered, similar discussion

IEl _ /E3 (9) appl!es to other translinear circuits. Investigation has
/E2 lea revealed three principal distortion contributions: finite

effective emitter bulk resistance, dc base-emitter off-

Neglecting base currents, the output Vo is expressed sets, and finite common-mode gain in the input stage.
as Theanalysisproceedsby includingemitterresistorsr

in each transistor that is both a representation of emitter

Vo = R(IE3 - IE4)

2Ig = (IE3 + /E4) Vo

where

0I
Vo = kVij F----

thatis, thegain_ isgivenas R R

Rig (11)
"/ = V_

The analysis shows a gain linearly dependent onlg. _ [xl _ i/iT

Because all base-emitter voltages were summed to _!,_'l _2_ /]7x 1_'3 14zero, T cancels, thus minimizing temperature depen-

dence. "-_ _Vg._

The current-steering gain cell, which is here allowed

further study, was described earlier [12] and is shown g_(V_+ ,q)t ? gr_V. vi)_ _

in elementary form in Fig. 8. This cell also has the
property of summing the four base-emitter voltages
to zero, and is thus independent of T. Hence in this

respect it differs fundamentally from the similar struc- Fig. 6. Variation on log/antilog cell with input currents applied
ture of Fig. 6. An analysis of the current-steering cell to T_/T2 and T3/T4 transistor pairs.
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bulk resistance and a reflection of base bulk resistance, where
Also each transistor is assumed to exhibit a different
saturation current, which results in an effective offset r -_

voltage VBEO when the four-transistor base-emitter In /(11 + il - 1°01°4[ = 2k . (17)
voltages are summed. The modified cell for analysis [(Il il I04)101_]

is shown in Fig. 9.
Analysis Approximation

Let Iol = )t(ll + il) and 104 = )t(l I -- il), where )t is

lg = 211 -Im - 104 . (13) the cell gain, that is,

kTln [IE2IE4] In [(11 + il)(1 -- 3')104] = 2)t .
q LiE_E3 ] + VBEO+ 2r(il -- io) = Ve (14) [(Ii -- i0(1 )t) IolJ

where Hence

101 -- 104 (11 + il)104 - e2x (18)
i0 - 2 (15) (Il -- il)I01

This simplification is justified for high gain ()t _ 1)and V_ is a correction voltage (see Fig. 9).
as there is minimal distortion in the output current while,

q for lower gains, lol << I1 + il and 104 << I1 -- il.
= -2k_ [VBEo + 2r(il -- i0) -- Vel (16) Defining an input loading factor x,

ii
x = - (19)

v I1
o

Q_ and eliminating lol and 104 using Eqs. (13), (15), (18),

and (19),

io 211 - lg ( x - tanh X _
_ - 5 _,1 2 xtanhk,/ ' (20)

_ t _ J _ t B_ To deal withthenonlinearityand outputoffsetcurrent]

R ] R demonstratedbyEq. (20), incrementaland targetcurrent
gains )ti and )tt are introduced,

BE

T1 T2 Oio ]VBEo = 0

)ti = Oti-_' % = )ti r = 0

_tgm(V[ + _ ) 2[g gr_Vi - vi) t_ _ VBEO

Fig.7.Gilberttranslineargaincell[1]. _ri_'___l

I° + i° I° - i

i .( 'o

Drive _non-linearfty DriveionOn-linearity

Fig. 9. Current-steering gain cell with approximate (low-
Fig. 8. Basic current-steering gain cell [12]. level) error-function model [Eqs. (23), (27)].
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Differentiating io defined by Eq. (20), stages produces a nonzero common-mode gain and has
a similar effect.

_i sech2 h [1 + (1(1 x2)(1 - _/i)qrll/kT] To illustrate this distortion process, consider the fol-= Z x ianh _-2- -_j_t lowing example where instantaneous tail currents ofthe Tt/T2 and T3/T 4 transistor pairs are /il and ii2, re-

spectively, and the noninverting and inverting trans-
(21) conductances are (go + Ag) and -(go - Ag), that is,

where, for h = 0 and r = 0 Il, the target current gain /il ---- gOvi + (I1 + Agvl)is

211 - Ig ii2 ---- --gOvi + (11 + Agvi) .
_t- (22)

211 The equations for/il and ii2 reveal that under signal
excitation a dynamic bias current (11 + Agvi) is gert-

and takes the same form as the large-signal gain in Eq. erated. If, for an idealized stage, il = govi, then the
(12). cell dynamicgain_dcanbe writtenfollowingEq. (12)

To express the error in the incremental gain %, an as

error function E(x) is defined,

_i _/d = 1- Ig (26)
E(x) - 1 211 [1 + (Ag/go)il/Il]

%

that is,

(qrll/kT)(1 - x2)(1 - _/i)sech2 h + tanh )t [2x - tanh h(1 + x2)]

E(x) = (1 - x tanh h)2 (23)

which, for x->0, simplifies to

Hence defining an error function E(Ag) asqrll
E(0) = -tanh 2 )t + -_- (1 - 'Yi) sech2 h . (24)

E(Ag) - ?d 1
Eq. (23) describes an error function (see Fig. 9) that _t

increases as 'yi--->0and is bounded by VBEOand r. Even
where % is defined by Eq. 12, then assuming Agil/for small loading factors x, Eq. (24) shows a finite gain

error that is dependent on X. Although )t can be reduced goll < < 1,
by careful transistor matching, to minimize h requires

a corrective voltage Ve to be added to the sum of the E(Ag) -- 1 Agil (27)
base-emitter voltages of the transistor array and is el- 2I_/Ig - 1 goll
fectively in series with V_EO,as shown in Fig. 9, where,
observingEq. (16), Eq. (27) shows that for high attenuation, where

Ig'-->211, the gain is extremely sensitive to Ag. Con-
sequently measures should be taken to ensure a neg-

V_ -- VBEO + 2r(il -- i0) · (25) ligible common-mode error resulting from both linear
and nonlinear distortions in the input circuitry.

This technique, which uses a constant voltage together The key to cell enhancement is therefore to limit the
with feedforward and feedback signals derived from attenuation per cell and to maintain an effective Dp-
input and output, respectively, is similar to that proposed erating current in all transistors. In the next section a
by Bergstrom [13], though as this example demon- two-stage gain cell is described which offers potential
strates, it can be extended to other cell topologies, improvements in distortion performance together with

Eq. (12) reveals the current gain to have significant a falling distortion with increased attenuation.

sensitivity to Il, particularly as Ig--->2lg, where small

variations in either Ig or [1 cause large fractional gain 3 ENHANCED TWO-STAGE CURRENT-
changes. At extreme attenuation, with Ti and T 4 bias STEERING CELL
currents in the region 10 -4 to 10-S/l, slight distortion
in the transconductance input circuitry that produces The enhanced current-steering cell employs an ex-
a small common-mode modulation of the bias current tended two-stage topology with attenuation divided

commensurate with T1 and T 4 bias currents causes gain equally between each stage. Consequently each stage
modulation of the cell. Also an imbalance between now operates over a more restricted attenuation range,
inverting and noninverting transconductance of the input which offers the following principal advantages:
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1) The first stage operates with the full input signal, To validate the modified current-steering cell, a pro-
but because its attenuation is now restricted and tran- totype circuit was constructed and is shown in Fig. 11,
sistors do not operate at their limits, a relatively low while Fig. 12 illustrates the power supply and biasing
distortion is returned with a low sensitivity to finite arrangement. To minimize circuit noise through extra
common-mode gain in the input stage [see Eq. (27)]. circuitry requirements and low bias resistor values, a

2) The second stage operates under identical bias dual supply rail of _+30 V was used from which internal
conditions but accepts a much lower input signal. Con- voltages of + 15 V were derived.
sequently second-stage distortion is dramatically re- A novel feature of the circuit was to use the gain-
duced where the first stage is the dominant distortion control voltage Vcontro 1 to drive a servo amplifier IC6,
generator, which set thequiescentoutputvoltages of lC3andthus

3) However, the distortion at the output of the first determined the collector currents of T5 and T8. The
stage is attenuated by the second stage. Thus, overall, servo amplifier then drove three grounded-base stages
the distortion now progressively falls with increased whose output currents Icl, 1c2, and 1c3 established the
attenuation, even though at high attenuation the first required gain-control currents and second-stage input
stage tends to produce a constant distortion component bias compensation.
referred to input level. The complete VCA illustrated in Fig. 13was assem-

The primitive two-stage gain cell based on the current- bled on a printed circuit board and metal plates attached
steering cell is shown in Fig. 10 together with two to the LM394 arrays to aid isothermal operation. The

equal gain-control currents of magnitude Ig. The cell circuit also includes switches SW] and SW2 to facilitate
{Ti... T4} operates conventionally, but with collectors dc alignment, hence the mimimization of gain-control
of T1 and T4 feeding into the second stage {Ts · · . T8}. feedthrough. The circuit alignment procedure is outlined
However, for both stages to operate under similar bias in the Appendix.

conditions at a given attenuation, a current lg/2 must
also be summed to compensate for the loss of current 4 MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF TWO-STAGE
in T] and T4 when lg > 0. Under these conditions, the CURRENT-STEERING CELL
expression for current gain becomes

The enhanced circuit of Figs. 11 and 12 was assessed

(2 )2
i0 _ I1 - lg using a range of distortion and noise measurements,

i_ _, 21] (28) and the results are presented in Table 1. As anticipated,
the distortion at maximum gain is of low level, a char-

The circuit of Fig. 10 requires minimal extra voltage acteristic of the current-steering cell which effectively
headroom where a typical value for VB (see Fig. 10) becomes a grounded-base stage. However, also en-
is between 1 and 2 V. It is also relatively simple to couraging is the distortion at 20 kHz, + 15 dBV input,
generate the extra control current sources. Although where for an attenuation of +100 dB a distortion of
the circuit requires an extra four transistors, this method - 122 dB referred to input was recorded, while for 20
of extension is more effective than combining arrays kHz, +0 dBV, the distortion could not be resolved at
{T1 . . . T4} and {Ts · · . T8} in parallel. + 100 dB attenuation with available instrumentation.

5 EXTENSION OF CASCADE TO dbx ARRAY

Inprinciple,thecascadetechniquecan alsobe applied

I° + i° I° - i' to other cells, such as the dbx array. A primitive circuit
is shown in Fig. 14, which uses two complementary
transistor arrays. Ideally, to minimize noise, both cells

'-_ T5 T8 could be powered from independent floating supplies,
as suggested earlier. Also, such an approach would
appear to be particularly beneficial when the cells are

_tl) igt( operated in so-called class AB [8] mode (particularlyvB ) ve for secondstage), which is used to minimizenoise
generation from within the transistor array. However,

these commentsare made purely as a suggestion for

'-'_ TL_/ T3 T4, further development. They are not supported at this

,, , _._ stage with experimentalverification;but, fromthe re-
sults obtained from the current-steering cell, improve-
ments in distortion performance are to be anticipated.

ii +i i t9 -i 6 CONCLUSION

This report has presented a tutorial review to outline
Fig. 10. Primitive two-stage current-steering gain cell. a number of basic approaches to the translinear mul-
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Fig. 12. Voltage-controlled amplifier, power supply.

Fig. 13. Two-stage cascade prototype voltage-controlled amplifier.

Table 1. Voltage-controlled amplifier performance data.

Maximumgain 0 dB
Maximumattenuation 140dB at I kHz

115 dB at 20 kHz
Signal-to-noise ratio (20 Hz-20 kHz unweighted)
Maximumgain - 105dB
Minimumgain - 110dB
Distortion (THD) at maximum gain
0-dBV input I kHz--not measurable; 20 kHz--0.0008%
+ 15-dBV input 1 kHz--0.0004%; 20 kHz--0.0025%
Distortion with attenuation (referred to input)

Input level Attenuation (dB) l-kHz distortion (dB) 20-kHz distortion (dB)

0 dBV +20 -94 -92
+40 - 105 - 104
+60 -115 -112
+80 -125 -120
+ 100 Not measurable Not measurable

+15 dBV +20 -82 -80
+40 -89 -88
+60 -98 -97
+80 - 108 - 107
+ 100 - 126 - 122
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Fig. 14. Cell cascade using two dbx arrays.
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APPENDIX Fine tuning of gain feedthroughover the range of

BASIC ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE FOR TWO- Vcontro l can be achieved by iterative adjustment of VR4,

STAGE VCA PROTOTYPE VRs, VR?, and the above procedure.
The circuit operates normally with both SW] and

1) Select minimum gain (Vcontrol-- 0 V), SW1 closed, SW2 open (where SW1 selects an output servo to min-
SW2 closed, VR4, VR 5 midway. Adjust VR] to achieve imize dc offsets at the output, though it can be left
Vm -- Vn at IC3 outputs (Tp1, Tp2); then adjust VR 6 for closed if response down to dc is required). In practice,
zero output voltage (Tp3). alignment can be minimized by the use of matched

2) Select maximum gain, SW] closed, SW2 open. resistors (0.1% or better) and matched transistor arrays.
Adjust VR3 for Vm = Vn at IC3 outputs. The former was not used in prototype but is seen as an

3) Select 12-dB attenuation. Adjust VR7 for Vm = integral part of integrated circuit fabrication.
Vn at IC3 outputs.

4) Apply sine-wave input at maximum gain and adjust Dr. Hawksford's and Mr. Mills's biographies were pub-
VR2 to give zero ac output at x (Tp3). lished in the March issue.
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Chaos,Oversampling,and Noise Shaping
in Digital-to-AnalogConversion*

M. O. J. Hawksford ,r
Q

'[,

i Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

A method of digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) is investigated that uses a combination
of high oversampling and high-order noise shaping. Both linear analysis and computer
modeling reveal many of the characteristics of a base-band noise shaper where chaotic
loop behavior is shown to result in a decorrelation of DAC distortion to benign noise.

0 INTRODUCTION In this paper we both discuss background theory to
noise shaping and present results of a computer sim-

Chaos [23] is about the behavior of nonlinear systems ulation of a DAC scheme that uses a combination of

that operate within a recursive environment and exhibit oversampling and noise shaping. The rationale for this
nondeterministic behavior, where the slightest modi- approach is, first, the ability to implement more op-
fication in initial conditions or system parameter can timum linear phase reconstruction filters offering exact
have dramatic effects 'on future system states. Under time synchronization; second, implementation of

appropriate conditions, even simple nonlinear recursive schemes where all the nonideal behavior of the DAC
equations can reveal complicated patterns and require is translated to benign noise, and, third, simplification
the application_of probability theory and topology. Many of analog circuitry, which should lead to greater signal
researchers have now contributed to this important transparency.

subject in a number of fields:, although much of the Present methods ofoversampling in digital audio are
conceptual credit is due to the pioneering work of Ed- extensions and adaptations of the work at Philips [24],
ward Lorentz on the study of weather systems [40]. where mild ratios of x 2, x 4, and x 16 have emerged.

Audio engineering has had a long tradition of studying The advantage of improved signal reconstruction using
the application of feedback and distortion correction digital interpolation is evident in these schemes, where
schemes to nonlinear systems, although, in general, substantial filtering is performed in the digital domain.
this has not been approached within the modern frame- As such, the filter response can offer both a rapid at-
work of chaos. However, more recently, noise-shaping tenuation with frequency as well as near-ideal group-
coders [2], [52], [53] have emerged and found appli- delay characteristics. Also, where 16-bit DACs are used
cations in both analog-to-digital (ADC) and digital-to- together with noise shaping, improvements in low-level
analog conversion (DAC) systems, and since they resolution can be attained, yielding a closer approxi-
combine both recursion and nonlinearity, their behavior mation to the bound dictated by source data quantization.
can be viewed sympathetically from the perception of However, there are further advantages to be gained
chaos, by usingevenhigheroversamplingratios, for example,

in the region of x256. In such a scheme the number

of samples per Nyquist sample is extended dramatically,
* Presented atReproducedSound3(Windermere, Cumbria, allowing further enhancements in reconstruction ill-

UK, 1987 November 5-8), as "Oversampling and Noise
Shaping for Digital to Analogue Conversion"; revised 1989 tering with the corresponding simplifications in DAC
March23. andanalogdesign.
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To realize the full advantage of oversampling, the mechanisms can be included, such as. both large and
process must be combined with that of noise shaping small static-level errors, rise-time error, slew-rate error,
[30], [31], [52], [53]. As such, it becomes feasible to and glitch error.
both reduce the number of bits necessary in the DAC

substantially and induce high-level DAC activity or 1 PRINCIPLES OF NOISE SHAPING AND DATA
chaotic behavior such that large-scale errors translate COMPACTION
to noise. Under such operation the DAC can be viewed
as a wide-band, spectrally weighted noise source and The DAC system investigated in this paper requires
therefore takes on a more benign character, the joint application of oversampling and noise shaping.

The process of oversampling and noise shaping can Effectively, source data {M,fsl} are converted to output
be applied hierarchically to the implementation of DAC data {N,fs2}, where fsi, andf_2 are the respective input
schemes. At one end of the range, there are the × 1 to and output sampling rates (fs2 >> fsi) and M and N
× 16 mild oversampling ratios still retaining 14-, 16-, bits are input and output word lengths. Because the
or 18-bit DACs, while at the other extreme a 1-bit DAC input information is restricted to a Nyquist bandwidth
is feasible where the performance is similar to delta- of fsi/2 Hz and substantial oversampling is used, in-
sigma modulation (DSM). Indeed, the methods pre- formation theory [49] indicates N < M without loss of

_. sented here, with the inclusion of a nonrecursive look- source data.

up table, can also be viewed as a more optimum form The basic processes are shown in Fig. 1, where a
of PCM-to-DSM conversion [30], [32]. digital low-pass filter forms the sampling-rate conver-

it may well be argued that a DAC > 16-bit resolution sion and a noise-shaper or level compaction algorithm
is not required. However, the benefits of a more natural reduces the number of quantization levels required in
conversion topology with predominantly digital pro- the output code. In this paper we shall assume ideal
cessing should be emphasized, particularly where the characteristics for the interpolation low-pass filter
DAC distortion is decorrelated and can be modeled as function and concentrate more on the performance of
a simple additive noise source, virtually independent the noise shaper in association with a nonideal DAC,
of the baseband signal. The simplification of analog as it is the characteristic of this subsystem which enables
circuitry is also welcome, particularly the elimination substantial error decorrelation of output DAC non-
of transimpedance amplifiers as used with current-out- ideality. Since the results are derived by time-domain
put DACs, with their extremely high bandwidth, high simulation, elimination of the oversampling filter is
slew rate, and low open-loop distortion requirements, trivial as code words of length M bits at a sampling
Also, there is now considerable research into digital ratefs2 Hz can be generated from within the program.
equalization, where our own studies on loudspeaker It is also important to note that the N-bit-wide output
equalization [27] have indicated the need for a dynamic DAC is driven open loop from the output of the noise
range > 16 bits once equalization is performed. For shaper. Thus the DAC dynamic performance in noway
each 6 dB of equalization, an increase of 1 bit in DAC influences the noise-shaper characteristics.
resolution is required if signal truncation is to be
avoided. Similarly, where a number of digital signals 1.10versampling Filters
are mixed, if a loss of information is to be avoided, The techniques required to design oversampling filters
extra bits in the composite signal are required, that is, are now well understood, and there are numerous pub-
for 2 channels _ + 1 bit, +4 channels ---->+2 bits, . . . , lications describing methods for enhancing computa-
64 channels ---->+6 bits, and so on. Ideally, the corn- tional efficiency (see References, Sec. 7.2). Although
posite signal is truncated in an optimal environment the aim of this paper is not to present a comprehensive
of digital dither. However, using a wide-range DAC, discussion of oversampling filters, the following brief
such processing can be deferred during recording to r6sum_ may prove useful in seeking further reference
enable an appropriate artistic compromise of eom- material.
pression/truncation to be made.

The approach taken in this paper is to investigate 1.1.1 Transposed FIR Filters
the combined processes of oversampling and noise The process of oversampling requires the calculation
shaping in conjunction with an imperfect DAC by using of new samples positioned symmetrically between the

computer simulation. As such, a range of DAC distortion Nyquist samples of the input data (such as those gen-

_ DACerror(M.fs,I IM.[21 { I I I I I^.a,ogl [ LpF NO'S";,,, r I y-1 Io.  u.
input '1'

[ Oversampled signal f s2> fl

Fig. 1. Basic oversampling DAC scheme with level compaction using recursive noise shaping.
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erated at 44.1 kHz). If the oversampling ratio RN is in turn, must be accounted for in the filter optimization
defined, program.TheParks-McClellan[70]algorithmis often

used to design FIR filters. However, by combining this
selected sampling rate optimization routine with the "half-band design trick"

RN = Nyquist sampling rate (1) proposed by Vaidyanathan and Nguyen [90] and Ansari
[59], only the nonzero coefficients need be calculated.

then the oversampling process requires initially the
insertion of (RN -- 1) zero samples per Nyquist interx, al 1.2 Noise-Shaping Coders
followed by a low-pass filter function to band-limit the Information theory [49] predicts that when a band-
input data to one-half the Nyquist sampling rate with limited signal is oversampled, the output data can tel-
spectral replications about kRNfsl (for integer k). The erate a reduction in amplitude resolution, yet maintain
process of low-pass filtering effectively calculates the a similar in-band signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The pro-
intermediate sample values, thus realizing the function cess of compacting the sample resolution can be per-
of interpolation. However, if the low-pass filter is im- formed by either a nonrecursive or a recursive process,
plemented by a direct realization FIR filter, then sig- although the latter is the more efficient:_ The nonre-
nificant time is spent multiplying filter coefficients by cursive process has the advantage of simplicity and is
zero-sample values. The more efficient, transposed FIR used where a band-limited signal is oversampled and -"
structure recognizes this redundancy and reduces the quantized, with the result that only a fraction of the
required number of multiplications by (RN -- 1)/RN. total quantization noise power corrupts the signal. How-
Hence, for example, a 96-order symmetrical FIR filter ever, to achieve a l-bit reduction in resolution from over-
with RN = 4 now requires on average only 24 multi- sampling, a fourfold increase in the sampling rate is
plications per output sample, required, and this assumes that there is no inter-

sample correlation.
1.1.2 Multiband Fillers The more efficient noise-shaping architecture uses

A common method of implementing high-order over- recursion where negative feedback encloses an ampli-
tude quantizer together with an appropriate forward-sampling filters is to translate the interpolation process

into a number of cascaded stages, where the interpo- path signal processor. Such techniques both spread the
lation factor RN can be decomposed as overall noise power across a greater bandwidth and

shape the noise spectrum so that the majority of noise
is located outside of the signal bandwidth. A basicx

RN = H Ri . (2) noise-shaping coder is shown in Fig. 2, where Q(z) is
i-1 the quantizer and AR(z) the forward-path processor of

order R. This scheme also includes the delta-sigma
The intermediate factors R i are often selected as modulator [33], [34] class of coder, where Q(z) is

multiples of 2 where RN = 2x for integer X. The ad- limited to a two-level comparator and AR(z), selected
vantage of the technique is that, after the first stage of to be either a first-order (R = 1) or second-order (R =

interpolation, "don't care" bands are generated which 2) integrator.
relax the design requirements of later stages, thus saving The delta modulator [16], [17], [51] and later the

multiplications as shorter impulse responses can be delta-sigma modulator [33], [34] are both examples
used. of early formsof noise-shapingcoder. However,the

two-level restriction on Q(z) is a formidable limitation,

1.1.3 Half-Band Fillers even though the system is well suited to DAC. Simu-
A design technique that can further save multipli- lation studies, however, reveal that for loop orders _>

cations is to choose an impulse response where alternate 3, a two-level quantizer sets a performance bound that

sample values are zero. It can be shown that this con- causes the coder to enter a nonlinear regime with min-
dition maps into the frequency domain, where the fre- imal coding performance. A solution is to introduce a
quency response must offer odd symmetry within the multilevel quantizer [30] and to prevent amplitude sat-
attenuation region. Hence a further constraint is placed uration, whereby loop orders _>3 become feasible with
on the interpolation, low-pass filter response which, the potential for enhanced dynamic range and distortion

q(z)

4

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Noise-shaping coder. (a) Recursive model. (b) Error addition, recursive model.
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reduction. Fig. 3 shows a family of IDR(f)I forR = 1 to 6 and

In designing noise-shaping coders where the quantizer illustrates the predicted noise-shaping functions based
Q(z) has a linear quantization law, the form of the on linear analysis. The curves reveal two frequencies
noise-shaping characteristic, together with the need of interest,
for closed-loop stability, must be addressed. In this

paper we tackle this problem in two stages. First, we /r_x

derive by linear analysis the best form of noise-shaping DRy6) = 1 (8)processor that can also meet the need of closed-loop
stability when Q(z) = 1. Second, nonlinearity is in-
troduced where the loop is tested for stability and per- IrA\

formance is investigated through exact time-domain DRy2) = 2R ' (9)simulation. It is in this latter stage that the combination

of nonlinearity (quantizer and computer truncation er- Eq. (8) reveals that all curves take unit value atfs2/
rors) and recursion exhibit elements of chaos and prevent 6 Hz and that distortion reduction is achieved only for
a deterministic analysis from describing output se-
quences, allowing only a statistical estimate of SNR. f < fs2/6 Hz, while for fs2/6 < f < fs2/2 the noise

The theoretical discussion of noise shaping corn- spectrum is actually amplified, reaching a maximum
mences by assuming Q(z) to be a linear network with atfs2/2 Hz.

From Eqs. (5) and (6) the optimal z-domain descrip-
additive distortion q(z), as shown in Fig. 2(b), where tion of AR(Z) is
q(z) is noise shaped by the recursive noise shaper to

formanoutputnoisespectrumN(z). ( z )RLet Vo(z) be the output sequence of an Rth-order AR(Z) = z -- 1 -- 1 (10)
noise shaper when Vi(z) is the input sequence. Referring

to Fig. 2(b), whichalso takestheexpandedform

Vi(z)AR(Z) q(z)

-- + (3) [ z- 1 z- ]
V°(z) 1 + AR(Z) I + AR(z) AR(z)= k(1 -- z-l) 1 -{- (1 - z-l) 2

ForAR(z) >> 1, (11)

z-I ]Vo(z) = Vi(z) + N(z) (4) + ''' + (1 - z-l) R '
that is,

Using this expansion, together with a quantizer Q(z),
q(z) the topological form shown in Fig. 4 is generated for

N(z) - I + AR(Z) q(z)DR(z) . (5) an Rth-order noise shaper, while Fig. 5 illustrates a
family of frequency-domain plots of AR(z) for R = 1

Tewksbury and Halleck [53] have shown that an op- to 6.
timal function for the noise-shaper characteristic DR(z)
is 1.3 Propertiesof NoiseShaper

1) The topology uses no multiplications, only ad-
/z-l_ R ditions. Hence the processor speed potential is high.

DR(Z) = [x_-- ) (6) 2) Forf = fs2/2 Hz, An(z) is minimum where, noting

which is effectively R cascaded digital differentiators, z : e j2_rf/f_2 = eJ_ = - 1
Thus for a given order R, the slope of the shaping
function against frequency is maximum and gives the
best suppression of low-frequency distortion.

The frequency-domain representation of DR(Z) is _ r _ _ _ .-_c-.l_ 40d8
determinedbysubstituting

_. _ :._:;_''i_
0dB

./ R=I __ L-- _-'_,2 .5. . IIII

z = ej2=f/f'2 __,--_._7__--' - . // i IIII

where fs2 Hz is the noise-shaper sampling frequency, '_-=_:,,-'"'_--_.-" I I III _. <. i Illl
giving i_R-S/_'7_...-' I I Ill -uod87_

r' ./ 7 I I Ill -160dB-

[ (f_J2J)Jr2sin/,r,.XqR b-'/R=6' I llll
(7) fsi200 frequency f_/20 t6 fsi2ID_(f)l =

Fig. 3. Family of IDR(f)I forR = 1 to 6 noise shaper.
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then and

AR(--1) = 0.5 R -- 1, that is, IAR(-1)I < 1 . R
H = _ H(r).

(12) r:l

3) For f << fs2/2 Hz, the modulus of the gain of Hence if Q(z) is uniformly quantized and transparent
AR(z) follows by substituting to integer data, then for integer input data H(0) =

X - H, whereby X = Y, that is, in the modified con-
z = 1 + j2_rf/fs2 figuration, the coder is transparent to integer data and

independent of loop activity, provided Q(z) does not
namely, saturate. Although this arrangementoffers no useful

noise shaping or resolution compaction, it nevertheless
[i2'rt f7 R demonstrates an important characteristic of the optimal

ImR(f)[f<<fs2_2= /J--_ILfs2 J (13) coder topology.
6) Over the band 0 tOfs 2 Hz, the noise-shaping func-

tion is symmetrical aboutfs2/2 Hz.that is, the transfer function approximates to R cascaded
integrators. So far, the investigationof the noiseshaperhas as- <

4) The closed-loop gain G(z) follows from Eq. (3), sumed the quantizer Q(z) to be a unity-gain cell with
where assuming a linear quantizer, namely, Q(z) -- 1 additive noise. Clearly, such an assumption can only
and q(z) = 0, then give a partial insight into coder behavior, where a more

detailed study requires the inclusion of a discontinuous

AR(z) quantizer. It is in this nonlinear arena that elements of

G(z) - 1 + AR(z) (14) chaos are encountered where high orders of nonlinearity
are combined within a recursive topology. A deter-
ministic study would attempt to predict the exact outputSubstituting AR(z) from Eq. (10),
sequence based on a knowledge of the input excitation

G(z) = 1 - . (15) _ Scattering due t.... puter t ..... tion
190dB

For Q(z) = 1, the closed-loop gain G(z) has the pole- 150dB
zerodistributionshownin Fig. 6 andexhibitsclosed-

loop stability (in the linear sense) with R coincident 100dB

poles located at z = 0. o=o.
5)Transformingthe noise-shapertopologytoa form s0d8

similarto deltamodulation[16], [30],[51],as shown &
in Fig. 7, then

0 dB

R R fa/200 frequency rs/20 frequency fsi2

Y = _', H(r) = H(O) + _] H(r) Fig. 5. Family of open-loop frequency response curves for
r=0 r=l RN= 1 to 6 noise shaper.

1st integrator 2nd integrator Rth integrator

T Jg--t>--

I Compacted

]--. o.,p.,.

Fig. 4. Two equivalent topologies for Rth-order noise shapers.
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and transfer characteristic of the coder. However, as characteristic with a unit-step quantum.
computer simulation reveals, such an analytic approach Eq. (4) reveals that because the feedback path has
is unrealistic as the smallest change in input signal, unity gain, the overall input-output transfer function
system initial conditions, or arithmetic truncation can excluding noise N(z) is also unity gain for frequen-
propagate through to large-scale events and totally cy <<fs2/2 Hz. It is convenient, therefore, to use the

transform the output data sequences. However, as will unit step of the quantizer as a reference level for input
be demonstrated, although the output sequence exhib- signals, where we define a sine wave of amplitude X/2
its significant chaotic behavior, the embedded input sig- quantum as an input signal of 0 dB. However, the input
nal is still preserved and chaos is instrumental in de- data to the noise shaper are samples with full system
correlating hardware-related distortions. In the next resolution, where, for an M-bit input sample with 2M
section a computer model is described which simulates linear quantization steps of amplitude qm, it follows
the noise-shaping DAC and discusses how DAC non- that an input quantum with respect to a unit-output
idealities are included in the model, quantum is defined as

_ 1
2 COMPUTER SIMULATION qm (2M - 1) (16)

The DAC system to be investigated is based on the
noise-shaping coder illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4. The The system modeling proceeds by calculating output
linear quantizer within the loop is implemented by using data samples for a predetermined input sequence (such
an integer function where the quantizer has a midtread as a sine-wave sequence) using the model of Fig. 4.

R=3 kj

l

Fig. 6. Noise-shaper pole-zero plots of AR(z) for Q(z) = I and R = 1 to 4.

1-st integrator 2-nd integrator R-th integrator

Digital [ I I [ [ I

X _ -- y

H

[ [- other _ [

[ I_stagesU

Fig. 7. Nth-order multilevel delta modulator.
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The calculation is accomplished by first setting initial spectral significance in the band 0 tof_2/2 H asfs2 >>
conditions to zero and then computing the state of the fsi.

machine at each subsequent sample of period 1/fs 2 sec- The three primary distortions of static, glitch, and
ond. The R cascaded, digital integrators in the forward- slew-rate limit are shown in Fig. 8 and modeled as
path processor are each formed using unity-gain positive follows.
feedback, enclosing a delay element of 1/fs 2 second,
and act as simple arithmetic accumulators. Hence the 2.1 Static DAC Nonlinearity
only distortion introduced in modeling is the funda- A static error has no memory and is calculated on a
mental quantizer nonlinearity (formed taking integer sample-by-sample basis. Such DAC errors result from
values) and the truncation errors inherent in computer resistor ladder networks or current sources which deviate
arithmetic. If a sinusoidal excitation is used, then it is from their optimum values. Consequently a DAC can
convenient to set the input frequency so that when the exhibit large-scale curvature in its overall transfer
number of output samples is a power of 2 (such as characteristic together with superimposed small-scale
512), then an integer number of input cycles are pro- random displacements.
cessed. This enables a fast Fourier transform (FFT) The simulation used a composite error function con-
algorithm to compute the distortion spectra. It is also sisting of a sine function nonlinearity spanning the full
good practice to compute at least one cycle of input quantizer range, together with randomly generated de-
data before capturing a segment of output data for FFT viations about each reconstruction level. An example
analysis to ensure that startup transients have dispersed static error function is shown in Fig. 9 for an N = 4-
(as is evident in Fig. 15). bit DAC, where the error quantum qm is referred to the

If the rigor of an FFT analysis is not required, then noise-shaper input data with M = 16 bits [Eq. (16)].
the in-band SNR can be computed by using an error-
difference technique by running two identical models
side by side with a common input sequence. One model _o,t,q
includes a linear quantizer, while the second sets _-
Q(z) = 1. Hence by taking the output sequence dif-
ference, the true error can be estimated, while to extract Y_ 2q

the in-band noise, the coder outputs are band-limited
using an appropriate FIR or IIR filter. A running mean-
square-error summation is then formed over a known
data sequencefrom whichthe SNRis calculated.This _ 0

/approach ensures that linear errors do not distort the ,_very small in-band errors encountered in high-order ,,
noise shapers. <_"-2q \ /

The simulation is completed by including a model c_ \ /,./
of three classes of DAC error mechanisms, which can
modify the noise-shaper output to introduce DAC dis- -_

tortion. Each output pulse then receives an additive -SQ 0 8Q
error component, where the only approximation is that 0AC OUTPUTLEVELS
subtle changes in pulse shape are assumed not to have Fig. 9. DAC static nonlinearity.

I Glitch-delay
simulator

From

noise DACoutput

shaper J

N_._ ] Static error

look-up
table

I Slew-rate/ [

rise time

error

Fig. 8. Overall model of DAC error simulator.
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Using this approach, the output DAC accuracy can easily in Fig. 10, for two types of DAC:
be varied from, say, 12 to 16 bits. 1) Binary weighted DAC, where each binary input

The static error function of Fig. 9 is used as a look- is weighted 2°, 21, 22, . . . , and differential timing
up table where the noise-shaper output forms the ad- errors are introduced on a per-bit basis
dress, whereby the output error is added to the output 2) A parallel DAC, where a coded word is loaded to
sample, as shown in Fig. 8. a parallel register and each output is given equal weight.

Because the sampling rate is high, the model need
2.2 Glitch Distortion for Binary Weighted only predict the error in sample area due to glitch and
and Parallel DAC Architectures subtract the appropriate error from the sample value.

Glitch distortion in DACs is a dynamic distortion The exact shape of the glitch is of little consequence,
that depends on signal transitions from one level to because the glitch duration is only a small fraction of
another. Indeed, the characteristic of glitch will depend a Nyquist sample period as f_2 > > fsi.
on the actual levels involved in the transition. Therefore For each of the two DAC structures, the program
it can be said to have a dynamic characteristic. Sim- selected random pulse delays up to a maximum of 150
plistically,glitch arises due to the small time-response ps. For the parallel DAC the maximum glitch area re-
differences that occur within the DAC on each of the corded was 1.240 pV · s, while for the binary weighted
effective data lines. For example, when the most sig- DAC 0.770 pV · s resulted. The program then inter-
nificant bit settles, this may not be synchronized with, rogated output corresponding glitch error which, cf-
say, the least significant bit. Thus the output is mo- fectively, represents a loss of pulse area.
mentarily in error until both events have settled. Hence
we can relate one source of glitch to internal logic 2.3 Rise Time and Slew-Rate Distortion
timing; consequently, the resulting error is a function Possibly the most significant distortion is that due

of the type of DAC and its internal functionality, to slew rate [21], where either finite logic rise time or
In this study we include the basic models, as shown slewing in subsequent stages results in an error in the

iff I I I

(a)

-D R[-----I

_c analog output
Z

I I

'_ I I I
__ I I I

R

F-----1

(b)

Fig. 10. Binary and parallel output glitch models. T_, T2 ..... TN are logic timing errors chosen randomly from a range of
0- 150 ps.
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area of each sample. This distortion is a function of Hence substituting for Vx and tx,
the logic speed, the sampling rate, and intersample

differences, where the more frequent the data transi- l l/lXV2 2x_
tions, the more significant the distortion. Thus the dis- areal = _ [x x- xq- ) .
tortion degrades with an increase in sample rate. In

Fig. 11 a pulse rise time is shown that has both a slew- For the linear region t > tx,
limited region and a linear region (exponential in this

example), where the slew rise time tx and the linear area2 = (AV0 - v) dt
rise time Ir are also defined, t_

It is clear that the greater AVo, the greater is the loss

of pulse area SA due to slew rate. The interrelationship where, substituting for v and integrating,
between slew-rate-limited and linear rise time then

produces an error that is nonlinearly related to AVo, area2 = AVoTle-(tx-ty)/*l
where the number of error areas per second also in-

creases with the number of transitions. In the computer But, AVo e-(tx-ty)/_'l = XT1. Hence,
program the error area SA was calculated and the pulse

value correspondingly modified, as follows. Let area2 = xq'_ .

AV0 = pulse change in amplitude
x = slew rate, volt per second Since areal _ 0 for AVe _> x'rl, then the total area SA

'rI = linear region exponential time constant is either
Vx, tx = nonlinear/linear transition'coordinates

ty = virtual time commencement of linear region SA AV°2 + x_r_tr = time duration of linear region to 0.9AVe. - 2x 2- (17)
AVo>_x'rl

For t > ty,

or

v = AV0 I -- e (l ty)/I

SA = AVoq-1 . (18)
but at t = tx, dv/dt = x. Hence avo<x_]

Theexpressionsfortotal area enablethe distortion
dF AVo -(tx-/y)/'rl tO be estimated as a function of intersample pulse dif--- -- e : x

dt t=,x ?] ference AV0, slew rate x and linear rise time constant
q'l. The distortion is therefore dynamic and requires a

whereby one-sample delay to estimate the sample difference/X V0.
Since for AV0 > xq-1 the area is related to AV02, this
error is nonlinear, while for AVe < xq'l the area is

Vx = AV0 - Xq'l , proportional to AVe and is linear, hence is of little
effect.

AV0 However, the time spent slewing compared with atx -- Ti
x linear rise is an important characteristic in determining

degradation due to rise-time limitation. A parameter

Vx_ _q% is therefore introduced to represent the ratio of

\

areal = AVe - _-jtx · slew-rate-limited rise time tx to overall rise time tx +

nonlinear _ _ linear region

_V× SA = areal + area2

tr

0 ._

0 ty tx tx+tr

Fig. l l. Representation of rectangular pulse with both slew-rate and linear rise-time limitations.
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tr (that is, time to 0.9AV0), and DAC error data.
In Sec. 3 the program is used to generate a number

100tx of example output data in order to quantify the noise-
xl% - (19)

tx + t r shaper/DAC performance for a range of conditions ap-
plicable to digital audio systems.

The overall program flowchart prepared by McCrea

[42] is shown in Fig. 12 and outlines the system strategy. 3 COMPUTER-GENERATED RESULTS
Input data include sampling ratio, noise-shaper order,
and nonlinear DAC errors, which can be included either The results in this section offer an image of the per-
individually or in composite form. Output data are pre- formance potential of a noise-shaped DAC with high
sented as time-domain output sequences, frequency- oversampling. To commence this presentation, the time-
domain plots, SNR, histogram of noise-shaper output, domain behavior is illustrated where the following basic

I Read SignalIsequence I IInitialixe variables I

+ External data files

I _a'='_ 0_ I I CalcatatefeedforwardIreference values and form sum

Requantize to formcoder output I

J Input re°del I
v I parameters

[ Calculate histograms I

for noise-shaper routine
Calculate and add I

r aon-ideality error_
Noise shape

I Restart I I (data sequence) I
[Store outputI

pro_ :am I_ I value I
Noise- shape reference

(cluantisir = 1)

I CatcalateSN.I ¥ !

I Output tim!--.domain
l

results [

[ Returnc°der[ I Outputhistogramsand Io/p to i/p noise-shaped data sequence

Give control to [_._._Allows access to FFT

control piceaure I' and analog filter Return to main program

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Flowchart of computer program (after McCrea [42]). (a) Main program. (b) Noise-shaping procedure.
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data are used: To demonstrate the statistical distribution of output

Input sine-wave frequency = 8 kHz levels, Fig. 14 shows a histogram of quantizer activity
O-dB input corresponds to amplitude of X/2 (where for R = {1, 2, 3, 4}, where the progression of activity
output quantum is normalized to 1) with increasing order can be observed.
Noise-shaper order R = {1, 2, 3, 4} The chaotic activity acts as an intelligent dither [30],
Output sampling raters2 = 5.12 MHz (corresponding [31] or self-dither [2]. The range of activity can be
to RN = 128 reff_l = 40 kHz). estimated approximately from the linear analysis of
In Fig. 13 four time-domain sequences are shown, Sec. 1, where Eq. (9) reveals an effective gain of 2R

corresponding to R = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The key factor to atf = fs2/2 Hz. Hence if we assume that the quantization
observe is the increase in quantizer activity where for distortion of the noise-shaper quantizer Q(z)spans _+0.5
R = 4 the quantizer range spans about -8 to +8, cor- (that is, a quantum is normalized to 1), then the ap-

responding to a 4-bit DAC. The R = 4 raster exhibits proximate DAC activity spans a range + QR, where
chaotic behavior with an apparent random or noiselike
structure and is a by-product of the noise shaper with QR = 2R-1 · (20)
both recursion and discontinuous nonlinearity. An es-
sential characteristic is that the quantizer range is now For the case R = 4 then QR = 8, that is, the range of
much greater than the peak input signal level, such chaos _ + 8. Eq. (20) is useful as it estimates the size
that all levels over a range of -8 to +8 on average of DAC required and relates it to the noise-shaper order,

participate in the conversion process, hence providing the input-signal peak value _ < 1.5.
Also, by restricting the peak input signal to be close Then

to an output quantum, the chaotic activity in the large-
scale sense exhibits only minor changes with the input minimum DAC size = R bits . (21)

signal level. Hence even for low-level signals, virtually
all DAC levels participate in the conversion process. Although the DAC output reveals high-level activity,

tq, 4- t,
t.t.J ....

>

0 ................................ _ ...................................

I'-- ..................................

(:D .......................... . ................................

_-t*-

R=1 R=2

0 SAMPLES ' 512 0 SAMPLES ' 512

(a) (b)

8t ' . .

tnt*- mt, ............
._J

50- S04 ..................................................

1"- {_

CD .......... ......

-/+-- _=4 ............<r
r'-a

R=3
-82[ R-t* , ,i I

SAMPLES S12 0 SAMPLES 51

(c) (d)

Fig. 13. Noise-shaper time-domain outputs for R = {1, 2, 3, 4]. Input 0 dB (corresponding to _+X/2Q);fs2 = 5 · 12 MHz.
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when this signal is band-limited, excellent low-level However, at this juncture the DAC is assumed perfect.
coding accuracy of the baseband signal 0 to fsi/2 Hz The next stage is to introduce DAC nonlinearity and
is achieved (for fs2 >> f_l)- As an example, Fig. 15 to assess the effect upon overall performance, where
shows two time-domain examples where a 2-kHz input time-domain modeling allows an exact estimation of
signal set to - 126 dB and specified to full computer output distortion.
precision (that is, not quantized to 16 bits) is applied In observing the following results, it is emphasized
to both an R = 3 and an R = 4 noise shaper, with that the DAC operates both open loop and noninter-
fs2 = 8 MHz. The output sequence of an ideal DAC is actively with the noise-shaper coder. Thus by using an
band-limited by a 20-kHz, coincident-pole filter of order FFT routine performed on the output data sequence
10, where forR = 3, SNR = 132dB and fern = 4, that is derived using a dedicated transient analysis pro-
SNR = 157 dB (re. 0-dB input signal level). However, cedure, it is possible to assess the magnitude and spectral
R = 3 shows the noise shaper to exhibit significant HF distribution of the DAC distortion.
noise, while for R -- 4 reconstruction is excellent and

shows the potential for converting signals to > 20 bits. 3.1 Ideal DAC
Fig. 16 shows four spectral plots for R = {1, 2, 3, 4},

where the input is a O-dB 8-kHz sine wave and f_2 =
QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES 5.12 MHz. The noise-shaping characteristic can be ob-
>>>>>;.'> -7 served, together with enhancementsfor higher order
XO>'O>>>y;o>>,>>>';.,';O;.,>>>>>';:>>>';,>>.'>';:-3t.2'2 noise-shaping filters. Since the slope of the noise-'>;: '>'-"'>>>>>>'.'> '.>> ';,> .'.',> >> > >>>> '> '2:3.72
'O'>>>'>:,X:,>>>>'O>';,';,>>>>>>>>';.,>>>>>')) 31.08 shaping characteristic at low frequency approximates
':':'>)>'>'> 6:.:3:3000001 6R dB per octave, it follows that an (R + 1)th-order
R= 1 coincident-polelow-passfilter will causethe output

spectrum to fall for a frequency greater than the filter
cutoff, where the rate of attenuation approximates -6

QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES dB per octave. Fig. 17 shows the same spectra as Fig.
:;' -.5 16, but with the addition of the (R + 1)th-order low-
>>>>>>>>>>>>>> -1 I. i2 pass reconstruction filter with a 3-dB cutoff of 30 kHz.
'-'> ':.'':.';, ', > ','.' :::>> '::-':,> ';,> > >';,::.->>> ';-'> > >> >> -24.6
':O': > >>>'-'>>';O>'?> )>;O >>> >> > >>>> > >>;O> 27.46
>>>>>>>>)>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 24.:34 3.2 DAC with Static Error

>>>,>>>>>>>>>;:> 10.98 Again, using a O-dB 8-kHz sine-wave input the two> .49
sets of four spectral plots of Figs. 18 and 19 were

R=2 calculatedusingthestaticerrorexampleofFig. 9. The

QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES

>> -1.63 -- :' i* '__)'i;:'ii:'? i::'i::'_:;'i> -5 · 62 _ . , !0.707IJV

> ...¥. ,,..... ..-..... / ,.......- ...... / ·-.,///. ........ _ _ _! __ ',i . Ica_.. = h
)-::'> >> > >> >> >> > >> > > >> > >> >> >>>>> >.'-'>> > > 2.:3.5.9
')' '> '>'> ')' '>'> ¥ '>'> '::' ')' '> '> '>'> '::-'>';:'_ '> '> ':."'> '> '," '> '> 1 .el. i

._'.>.::"::';-.>.::';:">'>'>.>.>>'>'>;:-.>.> 12.98 f
>>>>>>>>> 6.:36 , ' '
> .4.9

R = 3 ,-o.7o7_v

I': ' '' I '?_J

QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES (a)

.> -,5
:: . ',-_8 I
:::'>>::-']::-> -3.25 i

> ':'> > > ';:-'.>> > ]::';:> > >> -7.75 P i

;:'> >';:'> >> ":-::.'?'';:::'> >> > > >> -:3.87 _ / i>>>>;::>::.'>>>:::>>>>:::'>>>>>'>> - l l, 87 ._ i">"' ">"> "' ""' ',"' "' ',""'" "," ",'>" '>" ", ", "> ...... _" ", ", .......... > 17.05 / 'x t
': '>":';:>> ') ? ';:->',.'> > >> > '-''>) > '>> '>'> 12. :35 =_ /
> >'>'>'>'>'>>'>'>> '>> >'>'> :3.61

)'.>2)'>>>:" :3· '-"'*'_, _ i
)' ]:' :> > > 2.8 ? ' - ,-0.707pV
:? I 24 I

> .49 J
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Fig. 15. Time-domain examples of low-level coding per-
Fig. 14. Noise-shaper histogram distributions. Input -20 formance. Input -126 dB, 2 kHz, R_ = 200.(a) R = 3. (b)
dB, 20 kHz, Rs = 200, R = 1, 2, 3, 4. R = 4.
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results show that for R > 3, all traces of second-har- result is the noise shaping of the open-loop DAC error
monic distortion have been translated to a benign, waveform that, in part, follows the noise-shaper output
noiselike residue, provided the input was limited in spectrum. However, a separate study has revealed that

level to less than 1.5 quanta peak. If the input had this shaping relates only to the sine-function component
exceeded this level, then the chaotic loop behavior of the nonlinearity of Fig. 9, while if the spectrum due
would ride with the signal over a greater quantizer to random level perturbations is analyzed in isolation,
range, whereby some high-level artifacts of DAC non- a near-flat DAC error spectrum emerges. The DAC error

· linearity are not decorrelated. It is a condition for de- spectrum can therefore discriminate against large-scale
correlation that the input signal is restricted in ampli- and small-scale DAC nonlinearity.
tude. It also eliminates the need for a DAC with N >

4 for the R -- 4 application. In this sense, the results 3.3 Glitch Distortion

should be contrasted against the work of Adams [2] in Fig. 21 presents spectra for a binary weighted and
ADC systems, where loop chaos is limited by a more a parallel DAC, showing both DAC error spectra and
conservative design of loop forward-path processor and overall noise. Results are presented only for R = 4,
where high-level signals are expected to traverse a sig- where the peak delay is set at 150 ps. The main con-
nificant range of the 4-bit (or, later, 6-bit) quantizer, clusion is that no harmonic distortion is evident and
Of course, in ADC applications, the DAC is enclosed that distortion levels are low and decorrelated.
within the noise-shaper feedback path, which sets more
demanding stability criteria, possibly preventing an 3.4 Rise Time and Slew Rate
optimum noise shaper, as proposed by Tewksbury and Example results for linear rise time and slew rate
Hallock [53], from being realized, are shown in Fig. 22, where each plot includes the

To further explore the static DAC distortion, Fig. spectrum of the nondistorted noise-shaper output for
20 shows the spectrum of the DAC error for R = 4 over R = 4 as reference. For the simulation, the slew rate

a band 0 to fs2/2 Hz. An interesting feature of this was fixed and made equal to the maximum slope of an

dB dB

o R:_I R=2 , h,l,¢,!_l

i,ii
-200 '-- ' L.....

0 FREQUENCY(LIN) fs/8 0 FREQUENCY(LIN) fs/8

(a) (b)

dB dB
0
R=3 R=4

,,ii

¢ ,_lll -l< _.

-2(-200 0" FREQUENCY(LIN) h/8 0 FREQUENCY[ LIN) fs/

:. __,.....:.... _, (c) (d)

Fig. 16. Output noise spectrum for ideal DAC. Input 0 dB, 8 kHz, fs2 = 5 · 12 MHz, R = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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exponential function where the rise time is 170 ns (in justed over a range 0 _< 'ri _< _'lm.-T-Jaecurve reveals a

a 195-ns period) and the amplitude transition is 16 V rapid transition in DAC error for 15% < _1%< 22%
(assuming N = 4 bits and a noise-shaper quantum = and is a result of the statistics of AV0, which has a
1 V). Hence if the corresponding time constant is Xlm, greater probability of lower levels.
then the slew rate is 16/'rlrn. For the linear DAC error Although significant degradation can result from
spectrum of Fig. 22(a) the time constant is set to _r]m slew-induced distortion, the DAC error spectra show no
to prevent slew limiting. Consequently, only a mild trace of harmonic distortion. It is therefore concluded

error occurs, whose spectrum follows closely that of that decorrelation is complete and that hardware non-
the noise shaper. However, by setting the time constant linearities produce only noiselike residues. We also
'rI = 0, yet maintaining the slew rate at 16/'qm, each observe a common factor that, where modest pertur-
data transition exhibits slew rate and produces the DAC bations are introduced to the noise-shaper output,
error spectrum of Fig. 22(b). The DAC error spectrum whether the source is static or dynamic, the chaotic
now reaches a greater level, ----70 dB, and takes a activity of the noise-shaper loop, together with the
noise shape similar to that of the static sine function, restriction of the peak input signal being smaller than
The spectrum is replicated in Fig. 22(d), though here 1.5 quanta, result in substantial error decorrelation that
the frequency band is restricted to 0-100 kHz. appears complete for R >_ 4.

To explore the sensitivity of DAC errors as a function

of the blend of linear rise time and slew-rate limit, as 4 THEORETICAL ESTIMATE OF NOISE-SHAPER
described in the model of Sec. 2.3, the 0-20-kHz in- IN-BAND NOISE CONTRIBUTION
tegrated DAC error is plotted in Fig. 22(c) against _%,

defined by Eq. (19), where the slew rate is maintained The SNR for an Rth-order oversampled noise shaper
at 16/*]m, but the time constant 'ri is progressively ad- is here estimated as a function of RN and R. The analysis

dB dB
0 0

R=I R=2

, ,,d,i,'"",

-20( -200
0 FREQUENCY(LIN) fsi 0 FREQUENCY(ti N) fs/8

(a) (b)

dB d8
I

R:3 R=4

,, Jk,. I,li _.l/a, bJ J,. .a i.VL_ ..... 'lC

_ _0 -20
0 FREQUENCY(LIN) f_'/8 0 FREQUENCY(LIN) fs/8

(c) (d)

Fig. 17. As Fig. 16, but with coincident pole filter of order R + 1, 30-kHz bandwidth, Input 0 dB, 8 kHz,f_2_ 5 - 12 MHz,
R= 1,2,3,4.
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assumes that the only noise source is the noise-shaper For large RN, sin (_rf/fs2) _ 'n'f/fs2, where by inte-
quantizer and that the noise is integrated over a band grating,
0 to fs2/2RN Hz. Examination of the histogram distri-

bution of Fig. 14 reveals approximately a linear func- _ {kRfs2} (_ 2R
tion that spans a range closely matched to QR given by Na 2(2R + I)RN _,RN/ ' (24)
Eq. (20). The analysis therefore assumes a linear dis-

tribution, where Fig. 23 illustrates the idealized his- The factor kR is here estimated by equating the area
togram for R = 3. {kRfs2} to the area under the curve {Nt/fs2}lDe(f)[ 2

From this linear histogram, the total noise power N t taken over 0 < f < fs2, that is,
is determined for a general loop order R as

= Nt /fs2 [2sin (q'r_sJ)]2R df{kefs2} f_2 Jo

2R-I [ 2R-1 + 1 - r] (22)
Nt = 2 _ r2

r=l (2_-5 q- _2 '

where, observing spectral symmetry aboutfs2/2 Hz and

The in-band noise Na is estimated from a knowledge using the recurrence formula for fo'2sin"x dx for even
of the distortion reduction factor IDe(f)l defined by n, then
Eq. (7), where if kR is a spectral weighting factor for

2R/2r - )an Rth-order noise shaper, then {kRfs2} = 22RNt r___l_ 2r 1/ (25)

= df . (23) Hence from Eqs. (22), (24), and (25), eliminating N t
and {kgfs2}, the in-band noise power N_ approximates

dB R=I dB R=2

-10( -100 f

I I , , , I

I Ill I1,, Ill I ll bA t, lhIhihtA

[vuulu/l rlvvv lml/I?'"'vt"hA/'
-16C -160 -

0 FREO.UENEY( LIN ) 100kH: 0 FREQUENCY(LIN) 100kHz

(a) (b)

dB R:3 dB R:/+
-60

/2nd harmonic
loo /

"q V _?l II il' "ti '' '

-160
0 FREQUENCY{LIN) lOOkH 0 ' FREQUENCY(LIN) lOOkHz

(c) (d)

Fig. 18. DAC error spectrum using DAC error from Fig. 9. Input 0 dB, 8 kHz,fs2 = 5 · 12 MHz, R = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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tO

]2R( )_a--_ + I)_--U_J_Z,r_L_-_+i_ _: 2, ' (26)

As a measure of the accuracy of Eq. (26), a range
of results was estimated both by evaluating Eq. (26) tern, do reveal the potential enhancements in resolu-
and by computer simulation using the error-difference tion as R N and R are increased simultaneously. Inter-
technique described in Sec. 2. The data in Table 1 were estingly, for relatively low orders of oversampling (that
generated using a sinusoidal input level of -20 dB is, RN = 25), the SNR curves show a clustering as R
with a 20-kHz frequency, where 0 dB corresponds to is increased. It is not until Rr4 _> 50 that significant
a sine-wave amplitude of X/2 (re the output quantum enhancements in target SNR are achieved for increases
of unity) and SNRs are presented with reference to 0 in R, indicating that high-order noise shapers should
dB. The results demonstrate reasonable agreement, only be used with high oversampling ratios.
particularly for R = 4, where the histogram distributions

are more representative of the idealized form shown 500NClUSION
in Fig. 23.

To further explore the fundamental distortion of the This paper has attempted to demonstrate the potential
idealized noise shaper that excludes the effect of source performance of a high-order noise shaper (for example,
data quantization and DAC errors, a range of in-band R = 3, 4) used in association with high oversampling
SNR was computed, and the results are shown in Fig. (for example, RN _ 200). The principal advantages
24. The SNRs, although optimistic for a practical sys- have been shown to be a reduction in the number of

dB R :1 dB R:2

°1 I I [ °

/itllllllltllllllllllliill[lllll ·
-200'0 FREQUENCY(LIN) [/8 -200 0 FREQUENCY( LIN ) fsi8

(a) (b)

dB R=3 dB R=4

_200 -- -20
0 FREOUENCY(LIN) fsi 0 FREQUENCY(LIN) fsi8

(c) (d)

Fig. 19. As Fig. 18, but results are for overall noise at output of DAC/noise shaper. Input 0 dB, 8 kHz,fs2 = 5 · 12 MHz,
R= 1,2,3,4.
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levels required by the DAC, where typically 16 levels behavior where the output raster of the DAC spanned
result for R -- 4, together with a decorrelation of DAC a range of levels so that, on average, all levels partic-
nonidealities to a noiselike error residue. The decorrela- ipated in the conversion process with large-scale sta-
tion was shown to be a consequence of chaotic loop tistics virtually independent of input signal, provided

the peak signal level did not exceed about 1.5 output
-60 quanta.

l il I J _1 _LiI[ii_ A noise-shaper topology was developed that required

no internal multiplications and could match the re-

quirements of the optimal noise shaper proposed by
, _UL Tewksbury and Hallock [53]. Since the machine is dig-

-100 ,I il[,_J i _Ilt_ ital, it does not suffer the response limitations inherent

I,nli, gJit,tiill _l_][ll 1[ Il[ill in oversampled/noise-shaped ADC structures, which

ii1_ rliIi, I,,lltl]i[i i i require amore modest design ofloop filter and thus

_ II1 show greaternonlineardependenceon DACdistortion,

] _"[' ' i whichis an intrinsicpart of the feedbackloop.

II The resultsare representativeof a hardwaresystem
as a number of imperfections were accurately modeled,

including errors both with and without memory. The

-161B resultsindicatedthat, althoughonly 16DAClevels are
fsq2 required for an R = 4 system, these should be specified

FREQUENCY(LINEARSCALE) to high accuracy (>12 bits) if low in-band noise is

Fig. 20. DAC error spectrum (using Fig. 9 nonlinearity), required. However, the limited number of levels allows
R = 4. the use of parallel-architecture DACs, using, for ex-

dB DAC error(segmented) dB DAr error (parallel)

-60 R:4 ] ..,..___ R:6 i

I/P residue I _W_ /lip residue .,J_t

/

. 1"
-160-

FREQUENCY(LOG) fs/4 FREQUENCY(LOG) rs//+
(a) (b)

dB 0verattnoise(segmented) dB Overallnoise(parallel)
-60 )

R =_ R :6

,,al ,,uN

../l,, res,d.e ×l,,res.d.
- F

-200 ...........
FREQUENCY(LOG) ts//+ FREQUENCY(L06) fs/4'

(c) (d)

Fig. 21. Error spectra for glitch distortion for both parallel and segmented DACs. Actual maximum glitch area--parallel
1240 pV · s, segmented 770 pV · s. Maximum delay 150 ps, input 0 dB, 8 kHz, fs2 = 5 · 12 MHz.
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ample, either summing resistors of equal value or pre- The study did not include oversampling filters, as
cision-switched current sources, the aim was to investigate the distortions due only to

A principal feature of the technique is the minimal the noise shaper and the DAC. It is intended, however,
analog processing required in signal recovery, where to extend the work to include oversampling and to in-
computer results reveal that a coincident pole filter of corporate a number of filter architectures, although it
order R + 1 will achieve an out-of-band attenuation is anticipated that provided high-frequency spuriae are

of -6 dB per octave when mapped against the noise-
shaped spectrum, which rises approximately as 6R dB
per octave for an Rth-order system, average%occurrences

Simulations suggest that with an appropriate design 20%.
of the DAC to minimize both static and dynamic errors / rx

(such as slew rate), a system resolution greater than T ' [ / t ix]1.16%.16 bits is achievable. Indeed, since the noise-shaper ,x /2./0.

architecture is digital, its dynamic range can readily / x
/ 8o/_

exceed 20 bits, although, in practice, the overall per- /{ x

formance will be degraded by DAC errors. However, t' 4o/_
due to chaos, the DAC distortion translates to benign / x
noise, and since the DAC is external to the noise shaper, It' x _ quanta

its error is simply modeled as alow-level additive noise -s -4 -a -2 -_ 0 t 2 3 4 s
source. Fig. 23. Idealized histogram of quantizer activity for R = 3.
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Fig. 22. Slew-rate and rise-time distortions. Input 0 dB,-8 kHz,f_2 = 5 · 12 MHz.
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minimized, overall degradation should be small. Evi- recoverable, nonlinear oscillatory mode. In practice,
dence for the effect of out-of-band input transients is the input signal to the noise shaper is bounded in both
shown in Fig. 15, where the rapid change of the first amplitude and bandwidth. Consequently there is no
derivative at the commencement of the sinusoidal input danger of entry into such a state. However, for switch-
reveals a mild transient in the noise-shaper response, on or some other form of transient misbehavior/inter-
However, this soon decays and is a consequence of an ference, the system should incorporate an overload/
input-signal condition that does not occur in practice, oscillation detector so that reinitialization can be
as an oversampling filter would smooth the input se- achieved. Such a scheme could incorporate a noise-
quence, shaperquantizerwitha rangeinexcessof that required

Simulations also revealed the necessity for the noise by normal chaotic loop activity, whereby if an out-of-
shaper to have an adequate quantizer range, where range signal is detected, all noise-shaper integrators
quantizer saturation could instigate entry into a non- are momentarily reset to zero, possibly in association

with a short-duration (circa 0.1 ms) soft output mute.

Table 1. Comparison of theoretical and computed SNR
6 ACKNOWLEDGMENT(re O-dB input level) for idealized noise-shaping filter

computed with 20-kHz input signal at -20 dB (re X/2
amplitude). The author wishes to offer his appreciation to the

discussions with and contributions by Timothy Darling,
SNR, Eq. (26), Computer Simulation
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OversamplingFilter Design in Noise-Shaping
Digital-to-AnalogConversion*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD AND W. WINGERTER**

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex C04 3SQ, UK

A number of oversampling filters in association with a heavily oversampled and
noise-shaped digital-to-analog converter (DAC) are presented for high-resolution ap-
plications in professional and consumer digital audio environments. Computer simulations
of oversampling filter, noise shaper, and DAC errors are described, together with
results to demonstrate interactive performance dependence on filter nonideality.

0 INTRODUCTION distortion arising from hardware nonlinearities so as
to form a noiselike residue.

The performance of a digital audio system that is In an earlier paper [2], [3] a DAC was presented that
bounded by uniform source quantization and sampling used a high oversampling ratio in association with a
should result only in band limitation of the input signal, noise shaper where, for order R_ = 4, a wide dynamic
together with an additive noise component. The real- range was demonstrated that in the absence of DAC
ization of thistarget is dependent on identifying analog- nonidealities, extended well beyond the requirement
to-digital (ADC) and digital-to-analog conversion of current digital formats. The fourth-order noise shaper
(DAC) systems that can attain near ideal anti-aliasing was shown to exhibit a chaotic behavior as the output
and signal recovery filters in association with a virtually _ signal spanned approximately 16 quantization levels
perfect quantization characteristic and the means of (that is, 4 bit), which resulted in the desirable quality
decorrelating signal and quantization distortion so as of translating DAC imperfections to a noiselike residue.
to mimic the characteristics of purely additive noise. To maximize the performance of this system, the 16

In conventional ADC and DAC systems a principal DAC reconstruction levels should adhere to an effective
limitation is low-level linearity of the quantization 16-bit precision, although adequate performance was
characteristics [1], where the least significant bit can still demonstrated if this figure was reduced to 12 bit
reveal both relative and absolute errors in the converter, by introducing a combination of random and systematic

This level displacement prevents the resolution potential displacements of the DAC levels. However, since the
of the digital channel from being achieved, where, as DAC has only a limited amplitude range and each re-
signals approach and enter the quantization noise floor, construction level requires equal weight, the desired
the nonlinearity produces waveform distortion, rather accuracy is relatively simple to achieve.
than the ideal, where a signal sinks into the quantization As an alternative to the parallel DAC architecture,
noise without observable correlation, a second study [4] has shown how the 16 output level

To achieve this performance target requires the code of an R N --- 4 noise shaper can be translated to a
identification of hardward that can attain the linearity serial bit stream using codes of optimized low-frequency
potential of the digital format, implement effective spectral form. This signal format offers a similar ad-
signal quantization decorrelation, and decorrelate the vantage to that of delta-sigma modulation [5]-[7],

whereby the DAC reduces to a 1-bit gateway and exhibits
an excellent tolerance of hardware imperfection. The

* Manuscript received 1989 August 10.
** Currently with the Radio Frequency Group, SL Division, advantage of combining a recursive noise shaper and
Cern/Geneva, Switzerland. a nonrecursive code converter is that a high-order loop
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can be achieved using equally weighted loop integrators tiples of the Nyquist sampling frequency, which become
of optimal gain-bandwidth product, whereas a similar redundant when the sampling rate is increased by a
1-bit noise shaper requires special attention in the loop factor L. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2 in both
design to achieve a stable performance. Also, where the time and the frequency domain. Once a signal is
serial bit rates greater than 100 MHz are anticipated, oversampled, the amplitude resolution of the output
the two-stage system appears more practical in terms samples can be reduced and the requantization distortion
of hardware realization, located in the now redundant signal space created by

Irrespective of whether a parallel or a serial port is oversampling. It is the function of the recursive noise
used for the noise shaper, both systems require an in- shaper in association with the requantizer to shape the
terpolation filter to upconvert audio data at 44.1 kHz noise spectrum to fit the available signal space, yet to
(or 48 kHz) to about 5.64 MHz sampling, where the inflict minimum linear and nonlinear distortion on the
filter also achieves the signal recovery filter function 0-22.5-kHz audio band.

used in more conventional systems. In this paper a The oversampling and noise-shaping system is cas-
number of interpolation filters are presented and, by caded with a high-speed low-amplitude resolution DAC
means of computer simulation, the relationship between and low-order analog reconstruction filter to complete
filter design and overall system performance is inves- the conversion. Earlier studies [2], [3], [10] have already
tigated. The filters can be modeled as either a single- discussed both the inclusion of a nonideal DAC and
stage or a multistage process. The two methods are the translation of DAC errors to a random process,
compared with respect to computational rate and coef- though the oversampling filters, at this stage, were
ficient storage requirements. The results of the computer assumed perfect.
simulation, which include interpolation filter, noise

shaper, and DAC errors, are presented using spectral 2 FILTER STRUCTURES
analysis of computed data sequences.

The approach taken in this paper is to review several

I OVERSAMPLING FILTER, NOISE SHAPER, filter design methods that are applicable to interpolation
ANDOAC and then present simulated results based on a number

of filter examples. However, detailed design and theory
The technique of noise shaping illustrated in Fig. 1 of each filter are not given as they are adequately de-

was described in an earlier paper [2], where an analysis scribed in the cited references.
of coding behavior was given. Noise shaping has also The choice of filter considered is limited to nonre-
been the subject of numerous other studies [8]-[10]. cursive structures as exact linear-phase and reduced-
In the present study the oversampling filter is considered word-length effects are desirable characteristics for
in relationship to the noise shaper and DAC, as shown oversampling. Consequently an output sequence y(n)
in Fig. l(a). The function of the oversampling filter is is computed from the input sequence x(n) and the dis-
to remove the spectral replications about integer mul- crete impulse response h(k) using the discrete con-

a vs   °a i°wasslaoinput _ filter [-_--_Noise shaper DAC -_' filter I_ output

DAC error

(a)

input m -- --

Compacted
output

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Oversampling and noise-shaping DAC with level compaction. (b) Nth-order linear-feedback noise-shaping coder.
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volution operation A range of design techniquesare availableto address
filter design problems. The most prominent are as fo1-

rn

y(n) = _'_ h(k) · x(n - k) . (1)
lows:

k=l 1) Equiripple FIR design [13]

2) FIR design with or without "don't care bands"

In the case of the oversampling filter, the arithmetic [14]

operations are performed at a rate Lfs, wherefs is the 3) Half-band filters [15]

Nyquist sampling rate of the input sequence in hertz, 4) Minimum-mean-square error design and the linear/

However, the nonrecursive structure enables the com- Lagrange interpolator [ 16].

putation rate to be reduced by a factor L by identifying The widely selected optimal FIR design uses the

the redundant, zero multiplications, as shown in the Chebyshev approximation for the desired frequency

signal graphs of Fig. 3 [12]. response. The program of McClellan et al. [13] cal-

x(_) i{,L_ y(m.O
sampling rate Iow-pass
increase by L filter

single-slage inlerpolator

Spectrum

of Nyquist
sampled

I I I I I I v

signal 10 I IfS 2fs 3fs 4fs

Spectrum

of Nyquist
sampled
signal with
zero pulse
insertion

fs 2fs 3rs 4fs
Specrum of /

int erpolatio n [::"?;_._ '_'_.,:i

0 4rs

Nyquist __.,_

sampled ignal envelope
signal.time
domain

Nyquist
sampled /
signal.with /
zero pulse

inserlion /

envelope
sampled
signal after
times-4

interpolatio_

Fig. 2. Example of single-stage interpolation for L = 4; in both frequency and time domains.
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culates the filter coefficients. A tolerance scheme, shown Li, where
in Fig. 4, sets limits for the design that bounds passband
amplitude ripple, stopband amplitude ripple attenuation, L
and transition region, together with the number of filter L = 1F-[Li · (2)

i=1
coefficients, which then form the program input pa-
rameters.

A significant reduction in the multiplication rate is Fig. 5 presents an illustrative example of x4 inter-
achieved by partitioning the interpolation process into polation implemented as two cascaded stages of x 2

interpolation. Inspection of the second interpolation
a number of intermediate interpolation stages of ratio filter reveals that, because of "don't care bands," the

design can be relaxed and the broader transition band
allows the number of filter coefficients to be reduced

xtnl _l h[---_ Ylm) if, for example, the McClellan program is used. Multi-nc _: _ stage filtersreduceboth the overall computationandF LF LF
the storage requirements, where each stage is now an
independent interpolation stage with simplified design.

x(n ) ['7"--"'-'"1 hIO) ytm) A method by Crochi_re and Rabiner [14] is to choose

__- itc j _ _ : all stages with L i = 2, which has the advantge of com-
g LF , h(1 } z-t LF bluing half-band filters, while another approach by the

_--- same authors [14] uses an optimization procedure which

Il(2) z-I minimizes the total computation rate.
The half-band filter exploits the possible symmetry

in the transition region where, for a transfer function
of the form shown in Fig. 6, the impulse response can

htN-1) z -1 be shown to have every other coefficient equal to zero,
_- which represents a 50% saving in multiplications. Half-

band filters can be designed using the McClellan pro-
cedure, but the resulting coefficients do not exactly

xln)_ _h(OI e { I L __Y(m) match the required constraint of symmetry. However,

h(l_ i L __._._[t,----------_ _ z-1 a new "design trick" [17], [18] facilitates the filter
._ . design by enabling only the nonzero h(k) coefficients

h(21 _ z-S to becalculated.
!{l L _ A further design procedure makes use of time-domain
I' / optimization [14], where the signal error y(m) - _(m)

of the target interpolated signal _(m) and the actual

h(N-l) 4 z-t interpolated signal y(m) is minimized. A computer
-- !{ L _ program [16] uses this algorithm, which is based on a

F F I' /LF solution of linear equations. Finally, linear/Lagrange
interpolators are filters with coefficients calculated by

Fig. 3. Generation of efficient structure of 1-to-L interpolator, mathematical approximation, where, effectively, new

_:'=

'-

t0_
.o 0_

&o.

° t frequency

rs/2
attenuation

region

Fig. 4. Tolerance scheme for low-pass filter design.
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samples are created by interpolating between two or Number of sample points 4096
moreof the originals. Numberof requantizationbits 4 bit

Noise shaper, loop order 4 integrators

3 COMPUTER SIMULATION Oversampling ratio 128
Number of input cycles shown by 8

The computer simulations follow earlier procedures computation
[2], [3], [10] but now include the interpolation filter Filter:
to enable the effect of nonideal interpolation to be cal- Passband ripple (0-20 kHz) 0.0001 dB
culated for a range of filter designs. The simulation Transition band 20-24.1 kHz
uses 4096 sample points of a sine wave signal to cal- Stopband (24.1 kHz) - 100 dB
culate the operations of filtering, noise shaping, and Number of stages 2-6
DAC nonidealities (both static and dynamic errors).

The following data and filter specification were selected: 4 RESULTS
Data:

4.1 FILTER PERFORMANCE

Input signal frequency 11.025 kHz The multistage structure of an oversampling filter
Input signal amplitude V_ units enables a decrease in the required memory and cam-
Noise shaper requantization inter- 1 unit putation rate. A single-stage interpolator where L =
val 128needsabout8223coefficientsto achieveanatten-

Noise shaper sampling frequency 5.6448 MHz uation of - 100 dB with a multiplication rate of 181 x

corresponds to impulse response hl(mt)
_. first-stage, times-2 interpolation filter

First-stage filter ..-..v,.._......:.,.._
operates at 2faand has '_..,,.,_'_,_J
rapid attonuafio_ to _i.__t _
reject first spectral _1_*__t?_

mefip.,c..o.,ar*....d[_lt_J_l.._
d_*to,ow,,sem_,ng[$_ltll_r_[_[l_'"'""_''_'*"""'t'' '""_......__ .. '*''._.___ = f
rate. I I I I I I I. I I

0 fs 2fs 3fs 4fs

corresponds to impulse response h2(m2)

Second-stage filter _ /econd.stage, times_ interpolation filter_b._eu_eal_. .......:::::::::::::::::::::::::_:..... ..::_i_ii!i::i!iii!ii_!?:ii_iiiii_i!_iii$ii_i_::_iiiii::!_i_ii_!iiiiiii!i::ii_?:_::..
gradual attenuation
requirement, far lower
coefficients are used
overall compared with a

single-stage interpolate _ f
......... I I I I I I

fs 2fs 3Is 4fs

Two stagesof
interpolation suppress
all sideband compormnts Overall filter impulse response = hl(ml)*h2(m2)
other than n(4fs) for
integer n.

f
I I I I I I I I I -

fs 2fs 3fa 4fs

iili.....................iiiii_ili!i_?U................:iIii!i!i?':............iiiii![!iiii[iiiii[iiii!iiiiiiiiii[iiii!iiii!i[i[ii!il...........:':':':':'i!t

I - _'-'-' _"o ' '._.___....:_l_.:.:___..._::_::i_:i:i:i:i:i;i;i;_:_:_;_;i;i;_._:_;_:_;i_:_:i:_:;:;:i:i:i:i:.:;_

Llfo L2fo L3fo Lifo Lifo

Single-stage interpolator showing decomposition of oversampling factors 1o LI,L2 .... Li

x(m) LI_ L2 Hh2(m2) I L_ y(m)

fo Llfo Llfo L2fo L2fo Lifo Lifo

Multi-slage interpolator showing decomposition of oversampling factors to L1,L2 .... Li with correspondig

impulse responses hl(ml), h2(m2) .... hi(mi).

Fig. 5. Multistage interpolation with illustrative example of two-stage interpolation process.
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106 multiplications per second. A two-stage filter reduces to 6 stages) and Fig. 7 shows the example of ×4 in-
the coefficients to 508 with a corresponding 28 × terpolation presented as a series of frequency response
106 multiplications per second, which results from a plots.
widening of the transition band. Most of the gain for
optimized computation has been achieved taking Li = 4.2 Ouantization of Filter Coefficients
2 forthe first subfilter, although ahalf-band filter reduces The quantization of the filter coefficients h(k) is

the number of coefficients by 50%. simulated with both fixed-point and floating-point
Further design shows that the largest decrease of arithmetic, where the more optimum floating-point re-

computation rate occurs when going from one to two veals frequency responses enhanced by up to 10 dB,
or three stages; further partitioning does not result in as shown in Fig. 8. The reason lies in the greater dy-
significant reductions. The digital interpolator design namic range of floating-point arithmetic, which is par-
[16] creates a multistopband filter for L > 2 and achieves ticularly important for the first filter stage when the
better results than the Lagrange interpolator. For L i = number of filter coefficients exceeds 100.
2, both techniques approach the result of half-band
filters with even better results than the Remez algorithm 4.3 DAC Nonideality
for short filters and large transition bands (N = 7 ..... 4.3.1 Ideal DAC
11), such as for the last stages. The overall error spectrum for a fourth-order noise

Tables 1 and 2 present a comparative overview of shaper using the simulated oversampled filters does
some design examples using multistage structures (2 not deviate significantly from the simulation for ideal

ideal filter AO(f)
A0(f)

0,5

I °'Il f

0.5--

L / .,,o,,,.,0, °bserve symmetry L

^E(f) A E(f)
f

I -

I _ ] \ zero due to symmetry

t/ ';;'(;r+AE(,,

:, ttttttttttttttttttt
__J t.__

sampling
period

Fig. 6. Half-band filter showing symmetry in frequency response and corresponding alternate zeros in impulse response.

Table 1. Filters designed with multistage optimization structure.

Stages (Lj) Coefficients Memory R/lO6 s Passband (dB) Stop.band (dB)

2(4,32) 255,253 255 28.05 -0.000162 -97.95
3 (2,4, 16) 143,49, 113 119 23.94 -0.000105 -108.47

3(2,8, 8) 143,97,53 113 25.00 0.000116 -105.61
4 (2, 2,2, 16) 143,25, 15, 113 115 24.30 0.000065 -108.46
4 (2,2, 4, 8) 143,25,31,53 93 24.65 -0.000110 -105.61

5(2, 2,2, 2, 8) 143,25, 15, 15,53 90 25.00 0.000066 -105.61
5 (2, 2, 2,4, 4) 143,25, 15,31, 23 86 26.77 0.000113 -107.58

6 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4) 135,25, 15, 15, 15,23 76 26.33 0.000097 -103.37
6 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4) 143,25, 15, 15, 15,23 78 26.42 0.000067 -107.58
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oversampling, where on average an in-band noise of to - 109 dB) sine degradation from the ideal DAC case
about -130 dB is achieved, is primarily attributable to DAC errors.

4.3.2 Nonideal DAC 4.3.3 Filter Quantization Noise

The inclusion of errors in the DAC has already been A further noise source inherent to the oversampled
discussed [2], [3], where a range of errors including system isassociated with quantization or truncation of
both static and dynamic mechanisms were modeled, the signals within the FIR filters. To illustrate this
Again, the example simulations shown in Figs. 9-11 mechanism, a four-stage filter was quantized with dif-
demonstrate that the type of oversampling filter does ferent resolutions for each stage as follows:
not significantly affect the in-band noise level (-106 Stage 1 16 bit

0 , , '_ , , 0 _ ,
1

-g0 -50

dig -I00 dl_ -Ioo

- IgO -IgO

- ZOO I i i i -?.00 , 'lib}It{
freq %%.1_[t_ freq gg.lk_

(a) (c)

0 , 0 , , ,.

-50 -50

-Ioo -1oo

-150 -150

-_.00 I , , , -ZOO , ,
freq _g.ZklI_ freq 8_.lk_

(b) (d)

Fig. 7. Comparison of single-stage and two-stage interpolation structures. (a) 1-to-2 interpolation filter (143 coefficients). (b) 2-
to-4 interpolation filter (23 coefficients). (c) Overall frequency response. (d) 14o-4 interpolation filter (255 coefficients).

Table 2. Filters designed with half band design procedure.

Stages (Lj) Coefficients Memory R/106 s Passband (dB) Stopband (dB)

3 (2,2, 32) 127,19,253 166 24.30 0.000259 -98.45
3 (2, 2, 32) 131, 23, 253 167 24.52 -0.000170 -100.92
3 (2, 2, 32) 139, 23, 253 170 24.61 -0.000101 -104.51
3 (2,2, 32) 143,27,253 171 24.65 -0.000084 -104.51

4 (2, 2, 2, 16) 143,27, 11, 113 106 23.15 0.000122 -108.44
4(2, 2, 2, 16) 143,27, 15, 113 107 23.33 0.000044 -108.44
4 (2, 2, 2, 16) 131,23, 11, 113 103 22.93 0.000208 -100.92
4(2, 2, 2, 16) 131,23, 15, 113 103 23.14 0.000149 -100.92

5 (2, 2, 2, 2, 8) 143, 27, 11, 11,53 80 23.51 0.000120 -105.61
5 (2, 2, 2, 2, 8) 143, 27, 15, 11, 53 81 23.68 0.000045 -105.61
5 (2, 2,2, 2, 8) 143,27, 11,15,53 80 23.86 0,000118 -105.61
5 (2, 2, 2, 2, 8) 143, 27, 15, 15, 53 81 24.03 -0.000043 -105.61

6 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4) 143,27, 15, 11,7, 23 69 23.68 -0.000054 -107.59
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Stage2 14bit tion, where attenuations of - 100dB can be achieved
Stage3 14bit with less than 100words of coefficientmemory.
Stage4 12 bit. The filter simulations illustrate that filter-induced
The input signal x(n) and the output signal y(n) are nonidealities overlap those of DAC errors but do not

quantized with the same bit number whereon the filters significantly degrade the coder performance, where
increase the noise level of the noise shaper (ideal DAC) the overall error spectrum of the system is virtually
from -130 dB average in-band noise to about -112 identical to that measured with an ideal oversampled
dB. For floating-point arithmetic the increase is less, input signal. The output noise level of the complete
as shown in Tables 3 and 4. However, when DAC errors system lies well below - 100 dB and can readily attain
are included, the difference in noise level with and - l l0 dB , so enabling a signal coded to 18 bit to maintain

without quantization is small; DAC nonidealities are its signal-to-noise ratio.
again the dominant noise source. A useful characteristic of the process is the virtual

elimination of low-level nonlinearity compared with a

5 CONCLUSION conventional DAC, where nonlinearity results from
suboptimal weights, particularly with the least signif-

This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of a digital icant bits. The system imperfections instead manifest
oversampling filter that is compatible with the require- themselves as a noise residue, whereby signals, provided
ments of a fourth-order noise-shaping and 4-bit DAC they are appropriately coded, can enter well into the
in terms of inherent noise generation and signal recovery system noise without nonlinear impairment. A measure
filtering, of the effectivenessof this techniqueis to observethe

Multistage structures reduce significantly both the noise-shaper noise floor in association with an ideal
computation rate and the required filter coefficient DAC, where for × 128 oversampling and a fourth-order

storage. Half-band filters are also efficient in this applica- noise shaper, the output noise level is about - 130 dB.

0 I 0

-5'0 -S0

dB -100 dB -too

_ 00 t , - 00 II,
Frequency 2.8MMz /Frequency 2.8MHz

(a) (c)

0 i 0 ,

-50 J -50

-,oo -,oo

-2.00I E I -_0(1 _ I t
Frequency 2.8MHz Frequency 2.8MHz

(b) (d)

Fig. 8. Four-stage and six-stage x 128 interpolation filters with and without quantization. (a) Four-stage filter. (b) Four-stage
filter quantized with 16 bit. (c) Six-stage filter. (d) six-stage filter quantized with 16 bit.
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Hence with an appropriate 4-bit DAC design using a main source of impairment is again the DAC, though
precision-weighted network to achieve 16-bit accuracy, this is aided by errors translating to noise and the relative
or with code conversion to a 1-bit serial format, res- ease of designing a converter of high linearity.
olution approaching 19-20 bit should be attainable The heavily oversampled and noise-shaped DAC is
together with a clean low-level signal characteristic, seen as complementary to the ADC system of Adams
commensurate, of course, with optimal ADC and signal- [19], where oversampling and noise shaping simplifies
distortion decorrelation, analog circuitry, eliminates problems associated with

The study of filter quantization effects supports the the least significant bits of conventional DACs, and
use of floating-point arithmetic for high-resolution reduces sensitivity to sampling jitter significantly when
systems, particularly as the coefficient range is high, allied with switched capacitor or similar jitter reduction

· where quantization can cause more noise in the higher techniques [7]. The data rate at 44.1 kHz then becomes
frequencies, only an information channel, where distortions related

The technique of high oversampling and noise shaping to the direct conversion of Nyquist samples are elim-
therefore addresses most of the requirements of a DAC inated. Also the techniques are equally applicable where
system for high-performance digital audio systems, data-reduction algorithms are implemented. Indeed,
The oversampling filters, when partitioned to three or with near-transparent conversion the true performance
four cascaded stages, are practical and can be designed potential of such algorithms can be investigated without
for exemplary in-band amplitude ripple and out-of- masking effects from suboptimal ADC and DAC sys-
band attenuation and, when using floating-point arith- terns.
metic, can achieve a high dynamic range. The heavily

oversampled noise shaper of order 4 does not appear 6 REFERENCES
to suffer significant impairment from slight ultrasonic
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Fig. 9. Overall error (nonideal DAC), 0-137.8 kHz. (a) Filter 1. (b) Filter 2. (c) Filter 3. (d) Ideal input.
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Fig. ll. DAC error, 0-137.8 kHz. (a) Filter l. (b) Filter 2. (c) Filter 3. (d) Ideal input.

Table 3. Fixed-point arithmetic, average overall error, in decibels.

Ideal DAC Nonideal DAC

Signal bit 0-137 kHz 0-20 kHz 0-137 kHz 0-20 kHz

16 -97.166 -112.652 -105.609 -106.231
17 -99.362 -114.778 -109.092 -109.367
18 -95.566 -111.028 -110.875 -109.152
19 -96.086 -111.536 -109.500 -108.465

Table 4. Floating-point arithmetic, average overall error, in decibels.

Ideal DAC Nonideal DAC

Signal bit 0-137 kHz 0- 20 kHz 0- 137 kHz 0- 20 kHz

16 -99.913 -115.381 -110.718 -108.645
17 -95.392 -110.836 -111.303 -108.370
18 -110.879 -126.401 -107.598 -109.872
19 -108.420 -123.901 -106.009 -110.188
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OversampledAnalog-to-Digital Conversionfor Digital
Audio Systems*

TIMOTHY F. DARLING

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of California at Santa Barbara,
Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

AND

MALCOLM O. J. HAWKSFORD

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

An alternative method of digitizing music signals is presented. It relies on the techniques
of spectral noise shaping and oversampling, which achieve theoretical and computed
signal-to-quantization-noise ratios of 110-120 dB. This encoding scheme is based on
higher order delta-sigma modulation and is referred to as HLDSM A/D conversion.
A hardware version of this system was developed measuring 80-dB SQNR and 0.007%
total harmonic distortion. Potentially the HLDSM A/D converter offers noise and
distortion performance superior to pulse-code modulation, a simpler hardware realization,
and reduced cost.

0 INTRODUCTION conversion system that does not require troublesome
sample-and-hold circuits (SHCs) or complex anti-alias-

This paper analyzes the errors and limitations re- ing filters (AAFs).
garding Nyquist-sampled linear pulse-code modulation

(PCM) as it applies to present-day digital audio systems. I PULSE-CODE MODULATION--OPERATION,
Alternative methods of digitizing band-limited analog ERRORS, AND 'LIMITATIONS
signals, which have found application in telephony,
speech, and low-quality audio, are explored. Investi- The most common approach to encoding low-level
gations into certain structures reveal the theoretical audio analog signals for consumerandmostprofessional

possibility of extending delta-sigma modulation (DSM) applications is binary-coded PCM [1]- [5], whose
to achieve increased (_>16-bit) resolution. The tech- principles were developed in the late 1930s. The PCM
niques of oversampling and spectral noise shaping are system (Fig. 1) consists of a high-order analog anti-
applied to the primitive DSM encoder with an emphasis aliasing filter (AAF), a sample-and-hold amplifier, and
on improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), stability, and a linear analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. It divides
simplistic hardware realizations. The expanded encoder
successfullyuses spectralnoiseshaping,oversampling,

and a multilevel inner loop quantizer to form a topo- x(t)_'"'_t - Iii sumpter ' 'd L ' J I I'"""_'_'Iquantizevl_logically efficient encoder, referred to as HLDSM A/D
converter.These techniqueshave evolveda hardware anat0g I I I

input I ] I
_[t) x(n)=_{nT) _(n)=Q[x(n)]

* Presented at the 85th Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Los Angeles, 1988 November 3-6. Fig. 1. Linear Nyquist-sampled PCM encoder.
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the incoming signal into 2B equal intervals, which are band and corrupt the original spectrum. The AAF,
assigned digital words in monotonic order. The param- therefore, requires very steep "brickwall" filtering
eters of this initial conversion establish the maximum outside the passband. To obtain this high rate of signal
signal quality provided by the total system. Moreover loss one can use common filter structures such as Bessel,
any degradation introduced at this stage will remain Butterworth, Chebyshev, or elliptical polynomials. Each
with the digitized signal, of these structures offers certain amplitude and phase

There are several errors indigenous to the PCM characteristics [10]-[12].
quantization of analog signals and subsequent decoding The Butterworth function is known for being max-
[3]- [8]. These errors, which are produced by the analog imally flat at direct current, with minimum ripple in
AAF, SHC, and A/D conversion process, place a prac- the passband and an attenuation rate of 6n dB per octave,
tical limit on the resolution and transparency of the where n is an integer representing the order of the filter
recordingprocess, polynomial.

The Chebyshev gives increased out-of-band atten-
1.1 Ouantizer Errors uation. If we compare the difference in attenuation

Waveform coding by PCM requires the input signal rates etbetween Chebyshev and Butterworth structures
to be band-limited and sampled at the Nyquist frequency, we arrive at [10]
There are only a finite number of quantization levels.
Therefore input voltages in the range of--A/2 < x(n) < aCH -- Cq3W= 6(n -- 1) dB (2)
+A/2 will be assigned to + A (Fig. 2). This mapping
of analog voltages into discrete words constitutes a which demonstrates a significant difference. For ex-
quantization error which leads to a signal-to-quanti- ample, if the order of the filter is eighth, there is a 42-
zation-noise ratio (SQNR) expression given by [9] dB difference in their respective outputs at a certain

frequency. Unfortunately the price one has to pay for

(YSQNR = 6.02B + 10.79 + 10 lOgl0 vm_ this increased attenuation is a phase characteristic of
_,Vpeak/ increasing nonlinearity, which gives rise to group-delay

(1) distortion, and ripple in the pass- and stopbands, while
its transient response clearly shows more ringing than

where it is apparent that SQNR increases approximately the Butterworth structure [13].
6 dB for each bit. The elliptical approximation is the most commonly

used function in the design of filters. If our main concern

1.2 Anti-Aliasing Filters is one of attenuation, this function will, in general,

The A/D conversion process requires extremely high- require a lower order than the Butterworth or the
performance analog filters to ensure _>16-bit accuracy. Chebyshev.
Ideally the filters should possess an SNR >96 dB, which The Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptical approx-
demands both low-noise and low-distortion perform- imations were mainly concerned with obtaining the
ance, low ripple in the passband, linear phase response, highest rate of attenuation, while ignoring the phase
and extremely steep out-of-band attenuation, or delay characteristics of the filter. The Bessel ap-

The input AAF is required to remove all spectral proximation is a structure that concentrates on the phase
components above the Nyquist frequency prior to the and delay characteristics, and it provides the user with

constant group delay over the passband region. In ad-sampling and quantization process. If these components
dition it has a step response that displays insignificantwere not removed, they would fold back into the pass-
amounts of ringing, providing the user with excellent
time-domain properties [12]. The Bessel approximation
does provide us wi[h excellent time delay properties,

Xln)=ll[x(nl] but unfortunately its filtering action in the stopband is
much worse than that of the Butterworth. The poor

A_-2'BxFSR ] stopband characteristics of the Bessel approximation

B=* ofbits 011[_ make it impractical for certain filtering applications

010_ and would not be used for Nyquist-sampled digital au-dio, which requires a very high rate of attenuation.
_2ZI Thus we are left with filters that provide us with high

' : : _' _/2 : ;x(n) rates of attenuation and poor time-domain responses
111 -ti or vice versa.

If we are to choose a filter structurebased on its

__01101__j --2A ability to attenuate signals outside the passband, the

obvious choices are Chebyshevor elliptical approxi-
400 mations of reasonable order. A ninth-order Chebyshev

---J filter with +0.1-dB passband ripple,fb = 20 kHz, would
provide us with 70 dB of attenuation at 25 kHz. To

Fig. 2. Uniform quantizer transfer function, increase the stopband filtering action one must increase
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the amount of ripple or the order of the structure. In- an n-bit digital word, and are responsible for introducing
terestingly, as the filter order increases, the phase both amplitude and timing errors.

characteristic becomes more nonlinear [13]. This non- Fig. 4 shows an SHC in conceptual form. A switch
linear phase will lead to different group delays over is connected to a capacitor and when the switch closes,
the 20-kHz bandwidth. Meyer [14] has developed an the capacitor charges to the input value. A practical
all-pass filter that corrects for the time misalignment implementation of the SHC (Fig. 5) consists of an input
of conventional AAFs and provides constant group delay buffer to provide adequate drive current, an output buffer
up to 18 kHz. that isolates the hold capacitor from the load, and a

Not only do high-order analog filters introduce non- very fast FET-type switch driver to obtain fast acqui-
linear time delay, which results in phase distortion, sition of the signals. Of the two major classes of errors
they also possess significant step response overshoot (amplitude and timing) the timing errors can be the
and an impulse response that contains excessive ringing most significant. The acquisition time, which is the
as the order becomes _3 [13]. This ringing leads to time required, after the sample command is given, for
the phenomenon of time dispersion. The concept of the hold capacitor to charge to a full-scale voltage
time dispersion can be considered analogous to striking change and remain in a specified error band about its
a bell with an impulse and hearing the original pulse final value [22], is an important specification, for it
and its associated decay components. These decay tells us how fast we can sample the PCM system to the
"echo" components are the dispersed sound of the initial required error.
pulse and as such are a source of error, which may be Fig. 6 graphically illustrates the entire acquisition
audible. The source of these echoes can be linked to a time as being comprised of a finite switching delay
filter' s passband ripple. The only type of analog filter (gain-bandwidth product limitations of the FET switch)
that will not contribute significant time dispersivity to At_, charging the hold capacitor at a maximum rate
the A/D-D/A conversion chain is the Bessel filter, determined by the available buffer charging current
Unfortunately, as stated earlier, because of their out- and capacitance value At2, until it reaches almost final

of-band attenuation these filters are not adequate for Value. At this point it is charged exponentially due to
use as AAFs. The design of high-quality analog AAFs finite amplifier output and switch resistance At3.
that minimize group delay, ripple, and time dispersion There are several system criteria that establish the

appears to be a very formidable task. acquisition time: speed, stability of the input amplifier
A solution that eliminates analog AAF errors, sim- when driving a capacitive load, slew-rate limitations, t

plifies the system output low-pass filter, and promises finite amplifier and switch resistance, numerical value
to maintain consistent high-quality performance

throughout coding and decoding activities is an all- T

digital filter implementation using the techniques of input. J t output
oversampling(Fig. 3). If weuse recursive filterstruc- }
tures, it is possible to obtain passband ripples _<0.001

.-..L.-

-3- Chold

dB [15]-[17] and constant group delay (linear phase) _L

over the entire passband, ensuring a respectable system
transient response. Fig. 4. Sample-and-holdcircuit in conceptualform.

Through the use of oversampling techniques (Sec.
3) on both the encode and the decode processes we can

take advantage of inherently accurate digital filters, ×__ f

whose characteristics can be specified exactly and will input L/_ T _ "[,/_ outpu_

yield consistent results.

1.3 Sample-and-Hold Circuits =

SHCs [18]-[21] are used in all consumer and most ct_F_ I
professional PCM audio systems to store an analog
voltage accurately over an approximate 15-p_s period driver
while the A/D converter converts the held voltage into Fig. 5. Practical realization of sample-and-hold circuit.

NFs KFs
/

I J storage computer

qov r  rnp[eddigita[conversionCOde[ ] ,£0,otc I't °'er m 'edoAc ' //

input n bits 16 bits anatog
at NFs at Fs output

Fig. 3. Encode-decode process using techniques of oversampling.
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of hold capacitor, and available driving currents. Even though the two equations were derived using dif-
Let us consider other timing-related errors that affect ferent input signal approximations, they yield similar

SHC performance. One such error is the aperture time, results. By solving Eq. (4) for At we find that time
which is the delay between the hold command and an jitter components of 250 ps for 16 bit and 100 ps for
input voltage transition such that the transition does 18 bit are required.
not affect the held output. The aperture time is variable There are two main sources of amplitude-related SHC
and occurs because FET switch capacitance (Cgs, Cgd) errors that occur during the hold mode and are referred
is nonlinear, having a strong dependence on signal am- to as hold-mode droop and hold-mode feedthrough.
plitude [23]. This timing error implies that the analog Hold-mode droop is defined as output voltage change
voltage, which is held, differs from the one that occurred per unit of time. The five leakage current components
at the "true" sampling time. "We can therefore view that contribute to droop are capacitor insulation leakage
this error as an additive voltage which is equal to the IcL, switch leakage currents/os, amplifier bias current
signal derivative multiplied by the signal aperture time" lB, and stray leakage from the common terminal con-
[3]. nection(Fig. 7). Thechangein outputvoltageduring

Proceeding with numerical examples to illustrate the the hold mode can be expressed as the sum of the leakage
severity of this nonlinearity we shall assume that the currents to hold capacitance, lA LSB of error for an
input signal is a sine function, the sampling rate Fs = 18-bit system requires a total leakage current 4500
44.1 kHz, and Ae represents the aperture error uncer- pA for a 100-pF hold capacitor.
tainty. The error in decibels below the fundamental Hold-mode feedthrough is simply the percentage of
can be expressed as an input signal that can be measured at the output of a

SHC while in the hold mode. For state-of-the-art SHCs

dvin '1 this can be on the order of 0.05-0.005%.
errorldB = --20 logm I dt Ae] (3) Capacitors in the SHC must use high-quality dielectricmaterial such as polypropylene to minimize losses. It

is a well-known fact, and one that can be measured
The error signal Ae is given in Table 1 for various input
frequencies, An.

Therefore to reduce the worst-case peak error to that

of lA LSB, a 16-bit converter requires that the aperture Table 1. Error in decibels below fundamental.
uncertainty be approximately 200 ps for a full-level
maximum frequency signal, while for 18 bit _<100 ps f_. A_
isrequired. (kHz) 50ns 200ps 10ps

1 70 120 145
Samplingerrors can also originate from phase jitter 10 50 100 125

in the clocksignals. Clockjitter producesadditivenoise, 20 45 95 120
which is proportional to the signal amplitude and fre-
quency. A general expression for the noise produced

by a Gaussiantimejitter is given by [3] Ig_s [NB_B_Till 0 ,output
SNRws -- -20 log (2wfAt) (4) s

in Vout due

i_ to droop

and for sine-wave approximated time jitter it can be tow k _met oh_
dgc 1 n

expressed as [24] , _) _lstray _: _'_l_t:,

( zr ) (5) Fig. 7. DroopinoutputvoltageduetoleakageandstraySNRjine r = -20 log V_A t currents.

L specified
error

full scale _ _ '_v_ -

m m

At3
At1 -->switchingtime

At2 -->slewrate limitedcapacitorcharging

At3 -> exponentionalsettling

0
Afl---_ ,- - )'t

At2

acft samplingcommand

Fig. 6. Entire acquisition time of capacitor charging over one sampling period.
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[25], that capacitors exhibit dielectric absorption (DA). GBP of 5-70 MHz will generate (if driven from a zero-
This phenomenon is essentially a reluctance on the impedance source)10-txvbroad-bandrms noise voltage.
dielectric material to give up electrons that it has stored This implies that the peak signal must be scaled to at

within itself.whenever the capacitor is asked to dis- least 2.5 V (16-bits) or 10 V (18 bits) to produce the
charge. The effect of this change in voltage is similar required resolution.
to that produced by droop, that is, the held voltage is
changing during the n-bit test and compare process. 1.5 Summary
Therefore high-quality polypropylene capacitors with In this section we have outlined some of the major
low DA must be used. errors inherent in Nyquist-sampled PCM to generate

digital audio signals. SHCs produce amplitude and
1.4 Pulse-Code-Modulated Analog-to-Digital timing errors. Analog AAFs possess nonlinear phase,
Conversion ripple in the passband, insufficientattenuation in the

We have briefly investigated certain common errors stopband, and invariably have very poor (that is, ring-
inherent in analog AAFs and SHCs, whose circuit lng) transient responses. Successive-approximation
functions are essential in a Nyquist-sampled audio sys- A/D conversion requires both high-bandwidth and low-
tem in reducing aliasing distortion and maintaining a noise operation to obtain the required resolution.
constant band-limited analog voltage while performing Most of these errors described illuminate the difficult
A/D conversion, task of obtaining > 16-bit performance in a Nyquist-

The most common form of A/D conversion found in sampled PCM system. If may be possible with sophis-

commercial PCM audio systems is coined a successive ticated circuit techniques and topologies to minimize
approximation (SA) type [1]-[5], [26]. The basic to- SHC-related inaccuracies. It becomes more difficult to
pology, shown in Fig. 8, consists of a comparator, a constrain the clock jitter to _<100 ps. The requirements
successive approximation register (SAR), and a D/A for high-bandwidth and low-noise comparators are in
converter arranged within the feedback loop. The prin- theoretical opposition.
ciple of operation is straightforward. The SAR seeks Therefore if we are interested in achieving > 16-bit-
to find the digital word which, when driving the D/A resolution A/D conversion capable of interfacing di-
converter, will produce the best approximation to the rectly to transducer signals, we must investigate al-
held input signal. If we are aspiring toward _>16-bit ternative schemes of converting analog audio signals
performance, the comparator must make 16 tests in into digital words which eliminate the various errors
succession over a 22-lxs period for a 44.1-kHz sampling described.
rate. If we allow _-5 t_s to acquire the signal to the

specified linear error, we are left with 17 IXSfor the n- 2 ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DIGITIZING

bit digitization process, thus yielding _ 1 txs for 16 ANALOG SIGNALS
bits or 900 ns for 18 bits to test each bit accurately.

When a bit is switched on by the SAR, a certain The consumer audio industry has adopted 16-bitlinear

waiting time must elapse until the SAR can test the PCM quantization for most consumer and professional
sign of the comparator output. If we assume that the digital audio systems. There is an increasing need to
settling process can be modeled as an RC time constant, develop high-resolution A/D conversion (20-24 bits),
then 11 (for 16 bits) or 13 (for 18 bits) time constants such that microphone and other analog transducer sig-
are required to elapse for the MSB to settle to an ac- nals can be digitized directly, eliminating the need for
curacy of '/2 A LSB. This translates into 90- or 70-ns low-level preamplification. Even with today's advanced
accumulated time constants for the SAR, D/A converter, integrated-circuit technology and clever circuit tech-
and comparator. Even high-performance operational niques, it becomes a formidable design challenge (as
amplifiers (such as SN5532, OP-27, and OP-37), with was shown in Sec. 1) to successfully implement > 16-

bit PCM digital audio systems. Therefore if we are
journeying toward increased resolution in our conver-

dock sion systems, we must investigatealternativeencoding

techniques which offer a more transparent methodof
I I encoding(negatingthe needfor SHCandAAF).
[ sAR I This section encapsulates a review of various en-

DA£,...,cligi_ coding techniques that have found applications in audio,

speech, and telephony and could provide us with dif-
ferent approaches to the direct digitization of analog
(music) signals.

2.1 Flash Conversion

input A simple, fast approach to A/D conversion, which
&.(herd) has found application in video, radar, instrumentation,

Fig. 8. Successive-approximation analog-to-digital conver- and low-resolution audio, is the flash converter method
sion. shownin Fig. 9. Thismethodis fast becausethereis
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only one step in determining the input voltage. A series as fast as the simple parallel flash converter, yet the
of comparators test the input signal against a set of advantage of this system is that each converter requires
voltage thresholds established by the resistor ladder, only 50% of the final outputaccuracy.
Digital logic is then used to convert the comparator
outputs to a binary number in the classical 2's eom- 2.3 Differential Conversion
plement format, which allows for easy interfacing to Differential A/D conversion can provide the user
digital signal-processing equipment, with a reduction in the number of bits for a given quality

To operate in such a fast manner requires 2B - 1 by digitizing the difference between two adjacent sam-
comparators. Therefore, for 16-bit resolution we would pies of the analog data. Proponents of this method [27]
need 65 535 comparators and a significant amount of have observed that low-frequency energy (most musical
priority encoding logic to achieve current PCM-com- signals obtain a substantial i_ercentage of low-frequency
patible performance. Even though flash conversion information), which can halve a large amplitude, has a
eliminates the need for SHC and steep AAF, it currently very small derivative. Therefore the dynamic range of
would be stretching the capabilities of integrated-circuit the difference signal is small and a lesser number of
technology to make it a directly viable alternative to bits can be used than for conventional PCM. McDonald
PCM. [28] has shownthroughcomputersimulationthat dif-

ferential PCM (DPCM) offers a 6-10-dB advantage in
2.2 Residual Expansion SQNR over PCM for speech signals at the same clock

In Sec. 2.1 we discussed an extremely fast method rate.
of conversion that would require a significant amount The block diagram of Fig. 11 shows a differential
of circuitry to maintain equivalence with present digital coder which digitizes the difference between two sam-
audio precision. A practical compromise is to imbed ples of the analog signal. At the decoding end of the
two flash converters (reducing chip density) and process system the quantized signal is converted back to analog
the digital word in two parts (Fig. 10). and added to the previous value to form thereconstructed

The incoming held signal is converted into an n-bit signal. The signal Yr is a series of samples related to
digital word (comprising the MSBs) and stored in the input by
counterregister A. This same word is converted back
to analog using a high-precision D/A converter and Yr = Xr - Xr-1 (6)

, substracted from the input signal, thereby generating
the error signal. This error signal is the difference be- r being the rth sample of X. A time-domain represen-

tation of the signal to the quantizer istween the first approximation of n bits and the original
signal. The error is then scaled up by 2 ", converted to y(t) = x(nt) - x(nr - T) (7)
digital, and loaded into register B. The first and second

conversions are thus the equivalent of two tests of n where T is the sampling period and n is an integer. The
bits, resulting in (2n - 1)-bit accuracy. One bit of error signal, which is the difference between input and
resolution is lost in the conversion process due to output, is given by
quantizer nonlinearity within the flash converters. The

residual expansion conversion scheme is obviously not Ae r = X r -- X_ . (8)

For purposes of noise analysis the modified block
v+ 10wnoise diagram in Fig. 12 is useful. We shall compute the
reference suppty noise in X'r based on the assumption that only the quan-

Es tization process produces noise Nq. The Laplace trans-
form for transmission from the input to the output port

!_, isgivenby

Xr _ H(s) = e-st . (9)
latches g , ] · X r
prior fy n-bit word

encoding _ Fs Except for a phase shift, the gain is unity. Therefore

inpu; _ togic the noise appearing at the output of a DPCM system

i_R is analogous to that of a conventionalPCM system.

Only when we consider the statistical properties of the
input signal can we evaluate the SQNR difference be-
tween DPCM and PCM. With speech signals and other
low-frequency signals an improvement of 3-11 dB in
SQNR using DCPM has been reported [27], [28]. If

v- we are willingto makethe assumptionthat audiopro-

Fig. 9. Flash conversion, a high-speed approach to digitizing gram material has dominant low frequencies, then such
analogsignals, systemshavea certainappeal.
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rate. At each sample time the sign of error e(t) is de-

2.4 Delta Modulation termined. If the error is positive, an incrementing pulse
The number of bits required to digitize a differential is applied to the integrator to increase the signal. Neg-

PCM signal is less than that required by linear PCM ative errors result in a corresponding negative pulse.
over a certain signal bandwidth and sampling rate. By The integrator output is a past approximation to the
increasing the sampling rate, the prediction method input, while the correcting pulse is the differential cor-
becomes more accurate, since the input signal cannot recting error required to bring the integrator output
change significantly during such a short interval. Thus closer to the present-value input.
the summed difference signals will make a better ap- Fig. 14 illustrates how the voltage waveform of a
proximation to the input signal. In the limit with very DM varies with time when the input signal is a sinusoid.
high sampling rates (oversampling) the error signal When the binary pulses L (t) are integrated by the loop
becomes exceedingly small. We can take advantage of filter in the feedback loop, the resulting output waveform
this fact to develop a simple quantizing strategy which y (t) consists of steps having magnitude _+A of duration
displays efficient coding activities. T seconds, which oscillate about the analog input signal

Delta modulation (DM) [29]-[33] is such a scheme, x(t). The difference between x(t) and y(t) is the error
whereby an analog signal x(t) is encoded into a very signal e(t). The error signal will be quantized to _+A if
fast serial bit stream L (t) (Fig. 13). These pulses occur the system is not slope overloaded (that is, the input sig-
at a sampling rate that greatly exceeds the Nyquist nal is changing too rapidly for the encoder to track it).

_;)ut > sampler _ _l_bs[t _ DAr' _-_i ga__ s p

MSBs I register register ], , A[_:_,_'_ n-bit I.

2n bits

Fig. 10. Two-pass analog-to-digital conversion using flash convertors.

T

Yr+¥r+l

Xr X.-.X_.,Yr AI_'o'_---I Y''I,ktl_ _,J--"--7---J'"r_r¢'', -1,.I.r deta I _ .'_"'fr "uan"'erI--"--'1u-- +l--'¢X--'lY1--17.'"

q JXr-1
1: delay

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Differential conversion system. (a) Encoder. (b) Decoder.

Iq2

Fig. 12. Quantization noise model of differential encoder.
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ensures proper tracking. The step size is easily given
2.5 Noise Analysis of Delta Modulation as

Quantization noise occurs in DM due to the time and

level quantization of the input signal. In the encoding A - 2wj_ (11)
process two types of quantization errors are generated, fsA
granular noise and slope overload noise (Fig. 15). The

two types of noise are not equally noticeable to the and the quantizing noise power spans the range _+A
human hearing process. Since slope overload [35] is with an audio noise bandwidth of th. The total noise
correlated to the input signal, it is perceptually less power is given as
disturbing then granular noise at equal power levels
[361.

Ifb/fs A2 A2 fb (12)To calculate the quantization noise we will assume N 2 = df = fs
that the system is not being overloaded and the noise _0
random [31]. Steele states that for a wide variety of
input signals, particularly band-limited random signals Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (12) yields
(certainly music is random), the quantization noise is

substantially uncorrelated with the input signal. This N 2 = A24,rr2f2fb (13)
will enable the noise to be specified without reference f_
to the input signal.

To ensure that the system is tracking correctly, the which shows that for simple DM the noise power de-
integrated signal y(t) must be _<A (step size) of the pends on the cube of the sampling rate and the square
input signal. Therefore the maximum signal slope shall of the signal frequency. This result shows good cor-
not exceed A/T. The maximum slope of a sine wave relation with Steele et al. [35], [37], [38], who have
of amplitude A and frequency fi is 2x_A. Thus equating analyzed the quantization noise in DM for Gaussian-

type input signals. The mean square value of the sine
A wave is A 2/2. Hence the dynamic range of the system

- 2x_A (10)T

binary .eli)

analog _-ZLV I_m=Asgne(t)
input ·o

· i
I

(a) +v ..... : ...... ?F ....... Y T,me t .

,,,,h_h.h _,NIX h; ' 'I ' o,,LI   ,[,N:lNIdl
L(t)J _, y_ (t) _ '3o o(f) ,v ' .... "'_': *v,, , nnnnnm n,n o

" ' ' u,.u,u'd:qWU L_v_ J I ] ,_v recovered V' ' , , . .,V
analog .,I '1' I'1 :,1:1:1 o
signal -v 1 -v

(b)
Fig. 14. Delta-modulation signal waveforms. (After Steele

Fig. 13. Delta modulation. (a)Encoder. (b) Decoder. [34])

granular noise
slope overload

noise '_

[/_/ _ integrator output y(t)

Fig. 15. Delta-modulation waveforms, demonstrating two types of noise: granular and slope overload.
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in decibels is given by Here H(to) is the transfer function of the forward path
loop filter, Ts is the sampling rate, A is the peak output

A2/2 of H(to), tOcis the signal bandwith, and Sa(m) = sinSQNR = 10 log 2 2 2 3
A 4st fifb/fs to/to.

(14) From Eq. (16) we note that the quantization noise

[ ( fs32_] is weighted by H (to). Therefore by increasing the nam-
= -16 + 10log dB .

_fbfi/_] ber of cascaded integrators we gain a significant re-
duction of in-band quantization noise power. Computing

To achieve 96-dB SQNR, which makes DM compatible the SQNR for a second-order H(to) we find that the

with 16-bit PCM, requires a clock rate of 200 MHz, SQNR is proportional to the fifth power of the sampling
choosing fi = fb = 20 kHz. frequency, whereas for first order it goes as the third

DM offers the user an alternative (much simpler) power. Thus the theory predicts an enhancement in
scheme for encoding audio signals with an increase in performance as the order of the loop increases.
quantization noise as compared to PCM or DPCM. However, when more than two integrators are

embedded within the structure, severe stability con-
2.6 Delta-Sigma Modulation straints result, whereby only second-order filters are

Linear DSM [31] is similar in operation to DM. It deemed practical [40], [41]. Several attempts have been
is only the rearrangement of the integrator into the made using adaptive and predictive techniques to guar-
forward path that is different. Through rearrangement antee the stability performance of high-order DSM or
of the loop structure the SQNR is determined to be DM systems [42]-[46] with varying degrees of success.

If we are to apply DSM successfully toward high-

SQNR [ 14 + 101og(_b) 3] resolution digital audio, we must sample at a rate >>= - dB (15) Nyquist frequency (oversampling)and develop a loop
filter H(to) that will provide sufficient noise shaping

for a single integrator system. Comparing this result and be stable under all input conditions.
with Eq. (14) we observe that in both cases the SQNR

2.8 Summaryis proportional to the clock rate cubed, while in contrast
to the DM encoding scheme, the SQNR in a DSM system In this section we have discussed various techniques
is independent of the input signal frequency, for converting analog signals into digital bit streams.

DM and DSM convert analog voltages into very fast We have shown that certain conversion systems offer
serial bit stream with a minimum of circuit architecture, a simpler technique of conversion (as compared to PCM)

The attractiveness of these conversion techniques is and in some instances similar noise performance.
its inherent simplicity, lack of problematic SHCs, and Through our development of SQNR expressions for
high-order analog AAFs (due to oversampling). For DM systems it was concluded that the in-band quan-
these techniques to be applicable toward high-resolution tization noise power can be reduced by increasing the
digital audio we need to observe an increase in SQNR clock rate and the number of cascaded integrators (order

for realistic clock rates. Another requirement for com- of loop filter).
patibility with existing digital audio system, is that the Therefore by utilizing the techniques of oversampling
high-speed digital code be decimated with no loss in and high-order filter structures (if one can maintain
SQNR to _>16 bit x 44.1 or 50 kHz. closed-loop stability) it should be possible to develop

a high-resolution _>16-bit coder which employs topo-
2.7 High-Order Linear Delta or Delta-Sigma logically simple circuit structures to convert complex
Modulation analog music signals into accurate digital bit streams.

One must ask the question, can we enhance the res- Section 3 describes one such system, which is capable
olution of DM- or DSM-type coders such that their of approximately 20-bit theoretical and computed res-
performance would begin to mimic state-of-the-art olution and has been implemented in hardware.
PCM-type coding schemes, which currently achieve

96-dB SQNR? We have already shown that the SQNR 3 HIGH-RESOLUTION, LINEAR ANALOG-TO-
of DSM is increased by the cube of the clock rate [Eq. DIGITAL CONVERSION USING OVERSAMPLING
(15)] for a first-order system. Therefore what is the AND SPECTRAL NOISE SHAPING TECHNIQUES
effect of increasing the number of integrators N in the
forward path on the SQNR? In this section we describe a linear method of digi-

Inose et al. [39] have developed a general expression tizing music signals based upon higher order, linear

for the quantization noise power N 2 of a unity-bit delta-sigma modulation (HLDSM) (Fig. 16). The en-
(DSM)-type coder, where coder incorporates an Nth-order feedback-feedforward

integrating filtering structure H (s), which has theoretical

1 gains in excess of 250 dB at 20 Hz and 30 dB at 20N_ -- _, 6,r J 0_c H_) Sa(to) 2 dto . kHz. By placing this loop filter prior to the 4-bit quan-tizer, we substantially decrease the in-band (20 Hz to

(16) 20 kHz) quantization noise power by [1 + H(f)[ -2
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while increasing the out-of-band noise power (this is logically simple A/D converter, which rivals state-of-
what is meant by spectral noise shaping) (Fig. 17). As the-art PCM audio quantizer performance.
the loop gain of the encoder approaches 0 dB, this
unique loop filter topology exhibits single-pole atten- 3.1 Operation of the HLDSM Analog-to-Digital
uation, making the system stable over a wide range of Converter
operating conditions. The HLDSM A/D converter accepts two analog inputs

The HLDSM A/D converter operates at clock rates (Fig. 16), the input signal x(t) and the feedback signal
many times greater than the Nyquist rate, which reduces )cf(t). The front-end differencing-integrating loop filter
in-band noise power by spreading the original noise (DLF) with transfer function H(s) subtracts and inte-
spectrum over a much larger bandwidth (Fig. 18). This grates the two signals to produce the integrated error
drastically relaxes the analog AAF requirements and signal e(t). This error signal for N = 1 is given by
eliminates the SHC, while the importance of each new

digital word is lessened (since we have lots of samples ;(ki+n)T2e(t) dt= I:' {x(t) - xr(t)} dt (17)
representing the input signal) as compared to Nyquist- akiT2 JO
sampled PCM.

These virtues have allowed us to construct a topo-

where for the first clock cycle Xf(t) -- 0. Therefore
from Eq. (17), e(t) -----x(t) or, equivalently, the output

Fs= 1/T2 sequence y [kT2] represents the input signal x(t). Over
errorsignal

kclock cycles the feedback signal tracks the input signal,
providinga differencesignal which is added to past

____X(t>+ e{t}IN'h_order I
,x-, _ _'_)_,_-integrafing J- _ ........... .-_' _ values, ensuring that our oversampled output is a concise

[-x,j 'q _J_ 100p filter j,uan,,z_u 'yfkT2) representation of the input signal.analog - / Iinput

yltl=xf{t) H{s) _ 3.2 Computer Simulation of the HLDSM Analog-
analog _ to-Digital Converter
re,urnsignal __.,/_c urren, L t J

- _summing DA[ [ t A computer program was written to evaluate the
SQNR, quantizer activity, and stability of the HLDSM
A/D conversion system. The programmable variables

ir°e_;_ are the number of integrators N, the sampling-rate to

· yJt)
recovered input-signal-frequency ratio R, and the form of the
output input signal. The computer simulation shall provide us

Fig. 16. Block diagram of Nth-order noise-shaped oversampled with sufficient information to design a hardware version
analog-to-digital converter, of the encoder.

An appropriate computer model of the HLDSM A/D
n0_e converter is constructed after Hawksford [47] and con-
sha_ sists of cascaded integrators with feedback and feed-quantizafion ',

noisepower Nfl) kx : forward paths. This approach allows us to obtain a

i i i loop filter with transfer function H (s) which has single-

wA A pole behavior at high frequencies and N-pole behavior
at audio frequencies. Achieving an H(s) of this form
helps provide closed-loop stability, while providing

· · excellent noise shaping within the audio band. Also
fb Fsi2l[og) fb Fsi2 included in the model is a nonsaturating quantizer Q

N.B. equalareasunder and a 10-pole analog recovery filter (ARF). This modelboth curves
forms the basis for the computer algorithm.

Fig. 17. Spectral noise shaping of quantization noise when Since we are interested in computing the SQNR of
fb represents upper frequency of interest. our A/D converter, two simulation coders are placed

in parallel, one with a quantizer, the other without
(Fig. 19). This allows us to compute the error due to

originalnoise quantization noise only, through taking the difference

between the two outputs at each sampling instant and
NIf> summing these error and signal values over the total

_J ___ oversamptednoise sampling period. The number of time samples used to

..... , computethe SQNRwas2000.
/ ! , 'sampling Table 2 summarizes the results of the SQNR simu-

Nyquist rate lation as a function of oversampling ratio R, number
sampled 0versampted of integrators N, and clock rate Fs for a sine-wave

Fig. 18. Reduction of quantization noise through oversampling input of the form v(t) -- A sin (tot + qb).
of analoginput. The computedSQNR results clearly indicatethe ad-
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vantage of oversampling and increasing the number of realization is greatly simplified, whereas if we had
integrators. For example, if we choose R = 200, we chosen N = 6 and R = 400, we would require 50 high-
gain a 25-dB advantage in SQNR by going from two speed comparators and latches.
to three integrators. Another reason to keep N reasonably bounded is to

Another important area to look at in the simulation maintain inner loop stability. Since each integrator
is for a given value of N and R, how many quantum produces an inner loop time delay due to finite gain-
levels (A = A/X/2) are being exercised at the quantizer bandwidth product, instability could result for a given

input. Fig. 20 gives histograms for N = 1 to 4 and clock rate T2, integration time constant T_, and gain
R = 200, showing the percent occurrence of each K.
quantum over the entire sampling period. In this instance The computed sine- and square-wave responses of
the number of quantum levels excited increases from the HLDSM A/D converter are shown in Fig. 22 for
5 to 15 over this range of N. Fig. 21 plots the quantizer an oversampling ratio of 200 and a third-order loop

activity for N = 6 and R = 400, and we see distinctly filter. The sine-wave output allows us to observe that
that as N becomes excessive, the activity, hence, eom- the loop produces a phase shift, while the square-wave
plexity of the quantizer (from a hardware point of view) output exhibits a slightly underdamped response, dem-
increases substantially, onstrating excellent inner loop stability.

Since the quantizer would be of the flash conversion
3.3 HLDSM Analog-to-Digital Converter Noisetype, which is required for high-speed operation, we

need to trade off quantizer activity versus SQNR. By Mechanisms
minimizing the number of quantum levels, the hardware The encoder in Fig. 16 consists of a differencing

loop filter with transfer function H(f), a uniform
quantizer Q, and a D/A converter. The two main sources
of noise are introduced by the loop filter and quantizer.

_ x{._-----_:_ [ _ _ [">.- .)[.. ['>x A noise model is proposed, where E2i is the noise due

to the loop filter and N 2 accounts for quantizer noise
(Fig. 23).

If we assume that the noise sources are uncorrelated

and additive, we can determine how the output noise

a_ _--_-_ power is affected by each internal noise source sepa-

: _Yl rately. Applying the principle of linear system theory,
inpuf I c the output noise voltage squared Eo2 due to En 2 is given

by

IH(f)12 ] (18)E21 = E2i I1 + H(f)[ 2 '

·( Z ....

For our applications, IH(f) [> > 1 within the information
bandwidth (dc --->20 kHz), Eq. (18) becomes

E21 _ E2i (19)
'¥2

making it apparent that the loop filter must be of low-
noise construct if we are to realize an A/D converter

Fig. 19. Computer simulation model which computes SQNR
dueto quantizernoise, with _>16-bitperformance.

The output noise due to N 2 is easily found to be

Table 2. Computed SQNR results.

ComputedSQNR E2q = Nq2 [1 + H(f)l 2 (20)R Fs N (dB)

100 2MHz 1 48
100 2 MHz 2 66 which showsthat the quantizer noise power is weighted
100 2 MHz 3 85 by the inverse magnitudeof the transfer function. The
100 2MHz 4 100 results of Eqs. (18)-(20) indicate that the noise per-200 4MHz 1 53
200 4 MHz 2 79 formance of the loop filter will place an upper bound
200 4MHz 3 105 on the SQNRcapabilitiesof the encoder.
200 4MHz 4 125

400 8 MHz 1 57 3.4 Differencing Loop Filter400 8MHz 2 92
400 8 MHz 3 122 The design of the DLF is of paramount importance
400 8 MHz 4 151 to the successful implementation of the oversampled
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noise-shaped HLDSM A/D converter. The filter must The theoretical open-loop gain of the DLF for x =
maintain high open-loop gain at audio frequencies to 0.1, 10, and 100 ixs is found to display significant gain
ensure adequate loop gain for reducing system distortion over the audio bandwidth and reduced gain slope at-
and noise, difference and integrate the error signal ac- tenuation above 20 kHz (Fig. 25). This assists in pro-
curately at speeds up to 10 MHz, while maintaining viding appropriate gain and phase margins of the
Iow-noise operation and high-frequency stability. A HLDSM A/D converter under closed-loop conditions.
high-gain, feedback-forward third-order loop filter
using low-noise Signetics 5532 operational amplifiers 3.5 Noise Analysis of Differencing Loop Filter
was implemented successfully (Fig. 24). To analyze and evaluate the circuit noise of the Nth-

The general form of an Nth-order DLF transfer func- stage loop filter (DLF) directly (Fig. 24) would require
tion for identical time constants using the principle of identifying each noise source and determining its effect
superposition is given by on the output noise voltage. An alternative method of

analysis is to recognize that the DLF is essentially a
high-gain multiple-stager- feedback-forward amplifier

Vo = g(vf - Vi) / (1 +
tj_':00'r'N ij (21) topology. By choosing such a filter structure, certainL generalizations about the expected noise performance

are made, which shall ease the amount of computational
where N represents the number of cascaded integrators analysis. Negative feedback-forward does not changeand K is the gain.

By choosing the filter time constant judiciously, the
DLF shall maintain substantial open-loop gain at fre-
quencies less than the clock rate, which ensures sub- A=l.41 _=Z

stantial noise shaping over the audio bandwidth. In QUANTUMHISTOGRAM% OCCURRENCES
addition, at frequencies when the system loop gain

approaches 0 dB, the filter must exhibit single-pole >
rolloff to maintain overall closed-loop system stability. >>>>>>>>>>

> >>> > >>>.','> > > > > >',> > > > > > >.'.,,> > > > > > > >> >

>>>>>>>>3>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

.A=l .41 N=I >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>,>>>>>> >>>>>>>>7

>>>>>>>>>>

QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES >

>>'_>'_;"> -6.75 HUMBER OF QUANTA = 7

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>)>>>>>>>>}>':'>>>>>> -31.42 QUANTISED SIGNAL RMS = 1.94746749

>>>>>>>>>;'>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 23.67 Q-OUTPUT SNR = -5.81532201 DB
> >>"'>.'.;>'_>>>'_>> >> > >> >>>>>>>>>> > >>> >> 31.41

>>>>>>> 6.74

NUMBER OF OLIANTR = 5

QUANTISED SIGNAL RMS = 1 . 08074973 QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES
Q-OUTPUT SHE = -0.700420447 DB ***********************************

>

A = i.. 4.1 N=5 F(=20¢) >

SNR=105.234.145 ) )
>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

QUANTUM HISTOGRAM % OCCURRENCES >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>_,_x>

1:: -8E-2 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.':'>>>>>>>>>>

> -1.22 >>>>>>> >) >>)>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

'>>>>>> -4.5 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> -12
>> 2::':::'>> >>> ;::->> :::'>Z::'> >>>> :::'>> >> > ;::':::-Z::- - 2 C,. 7 > >>> >
>>>>>>>>>>>>>;::'>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.':*::'>> 24. 19 >>

>>> >>> >>> >>>:::'>:::'> >.'::'>> >>> >> >> 19. '[-)5 >
1::> >2::->1::.> i::.> >> ;::.>';::-> :::'> l 1. q_2
>>>>:::>> 4-.92 >
>> 1·42 >

******'************************************** NUMBER OF QUANTA = 15
NUMBER OF QUANTA = 11
QUANTISED SIGNAL RMS = 1.62554554 QUANTISED SIGNAL RMS = 5.82115074

Q-OUTPUT SNR = -4.2459()049 DB Q-OUTPUT SNR = -15.3260946 DB

Fig. 20. Plots of quantizer activity, showing percent occurrence of each quantum for R = 200, N = 1-4.
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the equivalent input noise voltage of an amplifier at
frequencies for which the internal feedback capacitance
of the active device provides isolation [48]- [50]. This

a=l. 4_ N=6 R=4Se does not imply that the output noise of an amplifier is

QUANTUMHISTOGRAM%OCCURRENCES unaffected by feedback-forward paths. We know that
******************************************** the output noise is linearly related to gain. Only the
> -7E-2 SNR remains unchanged by negative feedback. Al-
> -0.13 though feedback does not add noise, the resistors of
> -7E-2 the feedback network can contribute to En2 because of
> -s. 25 their excess and thermal noise mechanisms. By ana-

> -o. 32 lyzingthe theoreticalnoise performanceof multiple-
> -0.44

> -0.13
]input

> -8.94 .............

> -O. 88 -1. 558
57.9E-3 time (seos> 12.52 2'

>> -1.38 filtered output

>>>> -2.25

>>> -1.94

>>>> -2.57

>>>>>>>>>>>> -6, B1 -?08E-_
im_ (secs) 12.5277'

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> -8.62 57.9E-3 HLDSJ.. R=Zge H=3
>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> -13.5

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> -15.62 (a)

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> -17.24 input

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 18.61 2[ I
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 16.98

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 14.61 f"-_-'-'---_% /f_-'----_'"--

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 12.67 62.8E-3 tim (zeos) 12.5663
{ i1ret'ed output:

>>>>>>>>>>>>,.. /\ /1>>>>>>> 3.81

>>>>>>>>> 4.99

>>>> 2.37

>>>>> 2.99

>>>> 2.37

>>>>> 2.74

>>> 2.06 _ . _,
>>> 1.93 62,8E-3 ti_e (secs) 12.5663

>>> 1.68 R=2ee

>> 1.1 2 (b)

> 0.87
Fig. 22. Time-domain response for HLDSM analog-to-digital

> 1.06 converter. (a) Sine-wave response for R = 200, N = 3. (b)

> O. 43 Underdamped square-wave response.

> 0.18

> 0.49

> 0.2.4 Eni2 Nq2

> 6E-2 _
> 6.18

noiseless noiseless J ,
> 0.12 X(') _ l[oopfilfer } _ -i quantizer I I' '

H{f) O

NUHBER OF QUANTA = 51

Q-OUTPUT SNR = -19.7132549 [;,B

Fig. 21. Plot of quantizer activity for R = 400, N = 6, Fig. 23. Complete HLDSM analog-to-digital converter noise
demonstrating excessive activity, model. E.2--filter noise, N_--quantizer noise.
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stage cascaded amplifiers we show that the noise of with the output transistor's nonlinear collector-base
the loop filter is confined to the first-stage integrator, capacitance to extend the cells bandwidth. The hybrid

In an earlier paper [51] the theoretical noise of an approach offers a more elegant solution toward the
N-stage cascaded amplifier was evaluated mathemati- implementation of the DLF, increasing both SNR and
cally. Using these results and the noise-equivalent model speed of operation. For ultimate performance of the
(Fig. 26), we find that the input noise for the DLF can oversampled A/D converter, the first- and final-stage
be approximatedby integrators shouldbe discrete.

E2i = E 2 + [1 + (to'r)2](E2 + En)2 + (2Rln) 2
6AIN E,t PHASEP,+LO0_FILTERTI _EL4¥D

(22) R.......... o _..... . ,oo_'_,_ .o ,°o_',',_,"' _o..... ,.._:,,..*.,..:...,*,.,,:,,,,*...:,_,,.,..:,,,.*...,:..,+,.,,u,,.*.,,,:..,.+..,.:, ,+...,:,.-+-
1,00 Hz 6
2.22kHz

where we assume that the loop filter noise is dominated ,.,5,,,
6.67k_1

by the first-stage integrator. Even though the reactive ,_:_"d
components do not contribute thermal noise, they do I_:_;
accentuate the noise voltage term of the amplifier, _0._,,'7"""'

22.22k_z

causing an increase in the effective noise voltage over ....,,,,26,°lkHz

the desired bandwidth. _/_:"'///,
The SNR is calculated for loop filter time constants _i}_/,",;

of 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 ILSover a 20-kHz noise bandwidth ,,T0:,0,0_/,;
42.22_Hz

and an input signal of 1 Vrms. These results show that ........4&°TkHz

the SNR contributed by the DLF is 115-116 dB, de- _:_7_ ..
pending on the time constant. To increase the SNR, _'"'_/T:_T°;j; +.
we would need to consider lower noise DLF constructs t0:0//j;
that do not depend on the operational amplifier, which °/J'/_;",i ',
is inherently noisy for the first-stage integrator. A dis- ',",:_,'/_;
crete operational amplifier first-stage integrator is pro- Ti:/[/,;
posed (Fig. 27), which offers a 3-6-dB improvement '/o:_o[_/,', .B2,22kl_z

in noise performance, depending on transisitors and ",2J;i_; ':'. I"

biasingconditions. _:_; '

Since the final-stage integrator has N - 1 direct ;_:_T_,?j ..
feedforward paths, it must be capable of extremely fast ,oo.oo....

operation. To achieve this speed, the final-stage inte- , ......_, ,R, :, ,,_ ,0 -,_ -,°0 -,,, ,_0 ,R -,,., -,_,

grater can be realized using transconductance gain cells Fig. 25. Differencing loop filter for · = 1, 10, and 100 }xs
driving capacitance loads (Fig. 28). The advantage to displays single-pole behavior at frequencies of 100 kHz for
this scheme is that the integration capacitor combines T = 1 txs.

C2

analog IF "_-_r'¢ IF ">-,-.(x3----x,.r{{ _,_

, i · ¢

(a) //
Fig. 26. Noise-equivalent model of single-stage integrator.

x.f(t) return signal
from DA[ output

\

....zer Output

[1 ' c j input , c2

inp? '_ ? '_inpu,s

(b) J R.,,.... ,ir,,,t_ge I

Fig. 24. (a) Block diagram of differencing-integrating loop
filter (DLF). (b) Actual implementation of Nth-order DLF Fig. 27. Discrete operational amplifier topology that will
using 5532 operational amplifiers, improve noise performance by 6 dB.
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constant 'ri and gain K. Substituting Eqs. (24) and (25)
3.6 Theoretical Noise Analysis Due into Eq. (23) yields
to Quantization Noise Only

{(7)To evaluate the output noise power due to the inner mf2N df .
loop n-level quantizer we integrate Eq. (20) over the E2 = (2'rr'rl)2N a0
information bandwidth, which gives

Nq2 Cf_/R 1 (26)
E2

- A J0- I1 + H(f)l 2 df (23) Evaluating the integral, we find that the quantization
noise power over a 20-kHz noise bandwidth is given

where Nq2/fs is the quantization noise per unit bandwidth by

andfs/R=2OkHz'T°maketheanalysisreas°nable' (_)2( 1 ) (1) 2N+_we assume that N 2 has a uniform spectral density up E°2q = 2N + 1 (2'rr'rlfs)2N --
to 20 kHz. By observing quantizer activity (Figs. 20

and 21) over the entire samplingperiod,we observe (27)
that total quantizer noise is approximated by

Eq. (27) clearly indicates that the output noise power

N 2 -- (wA) 2 (24) (due to N2qonly) depends on loop filter gain K, integrator
time constant 'ri, number of integrators, span of the

where w is the span of the quantizer, quantizer, and system sampling rate (or equivalently
To evaluate the integral of Eq. (23), we need to oversampling ratio).

obtain an expression for ] 1 + H(f)l 2. For reasonable To compare the theoretical noise performance, Eq.
values of frequency (<100 kHz) Eq. (21) becomes (26), with the SQNR values obtained via computer

1 [1'_ 2 simulation (Table 2), the clock rate should be equivalent

I1 + H(f)i 2 = _KJ (2*rf_02N (25) to xl, K = 1, and the input signal magnitude will beequal to a quantum level A. Under these conditions the
theoretical (SQNR)T becomes

where N represents the number of integrators with time

(SQNR)T = 10 log w2{1/R(2 N + 1)}(2/R)2N

© (28)

Table 3 compares theoretically evaluated and com-

t _ _ puter-generatedSQNRs(fromTable2)directly, based

on quantization noise only.
. _ The tabulatedresults show reasonableCorrelation

o o curren_ between theoretical and comPuter-generated SQNRs,
]- output particularly for the higher order, loop (N = 3, 4) filter

topologies.

Significant discrepancies are revealed for N = 1 and

2, which is largely attributed to the assumption that
'---4 thequantizationnoise powerhas uniformspectralden-

--C) sity. This is clearly not the case for the lower order
loop filters since we have limited quantizer activity,
leading to a lower theoretical SQNR.

Table 3 and Eq. (22) indicate that our target SQNRFig. 28. Final-stage high-speed integrator utilizing trans-
conductance gain cells for extended bandwidth, performance based on loop filter constraints and noise-

Table 3. Theoretical versus computed SQNR.

Sampling rate Fs Theoretical SQNR Computed SQNR
(MHz) Oversampling ratio R Integrators N (dB) ' (dB)

2 100 1 36 48
2 100 2 59 66
2 100 3 83 85
2 100 4 102 105
4 200 1 44 53
4 200 2 74 79
4 200 3 103 105
4 200 4 129 125
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shaped quantization noise is approximately 115 db. for the open-loop transfer function,
This target SQNR will allow us to determine the op-

erating conditions for the HLDSM A/D converter, which Y(z) {(;-r2_)[KH(s)]}(30)is to be realized in hardware. G(z) - X_ - Z 1 -

3.7 Stability Analysis of the HLDSM Analog-to- where the loop filter transfer function H(s) is
Digital Converter

To perform the stability analysis we shall construct (1 + sT]) N-]

a dicrete-time model of the encoder (Fig. 29). The H(s) - (sTO N (31)
D/A converter is represented by a zero-order hold (ZOH)

with transfer function Zo(s), and the loop filter has an Therefore Eq. (30) can be rewritten as
integration time constant xl with transfer function H(s).

The D/A converter and the perfect sampler are to be {(1- _r2s) [ (1 + s,r0N_l] }
clocked at the same rate T2. For this analysis we shall G(z) = Z K - -- .
assume that the inner loop delays are small compared (s'r0 N /
with the clock speed.

If the assumptionis madethat theinputsignaland (32)
internal noise is bounded, it is then sufficient for the

proof of system stability to show that a bounded input Using Z-transform tables and letting N -- 3,1 Eq. (32)
inserted into the loop produces a bounded output. By becomes
obtaining the Z transforms of the input and output we

are able to ascertain the open-loop transfer function [alz 2 + a2z + a !]
G(z), based on the discrete-time open-loop model (Fig. G(z) = K [ (z -- _)5 J (33)30). By assessing the roots (via a root-locus plot) of

the loop gain the overall stability of the encoder is = Ts
knownas a function of the system variables ,rl, K, and where al + 3T 2 + T1, a2 = 4T 3 - 2T, and
T2' a3 = T3 - 3T 2 + T. T is equivalent to the clock-to-

In order to analyze the system in the z plane one is integration-time ratio (T = T2/_'O.
The overall closed-loop transfer function is givenrequired to construct an accurate linear model of the

byD/A conversion (ZOH) process. The D/A converter

over one clock cycle produces an output ofheightx[kT2] G(z)
and width T2, having an impulse as its inputx[k]. The AcL(z) - (34)
impulse response of the ZOH is a unit pulse of T2 sec- 1 + G(z)[3
ends. Therefore the Laplace transform is given by

where [3 = 1 because we have 100% feedback.

Zo(s) = £{h(t)} The stability of the system was evaluated [9] by ob-
taining root-locus plots in the z plane for various values

fo of K and T. To summarize these results, we note that= [l(t) - l(t - r2) ] e -st dt (29) as K is increased, one root will move toward the closest
zero inside the unit circle, while the other two roots

1 - e-st2 will initially travel at right angles to the real axis in
- opposite directions. Over the range of K these roots

s complete a semicircle, terminating inside the unit circle
on the real positive axis. The two roots then split toward

Knowing Zo(s) and H(s) we can write an expression the remaining zero and negative infinity. Through
keeping track of the root, which tends to negative infinity

_'_ _ inr°°_rf_li'tle;g__llTx_''_c'[ _ as a function of K and T (Fig. 31), we observe that as+ ylkT21 T _> 0.35, the encoder is theoretically unstable for all

x(t! _ [ v H(s) I / values of K.
I _ _ .j _[ breakIo0p To explain this phenomenon we need to look at how
I i' - - 'r here for open

j lap m_et the DLF frequency response is altered by increasing r
_c =z0 / and how this affects T thatstability. Increasing implies

the integration time constant is decreasing for a given
Fig. 29. Discrete-time model of HLDSM analog-to-digital clock speed. By allowing the filter time constant to
converter, decrease we significantlyalter the frequencyresponse

of the loop filter, as can be seen from Fig. 25. We no
longer have single-pole behavior at frequencies whenr----------z---n _I__

X[k) Z__ ' y[kT2]

Fig. 30. Discrete-time open-loop system model. ] N _< 3 was always stable in hardware.
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the loop gain of the system approaches 0 dB. The in- 32) as a function of the input signal amplitude and the
creased slope of the loop filter in conjunction with the loop filter order. It varies from -47 to -82 dB for
ZOHsacrificesthephaseandgainmarginoftheHLDSM N = 1 to 3.
A/D converter, tending toward instability. The encoder, The noise of the HLDSM encoder with signal was
as realized in hardware, was stable for all values of also measured by taking the output of the feedback
N _ 3 and for 0.1 < T < 1.0. loop D/A converter, passing the signal through a passive

The stability analysis is in reasonable agreement with low-pass filter and measuring the resultant product via

the actual performance results of the HLDSM A/D a spectrum analyzer (Fig. 33). The SQNR is approx-
converter. Therefore the proposed linear discrete-time imately 90-100 dB over a 100-Hz bandwidth, or 67-

model supports the results of the hardware system. 77 dB over a 20-kHz noise bandwidth.
The disadvantage to this measurement scheme is that

3.8 Hardware Development and Measurements we are measuring the analog output of the simple D/A
of the HLDSM Analog-to-Digital Converter converter in the feedback loop. Therefore we obtain

Referring to Fig. 16 we observe that the HLDSM A/D the noise and distortion of this simple decoder. A more
converter consists of a differencing-integrating loop accurate method of measurement and one the authors
filter, a quantizer that performs both level and time are currently pursuing is to measure the unique high-

quantization, and a D/A converter in the feedback loop speed digital output code of the HLDSM A/D converter
to reconstruct the analog signal. A target SQNR based using buffer memory and a high-speed computer to

on loop filter and quantization noise and hardware con- compute the error spectrum via an FFT. The results of
straints is 115 dB. Therefore from Table 3 we desire these tests should indicate a 20-30-dB improvement

an oversampling ratio of _>200 and a fourth-order loop in measured noise performance.
filter.

A hardware system was implemented successfully

using a third-order loop filter, a uniform 16-level flash _','._tSktSHSL]_k .-H_qH:H_-_H_H31111-H'- ]-i i
quantizer which performed time and level quantization, ,l Itl III:: ril,__¢ II:_¢N_[_FNttltl Ff
and a current-summing nonclocked D/A converter. The !Ill IIii',]!!11....,,, ,_H _'_ __4___J_44:[_[:_

FP_q:I_TW4T_[',,,,,_ ,_'II:HHYH4_--H+HH3Htt+FH-t+t-HItt H ttt Hfi
16 levels were chosen based on computer simulation kkH4q+H33qq31',iiiiiiiii'Ii44][4:H-H-kHH-H+Hq+FH-H+Itt[-kHJH_LI:HIIH_
of the expected quantizer activity as a function of the HCH:H:H4_4"'_'+4_444JFt:H434:¢_,,4-,4,4,,,J_,,,},__H_:,_,,:_I-I_-I _WI[III!ii7,iii[[i=JJ4"'' ' ' ''___Ddt._
number of integrators and the oversampling ratio. _,,,,,_,,h_,, !iii['III,, ,'=IiIHI__4__, ,_k+2k

The total harmonic distortion was measured (Fig. Ittt_lv_,lll]',l"',',llllll "H-'_'"' II'''''',........ II_I'_II',,,,_tj_Ltrk
*v illlllll ii ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii _ i iii iiii.....Htll ..........t-_lzt[....................._ '_tiLt_H_i

iiiiiiiiiii ! ,,1111111_ iii1_111111111......... __H_H+H-_ .................._IP_
iiiiiiiiii __1.1 _lrrTTlllllllll/I IIIIII1_ IIII IIIIII1_

! - IIIIIIII iiii1_11111111111 .......... _+H+HmW ....... _lllllll ........ ',I',+H-_H+_....................... _IIIII ......., ............... _1_ lli}INJ. 4444444.H44._44444-444-

:i Il } .....
i IIIIIIIIIII Vl_llll_llllllllll iiiiiii il

:t :, : i i: : ll,,l,,lll,,ll!,,,,,,,,,_,_.',:','ua',',"il,H,i iiiiiiiiii 111111 ! iiiiiii' , ' , , ........ ,,,,HI,,, ...... IIII ........... P'c_-H-H+H
· ' _--- . ............. kl HI u_hu_..... IIIIIII .......... H/Hll lik

i , , i ; ----. i i i i i ii_[ ] - - iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

' iiiiiiiiiil_ll]llII iiiiiiii iii ...... , .........

-- _--- ,,I______',',',',',',_II',',:',',',_:;',',',_','_f___fi_+H_I_
--_---K ..... , : I Ha-H-m_,_p,,,,._t_,,,...-H_-_4_:II::::'_ :!_ll11""",,ut?4+H__"_------ IIIllllllllll IIIIIII 1111111 IIIIIIIII _ .

_--- .i '-_ .._ ..... I ...... [LLL I ............... 'd_l '_LI '4tHJH_Ltt_-k
_z '- :--- :,__:. --- , ..................... I It_L[__ .............. I-WH-FHiH_
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Digital-to-Analog Converterwith Low Intersample
Transition Distortion and Low Sensitivity to Sample Jitter

and Transresistance Amplifier Slew Rate*

MALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK

Multibit digital-to-analog convener technology now claims a sample amplitude accuracy
of about 20 bit. However, to achieve commensurate performance in digital audio applications,
both sample timing and the complete sample waveform must also have corresponding accura-
cies. The errors due to jitter and slew rate are analyzed, as they are treated as a unified
process in the presence of a correlation between the audio signal and sample timing. The
concept of jitter-equivalent slew-rate-induced distortion is introduced and an enhanced
multibit topology proposed, which offers low sensitivity to both jitter and slew-rate distortion
and improves upon waveform reconstruction by exhibiting no waveform discontinuities.

0 INTRODUCTION retiming, this is not always achieved within the con-
straints of practical circuitry.

· The fundamentals of sampling theory, uniform ampli- A technique is presented that lowers the sensitivity of
tude quantization, and dither are well documented [1]. the DAC to sample timing errors and enables the con-
If these processes are implemented correctly, the only verter to operate with band-limited signals, which elimi-
errors at the digital-to-analog gateway output are a band nates rapid signal transitions and discontinuities. Jitter

limitation of the input signal and a predictable increase and slew-rate-induced distortion are analyzed and uni-
in noise level. However, there is evidence [2] that errors fled, as similar errors result from correlation with the

resulting from imperfect electronics do have a deleteri- intersample values of the audio data. The importance of
ous effect on sonic performance, even though the percep- controlling both pulse shape and timing is also empha-
tual correlations are not completely understood. For ex- sized in sample reconstruction.
ample, although multibit digital-to-analog converters

(DACs) using error-correction techniques can achieve I JITTER IN DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERSION
precise level reconstruction, nonlinearity within the

sample transition region resulting from slew-rate and In this paper we define two forms of jitter and use the
induced jitter can produce impairment [3]- [6]. Jitter on terminology random jitter and correlated jitter, the latter
the DAC conversion clock can be nonnoiselike and arises describing a sample time displacement that is correlated

within digital circuits [7] from EMC-related interference with the state of the system. Jitter is strictly a random
and from imperfect phase-locked-loop (PLL) perform- event. However, the foregoing definitions are now
ance responding to correlation between the digital audio achieving common usage in this subject area.
data and pulse timing in the digital data stream [8]- [10]. In general a reconstructed sample can undergo both
Although these problems can be corrected [11 ], [12] by amplitude and time displacement, which together consti-

tute an error vector E, as shown in Fig. 1. However,

* Presented at the 93rd Convention of the Audio Engineering considering only jitter, two classes of sample format
Society, San Francisco, CA, 1992 October 1-4; revised 1994 are identified:
August 20. 1) Samples that are impulsive, of uniform shape, and
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noninteracting, such as switched-capacitor converters timing but also affects the sample weight, as the area
2) 100% duration pulses, allowing nonlinear intersam- under a reconstructed pulse changes as it interacts with

pie interaction within the sample sequence the two adjacent samples in the sequence.

Consider a sample of amplitude At, nominal width 1_,
1.1 Uniform Sampling with Jitter and and with leading- and trailing-edge jitter ATr and ATr+I,

Noninteracting Pulses respectively. The sample construction is shown in Fig.
Consider a uniform and impulsive data sequence of 3. The Fourier transform Pr(f) of the rectangular pulse

sampling ratefs Hz. The jitter model for the rth sample shown in Fig. 3 can be expressed as
of weight A r with jitter ATr is shown in Fig. 2, where

the error is the difference between a sample of nominal aj_f{ [ ( 1 )]location and a time-displaced version, and the impulse Pr(f) = exp -j2wf -_ + AT r
weight {Ar/fs} of a sample is defined with respect to a

n°minalrectangularpulse°famplitudeArandwidthl/fs" [ ( )]}
The Fourier transform Er(f) of the error for the rth - exp -j2xrf 1 + ATr+ 1

sample is 2fs

which, for {2rrfATr} << 1 and {2rtfATr+l} << 1,
Ar e-J2_rf ATr)

Er(f) = fss (1 - (la) simplifies to

- arsin(Trf/fs) [cos(Trf_ (ATr AT_+I)
which, for 2xrf ATr << 1, approximates Pr(f) fs xrf/fs Ar -L \fs ]

Er(f) = j _ 2_rf ATr . (lb)

Hence for an N-sample cyclic sequence, the errorE_(LfJ

N) is given by However, for AT r = 0 and ATr+ 1 = 0, the target Fourier
transform of a rectangular sample Pr(f) is expressed as

 -lr_0EN = j 2"rr _'_ A r ATr e -j 2,,Lr_u (2)

PT(f) -- Ar sin(_f/f_)
fs _rf/f_

Eq. (2) shows that the error spectrum is proportional
to the harmonic number L of the sequence repetition

frequency fdN Hz, but that the microstructure of the
spectrum depends on intermodulation between the pulse
weighting sequence {Ar}/Vand the pulse jitter sequence ',

error ,"
{AT,}N. vector _._,. :E Jl .......
1.2 Uniform Sampling with Jitter and Samples '.7 6a
with Nonlinear Interaction _'-- -.

......Although sample timing errors give rise to the error
spectra described in Section 1.1, it is more common for

a DAC to use 100% duration sample reconstruction. This targetsample relocatedsample
may arise directly from the DAC output or via a sample- location_ j
and-hold circuit used to eliminate glitches during DAC

sampletransitions.Althoughthis strategymaximizes t

signal energy and improves immunity to system noise, Fig. 1. Error vector resulting from simultaneous amplitude
the effect of sample jitter now not only modifies sample and time errors of a sample.

input sequence

Ar 5(0) time displacement _ )-- error sequence
f (jitter)

Fig. 2. Elementary model of sampling jitter.
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Thus the error spectrum ERr(f ) = PT(f) - Pr(f), that is,

ERr(f ) =ar[COS(_sf)(ATr-Arr+l) + jsinlXrf_(Arr +[fs,] Arr+l) 1 . (3)

Summing the terms over N samples of a cyclic sequence, the Fourier transform E_(Lf_/N) is

N-IAr (AT r "ff Arr+l)e -j2xtLr/N (4)
ERN = cos _- Z Ar(Arr-- Arr+l) e-J2_Lr/N + jsin _- r=_Or=0

Comparing Eqs. (2) and (4) there is now an in-phase
component weighted by a cos(wL/N) multiplier that ex- tabulated below and computed over N = 4096 samples,
tends the spectrum to dc, where correlation between where the sampling frequencyfs = 44.1 kHz,
timing error and signal results in a complicated error

fs H-spectrum that may not be masked by program material, fo = fi = 752f0 Hz
Alternatively, an impulsive error sequence can be 1o- _/ z

cated at the interface between adjacent samples where
the impulse weight is proportional to the pulse-area error f2 = 1760fo Hz d = 10 ns
resulting from jitter, whereas the impulse timing corres-

ponds to the jitter. This error impulse sequence has si- { (rfxh sin(2wrf2_ }multaneous amplitude and timing modulation, where A r = sin 2w fs] + _, fs /

pulse-area error = {Ar+ l - Ar} {fs ATr+I} ·

ATr=d{sin(2xr_)+ sin (2_r rf2'_ }x fa/ 'An error pulse is assumed rectangular with the leading
edge located at t = (r + 0.5)/f s and the trailing edge
at t = (r + 0.5)/f, + AT_+I. Thus with reference to the Here fo is the sequence repetition frequency, fl and f2

error pulse center the pulse timing error equals AT_+1/2. are the selected signal frequencies, and d is the jitter
Hence the Fourier transform of the rth error pulse in the noise. In this example fo _ 10.8 Hz, fl _- 8.096 kHz,
sequence is

ERr(f) = [ar+l - Ar][ATr+sf_] exp [-j2_ ( r + O'_5+ O'5 ATr+t) ] 'fs

By forming a summation over an N-sample cyclic se-
quence, a discrete transform follows as

ERN = r=_0 (Ar+ 1 -- Ar) ATr+ exp -j (2r

To illustrate example error characterizations of jitter
when mapped onto and correlated with the audio data and f2 _ 18.949 kHz.
sequence, sets of error spectra are presented. The first In the following simulated results all spectra are refer-
set uses the data and jitter sequences {Ar} N and {ATt}N enced to the input sequence {Ar}N, which is designated 0

erTrea error r_. 1 Ar+l

Ar-1 !_ i _t
I I

aT,_ m.41.- £ al;+] .4_2
r-0.5 f_ r+0.5

q q

Fig. 3. Construction of 100% rectangular samples with jitter.
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dB. The results shown in Fig. 4 correspond to impulsive three-dimensional plot illustrates the effects of varying
samples as described in Section 1.1, those in Fig. 5 to levels of random jitter noise together with the correlated
the 100% duration samples described in Section 2.1. displacements of the sample locations for the case of
The lower frequency components are now predictably 100% samples, where J. is defined as
of higher level.

The second set of results uses similar correlated se- Jn = d 100"25(1-x)

quences {At}jr and {ATr}_¢,but now a weighted random for 1 _<x <_ 16 in unit steps of x and d = 10 ns.

noise sequence is added to the jitter function so that Finally, in the third set a modified jitter sequence is

simulated to demonstrate the effect of incorporating a

d_sin(2arrfl_+ sin(2_r rf2_ +J, Rand(r) slowly varying frequency-modulated jitter componentz_Tr=
L \ fs/ --J\ fs ] that is superimposed upon the correlated components

already described. The frequency modulation is sinusoi-
where Rand(r) is a random function with a triangular dal with a frequency equal to the sequence repetition
probability distribution function spanning -1 to + 1, frequency f0 Hz, and
and/n is the noise weighting factor.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the corresponding results with and ATr=d{sin(2_)+ sin(2_ }without 100% sample reconstruction, where J_ = 10 ns, \ fs ]
meaning that the jitter probability distribution function

is triangular and spans - 10 ns to 10 ns. In Fig. 8 a + Jn Rand(r)
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Fig. 4. Output jitter spectrum; no random jitter, impulsive samples.
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Fig. 5. Outputjitter spectrum;no randomjitter, 100%samples.
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where where the integer parameter h is scanned over a range

r\ of 1 _<h _< 16, which in turn addresses the sine-squaredetfm= 1 + Jfm sin 2rr_) amplitude weighting.

Jr,, being the modulation depth, 0 _<Jfm _ 1.
2 SLEW-RATE-INDUCED DISTORTIONThis additional jitter component is introduced as a

frequency modulation of the periodic jitter sequence, The performance requirements of multibit DAC elec-

where the modulation depth is Jfm. The results for Jf,_ tronics for digital audio systems are stringent. First the

= 1.8 × 10 -4 and Jr,, = 1 for J, = 0 ns are shown in reconstruction levels must be accurately specified. Edge
Fig. 9, whereas the three-dimensional plots in Figs. 10 jitter must be minimized. While it is a primary function

and 11 illustrate the modification in spectral form for a of clock performance, it can result from internal circuitry
range of modulation depths over 1.8 × 10-4 _ Jfm _ exhibiting variability on propagation delay and response
1 for Jn = 0 ns and J, = 1 ns, respectively. Finally time as well as electromagnetic interaction between sys-
Fig. 12 shows a family of spectra to demonstrate that tern modules. Finally the trajectory of the signal betweenthe total level of noise and distortion varies as a function

adjacent samples should be determined by a linear net-
of signal amplitude. Here Jn = 0.1 ns, Jfm = 0, d = work, forming, for example, an exponential curve.
10 ns, and the modified signal function is However, because of the rapid response times encoun-

sin2(h_r_sin(2.trrfl_ + sin(2_rrf2_ _ tered, even when sample-and-hold circuitry is used asaAr
\ 17 / I. \ f_ ] \ fs / J deglitcher, momentary nonlinearity can result in a small

-60

-80 ..........i ....... :.............f...........i.............. i......... i ...............................i..........

T r,rr'I'r-,20.........................i ............................................
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Fig. 9. Jitter spectrum with FM jitter component, used to calibrate Fig. 10.

Jn=0ns
sp_\l \\\_ N_,_\\\\\_,\\\/\

2000

Fig. 10. Family of jitter spectra for varying FM depths; no random jitter.
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change in the pulse area, which is related to intersample whereby
values. Because of the small time duration of each non-

linear event, ideal rectangular transitions are assumed %
with the error modeled using an equivalent sample jitter ATnr= + 2' (6)
component ATnr.

Fig. 13 shows a nonlinear transition between two
ideal rectangular pulse

100% rectangular pulses of weight A r and Ar+l, con- Iossofpulsearea lacedAT.r

ConsiderStrainedby a constant slew rate S V/s, transitionWhichresults in Ar+l __r'w.

a loss of pulse area/_kAr, where I_

l_kAr = (Ar+1 -- Ar) Tr ' Ar i
i

a rectangularpulsewherethe is dis- i
I Im t

placed from its nominal location by ATnr such that {pulse _ aTnr-----_ i
area of Ar+l} -- {pulse area of Ar} = -_,A r that is, I_- t _,

i

r

fs

gr+l ( l_s- Arn r) (j_ q_ Arnr) = _AAr_Ar I Fig. 13. Two adjacent samples linked by dominant slew-ratedistortion.

Jn = 1 ns

spectrum
amplitude

Jfm

2000

'0

Fig. l 1. Family of jitter spectra for varying FM depths; with random jitter.

spectrum

mplitude

· [2O00

Fig. 12. Family of jitter spectra with varying levels of input signal.
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But for a constant slew rate, ized by observing distortion products when processing
band-limited audio signals. Hence this amplifier stage

S- Ar+_- Ar requires band limitation and slew-rate prevention to
% yieldlow correlatedequivalentjitter, where it is sug-

gested that wide-bandwidth, open-loop transresistance

and thus convertersarethepreferredchoicewith possibleprefil-
tering to reduce the bandwidth of the DAC output

AT,_ - A_+I - Ar (7) current.
2S Also, since most DAC transresistance stages operate

with 100% pulses, the effect of jitter (random or slew-
Although this example is idealized, it demonstrates rate equivalent) is increased. To demonstrate this conjec-

how an equivalent correlated jitter component ATnr can ture, the equations presented in Section 1.2 are used
be assigned to the rth sample, and thus the results in together with Eq. (7) as well as the following data to
Section 1.2 can be used. The analysis ignores spectral generate the error spectrum shown in Fig. 14:
changes relating to pulse shape, as these events are of Number of samples N = 4096
short duration compared with the Nyquist sampling pe- Sampling rate (2 times oversampling) fs = 88.2
riod. The use of an equivalent jitter time defined in kHz
association with slew-rate distortion and other related Transresistance amplifier slew rate S = 50 V/l_S
nonlinearities in the current-to-voltage (transresistance) Sample sequence generator
stage of a DAC enables a unification of this class of A r = {sin(2_rrfl/fs) + sin(27rrfJf_)}
problem, where Eq. (7) together with Section 1.2 permit Random jitter J, = 1 ns
specifyingthe performance. Correlatedjitter d = 1 × 10-18s

Equivalent jitter resulting from slew-rate distortion is where f0 = fJN Hz, fl = 992f0 Hz, and f2 = 512fo Hz,
potentially more serious than random jitter because of that is,fl = 21.36 kHz and f2 = 11.025 kHz. No other
the natural correlation between slew limiting and the correlated jitter source is included.

data samples. Although with appropriate design tighter Finally using similar data, a three-dimensional plot is
limits can be achieved, pulse jitter greater than = 10 ns shown in Fig. 15, where f_ is scanned linearly in 32
has been reported to be of audible significance, and steps from 689 Hz to 22.05 kHz,f2 = 11.025 kHz, and
there is anecdotal evidence to support a much tighter d = J, = 1 × 10-18 s. The surface shows tracks of
specification. However, using the 10-ns criteria and as- intermodulation distortion products, where the calibra-
suming by way of example {A_+l -- A_ --- 500 mV}, a tion of the vertical scale can be estimated from Fig. 14
transresistance amplifier should exhibit a slew rate that correspond to trace 31 where f2 = 21.359 kHz.
greater than 25 V/ixs.

Even if slew-rate limiting does not occur, an opera- 3 DAC TOPOLOGY WITH LOW JITTER AND
tional amplifier may be close to its open-loop limits SLEW-RATE SENSITIVITY
during periods of rapid signal transition, and this may
contribute momentary "packets" of distortion. There is 3.1 System Topology and Function
little doubt that transresistance stages used in DAC sys- To reduce DAC sensitivity to slew rate and jitter, the
terns can contribute distortion that is not fully character- rapid signal transition at each sample boundary must be

o

 iiii .... •il iiii fillii i
-801 .............................................................._......................................................................................................................

-i00 ............................................................. _.................................................................................._..........................................

.................i...............................

-tso ; ] { i , , , i
0 ZOO ,too 8oo aoo lOOO 12OO 1400 1600 1800 ZOO0
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Fig. ]4. Distortion spectrum resulting from slew rate used to calibrate Fig. 15.
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minimized and a degree of intersample isolation intro- value, the reference voltage applied to the other MDAC
duced to control the distortion described in Section 1.2. is now at zero, at which instant its data are updated in
Effectively the operating bandwidth of the DAC should a similar manner. The process then proceeds at a uniform
be lowered so that a more "analoglike" conversion is rate, with data being updated on the corresponding zero
achieved at the gateway of data conversion. The wide of each raised cosine reference signal.
bandwidth generally encountered is an artifact of topol- The net result of this process can be summarized as
ogy that is typified by the current-switching DAC in follows.
association with a wide-band transresistance converter. 1) Data conversion only occurs when the reference

The proposed topology consists of two time-inter- to an MDAC is zero. Thus the contribution of jitter is
leaved DACs operating with mild oversampling, but minimized. Effectively, the jitter dependence is trans-
where the DACs are configured as multiplying converters lated from the digital data to the two raised cosine refer-
(MDACs). The reference inputs of the two DACs are ence signals.
raised cosine waveforms with low inherent jitter. The 2) Because the current output of each DAC tracks a
basic system is shown in Fig. 16 and uses a 4 × oversam- raised cosine, the rate of change is reduced compared
piing filter to enable initial interpolation of input data. with rectangular switching. Thus slew-rate-induced dis-
Fig. 17 shows a series of illustrative waveforms to dem- tortion and other minor nonlinearities within the trans-
onstrate operation, resistance converterare virtually eliminated.

The output of the 4 x oversampling filter is multi- 3) Reduction of high-frequency spuriae and the use
plexed alternately between two MDACs (MDAC_ and of 4 x oversampling relax the design of the analog re-
MDAC2) using sampled latches, where conversion oc- construction filter, and the output signal from the con-
curs on the alternating data sequences D_ and D 2. The verter is more "analoglike."
DACs therefore run at 2fn_Hz, and output pulses overlap 4) Because a raised cosine consists only of a dc term
by 1/f,s, f,_ being the Nyquist sampling frequency, and a single spectral line, noise filtering to reduce jitter

Although the data applied to each DAC are held con- is simplified.
stant for two consecutive samples, examination of the 5) Any imbalance in gain between MDAC_ and
respective raised cosine reference waveforms R_ and R2 MDAC 2 is of little consequence and only causes a mild
shows each reference voltage to be zero on a conversion increase in the spectral replication at 2fns HZ, which
edge. Consequently assuming that there is no pulse feed- because of 4 x oversampling, is located well above the
through in the MDAC, any jitter on the data edge is audio band.
attenuated. In a practical system, circuitry would ar- 6) Reduced bandwidths of signals within the converter
range for data to be transformed only when the reference mean that circuit layout and parasitic and mutual cou-
is zero. However, because of the near zero slope of the pling of circuit elements are less problematic.
reference voltage waveform in close proximity to its Cautionary Note. To achieve the performance speci-
zero value, the timing of data transition is noncritical, fled in the preceding, the cosine weights for all samples
Once the data are latched into an MDAC, the reference should be identical. Consequently the frequency re-
voltage (controlling the gain of the MDAC) rises from sponse of the MDAC from reference input to current
zero, thus causing the output current I_ or 12 to change output must not be code dependent. This is not a funda-
in direct proportion to, but weighted by, the present mental problem, but it does require appropriate attention
data value. When the cosine waveform reaches its peak in the design of the MDAC.

amplitude

0';___

f2

trace number
(scanning fl)

20

Fig. 15. Scanned distortion spectrum resulting from slew rate.
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is given by
3.2 Estimate of Jitter Suppression

Fig. 18(a) shows sample reconstruction for a single AA r = _ TO+ATrDAC, where the data conversion timing is optimum. J/=0 (Ar+2 - At) [1 - cos(4,rrfnst)] dt.
However, if a timing offset TOand a superimposed jitter

component ATr are introduced at the gateway of data After integration,
conversion, then the waveform shown in Fig. 18(b) re-
sult. In this example only even samples in the over-

sampled data sequence are shown. Z_Ar----(Ar+2_ At)r _T0 + ATr_ sin[4,rrfns(To+ ATr)]_
The result of this timing error is a loss in pulse area, 1, 4_rfn_ J

whichcanbe estimatedasfollows.Thepulse-areaerror (8a)

D1 11

NyquistPCM 2 fas(even) I _

dalAf q filter _ reference +_/ O/P'"7 ?I

4 f LATCH _ MDAC2_ 7'

Fig. 16. Basic two-interleaved MDAC topology.

T
Input data |

(Nyquist pcm' fns) T / T T

4 fimesinterpolateddata T T T T T T T T I I T T T _ T T T T T

Rlraisedc°sinel_ference j_/'_/_/'_/_/-_/'_j_/'_j_

R2raisedc°sinerefevence /-_j_/-_/_/_/_/_/'_/'_/-_

onM_AtC_u_Snetdc_a¢_lweighled/_/,l__/_j_/_/_ _

MDAC_ laised cosine weighled /_/_°utput_'urrent:dataO2 /_/_ /_/_/_]_/_/

composite signal

cosine interpolation

Fig. 17. Illustrative waveforms showing raised cosine interpolation in time-interleaved DAC topology.
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which, for 4.rrf.,(T0 + ATr) << 1, simplifies to The Fourier transform Fc(f) then follows as

AAr = (Ar+ 2 - A r) (_fns) 2 (TO+ATr) 3 . (8b) Fo(f) = 0.5 [l + cos(4xrfnst) ] e -j2'_ftdt
- l/4fos

Defining an equivalent time offset and jitter error re' r for
the rectangular pulse shown in Fig. 18, that is,

(Ar+ 2 -- Ar ) rer _ _u_ r

1

yielding Fc(f) = 8-_ [ _,2f.s \2fJ

8
rer = 5 ('Irfns)2 (r° + Arr)3 (9)

+ I_ _,2f.s+
that is,

rer 8 where sine(x) = sin(x)/x.
TO + ATr 3 [xrf"s (TO + ATr)]2 (10) The time and the corresponding Fourier transform of

the time-limited raised cosine pulse are shown in Fig.

Eq. (9) estimates the equivalent timing error using the 19. The Fourier transform shows that there is a signifi-
raised cosine sample format compared with the case us- cant response to 3f.s, but for 3f. s and above there is
ing rectangular samples, whereas Eq. (10) reconfigures attenuation. However, because a 4 × oversampling filter
this result to show the corresponding reduction in depen- is prescribed, the first spectral replication in the final
dence of the timing errors. For example, let reconstructed signal is centered on 4fns Hz and extends

-fas/2 Hz. Consequently the inherent attenuation offered

(TO + ATr) = 200 ns, fas = 44.1 kHz by the raised cosine waveform at 4f_s (noting that at
exactly 4f_s Hz the Fourier transform is zero) signifi-

whereby the effective reduction in timing error _ 2 x cantly suppresses the first spectral replication and thus
10 -3. This demonstrates that a DAC topology with a relaxes the design of the analog recovery filter. Indeed,
response or settling time of only 200 ns is adequate, the spectrum in Fig. 19 suggests that the analog filter

The analysis demonstrates a remarkable reduction in can be designed to have a band-reject response centered
sensitivity to jitter within the digital data stream. This on 4f_s Hz or, alternatively, a twin resonant circuit with
improvement is partially dependent on low jitter in the rejection bands centered on 3.5fa s and 4.5f.s, respec-
raised cosine waveform and a reference voltage that ac- tively, followed by a mild low-pass filter response to
curately attains a zero value at the minima of the raised reduce out-of-band noise and spuriae.
cosine function. However, the form of the raised cosine Finally, because of the form of the raised cosine trans-
waveform with only two spectral lines, dc and 2fas Hz, form Fc(f) described by Eq. (12) and to enable a flat
means that band-pass filtering can achieve a low inherent audio passband, mild linear-phase equalization should
jitter performance that is considerably more effective be included in the oversampling filter to match the in-
than smoothing a high-frequency rectangular clock, as verse response over the frequency band of 0-0.5f_s Hz.
the equivalent noise bandwidth can be made lower be- It may also be expedient to include a minor correction
cause of the lower number of contributing harmonics, for the analog reconstruction filter transfer function, al-
Also the band-limited raised cosine reference waveforms though in practice this will be small.
can be applied directly to the MDACs without additional
noise-inducing counters and logic circuits. These fac- 3.4 MDAC Nonlinearity in Reference Signal Path

tors, together with an almost total independence of digi- Nonlinearity within an MDAC can be modeled by
tal data jitter, are the principal attributes of this new assuming a perfect DAC combined with a dynamic non-
DAC topology, linear network in the reference input, as shown in Fig.

20. Because the modified MDAC has now been desensi-

3.3 Spectral Response of Raised Cosine tized to distortion components generated at the data tran-
Modulated Samples and Requirements on Analog sition, the residual errors are solely dependent on the
Reconstruction Filters accuracy of pulse amplitude reconstruction and the non-

The requirements for analog signal recovery subse- linearity within the circuitry associated with the refer-
quent to digital-to-analog conversion can be determined ence (gain-defining) input. If the MDAC is assumed
by analyzing the combination of 4 x oversampling and ideal, then nonideality can be modeled by a nonlinear
the overlapping raised cosine weighting that is associ- network in the reference channel where pulse amplitude
ated with each sample. The impulse response he(t) of the errors can be accounted for by allowing the data input
time-limited raised cosine generator can be expressed as to modulate this network. We thus identify two possibly

interrelated error mechanisms, which can cause distor-

hc(t) = 0.5 {1 + cos(4_rfr,st }rectl/2f_ (t) . (11) tion in the reconstructed output. However, this model
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is also useful as it allows us to define succinctly the and consider adjacent samples of V0 such that the ampli-
conditions that prevent distortion from entering the criti- tude separation of A,+ _ and Ar is maximized when using
cal audio band. If the only nonlinearity is in the reference 4 x oversampling (that is, 4f. s Hz). Thus
input channel, and the data input in no way alters this

nonlinearity, then the result is only an addition of hat- ()rrmonic distortion to the raised cosine waveform. Thus at A, = -A msin
the output of the MDAC we would expect to observe a
modest level of spectral replication of the input about

these harmonics, which can readily be removed by the (_r)output analog reconstruction filter and thus is of little Ar+ 1 -- A m sin _- .
consequence. It is only when the data sequence modifies
the nonlinearity that level reconstruction errors occur,

Hence from Eq. (13) the minimum slew rate Smi n of thewhich will result in output distortion. However, this is
transresistance converter is

fundamental to all multilevel DACs, and this system is
no exception to this class of distortion.

3.5 Estimate of Maximum Rate of Change of Smi n = 4"rrf._Amsin _- . (14)
Signal at Output of Transresistance Converter

Consider two adjacent samples Ar and Ar+ 1 separated By way of an example, let A m = 2N/2 V andf, s = 44.1
by the oversampled time interval 1/4f, s. The DAC at- kHz, whereby Stain = 1.12 V/IJ-S.
tempts to edit these samples by a half-cosine wave inter-

This basic analysis shows that for a standard 2 V,_s
polation, as shown in Fig. 17. The amplitude of this output signal the maximum rate of change of the outputhalf-cosine segment is therefore {0.5(Ar+ | - At) } such
that over the sample interval 1/4f,_ the reconstructed signal for the transresistance converter is constrained.
signal is Consequentlyaperformancecommensuratewithlowin-

band distortion is simpler to achieve and should be com-

V0 = Ar + 0.5(Ar+ 1 - Ar) I1 - cos(4_rfnst)] . pared with the example given in Section 2.

The maximum slope of the output signal is therefore 4 EXPERIMENTAL RAISED COSINE DAC

dV° max= 2_rfns(Ar+l -- Ar) • (13) An experimental raised cosine DAC is shown in Fig.dt 21, which uses commercially available parts. The design
employes a Micro Power Systems MP7616 16-bit CMOS

Assume a maximum amplitude-coded sine wave of fre- four-quadrant multiplying DAC having the basic archi-
quencyfJ2 Hz that has the analog form tecture shown in Fig. 22. (Although this is a 16-bit

device, it is only of marginal performance for high-
V o -- A m sin(_rf.st) quality applications offering a current settling time of 2

Ar+2 -- 2At+ 2-

At- II 2Ar--_ I /t _, t
/

rectangular data reconstruction raised cosine data reconstruction

(a)

2A_+2- -f'_ error area
error area I

2At_ LXA_\ ] I A__

AT

(b)

Fig. 18. (a) Rectangular and raised cosine sample reconstruction (samples weighted to have same area). (b) Effect of timing
offset and jitter on reconstructed raised cosine samples.
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!xs to 0.01% of FSR. However it was the only device set to form the two raised cosine waveforms. The PLL
available at the time of experimentation.)To lower toler- and the bandpass filter are also instrumental in reduc-
ance on resistor matching, the MP7616 features 15 equi- ina jitter.
valued current sources with inputs decoded from the This system validated the operation of the raised co-
four MSBs. The remaining 12 bit are then converted sine DAC, and measurement confirmed cosinusoidal in-
using a binary weighted tree. A key feature of this DAC terpolation between adjacent samples, thus relaxing the
in the present application is the bipolar reference input, slew-rate requirements for the current-to-voltage con-
which is driven by one of the two raised cosine wave- verter. In this sense the DAC can be seen to filter the
forms. MDACoutputcurrentwaveform,but withoutcompro-

SPDIF serial digital data are decoded by a Yamaha mising noise performance, which occurs when a filter
receiver (YM3623), and the sampling rate is increased is placed between the DAC and the transresistance con-
eight times using a Burr Brown DF1700. The over- verter. Also such filters do not reduce the jitter present
sampled data are next converted to a parallel format and, in the source data. However, in this experimental model
via two alternately clocked 16-bit latches, input to the the resolution of the DAC and its settling time were
two 16-bit MDACs. Complementary parallel data allow limiting factors.
the use of in-phase raised-cosine waveforms as defined

in Fig. 21, where complementary dc offsets result in a 5 CONCLUSION
zero-mean output current when the two MDAC outputs
are summed, thus simplifying the design of the transre- This paper has described a technique of time interleav-
distance converter as no dc correction is required, ina two MDAC converters using complementary raised

Raised cosine waveform phase alignment is main- cosine generators applied to the reference input. The
tained by including the cosine waveform generator effect of this process is to replace the normalrectangular
within a PLL, as shown in Fig. 23. The voltage-con- pulses in a 4 x oversampled converter with raised cosine
trolled oscillator (VCO) of the PLL drives two analog weighted samples that are time limited to span two con-
gates to produce a symmetrical square wave, which is secutive samples in the oversampled data stream. The
subsequently band limited by a second-order bandpass effect of this process is a reduced sensitivity to data
filter.' Two in-phase signals are formed on secondary timing jitter and transition distortion as well as a reduc-
windings coupled to the tuned circuit, which are dc off- tion in the slew-rate requirement of the transresistance

amplifier. It was also shown that the requirements of the
analog recovery filter at the DAC are relaxed.

Theeliminationof edge-transitiondistortionandthe

i!_i i'ii ZlZll transformation of jitter dependence from the DAC data

i' III'IIIIii i i ii.i. }ii1.11117iii i clocks to the raised cosine generators are seen as pivotal

....i 4 ..i _ i i in the design, as is the reducedbandwidthof the signal

, i.: ...... ; : : presented to the transresistance stage. A signal (the ref-

ii ii iiii ii erencegeneratoroutput)that consistsof onlytwo spec-i tral lines (dc and 2JnsHz) is simpler to filter to suppressnoiseandspuriae,thesourceofjitter, thanin thecase
of a broad-band square wave. Even if a square wave

,_oo timingsignalis combfilteredto containonlythefunda-

_ii_ mentaland its harmonics,there is still a finitenoise

bandwidthassociatedwith each harmonicwhich is

_0 greaterthanthatof theraisedcosine.
To support the proposal for a DAC with low jitter

sensitivity,ananalysiswaspresentedthatdescribesthe

0 mechanismbywhichjitter canintroducedistortioninto
! - ::i:: ! : :_ :::: : ':: : ::i:: 5 :: the audio band. It was shown that jitter that mapped to

? -2 o 2 pulse-area distortion as well as producing timing errors

Fig. 19. Raised cosine waveform in both time and frequen- resulted in greater low-frequency distortion. For jitter
cy domains, that onlymistimeda sampleevent, thedistortionspec-

Data input _,l MDAC)

'1 Id esi current output

Raised cosine Nonlinear l

generator _ network "_
rererence

input

Fig. 20. Basic model of MDAC nonlinearity.
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trum was proportional to the frequency, whereas the form of the distortion remains the same, but in direct

inclusion of area modulation extended this response to proportion to the signals. This is true whether or not
dc. Analysis and computer simulation revealed that the there is correlation between signal and jitter. To illus-
distortion was more problematic where a correlation ex- trate this feature, Fig. 12 included both random and
ists between timing error and program material. Indeed, correlated components.
in many practical digital systems the use of PLLs with A powerful extension of the jitter analysis was to
inadequate timing recovery can yield correlation, even consider edge transition distortion resulting from slew-
though this process can be highly nonlinear. For exam- rate limiting in the transresistance converter, or indeed
ple, where a PLL responds to a change in the data se- inherent within the DAC, and to translate this to an

quence, even though this is in coded form, correlation equivalent edge jitter when using 100% rectangular sam-
can exist and a highly complicated jitter spectrum result, ples. The transformation revealed that edge jitter, slew
which even though of very low level, does not necessar- rate, and related transition distortion fall into a common

ily fall under the auditory mask causing perturbations regime and that a similar analysis procedure can be used.
of the detection thresholds within a number of critical However, with DAC transition distortion the correlation

bands [13]. It can be argued that an inherent design with the signal will almost certainly be higher, implying
limitation of the SPDIF serial code is the nonscrambling a greater subjective significance. Although slew rate is
of serial data by coding to break the correlation between a dominant distortion, it should be recalled that the oper-
audio data and bit-pattern-induced jitter. If scrambling ational amplifier, at the edge transition, is operating near
were used, any resulting jitter that is related to the serial open loop, so although the transition may appear well
bit pattern would be decorrelated, and therefore would
produce only a noiselike residue of benign character.

This is a conjecture developed in a supporting paper [8]. v c

Example results for both correlated and random jitter --_,'_Iil

were included as well as the effect of adding low-fre-

quency modulation. Fig. 8 demonstrated that the corre- r- -I raised cosineo/p

lated and random jitter components did not intermodu- 01 band-passfilter _ 5(1 + cos(2_f0)late and can be considered essentially additive for a , _o..r-I =352kHzcf
analogconstant-amplitudeinput sequence. However,the inclu- gat_ , sv

o ±sion of low-frequency (sinusoidal) modulation of the ,z ,

jitter sequencemimickinga low-frequencyerror in a ] +
PLL, for example, produced significant levels of inter-

modulation. Figs. 10 and 11 demonstrated this interac- ',_.. raised cosineo/ption both with and without a random jitter sequence.
However, because all the jitter-induced distortion spec- 'Vc ' $(] ' cosa_ft))

tra are dependent on the amplitude of the signal se- I i.21

quence, the spectral levels should all be read with respect fp Phase-lockloop

I
to the signal level, whereby if the signal is reduced, the ipl[ 8timesNyqist(=352kHz)distortion changes in direct proportion. To demonstrate

this inherent characteristic, Fig. 12 showed the distor- Fig. 23. Raised cosine generation using bandpass filter and
tion spectrum as a function of signal level, where the phase-locked loop.

VDD

I
reference Equally weightedcurrentsources
input

_._ O l°ut2
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t

To switches '0 aFB

I* To 12-bit DAC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 13 14 15 16 GND
MSB LSB

Fig. 22. MP7616 four-quadrant multiplying DAC.
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Transparent Differential Coding for High-Resolution 
Digital Audio* 

M. J. H A W K S F O R D ,  AES Fellow 

Centre for Audio Research and Engineering, University of Essex, UK C04 3SQ 

A coding method using cascaded stages of exact differentiation with equalization is pre- 
sented as an alternative to sigma-delta modulation (SDM) Unlike SDM, the model is 
inherently linear and can operate losslessly together with an exceptionally wide audio band- 
width. Bit rates are competitive and signal processing can be performed between successive 
stages of coding. Applications include future ultrahigh-capacity DVD and bridge the debate 
between DSD and LPCM. 

0 INTRODUCTION 

A method of using cascaded stages of differential cod- 
ing together with noise shaping and equalization is de- 
scribed as an alternative format to linear pulse code 
modulation (LPCM) and to s igma-de l ta  modulation 
(SDM). LPCM is the basis code that underpins most 
digital audio systems and is now incorporated into the 
new established DVD-audio standard as proposed by the 
DVD consortium WG-4. The advantages of LPCM are 
well established and can be summarized by observing 
that the only fundamental distortions are brickwall band 
limitation resulting from uniform sampling together with 
additive noise introduced because of quantization and 
dither. In a system that is correctly implemented and 
functioning, neither of these processes results in corre- 
lated distortion. 

It has also become topical to consider SDM as a means 
of transporting or storing digital audio, partly because 
of the widespread use of l-bit converters for both analog- 
to-digital conversion (ADC) and digital-to-analog con- 
version (DAC) [ 1 ]. The argument in favor says that with 
simple iinkage of ADC and DAC, the absence of decima- 
tion and oversampling filters eliminates processing- 
related errors, offers a wider bandwidth, and therefore 
allows greater system transparency. The counter argu- 
ment recognizes that this is only valid for 1-bit convert- 
ers and is therefore limited in appeal and application. 
ADC and DAC technology now embraces oversampling 
and noise shaping in conjunction with low-resolution 

* Presented at the 107th Convention of the Audio Engi- 
neering Society, New York, 1999 September 24-27; revised 
2001 April 27 

uniform quantizers with randomization methods to de- 
correlate residual hardware-induced errors [2], offering 
performance advantages over the 1-bit converter. 

Multibit converters are theoretically linear devices as 
long as certain conditions are met. Provided a nonsatu- 
rating, uniform quantizer is incorporated and correctly 
formed dither precedes the quantizer, linearity is theoret- 
ically achievable, commensurate with proper supporting 
processing architectures. In contrast, there is no equiva- 
lent case for SDM where, because of the saturating na- 
ture of the 1-bit quantizer, there is no known theorem 
that guarantees linear operation. However, in presenting 
this argument it is recognized that with dither and ad- 
vanced loop design, low distortion is possible [3]. Some 
observations about the range of linear operation of SDM 
are made in Section 1. 

The quest for more signal bandwidth, combined with 
a welcome reduction in processing requirements, is at 
the heart of the DVD-audio specification, where against 
all technical and political odds, a maximum sampling 
rate of 192 kHz has been adopted. Even this high sam- 
pling rate is overshadowed by SDM, whose bandwidth 
extends to one-half the serial bit rate, all be it with the 
presence of gross quantization noise. 

Once the sampling rate of a system is sufficiently 
high, the option of using noise shaping to reduce the 
sample resolution is attractive [4]-[7] ,  where, provided 
the uniform requantizer is not overloaded, it is possible 
to retain linear operation. The work presented here takes 
a hybrid approach. It encompasses the advantages of 
using high sampling rates with noise shaping but applies 
differential coding to achieve greater efficiency. It will 
be shown that a performance exceeding SDM can be 
obtained at commensurate bit rates, but with the linearity 
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advantage of LPCM and with better overload per- 
formance. 

1 COMPARISONS OF DM AND SDM AND 
OBSERVATIONS ON LINEARITY OF 1-BIT 
SYSTEMS 

The concept of the 1-bit coder was termed delta modu- 
lation (DM) [8] and precedes the wide adoption of 
LPCM. In its simplest form it consists of a comparator 
with a negative feedback loop incorporating an integ- 
rator into the feedback path, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The classical transformation of this topology from DM 
to SDM was first presented by Inose and Yasuda in 1962/ 
1963 [9], [10] and is shown in evolutionary form in Fig. 
2. The reason why this transformation is reproduced is 
that the DM form has a closer relationship to LPCM. For 

example, it is possible to mimic first-order DM operation 
using an open-loop model with slew rate constraints 
applied to enable the slope overload condition to be 
incorporated. Slope overload is entered where the output 
code is a sequence of all l ' s  or all O's and the error 
signal in the first-order loop exceeds 1 quantum. Since 
this model operates using a uniform quantizer, then, 
provided the slope overload threshold is not exceeded, 
dither can be added and linear operation inferred as per 
LPCM. Earlier work has also shown that in the non- 
slope-overload condition, DM is equivalent to time- 
quantized phase modulation [11], [12]. 

Consequently coding linearity in terms of a 1-bit coder 
is defined where the reconstructed signal can at some 
stage be configured as LPCM and where during quantiza- 
tion appropriate dither is applied and the signal is con- 
strained so that no clipping or slope-limiting distortion 

input 

1-bit quantizer D-type bistable 

sample clock -~ - ,nt  

~ . g r a t o r  

1-b~o~put ~ 

-- reconstructed output 

Fig. 1. First-order (single-integrator) delta modulator (DM). 

integrator 

input 

input - ~ _  

1-bit quantizer D-type bistable 

sample clock ~ - 

integrator 

integrator 1-bit quantizer D-type bistable 

- sample clock j 

= 1- bit output,,~ 

= 1- bit output.,~ 

Fig 2 Reconfiguration of DM to SDM. 
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of any form occurs. 
To illustrate this definition, Fig. 3 shows an open- 

loop DM that includes slope-limitation circuitry [13]. 
In essence, it is two interleaved flash converters consist- 
ing of a bank of comparators and D-type bistables inter- 
leaved on alternate clock cycles to mimic the quantiza- 
tion of first-order DM. However, the D-type bistables 
are also connected vertically to act as an up-down 
thermometer-style shift register such that the upward 
and downward progression of 1 pulses is constrained 
by the clock rate. This implements exactly the slope- 
overload condition of a first-order DM. The multibit, 
multilevel output code of the vertical register is then 
logically differentiated to form the binary output se- 
quence. The two interleaved quantizers are shown ex- 
plicitly in Fig. 4(a), although in this configuration the 
slope-overload circuitry has been omitted. However, by 
introducing a half-quantum offset on alternate samples 
[12] the same operation, hence idle channel perform- 
ance, can be achieved using a single quantizer, as shown 
in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 4(a) both a positive and a negative 
ramp is superimposed onto the input of each respective 
quantizer, which then simulates the idle channel behav- 
ior of first-order DM. However, providing the input sig- 
nal with dither is constrained such that the differentiated 
quantizer output sequence does not exceed the limits 
+ 1 or - 1, the coder is linear within the coding envelope 
of DM. If on the other hand the differentiated output 
sequence exceeds this limit, then DM would demand 
slope limitation, and this would imply an additional er- 

ror, which would not be bounded by the error of a linear 
quantizer. It is this mechanism that is at the core of 
identifying the nonlinear behavior of DM and by infer- 
ence that of SDM. 

SDM and DM can normally accommodate a second 
integrator to improve the coding performance, although 
more than two integrators require careful loop design to 
ensure stability, which is a direct consequence of slope 
overload constraining the output. Interestingly, when 
the models of either Fig. 3 or Fig. 4 include integration 
in a feedback loop [13], this apparently first-order loop 
is actually that of second-order DM or SDM. Fig. 5 
shows the additional integrator in the forward path, 
whereas Fig. 6 replaces the open-loop DM structure with 
an equivalent first-order feedback loop. Finally, in Fig. 
7 this is reconfigured to form classic second-order SDM, 
where the thread of equivalence should be observed, 
although this latter form includes slope-overload lim- 
iting. Consequently, the linear regime of a l-bit coder 
can be determined by considering the equivalent model 
that embeds one or more uniform quantizers and limits 
the input excitation such that the modulus of the differen- 
tial of the output does not exceed unity. This applies for 
both the single- and the double-integration model. 

If the slope-overload condition is removed, allowing 
the bound on the signal differential to be relaxed, then 
provided that dither is applied correctly at the input to 
each quantizer, linearity can be inferred. Eliminating 
the slope-overload condition also allows higher order 
noise shaping to be applied. It is here that a combination 

+ ref. ---]cl~ ~ l  [ other L J-------4-~-stages 

local analog output 

I 

local DAC 

Digital differentiator 

analog 
input - -  

clock 
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Fig. 3 Open-loop, first-order DM with slope overload circuitry. 
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of multilevel code and noise shaping offers a fundamen- 
tal advantage over systems using only a 1-bit code as it 
enables linear encoding. 

2 OVERSAMPLING,  NOISE SHAPING, AND 
EQUALIZATION 

The application of noise shaping has been researched 
in depth for a range of applications that include ADC, 
DAC, and PWM together with signal requantization as 
part of a more general signal processing architecture. 
Provided a signal processor includes uniform quantiza- 
tion with optimal dither, then an exchange between am- 
plitude resolution and sample rate can be made [4]-  [7]. 

Also, by including complementary pre- and deemphasis 
equalization the relationship between noise floor and 
amplitude clipping can be modified. 

A front-end encoder with a complementary decoder 
is shown in Fig. 8. It uses an equalizer cascaded with 
a kth-order noise shaper. We assume here that the source 
information is encoded with LPCM and that the sampling 
rate is 8f~. The aim is to use a sufficiently high sampling 
rate such that most of the bandwidth advantage claimed 
of SDM is achieved, but with the additional advantage 
of linearity implied by using multilevel uniform quanti- 
zation with dither. In its basic form the recovered output 
is derived using a complementary deemphasis filter in 
cascade with the noise shaper output. 
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The aim of this processor is to mimic as closely as 
possible the performance of a 24-bit LPCM system, ex- 
cept for a relaxation in the high-frequency overload mar- 
gin to match the characteristic of real-world audio sig- 
nals. As such, the noise spectrum over the 0- to 24-kHz 
band should be comparable with (or better than) the 
noise floor of 24-bit LPCM, although this can be relaxed 
in the ultrasonic region. A direct approach is to cascade 
an equalizer and a noise shaper, as shown in Fig. 8. The 
output data of the equalizer need only be truncated to a 

word length compatible with the noise shaper input word 
length (such as 32 bit); so with proper design minimal 
compromise is implied. However, using the structure of 
Fig. 9(a), the pre- and deemphasis networks are both 
driven by the same quantized signal, whereby quantiza- 
tion can be incorporated into the encoder loop together 
with its own dither signal. By synchronizing encoder-  
decoder dither (or using no dither), the same signal can 
be recovered at the output of the side chain. Complemen- 
tary equalization is achieved using the classic feed- 

0 .......... ~t 1 
1 2 3 

r, f-; r, r. 

integrator *••1 ~ sample 

uniform quantizer 

Fig 5. Open-loop DM enclosed with single-integrator feedback 

Input 

Integrator 1-bit quantlzer D-type bistable 

Integrator 

First-order DM~ 

,- 1 -  bit output 

Fig 6 Equivalent second-order DM (integrator in forward path) 

Integrator Integrator 1-bit qu antizer D--type bistable. 

Fig 7 Classic second-orderDM 
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back-  feedforward topology, which is conceptually sim- 
ilar to that first used in the Dolby-A noise-reduction 
system, although this was an analog realization. To in- 
vestigate the effect of the two quantization processes 
within this system, forward and reverse noise sources 
qf and qr are shown in the additive noise model of Fig. 
9(b). An additive noise model is supported because both 
quantizers are uniform (although different) and optimal 
dither is assumed. However, a difficulty encountered 
with this technique is possible additional constraints on 
stability, especially when high-order noise shapers are 
used. As such the cascaded equalizer may prove more 
tractable and has been employed in the simulations pre- 
sented in Section 5. 

A characteristic of the noise shaper topology shown 

in Figs. 8 and 9 is that the signal transfer function is 
unity. This is achieved by including a feedforward path 
directly to the input of the quantizer and also delaying 
the main input by one sample period in order to compen- 
sate for the unit sample delay required in the feedback 
path. This process is demonstrated in the following anal- 
ysis together with complementary equalization. 

The intermediate sequence Vint(Z ) can  be expressed in 
terms of the input sequence Vin(Z ) and noise sources qr 
and qr as 

1 [Vin(Z)+ qf ] Vi"t(z) - 1 + z- l E(z) 1 + z -  l H(z)  qr z -  I 

(1) 

~lullim lion 

dither 

4digital integrators with hmdlorward 

uniform quint imr 

-d, t._ '," / 
(} 

Fig 8 Cascade of preemphasis, noise shaping, and deemphasis 
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Fig. 9. Conceptual system combining equalization and noise shaping together with noise model 
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while the recovered output Vout(Z) is 

Vout(Z ) = Vint (z) [ l  -t- z - ]  E ( z ) ]  q- z - l q r  . (2 )  

Hence substituting for Vim(Z), the overall input-output  
function is 

qf (3) V~ = Vin(Z) -~- 1 -[- z -  1 H(z) 

Provided the same error signal q~ appears in both the 
encoder and the decoder, then the final output is indepen- 
dent of the truncation noise in the side chain. This sug- 
gests that dither is not required in the truncation of the 
side chain output, removing the need for dither 
synchronization. 

Eq. (3) confirms that the overall signal transfer func- 
tion is unity, whereas the noise shaping transfer function 
is [1 + z -  1H(z)] - 1. However, inspection of the interme- 
diate signal shows that E(z) performs preemphasis given 
by the function [1 + z-~ E(z)]-~, which has a direct 
effect on overload performance. Overload can be spec- 
ified by placing a frequency-domain bound on the inter- 
mediate signal Vint(f) weighted by a function W(f), 
such that 

Vint(f) IW(f)l ~ X (4) 

where h is a constant. However, to determine [W(f)], 
the transfer function of the intermediate coding stage 
must be determined, which depends directly on the num- 
ber of cascaded differentiators [see Eq. (7)]. Fig. 10 
shows a possible method of implementation for the filters 
H(z) and E(z). 

3 LOSSLESS DIFFERENTIAL CODING 

Section 2 described a method that combined equaliza- 
tion and noise shaping. In this section greater efficienc- 
ies are explore by employing lossless multistage differ- 
ential coding, where our investigation incorporates up 
to three stages together with overload correction. Differ- 
ential encoding requires subsequent integration to re- 
cover the signal, so it is critical that there be no errors 
between encode and decode stages, including saturation 
or requantization: In practice a small amount of side 
channel information is required to reset the integrators in 
order to account for errors. Also, effective "ac coupling" 
should be employed in the decoder to eliminate long- 
term signal drift and to protect against startup transients. 
However, it will be shown in Section 4 that certain 
distortions are permissible, provided the area under the 
encoded sequence does not change over a given period 
of time and that errors in the higher order integral wave- 
forms are accommodated. 

Fig. 11 shows a two-stage lossless processor that uses 
complementary differentiation and integration, although 
additional stages of differentiation and integration can 
be added. The respective encoding and decoding z trans- 
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forms are 

Ten(Z ) ~- (1 - z - l )  2 (5) 

Tdec(Z) = (1 - z - l )  - 2  . (6) 

From Eq. (5) the encoding magnitude frequency re- 
sponse IEN(f)I is given as 

IEN(f)I = 2(1 - cos(2"rrfT)). (7) 

As the coder differentiates the output of the noise shaper, 
there is a coding advantage in band-limiting the output 
of the noise shaper to minimize the rate of change. A 
simple process can average over two adjacent samples, 
and this option was included in the model. However, 
there is an interesting problem. As the signal is band- 
limited, it produces longer words at the output, so the 
difference between adjacent samples in terms of quanta 
may increase. A balance therefore has to be found. 

4 SOFT AMPLITUDE LIMITING USING TIME- 
DISPERSIVE CORRECTION 

For the output bit rate of an N-stage differential en- 
coder to be bounded, the output word length must be 
limited, implying amplitude clipping and error in the 
recovered signal. However, as decoding can include up 
to N = 3 cascaded integrators (see Section 3), any un- 
controlled modification of the encoded signal can cause 
the recovered signal to diverge. Hence when clipping 
distortion occurs, pulse area must be conserved so that 
the integrated signal remains stable and converges to the 
required signal level. However, a simple control of the 
signal average, although necessary, is insufficient as 
it is shown that errors in the integral waveforms that 
result from pulse dispersion must also be taken into 
account. 

Introducing appropriately metered time dispersion 
into signal elements that experience overload can con- 
serve pulse area. To demonstrate the correction process 
employed in the encoder, Fig. 12 illustrates the principle 
[14]. In the first waveform a pulse is shown to exceed 
the overload threshold where the error component is 
shaded. The first example uses a single backward pulse 
correction procedure where the excess pulse amplitude 
of sample n is transmuted and added to the sample n + 
1. Consequently when pulses n and n + 1 are considered 
together, their total area is conserved. However, al- 
though the area under this curve is correct and results 
in the first integral converging to the correct value, there 
is a finite loss of area under the first integral. Conse- 

quently the second integral does not converge to the 
correct value (should two or more stages of differentia- 
tion-integration be used). 

The second example shows a similar procedure, but 
here half the excess pulse amplitude is added to sample 
n + 1 whereas half is added to sample n - 1. This 
process yields a time-symmetric dispersion of the error, 
with the error remaining symmetrically centered on sam- 
ple n, where the effect is similar to symmetrical slew- 
rate distortion. However, because pulses are amplitude 
quantized and must remain so when the error dispersion 
is added, dividing the overload error into two equal 
parts requires the error to be an even number of quanta. 
Consequently if the overload error is an odd number of 
quanta, then the error is increased artificially by one 
quantum prior to division. The waveforms shown in Fig. 
12 reveal that there is no longer an error in the area under 
the first integral waveform, just a small redistribution of 
the waveform in time. However, extending to the second 
integral, as illustrated in Fig. 13, shows that although 
the correct amplitude is reconstructed after the third 
pulse, an error in the area under the curve remains, 
implying a convergence error in the third integral wave- 
form. This requires additional processing to secure the 
accuracy of the third integral, which is relevant if three 
stages of differentiation-integration are used. 

To correct for convergence error in the third integral, 
a symmetrical five-pulse substitution sequence is used, 
as shown in Fig. 14. In all the integral calculations that 
follow the waveforms are integrated from the sequence 
beginning at sample n - 2 to the sequence ending at 
sample n + 2. For acceptable error correction then sam- 
ples n + 2 and above in the third integral waveform 
must be identical to the third integral of the nonclipped 
waveform. The integrals of the five-pulse sequence at 
sample n + 2 are evaluated and compared to the inte- 
grals of the nonclipped sample as follows. 

For the first integral evaluated at sample n + 2. 

L = a 0 + 2(a 1 + a2). 

For the second integral evaluated at sample n + 2, 

L = a 0 + 2(a 1 + a2). (8) 

For the third integral evaluated at sample n + 2, 

6L = 6a 0 + 13a 1 + 16a2. (9) 

Defining the error in sample n as e and equating e to 
the sum of the substitution pulses in samples n - 1, 
n - 2, n + 1, andn  + 2, 

e = 2(al + a2). (10) 

Fig. 11 Two-stage complementary differentiation and integration 
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So lv ing  Eqs.  ( 8 ) - ( 1 0 )  y ie lds  the ampl i tudes  of  the five 

subs t i tu t ion  pulses ,  
1 

a2 = - 7 e .  (13) 
0 

a 0 = L - e (11) 

2 
a I = ~e (12) 

Eq. (13) reveals  a we igh t ing  o f  1/6 in the error  e. As a 
c o n s e q u e n c e ,  errors mus t  be quan t i z ed  to mul t ip les  of  
six quan ta  to avoid  fur ther  quan t i za t i on  d is tor t ion  if  an 

pulse amplitude ovedoad (clipping) 
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Fig 12 Time dispersive correction of an overload error 
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increase in output resolution is to be avoided. 
The correction procedure operates as follows. First 

the undistorted differentials are computed (either one 
stage, two stages, or three stages, depending upon 
choice) from the output of the noise shaper. The resolu- 
tion of the output code then establishes the upper and 

lower clipping levels. Where an overload error occurs, 
the absolute value of a sample is reduced by the nearest 
multiple of six quanta. The four remaining substitution 
pulses are then calculated and summed with the adjacent 
samples in the output sequence. The resulting waveform 
is scanned again for overload errors. If any remain, the 

, pulse ampll lude 
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Fig 13. Two-stage integration performance. 
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procedure  is repeated  as many  t imes as required until 
the resul t ing output  falls  within the over load  l imits .  As 
noise shaping is used pr ior  to d i f ferent ia t ion,  there can 
be cons iderab le  interpulse d i f ferences  such that if  one 
pulse is, say,  a high posi t ive  value ,  then the adjacent  
pulses  are usual ly  negat ive  and can accommoda te  the 
error  wi thout  over load .  This  factor  helps  accommoda te  
the d ispers ive  error  sequences.  

The procedure  can be ex tended  to the fourth integral  
using a symmet r ica l  seven-pulse  subst i tut ion.  Using a 
approach s imi lar  to that used before  (but pe r formed  from 
n - 3 to n + 3), it fol lows that 

e = 2(a I + a 2 + a3) .  

For  the first integral  evaluated  at sample  n + 3, 

L = a 0 + 2(a I + a2 + a 3 ) .  

For  the second integral  eva lua ted  at sample  n + 3, 

L = a 0 + 2(a I + a z + a 3 ) .  

For  the third integral  eva lua ted  at sample  n + 3, 

10L = 10a 0 + 21a I + 24a 2 + 29a 3 

and for the fourth integral  evaluated  at sample  n + 3, 

4L = 4a o +  9a 1 + 12a 2 + 17a 3. 

Then,  

a 0 = L - e (14) 

a I = - 0 . 5 e  (15) 

a 2 = 1.7e (16) 

a 3 = - 0 . 7 e .  (17) 

The factor  1.7 impl ies  that a min imum value for e is 10 
quanta,  making the pulse weight ings  in the substi tution 

sequence a 0 = L - 10, al = 5, a 2 = 17, and a 3 = 7. 
However ,  the coeff icient  az being greater  than a 0 implies  
gain,  so there is an increased probabi l i ty  that this substi-  
tution could actual ly  push adjacent  samples  into cl ip-  
ping.  As a result ,  this h igher  order  correc t ion  was not 
pursued in the present  study. 

5 S I M U L A T I O N  A N D  R E S U L T S  

The coder  and decoder ,  inc luding equal izat ion,  noise 
shaping,  d i f f e r en t i a t i on - in t eg ra t ion ,  and c l ipping cor- 
rect ion,~were s imula ted  in M A T L A B .  (See Appendix  
for l i s t ing. l )  However ,  it is not intended to give an ex- 
haust ive search of  the coding opt ions  but to i l lustrate 

' For MATLAB Simulation Program in Appendix, open this 
paper title in Supplementary Material to Papers on AES web- 
site at http//www aes org/journal/suppmat/ 
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Fig. 14 Five-pulse substitution for third-integral error correction. 
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the performance achievable and in particular to illustrate 
the performance of the overload option using both the 
three- and the five-pulse substitution procedure. The 
spectral plots show the line spectrum of the input to- 
gether with the noise floor of the coding-decoding pro- 
cess, including emphasis and deemphasis. To interpret 
the noise floor, a 24-bit/96-kHz LPCM dithered refer- 
ence signal is generated and scaled so that both the 
output of the recovered signal and that of the reference 
signal have the same maximum amplitude. The first set 
of results is shown in Fig. 15 and corresponds to the 
following data: 

order = 6 %noise shaper order 
A1 = 10000 %input amplitude 

A2 = 10000 
fin1 = 1000 
fin2 ---- 2 0 0 0 0  

fs = 96000 

m = 4  
v = 1 6  
qout = 1 1 
qin = 24 

%input amplitude 
%input frequency of A1 
%input frequency of A2 
%digital audio sampling frequency 
(96 kHz) 
%oversampling ratio (relative to fs) 
%vector length, bits 
%output word length of differentiator 
%reference signal resolution 

In this example the input consists of two equal ampli- 
tude sine waves (that is, A1 = A2 = 10 k) of respective 
frequencies 1 kHz and 20 kHz and the system sampling 
rate is set at 4 times 96 kHz. The parameters are selected 
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Fig. 15. (a) Recovered spectrum of coder-decoder (bandwidth 0 tofs/2 Hz). (b) Output of first, second, and third differentiators. 
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to achieve a performance close to 24-bit LPCM at 20 
kHz, where the channel bit rate is 4.2240 Mbit/s. Note 
how in Fig. 15(b) the output of the third differentiator 
is much lower than that of the second differentiator and 
remains within the clipping bounds determined by the 
output word length (qout). However, because of sixth- 
order noise shaping and differential coding a dynamic 
range well in excess of 24 bit is achievable at lower 
frequencies. In Fig. 16 similar results are computed but 
with input signal frequencies of 5 kHz and 1 kHz. Here 
the input levels have undergone a five-fold increase in 
level (that is, A1 = A2 = 50 k), the noise shaper is 
reduced to fifth order and the output word length is 

reduced from 11 bit to 9 bit. Fig. 16(b) reveals a lower 
output level from the third differentiator where this sig- 
nal is dominated now mainly by noise shaper activity 
rather than the signal. These factors imply that a lower 
bit rate can be used before clipping distortion occurs, 
where in the second simulation the bit rate is now re- 
duced to 3.4560 Mbit/s. 

To demonstrate the effect of clipping and the two 
proposed forms of error correction that can be applied 
after the third differentiator, the simulations are repeated 
with the same 5-kHz and 1-kHz signals but with the 
input signal raised in level. It was observed that a 6-dB 
increase gave occasional clipping so the signal was 
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Fig 16. (a) Recovered spectrum of coder-decoder (bandwidth 0 tOfs/2 Hz). (b) Output of first, second, and third differentiators 
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raised a further 6 dB (that is, A1 = A2 -- 200 k). 
The spectral results for error correction with three-pulse 
substitution (clip = 1) are shown in Fig. 17(a) while 
those with 5-pulse substitution (clip -- 2) are shown in 
Fig. 17(b). It is evident that the five-pulse substitution 
gives a superior error spectrum and remains noiselike, 
even though the output waveform of the third differentia- 
tor is clipped. In both simulations the program indicated 
only a single-error correction iteration (program outputs 
sx) so error dispersion is limited here to only one or 
two samples respectively on either side of any samples 
exceeding overload. In Fig. 18 the simulation is repeated 

using five-pulse substitution but with the input increased 
a further 6 dB (that is, A1 = A2 = 400 k). At this 
level the program required two iterations to converge 
and was close to its ultimate overload limit. Using five- 
pulse substitution and assuming the maximum number 
of iterations permitted is s/)x, then the minimum sample 
look ahead required for overload correction is 2s/)x where 
s~x > 5 is defined as gross overload. 

An important attribute of  the coding technique is that 
the error spectrum is not correlated with the signal and 
that even when clipping does occur, the error is mainly 
modulation noise. As such, the simulations reveal a use- 
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Fig. 17. (a) Recovered spectrum, three-pulse substitution in error correction (+ 12 dB) (b) Recovered spectrum, five-pulse 
substitution in error correction (+  ]2 dB). 
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ful insensitivity to clipping distortion. 
Finally, a more modest design is simulated where 

comparisons are made with a 20-bit LPCM system. Here 
the channel bit rate is 1.7280 Mbit/s and is achieved by 
reducing the sampling rate to 2 times 96 kHz, the noise 
shaper order to 4, but retaining an output word length 
of 9 bit. Good coding is obtained at 5 kHz as shown in 
Fig. 19 together with the advantage of a graceful clip- 
ping performance. However, the high-frequency dy- 
namic range is restricted significantly and requires the 
input to be lowered by 36 dB at 20 kHz compared with 
5 kHz to prevent the onset of clipping. 

6 C O N C L U S I O N  

This engineering report reviewed the fundamental 
cause of nonlinear distortion in bit-stream coders and 
then proceeded to describe a method of signal coding 
that combines noise shaping with differential coding to 
reduce word lengths. A particular feature of the study 
was the controlled time dispersion to improve overload 
performance. Results were presented to confirm the va- 
lidity of the process and to demonstrate tolerance to 
overload. A key feature is that for midrange audio sig- 
nals the error spectrum remains substantially noiselike 
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and does not exhibit the usual characteristics of clipping 
distortion. This distortion performance results from the 
use of three-stage integration following clipping, which 
gives a spectral weighting advantage and together with 
the five-pulse dispersive correction maintains good 
waveform fidelity. 

There is a wide range of system parameters that can 
be selected, and there is interplay between noise shaper 
order, oversampling ratio, and output word length (prior 
to differentiation) selection. However, as a guiding prin- 
ciple, when the output resolution (qout) is set, the order 
of the noise shaper can be adjusted such that the random 
activity at the output of the third integrator spans approx- 
imately one half the signal range. Also, the adjacent 

sample-averaging feature proved only advantageous where 
the output signal of the differentiator stage was dominated 
by the noise shaper activity. Once the signal level increased 
above the noise shaper "noise," it had a more coherent 
form, so averaging increased the signal level. 

It is anticipated that improvements can be made in the 
noise shaping transfer function by introducing transmis- 
sion zeros to lower the quantization distortion in the 20- 
kHz region. Also, a better design ofpre- and deemphasis 
characteristics could then be achieved. It is also evident 
that for systems using lower bit rates the main compro- 
mise is in high-frequency overload. However, because 
the probability of occurrence of high-frequency, high- 
amplitude signals is lower, variable-bit-rate and possibly 
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Fig. 19. (a) Lower specified coder aimed at 20-bit LPCM (1.7280 Mbit/s). (b) Output of first, second, and third differentiators. 
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Huffman coding could prove attractive by assigning 
wider word lengths under these circumstances. 

Finally, the results confirmed the low-distortion char- 
acteristics inherent in a coder employing LPCM as op- 
posed to a 1-bit code. However, the gains in the 
low-frequency dynamic range achievable with comple- 
mentary differential-integral processing are significant, 
and this is considered an important feature for channels 
that aspire to high data rates. 
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Time-Quantized Frequency Modulation,
Time-Domain Dither, Dispersive Codes, and

Parametrically Controlled Noise Shaping in SDM*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Centre for Audio Research and Engineering, University of Essex, UK CO4 3SQ

Time-domain quantization (TDQ) and noise shaping applied to linear frequency modula-
tion (LFM) offers an alternative although unconventional means of generating uniformly
sampled 1-bit code with characteristics similar to that generated by feedback sigma–delta
modulation (SDM). Fundamental insight into the SDM process emerges by exploiting the
relationship between uniform quantization and phase modulation. Linearity and output noise
spectra are benchmarked against linear pulse-code modulation (LPCM) and error spectra
derived by comparing 1-bit SDM against an identical feedback loop but without quantization.
Sony FF class SDM is discussed and an example is shown to achieve almost noiseless
performance from 0 Hz to 30 kHz by incorporating parametrically determined noise shaping
stabilized by step-back in time closed-loop control.

0 INTRODUCTION

The principal objective of this paper is to strengthen the
linkage between sigma–delta modulation (SDM) and a cod-
ing technique based on linear frequency modulation (LFM)
and time-domain quantization (TDQ), here designated
LFM–SDM, which can produce uniformly sampled binary
pulse sequences with properties similar to SDM. The au-
thor became aware of this relationship during the period of
1968 to 1971, when the equivalence of single-integrator
delta modulation with time-domain quantized phase
modulation and of first-order SDM with time-domain
quantized frequency modulation was established [1], [2].
Although at that time SDM was directed mainly toward
encoding video signals [3], with only passing reference to
audio, applications to high-performance audio conversion,
especially in the context of Direct Stream Digital (DSD),
would have to wait a further 25 years for Super Audio CD
(SACD) [4] to emerge.

The motivation for the present study stems from a re-
newed debate on SDM, which is attempting to understand
in much greater detail its fundamental operation. In par-
ticular there is the critical question of linearity and how the
performance of binary SDM compares with multilevel
SDM with uniform quantization. It is shown that by ex-
ploiting the new class of feedback encoder [5], using
parametrically controlled noise shaping with step-back
in time stabilization [6], extraordinarily low levels of

in-band quantization noise can be achieved, countering
much of the negative criticisms on linearity proffered,
for example, by Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [7]–[9]. Also
the Trellis algorithm [10] has gained prominence where
refinements reported by Janssen and Reefman [11]
achieve efficient and stable coding solutions that can
circumvent the need for dither. Fundamentally there is
no reason why the Trellis algorithm with appropriate
cost function descriptors should not yield results that are
superior to those of the parametric coder as Trellis repre-
sents a comprehensive search of coding solutions. How-
ever, here the SDM examples presented use only paramet-
ric SDM.

Although it is well established that a uniform amplitude
quantizer can be rendered linear with the inclusion of am-
plitude domain dither with a triangular probability density
function (TPDF) [12], there is a major difficulty in apply-
ing this theory to feedback SDM [13] because the inclu-
sion of TPDF dither together with any finite level of input
signal dictates more than two quantization levels. Never-
theless, high-order SDM encoders using suboptimum
dither levels according to linear pulse-code modulation
(LPCM) theory demonstrably achieve low correlated dis-
tortion due in part to extreme chaotic-like loop activity
[14]. Consequently part of the rationale for exploring the
LFM–SDM model is to gain an alternative perspective to
dither, especially as it is shown that the process can be
applied in the time domain rather than the amplitude do-
main. Reefman and Janssen [15] have since published evi-
dence in support of this approach.*Manuscript received 2003 January 13; revised 2004 April 13.
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In all forms of SDM the audio signal is embedded di-
rectly within the uniformly sampled 1-bit output pattern1

such that after jitter minimization and output pulse stan-
dardization [16], only a low-pass filter is required for sig-
nal recovery. However, other types of converter technol-
ogy also exhibit this property, including pulse-amplitude
modulation within an LPCM kernel augmented by noise
shaping, oversampling, and decorrelation [17], where lin-
earity can be guaranteed within the arithmetic resolution
of this class of system when incorporating uniform quan-
tization and TPDF dither.

The paper commences by formulating mathematical de-
scriptions of time-domain sampling and uniform ampli-
tude quantization based on harmonic series of amplitude-
and phase-modulated carriers. These ideas are then linked
to the process of LFM and adapted to form virtually dis-
tortion-free pulse-density modulation (PDM). This theo-
retical framework, when extended by the introduction of
TDQ, establishes a gateway for unifying analog and digital
modulation methods from which the complete LFM–SDM
model can be derived. Later sections develop further the
concept of TDQ and time-domain dither, where Matlab2

simulations reveal that binary code similar to that formed
by first- and second-order SDM can be generated. At this
juncture it should be emphasized that the purpose of study-
ing the LFM–SDM model is not specifically to forge op-
timized SDM code but to explore the process of time-
domain dither as a means of decorrelating quantization
distortion as well as building an alternative and more ho-
listic philosophical approach to SDM. Finally the paper
applies the parametric coder with step-back in time stabi-
lization to generate an extreme example of noise shaping
and thus demonstrate that SDM coding artifacts within the
audio band can be engineered to virtually zero.

0.1 Abbreviations
DSD Direct Stream Digital
LFM Linear frequency modulation
LFM–SDM Sigma–delta modulation model derived using

LFM and time-domain quantization
LPCM Linear pulse-code modulation
NSTF Noise-shaping transfer function
NTSI Natural time sampling instants
PDM Pulse-density modulation
PSZC Positive-slope zero crossing
SACD Super Audio Compact Disc
SDM Sigma–delta modulation
TDQ Time-domain quantization
TPDF Triangular probability density function

1 SDM MODELING USING LINEAR
FREQUENCY MODULATION

If the behavior of SDM is observed with respect to the
frequency of occurrence of 1’s and 0’s in the output bit
stream, it is evident that their average rate of occurrence is

proportional to the amplitude of the input signal level.
Also, because the combined rate of occurrence of both 1
and 0 pulses is fixed, then if the number of 1 pulses in-
creases, the number of 0 pulses must fall. Thus in practice
only the sequence of either 1 pulses or 0 pulses need be
determined. This suggests intuitively that SDM output
pulses are related to individual cycles in single-carrier fre-
quency modulation and in particular to LFM, where by
definition the instantaneous carrier frequency changes as a
linear function of the modulating signal. However, funda-
mental differences between LFM and SDM exist, espe-
cially as the output pulses of the latter are constrained to
discrete time instants. Hence if a high degree of equiva-
lence is to be established, quantization must be included in
the process.

The discussion commences by formalizing the funda-
mental processes of time sampling and amplitude quanti-
zation in terms of analog modulation. Following conven-
tional sampling theory [18], amplitude modulation
describes time sampling (a quantization process directed
along the time axis) whereas phase modulation, less well
known, describes amplitude quantization (a process di-
rected along the signal amplitude axis). Thus together they
establish unification between analog and digital modula-
tion processes. The core mathematical descriptors of TDQ
and amplitude quantization can be described succinctly by
two harmonic series.

1.1 Time Sampling → Amplitude Modulation
Consider a discrete and uniformly spaced (directed

along the time axis t) series of Dirac sampling pulses
sam(t) of sampling frequency fs Hz, which by Fourier
series analysis can be expressed as

sam�t� = 1 + 2�
r=1

�

cos�2�rfst�.

If �(t) is the input signal then the resulting sampled signal
s(t) is given as s(t) � �(t)sam(t), whereby

s�t� = ��t� + 2�
r=1

�

��t�cos�2�rfst�. (1)

This equation reveals the well-known result of time-
domain sampling being described by a harmonic series of
amplitude-modulated carriers, each having identical and
symmetrical sidebands, where, provided the terms �(t)
and 2 ∑r�1

� �(t) cos(2�rfst) are orthogonal, linear filtering
can retrieve �(t) without distortion.

1.2 Amplitude Quantization → Phase
Modulation

A similar analysis can be applied to the process of am-
plitude quantization. Consider a uniform quantizer with
quantum � and input signal �(t). The quantization error
�(t) is equal to the difference between the quantized output
q[�(t)] and the input �(t), where

�(t) � q[�(t)] − �(t).

1Although appropriate pulse-forming techniques are required
to lower the sensitivity to clock jitter and pulse amplitude noise.

2Matlab is a trade name of MathWorks Inc.
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�(t) forms a periodic sawtooth waveform when expressed
as a function of �(t), which by Fourier series analysis
results in a series expansion where,

q���t�� = ��t� +
�

� �
r=1

� �1

r
sin�2�r

��t�

� �� (2a)

that is, the quantization error �(t) is given by

��t� =
�

� �
r=1

� �1

r
sin�2�r

��t�

� �� (2b)

To demonstrate the veracity of this analysis, Fig. 1 illus-
trates a synthesis of the uniform quantization characteristic
based on Equation (2a) for fundamental only and for sum-
mations taken over 3, 10, and 1000 harmonics in the se-
ries. It is evident that as the number of harmonics used in
the summation increases, the accuracy to which the ideal
quantization characteristic is matched improves progres-
sively. Eq. (2b) reveals that the quantization error �(t)
resulting from uniform amplitude quantization forms a
harmonic series of phase-modulated sinusoids, as the ar-
gument of each sine term is a linear function of input �(t).
Consequently amplitude modulation maps to time sam-

pling as phase modulation maps to amplitude quantization,
where together they encapsulate the process of LPCM.

If the input signal �(t) in Eq. (2b) is assumed to have
zero mean, then the carrier frequency of each sinusoidal
term in the series has a center frequency of 0 Hz, whereas
with SDM the idle channel bit pattern has an average
frequency of fsdm/2 Hz, with fsdm being the SDM sampling
frequency in hertz. Imagine therefore a linear ramp func-
tion with constant slope � when expressed as a function of
time superimposed on the input signal �(t). The argument
�(t) of the fundamental sinusoidal term (r � 1) in the
series in Eq. (2b) is then

��t� = 2�
���t� + �t�

�
= 2�

��t�

�
+ � fsdmt. (3)

Eq. (3) shows that for the idle channel case, �(t) � 0, the
fundamental term in Eq. (2b) has a constant frequency
fsdm/2, requiring � � 0.5�fsdm. This condition forces �(t)
to have a repetition frequency set precisely to one-half the
sampling rate of SDM, which matches the basic
. . .010101. . . idle pattern.

The development of the LFM–SDM model exploits at
its core the frequency modulation behavior of �(t) when

Fig. 1. Synthesized uniform quantization characteristic (output versus input). (a) Fundamental only. (b) Summation: 3 harmonics. (c)
Summation: 10 harmonics. (d) Summation: 1000 harmonics.
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the input signal �(t) is applied together with the ramp
signal to shift the idle channel frequency from dc to fsdm/2
Hz. The higher terms (r > 1) in the series expansion in Eq.
(2b) also become separated out in frequency. Because �(t)
is a phase-modulated sawtooth wave, each step transition
in this waveform can be used to define a reference point in
time. If only the fundamental component (r � 1) of the
series in Eq. (2b) is considered, then these reference points
correspond to the positive-slope zero crossings (PSZCs) of
the fundamental sine-wave term with center frequency
fsdm/2 Hz. Because in terms of uniform amplitude quanti-
zation each PSZC represents natural time sampling in-
stants (NTSIs),3 where the quantization error is zero, the
NTSIs are endowed with properties that are central to
achieving virtually zero distortion with a PDM waveform.
Effectively the model requires that at each NTSI a refer-
ence pulse be generated with time-invariant characteristics
having constant amplitude and width. The resulting pulse
sequence then forms PDM. It follows that when the PDM
sequence is low-pass filtered, the modulating input signal
can be recovered. However, at this stage when making
comparisons with SDM it is important to note that there is
yet no quantization of the signal in time. The NTSI pulse
locations are free to associate with their optimum time
coordinates. Effectively what has been generated is SDM
code, where the pulses, although constrained in number
per second, are unconstrained in time. It is shown in Sec-
tion 2 that NTSIs require quantization in time in order to
conform to the SDM code. However, if the question is
mooted, “What are the optimum locations in time for SDM
pulses to be located?” then the LFM model in terms of
NTSI defines formally those instants. This observation is

a fundamental characteristic of the SDM process, and Mat-
lab simulations presented later in this section support the
analysis.

The discussion has shown so far that an amplitude quan-
tizer when modeled by Fourier in terms of amplitude can
be described by phase modulation. To simplify the formu-
lation of the model, the modulation process is next ab-
stracted purely in terms of equivalent LFM, and the core
elements of this scheme are shown in Fig. 2. LFM has the
characteristic that the instantaneous output frequency is
proportional to the input signal amplitude where, mirror-
ing earlier discussion, the LFM center frequency (that is,
the LFM output frequency corresponding to zero modu-
lating input amplitude) is set equal to fsdm/2 Hz. This con-
dition is necessary to ensure that the number of NTSIs
formed by LFM matches on average those produced in
SDM, where the NTSIs are associated with PSZCs of the
LFM output signal and are defined without recourse to
feedback. To complete the mapping from LFM to SDM
code Fig. 2 illustrates basic time quantization. Where for
each NTSI falling within an SDM sample window of
1/fsdm a 1 pulse is placed at the SDM sampling instant.
Otherwise if no NTSI occurs within the sample window,
then a 0 pulse is allocated. The process of TDQ and the
application of time-domain noise shaping are developed in
Section 2 and types of dither statistics and their effect on
linearity are discussed in Section 3.

1.3 Analysis and Performance of LFM in
Context of LFM-SDM Model

This subsection presents a formal definition and study
of LFM and shows by spectral analysis that PDM based on
the computation of NTSIs, the precursor to a full LFM–
SDM model, has extremely low intrinsic nonlinearity.
Consider a phase-modulated sine wave slfm(t) of amplitude

3The author conceptualizes these instants as “magic moments
in time.”

Fig. 2. Time-domain quantized linear frequency modulation model of SDM.
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A with instantaneous phase �(t) expressed as a function of
time,

slfm(t) � A sin[�(t)]. (4)

The instantaneous angular frequency 2�f(t), where the fre-
quency f(t) is itself a function of time, is defined as the rate
of change of phase �(t) with respect to time, with �(t)
being the argument of the frequency-modulated sine wave,
that is,

f�t� =
1

2�

d��t�

dt
.

Integration gives

��t� = 2� �
t=0

t

f�t� dt.

Substituting for �(t) in Eq. (4),

slfm�t� = A sin�2��
t=0

t

f�t� dt�. (5)

For LFM the instantaneous frequency f(t) is directly
proportional to the input signal y(t). Hence if Ymax repre-
sents the maximum amplitude of y(t) and fsdm/2 Hz the half
SDM sampling frequency when y(t) � 0, then f(t) is de-
fined as

f�t� =
fsdm

2 �1 +
y�t�

Ymax
�. (6)

Hence by substituting for f(t) from Eq. (6), slfm(t) follows
from Eq. (5),

slfm�t� = A sin�� �
t=0

t

fsdm�1 +
y�t�

Ymax
� dt�

giving

slfm�t� = A sin�� fsdmt +
� fsdm

Ymax
�
t=0

t

y�t� dt� . (7)

Eq. (7) formally describes the process of LFM, where the
argument �(t) of the sine wave is a function of the integral
of the input signal y(t), allowing the instantaneous fre-
quency to be linearly proportional to the input signal am-
plitude. Inspection shows that if y(t) � Ymax, then the
instantaneous output frequency is fsdm Hz, whereas if y(t)
� −Ymax, the frequency becomes zero, and if y(t) � 0, the
frequency is fsdm/2 Hz. Ymax therefore is the maximum
input signal amplitude to maintain the output frequency in
the range of 0 to fsdm Hz. This also coincides with the
ultimate overload limits of SDM. However, it is desirable
to prevent the instantaneous carrier frequency from falling
within the audio frequency band and creating excessive
distortion. Thus in practice the peak amplitude of y(t)
should be less than the maximum. If the minimum and
maximum carrier frequencies are specified, then the limits
on y(t) can be calculated using Eq. (6).

In order to derive a PDM signal using the LFM model
it is necessary to calculate the time coordinates tr of NTSI.
Since NTSIs occur at PSZCs of the frequency-modulated
sine wave, solutions for tr occur where �(tr) � 2�r for
integer r. Hence from Eq. (7) the time coordinates tr of
NTSI can be calculated from

tr +
1

Ymax
�
t=0

tr

y�t� dt =
2r

fsdm
. (8)

In the domain of discrete signal processing it is a difficult
task to seek exact solutions to Eq. (6) for a general input
signal y(t). However, the problem can be visualized with
reference to Fig. 3, where the instantaneous phase �(t) is
plotted as a function of time. In this graph each NTSI is
associated uniquely with each integer r provided the slope
of the graph is greater than zero, a condition guaranteed if
−Ymax < y(t) < Ymax, which limits the LFM frequency
range to 0–fsdm Hz.

In this study a four-stage approach was adopted to solve
Eq. (8) in terms of tr:

1) The LFM signal is computed at discrete and uniform
time instants at a rate of 	fsdm Hz, where the oversampling
factor is 	 > 1 in order to give a finer time resolution (for
example, 	 � 8).

2) The computed samples are then scanned to identify
negative-to-positive polarity transitions in the LFM output
to identify the presence of a PSZC.

3) Linear interpolation is performed on either side of
any detected PSZC to achieve a closer approximation to
each tr value.

4) Finally an iterative error-driven procedure is used to
converge toward the optimum solution for each tr.

A Matlab subroutine (see Appendix 1) was written
based on these four stages to calculate each value of tr. The
signal processing steps in the program are summarized
here:

• Convert the oversampled sinusoidal LFM signal to a
square wave using a squaring (sign) function.

• Compute a difference signal between adjacent samples
that is nonzero only when a zero-crossing transition oc-
curs between samples.

• Interrogating the sign of the nonzero intersample differ-
ence signal, only the PSZCs are selected.

• Apply the Matlab sort function to the difference se-
quence to eliminate all zero differences and determine a
vector zr(1:L) that contains only progressively se-
quenced sample numbers, describing samples just prior
to each PSZC.

• Knowing the time coordinate zr(r) of the nearest sample
that just precedes the rth PSZC in the sequence and zr(r)
+ 1, the coordinate of the sample that just follows the
PSZC, two samples4 of the LFM output signal slfm̃[zr(r)]
and slfm̃[zr(r) + 1] taken on each side of the PSZC are
calculated and a more accurate time location tra is esti-
mated by linear interpolation,

4The notation slfm̃[j] refers here to a sample data domain,
where j is an integer sample number.
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tra = zr�r� −
slfm̃�zr�r��

slfm̃�zr�r� + 1� + slfm̃�zr�r��
. (9)

• The approximate NTSI value tra is then substituted back
into the LFM signal expression in Eq. (7) to form an
error signal zerror (see Appendix 1) defined as zerror �
slfm(tra) − slfm(tr) � slfm(tra) since slfm(tr) ≡ 0, that is, if
tra � tr , then zerror � 0. A new estimate for tra is then
made using the recursion expression

tra ⇒ tra + 1.5 zerror. (10)

This iterative procedure is repeated (typically 100
times) until zerror has converged down to an acceptable
level. The coefficient of 1.5 in Eq. (10) was selected by
experiment based on convergence and final accuracy.

To estimate the attainable accuracy of this proce-
dure, the Fourier transform of a sequence of N unit im-
pulses located at each NTSI was calculated over a period
of the input signal, where the input signal frequency and
the LFM center frequency were selected for a harmonic
ratio. However, because NTSIs are asynchronous there
are no uniform sampled data for the fast Fourier transform,
so a direct spectral calculation based on the delay ele-
ments was performed following earlier reported practice
[19], [20], where the PDM spectrum out(f) is given by the
summation,

out�f� = �
r=1

N

e−j2�ftr. (11)

To illustrate the signal distortion resulting from the LFM
process, four example spectra are displayed in Fig. 4, each
derived by using an input of two equal-amplitude sinu-

soids of frequencies 19 and 20 kHz, where the normalized
amplitudes for the four simulations are 0.30, 0.25, 0.1, and
0.01, respectively (1 representing 100% modulation
depth). In all examples the LFM center frequency is set to
1.4112 MHz, exactly one-half the SACD data rate. Typical
final error values in computing NTSI locations are esti-
mated to lie in the range of 10−7 to 10−12, the higher error
levels occurring only for extreme modulation levels. The
result shown in Fig. 4(a) is the only spectrum to reveal
audio-band distortion where the two sinusoidal inputs
combine to give a modulation depth of about 0.6. By re-
ducing the peak amplitude to 0.5 significantly lower levels
of LFM sideband spectral spillage are revealed within the
audio band. Also, in Fig. 4(d), where the LFM sidebands
are narrow, spectral replication is evident at harmonics of
the sampling frequency of 2.8224 MHz, which is consis-
tent with the SACD sampling rate.

These results demonstrate a spectral sideband spread
resulting from LFM where, except for extreme modula-
tion, there is negligible spillage within the signal band. As
such the computational precision and significance of
NTSIs as true natural sampling data points is validated. It
is considered a critical factor, especially as NTSIs relate to
instants of zero distortion when using the equivalent uni-
form quantizer model and linear ramp input to form LFM.
Consequently it can be concluded that virtually all distor-
tion results from the process of TDQ, and there is negli-
gible signal degradation when converting from input sig-
nal to NTSI sequence.

2 TDQ IN LFM–SDM MODELING

Section 1 considered the formation of PDM based upon
techniques of LFM. In order to create discrete SDM code,

Fig. 3. Seeking natural sampling solutions for NTSI {tr}.
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the NTSIs derived from the LFM model must be redis-
tributed in time to form a uniformly sampled data se-
quence. This process is designated TDQ and represents the
process by which digitization is achieved. As with any
quantization process, rounding errors are produced that
form quantization distortion. Consequently residual corre-
lation of distortion and signal is a critical issue, and it is in

this domain that the effectiveness of dither strategies
should be judged. An obvious difference between this
class of quantization and amplitude quantization is that the
process is directed in time rather than amplitude. It inevi-
tably takes on characteristics akin to timing jitter [21] with
an error spectrum that rises with frequency. In LPCM
perturbing a single sample amplitude is a memoryless op-

Fig. 4. Spectrum of NTSI derived pulse sequence. (a) A � 0.30. (b) A � 0.25. (c) A � 0.10. (d) A � 0.01.
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eration, whereas a time displacement of a sample produces
both frequency- and phase-dependent distortion. It is
therefore likely that sample perturbations in time lead to a
more effective jitter strategy. In any event there are dif-
ferences to be observed.

This section discusses techniques of TDQ used to relo-
cate NTSIs to form a uniformly sampled SDM pulse se-
quence. Once the NTSI time coordinates tr are determined,
for example, by following the procedures outlined in Sec-

tion 1, quantization in time can be performed using a
combination of time-domain dither and temporal noise
shaping. Such a process takes a sequence {tr} as input and
determines a quantized output sequence {tqr} such that if

NTSI ⇒ �tr�r=0
N (12a)

then

�tqr�r=0
N ⇒ TQ��tqr�r=0

N � = TQ�NTSI� (12b)

Fig. 4. Continued
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where TQ[. . .] represents the generalized operation of
TDQ, and {tqr} are the resulting time coordinates of the
uniformly sampled binary SDM data. Because the quan-
tization process is directed in time rather than amplitude,
after quantization {tqr} may not be sequenced in natural
sample order, such as [. . . 10 13 17 15 19 . . .].
There is a requirement that the quantized sequence {tqr}
produce progressively sequenced binary pulses. Methods
of dealing with noncausal sequences and sequences con-
taining coincident pulses, as part of the TDQ process, are
discussed in Sections 2.1 to 2.4.

A basic TDQ process using only time-domain dither
and a uniform quantizer is illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 is an
extension of Fig. 5 and includes temporal noise shaping
configured to embrace the quantizer. Both approaches mir-
ror the techniques used in conventional LPCM signal pro-
cessing and therefore need little further explanation other
than to point out that the input and output sequences are
the time coordinate vectors {tr} and {tqr}, respectively.

However, it is significant that from the perspective of
linearity [7]–[9], [22] the time quantizer input range has no
imposed limits due to the natural progression of time,
unlike feedback SDM where sample amplitude quantiza-
tion is restricted to two levels. Nevertheless, the greater
the order of the temporal noise shaper, the greater becomes
the maximum time shifting of pulses away from their op-
timum NTSIs, so in practice it is expedient to include a
degree of time displacement limitation, as discussed in
Section 2.4. All the uniform quantization processes dis-
cussed here include TPDF dither to decorrelate quantiza-
tion jitter noise from the signal, making the process linear
but noisy [12]. The effectiveness of this expediency is
discussed in Section 3.

The following sections discuss factors and strategies
that relate to the TDQ process with respect to generating
SDM code, where special emphasis is placed on correcting
improperly sequenced temporal data streams as defined by
the vector {tqr}. The techniques presented include both

Fig. 5. TDQ including additive time-domain dither.

Fig. 6. TDQ with temporal noise shaping and time-domain dither.
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open-loop and closed-loop solutions. Section 2.5 presents
example spectra based on the correction procedures clas-
sified as types 1 to 4.

2.1 Open-Loop Temporal Correction: Type 1
The occurrence of coincident and incorrectly sequenced

pulses can be corrected by using a time-sorting procedure
[23], [24] that is applied open loop after the temporal noise
shaper. This process guarantees a positive arithmetic time
progression of pulses, seeks out both dual and multiple
coincident pulses, and translates any coincident samples
into a near-symmetric bidirectional pulse distribution, all
achieved with no loss of pulse area. This algorithm has
restrictions in that it does not observe the spectral error
introduced in the time domain. Thus it does not yield a
useful noise-shaping advantage. However, it does offer
code conversion that is appropriate for simple time-
domain quantizers with low-order noise shaping and as
such reveals some unique features.

The type 1 algorithm is defined as follows. Consider a
vector [Xr]r�1

N of length N. Here the elements represent
time-domain quantized sample locations of 1 pulses,
where both sequence order and coincident pulse errors
have occurred. The corrected and time-sorted vector
[Yr]r�1

N devoid of noncoincident pulses can be computed
using the Matlab sort function, which rearranges a modi-
fied version of the input vector so that the element values
are ranked in order of their magnitude (observing that
elements take only positive values in this case as time
flows from zero),

[Yr]r�1
N � sort([Xr]r�1

N − [1:N]) + [1:N] (13)

where [1:N] represents the vector [1 2 3 . . . r . . .
N]. Because of the addition and subtraction of the vector
[1:N] the net area under the input and output vectors is
invariant, which is important as TDQ and any subsequent
postprocessing should not add to or subtract from the av-
erage number of 1 pulses.

To demonstrate the validity of this algorithm, three ex-
amples are presented, where the vector length is selected
arbitrarily as N � 10.

Example 2.1.1: One Cluster of Two
Coincident Pulses

Define the output vector [X] of the temporal noise
shaper as

�Xr�r=1
10 = �2 5 8 11 9 9 13 15 16 19�.

Subtracting vector [1:10],

�Zr�r=1
10 = �1 3 5 7 4 3 6 7 7 9�.

Reorder to form a positive progression in the time se-
quence,

sort�Zr�r=1
10 = �1 3 3 4 5 6 7 7 7 9�.

Finally, add back the vector [1:10] to produce the cor-
rected vector [Y],

�Yr�r=1
10 = �2 5 6 8 10 12 14 15 16 19�.

The sum of the sample coordinates for both vectors [X]
and [Y] is 107, and the respective SDM sequences sdmx

and sdmy derived from [X] and [Y] are

sdmx = �0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1�

sdmy = �0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 1�.

The SDM error vector then follows as

�sdm�r�x − sdm�r�y�r=1
10

= �0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 2 −1 1 −1 1
−1 0 0 0 0 0�.

Example 2.1.2: One Cluster of Three
Coincident Pulses

Consider a second example, where

�Xr�r=1
10 = �2 5 8 9 13 13 13 16 18 19�

which results in

sdmx = �0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3
0 0 1 0 1 1�

sdmy = �0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1�

producing an error vector

�sdm�r�x − sdm�r�y�r=1
19

= �0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 2
0 −1 0 0 0 0�.

Example 2.1.3: Three Clusters of Coincidence
Finally consider a third example where

�Xr�r=1
10 = �2 2 8 9 13 13 13 16 19 19�

which results in

sdmx = �0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3
0 0 1 0 0 2 0�

sdmy = �1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 0 1�

producing an error vector

�sdm�r�x − sdm�r�y�r=1
20

= �−1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 2
0 −1 0 0 −1 2 −1�.

Observe in each example how the time-sorted pulse loca-
tions have unique values arranged in arithmetic time pro-
gression. Also, the areas under the input and output se-
quences are invariant, which is demonstrated by the sum
of each SDM error vector being zero.

2.2 Open-Loop Temporal Correction: Type 2
The technique presented in Section 2.1 used pulse re-

distribution to correct pulse coincidence in the noise-
shaper output, otherwise multilevel pulses would occur.
An earlier study [13] proposed a technique of pulse redis-
tribution to account for quantizer overload by substituting
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any overload sample with a short symmetric pulse se-
quence. A symmetrical mapping function has the intrinsic
property of producing only spectral amplitude error
whereas an asymmetric function introduces both ampli-
tude and phase error. In the present application correction
based on symmetrical pulse mapping requires an iterative
procedure to convert multiple coincident pulses into a bi-
nary sequence as the map itself may give rise to multilevel
samples. The only symmetrical mapping function found to
give robust convergence when used in an iterative proce-
dure is defined as follows.

Consider a uniformly quantized sequence {sdm(x)} de-
rived from multilevel SDM code that incorporates a mid-
riser quantizer with quantum interval 
. {sdm(x)} is to be
down-converted to a binary sequence with respective am-
plitudes −0.5
 and 0.5
. For sample sdm(x) and adjacent
samples sdm(x − 1) and sdm(x + 1) the substitution map is
then applied,

sdm�x� ⇒ sdm�x� − 2
 sign�sdm�x��

sdm�x − 1� ⇒ sdm�x − 1� + 
 sign�sdm�x��

sdm�x + 1� ⇒ sdm�x + 1� + 
 sign�sdm�x��

where sign(k) � 1 for k > 0, sign(k) � −1 for k < 0, and
sign(0) � 0. Mapping is applied sequentially to the mul-
tilevel sequence, where the current sample must include
any substitutions imposed by the previous calculation.
However, a single pass does not guarantee compliance
with a binary sequence. Therefore the process must be
repeated until convergence is achieved. A caveat to con-
vergence is that the information signal contained within
the multilevel sequence must not overload the down-
converted binary sequence and for a finite vector, the net
areas before and after correction must be compatible.

To illustrate the mapping procedure, consider two ex-
amples. Here the input sequence is constrained to take
only positive integer values where 
 � 1.

Example 2.2.1 (Same as Example 2.1.3)
Let the temporal noise-shaper output [X] be

[Xr]r�1
10 � [2 2 8 9 13 13 13 16 19 19]

from which uncorrected SDM code is derived as

SDM0 � [0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 2 0].

Applying symmetric pulse mapping, after one pass of the
mapping function we have

SDM1 � [1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1]

which yields an input–output error vector,

SDM0 − SDM1

� [−1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
2 −1 0 0 0 −1 2 −1].

Comparing this error with the error derived in Example
2.1.3 shows that although similar, the symmetric pulse
mapping has achieved one error cluster where the time
dispersion is halved, a result that should contribute to
lower distortion in the recovered signal.

Example 2.2.2
This second example illustrates SDM code with more

densely packed clusters of multilevel pulse, which requires
several iterations to form a binary sequence. Let

[Xr]r�1
10 � [2 2 4 5 5 6 8 8 8 11 13 13].

Translating to multilevel SDM code gives the initial un-
corrected sequence as

SDM0 � [0 2 0 1 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 0
2 0].

In this more extreme example, where the sum of the vector
elements is 12 out of a vector of length 14, the symmetric
pulse mapping required seven iterations to converge to a
binary sequence. The intermediate results are given in
Table 1, where each row shows the sequence progression
commencing with the initial pulse sequence. The iteration
number is given in the left-hand column.

The process is shown to converge after the seventh it-
eration to form the binary sequence

SDM7 � [1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 1]

where the overall error vector is

SDM0 − SDM7 = �−1 1 −1 0 1 0 0 2 −1
−1 0 −1 2 −1�.

This method of converting multilevel pulses to binary is
applicable not only to the present system employing TDQ,

Table 1. Symmetric pulse mapping showing 7 iterations required for convergence.

0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 2 0

1 1 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1

2 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 1

3 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 1

4 1 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 1

5 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 1

6 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
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but also to multilevel SDM [17], where it forms a multi-
level to two-level transformer provided the input signal
falls within the coding range of the down-converted binary
code.

2.3 Closed-Loop Temporal Correction: Type 3
Rather than applying correction for pulse coincidence as

a separate process applied to the output of the temporal
noise shaper, correction can be applied directly within the
feedback loop. The process is summarized as follows,
where tq(n) represents the quantizer output after the nth
sample.

In this feedback-controlled system the present value of
tq(n) is compared against a time window of past samples
and tested for any identical values. If coincidence is de-
tected, then a quantum � is added to tq(n),

tq(n) ⇒ tq(n) + �. (14)

The test is reapplied and if coincidence is detected once
again, then a further quantum is added to tq(n), and so on;
otherwise the current value is assigned to the output. Using
this technique, pulse coincidence is eliminated, and be-
cause the process is contained within a feedback loop, any
modification to tq(n) is considered an inherent character-
istic of the quantizer and partially corrected by feedback.
However, there is no constraint placed upon the degree of
pulse displacement that can occur, so this may contribute
additional noise.

2.4 Closed-Loop Temporal Correction with
Constrained Time Dispersion: Type 4

Because sample time displacement in SDM code con-
tributes noise, it is expedient to constrain the peak tempo-
ral pulse displacement introduced in the noise shaper. This
can be achieved by both constraining the noise-shaper

transfer function and limiting the maximum pulse dis-
placement range. To constrain sample time displacement
in the temporal noise shaper, a limiter is introduced just
before the coincidence detector–corrector described in
Section 2.3.

The time quantizer input–output error ddt is calculated
at each sampling instance, where if tr(n) and tq(n) are the
respective input and output of the temporal noise shaper
just after the nth sample is processed, then in Matlab
notation,

ddt = round((tr(n) - tq(n))/of);

where of is a scale factor. If the limiter is set to lim, then
a program fragment defines the process as

if ddt > lim
tq(n) = tq(n) + (ddt - lim)*of;
elseif ddt < -lim
tq(n) = tq(n) - (ddt + lim)*of;
end

2.5 Simulation Examples of Temporal Noise
Shaping with Correction, Types 1 to 4

To demonstrate the relative performance of the type 1 to
4 correction techniques, Matlab simulations were per-
formed using the LFM–SDM model with a second-order
noise-shaping time quantizer. All simulations used two
equiamplitude sine-wave inputs of normalized amplitudes
0.1 with respective frequencies of 19 and 20 kHz. Just one
typical spectral result is shown in Fig. 7, since without
signal averaging no significant differences were observed
between procedures.

To show an extreme example of the capability of the
type 2 multilevel-to-binary conversion algorithm de-
scribed in Section 2.2, a mapping was performed on the
output derived from a fourth-order multilevel SDM incor-

Fig. 7. LFM–SDM output spectrum, typical of type 1 to 4 procedures.
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porating a midriser quantizer with quantum 
 � 1. A
Matlab simulation was written for the noise shaper that
included multilevel quantization and four cascaded inte-
grators with local feedforward paths to achieve stability. A
Hankel matrix facilitated compact code design (a segment
of the routine is presented in Appendix 2). This is consid-
ered an extreme test because most samples require map-
ping and their values are relatively large. The time-domain
results shown in Fig. 8 confirm a successful mapping from
an amplitude range of approximately −17.5 to 17.5 down

to binary levels of −0.5 and 0.5. The corresponding output
spectra before and after mapping are shown in Fig. 9,
where although there is substantial degradation, the noise
performance remains marginally superior to the SDM
spectrum presented in Fig. 7. Also there is minimal evi-
dence of intermodulation distortion products. The remark-
able aspect of this simulation is the attainment of conver-
gence to the desired two-level SDM code. However, for
mapping to be successful, the input signal applied to the
multilevel noise shaper must be limited in peak amplitude

Fig. 8. Time-domain SDM output before and after multilevel to two-level transformation.

Fig. 9. SDM output spectra before and after multilevel to two-level transformation, 4 integrator noise shaper with input dithered to
24-bit LPCM.
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so as to fall within the amplitude range of the two-level
code. Also, experiments with other higher order time dis-
persive codes have shown poor convergence such that the
simple map described in Section 2-2 is a special case that
has been found to exhibit excellent convergence properties.

3 LINEARITY OF THE LFM–SDM MODEL

Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [8], [9] have demonstrated
that with low-order SDM there can be noise modulation,
and correlated distortion components manifest as periodic
components often buried within the noise floor. It is con-
cluded that this is a failing of the loop quantizer, which is
unable to accommodate conventional TPDF dither [12]
without incurring overload [13]. Further, it is known that
the SDM loop when extended to include a multilevel,
uniform quantizer does not exhibit nonlinear distortion
within a bound determined by TPDF dither bit depth and
finite word length of the SDM coder. The classic com-
parison procedure is to simulate SDM and study its per-
formance with varying levels of dither addition prior to
binary quantization. Tests often use carefully selected si-
nusoids and/or combinations of low-level dc offset, but it
is also instructive to use low-level dc sweeps and to con-
struct three-dimensional noise plots to identify tracks of
periodic idle tones that sweep across the frequency space
(see Dunn and Sandler [25]).

However, generating SDM code by using the LFM–
SDM model gives an alternative perspective on the func-
tion of dither. If the coding method is viewed from the
generation of NTSI-derived pulse sequences then, as
shown in Section 1, it can be concluded that below over-
load, LFM sideband spillage into the audio band is negli-
gible, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(c) and (d). If TDQ is

performed with the addition of temporal dither, then pulse
redistribution is randomized and does not lead to corre-
lated distortion artifacts. It could be argued that a small
degree of noise modulation may occur as the LFM spec-
trum expands and contracts with the input signal ampli-
tude and frequency, but such effects are extremely small.
This section considers the effect of dither statistics on
linearity in the most basic TDQ process and then extends
the results to first-order time-domain noise shaping.

3.1 Dither Performance in Zero- and
First-Order TDQ

Dither is an intrinsic element in quantization and
achieves quantization distortion decorrelation if applied
correctly. Much of the pioneering work stems from early
digital video processing. This section evaluates three types
of dither applied to TDQ with both zero- and first-order
noise shaping. Three dither sequences are examined:

• RPDF—Offset rectangular probability distribution span-
ning one SDM sample period

• TPDF—Offset triangular probability distribution span-
ning two SDM sample periods

• ATPDF—Asymmetric TPDF spanning two SDM
sample periods.

Because dither is directed along the time axis there is no
problem with quantizer overload, even though it is desir-
able to keep the dither amplitude low and because, as
discussed in Section 2, it is necessary to prevent coincident
sample values as these map to multiamplitude pulses,
which are not permitted in binary SDM. Fig. 10 gives
histograms of the three dither sequences, where each dis-

Fig. 10. Histograms of dither sequence. (a) Offset RPDF dither. (b) Offset TPDF dither. (c) Asymmetric TPDF dither.
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tribution is offset from zero. This expedient biases the
quantization error tr − tqr such that tqr > tr.

3.2 Simulation Results
Output spectra were calculated for LFM–SDM for each

dither sequence, both with and without noise shaping. All
included type 1 code correction described in Section 2.1.
A vector of length 218 was used and outputs were averaged
4096 times to expose distortion artifacts. Output spectra and
the corresponding tr − tqr error histograms for both zero-
and first-order TDQ are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. In addi-
tion, Fig. 13 shows the output spectrum for second-order

temporal noise shaping together with type 1 correction, again
using 4096 averages but a vector of length 215. The LFM
spectrum is also shown derived from {tr} to confirm its low
audio band distortion. The last spectrum shows that no
significant distortion components have emerged above the
quantization noise, which has been lowered theoretically
by 36 dB compared to the nonaveraged spectrum. This is
important not because it yields particularly low levels of
noise within the audio band, but because it demonstrates
that dither can be applied effectively in the time domain,
unlike dither applied in the amplitude domain of a feedback
coder, which by necessity has to take a suboptimal level.

Fig. 10. Continued
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The results reveal that dither is effective, but that the
type of dither has the greatest effect on distortion for the
zero-order examples, where TPDF gives the best result.
Except for asymmetric TPDF dither, residual distortion is
related to type 1 correction, which because of the dc dither
offset, works mainly to suppress coincident pulses since
tqr values occur after tr values. The asymmetric TPDF
dither of Fig. 10(c) gives the worst result, as might be
anticipated, where Fig. 11(c) reveals a skewed tr − tqr error
histogram, implying nonlinearity. However, when a first-
order noise shaper is introduced, the statistics of the dither
have less significance, whereas if Fig. 12(c) is inspected,
reduced distortion together with a virtually symmetric tr −

tqr error histogram is revealed. In fact all the output spec-
tra using higher order noise shaping reveal much less dis-
tortion. Finally a test was performed to explore RPDF
dither reduced to a level of 0.35, which is often found
effective in high-order SDM applications. Histograms of tr
− tqr error are shown in Fig. 14 for both zero- and first-
order time-domain noise shaping. While the zero-order
case exhibits a poorly defined distribution, the first-order
example has mapped almost to TPDF spanning two quanta
and compares favorably with Fig. 11(a). These results sup-
port the observation that dither statistics are less critical in
high-order SDM and that a TPDF dither spanning two
quanta, although inappropriate when applied in the ampli-

Fig. 11. Zero order. Output spectra (4096 averages) and (tr − tq) histograms. (a) Offset RPDF dither. (b) Offset TPDF dither. (c)
Asymmetric TPDF dither.
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tude domain because of overload and stability problems,
still remains effective at a reduced level. The observation
that time-domain noise shaping renders an almost sym-
metric tr − tqr error histogram from a highly asymmetric
dither is critical to the debate, even though the averaged
noise spectrum returned was lowest with symmetric TPDF
dither.

However, although LFM–SDM derived SDM offers ex-
cellent linearity, it does not in its present form achieve the
low in-band noise performance demanded of high-
resolution audio. Therefore to explore the limits of noise

shaping and linearity as well as the benefit of reduced
dependence on dither type with increased loop order, Sec-
tion 4 investigates high-order SDM, whereas Section 5
presents a novel approach to loop transfer function imple-
mentation and stability together with simulations to dem-
onstrate its noise performance and coding linearity.

4 HIGH-ORDER SONY FF STYLE SDM

Takahashi and Nishio [26] have published a fifth-order
feedforward (Sony FF) SDM encoder capable of high per-

Fig. 11. Continued
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formance in the context of SACD. This encoder is dis-
cussed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 gives consideration to
the number of principal integrators5 in the noise-shaping
transfer function, and Section 4.3 presents a ninth-order
variant with lower in-band noise.

4.1 Fifth-Order Sony FF SDM
The fifth-order Sony FF SDM topology [26] is shown in

Fig. 15, where a low level of audio band noise is obtained
by implementing two cascaded biquadratic filter sections.
These filters form two sets of real pole pairs within the

forward-path transfer function located at 10 and 20 kHz,
respectively, which map into corresponding zeros in the
noise-shaping transfer function (NSTF). For each pole pair
two integrators in the forward path are required. Hence a
cascade of five integrators can accommodate two sets of
pole pairs, nine integrators accommodate four sets of pole
pairs, and so on.

The following analysis determines the NSTF for the
fifth-order FF SDM encoder shown in Fig. 15. If A5(z) is
the z-domain transfer function of the forward path, then for
this fifth-order loop,

NSTF5�z� =
1

1 + z−1A5�z�
. (15)

5The term “principal integrator” is used to here to describe the
main integrators in the forward path of a SDM feedback coder.

Fig. 11. Continued
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Determining A5(z) by inspection of Fig. 15,

The denominator of Eq. (16) forms the NSTF numera-
tor and establishes zeros in NSTF5(z). The {a} and
{b} coefficients for fifth-order Sony FF SDM [26] are

given as

b1 � 1, b2 � 0.5, b3 � 0.25,
b4 � 0.125, b5 � 0.0625
c2 � −0.001953125, c4 � −0.03125.

Fig. 12. First order. Output spectra (4096 averages) and (tr − tq) histograms. (a) Offset RPDF dither. (b) Offset TPDF dither. (c)
Asymmetric TPDF dither.

A5�z� = b1b2b3b4b5�1 + �1 − z−1

b1b3
��1 + b3 − z−1 + �1 + b5 − z−1

b2b5
���1 − z−1�2 − b3c2z

−1��
�1 − z−1���1 − z−1�2 − b3c2z

−1���1 − z−1�2 − b5c4z
−1�

�. (16)
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and locate zeros at 10 and 20 kHz, respectively, for a
64*44.1-kHz sampling rate. To confirm this result, a Mat-
lab simulation computed a binary SDM output sequence of
218 samples for a periodic input sequence. Applying the
Fourier transform and using a Blackman-squared window6

to reduce truncation errors, the output spectrum is derived
as shown in Fig. 16. To benchmark this spectrum an
LPCM spectral noise floor is calculated assuming a 24-bit
uniform quantizer with optimum dither and a sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz. In this example an input is used consist-
ing of two sine waves, each at −20-dB amplitude and
frequencies of 9 and 10 kHz, respectively (where 0 dB
corresponds to a sine wave with a peak input amplitude of
1) where the SDM code has a range −1 to +1. This signal
is quantized to 24 bit and upsampled to the SDM sampling
frequency using Fourier transform techniques. The SDM
output spectrum confirms NSTF zeros at 10 kHz and 20 kHz
and reveals a noiselike structure with minimal correlated
distortion. The noise spectrum corresponds to that of the

6The Fourier transform assumes a circular function that is repeti-
tive. However, in SDM the state of the encoder at the end of the
sequence is generally distant from its commencement, consequently
spectral errors occur that are most noticeable at low frequency and
overestimate spectral levels, thus giving a pessimistic estimate of
performance. The use of a Blackman-squared window can sup-
press to a large extent these anomalies, although as a conse-
quence there is now a limit in low-frequency spectral resolution.

Fig. 12. Continued
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24-bit LPCM input signal below about 800 Hz, but then
rises with frequency although staying just within about a
20-bit LPCM accuracy below 20 kHz.

To examine coding linearity, the Sony FF SDM algo-
rithm is benchmarked against the topology shown in Fig.
17, which uses an identical loop filter to guarantee iden-
tical signal transfer functions, but with the quantizer sub-
stituted by a unity-gain stage. Both binary and “no quan-
tization” SDM simulations were run simultaneously using
identical input sequences, with outputs subtracted to form
the error spectrum shown in Fig. 18. Consequently this
difference process forms a sensitive indicator for distor-
tion arising purely from restricting a multilevel quantizer
to binary, where the computed difference spectrum is

shown to be noiselike and shaped by the NSTF with no
significant distortion evident within the bound set by the
noise in the curve.

4.2 Selecting the Number of Integrators in SDM
Feedback Encoders

The range of available NSTFs using only principal in-
tegrators is depicted in Fig. 19, where only the feedfor-
ward paths have been retained for the purpose of closed-
loop stability when using the binary-weighted {b}
coefficients [26] given in Section 4.1. These curves indi-
cate that for increasing loop order and using just the prin-
cipal integrators, there is a frequency-dependent bound
beyond which no improvement is possible. Hence there is

Fig. 12. Continued
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minimal advantage in using more than five integrators for
a system with a 2.8224-MHz sampling rate. To address
this limitation it is necessary to introduce frequency-
selective boosting of the loop gain, as discussed in Section
4.1, focused on the upper end of the audio spectrum and
typically in the band of 10–20 kHz. In this scheme each
notch in the NSTF requires a pair of integrators, so if more
than two notches are to be employed, then the number of
integrators must be increased even though on their own
they offer little performance advantage.

4.3 Ninth-Order Modified Sony FF SDM
A ninth-order SDM is presented in this section as an

extension of the topology shown in Fig. 15 and uses nine
principal integrators with four internal feedback loops,
where the {b} and {c} coefficients are specified as
follows:

b(1) � 1, b(2) � 0.5, b(3) � 0.25,
b(4) � 0.0125, b(5) � 0.0625,
b(6) � 0.03125, b(7) � 0.015625,
b(8) � 0.0078125, b(9) � 0.00390625

c(2) � −0.03125/50, c(4) � −0.03125/2,
c(6) � −0.125, c(8) � −0.125*1.1.

Using the same input signal excitation as in Section 4.1,
the output spectrum for the ninth-order SDM is shown in
Fig. 20, where the LPCM reference is again set at 24 bit to
highlight improved performance and to show that 24-bit
accuracy is achieved almost to 20 kHz. However, scruti-
nizing the forward-path transfer function A5(j2�f) pre-
sented in Eq. (16), for fifth-order Sony FF SDM it is
evident that below the frequency band where the internal
feedback loops introduce notches, the NSTF tends to a
slope less than would be anticipated using just the prin-

cipal integrators without local feedback loops. To vali-
date this observation consider a low-frequency approxi-
mation by substituting (1 − z−1) ⇒ j2�f/fsdm in Equation
(16) where fsdm is the SACD sampling rate, then as f → 0
it follows that

A5�f�|f→0 ⇒
b1b2b4 fsdm

j2�fc2c4

revealing that the slope of the NSTF tends to first order
(6 dB per octave) at low frequency. A similar analysis
can be applied to the ninth-order example, where again
a first-order slope is encountered at the low-frequency
limit. This is considered a significant limitation of this
class of forward-path transfer function as the low-
frequency coding accuracy in the critical midrange of hu-
man hearing is compromised whereas it can be improved
substantially together with enhanced linearity, as shown in
Section 5.

5 SDM WITH PARAMETRIC NSTF EQUALIZATION

This section describes parametric SDM, which allows
the NSTF to be handcrafted using methods similar to
parametric equalization [27] and can achieve substan-
tially lower in-audio band noise compared to both fifth-
order and modified ninth-order SDM. Parametric SDM
addresses both the limited performance enhance-
ment available by using more than five principal inte-
grators (see Section 4.2) and the low-frequency NSTF
compromise observed in the Sony FF topology (see Sec-
tion 4.3).

The basic parametric SDM is shown in Fig. 21. Adding
the complete z-domain topology, Fig. 22 illustrates five
cascaded biquadratic-type band-pass/low-pass filter sec-
tions located ahead of the five principal integrators. A

Fig. 13. LFM–SDM output spectrum, second-order noise shaping with RPDF dither, and type 1 correction (4096 averages).
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feature of this topology over the Sony FF structure is that
if parametric filters designated P1(z) to P5(z) have negli-
gible insertion gain, then the forward path transfer func-
tion defaults to that of the five principal integrators, with

no compromise in the low-frequency NSTF. Each para-
metric equalizer consists of a second-order biquadratic fil-
ter with individual center frequency, Q factor, and low-
pass and band-pass insertion gains. The transfer function

Fig. 14. TDQ (tr − tq) histograms with RPDF dither spanning 0.35 quanta. (a) Zero order. (b) First order.

Fig. 15. z-domain description of fifth-order Sony FF SDM [26].
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of the rth-stage Pr(z) is defined in the z domain with ref-
erence to Fig. 22 as

Pr�z� =
g1�r�k�r�

�1 − z−1�

p�r�
+ g2�r�

�1 − z−1�2

p�r�2 + k�r�z−1 �1 − z−1�

p�r�
+ z−1

(17)

where each pair of integrator scale factors p(r) sets the
center frequency, k(r) sets the Q factor, g1(r) the insertion
gain of the band-pass filter, and g2(r) the insertion gain of
the low-pass filter. The complete transfer function for N
cascaded parametric filters PTN(z) is

PTN�z� = 	
r=1

N

�1 + Pr�z��. (18)

Fig. 16. Fifth-order Sony FF SDM versus 24-bit dithered LPCM reference.

Fig. 17. Input–output SDM error comparison scheme.
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Defining AP(z) as the transfer function of the principal
integrators, the NSTF follows as

NSTF =
1

1 + z−1AP�z�PTN�z�
. (19)

Experimenting with a variety of NSTFs, where the degree
of noise shaping is relatively mild results in stable SDM
behavior with a low probability of instability. However, as
noise shaping is made more aggressive and the signal level
is increased, the probability of instability increases. To
improve stability a “step-back in time” technique [6] was
implemented. Here a set of criteria are established to in-
terrogate the input to the two-level quantizer from which

the onset of instability can be detected, allowing the coder
to step back in time with the aid of a state memory to an
earlier sample selected depending on pulse group activity.
The SDM output at the selected sample is then inverted
and a new dither sequence calculated, after which coding
progresses again in the forward direction. This process can
be repeated more than once if required but is designed to
ensure that the statistics of the quantizer input are well
behaved such that groups of multiple 1’s and 0’s in the
SDM output are minimized, thus maximizing the 0 to 1
and 1 to 0 transitions; also the peak amplitude is limited.
Consequently the probability for the quantizer input to
attain a high value is reduced as it must oscillate close to
the zero-level threshold. In practice the degree of step-

Fig. 18. Error spectrum between two-level SDM and equivalent loop without quantization.

Fig. 19. Family of NSTFs for integrator-feedforward loop (no internal local feedback loops).
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back activity proves to be strongly linked with the prob-
ability of instability and therefore provides a useful indi-
cator on SDM coding performance.

An example NSTF was crafted for a parametric SDM
designed to achieve extremely low in-band noise and dis-
tortion performance in the presence of a periodic input

signal. This SDM incorporated four principal integrators
and 13 parametric filters with center frequencies ranging
from 20 to 39 kHz. The input consisted of three sine
waves, each of amplitude 0.1 with frequencies of 4, 9, and
20 kHz, respectively, and 218 samples were computed. The
SDM output spectrum is shown in Fig. 23, where it can be

Fig. 20. Ninth-order Sony FF SDM against 24-bit dithered LPCM reference.

Fig. 21. Outline structure of five-band parametric SDM with filters P1(z) to P5(z).

Fig. 22. z-domain N-band parametric SDM with five principal integrators.
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concluded that appropriately designed SDM can yield al-
most zero coding artifacts in the audio band, especially as
the low-noise band extends to just above 30 kHz, a result
considered exemplary in the context of the SACD sam-
pling rate. To further demonstrate the linearity of this
coder, Fig. 24 shows the input–output error spectrum com-
puted using a procedure similar to that described in Sec-
tion 4.1. The result confirms a coding accuracy to better
than 32-bit LPCM with an accuracy that, unlike the Sony
FF topology, increases at a rate determined by the four
principal integrators. Finally Fig. 25 shows the histogram

of the input signal to the two-level quantizer, and the
corresponding time-domain plot is shown in Fig. 26. A
bounded and smooth distribution is revealed, although evi-
dence of bifurcation about zero in the histogram is just
evident, indicating that the selected NSTF is close to in-
stability. This is also confirmed by the high degree of
step-back activity observed during the simulation and re-
corded by the asterisk plots in Fig. 26. Until recently the
author did not believe that an SDM coder could achieve
such low levels of distortion; however, this result provides
substantial evidence to counter earlier criticism.

Fig. 23. Output spectrum of parametric SDM. Input quantized to 32 bit (24-bit at 44.1-kHz LPCM reference spectrum shown).

Fig. 24. Input–output error spectrum of parametric SDM. Input quantized to 32 bit (24-bit at 44.1-kHz LPCM reference spectrum
shown).
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6 CONCLUSION

A number of techniques have been investigated both for
the generation of SDM code and to consider aspects of lin-
earity. Further ideas were presented on the application of the
LFM–SDM model, and the nature of the LFM spectrum was
shown in simulated examples spanning a wide range of input
levels. Of significance here is the extremely low level of
LFM spectral spillage into the audio band together with the
pivotal role of NTSIs. It was argued that if these time instants
are used as starting points for forming time-domain quan-
tized SDM, where time-domain TPDF dither is employed to
randomize the process, then a high degree of linearity can

be achieved. However, the limitation of the present
scheme is that although noise shaping can be applied to the
process, it is not formed in the signal domain, so the quan-
tization noise spectrum is not minimized appropriately by
noise shaping to give low noise in the audio band.

Generating noise is explained in terms of the LFM–
SDM model by the deliberate introduction of timing jitter
to the NTSI pulse locations. To reduce noise, a means of
restricting extreme pulse displacement was considered by
limiting the noise-shaping quantizer range. Also, a conse-
quence of time-domain noise shaping is that coincident
pulses can be formed. Both open-loop and closed-loop
methods of preventing this condition were described to-

Fig. 25. Histogram of input signal to two-level quantizer in parametric SDM.

Fig. 26. Two-level quantizer input (grey), step-back instants (*), and SDM output (black) derived from parametric SDM simulation.
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gether with a technique of offsetting the dither sequence.
The effect of dither was studied, and it was shown that
zero-order TDQ was most sensitive to dither statistics,
whereas time-domain noise shaping offered greater toler-
ance to the type of dither.

A novel feature discussed in the paper was the identifica-
tion of a stable multilevel to two-level mapping algorithm,
which when applied within an iterative loop, would converge
to the required amplitude resolution, provided the input sig-
nal was bounded to fall within the two-level range. Example
spectra were presented to show the performance penalty.

An objective of the paper was also to consider the lin-
earity of high-order SDM. A new form of parametrically
equalized high-order coder was identified, which showed
excellent coding performance within the band of 0–30
kHz. Linearity was investigated by calculating the differ-
ence spectrum between two similar coders with identical
NSTFs, where the reference used no quantization whereas
the other coder employed two-level quantization. Results
showed that the error spectrum was shaped by the NSTF,
whereas the parametric SDM coder achieved extremely
low error levels within the audio band.

Although these results demonstrate that SDM is capable
of high performance within the 0–30-kHz band with no
significant noise and distortion, the rise in noise spectral
density above 30 kHz remains of concern. An exploration
using parametric SDM augmented by the step-back in time
algorithm suggests that the attained performance is close
to the theoretical performance boundary. Even if further
reduction in selected regions of the noise spectrum is
achieved, the probability of instability increases rapidly,
especially at higher signal levels. It is suggested that even
the Trellis algorithm may fail under such extreme noise
shaping as valid signal trajectories are rendered illusive. In
practice it may be prudent to choose a NSTF with a gentler
rise in high-frequency noise, though at the expense of audio-
band accuracy. Consequently the only means by which the
just out-of-audio-band noise can be reduced is either by
complementary preemphasis and deemphasis, a process
that exacerbates high-frequency overload and coder sta-
bility, or preferably by an increase in the SDM sampling
rate. It is suggested that an oversampling ratio of 128
rather than the just adequate factor of 64 would meet most
criticisms in future high-resolution systems based on SDM.
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APPENDIX 1

MATLAB ROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR NTSI
USING THE LFM MODEL

The following Matlab subroutine was used in Section 1
to perform the iterative search for each NTSI:

% search for PSZC
sd-.5*(1+sign([sign(sm(2:L))-
sign(sm(1:L-1))0]-.1));

%sort approximate PSZC locations to
determine their time coordinates

[p q]=sort(sd.*(1:L));
[mx my]=max(q(Lx/2:L));

%zr is a vector that defines the
sample number of the sample just
preceding a PSZC

zr=q(my+Lx/2:L).*sign(p(my+Lx/2:L));
clear p q mx my

%stage 1: linear interpolation to
improve time estimate of PSZC

tr=zr-sm(zr)./(sm(zr+1)-sm(zr));

%stage 2: iterative error correction
for PSZCs

for x=1:100
zerror=cos(g*(tr*dt-(a1/(h1*w0))*
cos(h1*w0*tr*dt)-(a2/(h2*w0))*
cos(h2*w0*tr*dt)));

tr=tr-1.5*zerror;
end

APPENDIX 2

MATLAB PROGRAM TO COMPUTE SDM CODE
USING G-CASCADED INTEGRATORS

The following routine used in Section 2.5 employs com-
pact code that exploits the Hankel matrix to achieve feed-
forward stability compensation within the forward path of
a G-integrator noise shaper. In this routine ax is the input
vector of length L, G is the loop order, and sdm the output
vector.

% multi-level multi-integrator noise
shaper: Hankel matrix routine

I = zeros(1,G);
for n = 2:L
er = ax(n) - sdm(n-1);
I(1:G) = I(1:G) + er;
I = sum(hankel(I));
sdm(n) = round(I(1) + dither(n));
end
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Parametrically controlled noise shaping in variable
state-step-back pseudo-Trellis SDM

M.O.J. Hawksford

Abstract: Progress is reported in parametrically controlled noise shaping sigma delta modulator
(SDM) design. As this SDM structure can provide a higher SNR than normal SDM structures,
Philips Research Laboratories questioned whether further improvement could be obtained using
techniques inspired by the Trellis SDM. Simulations are used here to illustrate the performance of a
parametrically controlled pseudo-Trellis SDM. The technique uses uniquely a variable state step-
back approach to mediate loop behaviour that is shown to achieve robust stability in the presence of
aggressive noise shaping and high level signals. Comparisons are made with traditional SDM
structures and LPCM systems for high-resolution audio applications.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a novel approach to the generation
sigma-delta modulation (SDM) [1–3] code as used at th
core of the high-resolution audio format designated sup
audio CD (SACD) [4]. The discussion is limited to a pure
digital implementation configured as a source coder where
high-resolution digital audio signal [5–7] is converted to th
1-bit uniformly sampled data stream mandated by SACD
Specifically the problem of instability [8] is addressed f
cases where the closed-loop transfer function is designed f
extreme noise shaping together with a high-amplitude inp
signal that may contain significant ultrasonic component
since it is a feature of SACD that input filtering is n
required.

The classic problem of stability is exacerbated in SDM b
the presence of binary quantisation within the feedback loo
[3] since the normalised output code is only 1 or �
In relaxed noise shaping applications, and where a
extended multilevel quantiser is used [9, 10] then loo
stability can be achieved by considering just the standa
Nyquist stability criteria and treating the quantiser as a uni
gain stage. However, the use of highly constrained two-lev
quantisation places an additional limitation on the loo
behaviour by restricting the number of possible outp
signal combinations (or trajectories) available within
given time frame. It follows that some output signal b
patterns do not lead to convergence and result in instabilit
although such patterns are themselves a function of the sta
of the loop and the input signal. This problem becom
aggravated when the loop is designed to achieve a hig
degree of noise shaping and also where the input sign
demands a high density of either 1 or 0 output pulses. Th
latter condition limits further the number of available cod
combinations where ultimately, total instability resul
when no valid codes remain. Taking this perspectiv
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stability can be related to the identification of valid output
code sequences produced within the natural operation of the
feedback loop that do not lead to irreversible divergence,
observed typically at the input Qin of the quantiser.
In conventional SDM [3, 4] where encoding moves forward
naively without regard to conditional loop stability,
occasionally a binary bit pattern occurs that drives the
SDM coder in such a way that feedback correction is
impossible. Although, the probability of such instability is
difficult to predict, its occurrence can be made extremely low
providing the input signal level is not too high and the noise
shaping transfer function (NSTF) not too demanding in
terms of suppressing in-audio band noise levels. Conven-
tional SDM encoders [6] found at the core of SACD [4] and
even enhanced topologies designed to improve linearity [7]
normally use continuous and sequential coding sup-
plemented perhaps by a state-reset function activated on
detection of instability. However, coding methods that do
not seek out stable signal trajectories severely compromise
performance especially as best performance in terms of noise
shaping and signal handling is achieved often when the
probability of instability is relatively high.

Recently, a new approach to SDM termed Trellis [11] has
been introduced that embeds a degree of look-ahead
computed over an M-sample window. The method calcu-
lates a cost function by evaluating the available 2M code
combinations taken over this window and then selects the
code that exhibits lowest error. Such an approach yields
theoretically the best possible result for a given loop filter
and window length, although a full Trellis implementation
has a high computational overhead. Since publication of this
seminal paper [11] there have been important refinements
reported for improving coder efficiency notably in research
from Philips Research Laboratories [12, 13] and by
Angus [14, 15]. Nevertheless, it appears unproven that in
determining whether a particular code segment is optimum
that a change in window length or a small change in input
signal level may impact upon the computed result.

In this paper a modified Trellis-like algorithm is
described that although not as rigorous as a fully populated
Trellis implementation, nevertheless is shown capable of
extremely accurate coding together with robust stability and
tight control of the error statistics as observed at the
quantiser input. The coder embeds a state memory together
with a variable step-back in time procedure that is activated
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Fig. 1 Basic SDM topology with series parametric noise shaper stage

Section 3:  Converter and switching amplifier systems
Fig. 2 Parametric SDM topology showing series parametric stages and principal integrators
only when certain error criteria are breached. The efficacy of
this strategy is evaluated using Matlab [Note 1] simulations,
which attempt to approach the theoretical performance
boundaries in terms of output noise spectrum, low non-
linear distortion performance and high-level input signal
handling. In this paper the standard SACD sampling rate
fsdm of 64fs is used where fs ¼ 44:1 kHz: However, whereas
Trellis [11] employs a fixed analysis time window and seeks
to evaluate the best path available, the step-back algorithm
uses a wide range, variable step-back procedure. Also,
because the step-back procedure is variable, it is not
possible to make a direct comparison with formal Trellis
other than to judge the performance of the encoder
holistically in terms of distortion, noise shaping and signal
handling. Consequently, this paper seeks to demonstrate
coding performance using the step-back algorithm in the
context of a parametrically motivated noise shaper [16],
which can then be compared for example, against results
from Philips Research Laboratories [12, 13], Angus [14,
15], Sony [6] and Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [17–21].
Results are presented for DC, multi-tone AC and bandlim-
ited random noise input sequences.

2 SDM with parametric noise shaper

Parametric SDM has been reported [16, 22] previously as a
method of attaining a fine degree of control over the closed-
loop transfer function. The classic noise shaping SDM
architecture is shown in Fig. 1 that is extended here to
include an additional multistage cascaded equaliser com-
prising N parametric stages P1ðzÞ to PNðzÞ in addition to the
principal integrators [22] with feedforward stabilisation.
Each stage PrðzÞ is a biquadratic filter section where the
output is derived from a weighted sum of the two integrator

Note 1: Matlab is the trade name of MathWorks Inc.
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outputs, where this configuration allows both lowpass and
bandpass filtered components to be introduced individually
into the NSTF. Figure 2 shows the z-domain SDM topology
that reveals the structure of the parametric equaliser stages.

Inspection of this SDM topology shows that if parametric
filters P1ðzÞ to PNðzÞ have zero insertion gain then because
of the local feedforward paths around each filter stage, the
SDM forward path transfer function equates exactly to that
of the cascaded principal integrators. The series parametric
equaliser selected here consists of N second-order filters
with resonant frequency, Q-factor (i.e. bandwidth) and
insertion gains for both bandpass and lowpass outputs
independently pre-selected. The rth biquadratic transfer
function PrðzÞ is given as

PrðzÞ ¼
g1ðrÞkðrÞ ð1�z�1Þ

pðrÞ þ g2ðrÞ
ð1�z�1Þ2

pðrÞ2 þ kðrÞz�1 ð1�z�1Þ
pðrÞ þ z�1

ð1Þ

where integrator scale factor p(r) sets the resonant
frequency, k(r) sets the Q-factor and g1ðrÞ and g2ðrÞ the
respective insertion gains of the bandpass and lowpass
parametric responses. The overall transfer function of the
series parametric equaliser PTsðzÞ then follows as,

PTsðzÞ ¼
YN

r¼1

ð1 þ PrðzÞÞ ð2Þ

The NSTF of the parametric SDM then has the form,

NSTF ¼ 1

1 þ z�1ApðzÞPTsðzÞ
ð3Þ

where ApðzÞ is the transfer function of the principal
integrators including their local feedforward paths as
shown in Fig. 2. Also, by embedding a one-sample delay
in the input path and feeding forward the input signal
directly to the quantiser input, then analysis reveals this
topology to have a signal transfer function of precisely unity
irrespective of the number of parametric stages and
principal integrators.
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Two major advantages of this topology are that th
number of principal integrators is independent of the orde
of the parametric equaliser and that the parametri
equalisers do not compromise the loop gain at lo
frequency unlike SDM using embedded second-orde
resonators [6]. It has been shown [16, 22] that increasin
the number of principal integrators above five offers litt
advantage because the noise shaping advantage is onl
realised at progressively lower frequencies. However, th
parametric stages allow the loop gain to be tailored suc
that they boost the NSTF selectively in the upper range o
the audio spectrum. Also, it is shown in Section 4 th
aggressive noise shaping transfer functions may be used
where if conventional SDM was employed without step
back correction, the probability of instability is high.

3 SDM output bit patterns and pre-quantiser
error statistics

The statistics of both the input signal Qin and output puls
sequence of the two-level quantiser used in SDM revea
useful performance data and especially information o
stability. For example, if the coder is approaching instabilit
then Qin exhibits momentary high values together wit
extended bursts of all-1 or all-0 pulses. To illustrate th
observation a standard Sony-FF coder [6] is simulated wit
a peak input signal of level 0.5 to increase the probability o
instability. The classic NSTF of this encoder is illustrated i
a later simulation example in Fig. 12 while a short Qin sign
segment is shown in Fig. 3. Although the NSTF of the Son
FF SDM is relatively relaxed, the high value of input sign
is sufficient to ensure a frequent occurrence of instability
For example, by inspecting Qin in Fig. 3 around samp
number 160, an event is indicated where instability almo
occurs that is characterised by reduced positive-to-negativ
oscillation, a local broadening of the waveform and a
increase in its amplitude. Just prior to this event a numbe
of more minor anomalies can also be observed. If th
corresponding output bit pattern, i.e. signðQinÞ; is examine
then extended groups of 1 pulse must follow. Consequently
by observing the output bit pattern and in particula
determining when an extended burst of all-1 or all-0 pulse
occur, the proximity of instability and conditions for i
detection (see Section 4) can be determined. Also
additional information can be extracted from Qin; wher

Fig. 3 Time domain input Qin of SDM quantiser showing a
event close to instability
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its maximum amplitude can be moderated by feeding
information into the step-back control procedure.

It follows that as the loop filter order is increased and
especially with more aggressive noise shaping that in linear
terms moves closer to the Nyquist stability bound, then the
greater becomes the probability of instability. In an absolute
sense SDM always has an indeterminate or fuzzy stability
bound that is a consequence of the gross non-linearity
introduced by quantisation. Thus setting just a linear bound
does not guarantee stability, it is therefore more prudent to
refer to the probability of instability, which in turn can be
related to the rate of occurrence and growth of higher order
pulse groups. Of course it follows that the higher the input
signal level the more frequent higher order pulse groups
become, where an earlier estimation was made [23] based
upon a model of linear frequency modulation (LFM) [24,
25]. Although the basic LFM model excludes the noise-like
behaviour of a typical high-order SDM, which adds a
random dimension to the occurrence of multiple pulse
groups, it does allow threshold input levels to be determined
where specific pulse groups become mandatory. These
simplified threshold calculations are repeated here:

Consider a process of LFM having centre frequency one
half the SACD sampling rate 0:5fsdm Hz and instantaneous
frequency f Hz where the peak amplitude normalised input
signal is m(t), thus

f ¼ 0:5fsdmf1 þ mðtÞg ð4Þ
A pulse group of length l samples occurs when l positive
slope zero-crossings (PSZC) fall just within l consecutive
time slots defined by the SACD sampling rate. The input
threshold level ITðlÞ corresponds to the input signal level
m(t) that just produces an output pulse group of l
consecutive 1s or 0s. In Fig. 4 this condition is illustrated
for the case where l ¼ 3:

Observing the relationship between the instantaneous
LFM period and time slots determined by the SACD
sampling rate, the condition for the generation of a group of
l pulses occurs when the time between l consecutive
PSZCs, corresponding to ðl� 1Þ cycles of the LFM output,
is just less than l time slots. Now l time slots occupy a
period l=fsdm as time slots occur with frequency fsdm Hz and
ðl� 1Þ cycles of the LFM has a time ðl� 1Þ=f ; then
substituting for frequency from (4), it follows that

l� 1

0:5Pð1 þ ITðlÞÞ ¼
l

fsdm
ð5Þ

Fig. 4 LFM model showing onset of l ¼ 3 pulse groups
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from which the threshold levels ITðlÞ are derived as

ITðlÞ ¼ l� 2

l
ð6Þ

giving the onset of group 2, 3 and 4 pulse groups as

ITð2Þ ¼ 0 ITð3Þ ¼ 1

3
ITð4Þ ¼ 1

2

These estimates show that for first-order SDM, groups of
three pulses do not occur until the input equals and exceeds
a normalised input of 1=3 and for groups of four, this is
increased to 0.5. Hence, in the step-back algorithm
described in Section 4, only groups of three or more pulses
are detected as these become mandatory only at high input
signal level and where the probability of instability is
increasing. Also, it is shown in Section 4 that the step-back
algorithm does not necessarily exclude larger pulse groups,
only that the system becomes alerted if their presence is
detected, additional conditions have to be met to instigate a
step-back event.

In this SDM coder, instability was prevented by
incorporating additional high-level thresholds in the quan-
tizer, so if demanded multilevel output code is produced.
Although infrequent, multilevel signals can be transformed
to binary using for example time dispersive code [10, 22],
Section 4 develops a more accurate approach of using the
step-back algorithm to seek out stable sequences without
compromising the noise shaping properties of SDM.

4 Step-back SDM algorithm

If a more aggressive noise shaping characteristic is required
than that offered by the Sony FF encoder [6] then instability
inevitably occurs with an even greater probability at higher
input signal levels; consequently a stable coding method is
required that does not employ either output pulse correction
or state reset since both these processes degrade noise
performance.

The approach followed here is to allow the natural
performance of the closed loop to always dictate encoding,
where this has the advantage that it is potentially fast if the
probability of instability is low. Nevertheless, it is
recognised that occasionally the coder will follow a blind
alley from which there is either excessive error or, in the
case of instability, there is no return as the degrees of
freedom within the binary output sequence are too limited.
In performing typical simulations of high-order loops this
behaviour is generally observed where occasionally the
coder would crash and require a forced reset or a repeat of
the simulation, whereon using the same input signal a
successful computation can be obtained. In the proposed
step-back encoder strategy, if a blind alley is detected then
the following sequence of events is activated:

. the encoder steps-back in time and takes earlier data from
the state memory;
. the corresponding output sample is inverted by flipping 1
to 0 or 0 to 1;
. a new quantiser input dither sequence (see [22] for
discussion and references on dither) is then applied to
randomise the process;
. sequential coding then progresses in a forward direction.

This process can be repeated as many times as necessary
where the depth of step-back is controlled as a function of
the severity of the problem. In all cases the quantiser input
Qin remains properly controlled by feedback although it is
monitored principally through the output pulse sequence of
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the SDM encoder. A critical aspect of this process is that by
recalculating a new dither sequence and controlling the
step-back process so this represents a full and proper
coordination of all SDM state variables, forward progress is
always seen as a natural progression without any coding
discontinuity. This continuity condition means there is no
deterioration in the coder performance and corresponding
degradation in the output spectrum because this is controlled
completely by the loop filter. The process recognises there
are many valid paths that can be used in forming the output
code where it chooses to select a path that avoids poor
behaviour as observed in the input signal of the quantiser;
see for example Fig. 3. In a full Trellis implementation [11]
the approach taken is to calculate integrated errors for all the
paths taken over a fixed window and to select the one with
the lowest error. The problem here is that by changing the
window length by just one sample, may lead to a different
result. Also, it is conjectured that provided the behaviour of
the quantiser input signal is bounded in peak value and does
not exhibit significant gaps of the type shown in Fig. 3, then
normal closed-loop behaviour achieves valid results.
Consequently, step-back correction is used as a means of
maintaining stability and is not a formal part of the NSTF.
On the other hand, a Trellis implementation attempts to both
forge stable performance and try to lower the output noise.
In the step-back algorithm these aspects are segregated with
improvements in noise shaping being applied to the closed-
loop filter and then the step-back procedure being used to
steer a stable path through the encoding procedure when it is
required.

Hence, with low-demand loop filters the step-back
algorithm is used as an alternative to a forced reset and is
active only occasionally. However, with more aggressive
noise shaping and where high-level signals are encountered,
step-back operates much more frequently and consequently
slows down the coding performance. Nevertheless, pro-
vided a coding path can be identified, the loop in effect
operates continually with minimal noise modulation.

The condition to activate a step-back procedure is
detected indirectly by observing the output bit pattern. It
is argued that the occurrence of 1 to 0 and 0 to 1 transitions
should be frequent and bursts of all-1 and all-0 pulses
minimised. If bursts of identical valued pulses are observed
in terms of the input signal to the loop quantiser, then often
it follows that this signal shows a divergent behaviour that if
too persistent can cause instability. While the SDM encoder
is operating, groups of pulses are detected and the following
conditional functions applied to detect and activate a step-
back procedure. Let the variable back be set to control the
state step-back range that is set typically to 3 (with a
maximum value of 10). Thus the value of back can range
from 3 to 10 and controls each incremental step-back.
However, it should be noted that the algorithm allows
multiple and sequential step-back procedures so a deep state
variable memory is used to store the past encoder states,
where the state variable memory depth is typically set to
256. Also, if the input level is high then step-back depth is
increased according to (3) to accommodate naturally
occurring longer pulse groups.

Stage 1
If the nth SDM output sample is sdp(n) (where
sdpðnÞ ¼ 1 or � 1) and the binary quantiser input Qin is
ss(n) such that

sdpðnÞ ¼ signðssðnÞÞ

then a variable errdet is calculated by summing the SDM
output over an interval back as
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errdet ¼ sumðsdpðn � back þ 1 : nÞÞ
Stage 2
To activate the step-back procedure three conditions mu
be passed:

if absðerrdetÞ>back� 1 condition 1
if absðssðnÞÞ>absðssðn � 1ÞÞ condition 2
if signðssðnÞÞ ¼ signðssðn � 1ÞÞ condition 3

The SDM coder then steps back in time by back samples b
reloading the appropriate variables from the state memor
shift register. However, after step-back the new curren
output code undergoes a forced inversion in an attempt t
drive the loop filter in the opposite direction and thu
prevents excessive build up of Qin: The loop then progresse
normally although a new value of dither is used to introduc
a stochastic element into the process.

Studying the three conditions reveals the methodology o
this process. Initially, condition 1 identifies an excessiv
number of like-valued pulses within a block of size bac
samples. Secondly, if the current value of QinðnÞ is greate
than the previous value Qinðn � 1Þ this indicates divergen
behaviour while the final criteria seeks to identify whethe
the current and past samples have the same sign. Hence, th
test fails to activate a step-back procedure if a curren
sample is greater than the previous sample but has opposi
sign, as this would signal either a 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 transition
which is good behaviour in SDM. It is observed th
instability is more likely to occur when a decision t
maintain a burst of like valued pulses is made where a sma

Fig. 5 Two examples of Qin and SDM output pulse sequenc
before and after step-back
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change in QinðnÞ would have caused a pulse of opposite
sign. The effect of applying these conditions and the
consequence of the step-back process with corrective
sample inversion are shown in two examples in Fig. 5.

In each example (Fig. 5) correction takes place at the
indicated sample number 2. Observe how at sample 2 the
value of Qin is close to the 0-level quantiser threshold while
at samples 3, 4 and 5 relatively high levels are attained
producing a burst of like-valued output pulses. The key to
correction is that under these conditions, a complementary
decision should have been made at sample 2. Consequently,
in the step-back in time procedure the state of the system
returns to sample 1, a new dither sequence is generated, the
binary output at sample 2 inverted compared to the previous
pass followed by the resumption of forward encoding. The
two examples shown in Fig. 5 illustrate the effect of SDM
output pulse inversion together with subsequent successful
progression in forward encoding, where in each case a bit
flip is shown at sample 2.

As forward encoding progresses the conditions for step-
back are always applied. Thus there may be just one step-
back event or indeed under extreme encoding there can be
many. If multiple step-back events are encountered then
provision is made to increment the degree of step-back (set
by variable back), where experiment has converged on a
limited range 11>back>2: Thus with successive step-back
activity the value of back is incremented upwards, while
when a successful forward encoding progression is
achieved, back is reset to its minimum value of typically 3.

Stage 3
In addition to the three conditions defined in Stage 2, an
extra condition is imposed that takes control of the variable
step-back parameter if the magnitude of Qin exceeds a
defined threshold (typically set to 5). Under this latter
condition state step-back is set to maximum and then the
step-back variable reset to its initial condition. This process
acts so as to limit the peak magnitude of Qin especially
under conditions where instability is probable. The idea here
is to step back over an extended temporal region where poor
encoding is experienced and then progress once more in a
forward direction now using new dither values over a range
of samples. As such, new signal trajectories are discovered
that are likely to allow feedback control to steer a well-
behaved coding path. Note that this process can be repeated
as often as necessary and combined with the shorter more
normal step-back procedure, so if there is an extreme coding
condition, the random nature of the dither and variable step-
back options allows new signal paths to be searched. It is
important to observe that when successful encoding
progresses in a forward direction, it is seen as continuous
with no resets or discontinuities in the state variables.
As such modulation artefacts are avoided.

5 SDM encoder performance

The step-back SDM encoder was evaluated using a Matlab
simulation performed over a discrete block of data to
generate the 1-bit output code. The input to the SDM routine
was 32-bit LPCM data that was generated initially at
44.1 kHz sampling, then upsampled by a factor of 64
(to match standard SACD practice) and finally re-quantised
with appropriate dither to 32 bit resolution. As a benchmark
a 24-bit random noise sequence, again sampled at 44.1 kHz
was generated and upsampled by 64 times. This noise
spectrum could then be displayed alongside the spectrum of
the SDM output sequence to enable an immediate
comparative interpretation of coding performance with
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respect to LPCM. In all spectral calculations a Blackman-
squared window was applied in the time domain prior to the
application of the Fourier transform to deal with the non-
periodic nature of SDM output code even when the input
signal is periodic.

Three sets of simulations were performed using an input
sequence composed of three equal amplitude input sine
waves of amplitudes 0.1 and of frequencies 4 kHz, 9 kHz
and 20 kHz and represent a peak modulation index close to
0.3 which is considered high although not extreme. The
analysis frame was set at 216 samples where the SDM
sampling rate is 2.8224 MHz. Dither was applied at the
SDM quantiser input with weighting 0.35 (i.e. rectangular
PDF noise with a range �0:35 to 0.35, see [22]); this was
used to break down residual limit cycles and also to add an
element of randomness to the step-back process. Each
simulation used a NSTF ranging in form from relatively
mild through to aggressive, where the latter was positioned
close to the edge of instability and attempted to achieve the
widest possible frequency band with extremely low levels of
quantization noise in the frequency band 0 to 20 kHz. The
three selected theoretical NSTFs are shown in Fig. 6. The
corresponding performance simulations are presented in
Figs. 7–9 to where the SDM with a mild NSTF has five
principal and five parametric stages, the more aggressive
NSTF has four principal and ten parametric stages while the
aggressive NSTF has four principal and 13 parametric
stages. The loop filter coefficients used in each SDM
simulation are given in the Appendix, Section 9, and the
computed results consist of three graphs:

. Figs. 7a, 8a and 9a present the SDM output spectra and
include a 24-bit@44.1 kHz LPCM noise spectrum to
facilitate the interpretation of absolute noise levels.
. Figs. 7b, 8b and 9b show quantiser input Qin input signal
where asterisks are used to indicate each incident of step-
back activity as coding proceeds. Observe as the NSTF
becomes more aggressive there is substantial increase in the
step-back activity.

All results reveal an extraordinarily low level of quantisa-
tion noise from DC to approximately 30 kHz where there is
negligible evidence of intermodulation or harmonic related
distortion confirming a high degree of linearity. A study of
the statistics of quantiser inputs Qin in each case also
revealed well-formed and symmetrical histograms.

Fig. 6 Selected noise shaping transfer functions (NSTFs) used in
simulation

a SDM output spectrum and noise reference level
b Corresponding quantiser input Qin and step-back activity
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To explore the linearity of the SDM encoder, a simulation
was performed using a wideband noise input excitation with
rectangular PDF spanning �0:4 to 0.4, sampled at 44.1 kHz
and then upconverted by 64 to the SDM sampling rate.
Results calculated over 216 samples are shown in Fig. 10
where the output spectrum reveals a virtually undistorted
replica of the brickwall input noise spectrum ranging from
DC to 22.05 kHz. Observe there is no intermodulation
distortion in the broadband output – input error spectrum
and the quantisation noise spectrum above 22.05 kHz falls
to the residual SDM noise level determined by the NSTF
and follows for example a similar path to that shown in
Fig. 9a.

To test further the linearity of the system signal averaging
was applied to lower uncorrelated noise artifacts in an
attempt to expose nonlinear distortion. Quantisation of the
input signal was changed from 32 bit to 48 bit to expose the
SDM quantisation noise spectrum and a two sine wave
excitation employed with signal amplitudes 0.1 and
respective frequencies 19 kHz and 20 kHz, vector length
was 216 samples. Figure 11 presents the output spectrum
after 1028 synchronised averages where uncorrelated dither
sequences were applied to the quantiser input during each
simulation. 1028 averages theoretically reduce uncorrelated
noise components by 30 dB, where the virtual absence of
distortion components below 40 kHz confirms that a
0.35 level of rectangular PDF dither is about optimum.

Fig. 7 Simulation performance data for SDM with ‘gentle’ noise
shaping

a SDM output spectrum and noise reference level
b Corresponding quantiser input Qin and step-back activity
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However, the averaging exposes sidebands distribute
around the SDM sampling frequency resulting from
frequency modulation [22, 24, 25].

The step-back algorithm can be applied to other SDM
structures such as the Sony FF encoder [6]. Figure 12a, 12
shows the output spectrum and quantiser input signa
respectively for this class of SDM. The input signal her
consists of two sine waves each of amplitude 0.35 wit
frequencies 19 kHz and 20 kHz. However, observe that th
SDM noise spectrum lies significantly above the 24-b
noise reference level and the noise performance below th
two notch frequencies does not improve so rapidly. Th
effect was reported earlier [16, 22] and is a consequence o
the method by which the notch frequencies are realise
using local feedback around pairs of integrators. Figure 12
reveals substantial step-back activity as a consequence o
the high peak input signal set at 0.7, although because of th
relaxed NSTF, this activity decays rapidly as the inpu
signal level is reduced. Nevertheless, the encoder show
excellent behaviour in the formation of the quantiser inpu
signal with no excessive peaks or gaps with a noise-lik
structure. A further SDM example is presented in Fig. 13a
13b having a milder high frequency NSTF offering reduce
high frequency noise although at the expense of a degrade
in-band noise performance. Again observe the 24-b
reference spectrum and compare it against the spectrum i
Fig. 12a. Although the noise level within the audio band
higher than the aggressive noise shaper examples shown i

Fig. 8 Simulation performance data for SDM with ‘mor
aggressive’ noise shaping

a SDM output spectrum and noise reference level
b Corresponding quantiser input Qin and step-back activity
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Figs. 10 and 11, there is an improvement in high-frequency
noise performance that surpasses the Sony FF encoder.
Also, the relative system complexity is more modest where
five principal integrators and just two parametric stages are
used. However, the penalty of this NSTF tuning is a greater
reliance upon step-back activity as shown in Fig. 13b where
simulation reveals significant step-back activity remains
even when the input signal level is reduced. The Sony FF

Fig. 9 Simulation performance data for SDM with ‘aggressive’
noise shaping

Fig. 10 ‘Aggressive’ noise shaping, rectangular PDF noise
input (�0:4 to 0.4)
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encoder is therefore more relaxed and less demanding in this
respect and supports faster coding.

Finally, results are presented to explore closed-loop
stability as a function of a pure DC input. On initial

Fig. 11 Output spectrum after 1028 averages (LPCM input
quantised to 48 bit)

a SDM output spectrum and noise reference with high-level input signal
b Corresponding quantiser input Qin and step-back activity

Fig. 12 Simulation performance data for SONY FF SDM using
step-back algorithm

a SDM output spectrum and noise reference with high-level input signal
b Corresponding quantiser input Qin and step-back activity
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consideration it may appear that a more severe test would
use a high-frequency high-amplitude input, however, such
signals by their nature do not occupy maximum level
continuously. On the contrary, a DC input with a level
comparable to the peak amplitude of a sinewave demands
that on average the output bit pattern must contain a higher
ratio of 1 to 0 pulses. Consequently, as DC input level
increases the degrees of freedom to form pulse patterns
reduce, a factor that eventually both bounds loop stability
and impacts upon step-back activity. Three sets of
simulations were performed using the three example
NSTFs defined in the Appendix, Section 9, where for each
SDM the maximum DC input (approximated to 0.05
increments) was determined over 216 samples that just
allowed step-back control to maintain stability. Also, under
these extreme conditions of near instability the distributions
of step-back occurrences as a function of step-back depth
were recorded and are presented in Tables 1 to 3 together
with distributions corresponding to respective inputs
reduced by 6 dB and 12 dB from their maximum. In each
case output spectra remained similar to those shown in
Figs. 7 to 10 although at the highest DC levels the Qin

histograms become skewed as were the distributions on
step-back activity acquiring bias depending on DC input
polarity, otherwise their form remained similar to the AC
simulations. These results confirm step-back control is

Fig. 13 Simulation performance data for parametric SDM with
‘more relaxed’ high-frequency noise shaping derived using five
principal integrators and two parametric stages
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effective with dc inputs although some compromise o
maximum input level with the most aggressive noise shape
was observed. It is recommended therefore that in audi
applications an additional low-frequency servo amplifier
used to steer the SDM into its central coding region with th
highpass filter response imposed on the signal transfe
function having a 3 dB break frequency chosen in the sub
audio 1 to 10 Hz band.

6 Conclusions

This paper has presented a new approach to SDM employ
ing a state memory to enable a step-back in time function t
be implemented. The technique recognises that because o
gross nonlinearity within SDM and limitations of binar
output code, encoding can enter blind alleys that lea
directly to instability. Such states can be identified b
inspecting output pulse groups and behaviour of th
quantiser input signal. When detected a variable step-bac
procedure directs the SDM back to an earlier state, inver
the previous output at that instant and then proceeds forwar
applying a new dither sequence. This process can b
repeated many times and is not dependent on fixed bloc
architecture, indeed under difficult conditions deep step
back can occur so a state memory of 256 samples
incorporated. Thus it is possible to undo mistakes in the pa
that are not recognised as such until their consequence
become evident. A key feature is always to let the feedbac
loop steer forward coding with no discontinuities impose
by forced state reset that cause modulation artefact
Simulation results demonstrate the coding potential in th
combined use of parametric noise shaping and step-bac

Table 2: Step-back occurrence rates: ‘More aggressive
NSTF maximum DC level = 0:4

Step-back depth (samples)

DC 3 4 5 6 7

Occurrences

0.40 6 0 22660 1463 21

0.20 1895 58 9 0 0

0.10 645 9 1 0 0

Table 1: Step-back occurrence rates: ‘Aggressive’ NST
maximum DC level = 0:2

Step-back depth (samples)

DC 3 4 5 6 7

Occurrences

0.20 19507 5007 468 5 0

0.10 9014 912 71 0 0

0.05 6467 455 33 0 0

Table 3: Step-back occurrence rates: ‘Relaxed’ NST
maximum DC level = 0:55

Step-back depth (samples)

DC 3 4 5 6 7 8

Occurrences

0.55 6 0 11154 1745 176 1

0.27 416 10 0 0 0

0.13 29 0 0 0 0
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control in terms of audio band noise levels and distortion.
Results show virtually noiseless and distortionless perform-
ance is possible up to about 30 kHz commensurate with the
standard SACD sampling rate. Also, in all simulations the
use of a feedforward path from SDM input to the quantiser
input as shown in Fig. 2, yields an exact signal transfer
function of unity. The method builds upon earlier work on
SDM parametric coding which showed how to implement
aggressive noise shapers, although instability is problematic
at higher signal levels. Earlier work [10, 22] had described
strategies to combat instability using multilevel output code
combined with time dispersive correction, although non-
linear distortion results in output spectrum degradation. The
present technique eliminates such corrective processing and
enables a smooth forward progression in encoding under
proper closed-loop control.

There are inevitable comparisons to be drawn with the
Trellis algorithm. Observing a full Trellis implementation,
the present approach is computationally more efficient
especially in situations where only minor step-back activity
is demanded. However, there has been important progress
made which leads to a more efficient Trellis implementation
[12–15]. The ultimate question is whether Trellis leads
to an optimal solution. Initial thoughts suggest that a
comprehensive search of all signal combinations and
choosing the lowest cost function must lead to the best
solution. However, in practice it is not that clear-cut as
changing the Trellis analysis block size and making even
minor changes to the NSTF and loop dither inevitably
converge towards a different bit pattern. Also, there is the
possibility of extremely small coding artefacts akin to
modulation distortion, related to block size. The step-back
procedure has no regular block structure and appears as a
continuous and virtually non-granular process with no
evidence that step-back correction ever occurred. In the
step-back algorithm noise shaping and step-back control are
distinctly separate functions. The former shapes the noise
spectrum while the latter identifies valid signal trajectories
that allow stable encoding.

It is observed that for aggressive NSTF the number of
stable signal paths fall and become more difficult to identify
as confirmed by increased levels of step-back activity.
Therefore, it is proposed that a better concept for stability is
to refer to the ‘probability of instability’ rather than just a
single state or bound where instability can occur. The step-
back algorithm takes advantage of this stochastic behaviour
and itself becomes a good indicator of loop stability jointly
in terms of NSTF and signal level. This increase in step-
back activity forms a measure of the proximity to instability
and can be observed in Figs. 7b to 9b.

The results presented here have been used to explore
further the boundaries of parametric encoding as this allows
an efficient way to specify the NSTF. However, as shown
the technique can readily be applied to other NSTF
architectures and is, for example, an excellent companion
to the standard Sony FF SDM [6] where it prevents failure
due to occasional instability. Used here step-back eliminates
the need for forced state reset, thus improving encoding and
because this algorithm uses relatively relaxed noise shaping
there is only a small time penalty as the rate of step-back
activity would be low, where a computation performed over
220 samples required only 10 incidences of step-back when
the peak-input signal was reduced to 0.02.
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9 Appendix: Loop filter coefficients defining three
example NSTFs

LPF and BPF bi-quadratic parameters optimised for
fsdm ¼ 2:8224MHz are defined:
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order, number of principal integrators
zorder, number of parametric stages
f [1:zorder ], vector defines resonant frequencies of

parametric stages 1 to zorder
k[1:zorder ], vector defines damping factors of

parametric stages 1 to zorder
g1[1:zorder ], vector defines BPF gain coefficients of

parametric stages 1 to zorder
g2[1:zorder ], vector defines LPF gain coefficients of

parametric stages 1 to zorder

Integrator scale factor vector p[1:zorder ] is given by,

p½1 :zorder	 ¼ 2pf ½1:zorder	
fsdm

9.1 ‘Aggressive’ noise shaping filter
parameters

9.2 ‘More relaxed’ noise shaping filter
parameters

9.3 ‘Relaxed’ noise shaping filter parameters

order ¼ 4 zorder ¼ 13

f ð1Þ ¼ 39000; kð1Þ ¼ :35; g2ð1Þ ¼ 1:1; g1ð1Þ ¼ 0

f ð2Þ ¼ 25000; kð2Þ ¼ :18; g2ð2Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð2Þ ¼ 0

f ð3Þ ¼ 25000; kð3Þ ¼ :18; g2ð3Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð3Þ ¼ 0

f ð4Þ ¼ 25000; kð4Þ ¼ :18; g2ð4Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð4Þ ¼ 0

f ð5Þ ¼ 25000; kð5Þ ¼ :18; g2ð5Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð5Þ ¼ 0

f ð6Þ ¼ 30000; kð6Þ ¼ :36; g2ð6Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð6Þ ¼ 0

f ð7Þ ¼ 30000; kð7Þ ¼ :52; g2ð7Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð7Þ ¼ 0

f ð8Þ ¼ 30000; kð8Þ ¼ :52; g2ð8Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð8Þ ¼ 0

f ð9Þ ¼ 30000; kð9Þ ¼ :52; g2ð9Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð9Þ ¼ 0

f ð10Þ ¼ 30000; kð10Þ ¼ :01; g2ð10Þ ¼ 0; g1ð10Þ ¼ 100

f ð11Þ ¼ 33000; kð11Þ ¼ :01; g2ð11Þ ¼ 0; g1ð11Þ ¼ 100

f ð12Þ ¼ 55000; kð12Þ ¼ :15; g2ð12Þ ¼ 0; g1ð12Þ ¼ 2:5

f ð13Þ ¼ 20000; kð13Þ ¼ :36; g2ð13Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð13Þ ¼ 0

order ¼ 4 zorder ¼ 10

f ð1Þ ¼ 38000; kð1Þ ¼ :38; g2ð1Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð1Þ ¼ 0

f ð2Þ ¼ 27000; kð2Þ ¼ :18; g2ð2Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð2Þ ¼ 0

f ð3Þ ¼ 24300; kð3Þ ¼ :18; g2ð3Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð3Þ ¼ 0

f ð4Þ ¼ 24300; kð4Þ ¼ :18; g2ð4Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð4Þ ¼ 0

f ð5Þ ¼ 24300; kð5Þ ¼ :18; g2ð5Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð5Þ ¼ 0

f ð6Þ ¼ 21000; kð6Þ ¼ :36; g2ð6Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð6Þ ¼ 0

f ð7Þ ¼ 21000; kð7Þ ¼ :52; g2ð7Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð7Þ ¼ 0

f ð8Þ ¼ 21000; kð8Þ ¼ :52; g2ð8Þ ¼ 1:3; g1ð8Þ ¼ 0

f ð9Þ ¼ 30000; kð9Þ ¼ :005; g2ð9Þ ¼ 0; g1ð9Þ ¼ 100

f ð10Þ ¼ 28000; kð10Þ ¼ :01; g2ð10Þ ¼ 0; g1ð10Þ ¼ 100

order ¼ 5 zorder ¼ 5

f ð1Þ ¼ 20000; kð1Þ ¼ :8; g2ð1Þ ¼ 1:5; g1ð1Þ ¼ 0

f ð2Þ ¼ 20000; kð2Þ ¼ :8; g2ð2Þ ¼ 1:5; g1ð2Þ ¼ 0

f ð3Þ ¼ 20000; kð3Þ ¼ :8; g2ð3Þ ¼ 1:5; g1ð3Þ ¼ 0

f ð4Þ ¼ 20000; kð4Þ ¼ :8; g2ð4Þ ¼ 3; g1ð4Þ ¼ 0

f ð5Þ ¼ 20000; kð5Þ ¼ :8; g2ð5Þ ¼ 3; g1ð5Þ ¼ 0
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Dynamic Model-Based Linearization of Quantized
Pulse-Width Modulation for Applications in Digital-

to-Analog Conversion and Digital Power
Amplifier Systems*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

Quantized pulse-width modulation (PWM) offers an efficient means of converting
digital data to analog either at low signal levels for DAC systems or at higher levels
in power amplification. However, although a number of techniques exist, they are
flawed by varying degrees of dynamic nonlinearity inherent to the conversion process,
especially at lower sampling rates. The basic nonlinear mechanisms of PWM are described
and a family of model-based solutions to the linearization problem is presented that
retains the advantage of a uniform sampled digital format. As such it is possible to
design PWM converters that exhibit vanishing levels of distortion even under broad-
band high-level signal excitation.

0 INTRODUCTION comparator. However, if the technique of natural sam-
pling is implemented, then there is significant corn-

Pulse-width modulation (PWM) was invented by putational complexity in calculating the intersection
A. H. Reeves, who also invented pulse-code modulation of ramp and finely time-quantized, oversampled, and
(PCM) [1]-[3] and the capacitor microphone. The band-limited data as well as extremely high clock rates
technique of PWM has had a long history of theoretical to time the pulse transitions. More recently it has been
and practical development, where it has found wide recognized that oversampling and noise shaping with
application in power-efficient amplifiers and power- multilevel quantization can be used to reduce the res-
supply systems [4], [5]. Indeed, it is somewhat appro- olution required of the PWM signal, where an outline
priate that both PCM and PWM originate from the same system was proposed [11, sec. 8.3] by the author in
inventor, as this paper seeks to find an optimum solution 1985. Later work by Sander and coworkers [12], [ 13]
to combining the two systems within the digital domain, has developed this theme and supported the feasibility
Recently PWM has been identified as a means of of more practical switching rates in association with
achieving digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) and has acceptable signal-to-noise ratios. Theoretically the
been used in MASH conversion systems in association target performance of PWM is enhanced by an increase
with noise shaping and oversampling. Such systems in the sampling rate, although the design ofthe switching
require the process ofgenerating PWM to be performed output stage is then more problematic and efficiency
in the digital domain, where an early study was under- degrades due to the extra signal transitions where both
taken by Sandler [6], with evolutionary extensions sub- voltage and current occur simultaneously in the output
sequently reported in numerous related papers [7]- transistors. Also edge slewing, jitter, and power-supply
[10]. complianceanditsassociatedtransientresponsedegrade

One approach is to mimic the analog methods of performance. For high efficiency the sampling rate
implementing PWM using a digital ramp function and should be low, but for low distortion and ease of signal

reconstruction using low-pass filtering, the rate should

* Manuscript received 1991 September 19; revised 1991 be high. However, it will also be shown that an increase
December14. in samplingraterequiresan increasein systemaccuracy,
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thus negating some of the reported advantage of noise sitions so as to approximate those of a naturally sampled
shaping and excessive oversampling, system. This is a fundamental proposition in the evo-

The principal thrust in modern PWM systems is to lution of digital PWM that paves theway to a low-
convert uniformly time-sampled and amplitude-quan- distortion, all-digital power amplifier system. However,
tized audio data directly into an efficient PWM code research now suggests that there exist more optimal
that exhibits a low level of nonlinearity. Ideally, only strategies for linearizing uniformly sampled digital

modest oversampling should be used, which is sufficient PWM, and in this paper an approach argued from the
to gain a signal recovery and possible noise-shaping spectral domain is presented.
advantage, but limited so as not to degrade efficiency.

Also, it is advantageous if the bulk of signal processing I NONLINEAR MECHANISMS IN PWM
occurs at the uniform sampling rate to avoid the need
for excessive oversampling ratios to mimic the process The discussion in this paper is restricted to a particular
of natural sampling, class of PWM, where the input data are assumedto be

In this paper we address directly the principal dis- uniformly sampled and the pulse width is calculated
tortion-generating mechanisms of PWM and demon- at each sampling instance. This technique simplifies
strate that by use of dynamic (or time-varying) filtering, signal processing compared with natural sampling,
model-based linearization can be achieved to a high where in digital architectures there is a significant

degree of accuracy that generates a low residue, even complication in calculating the intersection of a finely
in the presence of high-level and energetic signals, interpolated audio signal with that of a linear staircase
The process is first demonstrated using a symmetrical function, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
nonrecursive filter architecture with constrained re- Initially we shall assume audio data in four times

cursive coefficient adaptation forward and backward oversampling format, although alternative oversampling
of the present output sample, which is suitable for finely ratios can also offer advantage in association with noise
resolved PWM. The technique is then applied to more shaping. The uniformly sampled PWM process maps

coarsely quantized structures, which also enables a each data sample to an equivalent-area rectangular pulse
noise-shaping advantage to lower the resolution of the of constant amplitude but variable width. We consider
PWM samples, a symmetricalpulse distribution, as shown in Fig. 2.

Two recent papers by Mellor et al. [14], [15] have The width of the pulse 'r is then determined as
demonstrated significant i'eductions in PWM distortion
by modifying the uniform sampling process. As it is _["__ _"l Ts (1)
well documented that naturally sampled PWM offers x A
enhanced linearity over uniform sampling, Mellor pro-
poses using linear interpolation operation between ad- where A is the pulse amplitude, x(n) the amplitude of
jacent input samples to estimate the PWM pulse tran- the nth input sample, and Ts the sampling period of

symmetrical triangular staircase waveform interpolated digital slgnal

I 1

Fig. 1. Natural sampling showing interpolated digital signal and problem of calculating intersections.

] -- -- -- _- ............. x(n+3)

x(n* 2) / \
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Fig. 2. Oversampled symmetrical PWM using uniform sampling where pulse width is directly proportional to sample amplitude.
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the PWM sequence. In this example 0 < x(n) < A and a broad spectrum. In essence, each pulse width has a
corresponds directly to a pulse width range of 0 < -r unique Fourier transform that exhibits differential gain
< Ts. To accommodate a bipolar PWM format, a dc errors with increasing frequency. In Fig. 3 sin(,rf_')/
level of Al2 is subtracted from the square wave and a vrf'r is plotted as a function off for a family of % where
corresponding dc offset of A/2 is added to the input gain modulation is evident. To illustrate this distortion
sequence, transforming x(n) to a range of -A/2 to mechanism, Fig. 4(a) shows the output spectrum of a
A/2. symmetrical uniformly sampled PWM system for a pe-

The nonlinear distortion inherent in this class of PWM riodic input sequence x(n) calculated over 1024 samples.
process arises from two'elements. Here

1) The spectrum of the input sequence is replicated
about the sampling frequency and its harmonics. Con- x(n) = A[0.5 + 0.15 sin(k0n) (3)
sequently the baseband signal must adhere to conven- + 0.15 sin(kin) + 0.15 sin(k2n)] .
tional uniform sampling theory to prevent aliasing dis-
tortion. The samplingrate is 176kHz and the three equiam-

2) Each sample is then replaced by a constant-am- plitude superimposed input signal frequencies are
plitude rectangular pulse with an area proportional to 171.875 Hz, 17.1875 kHz, and 20.45313 kHz. How-
the sample amplitude x(n). Although this guarantees ever, to expose the intermodulation distortion in the
exact dc coding, the broad spectrum of each individual
pulse is dynamically modified as a function of the pulse de0

width. Hence following subsequent summation over : i

allisTothePUlseS'r°°texamine°fitiSnonlinearitythiSthedynamiCmechanisminPwM.Spectralofdynamicm°dulati°nspectralthat : :i: : i:::i: i: : .....modulation, the Fourier transform F,,(f) of the nth -60
pulse, illustrated in Fig. 2, is expressed as i : .... i

'rg
/sinCTrf_T)/ e -j2:'rnfTs (2a)

F,,(f) = T_s [ ,f'r J ' -m

where · is calculated from Eq (1). For a low-PWM
modulation index, 'rrf'r << 'rr/2,

-150

[ ]r s'n 0 200 400
Fn(f) = "fA e_J2,n,nfTs (2b) frequency bin number

1024 * 176 kHz

(a)
and the modulation process is approximately linear.

dO

However for higher modulation indices the sin('trf'r)/ 0
xrfx factor modifies the spectrum of each individual
sample, introducing a frequency-dependent gain mod-
ulation that generates nonlinear distortion products over

-60

y - sh(ax_aX}forx. 0to 10.A. 0 to 100h stepsof §"

1.0 : :

'18070_ 90 110 la0 180

frequency = bin number , 176 kHz1024

o _ _ / (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Noncorrected PWM spectrum computed over 1024
0 2 4 O 8 10 samples. Sampling rate 176 kHz; correction band 0-22 kHz;

input frerquencies 171.875 Hz, 17. 1875 kHz, and 20.45313
Fig. 3. Family of sinc(x) functions representing dynamic kHz. (b) Spectrum of (a) with expanded frequency scale to
modulation of pulse spectrum in PWM. show intermodulation products.
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PWM output spectrum, an expanded-frequency-scale period l/fs s. The input to the filter is a sampled-data
plot is shown in Fig. 4(b). The resultant spectrum sequencex(n),O<x(n)< l,correspondingtoaPWM

Fp(f) is computed over 511 samples and corresponds sample width x, 0 < 'r < 1/fs, and the PWM sample
to isassumedsymmetricalaboutthe sampleinstant.This

symmetrical distribution is critical to the present system
ss-] as it enables a symmetricalFIR filter to be used and

1 _ F,_(f) . (4) therefore prevents complications arising from dynamic
Fp - NS n=0 phase modulation.

It is observed that dynamic spectral modulation occurs The five coefficients of an FIR filter associated with
after the sampling function. Hence the higher frequency the current sample n are defined as a2, al, ao, al, a2.
distortion products do not undergo aliasing into the To express the dynamic form of the filter, the corre-
baseband, which enables an opportunity for lineari- sponding coefficients uniquely linked to individual input
zation, samples are represented as A(2, n - 2), A(1, n - 1),

A(0, n), A(I, n + 1), A(2, n + 2), where n is the

2 INTERLEAVED AND DYNAMIC FIR current output sample. Thus the notation A(x, y) means
coefficient a, associated with sample x(y).CORRECTION OF THE PWM PROCESS

The aim, therefore, is to associate a unique FIR filter

To attain linearization, the uniformly sampled digital with each PWM mapped input sample x(n) and to Corn-
signal must be modified to compensate for the change pure corresponding filter coefficient sets {A(0, n), A(1,
in spectral shape with pulse width, although the fre- n), A(2, n)}, where a0 = A(0, n), al = A(1, n), and
quency range over which this is achieved can be limited a2 = A(2, n), such that the transfer function of the
to the 0-22-kHz passband. The main constraint to be FIR filter Ex(,o(f) and the Fourier transform of the
imposed upon this process is the restriction to uniformly corresponding PWM sample Fx(,i)(f) closely approx-
spaced samples for the modified sequence, whereas the imate a (constant) target function T(f) that is matched
pulse width takes, by its nature, intersample values, over the passband 0 tOfu Hz, wherefu is typically 22
The method of correction is to effectively time-inter- kHz for a digital audio system.

leave multiple finite-impulse-response (FIR) filters be- However, to maintain constancy of pulse area, the
tween the oversampled PCM data and the pulse-width sum of the FIR filter coefficients is unity, where the
modulator whose frequency responses are individually central coefficient a0 is given by
matched to the inverse of each corresponding pulse x
x(n) in the PWM sequence. The overall filtering process

a0 = 1 - 2 _'_ ap. (5)
is dynamic as the transfer function of each pulse is a r=l
function of pulse width, which can vary between zero

and the sampling period, although while an individual That is, where the number of independent coefficients
filter is contributing to an output pulse, its local coef- h = 2, it is required to calculate two coefficients for a
ficients are held constant. In practice, the filtering pro- five-tap filter.
cess can be considered as a single filter, but where the Although the target function T(f) could be unity,
coefficients shift with the input data. Thus a coefficient we choose here the transfer function of a 50% PWM

contributing to the current output is also uniquely linked sample corresponding to the quiescent state, x(n) =
to its corresponding input data sample. However, the 0.5,
exact structure and operation of the correction process

become clearer to comprehend when the simulation sin(0.5_fTs)

program segments in Sees. 2.1 and 2.2 are examined. T(f) - 0.5*rfTs (6)
To introduce the corrective procedure, a symmetrical

five-tap FIR filter is shown in Fig. 5, where the incre- where T(f) is normalized to unity at dc.

mental time delay Ts is matched to the system sampling The transfer function Ex(n)(f) of the five-tap FIR
equalization filter associated with the sample x(n), as
shown in Fig. 5, can be expressed as

x(L-2)_ x(L-1) x(L) x(L+I) x(L+2)

(7)

and the normalized transform Fx(n) (f) of a PWM sample
corresponding to x(n) is

sin[x(n)'rrfrs]

pwM Fx(n)(f) = x(n)'rrfrs (8)output

Fig. 5. Five-coefficient FIR filter. Consequently the matching task that approximates the
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product of the transform of the nth PWM sample and 2) Two extreme case example transforms of pulses,
the transform of the nth associated correction FIR filter where m = 0 and 1

to the target transform, performed over a frequency 3) The corresponding compensated transforms for
band 0 tofu Hz, can be stated as m = 0 and 1.

In these examples the sampling rate fs was 176 kHz

Ex(n)(f)Fx(n)(f) --->T(f) lo fofu ' (9) and the coefficients were calculated for exact matching
at 22 and 11 kHz, respectively. The results clearly

Substituting and rearranging, show how the compensated and target curves are closely
matched over the band 0-22 kHz, even though the

al[cos(2z) - 1] + a2[cos(4z) - 1] PWM sample widths vary over the extreme range from
0 to 1/fs. A detailed comparison of tabulated data also

x(n) sin(z/2) confirms equality at both 22 and 11 kHz.

"--> sin[x(n)z] 0.510 tofa (10) In a pratical implementation of this system, a number
of techniques can be adopted for determining al and

where a2 for each normalized value ofm. First, a direct solution

of equation set (12) can be implemented for each new
'rrf sample m. Second, a discrete look-up table can bez - OI)
fs computed for a range of m and a ROM used to store

coefficient values. Finally, a polynomial approximation

This matching task-could be solved by an optmization can be formed for al and a2 as a function of m, which
procedure to minimize an error function within the 0 offers the advantage of efficient signal interpolation.
tOfu Hz frequency band. However, because the functions For systems with fine quantization of data (approxi-
exhibit similar curvature over the lower frequency re-
gion, a simpler approach (for a 1 and a2) is to force

equalityin thefunctionofEq.(10)attwofrequencies, magnitude"i ' '

where we selectfu Hz and 0.5fu Hz. Hence solving 1.0 2.
two simultaneous equations based on Eq. (10) and :
modifying the functional form to prevent errors due to :.
small differences, the solution can be stated as ....

.5

Si - 4S2 + 4 sin2(z)(S2 - 1) + 3 l.....targettransfo ..... 0.5 · · ·
-- 2 ..... pulse transform, m = 0

a I D 1 3 ..... pulse transform, m = 14 .....matchedtransform,m = 0

5 ....: matched transform, m =

S 1 - 4S2 + 4 sin2(z/2)(S2 - 1) + 3 0

a2 = D2

where frequency(hertz)

lo` 104 10s

+in.z,-4s n' magnitude 2

tOO _'.---II_--_---.._._ m ! '.
= x_ X region ' I I

D2 4c°s 2 D' _ .:_ i:_:--,t_l:/.
2m sin(z/2) ,ss }

s,- sin(mz) , m:05 \:\\ : I It
2 pIse.tr._. au nsforrn, m= 0 · _ _ ] '_ I
3 p...., ulse Iran fsorm, tn-- I _ l_ I : _
4 matc.._, bed transform, m = 0 · _ _] / J J2m sin(z/4)

S2-sin(mx/2) '98 5':'"ma'lche!transfi[m:,m=f '3-_ I : '/ :ti

Here m is the normalized input data, 0 < m < 1 on' I.. _1:.,
which the coefficient estimation is based, and the so- .94_o, lo' _o'
lution is referred to as equation set (12). frequency (hertz)

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this transform (b)
matching process, two sets of Fourier transforms are
shown in Fig. 6. The sets include: Fig. 6. PWM transform matching functions for m = 0 and

m = 1. Sampling rate 176 kHz; matching frequencies 11and
1) The target transform corresponding to a pulse, 22 kHz. (a)Full-range vertical scale. (b) Expanded vertical

where m = 0.5 scale.
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mating a continuous function), the polynomial method samples to be approximately continuous within eom-
is the simplest. However, in more coarsely quantized puter precision.
systems with, say, 1024 values of/t, the ROM technique Fig. 8 shows the general system architecture of the
using predetermined values is the most efficient. Thus dynamic FIR filter used to determine the output sample
knowing the oversampling ratio and modulation index, sequence y(L) that drives directly the pulse-width
the appropriate coefficients can be loaded into the FIR modulator. Each sample is associated with five coef-
filter, thus making the filter response dynamic or sample- ficients, which also interact with their adjacent samples
value dependent, and where each coefficientset is calculated from a non-

To demonstrate the variation of coefficients with linear dependence on both the central and the sur-
modulation index tn, Fig. 7 shows plots of al and a2 rounding samples. Consequently as the data samples
against/t for a PWM system with four times oversam- are shifted at the uniform PWM sampling rate, the
pling (that is,fs = 176 kHz). Approximate polynomial coefficients having influence on the output sample also
matched generating functions for al and a2 are also change, resulting in a dynamic FIR filter.
given as

2.1 Zigzag Algorithm

al = --0.00598x 4 + 0.000692x 3 -- 0.0554x 2 In this example the input data x(L) propagate through
a 30-stage shift register, where the current output is

+ 0.0000680x + 0.0141 taken at L = 18 and the clock ratefs = 1/Ts Hz. The

input data sequence x(L) is transformed to the output
a2 -- 0.00151x 4 - 0.000180x 3 + 0.00345x 2 sequence y(L) via a coefficient matrix A(r, L),

- 0.0000158x - 0.000925 . A(0, L) coefficient a0 associated with sample L
Afl, L) coefficient a_ associated with sample L

However, there is a further level of complexity in A(2, L) coefficient a2 associated with sample L.
the correction process that arises from pulse-width-
dependent distortion and the associated dispersive re-
sponse of the dynamic FIR filter. When the coefficients
al and a2 are superimposed on adjacent samples in a _
more general x(n) sequence and subsequently mapped "-$.
into aPWMformat, they,by theirnature,eachmodify 0 ...... '_
the width of the four adjacent PWMsamples, which <.,
in turn modify the correctioncoefficientsalready cal- '" x

culated and associatedwith these samples.This non- ',
linear interdependenceof coefficientsis a recursive
process,whichbecauseof the symmetricandtwo-sided -.o26 '.
form of the FIR impulse response, propagates both '_
forwardandbackwardof the currentsample,although x
thenumberof iterationscanbeconstrained.

Thereare a numberof methodsfor calculatingthe ?,

coefficient set for a specific data sequence, and we _060
present here two examples.Both methods rely on an 0 .2 .4 .8 .8 to

interactive process to converge to a final solution of Fig. 7. Plots of coefficients al and a2 against m forfs = 176
coefficients. Hence in the initial discussion we consider kHz andfopt - 0-22 kHz.

samples from oversampllng (or noise shaping ) filter

oversampledpcmdata x(L) D x(k+1) ¢ x(L+2)

Z(2,L) Z(I,L) z(O,L) z(2,k+l) Z(1,L*I) z(O,L+l) z(2,L*2) z(I,L*2) z(O,L*2)

z( 1,L-O)' z( I ,L*2) z( I,L+ 1) z(I,L+3)

,-Jevaluate coefficients _-y(L*O) _ ?valuate coefficients _-y(C* I ) -I evaluate coefficients }-y(k" 2)

y(..) samples used to calculate coefficient sets

Fig. 8. Interconnected coefficient sets, where each set is calculated from knowledge of surrounding samples.
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From Eq. (5), E1 = 2*Y(L)*SIN(.5*Z)/SIN(Y(L)*Z): E2 = 2*Y(L)*SIN(.25*Z)/
SIN(.5*Y(L)*Z)
A(L, 1)= (-El + 4'E2 - 4'(E2 - 1)*SIN(Z)A2- 3)/Z1

A(0, L) = 1 - 2[A(I, L) + A(2, L)] . (13) A(L,2) = (El - 4'E2 + 4'(E2 - 1)*SIN(Z/2)^2+ 3)/Z2
A(L, 0) = 1 - 2*(A(L,1) + A(L, 2))

As a2 << al << a0, the influence of a sample on its RETURN
surrounding samples decays rapidly, so only a limited
number of samples need be considered either side of 2.2 Single-Sided Unidirectional Shifting

the output sample L = 18. In the present example, an Algorithm
input vector spans L = 1 to 30, where the zigzag pro- A more efficient procedure uses a single unidirectional
cedure operates as follows: scan of the data x(L) to determine coefficients, but

I) All coefficients A(0, L) are set to 1 and coefficients shifts both data and coefficients on the system clock.
A(1, L), A(2, L) are set to zero. Consequently when the data are scanned, the new

2) The coefficient set associated with L = 18 is cal- coefficient estimates can use the past coefficient esti-
culated, mates alongsidetheir correspondinginput sampleval-

3) The coefficient set associated with L = 17 is cal- ues. After each shift function, the data are scanned

culated using A(1, 18). from L = I to L -- 16, calculating new coefficients via
4) The coefficient set associated with L -- 19 is cai- Eq. (12). The new data samples cause the latest input

culated using A(I, 18) and A(2, 17). coefficients to adapt rapidly, but the changes become
5) The procedure is repeated following a zigzag tra- progressively smaller at higher sample values, as ef-

jectory either side of L -- 18, moving progressively fectively the 16th sample has been through 16 iterations.
outward, and calculating the output matrix y(L) using The output is again taken from L = 18, but now the
the latest coefficient estimates via the expression coefficient sets linked with samples L = 16-20 do not

change, meaning that the pulse area contribution of
y(L) = x(L - 2) * A(2, L - 2) + x(L - 1) each input sample is preserved precisely through Eq.

· A(1, L - 1) + x(L) * A(O, L) (13). As processing is always based on the actual input

+ x(L + 1) * A(I, L + 1) samples x(n) and Eq. (13) is applied rigorously after
final convergence, effects of computational errors are

+ x(L + 2) * A(2, L + 2). (14) noncumulative. The procedure is described succinctly
in the following subroutine.6) Steps 2) to 5) are then repeated, say four times,

allowing convergence to the final coefficient set. REMcoefficientoptimization using single-sided shifting algorithm

An important attribute of this algorithm is that the FOR L = 2OTO 1 STEP -1
X(L)= X(L-1): A(L, 0) = A(L-1, 0): A(L, 1) = A(L-1, 1):A(L,

input samples remain unchanged and the output samples 2) = A(L-1, 2)
y(L) are used only to determine the latest coefficient NEXT
sets. The recursive procedure that runs both forward XX = A(0,O)*X(O)+ A(1, 1)*X(1)+ A(2,2)*X(2)

GOSUB 10000:REM subroutine to evaluate A(L,0), A(L,1), and
and backward of the output sample allows a convergence A(L,2) on XX
of the coefficients surrounding L = 18, hence forming XX= A(0, 1)*X(O)+ A(1,0)*X(1)+ A(2, 1)*X(2)+ A(3,2)*X(3)
an estimate of the signal required to drive the pulse- GOSUB 10000: REMsubroutine to evaluate A(L,0), A(L,1), and
widthmodulator. A(L,2)onXXFORL=2TO18

The process is encapsulated in the following sub- XX = A(L-2, 2)*X(L-2) + A(L-1, 1)*X(L-1) + A(L, 0)*X(L)+
routines, where the coefficients are estimated using A(L+I, 1)*X(L+I)+ A(L+2, 2)*X(L+2)

GOSUB10000: REMsubroutineto evaluateA(L,0),A(L, 1),and
equation set (12), with appropriate constants determined A(L,2) on XX
bythe oversamplingratio: NEXT ,

REMlastvalueof XXformsPWMdrive
REM coefficient optimization using zigzag algorithm RETURN
FORL = 1TO 20 10000:REMdirectcoefficientsubroutinebasedonequationset (12)
A(L,0)= 1 :A(L, 1)=0:A(L, 2) =0 E1 = 2*XX*SlN(.5*Z)/SIN(XX*Z) : E2 = 2*XX*SlN(.25*Z)/NEXT
FORQ=I TO6 SIN(.S*XX*Z)

A(L, 1) = (-El +4'E2 - 4'(E2 - ?*SIN(Z)^2- 3)/Z1
FORP=0 TO7 A(L, 2) (El - 4 E2 + 4'(E2 - 1) SIN(Z/2)^2+ 3)/Z2
L = 10 - P: Y(L) = X(L-2)*A(L-2, 2) + X(L-1)*A(L-1, 1) + A(L, 0) = 1 - 2*(A(L,1) + A(L, 2))
X(L)*A(L,0) + X(L+I)*A(L+I, 1)+ X(L+2)*A(L+2,2) RETURN
GOSUB10000:REMsubroutineto evaluateA(L, 0), A(L, 1)and
A(L, 2) on Y(L)
L = 10 + P: Y(L) = X(L-2)*A(L-2, 2) + X(L-1)*A(L-1, 1) + 2.3 Response of Linearization Process to
X(L)*A(L,0) + X(L+I)*A(L+I, 1) + X(L+2)*A(L+2,2) Impulsive Data
GOSUB10000:REMsubroutineto evaluteA(L, 0), A(L, 1) and
A(L,2) on Y(L) Table 1 shows the system response to a single im-
NEXT:NEXT pulsive input. First the linearization algorithmis.con-
FORL = 20TO 1 STEP-1 ditioned by an input sequence x(L) = 0.5, which setsX(L)= X(L-1)
NEXT coefficients al and a2 to zero. A single sample is then
REMlastevaluationof Y(18) formsPWMdrive entered where x(L) = 0.83. (Note that a unity modu-
RETURN lation index correspondsto a maximumpulse duration
10000: REM direct coefficient evaluation subroutine based on of Ts.) Ten samples on either side of the impulse are
equation set (12) computed, and the distribution of coefficients is also
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shown to demonstrate the bilateral dispersive response
2.5 Optimum Estimation of Equalizer Targetof the linearization algorithm.
Function

2.4 Spectral Response of Linearization Process Eq. (6) showed a target function normalized to m =
Consider a PWM sequence that is periodic over NS 0.5, while in Fig. 7 an example set of coefficients was

samples and where the modulation index of sample r shown forfs -- 176 kHz. These results reveal asymmetry
is m(r) and is normalized to a range of 0 < m(r) < 1 in the distribution of a i and a2, where the moduli are

corresponding to a pulse width 0 < -r < Ts. Noting the greater for m = 1 compared with m = 0. An alternative
spectral weighting function described by Eqs. (2) and strategy can shift the target response away from m =
(4), the Fourier transform of this sequence is given by 0.5 in order to achieve greater coefficient equality at

m -- 0 and m = 1, respectively, and thus minimize the

1 NS-IE m(r) q?rsin[m(r)xfT]] e_J2_rrf r maximum contribution from the corrective signal. This
F(f) - NS r=0 [ m(r_fT_fT J can be achieved by modifying S1 and S2 in equation

set (12) to

Harmonic X of the fundamental frequency is fx = (X/

NS)fs, and since Ts = 1/fs, thenfxTs = X/NS, whereby S] - m sinCrz) S2 - m sin(rtz/2)
the transform becomes (r sin(mz) cr sin(mz/2)

(Xfs_ _- NS-] sin[_Xm(r)] -j2_rX/NS (15) and searching cr to give near equality in al and a2 at
F kNS ] _'_ ITX er=0 the extremes of m. As an example for fs = 176 kHz

and fu -- 22 kHz, the best match is achieved at rr =

Eq. (15) can be used to compute the Fourier transform 0.72373, giving peak values of al = 0.0292264, a2 =
of the pulse sequence m(r) that includes the PWM -0.001855974 at m--0 and al = -0.0292264, a2--
distortion, resulting from sample reconstruction using 0.002353529 at m -- 1, respectively, which can be
rectangular pulses of constant amplitude but variable compared against Fig. 7 for g = 0.5. Also, to dem-
width, that are symmetrically arranged about their onstrate that the modified target transfer function rep-
sampling instants. However, if thedata sequence m(r) resents a valid solution, a spectral plot is shown in
has been predistorted by the linearization algorithm, Fig. 10 that should be compared with Fig. 9. Although
the effects of nonlinearity should be virtually negated, the magnitudes of the correction coefficients are now
A data sequence, identical to that described in Sec. 1, reduced overall, their values at low signal level (such
has been processed by the algorithm described in Sec. as m = 0.5) are actually greater than in the case where
2.2, where the output spectrum [computed using eq. cr -- 0.5. To regain symmetry in the processing of
(10)] is shown in Fig. 9. Comparing this result with signals in the ranges 0 to 0. 5 and0.5to 1, adifferential
the noncorrected transform shown in Fig. 4 reveals a topology can be used where two modulators, including
significant reduction in intermodulation products and linearization, now operate with input signals of the
thus demonstrates the effectiveness ofthe linearization form 1 + m(r)/2 and 1 - m(r)/2, respectively. The

process, outputis thenformed by either a differencestageor a

Table 1. Response of linearization algorithm to single impulsive input.

Coefficients

Input sample x(n) Output sample y(n) ao al a2

0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.4999995 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.4999995 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5000148 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.4997598 0.9999622 2.167327E-05 -2.816349E-06
0.5 0.5049456 1.000537 -2.889769E-04 2.065322E-05
0.5 0.4555999 0.9954436 2.449079E-03 -1.708585E-04

0.83 0.9943724 1.08405 -4.578839E-02 3.763581E-03

0.5 0.4555992 0.9954542 2.441855E-03 -1.689809E-04
0.5- 0.504934 1.000537 -2.889769E-04 2.065322E-05
0.5 0.4997598 0.9999622 2.167327E-05 -2.816349E-06
0.5 0.5000229 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.4999959 0.9999946 3.612211E-06 -9.387829E-07
0.5 0.5000018 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.4999995 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0
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bridge, as shown inFig. 11. The technique is applicable should attempt to accommodate quantized data in an
for both DAC and power-amplifier applications, where efficient way. Since oversamphng (typically 4 to 32
the latter could use the differential output stage. Also times) is commonly used in PWM, there is an oppor-
symmetry can be regained irrespective of the chosen tunity, as previously suggested [11], to use noise shap-
target alignment via the cr factor, so it is applicable for lng to quantize more coarsely each rectangular pulse
both, = 0.5 and (r = 0.72373. to below the resolution of the input data. A basic scheme

is shown in Fig. 12. It consists of an oversampling

3 NOISE SHAPING AND OVERSAMPLING filter, a noise shaper possibly with an order of up to 6,
INPWM anda linearizationalgorithm.

The noise-shaping process is essentially that presented
3.1 Single-Stage Noise Shaper in an earlier paper [16], where the following subroutine

The example presented in Sec. 2 used input data in describes the algorithm:

an essentially nonquantized format, whereby extremely REM PWMnoise-shaping routine
fine resolution is required to position the edges of the REM S(T%) input data; X(T%) output data; RN% noise-shaper
PWM transitions. However, if input data are uniformly order; UO%clock

S(T%) = DC + SO*SIN(K0*U0%) + SI*SIN(KI*U0%) +
quantized (such as 16 bit, 44 kHz), then the process S2*SIN(K2*U0%)

B(0) = S(t%) - DO: DI = 0

0 _ :

:_ a60

-50 ........
i

i : ' ' -50

"00 1-100

-150
200 400

bin number -160

frequency 1024 * 176 kHz 0 200 400
bin number

Fig. 9. Corrected PWM spectrum, computed over 1024 sam- frequency = 1024 * 176 kHz
ples. Sampling rate 176 kHz; correction band 0-22 kHz;
input frequencies 171.875 Hz, 17.1875 kHz, and 20.45313 Fig. 10. As Fig. 9, but with optimized _rfora_ symmetry at
kHz. (Compare with Fig. 4.) tn = 0 and m = 1.

analog
output

0.5 - re(r)/2 ___ LINEARIZATION

ALGORITHM y

(a)

Vs

0.5 * rn(r)/2 ___ LINEARIZATIONALGORiTHM U_

0.5 - m(r)/2 _ LINEARIZATIONALGORiTHMUN_

(b)

Fig. 11. Differential linearized PWM systems to enhance symmetrical operation for use in high-resolution applications. (a)
Configured as DAC. (b) Configured as power amplifier with bridge output stage.
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FORL% = 1 TO RN% the finite-analysis sequence being nonzero. Therefore
B(L%)= B(L%-I) + C(L%): C(L%)= B(L%)
DI = DI + C(L%) to compensate, one sample is modified so as to force
NEXT the dc average to zero (or in the special case of our

X(T%)= INT(DI)+ .5 PWM system, to 0.5). In practice, this single sample
RETURN modifier is small, but it is sufficient to subtract a con-

The output of the noise shaper, where the word length stant-level spectral distortion, which otherwise corrupts
has been reduced while maintaining an adequate signal- low-level spectral components particularly evident at
to-noise ratio, can be applied directly to the linearization low frequency with a baseband noise shaper. (Note
algorithm described in Sec. 2. However, because the that a single sample produces a constant spectral re-

output data of the correction algorithm are quantized sponse.) The same noise-shaped spectrum, but with a
more finely than the input data, a requantization process single modified sample to correct the mean value of
may be used where it is recommended that to reduce the sequence, is shown in Fig. 14(a), where the low-
additional noise, the output sequence be resolved to level noise-shaped characteristic is now clearly por-

either 2 or 3 bit greater than the input sequence, possibly trayed. This compensation procedure is applied to all
with a further stage of noise shaping, as described in the spectral domain plots in this paper, where the jus-
Sec. 3.2. tificationis that the noise-shaperloop gain is infinite

Alternatively, the PWM signal can be formed using at dc, meaning that an infinite sequence would have a
a coarse-fine modulator where the output of the lin- dc value equ'al to that of the input sequence.

earization algorithm is initially quantized to the same
resolution as the noise-shaper output. The quantization 3.2 Two-Stage Noise Shaping
error is then used to fine-tune the edge timing by se- The problem of data-truncation postlinearization can
lecting appropriate taps on a precision delay circuit, be improved using a second stage of low-order noise
as shown in Fig. 13, where for example the clock phase shaping to reduce the requantization distortion, where
can be controlled to time indirectly the PWM output, the scheme is shown in Fig. 19. Here the output of the
In this scheme, if A4) corresponds to the clock phase linearization algorithm is requantized using a quantizer
determined by the quantization error, then in region A enclosed within a first order noise-shaping loop to aid
the phase is, say, Aqb/2, while in region B it is -Ad)/ maintenance of resolution prior to driving the PWM.
2, thus maintaining symmetry about the sampling in- There is a balance to be made between linearity and
stant, additionallow-levelnoise. If the orderof the second-

Results of a computer simulation of a fourth-order stage noise shaper is increased, chaotic behavior [!6]
noise-shaperandlinearizationsystemareshowninFigs, makes the output sequence deviate substantially from
14-17, corresponding to 4, 8, 16, and 32 times over- that of the input sequence, and therefore invalidates
sampling, respectively. In each case the PWM code is the linearization procedure, as the coefficient sets are
quantized to 13 bit and the noise shaper to 10 bit, and now no longer accurately matched to the pulse pattern.
the al and a2 coefficient generators are described by
Eq. (12), respectively. As a benchmark, spectral plots

are shown for the PWM system, including the noise rr0m_,,NEAR,Z^T,ON_--_ OUANT,ZER_--_ COUNTER/'_ PWM
shaper, both without and with the linearization algo- p*m/_s[ _ j I [_ _ I I COMPARATORoutput
rithm, where the noncorrected plots are taken directly
from the pulse-width modulator driven by a noise shaper
with 10-bit output resolution. The results demonstrate

that although noise shaping yields a progressive re- uantlzatlon_ P_

ClO_c_Ab phase modulated
duction in intermodulation distortion at higher over- _r_0_ L__ c_ock
sampling ratios, the linearization process is the more

effective, although with direct truncation there is a _" _.e
noise penalty. /In computing the Fourier transform of baseband noise-
shaped systems over a finite number of samples, the .... aa

low-level spectral detail at low frequency can be lost. ./_

To illustrate this point, the spectral output of a fourth- / A
order, four timesoversamplednoise-shapedPWMsys- m.0 I
tern is shown in Fig. 18, where spectral flattening is ..............
evident. The distortion results from the mean level of Fig. 13. Double-edge modulation using counter/comparator.

J H LI LI -Lpcm [ OVERSAMPLING J I nth-order LINEARIZATION DATA UNIFORM PWM
outputTRUNCATION

Fig. 12. Uniform sampled PWM with linearization, noise shaping, and data truncation.
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Fig. 14. Single-stage noise shaping and PWM (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and direct truncation.
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Fig. 15. Single-stage noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and direct truncation.
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Fig. 16. o,,,_,,.-o.._,e_:_-_t_,, noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and direct truncation.
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Fig. 17. Single-stage noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and direct truncation,
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To compare performance, a set of results of simulations clock fr Hz is defined, which represents the accuracy
is presented in Figs. 20-23, corresponding to the system to which pulses are required to be timed. Thus if A is
data listed in Table 2. the amplitude of a PWM sample, then the pulse area

error, hence error impulse weighting, ranges from -Afs/
3,3 Pulse Construction Accuracy in PWM 2fr to Afs/2fr, where the PWM sampling rate fs Hz
Systems alsorepresentsthe errorsequencerepetitionfrequency.

It has been shown that noise shaping can reduce the The error sequence appears as a final system level of
resolution requirement of the PWM samples, thus easing requantization distortion where, if treated as a random
the problem of pulse construction by requiring coarser noise source with a uniform probability distribution
steps in pulse width. However, there remains the ques- function, it contributes an extra noise source of (Afs/
tion of absolute accuracy for each pulse to attain an fr)2/12, distributed over the half-sampling band 0 to
acceptable overall performance commensurate with, fs/2 Hz. Hence, assuming a uniform spectral power
say, a 16-bit 44.1-kHz PCM specification. Such con- density, the noise power Na within the half-band 0 to
siderations are independent of signal processing prior f,/2 Hz (wherefn is the Nyquist sampling frequency,
to PWM modulation and relate to errors introduced fn -- 44.1 kHz) is
after theoretical ideal conversion, where system-de-
pendent error sources can be attributed to the following: A2 fsfn

Na - (16)
1) Edge jitter and timing errors 12 fr2
2) Slew limiting on pulse edges (meaning pulse area

is not proportional to pulse width) As a benchmark, consider an N-bit PWM system sam-
3) Amplitude errors (producing both scale and dy- pled at the Nyquist rate fa Hz, where the system clock

namic error) fr = fn2 N. Then the reference in-band noise Nrc f is
4) Processing errors (adding a noise source to the

output samples). A 2 f2 A 2
These sources contribute to pulse area error which, via Nref - 12 (fn2N) 2 12.22N
dynamic modulation of the spectrum of each pulse in-
cluding a dc term, produce output noise and distortion.

whereby
However, in a system where these contributions are
small and random we can, to a good approximation,
consider an impulse error sequence at the uniform Na _ fsfn 22N

sampling rate fs Hz, where each impulse weighting Nref fr2 '
equates with an area error in the output pulse. As a
method of performance estimation, a system resolution To maintain a constant audio-band noise performance

J8
0

.....ii i ....il i i !i i ! iii:iiiiii

   t, i i,,ii:t!ltf t I{tll
0 50 100 159

bin number
frequency = * 176 kHz

1024

Fig. 18. PWM/noise-shaped spectrum illustrating spectral flattening. [See also Fig. 14(a).]

2ndstage
1st-ordec

I NOISE SHAPER I

44. lkHz FILTER NOISE SHAPER [ I ALGORITHM I T'V--r-Jb:-JI I PwM I out""`

Fig. 19. Uniform sampled PWM with linearization and two stages of noise shaping.
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Fig. 20. Two-stage noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (bi With linearization and first-order noise-shaped
truncation prior to PWM.
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Fig. 21. Two-stage noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and first-order noise-shaped
truncation prior to PWM.
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Fig. 22. Two-stage noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and first-order noise-shaped
truncation prior to PWM.
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Fig. 23. Two-stage noise shaping and PWM. (a) Without linearization. (b) With linearization and first-order noise-shaped
truncation prior to PWM.
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with sampling rate, make Na/Nref = 1, that is, sampling rates there is some advantage in extending
the optimization frequency band. However, an increase

fr = 2N(fsfn) '/2 (17) in sampling rate also implies more pulse transitions
per second, reflecting a reduction in amplifier power

Eq. (17) suggests that if the system dynamic range is efficiency. Also, pulse jitter, slew rate, and amplitude-
to be maintained, even if noise shaping is used, to related distortions, including the effects of nonideal

reduce pulse resolution, then system accuracy must power supplies, will limit the resolution of each pulse
actually increase in proportion to (fs) '/:. Consequently and thus degrade the dynamic range, implying that the
noise shaping can allow a more coarse quantization of promise of a very high signal-to-noise ratio with low
pulse-width resolution, but the absolute accuracy of distortion may prove illusive.
the timing and amplitud e stability must be maintained An interesting comparison therefore emerges between
or, indeed, increased. This is an important system design a noise-shaped system with a low pulse resolution re-
consideration, especially where the linearization al- quirement but higher sampling rate and a non-noise-

gorithm described in Sec. 2 allows enhanced linearity shaped system using lower sampling rates but with a
at lower sampling rates, higher sample resolution requirement. It is important

to observe that noise shaping was shown in Sec. 3.3

4 CONCLUSION not to be a method of reducing accuracy, only resolution,
where the accuracy requirement at a given sampling

A method of linearizing uniform sampled PWM has rate is similar for both a noise-shaped and a non-noise-
been described, where excellent linearity can be shaped system, with actually a more stringent speci-
achieved at moderate sampling rates. Although nu- fication required at the higher sampling rates. The lin-
merous results can be computed to show the variation earization algorithm means that uniform sampling can
of distortion (for example, % total harmonic distortion) be used, which yields a simpler implementation of the
as a function of signal level and frequency, we recognize pulse-width modulator. Although a high clock rate is
that for PWM, high-frequency, high-amplitude input required for pulse timing, the sampling rate remains

signals are a particularly severe test, a fact adequately modest, leading to good power efficiency, in earlier
demonstrated in much of the supporting literature, systems much higher sampling rates were reported with
Consequently the results presented here have been re- the uniform sampling process in order to achieve an
stricted to to a high-level three-tone equiamplitude adequate high-frequency intermodulation distortion
intermodulation test, where simulations demonstrate performance.

the correction procedure to result in almost zero dis- The results presented in this paper suggest that al-
tortion residues within the audio band, including both though noise-shaped systems offer advantage, a direct-
intermodulation components and harmonics of the conversion PWM system using linearization is also a
fundamental, serious candidate, provided the pulse timing can be

The nonlinear, model-based process was then ex- accommodated, and should therefore find applications
tended to include noise shaping in order to reduce the in both power amplification and precision DAC systems.
resolution of the PWM code and therefore facilitate Clearly for high-power PWM amplifier applications

PWM modulator implementation. However, for an ef- there are a number of associated problems to be ad-
fective noise-shaping advantage, the sampling rate needs dressed in terms of EMC and output-stage design, al-
to be a minimum of four times, with a preference for though regular advances are reported and the potential

higher rates. Also the linearization algorithm can lead for reduced sampling rates through linearization are of
to requantization, which must be controlled if degra- significance When considering output-stage efficiency.
dation in dynamic range is to be minimized. However, the output stage itself can introduce distortion

A number of computer simulations were.presented ` due to edge jit[er and edge rise time, and these in as-
that demonstrate the effectiveness of lineariZati0n for ' sociation with power-supply compliance can still gen-

various system parameters. It was also shown that pro- erate distortion, although this is now an instrumental
vided the optimization band is maintained at 0-22 kHz, problem rather than a fundamental limitation. The de-
the magnitude of the dis'persive, corrective signal di- velopment of highly linear digital power amplifiers is
minishes as the sampling rate is increased where there of major significance-and will have wide application
was greater opportunity for noise shaping to reduce in digital audio systems, including digital and active
the resolution of the output code, although with higher loudspeaker technology.

Table 2. System data.

PWM sampling frequency
Figure Looporder NS resolution PWMresolution (kHz)

20 4 10 13 176
21 4 9 12 352
22 5 8 11 704
23 6 7 10 1408
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Linearization of Multilevel, Multiwidth Digital PWM
with Applications in Digital-to-Analog Conversion*

MALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK

The process of uniformly sampled pulse-width modulation is investigated as a means of
high-performance digital-to-analog conversion where comparisons of duality are made with
signals in standard modulated format. Emphasis is placed on using linearization algorithms
to suppress nonlinear distortion products, and a new digital-to-analogconversion architecture
is proposed that employs digital linearization together with a multiwidth and multiamplitude
signal format configured within a current-steering autocalibration system topology.

0 INTRODUCTION and lowers the pulse timing clock rate. The technique
of combining multiwidth and multilevel pulses enables

Research [1]-[3] has shown that partial linearization a parallel digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) architec-

of uniformly sampled pulse-width modulation (PWM) ture to be implemented, a system we designate a flash
can be achieved by introducing a modified data sequence DAC (FDAC). It is shown that an FDAC can be synthe-
that takes account of the dynamic distortion inherent sized from an array of identical fast current-switching
within the spectral domain when the width of a pulse is cells, and because of the low number of pulse transitions
modulated. An oversampling factor of times 4 was used per Nyquist sample, the system offers low jitter noise
both to relax the design of the dynamic bidirectional and slew-rate distortion. Finally a calibration procedure
recursive compensation and to allow latitude for low- is introduced for the FDAC, which, in association with
order analog filters to achieve signal reconstruction in a stable low-jitter clock source and fast logic circuits,
digital-to-analog conversion, offers a further candidate for a high-quality DAC for use

In this paper we explore the possibility of using lower in digital audio systems.
orders of oversampling with the aim of implementing a

low-distortion PWM converter that can operate at twice I DESIGN OF STATIC COMPENSATION FILTER
the Nyquist rate of a typical digital audio system. The
advantage of lower sampling rates is a reduction in the It has been shown [3], [4] that nonlinearity in uni-
number of pulse transitions per second and a correspond- formly sampled PWM arises because of variations in the
ing lowering of the system clock rate in situations that spectral shape within the audio band when the width of
do not use noise shaping. Also, a near-Nyquist sampled the PWM samples changes. Thus instead of the overall
PWM system can be considered the dual of the near- Spectrum being scaled in proportion to the area under a

Nyquist sampled pulse-code modulated (PCM) data. The pulse, modulation of pulse shape means that only the dc
former maintains constant amplitude but variable width, term is proportional to the pulse area while other regions
whereas the latter has constant width and variable of the spectrum undergo varying gain changes. A funda-

amplitude, mentalrequirementof anyDACis that the transferfunc-
The method of linearizing near-Nyquist sampled tion of all samples remain in exact proportion and only

PWM is extended to a more general pulse format using undergo unifdrm scaling with the signal level, a condi-
both multilevel and multiwidth structures. This both re- tion readily met by rectangular PCM samples of constant
duces the resolution required of the PWM component width but varying level. This is a theoretical ideal where in

practice slew-rate limiting, pulse jitter, and a nonconstant

* Presented at the 97th Convention of the Audio engineering pulse crest can lead to dynamic spectral errors and are
Society, San Francisco, CA, 1994 November 10-13. factors that contribute to nonideality in the DAC process.
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In Fig. 1 a rectangular pulse is shown centered on a over the band of 0 tof,,/2 Hz follows from Eq. (l),
sampling instant where the overall width can vary from
0 to 1/f. s, f,,s being the Nyquist sampling frequency in m sin(mt_rf/f,s)

hertz. Also shown is a normalized family of spectral E(m,f) mt sin(m'rrf/f,,) matched over 0 tof, J2 Hz.

domain plots for a rectangular pulse of varying pulse (2)
width computed over the band of 0 to f, s Hz. This result

is computed directly from the Fourier transform of a The impulse response of the FIR correction filter can be

normalized rectangular pulse Fp(f) of width m/fns, where obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of E(m, f).
m is the modulation depth, 0 < m < 1, However, this process is approximate as the number of

coefficients in the FIR filter is finite and because spectral
sin(mnxf/f,_)

Fp(f) - m_rf/fn_ (1) replication causes a peak Offn_/2 Hz, as shown in Fig.2. Spectral replication about the sampling frequency and
its harmonics means that correction cannot be applied

The dc component of Fp(f) is normalized to unity for to frequencies _>f,J2. Also, modulation products are
all m. reflected back into the baseband and prevent a total can-

Next we consider the design of a uniformly sampled cellation of distortion.
digital finite impulse response (FIR) filter that can com-
pensate for the spectral error within the band of 0 to 1.1 Window Function

fn,/2 HZ. However, unlike the examples considered ear- The first proposal for the approximation process is to

lief [3], the correction band now extends to approxi- introduce a guard band ofwidthfg Hz, consisting of a
mately one-half of the sampling frequency. Therefore to frequency and amplitude scaled, reflected image of the
achieve similar correction accuracy, an increase in the response within the acceptance band to form a smooth
number of taps in the FIR filter is required. Also, to overall function with no discontinuities in the first deriv-

reduce the magnitude of the correction coefficients, a ative. This strategy reduces the higher order terms of
target transfer function {sin(mt'rrf/f,,s)/(mt'trf/fns)}is used, the signal within the transform signal space, which in
which, in the first instance, corresponds to a rectangular this case yields less time dispersion in the nonrecursive
pulse of duration 1/2fa_. Here the target modulation index equalization filter. The construction of the overall func-
mt = 0.5, although for the multilevel case a value of tion is shown in Fig. 3, where fo Hz is the transition
mt = 1.0 is preferred as this width is dominant at higher frequency defining the boundary between acceptance
signal levels. The equalization transfer function E(m,f) band and guard band and is defined as

m _·_ _ O<m<l fo = -fg- (3)
I I

i 1-- ; [ i

I I I '
I

, , , The function within the acceptance band of 0 to fo Hz[ ] I I_ t ·
' ' _1 is given by Eq. (2). Its value A0 atf = fo follows as1'-1 r

_['_:__-_-_-_';-'--_-_ _ -- -- . (4)' ._,:_!'.;'--_7--- --_-_ A0 m sin[mox(0.5 - fg/f.,)]
""r_;_',_'"i..' '_'_.:.;' '_'--_ mt sin[mxr(0.5 - fg/fa_)]

I _;',_:',;',,',',,'", _"--L :
'_,_,\',,,,. , '-_ _

_i_'._',,, ,., 7-... To form the scaled and reflected function A(rn, f) in the
\\!_ '.:" . "- guard band that smoothly interfaces with E(m, f), the',,?'_',.!,, ", _.._ _. 7-.

..: . .!x\x, :\i_, 7...... _ '"'% i

,,i_\,?,,.,,, ,'f_-7._:_' _ function for E(m, f) is scaled by a factor k, then offset
· .: : \,_:,i,:ii,_,,:?,_??i<,--?.:_ and reflected aboutfns/2 to give

...... ._""__..__' '_< _--

1 _ m sin[mt'trk(0.5 - f/f.,)]_
.... '.......... A(m,f) = _ fA0(1 + k) --Fig. 1. Pulse of normalized width 1 together with family of mt sin[m'trk(0.5 -_f/-_ns)]J

correspondingtransforms. (5)

I II
1

I
I
I
I

' 1I
I I

0 [ I i I_

2 2

Fig. 2. Transfer function E(f) of digital FIR correction filter for m = O, 0.5, and 1.
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The scaling factor k is determined by equating the argu- For the special case where the sampling rate is 2fns, the

ments of the sine functions in Eqs. (2) and (5) atf = fo, guard bandfg can be set tOfnd2, which relaxes the filter
design. By following the procedure discussed in Section

k = fn____ 1. (6) 1.1, the scaling factor k = 1 and the target response
2fg show odd symmetry aboutfns/4 Hz. Consequently, even-

order terms in the equalization filter are zero, and the

Examination of Eq. (5) shows that A(m, fo) -- Ac and filter can be compared with a half-band filter where alter-
that differentiation of E(m, f) and A(m, f) reveals a hate samples are zero.
continuous functional form over the transition fre-

quency fo. 1.2 Scaling of Frequency-Domain Sampling
Consider a symmetrical transversal filter with coeffi- An alternative approach to the estimation of coeffi-

cients {ao, aI ..... an} , where the transfer function cients is to concentrate the frequency domain sampling
Fo(f) is given by over a subset of the Nyquist band. Hence if there are

NC unknown coefficients, the NC samples are focused

into the relevant frequencyspace, thus improvingtheF,(f) = ao + 2 ar cos,-- (7) approximation in that region.r=l _,fns-/ '
The scaling is achieved by introducing a factor IXinto

the arguments of Eqs. (2) and (9a),
The FIR filter design requires a transfer function that is

matched to the composite equalization filter response m sin(mdx_rf/fns)
E,(f), where E(m,f) - mt sin(m_ _rf/fns)

E_(m,f) = E(m,f) + A(m,f). (8) matched over 0 to IXfnd2Hz (11)

Here E(m,f) is valid for 0 < f < fo, whereas A(m,f) /ix_rri\

is valid for f0 < f < 0.5fn_. Y(r, i) = 2 cos _)_ . (12)
The coefficient set {a} can be determined by forming

a set of simultaneous equations to match the windowed A similar analysis using Eq. (9b) is then used to deter-
Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse corresponding mine the transversal filter coefficients {a}.
to a modulation depth m (where 0 < m < 1) with that

Fig. 4 shows example approximation functions for
of the finite data sequence of the FIR filter. Assuming filters using four coefficients for IX -- 0.5 and 0.9.

NC independent coefficients in a symmetrical FIR filter, Equalization characteristics are computed for discrete m
then using a uniform frequency distribution where f = in the range 0 _< m _< 1 in steps of 0.1. The results show
if=/2NC and defining a matrix element Y(r, i), where that by reducing the upper frequency limit of equaliza-

tion, improved in-band approximations result as the fre-
[_rri_ quency domain sampling is concentrated into a narrower

Y(r, i) = z cosk_] (9a) bandwidth. For ix = 0.9 the in-band approximation is
less accurate.

the matrix equation is defined as Although coefficient sets can be calculated for each
value of m, this is computationally inefficient. Thus two

[Ec]= [Y][a]. (9b) methods are proposed:
1) A look-up table is computed for coefficient values

Inversion of Eq. (9b) produces the NC coefficients against m and linear interpolation performed for interme-
where, to preserve the dc content of the input data se- diate values. Eq. (10) is always used to ensure that there
quence, the central coefficient a0 is given by is no overall loss of pulse area.

2) Polynomial approximations are estimated from the
discrete m values following a similar procedure reported

ao= 1 - 2_._a r . (10) in [3].
r=l

scaledand reflectedversionof function in
charactertstic j( acceptanceband

il :
I

i i II I

I I I

I I I I

I ' ' iI I Bf
0 f _ f-f q_

2

Fig. 3. Modified correction characteristic to eliminate discontinuities in first derivative.
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and the [a] matrix diagonally shifted by a(x + 1, y
2 DYNAMIC FILTER SIMULATION FOR BINARY + 1) = a(x, y) and a(1, 1)-= 1. The procedure then
PWM repeats to determine the next output sample. The itera-

The filter design procedures presented in Sections 1.1 tive procedure accommodates the nonlinear interaction
and 1.2 show how a filter coefficient set can be calcu- between samples due to the PWM process and allows
lated for a particular m value of input data. However, the coefficient values to converge to a stable solution,
in a general PCM sequence ip(L), each pulse can take although in practice more rows in the [a] matrix may
any value within the data range and requires individual be desirable.
correction for the PCM-to-PWM mapping· Effectively, To validate the procedure for calculating coefficients
a unique FIR filter is required for each input data se- for use with binary PWM, a simulation program was
quence, where for sample L a coefficient set (of NC run over NS = 2048 samples, where mt = 1 and the

input signal is &biased at x = 0.5,

x(L) = 0.5 + 0.3 [sin(kofad) + sin(klfnst) + sin(k2fnd)] + rnd * 2 -17 . (13)

Here ko = 2_/NS, k1 = 300ko, k2 = 310k 0 and rnd has
independent coefficients) is determined and is repre- a uniform probability density function from - 0.5 to 0.5
sented using the notation a(x, y) as follows: and t = L/fas for _< L _< NS. Fig. 7 shows computed

output spectra for the PWM process with and without
Coefficient Set for Sample L correction for Ix = 0.5 and NC = 6.

Sample L . a(L, NC), a(L, NC - 1) .... a(L, 1), 3' MULTILEVEL DAC WITH PWM INTERPOLATION· . . a(L, NC - 1), a(L, NC)

Direct DAC using PWM requires a high clock rate to
The filter structure is shown in Fig. 5, where the time the pulse transitions. For example, 16-bitresolution

coefficients are not constant but are uniquely associated at a 44.1-kHz sampling rate corresponds to a PWM clock
with each sample value. Thus as the samples are shifted of 2.89 GHz. Although this rate is high, when the timing
through the FIR filter, the coefficients are also shifted and jitter performance of a high-quality DAC are consid-
through the individual coefficient sets. InFig. 6thefilter ered, this rate is not unreasonable, and fast-counting
process is extended to show the computation of three circuits suggest that economic realization will be feasible
adjacent output samples op(L), op(L + 1), and op(L + with clocks offering subnanosecond jitter.
2), corresponding to input samples ip(L), ip(L + 1), However, although techniques now exist using over-
and ip(L + 2). sampling and noise shaping which can substantially

As reported earlier [3], the calculation of coefficients reduce the timing clock rate, alternative systems that
requires iterative adaptation as the output samples are combine multilevel and PWM are also attractive. For
dependent on both the present sample and contributions example, if we assume a 7-bit multilevel DAC (128
from adjacent FIR filters. In this paper the "single-sided, levels), then for 20-bit resolution, a PWM edge timing
unidirectional shifting algorithm" is modified for use clock rate of 44.1 kHz · 2(20-7) = 361 MHz appears
with NC coefficients and is illustrated using matrix nota- feasible.
tion. For NC = 2,

a(1, 3) 0 0 0 0 0 ip(1) op(1)
a(1, 2) a(2, 3) 0 0 0 0 ip(2) op(2)
a(1, 1) a(2, 2) a(3, 3) 0 0 0 ip(3) op(3)
a(l, 2) a(2, 1) a(3, 2) a(4, 3) 0 0 ip(4) op(4)

a(1, 3) a(2, 2) a(3, 1) a(4, 2) a(5, 3) 0 ip(5) = op(5)
0 a(2, 3) a(3, 2) a(4, 1) a(5, 2) a(6, 3) ip(6) op(6)
0 0 a(3, 3) a(4, 2) a(5, 1) a(6, 2) ip(7) op(7)
0 0 0 a(4, 3) a(5, 2) a(6, 1) ip(8) op(8)
0 0 0 0 a(5, 3) a(6, 2) ip(9) op(9)
0 0 0 0 0 a(6, 3) ip(10) op(10)

Matrix [al is initialized such that all coefficients are zero

except for elements a(x, 1) = 1. Computation starts by Two desirable characteristics of an audio DAC are
calculating op(3) and the corresponding coefficient set accurate conversion of low-level signals and a monotonic
{a(3, 1), a(3, 2), a(3, 3)}, as described previously, coding characteristic. It is here that the PWM technique
where upon the new elements take their places in matrix offers significant advantage as a progressive change in
[a]. The procedure is repeated for the next row and pulse width is synonymous with monotonic coding of
so on throughout the matrix, forming, for this example, small signals. Of course, once a multilevel format is
an output op(7). The input vector [ip] is then shifted employed, there is an additional requirement to match
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the levels to a high degree of accuracy. However, pro- VLSI system.
vided the number of levels is not too great, this can be Before considering PWM interpolation with lineariza-
achieved by a parallel array of identical cells that can tion, a possible FDAC architecture is outlined based on
be progressively switched in and out of the circuit as a current-steering topology. The system is shown in Fig.
required. It is proposed that 7-bit (128-level) multilevel 8 and uses emitter-coupled logic (ECL) bistables to drive
coding can be handled by a parallel architecture and differential current switches. The use of ECL allows fast
that economic automatic calibration is feasible within a pulse transitions, which are necessary to give precise

edge definition that is compatible with low-jitter clock
dB equalizerfunction sources. Also, it is imperative that the current sources

e i¥:___ be matched to a defined reference current, although this

-'"_.___:-______ _ matching must also include the effect of current loss,-1 i .... _ i ':-_ C .... for example, in the bases of the switching transistors.

' '_"_'___'_"''__ '___'-_ :7 A possible calibration procedure nominates one current
-z --0.1 source as reference and then compares individually its

· ,_.....-.,._ ._-___.:_._ m

'*-_'-N-__,______!_¢_T,_.:_- _- ::--_:>x_'_ value against the remaining sources. This can be done
-a ..... i........ !....... ! : : '_._-_c_C_ by alternate switching and adjusting the current level

._-......7. _ _... until no perceived ac component appears on the output.· .i :: ii i _v?___.._.'_7'%-" The technique theoretically has a high accuracy because_4

iverTilr_po_e ,_?,, _ . of the following attributes:

-s :--_ _i_? 1) Observing the error as an ac signal allows a high-_ gain _rror amplifier without dc drift problems.
-6 :......... :, i _- 2) Switching rates at the DAC output are kept low,

m=1 reducingeffects of slew distortionandjitter.
-? ; , ; 3) Fine adjustment current values for each cell can be8 28 48 68 B0 t8B 12B 148 168

storedina localmemory and DAC.bins (fns = 256)

4) Current steering is fast and with appropriate capaci-
dB equalizerfunction five elements on the output, slew-induced distortion is

e eliminated as there are no rapid dv/dt effects or feedback

-1 i i amplifiers being momentarily operated near open loop [8].
Oncethe multilevelDACcurrentsourcesare cali-

brated, PWM can be used to interpolate between output
-2

m =0.t levels with guaranteed monotonicity and potentially high

-3

-5 I i!ve:::li:!ltSi '-"__! , A_ iA_JL-I)_ A7

-6 i ............. m=l x = T_=-7 i
29 46 66 86 169 128 14B IG9 I

t PWM
bins(f, =zs6) PWM output

Fig. 4. Approximate equalization characteristics for ix = 0.5
and ix -- 0.9. Fig. 5. Five-coefficient FIR filter.

oversampled _ D ¥O.4-1) D lla(l'4'2)

z(2,L) z(1,L) z(0,L) z(2,L+l) z(1,L+l) ] z{0,L+l) z(2,L+2) z(l&+2) z(0,L*2)
I

z(a,L-2)_ __ z(2,L+2) z(2,L-1) _ z(2,,L+3) z(2,L-.0) _ z(2,L+4)

z(l,L-1) z(1,L+l) z(1,L-0)' $ ' z(l,L+2) z(1,L+l) ' I 'z(1 _

Fig. 6. Interconnected coefficient sets where each set is calculated from knowledge of surrounding samples.
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linearity, where the proposed form of PWM interpola- pulse structures in Fig. 9(a) and (b).

tion can take a variety of formats. However, to reduce In type 1, for an increasing signal level the pulse
switching rates and to have a monotonic change in pulse width always grows from the center switching between
area with progressive changes in input data, the two two adjacent output DAC levels. When the pulse width
formats illustrated in Fig. 9 have been selected and des- equals the sample period, a new pulse emerges at the
ignated types 1 and 2. center switching up to the next quantization level. How-

Type 1, as shown in Fig. 9(a), offers reduced switch- ever, in type 2 the pulse alternates between outward
ing transitions but has a step change in pulse width at growth from the center and inward growth from the pulse
each multilevel boundary, which may add broad-band edges. The symmetrical pulse structure guarantees zero
distortion within the correction process. However, type dynamic phase distortion, and the PWM format yields
2 has symmetry about even quanta and maintains similar a smooth transition between adjacent DAC levels with
pulse widths either side of a multilevel boundary. These no repeated codes. In the DAC interpolation process
differences can be seen by examining the progressive only one cell is switched at a time, and, between adjacent

dB

l
-40

-60

i

-aa uncorrected"::' /'f_ t_i_ :

f'tl' IT ;" I ? /_ ._', ;'_,i I
r Ir '11 I_ [t$.vV '-' lit II ¥

....... , ..__._..-_.......,_:.,'.,_.,':...:i.....:'.-,.',_-120

?i iili il 'i _":/i/_:_,,i_:_..,,_.,i ii? ,_ !i __ _,r_"_':::,:,',.,_:'_:,_:'_'::'_ :_¥_:
-1,_8 ........ t -ii.....!..... corrected '::....... i.....i........ _ ........

I I I

Z_O Z50 388 350 400

bins (fns =2048)

Fig. 7. Output spectra for binary PWM for Ix = 0.5 and NC = 6.
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/

CURRENT SOURCE CONTROLLER

Fig. 8. Basic FDAC system topology.
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samples, current-switching cells become active in a con- transfer function Em(m, f) follows as
trolled and progressive sequence.

For the type 1 sample format, consider a sample x(L) 1 sin(wf/fns)
of amplitude {N + tn), where N is an integer and 0 < Em(re'f) - F.p(f) _rf/f.s
m < 1, that is,

whereby
x(L) = N + tn. (14)

N+m

N corresponds to the Nth quantization level of the FDAC, Em(m' f) = N + sin(mwf/fnJsin(_rf/f_s) ' (15)
which has a width 1/fas, whereas tn determines the inter-

mediate sample width m/fas (see example pulse in Fig. For N = 0 this reduces to
9(a)) of PWM interpolation between levels N and (N +

1). The dc normalized transfer function Fnp(f)-of this

composite pulse is Em(f, m) N=0 -- tnsin(_rf/fns)sin(m_f/f_s) (16)

[sin(mlrf/fn s) Nsin(lrf/fns) l 1
F.p(f) = L 'rr---_a_ + 'trf/fns I N + m' which is equivalent to Eq. (2) for m t ---- 1.

The reason for selecting mt = 1 is that for N >> 1,
If the normalized target transfer function is sin(wf/f,s)/ Em(m, f) = 1, which reduces the equalizer coefficient
(nxf/fns), corresponding to mt = l, then the equalizer values, hence dependence on correction, and improves
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Fig. 9. Simultaneous pulse-amplitude and pulse-width modulation. (a) Type I. (b) Type 2.
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the accuracy of the matching functions. Again, ko = 2_/NS, k] = 300k0, k2 = 3 t0k o, and rnd
ff a type 2 pulse format is used, the process is similar, has a uniform probability density function from -0.5

except that N in Eqs. (14) and (15) is rounded to even integer to 0.5 and t = L/fas for 1 _< L _< NS where Ns =

values and m takes bipolar values, where - 1 <z m < 1. 2048. Data relating to each computation are presented
Using Eq. (15), the optimum equalization characteris- in Table 1.

tics are plotted in Fig. 10 as functions of m and f for The results show that, because of the multilevel struc-

both type 1 and 2 pulse formats, where type 1 reveals ture of the signal, once the higher quantization levels
more ripples at the integer boundaries, are excited, the distortions become noiselike rather than

Because of the PWM format, a dynamic correction discrete frequencies. The error-correction process re-
filter is required to operate in a mode similar to that of duces this distortion significantly and also shows that
two-level PWM. However, observation of Fig. 10 shows there is little advantage gained in using more than NC
that the form of correction differs in detail such that as = 6.

the pulse amplitude is increased, there is a corresponding

dilution of spectral modulation. In fact spectral modula- 4 CONCLUSION
tion is greatest for the lowest levels, where fortunately

absolute distortion levels are lowest. The equalization This paper has considered the application of lineariza-

function Em(m, f) for the multilevel code is the recipro- tion to the PWM process approached from the spectral
cal of the transfer function of the composite pulse multi- domain, where improved linearization of uniformly sam-
pled by the target transfer function corresponding to pled PWM was achieved. The work extends earlier re-

mt = 1. SUIts by achieving better spectral matching, which al-
To determine coefficients for the FIR filter, a proce- lowed a reduction in the system sampling rate close to

dure similar to that described in Section 1.1 can be fol- the Nyquist frequency.
lowed by introducing a guard band offg Hz and forming Although the technique is directly applicable to two-
a function Ac(m, f) which takes a scaled and reflected level PWM, a multilevel converter was also explored as
form of the function in the acceptance band. At the a means of enhancing linearity and also for reducing the
transition band edge fo let Ec(m, f) = Ac, internal clock rates necessary for timing the PWM edges.

{ lsinm  0Ac = 1 + sin[_(0.5 -f_/fns)] 1 +_ sin[_(0.5 -fg/fns)] J ' (17)

The function Ac(m, f) in the guard band is then given by

1 _rk(0.5 - f/f.s) N

- 1 sin[_n_k(-0.5 - f/f,s)] (18)
Ac(rn,f) _ c(1 + k) sin[_'5Z f_)] 1 + N sin[_ -fi_n_)] )

where the scaling factor k again follows from Eq. (6).
Using Fourier analysis, a set of coefficients can then be A feature of the converter was the monotonicity of pulse
determined directly. Alternatively, the technique de- areas as a function of the input sample level together
scribed in Section 1.2 can be used, where the equaliza- - with dynamic linearization to compensate for spectral
tion bandwidth is set by selecting the factor tx. domain modulation with the signal level. It was demon-

As x(L) increases above unity, the variations in the strated that low-level signals show less distortion in the
transfer function become progressively reduced, which corrected FDAC together with a general reduction in
relaxes the iterative evaluations of the coefficients. Also, PWM-related distortion at higher levels.

the coefficients can be estimated using interpolation, An advantage of combining a calibrated FDAC with
which simplifies overall computation. In Fig. 11 a coef- PWM interpolation is to reduce switching rates at the
ficient map for NC = 6 is presented for signal levels digital-analog gateway. Fast switching of pulses using
corresponding to a range of m = 0 to -7, where the current steering without associated high dv/dt is an im-

general trends can be observed. Further simplification portant attribute in minimizing distortion. Also low logic
also results as positive and negative signals of equal propagation times and stable clock sources lower jitter-
magnitude can be assigned the same coefficient values, related errors.

To demonstrate the performance of the multilevel In comparison with bit-stream technology, the number

DAC, results are plotted in Figs. 12 to 15 for type 1 and of signal transitions at the output of the DAC is reduced
type 2 pulse formats, with tx = 0.5 and 0.9, respec- greatly, which offers the potential of lower jitter sensi-
tively. For these examples, the input excitation is de- tivity. It is also suggested that the problems of RF circuit
fined by

x(L) = 50[sin(kofn_t ) + sin(klfa_t ) + sin(k2fn_t)] + rnd * 2 -17 (19)
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design and layout, commonly associated with intercon- Width Modulated Class D Power Amplifier," presented
necting bit-stream integrated circuits, are reduced, even at the IEE Colloquium on Digital Audio Signal Pro-
though high clock rates remain necessary for timing the cessing, London, UK (1991 May).
width of the PWM pulses. The technique overcomes the [2] P. Craven, "Toward the 24-bit DAC: Novel
need to use excessive oversampling ratios and orders of Noise-Shaping Topologies Incorporating Correction for
noise shaping to achieve an acceptable clock rate. By the Nonlinearity in a PWM Output Stage," J. Audio
their nature such processes imply a greater sensitivity to Eng. Soc., vol. 41, pp. 291-313 (1993 May).
jitter and slew rate artifacts as the number of significant [3] M. O. I. Hawksford, "Dynamic Model-Based
signal transitions is considerably higher. Linearization of Quantized Pulse-Width Modulation for

This paper has presented an alternative DAC for high-
performance digital audio. The technique offers a fast
and readily calibrated architecture, where known nonlin- Table 1. Computational information for type 1 and 2

multilevel PWM spectra.
earities can be reduced to low levels. It does not require

excessive oversampling ratios or the use of noise shaping Fig. 12: Type 1 pulse format
andthereforemovesagainstthetrendofmanybit-stream Ix = 0.5, NS = 2048, NC = 2, 4, 6, and 8

Frequency range I to 1000 bins, amplitude range - 150 dB
DACs. However, for power DAC applications [5], the to 40 dB
use of binary PWM remains attractive where alternative
error-correction strategies have been reported [6], [7]. Fig. 13: Type 1 pulse format

IX= 0.9, NS = 2048, NC = 2, 4, 6, and8
Frequency range 1 to 1000 bins, amplitude range - 150 dB

5 REFERENCES to 40 dB

[1] P. H. Melior, S. P. Leigh, and B. M. G. Chee- Fig. 14: Type 2 pulse formatIx = 0.5, NS = 2048, NC = 2, 4, 6, and8
tham, "Improved Sampling Process for a Digital Pulse Frequency range 1 to 1000 bins, amplitude range - 150 dB

to 40 dB

Type 1 m=6.4 Fig. 15: Type 2 pulse format
IX= 0.9, NS -- 2048, NC = 2, 4, 6, and8
Frequency range 1 to 1000 bins, amplitude range - 150 dB

m=o.1 to 40 dB

Type1

dB

bins (fas = 256) _ .

a3
m=6.4 m= 7 a2

Type 2

tn = 0.1 _ Type 2

/ J 'E _--

_ a3 a4
bins(fns=256) n2

Fig. 10.OptimumequalizationEm(re,f) asafunction ofampli- Fig. 11. Coefficient maps for NC = 6 (a_not shown) and
tude andfrequencyfor type 1 and 2 pulse formats, tn -- 0 to 7.
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An Oversampled Digital PWM Linearization
Technique for Digital-to-Analog Conversion

Jin-Whi Jung and Malcolm J. Hawksford

Abstract—An algorithmic-based linearization process for
uniformly sampled digital pulsewidth modulation (PWM) is de-
scribed. It is shown that linearization of the intrinsic distortion
resulting in uniformly sampled PWM can be achieved by using
a fractional delay digital filter embedded within a noise shaping
re-quantizer. A technique termed direct PWM mapping is pro-
posed as a pre-compensation filter scheme for applications in
high-resolution digital-to-analog conversion.

Index Terms—Digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion, pulsewidth
modulation (PWM), sigma–delta modualtion (SDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

T IME-DISCRETE pulsewidth modulation (PWM) has a
natural synergy with digital circuitry used within both

digital systems and more general very large-scale integrated
(VLSI) devices. Since MASH [6], the amalgamation of low-bit
uniformly sampled PWM and noise shaping re-quantiza-
tion has invited considerable research, not least because it
relaxes the problem of quantizer saturation encountered in
two-level quantization sigma–delta modulatoion (SDM). How-
ever, the intrinsic nonlinearity of uniformly sampled PWM
is a well-known problem that can produce significant levels
of in-band distortion whereas naturally sampled PWM, as
commonly used in analog PWM systems, is linear within the
baseband frequency range. Consequently, uniformly sampled
PWM is subject to spectral distortion implying the filtered
output signal is partially corrupted, see Craven [3], Rowe [11],
and Leigh [12] for detailed discussions.

Several research papers that address the subject of lineariza-
tion in PWM have been reported. Mellor et al., [5] and Leigh
[12] introduced a method using time-domain interpolation,
while Goldberg [2] and Goldberg and Sandler [4] presented a
more refined interpolation technique to approximate uniformly
sampled PWM to natural sampling. Hawksford [1] developed
a novel uniformly sampled PWM distortion compensation
technique for uniformly sampled PWM that was later adapted
to embrace multilevel, multiwidth PWM [10]. Craven [3] then
proposed a similar compensation technique but where error
correction was implemented using negative feedback incorpo-
rated within a noise shaping loop.

Manuscript received January 4, 2002; revised March 28, 2004. This paper
was recommended by Associate Editor U.-K. Moon.

J.-W. Jung is with the Department of Electronic and Electric Engi-
neering, University College London, London WC1E 6BT, U.K. (e-mail:
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Fig. 1. Implementation of digital PWM in which 2-level quantizers s are
connected within circular formation and gated by the switch logic controller
according to �, where D is the PWM resolution bits, �(n) is the unit impulse,
r(n) is the PWM reference signal, y (n) is the output of the noise shaping
re-quantizer, and y(n) PWM output.

This paper presents a fractional sample interpolation scheme
to reduce the intrinsic distortion resulting from the uniformly
sampled PWM. The technique designated direct PWM mapping
(DPM), exploits a Farrow structure fractional delay finite-im-
pulse response (FIR) digital filter employing third-order La-
grange interpolation. The principal feature of the DPM scheme
is that the normalized fractional sample grid of the Farrow struc-
ture directly generates the digital PWM time base defining the
PWM output-wave transitions. It is shown here that a 3-tap
Farrow structure FIR filter is sufficient for linearization and as
such contributes to the simplicity of the overall PWM system.

II. DIGITAL PWM AND INTRINSIC DISTORTION

Fig. 1 shows the proposed digital PWM where the modulating
signal is derived from a logic combination of both the quan-
tized output signal and the PWM reference signal .
Let be scaled to an integer value so that
where and is derived from the pulse-repetition period

, i.e., integer multiples of the sampling period
. The signal addresses a switch state control cir-

cuit where and denote the on-state and off-state switches,
respectively. The PWM time-domain sequence is there-
fore given as

1057-7122/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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(1)

Alternatively, in domain, is expressed as

(2)
The last term of (2) is required for zero padding in order to
represent the logic state 0 within a pulse-repetition period for
unipolar leading-edge PWM; also, if is set to 1 it represents
negative magnitude padding in bipolar leading-edge PWM.

Expressions (1) and (2) provide an intuitive understanding of
digital PWM.

1) The sampled data is gated by corresponding 2-level
quantizers and connected within a circular formation.

2) While the sampled data relates to pulse-position
modulation (PPM) where the summation of impulses
from 0 to constitutes a rectangular pulse having
pulsewidth .

In this manner, the denominator deter-
mines the PWM pulse repetition with roots.

For the purpose of illustration, if the allocation of and
are chosen arbitrarily, noting that all the logic states of

the switches are asserted 1, then the periodic impulse
response sequence will appear as

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

(3)

Note also that the transfer function of the digital PWM can
be expanded in an infinite geometric series

(4)

The pulse-repetition period has a base of , hence there
exist frequencies within the Nyquist interval with roots of
unity. In this notation each PWM bit corresponds to the delays
at each sampling instant. Defining ,
the roots of are obtained by solving for so-
lutions, that is roots of unity in the digital PWM system. The
zeros of the denominator that constitute dips in spectral re-
sponse form roots of unity on the unit circle, where if cor-
responds to the PWM bit resolution, then, generally,
where is even integer.

Fig. 2. Uncompensated PWM system represented as a nonlinear magnitude
response and a variational delay response, derived from (5).

Hence, from (2), the transfer function may
be derived as

(5)

The transfer function (5) represents conventional uncompen-
sated digital PWM that is characterized in the frequency domain
by a nonlinear magnitude response, see Fig. 2. As such, this
process can be compared to a similar result given previously
by Hawksford [1], where the linear magnitude component of a
PWM pulse is multiplied by a nonlinear transfer function, i.e.,

that results from modu-
lating the pulsewidth, also [10] extended this discussion to in-
clude multilevel digital PWM.

For large values of , the transfer function of
in (5) becomes

(6)

where (6) shows that transfer function has an
-dependent nonlinearity of the form that describes

deterministically the nonlinear modulation process inherent in
uniformly sampled digital PWM. From (6), it follows that for
sufficiently small , the transfer function ap-
proximates to

(7)

The spectral distortion described by (5) can be calculated
directly using computer simulation, where over a bandwidth
of 192 kHz, Fig. 3 reveals a typical spectrum for uniformly
sampled PWM. The intermodulation components that occur
at the multiples of sampling frequency of 48 kHz can also
be calculated using the mathematical results in [11], they are
observed for each harmonic of the pulse-repetition frequency,
where their magnitudes become lower and spectra broaden as
frequency increases. Also, reflected distortion components can
be seen within the baseband close to the fundamental frequency
of 750 Hz. Both these classes of distortion are exploited in this
study to assess the performance of PWM linearization and are
estimated by simulation.

1) Harmonic distortion: With an input signal of frequency
6 kHz sampled initially at 48 kHz and using four

times upsampling, PWM for both 6-bit leading-edge sam-
pling Fig. 4(a) and 7-bit double edge sampling Fig. 4(b)
are simulated to observe the reflected spectral distortion
appearing within baseband. Harmonics and are the
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Fig. 3. Typical spectra of uniformly sampled PWM; intermodulation harmonic distortions at each multiples of PWM pulse-repetition frequency 48 kHz and
reflected harmonic distortions in baseband, where the input frequency is 750-Hz single tone.

Fig. 4. PWM distortion in audio frequency band. (a) A 6-bit leading-edge sampling. (b) A 7-bit double edge sampling PWM systems at 4 times f = 48 kHz,
input signal is 6 kHz.

reflected distortion components with respect to the 6-kHz
input signal. The results confirm that double edge sam-
pling achieves even order harmonic cancellation where
for example the component 12 kHz is absent, while
it remains for leading-edge PWM.

2) Intermodulation distortion: The intermodulation results
are shown in Fig. 5 where three superimposed input fre-
quencies 0.75 kHz, 6 kHz, and 9 kHz
drive a 6-bit PWM and hence the sampling rate is
192 kHz. The observed intermodulation distortion com-

ponents are located both sides of the fundamental frequen-
cies , , and and their multiples.

III. DPM

A. Windowing and Transfer Functions

In the following discussion, only leading-edge sampling dig-
ital PWM is presented although DPM can also be implemented
for use with double-edge sampling PWM.
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Fig. 5. Intermodulation distortion simulation results, the input frequencies are f = 0.75 kHz, f = 6 kHz, and f = 9 kHz.

DPM is a dynamic switch operation map applied to digital
PWM that is composed of a circular structure of 2-level quan-
tizers whose delay length varies with where, , con-
sequently, is the pulse-repetition period. Let a time sequence

be defined to de-
termine each PWM pulse edge sampling instant where each has
the sampled grid used to upsample in be-
tween two consecutive sequences. For notational convenience,
in this section, we normalize this time sequence so as is set
at 1, and hence, is correspondingly fractional.

Based upon this iterative definition, (1) can be rewritten as a
difference equation

(8)

where or by the PWM definition in (2).
Further, let the impulse function in (8) be defined as

(9)

The last term represents the transition
edge, where the summation from 0 to for the pulses defines
the method of PWM.

In order to apply a windowing function to (9) by taking
consecutive samples in iterations, samples are denoted as in-
teger where they are composed of an odd- La-
grange interpolation FIR filter on an iterative scale of . Hence,
the property can be applied that impulse responses for

are the same as those for but placed in reverse order,
that is,

(10)
In our example where , the sign of in (10)
alternates as . Therefore, the PWM pulses that de-
termine the transition edges should shift one repetition period

Fig. 6. Mapping is accomplished by an Lagrangian interpolation where the
magnitude of modulating signal data � in each frames are linearly converted
into time-domain data in leading-edge modulation.

to the right in order to prevent the sign of impulses changing
during leading-edge sampling (see the dotted line in Fig. 6).

Note that corresponds to the impulse response of
DPM defined by the window and the Lagrangian interpolation
FIR filter coefficient for th order polynomials, which has a
classic form

for (11)

where has the Kronecker Delta function property

if
if

(12)

Once the Lagrange coefficient polynomial (11) is derived, it
is unnecessary to calculate equations simultaneously as the new
upsampled data fall on the grid obtained from the summation of
products of each coefficient and the output values of the re-quan-
tizer. In order to derive an explicit transfer function expression,
take a binomial coefficient for (11) so that it determines the
number of ways of choosing sampling time.
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For a generic Lagrangian interpolation of (11), one should
refer to [7] where several results for the binomial coefficients
are introduced. When is odd, it follows

(13)

since the following relations are satisfied for , where

(14)

and

(15)

During the upsampling operation that generates the digital
PWM clocks, the function under the window of length

for the DPM Lagrangian FIR filter is

(16)
in which the two terms, and are defined as

(17)

(18)

is the scaling coefficient and forms an intrinsic equalization
function with regard to the digital PWM, which eliminates the
intrinsic spectral distortions. This equalization process can be
viewed as a pre-processing stage formed by a FIR digital filter
whose impulse response compensates for the frequency re-
sponse of . Fig. 6(b) depicts frequency-domain magnitude
weighting, which can be interpreted as a pre-compensation
filter to the digital PWM.

B. Mapping and Implementation

The implementation of (16) for DPM is accomplished using
a third-order Lagrangian interpolator. A limit needs to be im-
posed on the interpolation filter whose normalized gain must not
exceed 1 to prevent additional distortion by over modulation re-
sulting from an excessive modulation index. The Farrow struc-
ture fractional delay FIR filter (see [8] and [14] for details) is se-
lected for the Lagrangian interpolation filters for DPM in which
the coefficients are dynamically adjusted by the reference signal

stored in ROM. Fig. 7 shows the direct mapping principle
in which the PWM reference signal consists of unit-tread
staircase is the re-quantized signal at the upsampling in-
stants of the Lagrangian Farrow structure interpolator for which
there must be only a single solution to detect the position of the
sampling instant for .

Fig. 7. Direct PWM mapping system represented as a pre-compensation filter
and PWM. (a) The Lagrangian interpolation FIR filter consists of the PWM
frame where each PPM signal is summed over �. (b) Depicts the transfer
function diagram derived from (16).

TABLE I
SAMPLED EXAMPLE OF PWM REFERENCE SIGNAL

TABLE II
4-BIT DIRECT PWM MAP EXAMPLE BY TABLE I

For example, the points at each sample periods before inter-
polation are shown in Table I, which is taken from a simula-
tion result of the schematic in Fig. 8. is uniformly sampled
and each value provides information on the pulse transition in-
stant of the PWM output signal after one sample delay of the
pulse-repetition period. A leading-edge example is illustrated
in Fig. 7 where the rising pulse sampling instant is passed to
the DPM output signal. Both Tables I and II present exam-
ples of 4-bit DPM where , , , and are internal
state values of 3-tapped delay line for the Lagrangian Farrow
structure FIR filter. In this sequence, the interpolated samples
correspond to each digitized PWM values. Looking at the
period between and , the upsampled 16 values can
be obtained which are displayed in the Interpolation column in
Table II.

The complete digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion system for
an audio application is shown in Fig. 8. The pre-compensation
FIR filter has a 3-tap delay line and is synchronously controlled
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Fig. 8. Direct PWM mapping schematic for 4 � f input 4-bit PWM D/A converter example.

by which is stored in the ROM. The output of the Lagrange in-
terpolation filter is scaled by a gain in order to match the input
range of the noise shaping re-quantizer and its output drives
the digital PWM. This re-quantization from the PCM signal,
using the floor rounding function that returns the greatest in-
teger from the quantizer, has a -bit range and is given by

(19)

The coefficients and in the noise-shaping re-quantiza-
tion block are set according to the noise shaping system de-
sign requirements; should have negative values while
positive, etc. Due to the fourth-order noise shaping loop used
in this example, which goes unstable unless the overall loop
gain is kept to less than 0.5, the coefficient calculation of the
noise shaper must be carefully chosen. Although a fourth-order
noise shaping re-quantizer is used here, the DPM can take noise-
shaping schemes of any type and order. The main idea of using
noise-shaping re-quantization is to provide compression of the
input PCM signal for the digital PWM. However, the perfor-
mance of the noise shaping re-quantization has a direct effect
on the output signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.

C. Features and Comparison

The DPM operation can be summarized as -bit PWM
whose times upsampled values are located within the
pulse-repetition period after filtering the input signal by the
3-tap Farrow structure FIR filter. The output of the Farrow
structure FIR filter is fed to a noise shaping re-quantizer in
order for the input signal to be compressed to -bit PWM.
DPM may be compared with earlier PWM linearization tech-
niques that have been developed previously using time and
frequency-domain methods. Time-domain PWM linearization
methods have appeared in several studies [2], [4], [5], [12].
These papers demonstrated the typical error found in uniformly
sampled PWM and introduced an improved sampling process

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF ERROR CORRECTION METHODS OF FOUR PWM DACs

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATIONS OF FOUR PWM DACs

for digital PWM power amplifiers [5], [12]; to conclude, pos-
sible remedies were suggested using upsampling introduced
between two consecutive samples to locate the digital PWM
edges. However, for finer accuracy, [2], [4] raised the concept
of using the polynomial approximation method. On the other
hand, the frequency-domain methods are studied in [1], [3],
[10] and are based on the concept of moment matching.

In Tables III and IV, outline principles and example results are
summarized that correspond to the respective papers, [1]–[3].
However, it should be noted that the clock rates given in Table IV
are not related directly to the error correction method and cor-
responding performance but to the implementation differences.
For brevity, the following terms are used; moment matching FIR
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Fig. 9. Simulation results of 4-bit 4f PWM system (a) uncorrected (b) after correction.

filtering (MFIR) for the paper [1], polynomial approximation
(PA) [2], procrastinate noise shaping (PNS) [3], and SDM.

The principal features of the DPM method are as follows.

1) In the time domain, DPM has better computational effi-
ciency since it does not require iterative calculation steps
for cross points or roots finding of two polynomials which
is used in PA method.

2) In the frequency domain, its implementation is simpler
because a 1-tap or 3-tap FIR filter is sufficient for the cas-
caded pre-compensation FIR filter, compared with MFIR
and PNS methods.

3) Unlike SDM adopting 2-level quantization, PWM-based
D/A converters (DACs) are known to have a distinctive
feature in that the quantization overload problem can be
relaxed due to higher bit quantization, [3], this is im-
portant in real-time applications although recent develop-
ments in Trellis SDM should be observed [17], [18].

The concept behind DPM can possibly be adapted to all forms
of PWM’s. For example, for double-edge modulation, it should
use an even-order (2 4 tap) Farrow structure Lagrangian inter-
polation FIR filter. A series of simulations were performed to
test the error correction performance of DPM. Taking into ac-
count typical DACs; input signals are upsampled by 4 to 8 times.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In initial investigations, PWM with 4 8 bit resolution were
tested using the processes shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9(a) shows sim-
ulation result of 4-bit, PWM system with a four times over-
sampled input signal, where 48 kHz. This uncorrected

PWM has an overall system clock rate 3.072 MHz, which is sig-
nificantly lower than that of the SDM in Table IV. To observe
the harmonic and intermodulation distortion in the base-band
three superimposed input signals of 6, 15, and 18.75 kHz were
used. After DPM operation, Fig. 9(b) reveals that signal purity
is preserved more accurately. Following a series of investiga-
tions, it was concluded that 3.072 MHz is the minimum system
clock frequency required to facilitate appropriate correction for
the system; 4-bit PWM fed by pre-oversampled input signal
where 48 kHz.

Next, Fig. 10 presents results where the overall system bit
rates are increased to 6.144 and 12.288 MHz, respectively, as
the PWM bit resolution is increased from 4 to 5 and 6 bits. With
the same superimposed input signal as the earlier example, the
PWM intrinsic error is corrected more completely. In Fig. 10
(a), the residual noise and distortion is marked around 120
dB, hence this fact leads us to conclude that the DPM operated
at 5-bit can satisfy the required S/N ratio for high-quality
audio applications. The 6-bit DPM DAC shown in the sub-
figure (b) has the same system clock rate 12.288 MHz as the
commercialized SDM DAC, which is the system proposed in
this paper.

Finally, broad-band spectra are considered. Fig. 11 shows two
PWM modes 6-bit and 8-bit , where 48 kHz. The
shaped quantization noise and distortion in the high frequency
region are chosen so as not to be emphasized significantly where
even the highest noise level is lowered to around 100 dB, see
the subfigure (b). This is due to one of the distinctive features of
the SDM+PWM structure compared to SDM only and can be a
desirable characteristic for high resolution DAC applications.
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Fig. 10. Simulation results of (a) 5-bit 4f and (b) 6-bit 4f PWM systems after error correction by the DPM.

Fig. 11. Simulation results of broad-band spectra of (a) 6-bit 4f and (b) 8-bit 4f PWM systems after error correction by the DPM.
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V. SUMMARY

A novel error correction scheme for digital PWM has been in-
vestigated for use in high-resolution D/A conversion. The main
discussion focused on the intrinsic error cancellation achieved
using a window function with Lagrangian interpolation in a
third-order Farrow structure fractional FIR filter synchronously
combined with a digital PWM configured in circular formation.
This method is shown to offer advantages against other previ-
ously proposed PWM linearization methods.

Although performance estimates are derived from a series of
computer simulations, it is shown that relatively high-bit resolu-
tion digital PWM with a proper pre-compensation algorithm can
outperform SDM; assuming similar system operating environ-
ments. Higher resolution D/A conversion can be achieved due
not only to the relaxation of the 2-level quantization overload
problem but also the significant reduction of noise and distortion
generation in high frequency region. In addition, no high-order
upsampling digital filter (typically 128 to 256 times) is required
compared to SDM, since the third-order Farrow structure frac-
tional FIR filter performs both pre-compensation and upsam-
pling functions in one structure.
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Continuous- and discrete-time switching audio power amplifiers are studied both with and
without feedback. Pulse-width modulation (PWM) and sigma–delta modulation (SDM) am-
plifier configurations are simulated and their interrelationship is described using linear phase
modulation (LPM) and linear frequency modulation (LFM). Distortion generation encoun-
tered when applying negative feedback to PWM is demonstrated and strategies to improve
linearity are presented. Recent innovations in SDM coding and output-stage topologies using
pulse-shaping techniques are reviewed with emphasis on stable, low-distortion operation,
especially under high-level signal excitation. A simplified low-latency variant of predictive
SDM with step back is introduced, which together with dynamic compression of the state
variables extends stable operation to a modulation depth of unity, thus allowing SDM to
compete with PWM power amplifiers in terms of peak signal capability.

0 INTRODUCTION

There is a growing awareness of the role of high-
efficiency topologies in power amplifier applications and
especially the strategic significance in their application to
a wide range of audio products [1], [2]. This is already
evident in the digital theater market, where smaller size yet
high performance products continue to emerge. There is
also the opportunity to lower overall power dissipation,
which when mapped into volume production is a most
critical issue in terms of environmental factors. Key ad-
vantages stem from reduced size and heat loss. However,
there are also more fundamental philosophical reasons for
adopting class-D switching in the amplification process.
(Hereafter switching amplifier infers “class-D” switching
amplifier.) Switching amplifiers configured specifically
for use with digital signals take on the mantle of a power
digital-to-analog converter. As such there is reduced ana-
log processing as the digital signals are, in a figurative
sense, brought into closer proximity with the loudspeaker.
Consequently there is opportunity to maintain better signal
integrity and to achieve a more transparent overall perfor-
mance, commensurate with appropriate design and physi-

cal implementation. The reduction in analog-related arti-
facts such as dynamic modulation of the closed-loop
transfer function through device nonlinearity, including
active device transconductance and internal capacitance
modulation, implies less amplifier-dependent signal color-
ation and should lead to a more neutral and consistent
sound quality. However, switching output stages offer po-
tentially better control of a loudspeaker, as the source
impedance of the amplifier remains low and almost resis-
tive even under overload. This is contrary to most analog
amplifiers, which are highly dependent on negative feed-
back to lower distortion and output impedance. The output
impedance of a switching amplifier is determined princi-
pally by the actual on resistance of the output switching
devices, moderated only by negative feedback, when used,
and by the passive low-pass filter necessary to limit the
extreme high-frequency signal components resulting as a
consequence of the type of modulation scheme selected.
Also depending upon both topology and whether or not
feedback is used, the characteristics of the power supply
can be critical.

Until recently most switching power amplifiers for au-
dio were based only on a paradigm of PWM, which offers
a number of attractive features. Classical PWM generates
a binary output signal “switched” between two voltage
levels, where the width of each pulse is modulated in
proportion to the input signal such that the short-term av-
erage of the square-wave output follows the instantaneous
amplitude of the input signal. Since the output power de-
vices switch rapidly between two states, they only dissi-
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pate significant power in the pulse transition regions, en-
abling the output stage to achieve high efficiency.
However, with the application of SDM used in both ana-
log-to-digital converters (ADC) and digtal-to-analog con-
verters (DAC) and also in Super Audio CD (SACD) [3],
SDM has become a viable alternative binary modulation
method for switching power amplifier systems. Unlike
PWM, where the pulse width is modulated, SDM forms a
sequence of equal-area binary pulses such that the relative
densities of positive and negative pulses are complemen-
tary and track the instantaneous amplitude of the input
signal. Traditionally SDM forms a digital signal where the
pulse instants are assigned to discrete time slots. But just
as PWM has both continuous-time (analog) and discrete-
time (digital) variants, so can SDM. However, where the
source signal is digital, it is prudent to maintain signals
within the digital domain and not to impose additional
cascaded stages of ADCs and DACs. Also because uni-
formly sampled PWM associated with digital source sig-
nals is inherently nonlinear together with the generation of
requantization noise due to the output pulses being con-
strained in time, additional signal processing is required
both to linearize the modulator and to shape the requanti-
zation noise spectrally. Nevertheless, even for a digital
switching amplifier, when the output stage and the power-
supply rejection requirements are considered together with
the role of negative feedback, the principal design factors
revert back to those of an analog system. Consequently
analog feedback techniques can apply either to analog or
to digitally (see Section 6) derived PWM.

Digital PWM requires two clocks that ultimately bound
its performance. First there is the sampling frequency that
determines the repetition rate of pulse transitions, and sec-
ond there is the much higher frequency clock, which de-
fines the discrete-time locations of each pulse transition.
However, with the advent of the direct-stream digital1

(DSD) format based on SDM [3], the effective sampling
rate of the system has been elevated to 2.8224 MHz where,
unlike in PWM, the sampling rate and the pulse repetition
rates are the same. Also SDM can readily be implemented
so that within the audio band the modulator is virtually
linear and does not require an additional linearization pro-
cessor to achieve acceptable levels of distortion. The in-
crease in sampling rate also facilitates a simpler low-pass
filter with the potential for reduced signal losses because
such output filters have to handle the full output current of
the amplifier. However, offsetting this advantage, the high
number of pulse transitions per second imply potentially
lower power efficiency, thus demanding the use of high-
speed switching transistors and possibly zero-voltage
switching, as discussed in Section 7.

This paper commences in Section 1 with a study of both
PWM and SDM directed at switching amplifiers with an
emphasis on modulation and the exploitation of negative
feedback. The approach taken considers the relationship
between PWM and SDM using modulation models based

on linear phase modulation (LPM) and linear frequency
modulation (LFM). Analytical modeling establishes the
native linearity of each modulator class and enables the
results to benchmark the performance of amplifier variants
that incorporate combinations of negative feedback and
linearization strategies. It is desirable to use negative feed-
back in a switching amplifier in order to reduce distortion
dependence on both output-stage nonidealities and power-
supply variations. However, it is shown in Section 3 that
for PWM the introduction of output-voltage-derived feed-
back, although achieving anticipated performance gains,
can introduce additional distortion products that are not
observed in optimized open-loop PWM. Consequently
corrective means are required to reduce these undesirable
artifacts where a number of amplifier topologies are pre-
sented. This aspect of the study exploits a high precision
Matlab2 simulator of a PWM negative-feedback amplifier,
where a spectral resolution in excess of 200 dB reveals all
significant distortion products. The simulations show a
noise-shaping advantage for induced jitter, the generation
of intermodulation distortion for a multitone excitation,
and the resulting effects on both noise and distortion when
the loop gain is changed.

The study concludes with Section 7 by describing an
SDM power amplifier topology [4] designed both to at-
tenuate switching components above the SDM pulse rep-
etition rate and to lower switching losses by forcing the
output transistors to commutate only when switching volt-
ages are zero. To complement this amplifier a digital SDM
encoder algorithm is presented, which combines predictive
look-ahead with dynamic compression of state variables
that together enable stable coding up to a modulation in-
dex of unity, an important factor in achieving the full out-
put signal capability of an SDM-based switching amplifier.

1 SDM–PWM ANALYTICAL COMPARISON

It is well known that naturally sampled, non-time-
domain quantized PWM implemented using a symmetrical
sawtooth waveform and a binary comparator offers low
intrinsic distortion provided the bandwidth of the input
signal is suitably constrained to prevent reflected compo-
nents about the sampling frequency from falling within the
audio band [5]. On the first encounter it may appear un-
usual for a signal that is processed by a two-level ampli-
tude quantizer to have low intrinsic distortion. However,
in this section it is shown that the modulation process has
a fundamental affinity with LPM and is therefore inti-
mately related to the LFM model proposed for SDM
[6]–[9]. Consequently to establish a proper mathematical
framework, models for both SDM and PWM are devel-
oped and their interrelationship is established.

1.1 SDM Modeling
Fig. 1 shows an SDM model using two differentially

driven (or complementary) LFMs to produce a non-time-
domain quantized pulse train of density-modulated posi-

1DSD was proposed by Sony to describe sigma–delta modu-
lation for high-resolution audio. 2Matlab is a trade name of The MathWorks, Inc.
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tive and negative pulses. The principal features of this
structure have been reported in previous papers [6]–[7],
[9]. LFM is a technique where a sinusoidal carrier is
modulated such that its instantaneous carrier frequency is
proportional to the amplitude of the input signal. In the
SDM model based upon LFM, common reference points
are designated on each cycle of the carrier where in this
study the positive-slope zero crossings (PSZCs) are cho-
sen for their convenience of definition. Constant-area
(such as Dirac) impulses are then located at each PSZC to
form the output pulse sequence for non-time-domain
quantized SDM. However, because SDM generates two
time-interleaved sequences of positive and negative
pulses, as illustrated in Fig. 1, then carriers s1(t) and s2(t)
with complementary LFM are used to form pulse density
modulated sequences P1(t1r) and P2(t2r), where {t1r, t2r}
are the respective pulse time coordinates. Both carrier cen-
ter frequencies (that is, the frequency when the input sig-
nal is zero) are set to flfm. Thus because of modulation
symmetry, the combined pulse repetition rate of positive
and negative output pulses always remains constant at
2flfm pulses per second, where the interleaved SDM output
stream is P1(t1r) − P2(t2r). Observing this process it is
evident that, say for a positive input signal, the frequency
of positive pulses increases while simultaneously the fre-
quency of negative pulses falls by an equal amount. Hence
the short-term average of the composite output tracks the
input signal where, if time-domain quantization is ignored,
this process shows similar behavior to SDM. In the fol-
lowing analysis each LFM is realized as a cascade of
signal integration and LPM that yields low intrinsic dis-
tortion [7], [8] provided the output pulse time coordinates
are unconstrained so as to adopt their natural sampling
instants. This modulation process is summarized in the
following to facilitate comparisons between SDM and
PWM.

Assume the input signal y(t), where t is time, is normal-
ized by Ŷ to limit the respective instantaneous frequencies
f1(t) and f2(t) of the two complementary LFM carriers to a
range of 0 Hz < f1,2(t) < 2flfm Hz, which are defined in
terms of y(t), Ŷ, and flfm as

f1�t� = flfm�1 +
y�t�

Ŷ
� and f2�t� = flfm�1 −

y�t�

Ŷ
�.

(1)

Instantaneous LFM carrier phases �1(t), �2(t) expressed as
functions of f1(t), f2(t) are

�1�t� = 2� �
u=0

t
f1�u� du and

�2�t� = 2� �
u=0

t
f2�u� du. (2)

Hence the two carriers s1(t) and s2(t) with complementary
LFM become

s1�t� = A cos��1�t��

= A cos�2�flfmt +
�

2
+

2�flfm

Ŷ
�

u=0

t
y�u� du� (3)

s2�t� = A cos��2�t��

+ A cos�2�flfmt −
�

2
−

2�flfm

Ŷ
�

u=0

t
y�u� du�. (4)

Note in Eqs. (3) and (4) that complementary phase shifts
of 0.5� and −0.5� are included, so that under quiescent
conditions when y(t) � 0, positive and negative output
pulses idle with an alternating symmetry.

To derive non-time-domain quantized SDM using the
LFM model, Fig. 1 shows positive pulses located at the
PSZC of s1(t) (that is, at times t1r) and negative pulses
located at the PSZC of s2(t) (that is, times t2r), where
solutions for txr occur when �(txr) � 2�r for integer r,
that is,

t1r +
1

Ŷ
�

t=0

tr
y�t� dt =

r − 0.25

flfm
(5)

t2r −
1

Ŷ
�

t=0

tr
y�t� dt =

r + 0.25

flfm
. (6)

To solve Eqs. (5) and (6) in terms of txr a four-stage
methodology is adopted [9].

1) LFM signals s1(t), s2(t) are sampled at uniformly
spaced time instants at the rate of�( flfm) Hz, where the
oversampling factor of is greater than 1, in order to give a
finer time resolution (for example, of � 16).

2) Sampled carriers are scanned to identify negative to
positive polarity transitions to identify all PSZCs.

3) For each detected PSZC, linear interpolation between
adjacent samples improves on {t1r, t2r} estimation.

4) An iterative error-driven procedure then seeks opti-
mum solutions for {t1r, t2r}.

The SDM output is formed by subtracting the two
complementary LFM-derived pulse streams. The corre-

Fig. 1. (a) Non-time-quantized SDM using LFM. (b) Pulse in-
sertion at PSZC for two LFM carriers with complementary
modulation.
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sponding spectrum outsdm( f ) is then calculated [9] by a
summation over N, with r � N being the Nth rotation of
2� in �(txr) � 2�r, as

outsdm� f � = �
r=1

N

�e−j2�ft1r − e−j2�ft2r�. (7)

By way of illustration, Fig. 2 shows three examples of
SDM output spectra using two-tone input signals with the
following data. All SDM examples have fsdm � 64(44.1)
kHz.

Example 1:
[A1 � 0.2, f1 � 19 kHz]
[A2 � 0.2, f2 � 20 kHz]
Example 2:
[A1 � 0.2, f1 � 39 kHz]
[A2 � 0.2, f2 � 40 kHz]
Example 3:
[A1 � 0.2, f1 � 79 kHz]
[A2 � 0.2, f2 � 80 kHz].

All computations show extremely low in-band distor-
tion, which confirms a high degree of linearity. Distortion
only becomes problematic when both input signal fre-
quency and modulation depth are sufficiently high for the
sidebands centered about the carrier frequency to migrate
toward the audio band.

1.2 PWM Modeling
Having examined SDM, a similar model is now con-

structed for non-time-domain quantized PWM. Fig. 3
shows open-loop, naturally sampled PWM based on bi-
nary amplitude quantization with a symmetrical triangular
wave added to the input signal. On first encounter it ap-

Fig. 2. SDM output spectra. (a) Example 1. (b) Example 2. (c)
Example 3.

Fig. 3. (a) Non-time-quantized PWM using LPM. (b) Pulse in-
sertion at PSZC for two LPM carriers with complementary
modulation.
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pears unlikely that such a simple structure can pass a sig-
nal with low intrinsic distortion. Following earlier work on
uniformly sampled PWM [10], [11], it could be argued
that as the input signal modulates the pulse width then,
because the rth rectangular pulse of width �r transforms
to the frequency domain with magnitude response
�rsin(�f�r)/(�f�r), the resulting nonlinear frequency re-
sponse as a function of pulse width produces distortion.
Therefore PWM appears to exhibit an intrinsic dynamic
spectral modulation although, as will be shown, this does
not occur with natural sampling.

The key to understanding naturally sampled PWM is the
observation that each output pulse transition, both −1 to +1
and +1 to −1, undergoes linear modulation in time (pro-
vided the input amplitude does not exceed the peak-to-
peak amplitude of the triangular wave) as a function of the
instantaneous amplitude of the input signal. This differs
from the SDM process described in Section 1.1 as there it
was the frequency of the output pulses that was propor-
tional to the input signal, as shown by Eqs. (3) and (4),
which describe classic LFM. However, in PWM the pro-
cess is closer to LPM, although the relationship between
LFM and LPM is only the inclusion of linear integration of
the input signal.

The proposed model for naturally sampled PWM, illus-
trated in Fig. 3, is described as follows. It is recognized
that in naturally sampled PWM the positive and negative
transitions of the PWM output are individually associated
with the input signal and that there is no coupling between
edges other than indirectly through filtering applied to the
input signal. Hence in the non-time-domain quantized
PWM model the pulse transitions can be determined indi-
vidually by two independent linear-phase modulators.
However, because for a given change in input signal am-
plitude, PWM edges move in opposite directions, these
modulators are driven differentially by the input signal,
mirroring the complementary LFM process used for mod-
eling SDM. Also, because for a zero input signal the two
output pulse sequences must be offset by a half-cycle to
form a symmetrical interlaced sequence, the complemen-
tary dc signals are added to the phase modulator inputs to
shift the respective phases of the carriers by �/2 and −�/2,
as shown in Eqs. (8) and (9). Hence if the PWM carrier
frequency is fpwm Hz and the input signal x(t) is normal-
ized by X̂, then the two phase modulator signals p1(t) and
p2(t} are given by

p1�t� = A cos�2�fpwmt +
�

2�1 +
x�t�

X̂
�� (8)

p2�t� = A cos�2�fpwmt −
�

2�1 +
x�t�

X̂
��. (9)

As with the LFM-SDM model, the PSZC time coordinates
{t1r, t2r} form natural time sampling instants derived from
the two LPM carriers p1(t), p2(t). Unit-area pulses (such as
Dirac) R1(t1r), R2(t2r) are then located at {t1r, t2r}, whereby
R1(t1r) − R2(t2r) forms the composite data stream of posi-
tive and negative pulses. Finally the composite stream is

integrated, which translates each Dirac pulse into a unit
step function. However, because of the interleaved nature
of the pulse sequence and since on average the number of
positive and negative pulses must remain the same, a bi-
nary PWM square-wave output is formed, provided |x(t)| <
X̂. If this limit is exceeded, then the output pulse sequence
becomes multilevel as it is possible to have two or more
sequential pulses of the same sign. This compares directly
with replacing the two-level quantizer normally used in
PWM with a uniform multilevel quantizer. It should be
noted that in order to achieve an amplitude-symmetric
bipolar sequence typical of a practical PWM amplifier, a
constant dc offset is subtracted from the integrated output
equal to one-half the weight of the first Dirac pulse in the
composite pulse sequence, thus achieving a long-term av-
erage of zero. Also, because of the relationship between
phase and frequency, as stated in Eq. (2), it follows that
LPM acts as a differentiator and therefore requires inte-
gration to correct the overall frequency response. In the
LFM-SDM model the integrator precedes LPM, whereas
for the LPM-PWM model it is located after LPM. The
location of integration gives insight into modulator linear-
ity as conventional wisdom describes PWM akin to a
sample-and-hold function, where the hold period is modu-
lated by the input signal, which when mapped into the
frequency domain suggests a mechanism for dynamic
spectral modulation. However, in the PWM model it can
now be seen that the output square wave is actually formed
by integration of two interleaved phase-modulated pulse
sequences. As such there is no finite-duration hold func-
tion being used; it is an illusion. This is a critical obser-
vation, which reveals that system linearity depends solely
on the characteristics of the two differentially driven
LPMs, where any distortion is just frequency shaped by an
integrator.

A system simulation was performed where for both
LPM carriers every PSZC instant {t1r, t2r} was determined
using in iterative procedure similar to that used for the
SDM model. The output spectrum of the time-integrated
output pulse sequence was then calculated using a com-
plex exponential method similar to that described by
Eq. (7),

outpwm� f � = �
r=1

N �e−j2�ft1r − e−j2�ft2r

j2�fT � (10)

where the integration time constant T � 1 second such
that a Dirac pulse maps to a unit step. A principal advan-
tage of this approach is that multiple-sine-wave input sig-
nals can be generated so that the linearity of the overall
process can be explored in detail in a way that can be
problematic using pure analytical techniques. Also, the
comparison between SDM and PWM using non-time-
domain quantized models reveals that the principal differ-
ences are the location of the signal integration function
and that SDM normally operates with a higher sampling
rate. The higher sampling rate for SDM adopted in digital
applications is a result of differing quantization strategies,
as when the PWM time coordinates {t1r, t2r} are quantized
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in time, a finer quantization interval must be used com-
pared to that set by the PWM natural sampling rate, that is,
it is the higher PWM quantization related clock rate that
should be compared to the SDM pulse repetition rate. To
show the formation of the PWM output waveform, Fig. 4
illustrates phase-modulated Dirac pulses derived from the
PSZC of the complementary phase modulators both before
and after linear integration and including the constant dc

offset required to achieve an amplitude-symmetric pulse
distribution.

Examples of output spectra derived using the LPM
model are shown in Fig. 5 for three sets of input signals
with progressively higher signal frequency. As with the
SDM simulations, the input signals adopt the same two
tones to facilitate comparison, although the center frequen-
cies of LPM and LFM differ. The example spectra pre-

Fig. 5. PWM output spectra. (a) Example 1. (b) Example 2. (c) Example 3.

Fig. 4. PWM derived by integration of LPM.
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sented confirm the low inherent distortion achievable with
LPM, although as the frequency of the input signal is
increased, the migration of aliased frequency components
toward the audio band can be observed. All PWM ex-
amples have fpwm � 8(44.1) kHz.

Example 1:
[A1 � 0.2, f1 � 19 kHz]
[A2 � 0.2, f2 � 20 kHz]
Example 2:
[A1 � 0.2, f1 � 39 kHz]
[A2 � 0.2, f2 � 40 kHz]
Example 3:
[A1 � 0.2, f1 � 79 kHz]
[A2 � 0.2, f2 � 80 kHz].

1.3 Analytical Derivation of Dirac
Pulse Sequences

The method described for determining PSZC is well
matched to the task of simulation. However, it is also
possible to adapt analytically both LFM and LPM models
such that short-duration pulses with appropriate polarity
are formed at PSZC. Consider the uniform quantizer char-
acteristic shown in Fig. 6 with quantum 2�, where the
input function is �(t) and the quantized output is Q[�(t)].
Adopting the procedure reported previously [9] but putting
quantum � → 2�, a series representation of the quantiza-
tion process follows,

Q���t��|�=2� = ��t� +
�

� �
r=1

� �1

r
sin�2�r

��t�

� ��
= ��t� + 2 �

r=1

� �1

r
sin�r��t���. (11)

Differentiating Q[�(t)] with respect to time forms a time-
domain series of pulses that are located at each quantizer
transition,

����t��|R→� =
d��t�

dt �1 + 2 �
r=1

R

�cos�r��t���� . (12)

Fig. 6 illustrates the uniform quantizer expressed as a
function of �(t) whereas Fig. 7 shows by way of example

the synthesis of pulses located at PSZC for 8, 32, and 256
harmonics and where d�(t)/dt � 1. The example for 256
harmonics reveals a narrow synthesized pulse width com-
pared to the sequence period, although for the Dirac pulse
to be formally represented R → �. Hence applying Eqs.

Fig. 7. Pulse synthesis. (a) 8 harmonics. (b) 32 harmonics. (c)
256 harmonics.

Fig. 6. Dirac pulse formation using differentiation of quantiza-
tion characteristic.
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(3) and (4) to Eq. (12), the SDM pulse sequence �sdm

follows,

�sdm =
y�t�

Ŷ

+ �1 +
y�t�

Ŷ
��

r=1

� �cos�r�2�flfmt +
�

2

+
2�flfm

Ŷ
�

u=0

t
y�u� du���

− �1 −
y�t�

Ŷ
��

r=1

� �cos�r�2�flfmt −
�

2

−
2�flfm

Ŷ
�

u=0

t
y�u� du���. (13)

Applying Eqs. (8) and (9) to Eq. (12) and integrating the
output, the non-time-quantized PWM pulse sequence �pwm

is given,

�pwm =
1

X̂

dx�t�

dt

+ 2�2fpwm +
1

2X̂

dx�t�

dt ��
r=1

R �cos�r�2�fpwmt

+
�

2 �1 +
x�t�

X̂
����

− 2�2fpwm −
1

2X̂

dx�t�

dt ��
r=1

R �cos�r�2�fpwmt

−
�

2 �1 +
x�t�

X̂
����. (14)

2 JITTER SENSITIVITY OF SDM AND PWM

From the respective non-time-quantized models of
SDM and PWM described in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 it is
straightforward to predict the relative sensitivity of each
system to pulse jitter. In making this comparison the key
difference can be derived from the position of the integra-
tor, where it was shown that for SDM the input to the LPM
is integrated, whereas for PWM the output pulse sequence
is integrated. Jitter is represented in terms of output pulse
time displacement with the conversion rule that the pulse
area must remain invariant, a requirement normally met in
SDM using switched-capacitor circuits [12].

Consider a general time-modulated impulse sequence of
M samples ∑M

r�1{�r�(t − tr)}, where �r � 1 or −1, de-
pending on the pulse polarity, derived from either the LFM
or the LPM models and located at time tr, displaced in time
by instantaneous jitter 	tr such that its actual time coor-
dinate is tr + 	tr. The resulting instantaneous time-domain
error sequence 
(t) is


�t� = �
r=1

M

�r���t − tr� − ��t − tr − 	tr��. (15)

For SDM the corresponding spectral error Esdm( f ) fol-
lows directly from Equation (15),

Esdm� f � = �
r=1

M

�r�e
−j2�ftr − e−j2�f�tr+	tr��

that is,

Esdm� f � = j2 �
r=1

M

��re
−j2�f�tr+0.5	tr� sin��f	tr��. (16)

Eq. (16) shows that in the lower frequency region the
SDM spectral error is proportional to frequency since
sin(�f	tr) ≈ �f	tr. However, for PWM the output pulses
derived from LPM are spectrally weighed by an integrator
with time constant T second, giving a PWM jitter spectrum
Epwm( f ) in terms of Esdm( f ),

Epwm� f � =
Esdm� f �

j2�fT
. (17)

Hence substituting for Esdm( f ) from Eq. (16) and intro-
ducing a sinc function,

Epwm� f � = �
r=1

M ��re
−j2�f�tr+0.5	tr�

	tr

T
sinc��f	tr��. (18)

Eq. (18) reveals that because of integration, the PWM
jitter spectrum is virtually constant with frequency and
proportional to 	tr since at low frequency sinc(�f	tr) ≈ 1.
Exploiting Eqs. (16) and (18), two simulations were per-
formed for SDM and PWM to reveal the output spectral
error due only to jitter. The LPM center frequency for
PWM was 8(44.1) kHz whereas the LFM center frequency
for SDM was 64(44.1) kHz. Also both simulations used
RPDF3 jitter noise of 2 ns peak to peak. For both SDM and
PWM the input signal consisted of 19- and 20-kHz sine
waves, each with peak amplitude 0.1. This allowed both
spectral shape and distribution about the respective carrier
frequencies to be compared. The results are shown in Figs.
8 and 9. Overall the PWM results reveal greater sensitivity
to jitter and also confirm the predicted spectral distribu-
tions. However, in making comparisons the different num-
bers of pulse transitions per unit time for SDM and PWM
should be noted as the sampling rates were selected to
reflect typical amplifier applications.

3 NEGATIVE-FEEDBACK-DEPENDENT
DISTORTION IN PWM AMPLIFIERS

This section considers the problem of applying negative
feedback in PWM power amplifiers to lower output-stage
distortion and dependence on power-supply variations,
both of which are major performance-limiting factors, es-
pecially in open-loop designs. Section 1 has confirmed the
linearity of naturally sampled idealized PWM and has
shown that an LPM model can generate equivalent non-
time-quantized PWM signals. Here the only distortion fun-
damental to LPM occurs when the input signal has high-

3Rectangular probability distribution function.
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frequency, high-amplitude content so nonlinear aliased
components migrate downward from the sampling fre-
quency, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The key observation is that
the presence of high-frequency input signal components
causes an increase in distortion. In a naturally sampled
PWM amplifier that uses output-voltage-derived negative
feedback, a critical performance factor is the influence on
modulator linearity of the output switching signal residue
following its subsequent filtering by the forward-path am-
plifier. The presence of these high-frequency switching
components inevitably increases sideband generation in
LPM and thus causes the distortion performance to de-
grade over what might otherwise be anticipated from the
use of negative feedback. Fig. 10 shows a basic PWM
modulator, which includes a negative feedback loop with
feedback factor B and a forward-path amplifier with trans-
fer function A. In practice an output reconstruction filter is
required, although this is omitted here as the unfiltered
output signal is to be analyzed. Also included in the loop
is an analog output stage N or power switch, which is
susceptible both to switching distortion and to power-
supply voltage, shown here to generate an instantaneous
error voltage V�.

In PWM the output voltage is a square wave and nor-
mally switches over almost the full range dictated by the
power supply. It is therefore a high-amplitude signal con-
taining high-frequency switching components. Following
attenuation by B, the fed back signal is applied to the
forward-path amplifier, where the transfer function A
approximates

A =
A0

1 + j f	f0
⇒

A0 f0

j f
=

fT

j f
=

1

j2�f TA
(19)

where A0 is the dc gain, f0 the 3-dB break frequency (dom-
inant pole), fT � A0 f0 the unity-gain bandwidth or the

Fig. 8. SDM. (a) Without jitter. (b) With 2-ns peak-to-peak jitter.

Fig. 9. Natural sampling PWM. (a) Without jitter. (b) With 2-ns
peak-to-peak jitter.

Fig. 10. Natural sampling analog PWM with feedback.
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gain–bandwidth product, and TA the corresponding time
constant of the integrator (that is, amplifier A). TA and fT
are then related as

fT =
1

2�TA
. (20)

Because from Eq. (19) A tends to a first-order integrator
when A0 → �, then �(t), the time-domain output of A,
includes a triangular component produced by integration
of the PWM square-wave output. Hence �(t) is a function
of the PWM peak-to-peak output signal, feedback factor
B, unity-gain frequency fT, and PWM sampling rate fpwm.
Consequently there are high-frequency switching compo-
nents present at the PWM modulator input, which can
induce distortion by perturbing the natural PWM sampling
instants.

In practice there are two principal factors that determine
the maximum unity-gain frequency fT of amplifier A. The
first is related to the phase margin, which must include all
phase shift within the amplifier loop, whereas the second,
and more fundamental, is the triangular signal resulting
from integration by amplifier A of the PWM square-wave
output. To establish the maximum unity-gain frequency fT̂

for amplifier A in a simple negative-feedback PWM am-
plifier, assume in the forward path a unity-gain PWM
stage with output power stage gain N, where both the
triangular wave applied to the comparator and the PWM
output square wave span −1 V to 1 V. Then allowing a 1-V
margin for the signal headroom, the peak-to-peak range of
�(t) is set to 1 V, that is,

��t� =
NB

TA
�

t=0

0.5	fpwm
dt = 1

whereby the integrator time constant TA is limited to

TA �
NB

2fpwm
. (21)

Hence from Eqs. (20) and (21), and also confirmed by
simulation to be a realistic estimate, the maximum unity-
gain frequency fT̂ for amplifier A is

fT̂ =
fpwm

�NB
. (22)

To gain further insight into PWM with negative feedback,
observe that open-loop, naturally sampled PWM produces
no discernable distortion in the absence of high-frequency
input signals. It can therefore be said to produce an opti-
mum PWM signal. Consequently if a closed-loop PWM
amplifier were to correct completely for internal loop de-
ficiencies then, in the absence of jitter, it should yield an
output PWM waveform identical to that of the naturally
sampled open-loop modulator. Any pulse relocation (other
than pure delay) would represent degradation. However,
because of the additional pulse-edge modulation caused by
switching components present in �(t), even if the output
stage N is perfect, then fundamentally a negative-feedback
PWM amplifier as presented in Fig. 10, although improv-

ing on some performance aspects such as reduced power-
supply sensitivity and output-stage dependence, could be
anticipated to introduce distortion not present in open-loop
PWM. Solutions to this problem therefore require signal
processing targeted to eliminate (or significantly reduce)
undesirable pulse-edge modulation.

Before presenting techniques to improve PWM closed-
loop linearity, a precision simulation is presented to dem-
onstrate distortion generation due to switching artifacts
present within a PWM amplifier with overall negative
feedback. A Matlab program was written based on the
topology shown in Fig. 10 where, to minimize complexity,
NB � 1. In the simulation amplifier A was modeled as an
ideal z-domain integrator specified just in terms of its
unity-gain frequency. Each PWM sample period was sub-
divided into 214 increments (selected by experiment to
reduce the simulation noise close to that set by finite-
word-length artifacts in Matlab). For each computational
increment an iterative procedure evaluated the state vari-
ables and estimated the time coordinate of each PWM
transition. Time resolution was further enhanced by ap-
plying linear interpolation between computational incre-
ments. Since the topology included feedforward from the
input to the PWM stage (see Fig. 10), changing the unity-
gain frequency allowed the simulation to model amplifiers
ranging from zero feedback, thus becoming an open-loop
PWM amplifier, to maximum feedback where, From Eq.
(22), fT̂� fpwm/�. The simulation calculated the time co-
ordinates {t1r} for the negative-to-positive transitions and
{t2r} for the positive-to-negative transitions, where the
output spectrum was evaluated using Eq. (10). To reveal
noise shaping together with distortion generation as a
function of feedback-loop unity-gain frequency, a noise
source was added at the input to the comparator (see Fig.
10) to deliberately induce a small level of output jitter. In
all other respects the amplifier had no other imperfections
as the aim here was to expose only fundamental distortion
mechanisms due entirely to the encapsulation of ideal,
naturally sampled PWM with negative feedback.

All simulations used an input signal consisting of two
sine waves, each of normalized amplitude 0.45, with re-
spective frequencies of 17 and 20 kHz; the PWM sampling
rate was set at fpwm � 16(44.1) kHz. The highest loop
gain selected used fT̂ � fpwm/�, with subsequent gains
reduced in increments of 20 dB up to a maximum of 60-dB
attenuation. Also two simulations were performed with the
amplifier gain set to zero (open-loop case), both with and
without jitter noise, in order to benchmark the simulations
with feedback and to observe the native resolution of the
simulation. Computations were taken over 214 PWM
sample periods, with each period subdivided into a further
214 increments. The open-loop spectral results are shown
in Fig. 11 together with a histogram of the output jitter,
indicating that noise induction produced a peak jitter of
about 0.5 ps. The jitter level was deliberately kept low so
as not to mask low-level distortion products. Spectral re-
sults for the case with feedback are shown in Fig. 12 for
loop-gain attenuations of 0, −20, −40, and −60 dB. By
way of comparison, Fig. 13 presents the results for uni-
form sampling PWM with loop gains of −20 and −60 dB.
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The same simulator was used, but the a sample-and-hold
was applied to the input signal with a sampling rate of
2 fpwm Hz.

The output spectra confirm that for zero-loop gain (that
is, open-loop naturally sampled PWM) there is no evi-
dence of in-audio-band intermodulation products. Also
demonstrated is the extremely high resolution of the simu-

lations with a spectral noise floor in excess of −250 dB.
The inclusion of low-level jitter noise can also be seen
where the histogram allows a direct observation of the
jitter level that can be linked to the spectral noise level for
calibration purposes. The level of time-domain jitter and
the resulting spectral noise are in line with that discussed
for PWM in Section 2. When feedback is applied, the

Fig. 11. Natural sampling open-loop PWM output spectra. (a) Without jitter. (b) With jitter. (c) Histogram of jitter present in PWM
output.
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spectral effect on jitter noise can be observed in terms of
first-order noise shaping and follows theoretical predic-
tions. However, of concern is the generation of intermodu-
lation distortion, which for high-amplitude input signals is
considered unacceptable in the context of a high-
resolution amplifier. Also, contrary to normal feedback
behavior and of specific interest in this paper, the distor-
tion level is seen to rise progressively as the loop gain of
the feedback amplifier is increased. Observe, however,
that the results in Fig. 13 for uniform sampling PWM
reveal a distortion similar to that induced by feedback, but
here the distortion remains when the loop gain is reduced,
a consequence of the input signal not being sampled at
times coincident with the pulse transitions in the PWM
output.

4 NODAL TRANSITION FILTERS (NTF) IN
FEEDBACK PWM

In this section a technique using a loop filter to attenuate
switching components is described to improve the linear-
ity of feedback PWM. However, the inclusion of a filter
introduces additional phase shift, which in the context of
negative feedback presents problems of stability. The so-
lution to stability has been solved here using a “constant-
voltage” crossover filter [13], [14], which enables effec-
tively the node in the circuit from which feedback is
derived to be changed in a controlled frequency-dependent
manner so as to bypass the internal PWM stage at high

frequency. Constant-voltage filters are a specific class of
loudspeaker crossover filters, where, for example, in a
two-way crossover the high- and low-pass filter transfer
functions sum to unity, thus exhibiting zero phase shift, a
characteristic critical for stability when such filters are
introduced within a negative-feedback loop. Because of
the node-shifting property of a crossover filter, the process
is called a nodal transition filter (NTF). Fig. 14 illustrates
a negative-feedback PWM amplifier similar to that shown
in Fig. 10, but using an NTF with a low-pass filter ( f )
and a high-pass filter 1 − ( f ), where the constant-voltage
properties follow from ( f ) + [1 − ( f )] ≡ 1.

Fig. 15 presents an equivalent but more efficient topol-
ogy than Fig. 14, where the filter 1 − ( f ) is derived from
( f ). To demonstrate equivalence let the internal PWM
and output stages have a nonlinear transfer function N.
Referring to Fig. 14, the signal Vf fed back to the inverting
input of A is

Vf = OUT� f ��� f � +
�1 − � f ��

N �B. (23)

Similarly, analyzing the topology of Fig. 15,

Vf = �OUT� f � − V� + � f �V��B

V� = OUT� f ��1 −
1

N�.

Eliminating V�, equivalence is confirmed since Vf is again
given by Eq. (23).

Fig. 11. Continued
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To determine the properties of an NTF enhanced am-
plifier, the topology shown in Fig. 15 is analyzed to derive
the closed-loop transfer function GNTF( f ),

GNTF� f � =
AN

1 + AB�1 + � f ��N − 1��
. (24)

To observe NTF operation note that ( f ) is a low-pass

filter, where ( f → 0) → 1 and ( f → �) → 0. Thus

GNTF� f �| f→0�
AN

1�ABN
→

1

B�AB�1
(25)

and

GNTF� f �| f→� =
AN

1 + AB
→

N

B�AB�1
. (26)

Fig. 12. Natural sampling closed-loop PWM output spectra. (a) With jitter, maximum loop gain. (b) With jitter, loop gain −20 dB below
maximum. (c) With jitter, loop gain −40 dB below maximum. (d) With jitter, loop gain −60 dB below maximum.
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These limiting cases reveal that at lower frequencies the
modulator and the output stage N are located within the
overall feedback loop whereas at high frequency the feed-
back path is progressively transferred between nodes until
feedback is derived from the output of the amplifier A.
Thus PWM and the power output stages are excluded and
appear open loop. Consequently with appropriate NTF de-
sign, ( f ) can filter most of the switching components

produced by the PWM stage while 1 − ( f ) maintains
closed-loop stability by allowing feedback directly from
the output of A at high frequency.

To investigate the distortion reduction performance of
an NTF-enhanced PWM amplifier, let

� f � =
1

1 + �R

r=1
ar� j2�f �r

. (27a)

Fig. 12. Continued
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Here ( f ) is a low-pass filter of order R with filter coef-
ficients {a1, . . . , aR}, where at high frequency

� f �| f→� →
1

aR� j2�f �R
. (27b)

To determine the sensitivity of GNTF( f ) to N, an error
function ENTF( f ) is defined [15],

ENTF� f � = 1 −
GNTF� f �

GNTF� f �|target
. (28)

The target transfer function GNTF( f )|target � GNTF( f ) for
N � 1, and from Eq. (24),

ENTF� f � =
�1 − N��1 + AB�1 − � f ���

1 + AB�1 + � f ��N − 1��
. (29a)

Assuming N ≈ 1 and AB � 1, ENTF( f ) then simplifies to

ENTF� f � ≈
�1 − N��1 − � f ��

1 + � f ��N − 1�
�

AB�1
≈ �1 − N��1 − � f ��|N≈1.

(29b)

Eq. (29b) reveals that the output-stage error is shaped in
frequency by the high-pass filter 1 − ( f ) and not the loop
gain AB. However, because the NTF is a constant-voltage
crossover filter when high- and low-pass transfer functions
sum to unity, the high-pass filter is limited to (pseudo) first
order even if the low-pass filter has a high rate of attenu-
ation. This constraint on the filter order is demonstrated in
the following.

From Eq. (27a) the derived high-pass filter 1 − ( f)
follows,

1 − � f � =
�R

r=1
ar� j2�f �r

1 + �R

r=1
ar� j2�f �r

. (30a)

Eq. (30a) shows that at high frequency [1 − ( f )]| f→� →
1, but at low frequency the asymptotic rate of attenuation
is dictated by the term with the lowest power in the nu-
merator, namely, as f → 0,

�1 − � f ��| f→0 =
�R

r=1
ar� j2�f �r

1 + �R
r=1 ar� j2�f �r

→ a1 j2�f. (30b)

A limit on the asymptotic slope applies also to the derived
high-pass transfer function when the high- and low-pass
filter orders are interchanged, that is, for a high-pass filter
of order R,

�1 − � f ��| f→0 =
aR� j2�f �R

1 + �R

r=1
ar� j2�f �r

→ aR� j2�f �R. (31a)

Then the derived low-pass filter high-frequency asymp-
totic response is

� f �| f→� =
1 + �r=1

R−1
ar� j2�f �r

1 + �R

r=1
ar� j2�f �r

→
aR−1

aR j2�f
. (31b)

Fig. 13. Uniform sampling closed-loop PWM output spectra. (a)
With jitter, loop gain −20 dB below maximum. (b) With jitter,
loop gain −60 dB below maximum.

Fig. 14. Analog NTF feedback PWM. Fig. 15. Equivalent NTF feedback PWM.
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Although a high-order high-pass filter increases the noise-
shaping advantage within the bound of loop gain, Eq.
(31b) shows that there is less attenuation of the switching
components due to the first-order response of the derived
low-pass filter. Conversely, even with a high-order low-
pass filter and with AB � 1, the derived filter cannot
exceed a first-order response. Here the low-frequency as-
ymptotic noise-shaped error is derived from Eqs. (29b)
and (30b),

ENTF� f �| f→0 ≈ a1 j2�f �1 − N�. (32)

To conclude this section the error function ENTF( f ) is
compared against the noise-shaping transfer function
(NSTF) used, for example, in the study of SDM. Fig. 16
shows the same NTF amplifier topology, but where the
PWM output stage has been replaced with a linear gain
stage N followed by an additive noise source Vd. Analyz-
ing this topology, the output signal OUT( f ) expressed as
a function of input X( f ) and noise source Vd then follows,

OUT� f � =
1 − AB�1 − � f ��

1 + AB�1 + N� f � − � f ��
Vd

+
NA

1 + AB�1 + N� f � − � f ��
X� f �. (33)

If the output stage gain is set to N � 1 to match the
optimum conditions in the NTF amplifier, Eq. (33) re-
duces to

OUT� f � =
1

1 + AB
Vd −

AB

1 + AB
�1 − � f ��Vd +

A

1 + AB
X� f �

(34a)

that is, when the loop gain is large,

OUT� f �|AB�1 →
1

AB
Vd − �1 − � f ��Vd +

1

B
X� f �. (34b)

Alternatively, expressed in terms of the closed-loop trans-
fer function H( f ) and the noise-shaping transfer functions
Df1

( f ), Df2
( f ),

OUT� f � = Df1
� f �Vd − Df2

� f �Vd + H� f �X� f �. (34c)

Eqs. (34) reveal the closed-loop transfer function H( f ) as
the standard canonic expression for a negative-feedback
amplifier, whereas the additive output noise is shaped by

two distinct NSTFs. Df1
( f ) follows normal feedback

theory and shows the noise shaped by the inverse of the
amplifier loop gain; however, the second function, Df2

( f )
[see Eq. (34b)], tends to 1 − ( f ) when the loop gain is
large. In practice noise shaping is dominated by Df2

( f ).
Thus the NSTF is equivalent to the high-pass transfer
function of the NTF and compares to ENTF( f ) defined in
Eq. (29b). This analysis confirms that increasing the loop
gain AB offers little advantage with respect to the noise-
shaping output error as the NTF limits the NSTF to a
first-order response.

To demonstrate the validity of the NTF methodology
proposed in this section, a circuit simulation was per-
formed on the PWM amplifier presented in Fig. 17, which
is derived from the conceptual topology shown in Fig. 15.
In this example a six-stage RC ladder network was used,
where R � 1 k� and C � 1 nF. Results are presented both
with and without NTF, so changes in waveform detail can
be observed. In both simulations the PWM output and the
output of amplifier A were computed. The results shown in
Fig. 18 are for a simple feedback amplifier where high-
frequency signal components are present within the feed-
back loop, whereas in Fig. 19 the inclusion of the NTF
suppresses these elements to reveal a waveform segment
virtually free of high-frequency artifacts. Fig. 20 presents
an alternative NTF using a second-order LCR filter, and
Fig. 21 shows a simulation to demonstrate high-frequency
suppression. In Fig. 22 a variant of the NTF-enhanced
PWM amplifier is illustrated. Here the low-pass filter ( f )

Fig. 16. NTF-type loop with PWM output stage replaced with
noise source.

Fig. 17. Simulation of NTF PWM amplifier.

Fig. 18. PWM amplifier without NTF.
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is now positioned after amplifier A to attenuate switching
artifacts prior to the PWM stage and the high-pass filter
1 − ( f ) is placed in a feedforward path to the output
where the composite signal forms the feedback signal.

To summarize this section, the technique of using an
NTF within the closed loop of a PWM feedback amplifier
achieves two principal performance enhancements:

• The low-pass filter ( f ) of unconstrained order sup-
presses high-frequency switching artifacts present
within the feedback loop and thus lowers distortion as
the input signal to the modulator has reduced high-
frequency content.

• Feedback achieves first-order distortion reduction as de-
scribed by Eqs. (29), (32), and (34), similar to a con-
ventional feedback amplifier incorporating a first-order
forward-path amplifier.

5 INTERNAL SWITCHING COMPENSATION IN
NEGATIVE-FEEDBACK PWM AMPLIFIERS

Section 3 analyzed the problem of distortion resulting
from switching components within a PWM feedback am-
plifier and in Section 4 a method of filtering within the
loop was discussed. As simulation revealed, the suppres-
sion of high-frequency signals within the feedback loop
enables PWM to realize its full linearity potential within
the bounds of comparator switching performance, output
signal level control and both power supply and output-
stage-induced switching artifacts. In this section an alter-
native approach is presented where a reference (namely,
very low distortion) naturally sampled PWM side chain is
located within the amplifier feedback loop and used to
cancel the switching components of the main PWM stage.
In this scheme filtering of the PWM signal fed back from
the output of the amplifier can be omitted so that full-
bandwidth closed-loop control is retained. The proposed
scheme is shown in Fig. 23, where the loop contains two
modulators, both driven from the output of amplifier A.

In the side chain the output of the reference PWM is
subtracted from the output of amplifier A to form the ide-
alized PWM error signal, which under optimum alignment
contains no low-frequency information and thus carries
only high-frequency switching distortion. This signal can
be filtered, although there are constraints imposed by
phase distortion which may affect adversely the process of
compensation. The high-frequency error signal is then
added to the fed back signal, where the summation process
is designed so that, ideally, the switching signal in the
main PWM output and the derived side chain PWM error
cancel. As such the fed back signal matches closely the
output of amplifier A, necessary to maintain proper loop
behavior, but remains sensitive to the error signal between
the main PWM output stage and the side chain reference

Fig. 19. PWM amplifier with NTF.

Fig. 20. PWM amplifier with LCR NTF.

Fig. 21. Signal segment for PWM amplifier with LCR NTF.

Fig. 22. NTF PWM amplifier reconfigured with feedforward path.
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PWM, the latter having to be optimized for low distortion.
It is critical for PWM signal levels to be matched by
scaling as in practical amplifiers there will be differences
between the main PWM output and the low-level refer-
ence PWM output. It is therefore desirable to calibrate the
amplifier to achieve maximum switching cancellation.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of compensation, cir-
cuit simulation was performed for an optimally aligned
PWM feedback amplifier. Fig. 24 presents an example
output waveform for amplifier A, where an absence of
switching-induced ripple is revealed. The corresponding
PWM output waveform is also shown. However, for a
nonideal output stage (and that includes gain error) there
can be additional distortion resulting from unsuppressed
high-frequency switching artifacts degrading the PWM
process. Nevertheless, switching compensation can still
offer substantial improvement, even if cancellation is im-
perfect. To summarize,

• Nonideality in the output stage adds distortion to the output
voltage, as occurs in conventional analog amplifiers.

• Nonideality including simple gain error also implies er-
ror between the main PWM output stage and the refer-
ence PWM stage. This results in high-frequency switch-
ing ripple being added to the fed back signal, which can
degrade modulator linearity.

These factors need to be considered when feedback is
applied to PWM, otherwise some of the distortion reduc-

tion capability of feedback is impaired. For a practical
amplifier design the following strategy is suggested:

1) Introduce an NTF to further reduce residual switch-
ing artifacts, as shown in Fig. 25. However, because this
filter no longer has to suppress the whole of the switching
distortion of the PWM, it can be less invasive and de-
signed to facilitate an increase in loop gain. For example,
it was shown in Section 4 [see Eqs. (31)] that if an NTF
high-pass filter is high order then the derived low-pass
filter is first order. Hence if switching suppression has
already been implemented, a first-order low-pass filter al-
lows some additional switching attenuation whereas a
high-order high-pass filter enables improved noise shaping
according to Eqs. (34). In practice the NTF would be
selected using experimental data, including the phase mar-
gin and taking into account the PWM sampling rate to
achieve the best overall performance compromise.

2) It is recommended that the side-chain process has an
embedded controller (see also Section 6) to optimize the
gain of the output stage so that, on average, switching
artifacts are minimized. Fig. 25 shows a possible basic
system topology incorporating variable gain and controller.

6 PREDICTIVE SWITCHING COMPENSATION IN
NEGATIVE-FEEDBACK PWM AMPLIFIERS

An alternative approach to correct for switching distor-
tion in PWM feedback amplifiers is to use a predictive
side-chain based on open-loop PWM located in the input
path to the main amplifier. In this scheme high-precision
open-loop PWM first generates a naturally sampled PWM
signal that predicts the optimum output of the feedback
PWM amplifier. This signal is then subtracted from the
input to produce a prediction of the switching error, which
if performed accurately carries only the high-frequency
signal components that normally reside well above the
audio band. Now if the main feedback PWM amplifier
were to output optimum naturally sampled PWM, then by
subtraction, using the predicted switching error now pres-
ent in the input signal to the feedback amplifier, the
switching components in the amplifier feedback path are
canceled, resulting in the desired low-ripple signal at the
output of amplifier A. This scheme is shown in Fig. 26,
where it is mandatory for both predictive PWM and inter-

Fig. 23. PWM amplifier including reference PWM configured
for switching compensation.

Fig. 25. PWM with NTF and auto balance.
Fig. 24. Signal segment for PWM amplifier with side-chain
switching compensation.
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nal-loop PWM to use the same reference triangular wave
to match the gains and to time synchronize the two modu-
lators. To confirm the efficacy of this technique, a circuit-
level simulation achieved near-perfect ripple suppression
using a relatively high loop gain established by a forward
path amplifier with a time constant of 0.4 �s, a feedback
factor of unity, and a PWM sampling rate set at 300 kHz.

Inspection of the signal flow in Fig. 26 reveals that the
predictive process can be simplified to a cascaded open-
loop PWM stage, as shown in Fig. 27, a result that initially
may not have been anticipated. For this system to yield
optimum switching waveform suppression requires iden-
tical comparators with matched output voltage ranges,
consequently defining Ni as the gain of the predictive input
PWM stage and N as the voltage gain of the internal PWM
stage used to scale signals to the full output voltage swing.
Then

NB = Ni. (35)

Hence if the feedback factor B is constant in order to
establish a well-defined closed-loop gain, N should be
programmable so that loop conditions can be optimized
dynamically according to Eq. (35). Thus, for example,
changes in power-supply voltage and component toler-
ances can be compensated. A practical means to vary N is
to modulate its power-supply voltage as in PWM this has
a multiplicative function. Fig. 28 illustrates a forward con-
trol loop that monitors the short-term (say rms) power of
the error �(t). This information can then be used to control
the output-stage gain N by modulating the output-stage
power-supply voltage with the aim of minimizing the
power of �(t), where this implies NB � Ni. Since this
strategy minimizes the switching error, the generation of
secondary distortion as discussed in Section 3 is also mini-

mized. Consequently if the PWM output stage and feed-
back path together have a gain equal to 1, assuming Ni �
1, then the loop gain of the negative-feedback amplifier is
A. This process can be viewed as a secondary error cor-
rection strategy compensating for nonideal gain in the
power output stage and also allowing a degree of regula-
tion for the associated power supply. Such a procedure
then integrates power-supply regulation within the PWM
output stage rather than as an independently controlled
subsystem that has to be calibrated. However, in systems
where the power-supply voltage is regulated indepen-
dently an alternative method to control the output stage
gain is to modulate the amplitude of the triangular wave
used in the forward path PWM.

The following analysis describes the distortion reduc-
tion characteristics of the PWM amplifier shown in Fig. 28
as well as the sensitivity to the magnitude of the error
signal �(t). The following Fourier transforms are assumed:

��t� ⇒ E� f �, x�t� ⇒ X� f �, out�t� ⇒ OUT� f �.

Also let input and output PWM stages have transfer func-
tions Ni and N, respectively, where the optimum alignment
is NB � Ni, with Ni → 1. In this system the function of the
feedforward path from amplifier input to comparator input
should be observed since it makes �(t) a true error signal
that is zero under optimum conditions. Hence if A � 0, the
structure reverts to open-loop, naturally sampled PWM.
From the PWM topology in Fig. 28 E( f ) can be expressed as

E� f � = A�X� f �Ni − OUT� f �B�

with OUT( f ) given via the output stage by

OUT� f � = N�X� f � + E� f ��.

Substituting for E( f ) the input–output transfer function
then becomes

OUT� f �

X� f �
= N� 1 + NiA

1 + NAB� →
Ni

B�NAB�1
. (36)

Similarly E( f ) can be determined by eliminating OUT( f ),

E� f �

X� f �
= � NAB

1 + NAB�� Ni

NB
− 1� → � Ni

NB
− 1��

NAB�1
. (37)

Eq. (37) confirms that E( f ) is zero for A � 0 and for NB
� Ni, as implied by Eq. (35). Hence amplifier A only

Fig. 26. PWM feedback amplifier with feedforward switching
compensation.

Fig. 28. PWM feedback amplifier with feedforward switching
compensation and dynamic loop gain control.

Fig. 27. Simplified PWM feedback amplifier with feedforward
switching compensation.
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produces a finite output when the input PWM and output
PWM stages differ in their performance due to gain errors
and output-stage imperfections. The analysis also shows
that the ultimate performance of this type of PWM feed-
back topology is bounded by the linearity of the open-loop
input PWM stage, where Eq. (36) confirms that even for
finite gain A, with optimum alignment NB � Ni, then the
overall transfer function is Ni/B. Also, it should be ob-
served that the closed-loop gain performance is not sensi-
tive to the condition stated in Eq. (35). Thus even if a
secondary control loop modulates N to seek optimum loop
conditions, this will not strongly affect the output other
than to fine-tune the distortion performance by suppress-
ing switching artifacts present in �(t).

6.1 Output Stage for Digital PWM
As a corollary to this section, because the amplifier with

predictive compensation requires a PWM input signal, it
follows that it can be used not only with a naturally
sampled PWM code but also with a code derived from
uniformly sampled, digitally derived PWM where the out-
put is not directly amenable to analog control to take into
account output-stage imperfections. Digital PWM nor-
mally uses linearization and noise shaping [10], [11] with
pulse transitions calculated algorithmically. Consequently
the pulses can be applied directly via a two-level DAC to
the analog feedback power output stage because digital
PWM forms the predictive stage required to reduce
switching ripple. To implement a practical power ampli-
fier there are signal-processing factors to consider. Fig. 29
shows a conceptual system together with a simplified sig-
nal flow diagram. In interpreting the functionality of this
system, its mixed signal architecture must be considered as
some processes are digital while others are analog. The
basic function of subsystems N1, N2, N3, N4 are summa-
rized as follows: N1 represents uniformly sampled digital
PWM, where the output is a time-domain quantized PWM

signal sampled at a high clock frequency so that noise
shaping realizes an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Including time-delay compensation Tx, an error signal is
derived from across N1 and fed forward to the amplifier
input via a high-order digital low-pass filter N2 designed to
attenuate switching components. Significantly the filtered
error signal is of low level; consequently the DAC and the
analog reconstruction filter in this path require high accu-
racy but only low resolution. N3 also includes a high-
order, low-pass digital filter and DAC to form the feed-
forward signal summed with the PWM comparator input.
Finally N4 represents the transfer function of the PWM
output stage. In addition there are two delay networks Tx

and Ty to compensate for digital filter and process time
delays. Analyzing this system the overall transfer function
Gd of the simplified digital PWM amplifier is

Gd =
N4A

1 + N4AB �N1N3

A
+ N1�e

−j�Ty − N2� + N2e
−j�Tx�. (38)

Eq. (38) shows that when AB � 1, then there is low sen-
sitivity to N3 and N4, implying that the DAC performance
in the feedforward path is noncritical and that output-stage
distortion is reduced by feedback. Assuming high loop
gain, Eq. (38) reduces to

Gd|AB�1 → N1�e
−j�Ty − N2� + N2e

−j�Tx. (39)

If within the low-frequency pass band N2 ⇒ e−j�Ty, then
Eq. (39) reduces further to just a pure time delay of Tx +
Ty, revealing the most critical process is the low-pass filter
N2 associated with feedforward error correction about the
uniformly sampled PWM stage, noting that Tx is chosen to
minimize the level of error in this path. However, if N1

includes linearization then even this condition for N2 is
noncritical. To summarize, the following features are
highlighted:

Fig. 29. Conceptual amplifier configuration for uniformly sampled digital PWM.
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• The digital PWM stage N1 normally includes lineariza-
tion; therefore it produces low distortion.

• N2 is critical to desensitizing system dependence on N1,
but because it processes only very low-level signals and
is defined mainly by the passband of a digital low-pass
filter, N2 can be extremely accurate.

• N3 is noncritical where any associated distortion is low-
ered because of feedback.

• If N2 is optimized then the system has low sensitivity to
the linearization process in the digital PWM stage N1;
possibly this feedforward correction procedure renders
linearization unnecessary.

• The PWM output of N1 drives the power amplifier di-
rectly, forming a predictive switching signal that facili-
tates the lowering of switching ripple in the feedback
loop of the power amplifier.

This summary concludes the discussion on PWM. In the
next section SDM digital power amplification is consid-
ered, using a highly stable coder and an output stage with
low commutation losses.

7 SDM POWER AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS

Earlier work [4] has presented a discussion on switching
power amplifiers based on a quantized SDM code. In this
scheme the output of an SDM directly controls a power
switch which, as with a PWM power amplifier, drives the
loudspeaker via an analog low-pass filter. Variants of the
output stage topology are reviewed in Section 7.2, whereas
Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 revisit SDM loop design as there
are the following specific requirements.

• Adequate audio band SNR determined by the choice of
NSTF.

• High-level input signal coding required as conventional
high-order SDM normally limits maximum modulation

depth, thus inhibiting maximum output from being
achieved for a given power-supply voltage.

• Robust stability [16], that is, a low probability of insta-
bility at high input signal levels, ideally allowing a
modulation index of unity.

7.1 Robust Loop Stability in SDM with
High-Amplitude Input Signals

A conceptual digitally addressed SDM power amplifier
scheme is shown in Fig. 30. Here, because of its wide
adoption as a professional SDM coding algorithm and by
way of illustration, the Sony FF SDM4 topology [17] is
included as the front-end coder. In practical SDM systems
the sampling rate conversion is required to match the
source signal to the SDM sampling rate, although for clar-
ity that is not included in Fig. 30. The output stage is
configured as a standard H bridge, where a method for
circuit efficient ac-coupled interfacing with self dc resto-
ration has been reported [4]. The design concept can
use a resonant-mode power supply where the overall am-
plifier gain is modulated by scaling the H-bridge supply
voltage. The use of a resonant supply locked in fre-
quency and phase to the SDM clock can allow the H
bridge to commutate during zero voltage transitions and
thus reduce both switching loss and EMC interference
significantly.

7.1.1 One-Sample SDM Look-Ahead
Theoretically the Sony FF SDM coder can yield more

than sufficient SNR for power amplifier applications, es-
pecially in the context of the additional signal distortion
inherent in power switches and also power supply noise.
However, a weakness of the standard Sony topology is
stability, especially under high levels of input signal,

4Sony FF SDM is a proprietary coding algorithm using local
feedforward and local feedback paths; see [16] for a description.

Fig. 30. Sony FF SDM with Type 2 bridge output stage.
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which ultimately limits the maximum achievable modula-
tion index. In this section a modified algorithm is explored
based on the look-ahead principle [18] and an energy-
balancing comparator. It is shown that with modest look-
ahead significant gains in stability robustness can be
achieved together with a low and constant coding latency.
A further extension compresses under high-level excita-
tion a subset of the state variables and is shown to allow
stable operation up a modulation depth of unity. To dem-
onstrate the probability of instability of the standard Sony
FF SDM, results are derived using an earlier reported cod-
ing scheme [19], which stabilized the loop using a step-
back-in-time procedure. A virtue of this method is that the
step-back activity is an inverse measure of stability, that is,
the more robust the loop, the lower the step-back activity.

The simulation used the standard Super Audio CD
(SACD) [3], [17] sampling rate fDSD of 2.8224 MHz to-
gether with a 1-kHz input signal of amplitude 0.5. The
corresponding SDM output spectrum [including a 24-bit,
88.2-kHz linear pulse-code modulation (LPCM) reference
spectrum], quantizer input, and related amplitude histo-
gram plots are shown in Fig. 31 with individual step-back
activity events indicated by asterisks in Fig. 31(b). The
step-back activity is relatively frequent, and if the input is
increased further in level, catastrophic failure occurs.

In the standard feedback SDM algorithm a simple
threshold decision is made on sample n as to whether the
corresponding output sdm(n) is 1 or −1. Using Matlab
notation, a typical threshold decision statement takes the
following form:

Fig. 31. Standard Sony FF SDM with step-back-in-time correction; input 0.50. (a) SDM output and 24 bit @ 88.2 kHz LPCM reference
spectra. (b) Quantizer input with step back. (c) Quantizer input histogram.
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% calculate input to quantizer
ss(n)�sum(I(1:order))+ax(n)+0.35*(rand(1,1)-.5);
% form SDM output using 2-level quantization
sdm(n)�sign(ss(n));

The first statement calculates the quantizer input ss(n)
which includes a summation of the integrator outputs
I(1:order), as shown in Fig. 30. It also includes RPDF
dither, with a peak-to-peak amplitude range of 0.35 and a
sampled input signal ax(n). The second statement then
performs a binary threshold comparison about a level of
zero and generates the required SDM binary code.

A modification of the standard Sony FF SDM loop was
investigated, where initially a one-sample look-ahead was
implemented. In this scheme at sample n, the two path-
ways corresponding to sdm(n) � 1 and sdm(n) � −1 were
computed and the corresponding states for sample n + 1
evaluated for the two options. The look-ahead algorithm is
summarized as follows: Taking the present integrator
states as I(1:5), the two possible state updates are calcu-
lated as I1x, . . . , I5x for sdm(n) � 1 and I1y, . . . , I5y for
sdm(n) � −1, where, in Matlab notation,

% integrator update for sdm(n) � 1
I1x�I(1)+ax(n)-1;
I2x�I(2)+b2*I1x+c2*I(3);
I3x�I(3)+b3*I2x;
I4x�I(4)+b4*I3x+c4*I(5);
I5x�I(5)+b5*I4x;

% integrator update for sdm(n) � −1
I1y�I(1)+ax(n)+1;
I2y�I(2)+b2*I1y+c2*I(3);
I3y�I(3)+b3*I2y;
I4y�I(4)+b4*I3y+c4*I(5);
I5y�I(5)+b5*I4y;

Next, for each pathway signals PX and PY are calculated,
representing the total energy of the five integrators states,
although for integrator 5 this must include the summation
of integrators 1 to 4 to represent the mandatory feedfor-
ward paths shown in Fig. 30 of the fifth-order Sony FF
encoder, namely,

% look-ahead decision based on energy balance

PX = �I1x + I2x + I3x + I4x + I5x�2 + I1x2 + I2x2

+ I3x2 + I4x2 (40)

PY = �I1y + I2y + I3y + I4y + I5y�2 + I1y2 + I2y2

+ I3y2 + I4y2. (41)

Having calculated the state energy estimates correspond-
ing to the two pathways, an energy balance that includes
dither rd(n) is used to select the actual SDM output sdm(n)
for sample n,

sdm�n� = sign�rd�n� + PY − PX�. (42)

The loop integrators are then updated using the SDM out-
put calculated by Eq. (42) in preparation for the next com-
putational cycle. In addition, to help control stability using
this modified algorithm, the loop (in this example) re-
tained a step-back-in-time procedure [19] instigated by a
simplified amplitude threshold comparator operating on
the quantizer input.

A similar set of simulations was performed as for the
standard Sony-FF SDM but using elevated peak input lev-
els of 0.70 and 0.73. The corresponding results are shown
in Figs. 32 and 33. Close inspection of the two output
spectra reveals a slight overall reduction in SNR although
the spectral shapes are almost identical. However, the
quantizer input waveforms, and in particular the step-back
activity, are changed. Although the input level has been

Fig. 31. Continued
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increased from 0.5 to 0.7, activity is actually reduced with
only two step-back incidents recorded in a window of 218

samples. Increasing the input level to 0.73 caused the step-
back activity to increase further, as might be anticipated
for such a high-level signal, although it still falls within
acceptable bounds and allowed the loop to remain stable.
Consequently the energy-balancing equation with one-
sample look-ahead achieves more robust SDM coding,
especially with higher level input signals, a characteristic
better matched to digital power amplifier applications.

7.1.2 Two-Sample SDM Look-Ahead
The look-ahead procedure was then extended from one

to two samples to ascertain whether a further coding ad-
vantage is possible. The algorithm first calculated the state
variables for a one-sample look-ahead for both a one- and
a zero-output decision, as described in Section 7.1.1. Then
from these two decisions two further sets of state variables
were calculated, giving four sets for paths [1 0], [1 1],
[0 0], and [0 1], as follows:

Fig. 32. Sony FF SDM with one-sample look-ahead; input 0.70. (a) SDM output and 24 bit @ 88.2 kHz LPCM reference spectra. (b)
Quantizer input with step back. (c) Quantizer input histogram.
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{I1×0, I2×0, I3×0, I4×0, I5×0} for path [1 0]

{I1×1, I2×1, I3×1, I4×1, I5×1} for path [1 1]

{I1y0, I2y0, I3y0, I4y0, I5y0} for path [0 0]

{I1y1, I2y1, I3y1, I4y1, I5y1} for path [0 1].

Energy estimates mx0, mx1, my0, and my1 were then
determined for each of the four sets of state variables,

mx0 = �I1x0 + I2x0 + I3x0 + I4x0 + I5x0�2 + I1x02

+ I2x02 + I3x02 + I4x02 (43)

mx1 = �I1x1 + I2x1 + I3x1 + I4x1 + I5x1�2 + I1x12

+ I2x12 + I3x12 + I4x12 (44)

my0 = �I1y0 + I2y0 + I3y0 + I4y0 + I5y0�2 + I1y02

+ I2y02 + I3y02 + I4y02 (45)

my1 = �I1y1 + I2y1 + I3y1 + I4y1 + I5y1�2 + I1y12

+ I2y12 + I3y12 + I4y12. (46)

Note that x corresponds to a +1 output and y to a −1 on the
first sample look-ahead. Finally, the SDM output decision
sdm(n) was made based on the four look-ahead energy
states by extracting initially the minimum of [my0 my1]
and the minimum of [mx0 mx1] and then forming an en-
ergy difference equation,

sdm�n� = sign�rd�n� + min��my0 my1��
− min��mx0 mx1���. (47)

Note that in Eq. (47) a dither source rd(n) is again included
in the decision process. To show the complete procedure,
a Matlab SDM simulation program without step-back cor-
rection for the two-sample look-ahead coder is presented

in the Appendix. Simulation results confirm further im-
provement, such that with a peak input signal amplitude of
0.75 no step-back events were recorded. Also the simula-
tion (using the code in the Appendix) without step-back
correction remained stable over 220 samples. This was
repeated several times without problem other than mild
nonlinear distortion similar to that displayed in Figs. 32(a)
and 33(a). However, this simulation, although stable,
proved to be close to the overload threshold such that
increasing the peak input signal to 0.77 caused failure.

7.1.3 Dynamic State-Variable Compression with
Two-Sample Look-Ahead SDM

A further modification is to incorporate dynamic com-
pression of the state variables to enable two-sample look-
ahead SDM to remain stable up to the maximum modu-
lation index of unity. The method also removes the need
for step-back correction so latency is no longer variable.
Loop activity is monitored by observing the signal ss(n)
described in Section 7.1.1, which in non-look-ahead SDM
forms the input to the comparator Q shown in Fig. 30. If
the magnitude of ss(n) exceeds a predetermined threshold,
then the accumulated outputs of selected integrators I1(n),
I2(n), . . . , I5(n) are replaced by compressed values
�1I1(n), �2I2(n), . . . , �nI5(n), where �1, . . . , �5 are the
five integrator compression coefficients. The threshold
level was determined by experiment but was set to be
greater than the maximum signal normally encountered
when the two-sample look-ahead loop was operating with
an input of 0.75, that is, just within its stable regime as
described in Section 7.1.2. This ensured that noise-shaping
performance remained undisturbed for input signals up to
a level of at least 0.75. Two variants of dynamic compres-
sion were tested with similar results as follows: Define Th

Fig. 32. Continued
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as the threshold level and Dp as damping. The compres-
sion algorithm then takes the generic form of a conditional
loop. If abs(ss(n)) > Th, then

I1�n� ⇒ �1I1�n�, I2�n� ⇒ �2I2�n�, I3�n� ⇒ �3I3�n�,
I4�n� ⇒ �4I4�n�, and I5�n� ⇒ �5I5�n�

else if abs(ss(n)) � Th, then no change to the integrator
outputs.

Variant 1: fixed compression
{�1 � �2 � 1 and �3 � �4 � �5 � 0.5}

Variant 2: variable compression
{�1 � �2 � 1 and �3 � �4 � �5 � f(ss(n), Th, Dp)}

where the variable compression function is defined,

f�ss�n�, Th, Dp� = e−�|ss�n�|−Th�Dp.

Typical parameters found by experiment are Th � 20 and
Dp � 0.1. In the first variant a simple fixed substitution is
made for the integrator outputs when the threshold is ex-
ceeded whereas in the second variant the degree of com-
pression is progressive, being controlled by an exponential
law. These modified integrator output signals are retained
and carried forward to the next step in the loop. If on the
next cycle ss(n) still has a magnitude above the threshold,
then the compression procedure is again implemented.
This repeats until ss(n) falls within the detection window,

Fig. 33. Sony FF SDM with one-sample look-ahead; input 0.73. (a) Output spectrum. (b) Quantizer input with step back. (c) Quantizer
input histogram.
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whereupon normal loop behavior is resumed. Critical to
the method is that the compression rate of the integrator
outputs rises progressively with the magnitude of ss(n) and
thus the input level. Also when the process is in a near
permanent state of compression, then the first two integra-
tor outputs remain unmodified while the other three are
attenuated each loop cycle. Thus the loop tends to second-
order behavior, which is known to be unconditionally
stable, even with signals up to a modulation depth of unity.
The dynamic modification of state variables is included in
the SDM program presented in the Appendix. To demon-
strate performance, the program was used to compute two
example output spectra, shown in Fig. 34 for a 1-kHz input
signal of amplitudes 0.78 and 1.0, respectively, where con-

sidering the high-input levels excellent noise shaping is
revealed.

7.2 Review of SDM Power Amplifier
Output-Stage Topologies

To conclude this section on switching amplifiers using
SDM, three variants of an output stage topology [4] are
discussed which reveal that a square-wave output is not
mandatory and that reduced switching losses are possible
compared to the standard H bridge with a constant voltage
supply. The variants designated Types 1 to 3 offer pro-
gressive performance improvements in a number of criti-
cal areas, with Types 2 and 3 exploiting resonant-mode
power supply techniques. The Type 1 stage uses an H-

Fig. 34. Sony FF with look-ahead and dynamic control of state variables. (a) Output spectrum; 0.78 input, 1 kHz. (b) Output spectrum;
1.00 input, 1 kHz.

Fig. 33. Continued
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bridge configuration powered by a constant-voltage power
supply where this supply voltage determines the gain of
the power amplifier, as changing the supply voltage di-
rectly modulates the amplitude of the output waveform
[4]. However, Types 2 and 3 are new schemes that employ
a resonant-mode power supply to produce a pure sinusoi-
dal output superimposed on a constant-voltage component
such that a raised-cosine repetitive waveform VS of fre-
quency fDSD Hz is presented to the H-bridge stage, where

VS = gain�1 + cos�2�fDSDt�

2 �. (48)

The parameter “gain” defines the peak amplitude of the
supply voltage and therefore determines the gain of the
amplifier. Eq. (48) describes a voltage that swings be-
tween zero and “gain” volt, that is, in synchronism with
the SDM sample clock. Also, VS is phase locked so that
the zero voltage instants are aligned precisely to the SDM
sampling instants, thus virtually eliminating switching
losses as all power transistors now switch at zero voltage.
The Type 2 output stage is shown in Fig. 30, where the
power supply uses the raised-cosine power supply VS.
Consequently the rectangular output pulses of the Type 1

amplifier are replaced with raised-cosine pulses whereby
the output pulse stream is effectively prefiltered and has
lower spectral content above the SDM sampling rate.

On first encounter it may appear that modifying the
pulse waveform will introduce nonlinear distortion. How-
ever, this does not occur provided the modified output
symbol shape is the same for all pulses in the data stream
and where any further waveform changes resulting, for
example, from low-pass filtering only affect the sample
ensemble as a whole and do not give rise to intersample
differences or pulse-sequence-dependent memory effects.
To confirm this observation, simulations were performed
for both Type 1 and Type 2 amplifier configurations. Nor-
malized time-domain output waveforms are illustrated in
Fig. 35 with the corresponding output spectra shown in
Fig. 36. Using oversampling techniques, nonrectangular
output pulses can be accommodated and output spectra
calculated for frequencies in excess of the SDM sampling
rate to show how using raised-cosine pulses reduces high-
frequency content. Similar spectra to those presented in
Figs. 32(a) and 33(a) can be observed with no evidence of
additional in-band distortion resulting from waveform

Fig. 35. SDM time-domain outputs. (a) Type 1. (b) Type 2. Fig. 36. SDM frequency-domain outputs. (a) Type 1. (b) Type 2.
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modification. However, it is evident that significant at-
tenuation of high-frequency components produced by the
Type 2 amplifier output spectrum has been achieved. In
these simulations a computation vector length of 217 was
elected and an additional oversampling factor of 32 ap-
plied to the SDM output code in order to accommodate the
raised-cosine pulse shape.

Although the Type 2 amplifier topology addresses the
problem of switching loss and to some extent alleviates the
problem of EMC, it has the disadvantage in that the ratio
of the low-pass-filtered output signal amplitude to the
peak SDM output voltage is relatively poor compared to a
PWM amplifier. This is exacerbated by the fact that even
when a sequence of all-1 or all-0 pulses is generated, the
differential output signal of the bridge stage always returns
to zero between samples, as shown in Fig. 35(b), thus
lowering the short-term average of the waveform. To over-
come this deficiency a further modification to the ampli-
fier is made and shown conceptually in Fig. 37. A similar
raised-cosine power-supply voltage is used, but an addi-
tional constant-amplitude voltage source is introduced
with its amplitude set precisely to that of the peak value of
the raised-cosine waveform. As with the Type 1 and 2
amplifiers these waveforms are controlled by the param-
eter “gain” as the pulse amplitude modulation method is
retained for gain control. Also in addition is a switch that
can select either the constant voltage supply or the dy-
namic power supply. The positions of this switch are de-
fined in Fig. 37 as positions 1 and 2, respectively. Fig. 37
includes an illustration of the relative levels of both the
static and the dynamic power supply output waveforms
with respect to the control parameter “gain.”

The operation of the Type 3 amplifier is as follows:
Normally when a change from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 occurs then
switch position 2 is selected and the amplifier operates as

a Type 2 amplifier. However, if a burst of all-1 or all-0
pulses occurs in the SDM data stream then the switch
changes to position 1 and the amplifier reverts effectively
to a Type 1 configuration. This operation then forces the
differential output signal of the H bridge to remain con-
stant throughout the period of the burst. An example out-
put sequence is shown in Fig. 38. The effect of this process
is to retain constant-amplitude output pulses during a burst
of like-valued SDM data. But where a data transition oc-
curs then instead of a rectangular output, the waveform
follows a smoothed path determined by the raised-cosine
power supply. Consequently Type 3 is a hybrid of Type 1
and 2 amplifiers. Finally, to confirm that the output pulse
processing used in the Type 3 amplifier does not introduce
additional in-band distortion, a simulation was performed,
and the output spectrum is shown in Fig. 39.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has endeavored to bring together topics on
switching amplifiers that are relevant to both SDM and
PWM power amplifier systems. It is evident that with the
growing interest in SDM this type of modulation has ap-

Fig. 38. Type 3 time-domain output.

Fig. 39. Type 3 frequency-domain output.
Fig. 37. Type 3 output stage powered by variable-output, reso-
nant-mode power supply with ac and dc supply commutation.
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plication, especially as it forms a natural digital system
with a sampling rate that is compatible with available digi-
tal signal processors. Also, it offers a logical partner for DSD
systems, especially as programmable supply voltages can
be used to implement power-efficient gain control and thus
eliminate the need for additional DSD signal processing.

Theoretical issues of natural sampling were presented,
and the linkage between SDM and PWM was discussed
for the case without quantization. Here it was shown that
both systems may be modeled in terms of linear angle
modulation, but the linear process of integration is repo-
sitioned from input to output to account for subtleties in
waveform construction.

The application of negative feedback to improve PWM
linearity was investigated. It was demonstrated by precision
simulation that the presence of switching artifacts within the
feedback loop causes high-frequency components to appear
at the input of the PWM stage, degrading performance,
and it was shown that these elements must be suppressed
to render the PWM stage linear. As such the use of nega-
tive feedback cannot guarantee to reduce all distortion as
its presence, without proper corrective procedures, can ac-
tually increase distortion as a function of loop gain. Three
methods of suppressing switching components within the
feedback loop were presented, namely, the NTF, a refer-
ence PWM stage within a feedback loop, and predictive
correction using an open-loop PWM stage. All methods
were shown capable of reducing switching distortion. The
discussion of PWM was concluded by adapting the tech-
nique of predictive switching compensation for use with
digital PWM applications, which also incorporated both
feedback and feedforward error correction strategies.

In considering the SDM switched power amplifier it
was recognized that robust SDM encoding is critical, es-
pecially with the requirement to encode high-amplitude
signals. A look-ahead SDM coder was explored, which
incorporated an energy-balancing binary decision thresh-
old. This gave robust encryption up to a modulation index
of about 0.75. However, by incorporating dynamic com-
pression of the state variables which comes into operation
only at high signal levels, stable operation up to the maxi-
mum modulation index of unity can be achieved. Simula-
tion results showed that in this high-level operation region,
excellent noise-shaping characteristics were retained
whereas at lower levels there is no performance compro-
mise. The technique is therefore ideal for power-amplifier
applications. In this respect the use of SDM now competes
with PWM in terms of peak signal handling. Finally, three
configurations for SDM output stages were discussed.
These revealed how the H-bridge topology can be adapted
for SDM, and especially how switching losses could be
lowered by incorporating both a resonant-mode power
supply with a raised-cosine output voltage and a constant
voltage supply, together with dynamic interpower supply
switching related to the SDM code.
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APPENDIX
SONY FF MATLAB ENCODER WITH
TWO-SAMPLE LOOK-AHEAD WITH
IMPROVED STABILITY

% 5th-order Sony ff with 2-sample look-ahead
configured for digital power amplifier
% AESDM
% 31.12.05
% 2-sample look-ahead with minimum energy state
detection
% dynamic state variable compression to improve
stability
% based on 5th order Sony FF SDM
% fsdm: SDM sampling rate
% fin1, fin2: input frequency of sinusoidal components
% a1, a2: input amplitude of sinusoidal components
% input quantized to “bit” resolution reference Nyquist
sampling, then oversampled
% choice of output symbol, sigma sets samples per
symbol
% NN-tap FIR output filter
close; home; clear; colordef white
fprintf(�5th-order Sony FF with look-ahead configured
for digital power amplification with output symbol
options\n�)

% set output pulse symbol shape
group�3;
while group>2
fprintf(�\nSelect type of output pulse symbol:\n�)
fprintf(�group�0 standard rectangular symbol\n�)
fprintf(�group � 1 raised-cosine symbol\n�)
fprintf(�group � 2 raised-cosine symbol with hold
applied between pulse groups\n�)
group�input(�Pulse symbol type: �);
end

% set input signal amplitude and frequency (2
sinewaves)
a1�.4; a2�.4; % input signal level
fin1�19000; fin2�2000; % input frequencies

% set data
fprintf(�\nLoad input data\n�)
sigma�2^5; % samples per symbol of SDM output
code (suggest 32)
NN�32; % number of taps in output filter (32)

over�64; % SDM oversample ratio above Nyquist (64
for DSD)
order�5; % SDM order (5 for Sony FF)
L�2^18; % computational vector length
bit�24; % input signal quantization (24 bit)
nyquist�44100; % Nyquist sampling rate (44100 Hz)
ditheramp�.35; % select dither amplitude (0.35)
thresh�20; % dynamic state variables threshold (20)
damp�10; % dynamic state variables damping (10)

% calculate constants, Blackman window and dither
fprintf(�Calculate constants, window and dither\n\n�)
fsdm�over*nyquist;
Lx�L/over; Ls�L*sigma;
f0�nyquist/Lx;
w1�round(fin1/f0)*2*pi/Lx; w2�round(fin2/f0)*2*
pi/Lx;
dither�2*ditheramp*(rand(1,L)-1);
bl�blackman(Ls)�; bl�bl/mean(bl); % calculated over
Ls samples
sdb�zeros(1,L);

% quantize input at 44.1 kHz
axx�a1*sin(w1*(1:Lx))+a2*sin(w2*(1:Lx));
axx�round(axx*2^(bit-1)+rand(1,Lx)+rand(1,Lx)-1)/
2^(bit-1);

% interpolate input to a sampling rate of fsdm
ax�zeros(1,L);
for x�1:Lx
ax((x-1)*over+1:x*over)�over*[axx(x) zeros(1,over-1)];
end
clear axx
win�[ones(1,Lx/2) zeros(1,(L-Lx)/2)];
win�[win 0 win(L/2:-1:2)];
ax�real(ifft(fft(ax).*win));

% set SDM initial conditions and constants
sdb�zeros(1,L); aa�2*ditheramp;
I�zeros(1,5); ss�sdb;

% run Sony FF SDM loop with look-ahead
fprintf(�Run Sony FF SDM: 2-sample look-ahead +
dynamic state variable modulation\n\n�)
b1�1; b2�.5; b3�.25; b4�.125; b5�.0625;
c2�-.001953125; c4�-.03125;
% dither sequence
rd�aa*(rand(1,L)-rand(1,L));
for n�2:L-1
% update integrators
I(1)�I(1)+ax(n-1)-sdb(n-1);
I(2)�I(2)+b2*I(1)+c2*I(3);
I(3)�I(3)+b3*I(2);
I(4)�I(4)+b4*I(3)+c4*I(5);
I(5)�I(5)+b5*I(4);
% look-ahead 1 sample D(n)�1
I1x�I(1)+ax(n)-1;
I2x�I(2)+b2*I1x+c2*I(3);
I3x�I(3)+b3*I2x;
I4x�I(4)+b4*I3x+c4*I(5);
I5x�I(5)+b5*I4x;
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% look-ahead 2 sample D(n)�1 D(n+1)�1
I1x1�I1x+ax(n+1)-1;
I2x1�I2x+b2*I1x+c2*I3x;
I3x1�I3x+b3*I2x;
I4x1�I4x+b4*I3x+c4*I5x;
I5x1�I5x+b5*I4x;
% look-ahead 2 sample D(n)�1 D(n+1)�-1
I1x0�I1x+ax(n+1)+1;
I2xo�I2x+b2*I1x+c2*I3x;
I3x0�I3x+b3*I2x;
I4x0�I4x+b4*I3x+c4*I5x;
I5x0�I5x+b5*I4x;
% look-ahead 1 sample D(n)�-1
I1y�I(1)+ax(n)+1;
I2y�I(2)+b2*I1y+c2*I(3);
I3y�I(3)+b3*I2y;
I4y�I(4)+b4*I3y+c4*I(5);
I5y�I(5)+b5*I4y;
% look-ahead 2 sample D(n)�1 D(n+1)�1
I1y1�I1y+ax(n+1)-1;
I2y1�I2y+b2*I1y+c2*I3y;
I3y1�I3y+b3*I2y;
I4y1�I4y+b4*I3y+c4*I5y;
I5y1�I5y+b5*I4y;
% look-ahead 2 sample D(n)�1 D(n+1)�-1
Ily0�I1y+ax(n+1)+1;
I2y0�I2y+b2*I1y+c2*I3y;
I3y0�I3y+b3*I2y;
I4y0�I4y+b4*I3y+c4*I5y;
I5y0�I5y+b5*I4y;
ss(n)�sum(I(1:5))*(sdb(n)+1)-sum(I(1:5))*(sdb(n)-1); %
calculate input to quantizer for sdb(n)�1 or -1
if abs(ss(n))>thresh % attenuate state variables when
threshold exceeded
%I(3:5)�[.5 .5 .5].*I(3:5);
I(3:5)�I(3:5)*exp((-abs(ss(n))+thresh)/damp);
end
mx0�((I1x0+I2x0+I3x0+I4x0+I5x0)^2+I1x0^2+I2x0^2
+I3x0^2+I4x0^2);
mx1�((I1x1+I2x1+I3x1+I4x1+I5x1)^2+I1x1^2+I2x1^2
+I3x1^2+I4x1^2);
my0�((I1y0+I2y0+I3y0+I4y0+I5y0)^2+I1y0^2+I2y0^2
+I3y0^2+I4y0^2);
my1�((I1y1+I2y1+I3y1+I4y1+I5y1)^2+I1y1^2+I2y1^2
+I3y1^2+I4y1^2);
sdb(n)�sign(rd(n)+min([my0 my1])-min([mx0 mx1]));
% 2 step look-ahead minimum energy
n�n+1; % increment sample value
end % SDM loop end ****************************
*******************
plot(ss,�k�)
title(�Signal ss(n) applied to standard quantizer�)
ylabel(�Amplitude�)
xlabel(�Time�)
grid; pause; close

% shape output pulses for digital amplifier application
using oversampling by sigma
sdbrc�zeros(1,Ls);
if group>0

fprintf(�Shape SDM output pulses: raised cosine\n�)
symb�(1-cos(2*pi*(0:sigma-1)/sigma))/2;
else
fprintf(�Shape SDM output pulses: rectangular pulse
shape\n�)
symb�ones(1,sigma);
end
for x�1:L
ss�(x-1)*sigma+1;
sdbrc(ss:ss+sigma-1)�sdb(x)*symb(1:sigma);
end

% detect groups of 2 or more pulses and hold pulse
amplitude at maximum
if group��2
fprintf(�Shape SDM output pulses with hold function for
pulse groups\n�)
for x�1:L-1
ss�(x-1)*sigma+1;
if sdb(x)-sdb(x+1)��0
sdbrc(ss+.5*sigma:ss+1.5*sigma-1)�sdb(x)*ones(1,
sigma);
%plot(sdbrc(ss:ss+2*sigma)); pause
end; end; end

% FFT routine
fprintf(�Calculate output spectrum\n�)
sdbf�abs(fft(sdbrc(1:Ls).*bl));
sdbf(1:Ls/2-1)�20*log10(10^-10+2*sdbf(2:Ls/2)/Ls);

% plot spectrum SDM to fsdm/2
fprintf(�Plot SDM spectrum\n�)
semilogx(f0*(1:L/2-1),zeros(1,L/2-1),�k�)
hold
semilogx(f0*(1:L/2-1),sdbf(1:L/2-1),�k�)
title(�SDM output spectrum to fsdm/2�)
xlabel (�Frequency, Hz (logarithmic scale)�)
ylabel(�Spectrum level, dB�)
grid; pause; close

% plot spectrum SDM full
fprintf(�Plot SDM spectrum\n�)
semilogx(f0*(1:Ls/2-1),zeros(1,Ls/2-1),�k�)
hold
semilogx(f0*(1:Ls/2-1),sdbf(1:Ls/2-1),�k�)
title(�SDM output spectrum to sigma*fsdm/2�)
xlabel(�Frequency, Hz (logarithmic scale)�)
ylabel(�Spectrum level, dB�)
grid; pause; close

% plot example output time domain
kk�20;
plot((1:kk*sigma)/sigma+.5,sdbrc(1:kk*sigma),�k�)
title(�SDM output sequence�)
xlabel(�Sample number�)
ylabel(�Normalized output amplitude�)
grid; pause; close

% NN-tap filtered output time domain plot
kk�Lx;
sdbrcav�sdbrc(1:kk*sigma);
for x�1:NN-1
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sdbrcav�sdbrcav+sdbrc(1+x*sigma:(kk+x)*sigma);
end
sdbrcav�sdbrcav/NN;
plot((1:kk*sigma)/sigma+.5,sdbrcav(1:kk*sigma),�k�)
title(�Normalized filtered output over NN DSD
samples�)
xlabel(�Sample number�)

ylabel(�Normalized output amplitude�)
grid; pause; close

% end of program
fprintf(�\nProgram terminated\n�)
return
% ***********************************
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PAPERS

Application of the GeometricTheory
of Diffraction (GTD)to Diffraction at the Edges

of Loudspeaker Baffles*

R. M. BEWS AND M. J. HAWKSFORD

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK

The response of a loudspeaker system employing a baffle is modified by diffraction
at the baffle edges. Numerical solutions are derived using a model based on the geometric
theory of diffraction to examine the major features of the diffraction process. From
the model it is shown that a smoother frequency and step response result, provided the
drivers are placed at unequal distances from the sides of small regularly shaped baffles
or if small irregularly shaped baffles are used.

0 INTRODUCTION I DIFFRACTION MODEL

Most moving-coil loudspeakers use a finite baffle. A model of acoustic diffraction at the loudspeaker
Consequently an analysis of the problems caused by baffle edges is developed, and for simplicity the fol-
diffraction at the baffle edges needs consideration. This . lowing will be assumed.
phenomenon is significant, since amplitude response 1) There is only one rebated drive unit present on
fluctuations in excess of _+5 dB can occur for particular the baffle. Two or more can be considered by applying
baffleshapes, thelawof superposition.

In the late 1950s Olson [1] presented experimental 2) The driver acts as a point source, later to be ex-
data and qualitatively predicted various diffraction ef- tended to drive units with cones of finite size.
fects within loudspeaker systems using the geometric 3) The baffle is constructed out of acoustically re-
theory of diffraction (GTD), a theory originally pro- flective material such as wood.

posed by Keller in 1952 [2]. This work involved the The development of the model commences by cai-
placement of multiple diffraction point sources at the culating the sound pressure on the baffle edge at E,
diffraction edge, which resulted in secondary radiation, produced by the driver located at S, as shown in Fig.
which subsequently interfered with the direct driver 1. The acoustical reciprocity theorem [1, pp. 24-26]
output, giving rise to frequency and phase reference is then applied, which enables the interchange of points
irregularities. Olson concluded that an asymmetrical E and S. This procedure allows a virtual source to
placement of drive units on a curved or irregularly represent the diffraction edge, where its response takes
shaped baffle offered improvements due to the random- full account of the baffle-edge geometry.
ization of the diffraction signal path lengths. Unfor- At a microscopic level, the loudspeaker baffle, at
tunately the calculations of amplitude and phase of point E, appears as a wedge with a solid angle 'y (Fig.
these diffracted rays at the baffle edge have received 2). From [3] it is found that the ratio of the sound

minimal attention. In the present paper we offer nu- pressure produced by a point source at the apex of a
merical solutions to this specific problem, where to the wedge to that of the point source in free air is inversely
authors' knowledge a more formal and quantitative proportional to 4zr minus the solid angle of the wedge.
treatment has not been discussed in the context of Thus the sound pressure at E, PE, is given by
loudspeaker systems.

4'rr
- Prslr (1)

* Manuscript received 1985 May 9; revised 1986 May 16. PE 4 m -- 'y
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wherePfs[risthesoundpressureatadistancer, produced There is no phase difference between incident and

by a point source in free air, that is (A/r) exp(-j kr). diffracted waves, because a phase difference implies
Using [3] and noting that the driver is placed on a an energy loss at the edge, which cannot occur since

flat plane of solid angle 2,r, the sound pressure Ps the baffle is acoustically reflective. Most, if not all,

produced by the driver will then be commercially manufactured enclosures employ mate-
rials which are acoustically reflective. Hence 0E =

Ps = 2Pfs · (2) 0I = OD, and for convenience let them be zero. So

If the baffle were to be infinite, the sound pressure ME -- Mi + Mo . (3)
at E would be 2Pfslr. However, the baffle ends here

and the actual sound pressure is given by Eq. (1). Con- If a numerical solution to this problem is to be sought,
sequently a change in the sound pressure occurs at the the infinite number of diffraction point sources required
edge. For example, if _/ -- ,r, there will be a pressure is impractical. As a result the total baffle edge will be
drop from 2Pfs Ir to 1. 333Pfs Ir at E. quantized into N equally spaced sections, dx in length,

which give rise to a finite number N of diffraction line
2 DIFFRACTION SOURCES sources. Now r becomes the average distance from the

driver to a diffraction line source.
To produce the pressure change, a point source with

a suitable amplitude and phase will be placed at E. Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eq. (3) with Mo
replaced by Mt as a diffraction line source is now beingThis point source will be known from now on as a considered. Thus,

diffraction point source, where essentially the GTD is \

beingapplied. Attheedge, (4'rr) (amplitudeofPrs]r)ME exp(j0E) = Mi exp(j00 + Mr)exp(j0r)) 4_ _

where = 2(amplitude of Pfslr) + ML

MEexp(j0E) = resultant sound pressure at E ML = ( 4_ 2) (amplitude of Pfs ,r) .Mi exp(j00 = incident sound pressure at E, pro- 4_ - 'y
duced by driver

Mo exp(j0o) = sound pressure produced by dig Since the diffraction line source extends over a dis-
fraction source, tance dx and the amplitude of the point source driver

in free air falls as A/(radial distance), then

( 4_ 2) dxMt = 4_ _ _ 2,rr A . (4)

Provided dx is sufficiently small, it is acceptable to

assume that the line source behaves as a point source.

dx is chosen such that (/'max -- rrnin) < r/1000, since
if the error rrnax -- rmin is made even smaller, there is

no detectable change in the amplitude and phase re-
sponses in the audio band from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Fig. 1. Source locations on baffle. 3 ON-AXIS RESPONSE OF LOUDSPEAKER

3.1 Steady-State Response

Let the response of the driver at the point of obser-
vation be

/f4p exp(j 0p) .

where-- signifieson axis, and let the responseof the
kth diffraction line source at the point of observation
be

Mk exp(j Ok) .

Fig. 2. Microscopic view of baffle at point E. _--solid angle The response on axis can then be calculated by con-
of wedge, sideringthe interferenceof all the outputs from the N
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diffraction line sources and the driver, responses. Thus the on-axis step response is given by

The amplitude response on axis Men(to) is given by
N

N Ton(t ) = J_lpSp(t) + E Jf4kSp(t -- tk) (7)

Men(to) = /f//pexp(j0p) + _'_ /f4k exp(j0k) k=l
k=l

N
= /f4p(COS0p + j sin 0p) + _'_ /f4k(cos Ok + j sin Ok)

k=l

= /f4pCOS0p + _ /f4kCOS0k + Mpsin0p + /f4ksin Ok (5)
k=l k=l

The corresponding on-axis phase response Pon(tO)is

where
N

/f4p sin 0p + _ /f4k sin Ok'\ Sp('r) = 1 if * > 0, otherwise Sp(?) = 0

Pon(to) = arctan_---- k=lN -- . (6))x/f4p cos ¢p + _ /f4k cos Ok and tk is the time delay between the kth diffraction
k=l line source signal and the driver signal. So

Ok rk + (N/OBD 2 + _ - OBD)
The diffraction line sources will in general be farther tk - -

away from the observer than the driver. Denoting the to c
observer-to-driver distance by OBD, then on axis the
distance from a diffraction line source to the observer Ok,/_k, and/_p are defined in Sec. 3.1.

will be X/OBD 2 + rk2 (Fig. 3). Using Eq. (4) and noting
3.3 Steady-State and Step-Responsethat the magnitude of the pressure is inversely pro-

portional to the distance from the diffraction source, Simulations

then at the observation point the magnitude of the re- As an illustration the amplitude, phase, and step
sponse produced by the kth diffraction line source/_r k responses of a point source driver in the center of a
is 300-mm-radiuscircularbaffleand a 600-by 600-mm

square baffle have been calculated using Eqs. (5)-(7).

1 ( 4_r 2) dx A . The observer-to-driver distance OBD is 1.0 m, since
Jf//k = X/OBD2 + r2 _4_ _ "/ / 2*rrk most measurements are taken at this distance. Figs.

4-11 show the simulations using a DEC10 computer.

If 0p is set to zero, making the driver response the All the responses are normalized to the free-air driver
reference, the phase of the kth diffraction line source response, A = 1.
Okwill be given by It can be seen that the amplitude and phaseresponses

are much flatter using a square baffle instead of a circular

-to[rk + (X/OBD: + r_ - OBD)] one. This occurs because at the observer position the
0k = diffracted rays are coherent using the circular baffle,c

where c is the velocity of sound.

The negative sign shows that the diffracted rays are __"'x
delayed relative to the driver signal.

Using Eq. (2), the magnitude of the driver response Observationpoint

at theobservationpointis givenby 0
!

Mp _ 2A /OBD
I

3.2 Step Response _ rk

Let the unit step be described by Sp(t). The on-axis
step response is then calculated by adding the driver
response to appropriately delayed diffraction line source Fig. 3. On-axis geometry.
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due to all the diffraction path lengths being equal, 4 OFF-AXIS RESPONSE OF LOUDSPEAKER
whereas for the square baffle, there is a spread of dif-

When moving off axis with regard to the center offraction path lengths causing the diffracted rays to be
the drive unit, the path lengths of the diffracted raysless coherent. Consequently the circular baffle step re-

sponse has a sharp downward transition after approx-
imately 1 ms, when all the diffracted rays interfere
with the driver signal at the same time. The downward
transition in the step response using the square baffle
is distributed more in time, because the diffracted rays
interfere at slightly different times.

Figs. 4 and 8 can be compared with their corre-
sponding measured responses in [1, p. 23], where there
exists good experimental agreement. This suggests that
the model is accurate and any slight deviations are
probably due to measurement inaccuracies. The other
baffle shapes described in [1] were not analyzed because

of the computational complexity involved. Fig. 7. Baffle shape for computer simulations of Figs. 4-6.

B _ B-

_ 7-

VVvvvD 6
D
}-- _.n

_Ss _s-

, ¢3 ........... I

10 2 1[213 11214 102 10 _ 11714
F-_OUE]qGY(Hz) F'REOUENCY(Hz)

Fig. 4. On-axis amplitude response. Baffle radius 300 mm. Fig, 8. On-axis amplitude response. Baffle size 600 by 600
mm.

0.3
_[3.2

-o.3 I L/

Fig. 5. On-axis phase response. Baffle radius 300 mm. Fig. 9. On-axis phase response. Baffle size 600 by 600 mm.
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Fig. 6. On-axis step response· Baffle radius 300 mm. Fig. 10. On-axis step response. Baffle size 600 by 600 mm.
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change. Considerthe following situation in front of _ /
the baffle, as shown in Fig. 12.

Let the observer-to-driver distance be OBD, as before,
the distance from the driver to the kth diffraction line
source rk, and the distance off axis OFD.

The phase difference Okbetween the driver response 600,, +
and the response of the kth diffraction line source be-
comes

-coif k + rod -- X/OBD 2 + OFD2]
Ok= (8) . 600mm

C

Fig. 11. Baffle shape for computer simulations of Figs. 8-
10.

where the distance rod is shown in Fig. 12.
The corresponding time delay tk is

0tk - - (9)
60 C

·, · roe--...

The magnitude of the response produced by the kth -O_o__o!:Zs_:____-OBD---L_

diffraction line source Mk is given by

Mk - 2 -- A (10)
rod 4_ _ 'y 2'rrrk

and the magnitude of the driver response Mp is

Fig. 12. Off-axis geomet?y.
2A

Mp = X/OBD 2 + OFD 2 (11)

4.1 Steady-State and Step-Response
Simulations

The steady-state and step responses are calculated
using Eqs (5)-(7) All these equations now use the g

· .

values of Ok, tk, Mk, and Mp, as shown in Sec. 4. %:% _ } Z._
The amplitude, phase, and step responses off axis -%, z o_-_**'

have been computer simulated for a point source driver Yx.L.,x
in the center of a 300-mm-radius circular baffle and a

Z:2 TEl 9 (_B)
600- by 6000-mm-square baffle (see Figs. 13-20). All

the responses are normalized to the driver's free-air Fig. 13. Off-axis amplitude response. Baffle radius 300 mm.
response, A = 1. The observer-to-driver distance OBD
is set to 1.0 m and the off-axis angle [= arctan(OFD/ ,i

OBD)] extends from -10 ° to 10°.
When off axis the diffracted rays are less coherent

due to the broader distribution of path lengths. This
produces flatter amplitude and phase responses and a
less sharp transition around 1 ms in the step response·
These changes are most noticeable using the circular
baffle.

Ii/

'%<"0, _ _¢'5 FINITE-SIZED DRIVERS ¢"

' v,.,L/x
Since a driver has a finite diameter, which is often

significant compared to the smallest dimension of the Z:-lB. 3 TI3 0.3 c _,o,
baffle, the assumption that the output from the driver Fig. 14. Off-axis phase response· Baffle radius 300 mm.
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is like that of a point source is inaccurate. The response of the driver on the baffle is derived
So as to approximate to the output from a flat piston by considering the interference of all the point source

drive unit, the surface of the cone is portioned into M rays that imitate the driver and their associated diffracted
equal area elements, each assumed to behave as a point rays.
source (see Fig. 21 form = 19).

M is chosen to have the smallest allowable value, 5.1 On-Axis Steady-State Response
provided the amplitude and phase responses have con-

Let the Lth point source on the baffle have a responseverged in the audio band (up to 20 kHz).
given by ARL(CO)+ j AlL(co) at a point on axis with
the center of the driver. These responses are calculated

by adopting a procedure similar to the on-axis steady-
state response calculations discussed in Sec. 3.1.
However, it must be appreciated that all but one of the
point sources which make up the driver are not on axis
with the observer. Therefore a phase shift must be added
to each point source response and each of the associated
diffracted ray responses.

The response of the driver on a baffle Dr(co) is then
given by

M

_'_ [ARL(co) + j AIL(co)]t

Dr(co) = L=I

Z,1.3 TO2.0

Fig. 15. Off-axis step response. Time range 0-3 ms; baffle
radius 300 mm.

Z,-8.3 TO 121.4 C*c_.::')

Fig. 18. Off-axis phase response. Baffle size 600 by 600 mm.

Fig. 16. Baffle shape for computer simulations of Figs.
13-15.

'%,

Z,3 TEl 9 (_;J) Z'.1.3 TO 2._

Fig. 17. On-axis amplitude response. Baffle size 600 by 600 Fig. 19. Off-axis step response. Time range 0-3 ms; baffle
mm. size600by600mm.
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This is then normalized to the free-air driver response, by
that is, Dr(to)/free-air driver response.

Defining the response of a flat piston driver as Dr(t)rcon(t) -
PR(to) + j PI(to), (see [4] for the derivation), the on- P(t)
axis normalized amplitude response Mcon(to) is thus

M
M

_'_ [ARa(to) +jAIL(tO)] _ ASL(t)L=I

Mcon(to) = L=I -- M P(t) (14)
M(PR(to) + j PI(to))

ARL(to) PR(to) + _ AIL(to) PI(to) + AlL(to) PR(to) - _ ARL(to) PI(to)
L=I L=l L=I

= (12)
MX/pR(to) 2 + PI(oo)2

The normalized phase response Peon(to) is

M

1Pcon(to) = arctan _ = -- (13)

LL_=1 ARL(to)PR(to) + L=IEAIL(to) PI(to)]

5.2 On-Axis Step Response

Let the Lth point source on the baffle have a step where P(t) is the step response of a flat piston driver,
response given by ASL(t) at a point on axis with the which can be derived by Fourier analysis of the fre-
center of the driver. These step responses are calculated quency response PR(to) + j PI(to).
by adopting a procedure similar to that for the on-axis
step response calculation shown in Sec. 3.2. Since all 5.3 Steady-State and Step-Response
but one of the point sources which imitate the driver Simulations
are not on axis, a time shift must be added to their

The normalized on-axis amplitude, phase, and step
response and to the associated diffracted ray responses, response simulations using Eqs. (12)-(14) for a 300-

The step response of the driver on the baffle Dr(t) is mm-radius circular baffle and a 600- by 600-mm-square
then baffleareshownin Figs.22-29. Theobserver-to-driver

M distanceOBDis againset to 1m. 37 point sourcesare

ASL(t) used to imitate the driver, since no discernible change
L=l occurs in any of the responses if more point sourcesDr(t) - M are used.

Figs. 22, 23, 26, and 27 show the normalized am-
The normalized step response Tcon(t) is thus given

600rn! jr_

600mm

Fig. 20. Baffle shape for computer simulations of Figs.
17-19. Fig.21.Driverapproximatedbypointsources.
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plitude and phase responses for a 100-mm-radius driver, the driver should be placed on the baffle such that the

which can be compared with their corresponding re- diffracted rays are as incoherent as possible. This implies
sponses using a point source driver as shown in Figs. that small irregularly shaped baffles should be used,

4, 5, 8, and 9. Both amplitude and phase have lower or the driver located at unequal distances from the sides

peak deviations at higher frequencies using the larger of small regularly shaped baffles. Rounding of the baffle

driver. This is caused by an increase in the incoherence edges to spatially distribute the edge should also help
of the diffracted rays, due to the differing locations of in this respect.

the point sources which imitate the driver. Consequently The application of sound-absorbing materials onto

the step responses of Figs. 24 and 28 have a less sharp the baffle as first described in [5] is advantageous, since

transition around 1 ms, this being most noticeable for the diffracted rays will be attenuated, which subjectively

the circular baffle. It is therefore advantageous to employ improves stereo location. However, it must be appre-

baffles that are as small as possible, ideally fractionally ciated that the attenuation is only significant over a

larger than the driver, limited frequency range dependent on the acoustic

properties of the materials used. This will cause a drop

6 CONCLUSION in the amplitude response in the regions of high atten-

uation, leading to tonal coloration unless equalization
For smoother amplitude, phase, and step responses, is used.

-I_ ! -5

_,7.O

_6.5

1133 104
FI;E;OUE3',ICT ,.'Hz :,

Fig. 25. Baffle shape for computer simulations of Figs.
Fig. 22. On-axis amplitude response. Baffle radius 300 mm; 22-24.
driver radius 100 mm; 37 point sources are used.

0.3 _ 8.0

0-2 7.8w6. 5

a.a \1o3l v ,a 4''t" _s's
-0. 1 NCY ,'Hz)

4.5 /

11713 184

Fig. 23. On-axis phase response. Baffle radius 300 mm; driver Ff;IEQLEIqr2Y(Hz)
radius 100 mm; 37 point sources are used.

Fig. 26. On-axis amplitude response. Baffle size 600 by 600
mm; driver radius 100 mm; 37 point sources are used.

2.1213 kXXx1· 75

1.25 0.3

1.m _ 0.2

lB. 58

, , , , , , '''/' ,Hz,"¢
8.5 1.13 1.5 2.8 2.5 3-8 .8.1 i {_ ENC'(

TIPE (ms) -0.2 I _/
/

Fig. 24. On-axis step response. Baffle radius 300 mm; driver Fig. 27. On-axis phase response. Baffle size 600 by 600 mm;
radius 100 mm; 37 point sources are used. driver radius 100 mm; 37 point sources are used.
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1 .75_

1- 50 _

· _Z_-- _100 mm

LY· 75 600 mn'

8.50

8.25 [ I I I I I

_ ' _1_1.I 8.5 1.lB t.5; 2.8 2-5 3-8 _6oo mm
TIr'IE]cms)

Fig. 28. On-axis step response. Baffle size 600 by 600 mm; Fig. 29. Baffle shape for computer simulations of Figs.
driver radius 100 mm; 37 point sources are used. 26-28.
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Distortion Reduction in Moving-CoilLoudspeaker
Systems Using Current-Drive Technology*

P. G. L. MILLS** AND M. O. J. HAWKSFORD

University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

The performance advantages of current-driving moving-coil loudspeakers is consid-
ered, thus avoiding thermal errors caused by voice-coil heating, nonlinear electromagnetic
damping due to (B/)2 variations, and high-frequency distortion from coil inductive
effects, together with reduced interconnect errors. In exploring methods for maintaining
system damping, motional feedback is seen as optimal for low-frequency applications,
while other methods are considered. The case for current drive is backed by nonlinear
computer simulations, measurements, and theoretical discussion. In addition, novel
power amplifier topologies for current drive are discussed, along with methods of drive-
unit thermal protection.

0 INTRODUCTION information-representing quantity), the current is ini-
tially limited by the series elements of voice-coil re-

The moving-coil drive unit is by far the most widely sistance and inductance, together with the interconnect
used electroacoustic transducer in both high-perform- and amplifier output impedance. A force related to the
ance studio and domestic audio installations, as well current in the system then acts on the drive unit moving

as in general-purpose sound reinforcement. Conse- elements as a result of the motor principle, and once
quently it has attracted numerous studies to investigate motion occurs, an electromotive force is induced in
its inherent distortion mechanisms (see, for example, the coil to oppose the applied signal voltage, thus con-
[1]-[ 11]), which as a consequence are well understood, straining the magnitude of current flow. The accuracy
Much work has also been carried out on improving to which the drive-unit velocity responds to the applied
drive-unit linearity by the application of motional signal is, therefore, dependent on the series elements
feedback techniques, which provide a useful enhance- in the circuit, and any signal-related changes in their

ment in performance at low frequencies. Improvements value will result in distortion.
to the basic regime of motional feedback have been The voice-coil resistance is of specific concern, as
made by including an additional current feedback loop it is usually a dominant element. As a result of self-
[12], [13], which is reported to reduce high-frequency heating in excess of 200°C, a significant increase in
distortion. This method is a specific implementation coil resistance occurs of typically 0.4%/°C for copper,
of what we will term current drive, a subject that, it leading to sensitivity loss, lack of damping, and cross-
is felt, has not received the attention it deserves, over misalignment. In their paper, Hsu et al. [6] con-

This paper therefore aims to explore in detail the cluded that a satisfactory method of compensating for
benefits of current drive in reducing the dependence this effect had yet to be found.

of drive-unit performance on motor system nonlinear- At higher audio frequencies, the coil inductance also
ities, in particular the voice-coil resistance which becomes significant, resulting in a loss of sensitivity.
undergoes significant thermal modulation. In addition, the inductance suffers dynamic changes

In a conventional voltage-driven system (one where with displacement, providing a distortion mechanism

the power amplifier output voltage is regarded as the which is further complicated by eddy current coupling
to the pole pieces in the magnetic circuit [14, pt. 1].
A further problem is distortion mechanisms at the am-

* Manuscript received 1988 February 17.
** Now at Tannoy Ltd., Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coat- plifier-loudspaker interface, such as interconnect errors

bridge, Strathclyde, ML5 4TF, UK. [14, pt. 4] and interface intermodulation distortion
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[15]-[17]. ,N/A

Toovercometheselimitations, the drive unit should _ 8._0

be current rather than voltage controlled and interfaced _-7.s

directly to a power amplifier configured as a current
source, thus offering a high output impedance. The

performanceadvantagesof thistechniquearediscussed ,6.s-6.sin detail, supported by computer simulation of the non- -mo

linear system together with objective measurement on -s.5
a prototype two-way active loudspeaker system.

To complement this study, the application of both -s,o

motionalfeedbackand noninteractivefrequencyre- _
sponse shaping as a means of aligning the drive unit -7 -t, -3 1 2 3 [ 5 6 7

disptacement mm

Q to the required value is discussed. Finally, the topic
of current source power amplifier design is considered
along with the presentation of some novel types of
circuit topology, while the subject of drive-unit pro- m/N_'-7

tectionundercurrentdriveis also examined. __ _ _.16_

The techniqueof current drive in active loudspeaker
systems is seen as being of particular importance in
view of the performance advantages demonstrated over

conventional systems in terms of both reduced linear -3
and nonlinear distortion. For high-quality system design,
current drive is seen as the more logical methodology, -2
with voltage drive appearing as the result of established
practice and convenience.

displocement mm

I LOUDSPEAKER PERFORMANCE UNDER (h)
VOLTAGE DRIVE

In order to establish a performance reference, this _" -_._

section considers motor system linearity for a moving- <3._ /'f
coil drive unit under conventional voltage drive. For

-1.2

the tests, a Celestion SL600 135-mm-diameter bass-

midrange driver was used, mounted in its enclosure.
It was chosen partly due to the excellent cone and sur- m0

round behavior, meaning that the distortion contribution _- /-
oftheseelementsissmall. .0.9

To enable performance predictions under general -o.8
signal excitation to be made, the variation of parameters
with coil displacement was measured. This is shown -3 -; -_ -; -_ -_ -; 0 ; k _ ; _ [

displacement mm

in graphic form, in Fig. 1 for BI product, compliance, (c)
and coil inductance. The linear parameters for the model
are given in Table 1, which explains the terminology Fig. 1. Variation of model parameters with displacement.

Negative displacement indicates motion toward magnet. (a)
and also the equivalence between the electrical model BI product. (b) Mechanical compliance. (c) Electric coil in-
and the mechanical model used. The approach broadly ductance.

Table 1. Model parameters for example drive unit.

Parameter Electricalmodel Mechanicalmodel

Voice-coil resistance Re = 7.0 fl Rme = (Bl)2/R_kg/s
Voice-coil inductance Lc* Cm¢= Le/(Bl) 2 m/N
Enclosure compliance Lcmb = Cmb(Bl) 2 Crab = 750 X 10 -6 m/N

Suspension compliance Lcms= Cms(Bl) 2 Cms* m/N

Moving mass Crees= MmJ(Bl) 2 Mms = 0.0183 kg
Mechanical resistive losses Rcs = (Bl)2/Rms Rm_= 2.4336 kg/s
Source impedance Zg (assume zero) Zing= (Bl)2/Zgkg/s

Bl = force factor (N/A)*
* Indicates nonlinear elements.
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follows that of Small [18], except that a mechanical zg I Re Le

model is used in preference to the acoustic one. Fig. _ F"'I _ tlli> _

I0 u I2(a) shows the equivalent electrical model for the drive (veracity)

unit, connected to an amplifier and interconnect of series ¥01 F (force}
source impedance Zg, showing the mechanical imped-
ance as a lumped quantity Zm. Analysis of this model

gives the transfer function between amplifier output o
voltage and cone velocity, I motortransformerI Bt:1driveunit

ferminots
VoBI

u= (1) (a)

Zm [Zs + (Bl)2/Zm] . Zs _, .,

where ·
u = cone velocity, meters per second l0
V0 -- amplifier source voltage, volts

B -- flux density for motor system, tesla V010 _ Res Lm tr
l = coil length in field B, meters

Zm = lumped mechanical impedance, kilograms per o
second

I
Zs = lumped electric impedance (Zg, Re, and sLe), (b)

ohms.

Referring the mechanical impedance to the "primary" _ Z,,

of the B1 transformer to show its constituents gives the _--q _ ' Rms Mms Cms Crabelectrical model of Fig. 2(b), while referring the elec- e v - - _ _ 11 II
U

trical parameters to the "secondary" results in the me- _ tvetocity)

chanical model of Fig. 2(c). Both these models are IF(force)
useful in the forthcoming discussion, although emphasis o

is placedon themechanicalsystem. (c)
The mechanical model forms the basis of a transient

Fig. 2. Modeling of drive unit in sealed enclosure, under
analysis procedure, which can readily incorporate non- voltage drive. (a) Basic electromechanical model. (b) Elec-
linear parametric variations. The details of this approach trical model. (c) Mechanical model.

ACC_ OUTPUT

B[ productRB(variafi°n_2 C *1 __ A2 = Mlms

cc 1__= _s
Vi Rme_3 DlSPL.(mml_x

T A 3 =4000 Cmb

non-linear function
generation amplifiers

* 0.1 inductance modulation

_2 ( mo n

x O : 0*6 (B-_rmodulafion

Vouf=Via2 Vouf =
BI p Vin

--tA_ 0_5 compliance modulation

1'"'_cO-_Icl_n o
compliance

Fig. 3. Simplified nonlinear model for voltage-driven simulation.
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were given in an earlier paper [19], where it was seen in Fig. 4. The model slightly overestimates most dis-
to avoid the approximations forced by an analytical tortion components, probably due to errors in measuring
solution. It may be contrasted to that of Kaizer [3], the nonlinear parameters. However, at high frequency
where drive-unit nonlinearity was modeled by Volterra the model does not prove usable, due to factors such
series expansion. Fig. 3 shows the simplified circuit as the complicated nature of eddy current losses and
for the computer model, where it is assumed that the hysteresis effects in the magnetic circuit. The measured
driving amplifier has zero source impedance. The output 3-kHz at lA peak distortion spectra are shown in Fig.
quantity acceleration is derived from the voltage across 5, while intermodulation products between 50-Hz and
the moving mass element Mms, while a signal propor- 1-kHz sine wave inputs of equal amplitude are shown
tional to displacement is obtained from the voltage in Fig. 6.
across the enclosure compliance Cmb. This displacement The effect of voice-coil heating is a major problem
voltage is used to drive three nonlinear amplifiers A4, under voltage drive, and it is interesting to note the
As, and A6, whose transfer characteristics are expressed severe difficulty in obtaining these measurements due
as polynomials, representing the measured variation to the sensitivity loss and frequency response errors
in coil inductance, Bl product, and compliance, re- which occur as the coil heats up. A further problem
spectively. A technique was adopted whereby the three caused by heating is that of crossover misalignment in
nonlinear functions were first represented by a Fourier the case of passive systems. To illustrate this effect,
series from which the corresponding polynomials were Fig. 7 shows an idealized two-way second-order cross-
generated. A 30th-order approximation to each function over aligned to 3.4 kHz. The drive units are represented
was deemed necessary to avoid undue error. The zero by resistive elements, and the overall system transfer
displacement values for these parameters were then function is evaluated by effectively subtracting the high-
summed by constant factors Lo, Bo, and Co. Each of pass and low-pass outputs. Fig. 8 then compares the
the modulation outputs in the diagram is coded by an system transfer function arising from coil heating to
asterisk and number to indicate which circuit parameters 200°C with the intended response at 20°C. Although
it modulates, oversimplistic, this modeldoes show that large errors

To produce distortion predictions from this model, can result.
a sine wave input is used and the system allowed to Errors due to interconnect effects are also seen to be
reach steady state. A single cycle is then sampled as of importance. Measurements of the error across a se-
input data to a fast Fourier transform, which indicates lection of 5-m interconnects have revealed errors up
the relative amplitude of the distortion harmonics, to 15 dB below the main signal. It is worth noting that

At 100 Hz, with the source voltage chosen to give the error is a function of drive-unit-crossover imped-

a current of 1 A peak, a reasonable relation between ance and, while mainly linear, also contains a nonlinear
theoretical and measured distortion spectra can be seen component due to the nonlinear nature of the load.

AmpUfude

o ilit i iiii  i    i il
dBv

AHPLITUDERE 0dBV

HARHONIC FUNDAHENTAL
NEASUR£D PREDICIED

2 -3_.6 -3z_.3

3 -td_ -39,5

10 ' t, -55,8 -50.6

dB
/DTV

-80
START: 0 HZ STOP: 500 Hz
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Fig. 4. Measured 100-Hz harmonic distortion, voltage driven. Table compares with predicted result.
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2 THE CASE FOR CURRENT DRIVE this strategy is that the series elements of coil resistance,
coil inductance (with attendant eddy current losses),

To assess the performance advantages of a current- and interconnect lumped series elements, together with
driven moving-coil drive unit, a similar procedure is Bl and the lumped mechanical impedance no longer
adopted to that of Sec. 1, though a current source is influence the instantaneous driving current. The sig-
substituted for the voltage source, with output imped- nificance of this observation is best illustrated by ex-
ance assumed infinite. An immediate consequence of amining the current-driven velocity transfer function,

Ampt[]'ude
0

dBv

THO:-25,37dB'

l0
dB

/OIV

-no , i H
START: 0 Hz BW: 190.97 Hz STOP: 20 000 Hz

Frequency
Fig. 5 Measured3-kHz harmonic distortion, voltage driven.

ArnpLifude
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dBv

_.0 ...............................................................................................

dB
/OTV

-BO

START:0 Hz STOP:2 000 Hz

Frequency

Fig. 6. Measured 50-Hz and l-kHz intermodulation distortion, voltage driven.
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loBl benefit also, with a more modest 3-7-dB measured

u - Zm (2) distortion reduction across the band, along with the
elimination of coil-heating effects.

where I0 is the amplifier output current in amperes. Finally, the performance independence on linear in-
Comparison with the voltage-driven case, Eq. (1), terconnect errors is also welcome when a low shunt

shows that for current drive, the transfer function is capacitance cable is chosenIa high resultant series

of a simpler form, independent of the terms Zs and inductance being of no significant consequence.
(B/) 2. It is therefore anticipated that lower distortion
will result from elimination of the term [Zs + (Bl)2/ 3 DRIVE-UNIT TRANSFER FUNCTION
Zrn]. Performance is therefore free of any linear and ALIGNMENT UNDER CURRENT DRIVE
nonlinear contributions from Zs, the (B/) 2 term, and
shows a reduced dependence on compliance nonlinearity Small signal analysis reveals that under current drive,
within Zm, together with any frequency-dependent non- there is a change in frequency response compared with
linear interactions. The mechanical model for the drive the voltage-driven case, the principal cause being the

unit and enclosure is then reduced to that of Fig. 9. loss in electromagnetic damping from the low-imped-
To demonstrate this claim, a transient analysis at ance voice-coil circuit. Consequently, the drive unit

100 Hz with 1-A peak drive current was performed, Q at fundamental resonance rises to that determined
using the nonlinear model of Fig. 10. A reasonable by the mechanical parameters--generally too high for
match between measured and predicted distortion is optimal system alignment. To illustrate this, Fig. 14
again obtained, as shown by Fig. 11. compares the measured frequency responses of our ex-

Comparing this result with the voltage-driven case ample drive unit under both current drive and voltage
(Fig. 4) shows a measured and predicted distortion drive. The rise in output around the fundamental res-
reduction of around 9 dB for the second harmonic, onance under current drive should be noted, along with
with third- and fourth-order products being reduced by a reduction in high-frequency rolloff due to the voice-
between 3 and 7 dB, depending on whether the measured coil inductance no longer appearing in the system
or the predicted values are taken (the predicted results transfer function.
yielding the better distortion reduction). In order to realign the acoustic transfer function,

Regarding the 3-kHz at lA peak measurement given three methods have been investigated.
in Fig. 12, this shows a substantial reduction of over
26 dB to the voltage-driven result in Fig. 5. Likewise, 3.1 Electronic Equalization Using Open-Loop
the 50-Hz-l-kHz intermodulation distortion is im- Compensation
proved, as indicated by Fig. 13. The addition of a low-level equalizer to redefine the

These results show the importance of eliminating low-frequency alignment of a drive unit under voltage
the distortion contributions of the (B/) 2 and Zs terms drive is a well-documented technique [20], [21]. The
in a relative comparison between current drive and approach is equally applicable to current drive. If the
voltage drive. Thus at the high-frequency end of the drive-unit transfer function is of the form
drive unit's operating range, the elimination of per-

formance dependence on coil inductance modulation s2T2

and eddy current losses is seen to be a valuable asset. G(s) s2Ts2 + sTs/Qm + 1
Further, the current-driven system is completely free
from any voice-coil thermal effects. Although the ar-
gument is based on a bass-midrange drive unit, with where Ts is the time constant of fundamental resonance,

significant cone displacement, tweeters were found to in seconds, and Qm is the mechanical drive-unit Q,
and the desired low-frequency target alignment is written

s2Tc2

LP HP Gt = s2T2 + sTc/Qc + 1o

I_7 where rc is the redefined system time constant, in sec-

L1 onds, and Qc is the compensated Q value, then, assuming

T 0,46mU I'IF a second-order low-frequency alignment is retained,

Vin" 6.7_JF-[ _C1 i JlRLLpI °V°ut °'/+6Lm2Htt RH° vO'U'''_n_'the equalizer( transfers2Tc2functi°n is )defined:0 / X(s) - s2r 2' + sTc/Qc + 1
RL, RH : 7rt at 20°[ for correct otignment

13n at 200°£ /s2Ts2+sTs/Qm+l_
X

Fig. 7. Idealized two-way system with second-order crossover, s2Ts2
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Fig. 8. Summed high-pass and low-pass outputs for idealized two-way system. (a) at 20°C. (b) at 200°C.
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Fig. 9. Mechanical model of drive unit in sealed enclosure under current drive.
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thatis, andthesummingconstants,

2 2 =s2Tc2 + sT2/TsOm + To/Ts Ci 1

X(s) = s2Tc2 + sTc/Oc + 1 (3)
QcTc

The equalizer used for experimental purposes is rep- C2 - QmTs
resented by the cascaded integrator structure of Fig.

15. Comparing the transfer function of this system with C - Tc2
X(s) in Eq. (3), the time constants, are 3 - T_ '

Ti = QcTc This gives the ability to redefine the system Q and,
if required, provide low-frequency extension.

/'2 - Tc Computer simulation of the equalizer and the example
Qo drive-unit-enclosure combination shows in Fig. 16(a)

the overall system response for a Q realignment to
0.7071 with no resonant frequency shift, while Fig.
16(b) shows the effect of a resonance realignment to
40 Hz, with Q = 0.7071.

*C_L"0,*Pu_ The disadvantage of this approach is the sensitivity
to drive-unit mechanical parameter changes. To in-

AZ= 1_

N ............ function vestigate this effect, the drive-unit mechanical param-¢eneraf_0n omplifiers

eters were subjected to _ 20% tolerance and a Montesumzerodispiclcementvotues

Carlo analysis based on 25 trials carried out to show
the effect of random parametric variations within this

,,:g_,_,,., :ms range. The results reveal a 2-dB response error standard
deviation around the area of fundamental resonance in

vl( bothcases.However,inpractice,mechanicalparameter
v:vo,._...............,._ _o_,,,.... variations are likely to be better controlled with a well-

......................... _......,o_ engineered drive unit.c_ co

.......... A novel technique of altering low-frequency re-

Fig. 10. Simplified nonlinear model for current-driven sim- alignment, which has been described in [22], is the
ulation. "ace bass" systemafter Stahl. This methodrelies on

Amptifude
0

dBv

ANPLITUDERE OdBV ........

HARHONIC FUNDAMENTAL
MEASURED PREDICTED

2 - M,,_O -/*3.2

3 -67.2 -z,6.6

' G -59.0 -57,9

lO
dB

/OIV

-80
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Fig. l l. Measured 100-Hz harmonic distortion, current driven. Table compares with predicted result.
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providing the power amplifier with both a negative the same basis as the open-loop compensator for 40-
output resistance to cancel the drive-unit resistance Hz realignment), it does, as the author admits, incur

and a synthesized parallel reactance in effect to modify problems due to voice-coil heating. The error for our
the drive-unit mechanical parameters. While this tech- example drive unit is shown in Fig. 17, by computer
nique does exhibit insensitivity to mechanical parameter simulation with the voice-coil temperature at 20°C
variations (less than 1-dB standard deviation error on (reference) and increased to 200°C, where the low-

Amp(ifude
0

dBv

THD:-55.01dB

10
UB

/DIV

-80 A
START: O Hz STOP: 20 0OO Hz

Frequency

Fig. 12. Measured 3-kHz harmonic distortion, current drive.
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clBv

,o i
OB

/DIV

-80
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Fig. 13. Measured 50-Hz and 1-kHz intermodulation distortion, current driven.
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Fig. 14. Measured frequency response of example drive unit. (a) Voltage drive. (b) Current drive.
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[], frequency alignment was set to 40-Hz resonance with

ir-,.I T_ 5 Q = 0.7071. Where low-frequency extension is re-

quired, the extra power needed to combat the drive
unit's falling response means that coil heating effects
are particularly troublesome, hence reinforcing the need

V,n ' ' ovou, for current drive in this type of application.

3.2 Motional Feedback

Motional feedback is considered the optimal method
, for Q alignment of low-frequency drive units under

11,12 -integrator timeconstants current control and was consequently incorporated into
[1.c2,c3-summingconstants the prototype development system. Our earliest ret-

Fig. 15. Representation of open-loop equalizer, erence to the technique is due to Voight in 1924 [23],
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100, '..................'.......................................................180,
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........ ,...,% ................. . ....................
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, ,f
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/
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Fig. 16. Simulated current-driven system response with equalizer. (a) No resonance change (65 Hz), Q = 0.7071. (b)
Resonance lowered to 40 Hz, Q = 0.7071.
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where the lack in damping from an open-loop tube sensing coil over the primary drive coil for reasons of
output stage led to similar problems as faced under cost effectiveness, with little additional complexity over

pure current drive. The approach was later abandoned a standard drive unit. The penalty of this mechanical
for general use when Black [24] formalized negative simplicity is that as well as generating a signal pro-
feedback techniques and amplifier output impedance portional to cone velocity, there is also transformer
could be reduced. Since then there has been much in- coupling that induces an error from the driving coil
terest in motional feedback in high-performance ap- into the sensing coil. Methods used to deal with this

plications, using a variety of sensing methods to ob- effect have included the use of additional neutralizing
Lain velocity, displacement, or acceleration feedback coils [29], [30]. In this case, the rather different method
[25]- [28]. of electroniccompensationhas been adopted. Fig. 18

The method selected in this study was to wind a shows how this has been achieved, together with a
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Fig. '17. "Ace bass" system frequency response simulations. Resonance set to 40 Hz, Q = 0.7071. (a) Voice-coil temperature
20°C. (b) Voice-coil temperature 200°C.
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block diagram of the prototype system. So that the Examining the mechanical drive-unit model reveals
sensing coil does not reintroduce thermal errors, it must

be interfaced to a high-input impedance buffer amplifier, sCmt

The coupling error compensator consists of a filter Ym s2Mms t ur semi Rms + 1 (5)
matched to the transfer function of the coupling error

characteristic, which increases by around 15 dB per where emi is the total mechanical compliance of the
decade up to 1 kHz at zero coil displacement. Some system, that is,
change in both the magnitude and the slope of this error

is apparent with coil displacement, together with an CmsCmb
unpredictable response above 1 kHz. To reduce this C'mt --

Cms + Crab
high-frequency residual error, the second-order low-

pass filter at 1 kHz in the velocity feedback loop proves Substituting this result into Eq. (4) gives
effective and in any event is required to maintain loop

stability. Measurements have shown no increase in high- u = [Vin (BI)sCmt gm][MmsCmt {s2
frequency distortion (at 3 kHz) over the open-loop case,
indicating the effectiveness of this method.

To analyze the system, consider the simplified rep- + s(1/Mms) [Rms + (Bl)s (Bl)kgm]
resentation of Fig. 19, consisting of transconductance too/Q

power amplifier, drive unit with sensing coil, and feed-
back path. The output voltage from the sensing coil Vs + 1/Mms emil -1

iswritten _ (6)
o,o2

Vs = (Bl)su Thus, for a second-order system,

where (Bl)s is the sensing coil BI product, in newtons

per ampere, and u is the cone velocity, in meters per Q = 1 (7)
second. Also, (Cmt/Mms)°'5 [Rms + gm k (BI) (BI)si

I0 = [Vin - k(B1)sU] gm which may be rearranged to give

where k = 1/Q (Mms/Cmt)© - Rms _(8)

I0 = amplifier output current, amperes (BI) (Bl)s gm

Vin = input voltage, volts Investigation of system performance was carried outk = feedback constant
as for the open-loop case, with nonlinear transient

gm = amplifier transconductance, siemens, analysis followed by measurement. It should be noted
Using Eq. (2), that in the prototype, the sensing coil followedthe

same BI profile as the main coil, although to achieve
u = (BI) [Vin - k(Bl)su] Ymgm a further low-frequency distortion reduction over the

open-loop case, a more elaborate linear sensing mech-
where Ym is the admittance of the mechanical drive- anism is required. The transient analysis model will
unit model of Fig. 9. Thus not be detailed, as it follows the earlier methodology--

the velocity feedback signal was derived from the volt-
Vin (BI) gm age across the mechanical resistance Rms , and the feed-

u = 1/Yin + k(Bl)s (BI) gm (4) back path loop stability filter was set to 1 kHz, second
order. No transformer coupling effects were included
in the model. For a 100-Hz at lA peak sine-wave ex-
citation, the measured distortion spectra are shown in

i fpo_gr...... ampUfierdUC'.... _;edor_e buffer VX So

I_ t COUDIing.... _) .___J_.' Vs:(Bt)sU
compensator

sensingcoit

2rd order [
' Iow-pGssfilter kY&

(lkHz) . j_

Fig. 18. Block diagram of prototype motional feedback sys- Fig. 19. Simplified motional feedback model for analysis
tern. purposes.
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Fig. 20, along with comparative data from the simulation the second and third harmonics resulting from predicted
for a system Q of 0.7071. The results are seen to be linear velocity sensing.

broadly similar to the open-loop case for nonlinear Bl The measured frequency response (Fig. 21) is seen
sensing, with a distortion reduction of around 4 dB on to be flatter than both the voltage-driven and the open-
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Fig. 20. Measured 100-Hz harmonic distortion, current driven with velocity feedback. Table compares with predicted results
for both linear and nonlinear sensing-coil Bl profiles.
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Fig. 21. Measured closed-loop frequency response for velocity feedback current-driven case, Q = 0.7071.
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loop current-driven cases (Fig. 14). The effect of al- characteristic. Second, the loudspeaker impedance is
tering the feedback factor k is shown by the measured both frequency dependent and nonlinear, leading to a
step responses in Fig. 22 for Q = 3.0 (open loop), modulation of the system transconductance [Eq. (9)]
Q -- 1.0, and Q = 0.7. and being analogous to interface distortion in a con-

ventional voltage amplifier.
3.3 High-Frequency Drive Unit with Electrically To investigate this effect in more detail, consider an
Conductive Former error function El which is defined as

At high frequencies, the preferred damping method
is to use a drive unit with inherent electromagnetic gm
damping through a conductive coil former. With such E] - 1gt
a device, experiment has shown a negligible contribution
from voice-coil damping under voltage drive. Due to
the improved linearity of high-frequency drive units, Vo ttoge
resulting from low coil displacement, the distortion 1V/div
reduction of current drive is less marked (around 3-
7-dB reduction for drive units tested). However, the

advantages in terms of freedom from thermally induced
response errors and power compression are still valid.

4 POWER AMPLIFIER TOPOLOGIES FOR
CURRENT DRIVE

A voltage-driven system requires a power amplifier
with adequate bandwidth, low distortion, and a low
output impedance which is linear and frequency in-
dependent. With current drive, the latter requirement fime2ms/div
translates to a high output impedance, which again (a)
should be linear and frequency independent. Also, the
current demand under voltage drive [19], [31]-[34]

Votfage
becomes a problem of voltage demand under current lV/div
drive. Consequently the maximum current delivery is
known, which aids amplifier protection, as the system
is inherently self-limiting.

The most basic strategy for generating a high output
impedance is by the use of negative current feedback
from a sensing resistor in the loudspeaker ground return
[12], [13]. A typical configuration is shown in Fig.
23. Analysis of this system reveals that the transcon-
ductance gm is given by

I o A time 2ms/div

gm Vin (Z0 + ZL) + Rf (1 + A) (9) (b)

where Voifage

I0 = load current, amperes 1v/air
Vin = input voltage, volts
Zo = open-loop output impedance, ohms
ZL = drive-unit impedance, ohms
Rf = current-sensing resistor, ohms
A = forward gain of amplifier.

Consequently the output impedance Ze may be written

Ze -- (1 + A)Rf + Zo . (10)

This configuration, although a feasible solution, has lime 2ms/div
two main limitations. First, the forward gain of the (c)

amplifier is frequency dependent, falling with increasing Fig. 22. Measured step responses for velocity feedback cur-
frequency as a result of its dominant pole. As a con- rent-driven system. (a) Q = 3.0 (no feedback). (b) Q -- 1.0.
sequence, the output impedance falls with a similar (c) Q = 0.7.
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where gt is the target transconductance, that is, gt = 4) The grounded-base stage can operate in class AB,
l/Rf. Thus, using Eq. (9), with a small standing current giving minimal distortion

penalty, as current IL = I0, except for any base current
AR f leakage to ground.

E1 = (Zo + ZL) + Rf(1 + A) 1 5) Unlike the topology of Fig. 23, the loudspeaker
load is referenced to ground, which simplifies instal-

that is, lationand reducestheeffectof interconnectcapacitance
at high frequencies.

Zo + Rf + ZL 6) If points P and Q (Fig. 24) are coincident, ground-

E1 = (Zo + ZL) + Rf (1 + A) ing-related errors are reduced due to signal currents
forming well-defined closed paths.

Assuming (1 + A) R f > > (Zo + ZL), 7) The circuit topology is effectively a complementary
cascode, therefore offering performance advantages in

Zo + R f --1-Z L Z L bandwidth and linearity.

E1 _ -- ARf _ - AR_ (11) 8) As the grounded-base stage operates open loop,
it does not degrade the loop gain and bandwidth char-
acteristic of amplifier A t .

If we suppose as a numerical example that El should 9) The supply voltages _+Vs2 can, in principle, be
be less than 0.1%, then from Eq. (11),

made adaptive to increase efficiency, when used in
conjunction with a predictive digital processor.

A > 1000Z_ Fig. 25 shows an alternative power amplifier topol-
R f ogy, this time taking the form of a current gain stage.

It must therefore be fed from a transconductance

Hence, if Rf is set to 0.5 Il and ZL assumes a maximum preamplifier. It has the advantage of having a ground-
value of 20 F/, then AdB > 92 dB. This is seen to be a referenced power supply _+Vsl for the current amplifier
high open-loop gain to maintain and illustrates well Ai, meaning that in practice, several amplifiers in an
the limitations of the current feedback technique, par- active system may share a common supply, reducing
ticularly as ZL is nonlinear, complexity and cost.

A more optimal solution to the problem is to provide Several prototype amplifiers have been built using
a cascaded open-loop grounded-base isolation stage in these techniques. The first was based on the Fig. 24
the amplifier structure to isolate the transconductance complementary cascode configuration and operated with
amplifier from the load, as shown in Fig. 24. Several the transconductance amplifier A t in class A with error
advantages result from this enhanced technique, feedback correction [35], [36], while the second was

1) Output impedance is essentially independent of based on the Fig. 25 topology and used class AB op-
the transconductance amplifier At, being a function of eration for the current gain amplifier Ai with more ex-
the grounded-base isolation stage, tensive error correction and also moderate overall

2) Performance of amplifier A t is isolated from the feedback. Both amplifiers were evaluated in terms of
nonlinear load ZL, thus eliminating interface distortion
through loop gain modulation [see Eq. (11)].

3) Amplifier A t can, if desired, operate in class A 1

with its own supply -+Vsl, which may be of low value 1

to minimize power dissipation. _,. q_lvs_(._---3 7 )tVs2

V _ Fig. 24.Transconductancepoweramplifierusinggrounded-
base output stage in complementary cascode configuration.

AZL --qb _

'11'- e Ii Rf

Rf

m )lVsl _ Vs2

Fig. 23. Basic current feedback derived transconductance
amplifier. Fig.25.Alternativepoweramplifiertopology.
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conventional measurements (Table 2) and were found in the current level and impedance of the reference

comparable to typical high-performance voltage power network, the difference in voltage across the drive unit
amplifiers. On a practical note, it is judged important and reference network is obtained by a differential am-

to provide adequate high-frequency current gain in the plifier. The rms values of the input voltage Vin, which
common-base stage to avoid distortion due to base is proportional to the drive-unit current and of the dif-
leakage current to ground, ferential amplifier output, are then fed to a divider

network to produce a voltage Vout representing any in-

5 POWER AMPLIFIER AND DRIVE-UNIT crease in coil resistance due to heating. Presuming the
PROTECTION UNDER CURRENT DRIVE temperature coefficient of the coil material is known,

a measure of temperature is then determined.
As the maximum available current from the trans- The output voltage Voutmay be used to drive a cum-

conductance power amplifier is an inherent design pa- parator to shut down power to the loudspeaker drive
rameter, it is therefore self-limiting, so the system is unit at a predetermined temperature. Alternatively, it
simpler to protect. Indeed, this self-limiting charac- can be used to progressively attenuate the drive-unit
teristic implies that the designer need not be so con- current to a safe level, or to provide curtailment of
cerned about protection circuitry, which has been cited low-frequency extension to reduce power dissipation.
as a source of degradation [37], [38]. The latter techniques are of particular interest to studio

Unlike the voltage power amplifier, which requires monitors, where high reliability and continuity of up-
a series switching element for loudspeaker protection eration are paramount.
against offsets and other fault conditions, the current

power amplifier requires a shunting element across the 6 PROTOTYPE TWO-WAY ACTIVE
loudspeaker, thus avoiding the problems of contact LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
degradation with time. Also a series fuse may be added
without signal impairment, whereas with a voltage The ideas presented in this paper have been incur-
power amplifier, thermal modulation of the fuse wire porated into a working prototype two-way active loud-
resistance offers a source of distortion. Whereas a

voltage amplifier requires short-circuit protection, a _r"' _attenuat°r

current amplifier is sensitive to open-circuit conditions.

However, tests on the experimental amplifiers con- ' T
structed have not given rise to a failure mode under

fransconduchlnce
open circuit, power amplifier

A major factor concerning system reliability is drive-
unit thermal failure. With conventionallypoweredloud-

speakers,thecoilcurrent(andhencepowerdissipation)
falls as temperature increases due to the thermal coef-

ficient of the coil, giving a degree of protection. Elab- vin_ ,-
orate protection systems have, however, been described _ ,
for loudspeakers under voltage drive [39] [40]. Under J '_ Re'' driveunif

Zm model
current drive, no such self-limiting occurs. Indeed, it _- lowpower ',
is an effect we are seeking to avoid. Thus, particularly fronsconducfance I '_

amplifier ......
for high-power and high-reliability installations, a

method of sensing voice-coil temperature is required, rm_de_

This is best explained with reference to the block dia- _ J _ J_ ali,, r _{ r_ Jgram system of Fig. 26. In addition to the main trans-
conductance power amplifier and drive unit, a second

low-power transconductance amplifier is provided to I v0ut
drive an impedance scaled model of the drive unit. In
this model, Re represents the voice-coil resistance at

room temperature and Zm the drive-unit motional Fig. 26. Drive-unit thermal protection system for current
impedance. After taking account of the scaling factors drive.

Table 2. Performance comparison of prototype power amplifiers.

Measurementparameter Test condition/notes ClassA design ClassAB design

Ratedoutputpower 8 12resistiveload 75W average 75 Waverage
Totalharmonicdistortionreratedpower 20 Hz -88 dB -79 dB

1kHz -84 dB -86 dB
20kHz -79 dB -68 dB

Intermodulation distortion at rated power 19 kHz and 20 kHz at equal levels <-90 dB -86 dB
Humandnoise Unweightedrefullpower -91 dB -90 dB
Small-signalbandwidth -3 dB dc-50kHz 0.1Hz-50kHz
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speaker system, based on the Celestion SL600 loud- and awareness of the technique will result. The authors
speaker, because its high drive-unit quality and low perceive digital signal processing (DSP) as being in-
level of enclosure coloration would theoretically make tegral to further developments in terms of crossovers,
the benefits of current drive apparent on audition, motion feedback signal processing, and drive-unit pro-

The system employs a discrete low-level electronic tection against thermal and excursion damage. The
crossover, feeding individual current power amplifiers, subject of digital crossover design has already been
One of the power amplifiers, based on the topology of researched in depth within the Group. This resulted in
Fig. 25, running in class AB with error correction is a two-way working system, operating on the data stream
shown in detail in Fig. 27. Both power amplifiers are from a CD player [41]. A further area of DSP to be
mounted on the loudspeaker stand, which aids thermal investigated is compensation for the drive-unit Bl profile
dissipation, with transformers mounted on the base to with coil displacement sensing, which under voltage
give mechanical stability. Fig. 28 shows the complete drive would not be so amenable to correction, due to
assembly. The crossover, motional feedback control the more complicated nature of nonlinearities present
circuits, coupling error compensator, and transcon- in the system transfer function. In addition, DSP tech-
ductance line amplifiers are housed in a separate en- niques have the potential to improve transconductance
closure (Fig. 29), which also incorporates level controls power amplifier efficiency by using modulated switched-

for the input signal. The crossover time constants are mode power supplies.
each independently adjustable for trimming, to enable While the research has been directed at moving-coil
comparison with the original voltage-driven loudspeaker drive units, there is no reason why current drive should
to be made on a fair basis, not be applied to ribbon transducers, which are often

mechanically well damped and would benefit from re-
moval of the matching transformer needed under voltage

7 CONCLUSIONS drive.

This paper has presented an alternative approach to
the amplifier-loudspeaker interface, where numerous
advantages have been cited through technical discus-
sion, nonlinear computer modeling, and measurement.
The principal advantages of current drive are seen to
be an elimination of performance dependence on voice-
coil resistance (which is thermally modulated) and also
coil-inductive effects, which give rise to high-frequency
distortion, along with nonlinear electromagnetic
damping due to BI variations. The technique is similarly
insensitive to the lumped series elements of the am-
plifier-loudspeaker interconnect. However, it is often
necessary to lower the system Q caused by the loss of
amplifier-generated damping, either by open-loop
compensation, by special drive-unit design, or by mo-
tional feedback, where the latter is regarded as the

optimal method at low frequencies.
Having attempted a broad coverage of the principles

of current drive, it is hoped that a greater interest in

L_

,,,, Fig. 28. Prototype active loudspeaker system.

Fig. 29. View of control unit. System includes low-level
Fig. 27. View of prototype power amplifier based on Fig. crossovers, velocity feedback circuitry, and transconductance
25. lineamplifiers.
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Efficient Filter Designfor LoudspeakerEqualization*

RICHARD GREENFIELD AND MALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, UK

The advent of digital storage of audio signals and the availability of high-speed
digital signal processing devices facilitate the implementation of high-order filter functions
for loudspeaker equalization. A method is presented for generating a digital model of
a loudspeaker system from which an efficient compensation filter using an IIR structure
is derived. Application of this technique allows the relative attributes of FIR and IIR
structures to be distinguished and an equalization filter to be realized which provides
simultaneous magnitude and phase equalization.

0 INTRODUCTION between overall phase linearity and polar response.
Bews [2], in a Ph.D. thesis, proposes the use of FIR

From the conception of the Compact Disc (CD) player filters for crossover networks. The linear-phase property
in 1982, digital signal processing (DSP) has had an obtainable with FIR filters enables the high- and low-
ever-increasing role to play in audio systems. The digital pass filters to remain in phase, with the combined output
serial output port that is now commonplace on CD also being linear phase. Hence improved lobing error
players greatly facilitates the application of DSP to the and transient response are achieved. A further advantage
many processes that take place in audio systems and, of digital crossovers, discussed in [2], is the ability to
indeed, permits additional processing, which would incorporate drive unit compensation which, similarly,
otherwise be costly or impractical with analog tech- improves the polar and transient responses of the system.
niques. Theseadvantagesmaywellresultin theuseofdigital

Loudspeaker systems, which are the most nonideal crossovers in the high end of the audio market or studio
components of an audio system, potentially stand to applications. Digital filters, however, have to be part
benefit the most from the powerful processing capa- of an active loudspeaker system which requires separate
bilities available with modem digital signal processors, power amplifiers for each of the drivers. This aspect
Crossover networks, traditionally, have been the source will probably price digital crossover systems outside

_ of both practical and theoretical consternation. For some much of the domestic market. An alternative strategy,
·, of the reasons now discussed, these would appear to therefore, is to use a passive loudspeaker system in

be a good starting point on the road to loudspeaker conjunction with an outboard digital equalizer. The
system improvement. A problem encountered with an- availability of digital outputs from CD players and out-
alog crossover networks arises from the sensitivity of board digital-to-analog converters (DACs) makes the
the loudspeaker response to component tolerances, concept of a standard digital equalizer structure, with
Digitizing the crossover, therefore, reduces these ef- coefficients matched to commercially available loud-
fects, as the component values are now simply coef- speaker systems, a most versatile and attractive prop-
ficients in a digital signal processor. (Tolerances are osition. An outboard equalizer further offers the. ability
now in the form of quantized coefficients.) Another to compensate, at least in part, for cabinet errors such
undesirable feature inherent in analog crossovers, dis- as diffraction at the cabinet edges and internal reflections
cussed by Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [1], is the tradeoff from within the cabinet. Thus a complete compensation

system, taking into account crossover, driver, and cab-
inet errors, is feasible. Being flexible in nature, the

· Presented at the 86th Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Hamburg, Germany, 1989 March 7-10; revised 1991 specific equalization task can be tailored either to the
April8. loudspeakersystems or to their environment.For ex-
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ample, one may choose to ignore the more directional bearing in mind the requirement for equalization over

aberrations, giving a greater "depth of field" to the a listening space, the value of correcting small aber-
equalization, though a less focused one. rations that occur on the on-axis response and do not

Owing to the potential of digital equalizers in acoustic occur on the off-axis responses seems suspect. Indeed,
applications, the subject has recently received much this form of equalization may prove detrimental to off-
attention, a sample of which is given in [3]-[5]. This axis responses. An alternative strategy is to use an
paper proposes an efficient method of designing the averaged measurement formed from a number of re-

equalizer. Sec. 1 briefly considers some of the issues sponses taken over the finite listening space. Fig. 1
surrounding loudspeaker equalization, such as what shows the responses of a three-way loudspeaker system
form of equalization provides the best Perceived per- measured on axis and averaged over a a number of
formance. Sec. 2 is a brief discourse on current equalizer points in space. The averaged response is formed from
designs and surmises that the total reliance on FIR nine responses measured on a grid spanning _+15° ver-
filters places a heavy demand on existing digital signal tically and _+30° horizontally. (All measurements are
processors. This could be alleviated with the use of taken at 1 m from the assumed acoustic center of the

IIR filters. In Sec. 3, an equalizer system derived from loudspeaker.) Note that both of the responses shown
an IIR model of a loudspeaker system is described and are, effectively, the anechoic response of the loud-
offered as a more efficient solution to the equalizer speaker, as they are derived from an impulse mca-
problem. Sec. 4 gives applications of this design strat- surement which has been truncated prior to the first
egy, including a discussion on its use in the evaluation room reflection. A number of interesting features are
of the subjective importance of phase distortion, revealed by a comparison of the two plots. First, the

average measurement is significantly smoother than

I EQUALIZER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS the axial response. This indicates that a number of the
ripples in the magnitude response are directional

Two important considerations need to be taken into (probably caused by diffraction effects), and therefore
account before design is commenced, 1) what is the do not want specific equalization. If the loudspeaker
desired loudspeaker system response? and 2) what needs system response is assumed to be of finite order (that
to be equalized? is, it can be modeledby a polynomial of finite order),

As well as being of fundamental concern to both
loudspeaker and equalizer design, these two points touch
on precarious psychoacoustic issues. The subject of i
this paper is aimed purely at equalizing an individual ,o_.... _' ..................

loudspeaker system's response; no attempt will be made o,u ......................................................................................................................................
to equalize for room effects. The concept of a perfect .... ...........: : : :::::: ...........2Zi:.2. ..... ._::........ _ _.;
loudspeaker system is a matter for debate, but for the d_,222';21Z?,?:_?_SL:_i_<'; ,_T_¥ :,vd:,_,_!iIl.,c_:i:,ilit;/_k/_illi
purpose of thispaper,_n idealloudspe-akcr system will ............' "_:: .............:- +_:+:{+: ': 44-+ :4 :+:_:..........t:
be considered as having flat magnitude and phase re- Z_2,:_Z_!Z_f_!_?_;2_Z_!Z_!Z,_,_!_f;!_!ZZ_ZZ_Z_,_?`_j_,_jZ_
sponses, which remain constant over all forward space ............{--':"i '!":';'!!{............i ': ! i ':':!il............f':HiSii ............:
(that is, a flat polar response). This corresponds toa ............; ; ;;4.;;.;;............;. :. ;.; ;.;.;;; ; ; ; ..................k-----:.---k.:--;..;.;.;.;.............:.......;....;.4.4-;.¥:.;...........;.......;....;...;...;4.;.;.;............
system that instantly produces an impulse over the entire ............I------+--+..¥.:..:+:._..........:.......',...i. :.',..:i .:..:........:......',....:..:.+.:..;..:..:.............:
listening space (when driven by an impulse), which is Z2Z!Ziiiii;ii!iii!2111!!i!i!............J !i i !i!!J ..... i i i i i!iJi.........i, , , , ,,,,, , , , , ,,,,, , , , ,,,,,,

an unrealistic aiming point for an equalization scheme ,o ...........:--':'"':"?':":':'_,'_,.........;-----:-..-_--:.-:?_.?:...... :-.--.--:....:.-.?.-:::t:.....
O.Ot 20.42

fortworeasons. _'"_'_'"""

1)There must be some delay, as physical delays are (a)
incurred in the signal transmission path which cannot

be equalized.(It is not possibleto generatenegative ................. s
to_ag (dB)

time. ) :::2::::::X;::::::::::::::::::::::::............!:121!:;7111!11!i!i!i!.........!:i;:iii!i:ii!iii!:i:!i;!i!i!i!i! "
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2) The polar response is a function of multiway ..2212':Z12722_:23"!"[?!252Zi:i'3Z:i:[2':.L"2!.!':.525LZ2::"zZi22i.27'5'[':":':':.... :
crossover networks and the physical construction of ...........:.- -:--::. ::::: :-- '_;'-..,-x_-_,'-'-:'-r--:'---:i;;:;i:;ii;:;i}ZZi;ili
the loudspeaker system. Hence no amount of equali- _ ........:_=;_,'_'!?i c .....i ': : ! ':':i!! _cY_":_':-_'_;; i

zation can achieve this requirement ina simple stereo iiiiii!iii!iiiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii}iiiiiiii ......... _i,system. , ........ iiiXiiiiii......... ZiiZi:iZ?::i:iii?i??iiiiiZi::i,
A better approach is to aim for a flat-magnitude re- ii212':iLiL':iiiiXii[iilii',ZiiZii',iZi[7':iii':iii?i[i':i!',Z7ZiZiii[ZilXXZ':iiZZZiii

sponse with a pure delay (linear phase) over a finite ............¥ ;-:;;::;; ............¥ 4-: ;:::_: ...... : : 4¥:;;;: ............;............k-.--4---;..-1-[ :M:...........4..----;---.;;1',.44-4........ 4-.-4--4-.-1---W,-1-4-4.............:

listening space(or afunction thereof). With this concept ............i---..+--<.:..:.+:..:..........:.......',...+.._...',:._:..:..........: -',--.--:.--:--+-:-.i.-:-_.............:............i------";----l'-':---;-'-:-i'H ...... ;-'---'";--"r-'f--';'H'-:--: ; "r 'f'":"'H"H'f
of a realistic loudspeaker system's response, theprac .........................................................................................................................................,, ..,.,. , , . .,,_,, , , _,.,,,, ,
tical target requirements of the equalizer need to be ...........:-: ::::::_ ............_, : :t:r_t_ ..........: :-<-?:?:t: ...........:O.Ol 20.41

clarified. _.............

First, consideration must be given to the measure- (b)

ments on which the equalizer should be based. The on- Fi.g. 1. Measured loudspeaker magnitude responses. (a) On-
axis measurement appears to be an obvious choice. But ax_s response. (b) Spatially averaged response.
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a smoothing function in the frequency domain can be equalization techniques are discussed elsewhere (see,
represented as an effective reduction in the order of for example, Greiner [6]), and therefore will not be

the loudspeaker system response. Thus a practical ad- considered further here. Note that this equalization is
vantage is gained with the averaged response, as the performed in software at a "postprocessing" stage, and
equalizer based on the inverse response will be cor- not in hardware, prior to the loudspeaker measurement.

respondingly of lower order. Referring back to Fig. 1, Similar consideration must be given to the high-fie-
the averaged response exhibits a downward tilting re- quency rolloff of the loudspeaker. Fortunately in non-
sponse relative to the axial measurement. The downward oversampled systems, there is usually no need to pay
tilt is due to the increasingly directional higher fre- specific attention to this point, as the response of the
quency response, a trait common to most loudspeaker digital filter is bounded by the Nyquist frequency. This
systems. An equalizer based on the averaged measure- is generally below the frequency at which tweeters begin
ment is therefore likely to produce a perceived high-fie- to fall off.
quency emphasis effect that will be audibly objec-

tionable. 2 CURRENT DIGITAL EQUALIZATION SCHEMES
It is the authors' belief that a better solution involves

some form of compromise between the axial- and av- The use of FIR filters in digital equalization schemes
eraged-response-based equalization schemes. For ex- seems a logical choice. Briefly, functions with arbitrary
ample, the average is formed from a set of weighted magnitude and phase are readily generated. This is
measurements, that is, the on-axis measurement is particularly useful for equalization schemes where the
normalized to unity, with a reduction in weight as the equalizer is determined by an impulse response derived
angle off axis is increased. Alternatively, an averaged from the complementary frequency response of the
measurement can be used with compensation for the loudspeaker system (taking into account the low-fre-
high-frequency rolloff. These ideas are largely con- quency equalization). Further, FIR filters are well suited
jecture at the moment, and before any definitive con- to optimization techniques, giving simplified design
clusions can be made on this subject, more work is tools and also the possibility of adaptive equalizers.
required on the subjective effects of the various equal- For a more enlightening description of FIR filter design
ization schemes. It may be that different loudspeaker and implementation, the reader is referred to one of
systems require differing equalization strategies. For the numerous books on the subject, such as [7], [8].
example, the response exhibited by asymmetrical con- Jensen [3] adopts a deterministic approach where
structions would not necessarily benefit from the same the system is made up of three filters, each covering a
equalization strategy as that required by symmetrical fraction of the audio band. The lower frequency band
constructions, filters operateon subsampleddata which, after filtering,

A point regarding low-frequency equalization is worth are then oversampled back to the original sampling
mentioning at this stage. Unless the loudspeaker system frequency and combined with the higher frequency
in question is specifically designed to accept bass ex- bands to form the broad-band equalizer. The decimation
tension, its practice is not recommended from either and interpolation process is necessary to provide suf-
digital-implementation or high-fidelity contexts. From ficient resolution of equalization over the entire fre-
the digital perspective, a boost in magnitude of any quency range, which cannot be achieved with a simple
frequency band demands an increase in signal dynamic system using existing digital signal processors, as the
range at the output of the digital filter. As all current number of coefficients is prohibitive.
digital systems work on a fixed-word-length architecture A different approach, adopted by Mourjopoulos [4],
(even if the digital processor has floating-point capa- for example, uses optimization procedures such as the
bility, the signal ultimately has to be presented to a least mean squares (LMS) algorithm. In [4], Mourjop-
finite-precision DAC), a gain boost in one frequency oulos describes the equalization of a system response
band actually translates to attenuation in all other bands, as a deconvolution process. Here the error function,
Consequently the digital filter will exhibit a reduced used to optimally generate the equalizer coefficients,
dynamic range and possibly suffer from other unde- is formed from the difference between the desired output
sirable distortion artifacts caused by the signal re- and the convolution of an FIR filter (the equalizer)

quantization. From a mechanical perspective, bass ex- with the system's response. Typically, in acoustic ap-
tension will extend the diaphragm displacement, plications, direct implementation of this method is
overdriving the loudspeaker and causing excessive confined to low-sampling-rate systems or otherwise
nonlinear distortion. Because of these considerations, restricted bandwidth systems. This is because the

low-frequency equalization will not generally be con- number of coefficients required to equalize low-fre-
sidered a function of the digital equalizer. For the quency anomalies or high-Q resonances is too great

equalizer design process used in this paper, in order for existing digital signal processors.
to prevent the optimization scheme from attempting The limiting factor in all FIR-based equalizers is
low-frequency equalization, the signal presented to the that the amount of processing involved is directly related
algorithm must be preequalized. This is achieved by to the impulse duration required by the equalization
deriving an equalizer based on the low-frequency elec- task. The application of IIR filters is therefore attractive
troacoustic model of a loudspeaker system. Such where the extended impulse response possible is better
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suited to the equalization requirements. The following The output y(n), when the filter is driven by x(n), is
section describes an IIR approach to the equalization
problem. N M

y(n) = _ x(n - i)bi + _ y(n - j)aj . (1)
i=0 )=]

3 EQUALIZER DESIGN

If the filter is driven by 8(n),Although it may be possible to design an IIR equalizer

analytically; tile complicated nature of both the filter _v M

type and the functions to be equalized makes this ap- y(n) = _ 5(n - i)bi + _, y(n - j)aj . (2)
proach impractical. An optimization approach, there- i=0 j=i
fore, appears preferable and is the method used here.

The mixed-phase nature exhibited by most loudspeaker For n > N,
systems creates severe problems for IIR equalization
schemes. The presence of zeros in the right-hand side N
of the s plane, in mixed-phase signals, leads to an _ _(n - i)bi = 0 . (3)

i=0
acausal equalizer response. This implies that any "true"

IIR equalizer would be unstable. (It would have poles Hence the output of the filter will bein the right-hand side of the s plane.) It is therefore

not possible to use the direct deconvolution approach g

adopted in [4], [5]. Thus an alternative strategy is y(n) = _ y(n - j)aj . (4)
needed, j=l

As the response of all loudspeaker systems (one would

hope) is both causal and stable, another strategy is to If a0 = 0 is assumed, then
form a model of the loudspeaker response. Using the
coefficients obtained from the model, the minimum- g
and excess-phase components can be isolated and dealt y(n) = _ y(n - j)aj (5)

j=0
with separately. (The excess-phase component is the

objectionable factor, demanding the acausal equalizer which is the response of an FIR filter excited by its
response.) The design of an equalizer using this ap- own previous outputs. Thus it would appear that the
proach requires four steps: feedback coefficients can be found using standard

1) Loudspeaker system modeling using an IIR filter Wiener estimation techniques. The function to be min-
2) Separation of minimum- and excess-phase corn- imized, giving the optimum coefficient set, in the LMSportents sense, is
3) Formation of minimum-phase equalizer (magnitude

equalizer) L-I L-1

4) Formation of excess-phase equalizer (all-pass I = _ eZ(n) = _ [y(n) - _(n)] 2 (6)
equalizer). ,=N+1 ,=N+ 1

3.1 Loudspeaker System Modeling L-_ M 2

Thissectiondescribesatechniquewhichgenerates I = _ [y(n) - _ _(n - j)aj ] (7)coefficients of an IIR model using the LMS algorithm. ,=u+l j=l
The LMS algorithm is particularly well suited to FIR
structures (tapped delay lines) where the correlation where y(n) is the system response, _ is the estimated

cancellation loop (CCL), described by Morgan and Craig
[9], is readily employed. The stability complications

encountered in IIR filters generally require more ad-
vanced algorithms, such as SHARF by Larimore et al. x(n) /

[10]. However, if, as in the case of system modeling, I/7

the system, and therefore the model also, is driven
only by an impulse, the modeling process has a number

of simplifications. The process can now be decomposed

into two parts: the time period when the feedforward _'(n) q
coefficients have no effect on the model output, and
the period when both feedback and feedforward coef-

ficients contribute to the output. Thus simpler opti-
mization, combined with deterministic approaches, can
be used to find the feedback and feedforward coeffi-

cients, respectively. This aspect is illustrated by the
following.

Consider the direct from 1 IIR structure of Fig. 2. Fig. 2. Direct form 1 IIR filter structure.
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response, and e(n) is the error between the desired and in a stable condition. If the modeling process does

the estimated responses. L is the length of the impulse continue to diverge, a smaller damping factor txshould
response over which the optimization is being per- be tried. To the authors' knowledge, there is no way
formed. Note that the function given in Eq. (7) differs to optimally determine the damping factor, as the input
from the standard LMS problem, as the signal driving to the modeling filter is not known a priori. To date
the filter is not known a priori. Therefore a direct so- trial-and-error methods (and some educated guesses
lution to the normal equations 1 is not possible. Instead, gained with experience) have been used to determine
the approach used to minimize the function in Eq. (7) a suitable damping factor. It should be noted that the
uses a gradient search (or steepest descent) algorithm, smaller the damping factor, the more accurate the
The gradient search method attempts to approximate final model will be. As this is not a real-time appli-
the gradient of the error function by iteratively searching cation, the reduction in the algorithm's convergence
along the line of steepest descent (given by an estimate rate is not a crucial factor, while its stability is. Note
of the current error gradient function). The filter coef- also that the model should be optimized over a time
ficient values are found by iteratively evaluating the period where the training signal is clearly converging.
function This will pull the model into a similarly convergent

pattern.
Oe2(n) Let us now determine the feedforward coefficients.

A(n + 1) = A(n) - tx -- (8)OA Having found the feedback coefficients, a simple method
for obtaining the feedforward coefficients is as follows:

where A denotes the coefficient vector and tx is a damp-
ing factor. Substituting the error function e2(n) from Consider time n -- 0
Eq. (7) into Eq. (8) leads to the simple coefficient

update formula y(0) = b0_(0)

>> bo = y(0)
aj(n + 1) -- aj(n) + 21xe(n)y(n -j) (9)

then at time n = 1
from which we see that no a priori knowledge is required
of the filter input, as only the current error value and y(1) -- big(n) + aty(O)
previous filter outputs are required to form an estimate
of the error gradient. >> b] -- y(1) - aly(O)

At this stage it is worth discussing a couple of points
about the algorithm. It is possible to find adirect solution and so on, until time _ N,
(as opposed to the iterative gradient search method)
bymakingaslightmodificationtoEq.(7).Ifthemod- bN = y(N) - aly(N - 1) - a2y(N - 2)
eling filter is driven by the known system response,
instead of the estimated response, the optimization be- - .... aNy(O) · (10)
comes the standard solution of the LMS problem. This
will indeed, give an optimum solution over the period Eq. (10) is a general equation, which is used to find
for which it has been optimized. However, there is no all of the feedforward coefficients from a knowledge
control of the response of the filter beyond this point, of the impulse response and the previously found feed-
This procedure has been attempted, and has been found back coefficients.
to work satisfactorily, in cases where the system re- The procedures described for finding the feedforward
sponse is well behaved and of finite order. When applied and feedback coefficients are used in a program which
to acoustic measurements, the modeling algorithm calculates a specified-order model from a given system

'-' nearly always produced an unstable filter. We return impulse response. Fig. 3(a) shows the frequency and
time domain responses of a commercial loudspeaker_' now to the gradient search algorithm given in this paper.

The coefficient updates are made based on an estimate system and Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding responses
of the error gradient. If, at one point, an estimate is of a 40th-order model. The order of the model is ar-

.: generated which produces an unstable filter, the error bitrary. However, the accuracy of the model is directly
term will begin to diverge. This divergence effectively related to its order, which is seen in both the residual
indicates that the last update was not made in the di- mean squared error and the response plots. Fig. 3(c)
rection of steepest descent and, therefore, will force a shows the responses of a 55th-order model, where the
reversal in the search direction, bringing the model improved accuracy is readily observed. An interesting
back into a stable condition. Thus provided the initial feature of this modeling procedure is that, although it

coefficients give a stable filter (generally the feedback is optimized in the time domain, the model tends to
coefficients are set to zero), the model should remain lock onto the most dominant resonances that are apparent

in the frequency domain. This is observed in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), where the lower order model follows a smoothed

] The details of LMS techniques will not be covered here.
For the interested reader there are a number of texts available version of the loudspeaker response. The higher order
on the subject. See, for example, [11]. model bears the same general characteristic, but has
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also managed to pick up some finer detail in the fre- the simple case of no repetitive poles), giving
quency response. An explanation for this phenomenon
comes from noting that the response of an IIR filter M
can be formed from the summation of geometric series. H(z) Z Z Ri

= -- + RM+I (12)
i=1 Z -- (X i

Consider the frequency response of an IIR filter, given

by the z transform of Eq. (2), where eLi are the filter poles and Ri are the residues
found from the filter zeros. Eq. (12) transforms into

N the summation of geometric series in the time domain,
biz-i giving

H(z) = i=0 (1 1)M
M

1 - _ ajz -j h(n) = _ Riotn + RM+l_(n ) . (13)
j=l

i=1

This can be split into its partial fraction expanson (for Eq. (13) shows how the pole locations in the frequency

phase (rad) PHASERESPONSE (rad) P_SE RESPONSE
3.1

-3.: L...' ...... -3.11 "
0.01 frequency (kHz) .... 20',42 0.01 freq'uency (kHz') .... 20.42

amp 1HPULSERESPONSE I amp INPULSERESPONSE

5.6 .... ',. ',', ', ','_ i ..'v....", i • ', ', ',... [ .',......', 13'2 I i i i. ',. ', ', .',......',.. i ....',......i ,.',.....',..." .i
.....i ; : .... ; : ...', : ;.....',
, i: ',: , ":i .......... i..................... -:; ; ; : ;; ;

....._': ":: I iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!illiii!

i i _L.....,..;.:,.5_ :-i: : : : : : : :
L ................

................... iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiii!................... ii

...........................................................................................................................................................'o!il !!!i!!i ..........

....._. .., ,.... , • ,..., i,

i ',.....',.. i i ',.....', i.......',..',

.... i
-9.C " ?: ; i i +i 'i i "i ",: -5.

0.0d ..... tiAe_.,_.......... 0.09

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Loudspeaker system responses. (a) Measured. (b) 40th-order model. (c) 55th-order model.
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domain are directly related to the time domain response lock onto these resonances in preference to weaker
of the IIR filter. The correlation cancellation loop [Eq. amplitude resonances.
(9)] works by locking onto correlations within the signal.
It is therefore likely that the most dominant (or high- 3.2 Separation of Minimum- and Excess-Phase
Q) resonances will be the first to be picked up by the Components
modeling process. This accounts for the lower order Separation of the minimum and excess-phase eom-
model's ability to extract the main features of the loud- portents requires the factorization of a z-domain poly-

speaker response and discard the finer details first. While nomial into its poles and zeros. In the z domain a mixed-
this aspect of the modeling process is in most cases phase function is one in which zeros are present outside
desirable, from a subjective perspective, one must be the unit circle (excess-phase zeros). For example, Fig.
aware that all-pass responses are also capable of ex- 4(a) shows a pole-zero plot of a typical mixed-phase
hibiting very high Q resonances. All-pass responses, function in the z domain. A mixed-phase function can
if not inaudible, are certainly less audibly significant be represented by all-pass and minimum-phase functions
than most amplitude anomalies. Yet, the model will in cascade, as follows:

(Z -- t/m)(Z -- ne)
H(z)=

nag(dB) I'FFIGNIIIJD£RESPONSE (z -- dl)(Z -- d2)

(z- nm)(Zn*- 1) z- ne (14)

ii !i '(z) : (z--a')(z--a2)Zne*-- I
..... H( ) ( )H ( ),,, : , ,, z = Hmi n z ap z· : '"i'"i' , , , :: .............

..L i: ::.i',:

· .: :: :.:.:::: : ,.: .: : ::::..: : .-:...:.: .::: :.'-....... where nm and ne denote roots inside and outside the: : ::.:::: . :..:.i :::;:..: ........
: : :: :;:: : : ::::;:: : unit circle, respectively, and * denotes the complex
: '_: :::::: ........: ; :":::_':: : conjugate.
ii Z!ii i!!!:!Z:!i:iZl:iZ:i!iZZZ:i!iiii!iiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiliilZii!iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!i!iiiiiil In essence, the minimum-phase function is formed

0.0_ _r.qu,,cy(kHz) z0._2 simply by replacing the excess-phase zeros by their
reflection about the unit circle. Similarly, the all-pass
function is formed from the excess-phase zeros and

_h_,,(r.d_ PHgsERESPONSE poles, which are the excess-phase zeros reflected about

I i i i':i[i the unit circle. To demonstrate this graphically, the
:. ..... pole-zero plots of the minimum-phase and all-pass

functions are given in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively.

imaginary Imaginary

Real "."-Real

r'

anp INPULSE RESPONSE: : : : :. :,: : (a) (b)
,.. ,. , ,......,......,...., ,.._,

" <

! [ i ! i ! i ! i ! i ! i

/
i iiZiiiiili?i!iliii?ii?iii?i?i]iiiiiii:Ci?iiiiiil]Zi?iili

g.0fi ..... ti;e (;ns) .......... 9.99 (C)

(c) Fig. 4. Pole and zero plots. (a) Fourth-ordermixed-phase
function. (b) Corresponding fourth-order minimum-phase

Fig. 3. continued, function. (c) Corresponding second-order all-pass function.
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From Eq. (14) the minimum-phase function contains Typically, some form of time window is applied to the
all its zeros inside the unit circle and is therefore in- impulse response in order to constrain its duration.

vertible (the criterion for stability in the z domain being Now, applying a time window to an all-pass response
that all poles must be contained within the unit circle), will result in the response no longer being all pass.
while the all-pass function contains all its zeros outside Thus unless the filter is of sufficient length to completely
the unit circle and is therefore noninvertible. Now an accommodate the mixed-phase equalizer, only mini-
all-pass function, as its name suggests, passes all fre- mum-phase equalization should be attempted. This re-
quencies with unity gain. Therefore the minimum-phase suits in an all-pass response from the equalized system,
function contains all the magnitude characteristics of which certainly is preferable to the amplitude distortions
the loudspeaker system response. Magnitude and min- that would have been incurred had the excess-phase
imum-phase equalization can, therefore, be performed equalizer impulse response been prematurely truncated.
by the inverse minimum-phase function, while equal- Referring back to Eq. (14), we note that the all-pass
ization of the resulting all-pass response requires an function is formed from a set of matched pole-zero
additional equalizer based on the all-pass function, pairs. Elimination of any pole-zero pairs, from the set

of pairs, will not affect the amplitude response (that
3.3 Formation of Minimum- and Excess-Phase is, an all-pass filter remains all pass). Using this prop-
Equalizers erty, one can discard any slowly decaying all-pass res-

The minimum-phase equalizer is the reciprocal of onances from the all-pass function and use the remaining
the minimum-phase function found in the Sec. 3.2. pairs to equalize the remaining phase distortion. In
The polynomial in the z domain is converted into the loudspeaker systems, the all-pass resonances that are
filter coefficients using the relationship observed be- likely to cause a problem will be with low-frequency
tween Eqs. (1) and (11). This produces an IIR filter crossovers. If the pole-zero pairs associated with this
capable of equalizing all magnitude effects over the crossover region are discarded, in most cases an FIR
entire frequency range. Application of this type of filter of sufficient length can be derived to deal with
equalizer is discussed in the following section, the not so demanding, but more significant midband

The excess-phase equalization is considerably more crossover distortion. To demonstrate the possibilities
problematical. As was shown in preceding sections, of this procedure, Fig. 6(a) shows a fifth-order all-pass
an IIR equalizer based directly on the inverse function
is not possible. Looking at the problem from a different
perspective, the all-pass characteristic is a result of Z,,'=-,E,_PO,_E
pure phase or delay effects, which can be equalized _°._I____",I_-I'.-I',I_I'._.:

with the time-reversed version of the phase or delay I!!!!!!!!i!!i!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!i !!i!!!!!!!!!!!!iiiiiiiiii!i!i!i!! ! i

effects. Thus,

eJt°_e -j°_r = 1 (15)

where coisthefrequencyvariableandcristhefrequency- ;-'; '. '; '. '. ; ; '_ '. '. '. '; '; '. '; '; i
dependent phase function. Although negative time is ____________________________________________7_______________________________________________________________________________________7i
unrealizable, it is possible to introduce an overall delay. .+...+.+.++ : _ +.. ', : + : i + : : + :..............i---_---+---: ---!---.:---_---+ : : : : : ; : ; : ; :
Hence the phase equalization is affected as follows: ______!______!_______!______!_______!______!_______!_____!_______!______!_______!______!_______!______``______!_ii!iiiiiii!iiiii!iiiii

, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

......:___:___:__:___:___:___:__,r_._r__:___:___:___:___H_._:.:_ :<--:

ejCOcreJO_(,-cr) = ej_O, . ,.8 ................................................................t",2."i2.; ........................................................i:,8 I

which is a pure delay or linear phase shift. Note that (a)
the time delay "r must be chosen such that T - cr > 0
for all co. ,,PULSE,E_,o.,_

Although approximations to a pure delay can be made ..... 1111111!111111!1111111!111111!1111111!117______!_.___!_______``______!_______!______!_______!______!______!______!_______!______!___i
with IIR filters, it seems more expedient to make use _______i______i_______i______!_______!____.._.______!______________i______!_______!______i______________i_______`.____5___?7_______!____ii

of FIR techniques where delays are inherent of the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiilii17ii171i177',iiiiiiiliiii
structure. Thus the phase equalizer is formed from the .......i :-++-.; ...........; : + +._.: + : + + _ : ;

.......}---;---+---:---+--_---i- : ', : ; : : : ', ; ; i : i

time-reversed, time-shifted, and time-windowed im- ...:i_i_. ......:..-..._--..---:...-.-'.-.----.:---.-',----:--.-.-'.---.-.-_......,...-.-: - ,. !
pulse response. The all-pass impulse response is derived iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliii ......!?ii ' !:?i:: : : ': ": i

from the all-pass function found in Sec. 3.2. Fig. 5(a) i _-!i ......;......_.......',......_......:,......:.....:......;......:......;...',.' I......;___;.._+.____.,,_H_____:,_.i--:,---:---i---.:. : i
gives an example of an all-pass impulse response and ......_.....+....+......,,......._.........._.....+....+.......,......+....+_+..:......+......:......+.._::

Fig. 5(8) gives the corresponding impulse used to form iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.i,iiiiii!......i.......i......J......i......i.......i......J.......i.,j. i.....J.......!
the equalizer. "-:-----',--.----i------_------.i.............i------i-------i------i-.-----!-....i......i.----.i.------i-----.i.-,i -i..-!

As an aside, a useful feature of the filter derivation .... _iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili
0 t_ (.s) 4.98

process is that it allows a limited amount of control of
the impulse duration requirements that are demanded (b)

by the excess-phase equalizer. A major concern with Fig. 5. Impulse responses. (a) All-pass function. (b) Cor-
all FIR filters is the duration of the impulse response, responding equalizer function.
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· .P ...... .IMPOLSERE,SP0U,SE......... response obtained from a measured loudspeaker. Along
........... ·: : : :..: : : withtheall-passresponsecausedbya crossovernetwork

i '. : '. i '. '. '. : : !" i '! i"i centered at 2. 5 kHz, the all-pass function contains two
........ _ :...: : : : : : : : : slowlydecayingresonances(one at approximately100
............. ' : .... Hzand theotherat 20kHz).Thepole-zero pairs as-
............ : : ': : : : : sociated with these two troublesomeresonancesare

................... removed,givingtheresponsesshownin Fig. 6(b).The
.:...:..:.....',..;..:....; ...:. : : ;. :. :. : ..: duration of the impulse is now reduced considerably.

........... : :· : _ : : : .: Usingthereduced-orderfunctiontoderive a 70th-order
: '. : : : '. '. : : i i !' '. '. '. :. :.' :." '. FIR equalization filter gives the quasi-excess-phase
................... equalizedresponseshownin Fig. 6(c). The midband
, : ": : : :": phase distortionhas been removedalmostentirely

0.00 time (ns) 9.99

phase (tad) PHflSE RESPONSE amp INPOLSE RESPONSE

I ' It ....................9._....... i{i! ': i iii ! '. '.i'.iiii 9.9 i:: i i >: :

iii:iXi!i_?i?:i!{:iiill? ......5 :ili:i!?ill!iii!:i, ::i!:ii,i !ii 2Xii:i!i!:i:!:iiiil:iii21111ki!i2111!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::i .... ......................... 1 .....................................................

, ; ;,','. , ; ,. q ;,..' '.....:..:....',.. :,......',...; ..:.._..',......',

i i

....i i [
',....i : ,

· .i 4...,u i .i .N; ',.....1.....:..i......:....-',-...: ...4.....:-....:

iiii i :i .....................i .. ;... ; ...... ',' '""w'" ','-'"h

i , i i 'i : .................
-3. -0. , , , , _,4;,-.-L,-..I- _.--', ! ! ! I ! I [ I i

0.O! frequency (kHz) 20.42 (1.00 tir_e (fqs) 9.99

(a)

phase (tad) PHASE RESPONSE

3._.%i ! i',':iii! i i i i iii ......i

-9. { ! ...... ........ .......!
9.91 frequency (kHz) 20.4: _

-?.
8.00 ti_e (Ms) 9.99 (C)

[ F

/ph,xse trod) PHASERESPONSE /;_g.?B! :' i ':": }:::: 'MAGN;!TU__ RESPONS_;.: : "i":. } i";:.::

i :i: i

: ', : : i :::: J_"',' i : 'i ', ',"::',.... i',";:': ....

i_P' 5 iii '. : iii ii i i ':i'.i :

4 ........................... frequencS3

:. ; .; : ;.;;:: ;...: ;;;;: ....... :...:...3.; ;;.;:: ,

':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:· i ! !i:il;i:::::::i:·::i:::::::::::::::::::::::......:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i.......
29 m4_

L

(b) (d)

Fig. 6. Impulse and phase responses. (a) Fifth-order all-pass filter. (b) Third-order all-pass filter derived from (a). (c) Fifth-
order all-pass network after equalization by reduced-order all-pass filter. (d) Magnitude response of all-pass equalizer derived
from original fifth-order all-pass function truncated at 70 samples.
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without compromising the amplitude response. For re- the phase responses and consequently the impulse re-
flection, Fig. 6(d) shows the magnitude response of a spouses are quite different. Thus the application of
70th-order excess-phase equalizer derived from the these equalizers will permit the subjective effects of

original fifth-order all-pass function using a rectangular the excess-phase distortion exhibited by the loudspeaker
window. Note the severe amplitude distortion now in- to be readily observed and compared to measured per-
curred, formance.Suchexperimentshavebeencarriedoutand

This completes the description of loudspeaker were reported elsewhere [13].

equalizer design. The remainder of this paper discusses Equalization also has application in loudspeaker
various applications where this form of equalization system measurement and quality assessment. One de-

may be of use. ficiencyof the impulse measurementtechnique is the
truncation of the impulse before the first reflection [12].

4 APPLICATIONS OF EQUALIZATION
TECHNIQUE

F

!_'_cdB_ .,C..UDERESP0,S_
The principal application is the equalization of a o0.0 i ii. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?:ii .loudspeaker system response. Secondary issues, which .... . . .......... ......... ................... . :.:.:...............

will also be discussed, are its application to the sub-

jectiVesystemeffeCtSmeasurement.Ofphase distortion and to loudspeaker z._ " "_i-_i __":_'_"""_-'_ _ii
dB/ '. '. i". i i'" " '" _ ............. ............. ...............'

For the purpose of this paper, the equalizers dem- I_v , ,.: :,,:: ....:...: .......... ..........................
onstrated are derived from the on-axis response mea- t ........... ....... .........

surement. This is done here because of the ease of ! . i i i

observing the effect of the equalizer on the loudspeaker s0._ i ii i

system's response. This form of equalization also has ... ! ..........iiiill i ii!iljiiiiiiiiii!........i',iiiiiiiiiiil.i.iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiil.i
application to loudspeaker system measurement and j ...........................
quality assessment, which will be discussed later. The 0.01 _r_q......y c_,_ zo.4zi

data on which the equalizer is based are obtained from
an impulse measurement technique similar to that of

Berman and Fincham [12] which provides an impulse ph,__d_ P,ASE_ESP0,SE' 3,1 .......

response in a digital form suitable for direct input into I ii \ i i;ili!

a computer. The frequency response measurements of ',....:....:...:..:.i..:.:

a commercial loudspeaker system (obtained from the i iliillfast Fourier transform of the impulse response) are :
shown in Fig. 3(a) and the corresponding responses of
a 55th-order model in Fig. 3(c). The equalizer responses,
formed from the cascade of a 70th-order FIR filter (ex-

cess-phase equalizer) and the 55th-order IIR filter : ::.i;.:.:........:
(minimum-phase and magnitude equalizer) are shown

in Fig. 7(a). The measured equalized responses, given ',-3._1 .... '.....................,.__LL+_:.... . ........

in Fig. 7(b), show significant improvement in the im- ': 0.eJ _,q......, ok,,) z0.4z
pulse response and, consequently, the frequency re-
sponses as well. The equalized responses presented in

this paper were obtained using a real-time digital ill- 7 _"P _,POLSERESPO,SE
tering system built around the TMS320C25 digital signal ]
processor. The loudspeaker equalizer uses the AES/
EBU digital interface and is therefore compatible with : : : : :.....:..:..:....: : :

mosttwo-boxCDsystems(CD transportand outboard _:__i::!!
DAC). The prototype digital equalizer is shown in Fig. ii i! i!,,1!
8 ......... ' : .: L....', . : i ',....: i i

thisThepapermeth°denables°fderivingsomesubjectiveanequalizerevaluationdescribedofthein .....:_'if.,:....., ii'

: :.loudspeaker'sinherentphasedistortionto be performed : :(as opposed to additionally imposed phase distortion). -10.0 : :
Sec. 3 discussed the implementation of separate equal- o.oo _,, (ns) 9.99
izers, a magnitude with minimum-phase equalizer, and
an excess-phase equalizer. If just the former is used, (a)
the resultant response is all pass, that is, only phase Fig. 7. (a) Magnitude and phase equalizer responses. (b)
distortion is incurred. The minimum-phase (magnitude) Measured loudspeaker responses after magnitude and phase

equalization. (c) Magnitude and minimum-phase equalizer
equalized responses are given in Fig. 7(d). The mag- responses. (d) Measured loudspeaker responses after mag-
nitude responses of Fig. 7(d) and (b) are similar, while nitude and minimum-phase equalization.
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This leads to a loss of information, particularly in the the off-axis responses would show deficiencies of the
low frequencies. In a follow-up paper to [ 12], Fincham system. Three-dimensional plots of the time or fre-
[14] proposes the use of an equalizer to reduce the quency responses versus measurement angle of the
duration of the impulse tail. Hence a reduced amount equalized loudspeaker would illustrate valuable infor-
of information is lost by the truncation. The techniques marion about the performance of a loudspeaker system.
described in this paper are similarly applicable to the

enhancement of acoustic measurements. Indeed, there 5 CONCLUSION
may be some additional gain to be had by removing
higher frequency artifacts from the measurement. These, An equalizer design technique which uses both FIR
too, may lead to an extended impulse response, and IIR filters has been presented. The function of the

Another application of equalization is in loudspeaker IIR filter is to equalize the magnitude response of the
system quality assessment where, briefly, if the loud- loudspeaker. It is believed that, in most instances, an
speaker system is equalized on axis, deterioration of IIR structure will perform this task far more efficiently

I
Ma9 (dB) NRGHIIUDE RESPONSE IMa9 (dR) NfiONIIUDE RESPONSE
100.D : : : :' ':":....... ':'" '"!'"":" i' ;' :-':"i: 108.0 : "i"!": .: :: i:{:": :.

i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ! 2: :: :i!:!!:ii: i:::!::!:::i:?:!:!:i:i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

........................... iiii [ {i'ii'i'il ...... :' :"'":": :':'::':: ............................ ii· : :i;! i i*:!i::::Z:::i::i::i::i::i:i:i:;:::::::::i:::::i:::i:::!::i::i/:/i':i::::::::::: :
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. /4
i' ...........................
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Fig. 7. continued.
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than what can be achievedusingFIR structures.The
FIR filter is used to deal with any acausal requirements
of the equalizer. Measured responses, taken from a
real-time digital equalizer, demonstrate significant im-
provements in the loudspeaker's linear transfer function.

A method was introduced for constraining the impulse
response of the FIR filter. This allows practical imple-
mentation of the excess-phase equalizer without com-
promising the amplitude response, although the amount
of excess-phase equalization is now reduced. Fig. 8. Digital loudspeaker equalization system.

A feature of the design process is the ability to separate
the minimum- and excess-phase components of the

system. Thus the audible effects of loudspeaker excess- sured responses. The subjectivity of phase distortion
phase distortion can be assessed and compared to meG- is a controversial topic, and this technique may provide

valuable contributions toward it.

Finally, the application of the scheme to loudspeaker

I..9 CdB_ ,aG,t_UD_RESPO.SE system measurement and quality assessment is sug-

leH.ZZIIIZIJlZiZilIIIIIiJlIilIiZZZIilliiiiiilJZ!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiZZZiiZiiiii!iiiiiiiiilifill............i gested, which could prove useful in loudspeaker system

.......... ............ i.ii............ design and manufacture.
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Asymmetric Ali-PassCrossoverAlignments,*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex C04 35Q, UK

A family of asymmetric crossover filters is investigated that expands the established
all-pass set. A general method of determining complementary crossover filters with an
all-pass composite response is presented together with a method of reflecting the crossover
asymmetry about the crossover region. Several example filters are included. CAD
techniques are used to verify the basic approach, and a simple application to a sat-
ellite-subwoofer loudspeaker is described where asymmetry in the crossover frequency
response and the resulting overlapping of the high-pass and low-pass responses are
shown to improve the effectiveness of filter attenuation. However, because of asymmetry
in the high-pass and low-pass phase responses and the resulting polar response irregularity
in association with noncoincident drive units, the application regime for these alignments
is restricted to low frequency.

0 INTRODUCTION As an example, the simplest alignment is described
in Section 4, which combines a broad-bandwidth (sat-

A set of low-frequency crossover alignments is de- ellite) loudspeaker with a subwoofer. The system uses
scribed that exhibit composite all-pass characteristics, a first-order network in the satellite loudspeaker channel,
but have individual high-pass and low-pass transfer yet accommodates a second-order network of lower
functions of different order. Of specific interest is the cutoff frequency in the subwoofer feed to enhance sup-
alignment using a first-order high-pass filter, although pression of high-frequency signal components. The
more general higher order asymmetric alignments are performance of two sets of higher order filters is pre-
also discussed. This work is presented for two reasons, sented in Section 5 using a minimum of reactive ele-
First the existence of exact asymmetric filters as opposed ments with state-variable active synthesis. CAD analysis
to approximate filters (Hillerich [1], although the time- confirms the performance of these systems and dem-

delay compensation is acknowledged) generalizes the onstrates both the all-pass characterization of the corn-
already well documented crossovers belonging to the posite response and the interchange of low-pass and
all-pass family. Second the application of this class of high-pass responses using an s-domain transformation.
filter to low-frequency crossover design can represent

a useful simplification in network topology. However, 1 ASYMMETRIC ALL-PASS ALIGNMENTS
the main application regime is restricted to low fre-

quency, primarily because of asymmetric phase response The general expression for an all-pass alignment is
and the association of lobing errors [2] when there are

significanttime delays betweendrive-unitacoustic "

centers, kAN(s) + AL(s) - P,(-s) (1)
Pn(S)

*PresentedattheConferenceof theInstituteofAcoustics, ,_
Reproduced Sound 6, 1990 November; an expanded version
was presented at the 93rd Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, San Francisco, CA, 1992 October 1-4; revised 1992 where AH(s) and AL(S) are the high-pass and low-pass
November 23. transfer functions of a two-way crossover and k = 1
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for even n or k = - 1 for odd n, n being the order of The polynomial P,(s) of order n is expressed as
the all-pass polynomial Pn(s).

To develop a method for identifying asymmetric _,
crossovers we express the transfer functions AL(S) and .Pn(s) = _ ar $r . (5)r=0
A.(s) as

LN(s) HNis) Hence the denominator of the low-pass filter LD(s)
AL(S) -- AR(s) -- follows from Eq. (2),

LD(s) ' HD(s)

where, from Eq. (1), LD(s) = (1 + bls ) _ ar $r . (6)
r=0

LN(s) Pn(-s)

k HN(S)HD(s)+ LD(s) - Pn(s) In evaluating the numerator LN(s) from Eq. (3) there
are two conditions: for n odd, k = - 1 while for n even,
k = 1. These conditions ensure that terms in s n+] cancel.

Rearranging in terms of the low-pass filter numerator
polynomial LN (s), They also represent the relative inverted and noninverted

connections between high-pass and low-pass channels.

LN(s) Hence for odd n,

LD(s)

-- Pn(s) HD(s) [Pn(-S) HD(s) - kPn(s ) HN(s)] . [ (n-l)/2LN(s) = E $2r [a2r + (2bla2 r _ a2r+l)si
I n odd r=0

Since LN(s) is a polynomial of finite order, then (7)

LD(s) - Pn(s) HD(s) (2) and for even n,

and,

n12
LN(s) = Pn(-S)HD(s) - kPn(s)HN(s) . (3) LN(s) = a0 - '_ [a2r-1 s2r-I

n even r = 1

Hence by specifying both the high-pass filter denom-
inator polynomial and the polynomial Pn(s), the transfer + (2bla2r_ 1 - a2r)S 2ri . (8)

function of the corresponding 10w-pass filter can be

derived. The following subsections describe a range Using Eqs. (6)-(8)the low-pass filter transfer function
of crossover examples where the orders of LD(s) and AL(S) can be evaluated for any order of polynomial
HD(s) differ. Pn(s) when matched to the first-order high-pass function

of Eq. (4), where the all-pass function follows directly
1.1 First-Order High-Pass Filter with Polynomial from Eq. (1).
Pn(s) of Order n

The high-pass filter is defined as first order, where 1.2 Polynomial Pn(s), Order n = 4

An n = 4 example demonstrates the evaluation pro-

Au(s) - bls (4) cedure and allows simple modification to n = 2 by
1 + bls setting appropriate coefficients to zero. From Eqs. (6)

_ and (8) the transfer function for AL(S) is given as

LN(s) ao - als - a3ss - (2bla] - a2)s 2 - (2bla3 - a4)s 4

AL(S) - LD(s) (1 + b]s)(ao + als + a2 s2 + a3 s3 + a4s4) (9)

and the all-pass function as

_o

P4(-s) ao - a_s + a2s2 -a3s 3 + a4s4

that is, P4(s) ao + als + a2 s2 + a3 s3 + a4 s4'

,,, (lO)
HN(s) = bls

The order of the polynomial LN(s) can be minimized
HD(s) = 1 + bis . [thus maximizing the high-frequency rate of attenuation
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of AL(S)] by setting and hence

a4 = 2bla3 AL(s) = 1 + a2s2
(1 + bls)(l + 2bls + a2s2 + 2bla2s3) '

a2 = 2b]al

(17)
and normalizing the dc gain to 1, that is, ao -- 1. Hence

I - als - a3s3

AL(S) = (1 + blS)(1 + als + 2b]als 2 + a3s3 + 2bla3s4) (11)

P4(-s) 1 - als + 2blalS 2 - a3s 3 + 2bla3s4

P4(x) 1 + als + 2blals 2 + a3$3 -3- 2bla3s4 ' ThedenominatorD(s) ofEq. (17)canbefactorizedas

(12)
D(s) = (1 + bi)(1 + 2bls + a2s2 + 2bla2s3)

1.3 Polynomial Pn(s), Order n = 2 = (1 + b]s)(l + ps)(1 + qs + rs2) .

Eqs. (11) and (12) are modified to order n = 2 by
setting coefficient a3 = 0, Assigning values to both bi and p and then comparing

coefficients,
1

AL(S)
+ vl_'] 1 + als + 2blals 2 (13) D(s) = (1 + bls)(1 + ps)(l - ps)(1 + 2bls)

and

P2(-s) 1 - als + 2blalS 2

P2(s) 1 + als + 2blals 2' (14) a2 = _p2.

In Eq. (13) we note the special case where, if al = bi, Then Eq. (17) reduces to
AL(S) becomes second order in cascade with a first-

order all-pass transfer function. AL(s) = 1 (18)
However, a characteristic revealed by Eq. (11) is (1 + bls)(1 + 2bls)

that as the order of n is increased, the high-frequency

rate of attenuation approaches only 12 dB per octave, bls

Hence there is little advantage in seeking larger values AN(s) - 1 + bls (19)
of n, particularly as the phase distortion described by
the all-pass transfer function [Eqs. (10) and (12)] be- P3(-s) PI(--S) 1 - 2bls
comesmoresevere.Thisobservationis generalizedin - - (20)
Section 2. P3(s) Pi(s) 1 + 2bls

1.4 Polynomial Pn(s), Order n = 3 This alignment is possibly the most useful as AL(s)
remains second order and is all pole, while the all-pass

A similar procedure is followed, but this time AL(S)
is derived from Eqs. (6) and (7), where, for n = 3,

LN(s) ao + a2 s2 + (2bla0 - al)s + (2bra2 - a3)s 3

AL(S) -- LD(s) (1 + bls)(1 + als + a2 s2 + a3 s3) (15)

P3(-s) _ 1 - als + a2s2 - a3s3 (16) function is first order, thus offering reduced phase dis-
P3(s) 1 + als + a2s2 + a3s3 ' tortion. Also Eqs. (18) and (19) show that the second

low-pass filter pole is located at one-half the frequency
Again LN(s) can be reduced in order by setting of the high-pass filter pole. Consequently AL(S) has a

greater attenuation at and above the high-pass filter '_
a3 = 2bla2 break frequency, yet retains only gradual curvature in

the amplitude response. In fact at the high-pass filter
al = 2bla0 3-dB break frequency, IAL(s) texhibits 10-dB attenuation '*

and the frequency of maximum group-delay distortion
ao = I is one-half of the 3-dB break frequency of AN(s).
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2 LIMITS TO DISPARITY IN ORDER OF of order x that is transformed (T) from a high-pass
ASYMMETRIC ALIGNMENTS prototype of order x. A similar notation is used also

for the reverse transformation of a high-pass filter de-
Higher order alignments can be identified using the rived from a low-pass prototype.

procedures of Section 1; examples are tabulated in The prototype alignments identified using the pro-
Section 3. However, we describe a second-order/fifth- cedures in this paper together with their transformed
order example to demonstrate that there is a limit in filter pairs are tabulated in the following, where it is
crossover usefulness as the disparity in filter order is shown that the composite phase response is invariant
increased, of transformation in all cases except Section 3.5.

For n = 3 let P3(s) = ao + als + a2s 2 + a3s 3 and
3.1 First-Order/Second-Order Filters

b2s2 2

AH(s) = I + bls + b2s2 ' (21) AL2 = (2 + s'r)(1 + s'r)

A fifth-order low-pass filter AL(s) follows as

LN(s) ao - (al - aobOs + (a2 + 2sob2 - aibl)s 2 - (a3 - a2bl)S 3 + (2a2b2 - a3bi)s 4
AL(s) -

LD(s) (So + als + a2s2 + a3s3)(1 + bls + b2s2)

Setting ao = I and reducing the order of the numerator LN(s) by equating coefficients in s2, s 3, and
s4 to zero,

1 - (al - V_2)s

AL(S) = {1 + als + (alX/_22 - 2b2)s 2 + [2alb2 - (2b2)3/2]s3}(1 + V_2 s + b2 s2) (22)

p3(-s) 1 - als + (alVa2 - 2b2)s 2 - [2alb2 - (2b2)3/2]s 3

P3(s) - 1 + als + (alVa2 - 2b2)s 2 + [2alb2 - (2b2)3/2]s 3 ' (23)

These equations show that with a second-order high-
pass filter there is little advantage in seeking a poly-

nomial Pn(s) of order greater than 2 as there is no AT = 2(s'r)2
improvement in the rate of attenuation of AL(S) at high (1 + 2s'r)(1 + sx)
frequency, a result that mirrors the first-order case of t

Section 2. Am - s,r
Hence we may generalize by saying that for a high- 2 + s'r

pass filter of order r, the order of polynomial Pn(s)

should not exceed r if zeros in AL(s) are to be avoided, AWl - 1
whereon it follows that the maximum order of AL(S) is 1 + 2s'r
2r.

A further reduction in order is possible in Eq. (22) AL2 + Am + AT2 + AT1 = 1

by setting al = X/_22, where the all-pass and low-pass
responses become first order while the high-pass filter 1 - st
remains second order. However, this interchange in Al2 - Am = AWl.-- AT2 -- l+sx
transfer function order is approached more efficiently

using the transformation described in Section 3. 3.2 Second-Order/Third-Order Filters

3 ALTERNATIVE ASYMMETRY ALIGNMENTS 2

AL3 = (1 + s'r)[2 + 2s'r + (sq') 2]
Following the procedure described in the previous

sections further all-pass alignments can be identified

where the low-pass filters have an order greater than AT3· = 2(s'r)3
the high-pass filters. However, by changing the order (1 + sx)[1 + 2s_r + 2(sx) 2]

" of the asymmetry using the s-domain transformation

xs --->1/'rs the range of theoretical alignments can be AH2 = (s'r)2
further extended. 2 + 2sx + (sx) 2

This transformation can be applied to all the identified

high-pass and low-pass filter pairs, as indicated in Table AT2 = 1
1, where the notation ALxT represents a low-pass filter 1 + 2s'r + 2(s'r) 2
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AL3 -- AH2 = AT2 -- AT3 -- 1 -- s'r AT3 = 1
1 + Sx (1 + s'r)[1 + sx + (s'r)2]

3.3 Second-Order/Fourth-Order Filters I - 2s,r + 2(sx)2 - 2(sx)3
AL6 -- AH3 =

1 + 2s'r + 2(s_')2 + 2(sx) 32
AL4 =

[1 + s'r + (sx)2][2 + 2s'r + (sx) 2] AT3 _ AT6 = 2 -- 2s'r + 2(s'r)2 -- (s'r)3
2 + 2sx + 2(s'r) 2 + (ST) 3 '

AT4 = 2(S'r) 4
[1 + sx + (sx)2][1 + 2s'r + 2(s_) 2] In this final example the phase response is not invariant

to the transformation.

(s,) 2
AH2 = 2 + 2SX + (sx)2 4 TWO-WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM USING

AN ASYMMETRIC CROSSOVER WITH A

1 FIRST-ORDER HIGH-PASS FILTER IN THE

ALT2= 1 + 2sx + 2(sT)2 SATELLITE CHANNEL

As an example, consider a satellite loudspeaker (lower
1 - s'r + (s,r)2 midrange to high-frequency band of operation) with a

AL4 + AH2 = ALT2 + AT4 =
1 + s'r + (sx)2 ' transfer function As(s) which exhibits a second-order

high-pass response with a 3-dB break frequency of
3.4 Third-Order/Fifth-Order Filters

AL5 = 2X/2
[1 + X/2 s'r + (s'r)2][2V'2 + 4s'r + 2V_(s,r) 2 + (s-r)3]

2V_(s*) 5
AT5 =

[1 + X/_s_' + (sx)2][1 + 2V_s'r + 4(s'r) 2 + 2V_(s-r) 3]

(ST) 3

AH3 = 2X/2 + 4sx + 2X/_(s,r) 2 + (s,r) 3 approximately 70-80 Hz. This Systemis tobe interfaced
with a subwoofer system which has a low-frequency
transfer function Aw(s). In the frequency range of

A_3 = I 100-500 Hz both satellite and subwoofer show well-
1 + 2V_s'r + 4(s'r) 2 + 2V_(s'r) 3 behaved responses. The crossover alignment selected

for this example is given in Section 1, where AL(s),
1 - X/2s'r + (s'r)2 A}_(s), and Pi(-s)/Pi(s ) are described by Eqs. (18),

AL5 + AH 3 = AT3 + AT5 =
1 + V_sx + (s_r)2' (19), and (20), respectively.

In Fig. 1 the two-way system is shown, where the
3.5 Third-Order/Sixth-Order Filters asymmetric high-pass and low-pass filters are imple-

1

AL6 = (1 + s'r)[l + s'r + (s'r)2][1 + 2s* + 2(s'r) 2 + 2(s'r) 3]

AT6 = (s'r) 6
(1 + sx)[1 + s'r + (sx)2][2 + 2sx + 2(s'r) 2 + (sx) 3]

mented using passive RC circuit elements. The crossover
(s'r)3 frequency (-3 dB) is set at 200 Hz and the filters areAH3 =

(1 + s'r)[1 + s'r + (s-r)2] designed using the equations presented in Fig. 1. The

Table 1.

Asymmetric alignments Transformed asymmetric alignments
Filter characteristic Symmetricalignments 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5

Low pass ALI AL2 AL3 AL4 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 A_, AXL2 A_2 AT3 AT3

High pass Am An2 AH3 AH4 AH-Ila_2 Am AH3 Am a_2 A_3 a_4 A_5 A_6
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subwoofer in the example has an extended response to that include the transformed alignments discussed in
20 Hz and Q = 0.5, while the satellite has an undamped Section 3.
natural resonance of 70 Hz and Q = 0.7. Computed The two sets of topology are shown in Figs. 4 and

results are then presented in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), which 5, where integrator time constants are aligned to match
shows individual satellite and subwoofer amplitude and the corresponding transfer functions defined in Sections

phase responses both with and without the associated 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. To validate the performances
crossover filters, while Fig. 3 describes the overall of these four crossover networks, Figs. 6 and 7 show
response that includes both the asymmetric crossover the frequency responses, including both the transformed
alignment and the drive unit responses, and the composite responses, where the phase responses

The composite amplitude response reveals a smooth in all four cases are normalized to be symmetric about
characteristic with low error, validating the effectiveness the defined crossover frequency f¢ -- I Hz. It should
of the alignment. Also by setting the crossox_er to 200 be noted that each filter section in Figs. 6 and 7 intro-
Hz, the output of the satellite loudspeaker is curtailed duces a gain of 6 dB. However, these have been ac-
adequately at low frequency, thus reducing distortion counted for in generating the frequency response results.
through excessive cone excursion, while the subwoofer Also the curve for each composite amplitude response
commences its attenuation region at 100 Hz rather than is reduced by 6 dB for greater clarity.
200 Hz and, being second order, achieves a respectable To demonstrate the means of calculating integrator
attenuation at midrange and high frequencies. The at- time constants, the third-order section of the third-
traction of this system is the low circuit complexity order high-pass/fifth-order low-pass state-variable filter
and the achievement of adequate signal attenuation for of Fig. 5(a) is analyzed; the low-pass, high-pass, and
each drive unit by using the overlapping crossover re- composite phase transfer functions are described in
sponse offered by an asymmetric alignment. Section 3.4.

The denominator of the low-pass transfer function

5 ASYMMETRIC CROSSOVER ACTIVE ALs(s ) is presented as the product of a second-order
SYNTHESIS and a third-order polynomial. Since the high-pass sec-

tion contains the same third-order term, we choose to

The asymmetric crossover alignments of order greater split the filter into two cascaded stages, namely, a third-
than 2 can be synthesized using a state-variable topology order stage from which the high-pass function emerges
similar to those proposed earlier [3] for the Linkwitz followed by a cascaded second-order low-pass section
-Riley LR-4 crossover. The advantage of this approach from which the final low-pass output is derived.
is both the reduced number of reactive circuit elements In Fig. 5(a) the topology uses a unity-gain difference
and the more direct active-circuit signal path for the amplifier in the feedback path of the third-order section.
critical high-frequency channel. Two examples of Examinations of the cascade of inverting integrators
asymmetric crossovers are presented in this section reveals the output of this amplifier to be

Va

I = Whigh SglCl q_ s2glClg2C2 nc s3glCl]_2c2g3c3 .
3 I.r] (_ SATELLITE

R _RC2_ ./ Also from the input amplifier of the selected topology,

Yin R1 R C_ r%_

Whig h = 2Vin - Vd .

Hence substituting for Vd and rearranging,
2_
EtD

( 1;' Whigh 1 + sRlCl + s2R1C1R2C2

3t/ = 2Vin.

1

Design: Let satellite 3 dB break frequency = fo Hz 'Jr- s3glCl]_C2g3 C

set capacitors c 2' c3 , then R = 1/(12rtfoC 2

R2=9R1 This expression can be compared with the third-order

c= 8c2 high-pass transfer function, which after rearrangement
yields

R3 = 1/(21t foG3

2V'-2

Fig. 1. Two-way active loudspeaker using asymmetric cross- Vhigh L1 + + 4 2x/2/over with passive low-level circuity, s-_- (_x)2 + (s'r)31 = Vin -
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Fig. 2. Amplitude and phase responses with and without crossover filter. (a) Satellite. (b) Subwoofer.
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Fig. 3. Composite amplitude response of satellite and subwoofer with asymmetric crossover filters.
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Hence, comparing coefficients, sponse, the crossover frequency occurs atfc = l/2_'r:
Hence the respective time constants follow, as shown

'r in Fig. 5(a).

RlCl - 2V_ The corresponding low-pass output VL3of the third-
order filter section is related to Vhig h by

,1-2

= -- __ Whigh

R1C1R2C2 4 VL 3 = s3R1C1R2C2R3C3

that is,
which in turn drives the second-order low-pass section.

_. A similar analysis procedure then applies to this second

R2C2 -- %/_ stage to realize the time constants R4C4 and R5C5, again
presented in Fig. 5(a).

,T3

R1C1R2C2R3C3 = 2X/_ 6. CONCLUSION

A set of asymmetric all-pass crossovers up to the
that is, combination of third-order high-pass/sixth-order low-

pass alignments has been described. The defining
R3C3 = V_q' · equations and their corresponding reverse-order trans-

formations are summarized in Section 3. The pairing
Observing the expression for the all-pass phase re- of high-pass/low-pass filter alignments against the order

V

C C2 biO,

Vta R R C

. c

L 3_<5' ' I
4, , Ro R_"'qI

(a)

v

c c t
o R ° R° _ R°

V Rs R2

v

% R_ 1 h,.

RlCl= '_c RC3_ 211f c fc'IR 1 1
_Cz= _ RC= 211 fc

(b)

Fig. 4. A_ymmetric crossover second-order/fourth-order transform pair circuit synthesis. (See Section 3.3). (a) AL4, An2.
(b) AT2, Au5.
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of all-pass polynomials is also summarized in Fig. 8 The first-order high-pass example described in Section
for those filters analyzed, including both symmetric 1 is particularly useful because the low circuit overhead
and asymmetric cases. However, the analysis can be bodes well for minimizing signal impairment, and the
extended to any filter of order r, where, as discussed overlapping of the transfer functions also increases their
in Section 2, the maximum useful filter order for the effective attenuation. However, for the higher order
complementary amplitude response is 2r, although some alignments Section 5 showed that efficient feedback
filters in the range r + 1 to 2r may be possible within systems can both realize the desired transfer functions
an asymmetric alignment with a corresponding reduction while using a minimum of reactive circuit elements
in order of the all-pass polynomial. For example, AL3/ and aid time-domain synchronization of the low-pass
AR6 has a third-order all-pass polynomial, while AL3/ and high-pass impulse responses.
AH5 has a second-order polynomial. Indeed, Fig. 8

suggests that for the set of realizable asymmetric filters 7 REFERENCES
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On the Dither Performance of High-Order Digital
Equalization for Loudspeaker Systems*

R. G. GREENFIELD AND M. O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK

Experimental results derived using real-time hardware together with supporting software
simulations reveal that for infinite impulse response digital filters low-level chaos acts as
self-dither, which both decorrelates truncation distortion and aids linearization of low-level
digital-to-analog conversion nonlinearity. The process is examined for a range of filter re-
sponses, in particular those that can match the requirements for loudspeaker equalization.

LIST OF SYMBOLS the digital-to-analog converter (DAC), requantization of
the signal back to the working number of bits will be

aj = feedback coefficients required at some point. To give an example, this sce-
bl = feedforward coefficients nario is commonplace in the equalization of a loud-
d(n) = filter-shaped quantization noise sequence speaker's response operating to the 16-bitCD format. If,
E{ } = expectation operator say, the loudspeaker exhibits a 3-dB dip at the crossover
H(z) = system transfer function region, a matched equalizer dictates a corresponding
M = length of feedback tapped delay line peak at this frequency, thereby increasing the dynamic
N = length of feedforward tapped delay line range of the outgoing signal by 3 dB. To be compatible
q(n) = quantization noise sequence with the rest of the system the signal must be scaled by
Q(z) = quantization noise frequency spectrum 1 bit either at the input or at the output of the digital
x(n) = input data sequence equalizer. Scaling has serious consequences as it not
X(z) = input data frequency spectrum only introduces nonlinear distortion but will further strip
y(n) = noiseless output data sequence any dither (below 1 bit in this case) that previously may
Y(z) = noiseless output data frequency spectrum have been added to the signal. In general any processes

= noisy output data sequence that involve the multiplication of two or more numbers
_" = noisy output data frequency spectrum can result in word lengths greater than that of the input
z = z-transform operator signal. Thus even filters with unity gain in the passband

are not devoid of quantization effects.

0 INTRODUCTION The problem of quantization distortion is not a new
one, and its first noted manifestation was in the realm

The application of digital techniques to audio has been of video transmission. The effects of finite quantization
increasing at an almost exponential rate over the past in audio are similar to those in video, and the accepted
few years, with digital systems starting to overtake the solution, based on the human averaging process on rap-
role previously played by analog functions. In the digital idly changing signals, is also the same. The solution,
domain these functions map to mathematical operations generically known as dithering, is dealt with in depth
performed on the data, often generating fractional quan- by a series of papers by Vanderkooy et al. [1]-[3]. In
tities or increased signal levels, both of which increase essence dither is a low-level additive signal (such as a
the word length needed to represent the data. However, white noise) that causes the signal to jump randomly
owing to practical limitations governed ultimately by between quantization levels which, when averaged by

the ear, forms a smooth transition between the levels.

A side effect of dithering is an increase in total noise.
* Presented at the 88th Convention of the Audio Engineering

Society, Montreux, Switzerland, 1990 March 13-16; revised However, the benign nature of this noise is preferable
1995August8. to the harmonicdistortion artifactscaused by the highly
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nonlinear quantization process, and as such dithering is filters, which decorrelates the quantization distortion
now considered mandatory in high-quality audio, from the primary signal at both the equalizer filter and

The subject of this paper arose from the authors' con- the DAC outputs. The roundoff or truncation noise re-
cern about the high levels of quantization distortion in- sponse of IIR filters is a subject that has received much
troduced by a loudspeaker equalizer. The equalizer was attention, with an emphasis on minimizing either its
implemented partially with high-order infinite impulse magnitude or its audibility. The paradox here is that
response (IIR) filters, which are themselves notoriously the presence of this noise actually fulfills the function
noisy, and there was no desire to further degrade the performed by digital dither that would otherwise be

noise performance by adding digital dither. With this in needed to restore system linearity. This paper proposes
mind harmonic distortion measurements were made on the analogy between additive digital dither and the fed
a system consisting of the Sony CP-553 ESD CD player back quantization error coincident with IIR structures.
and DAS-703 ES outboard DAC with the equalizer in- By way of computer simulations and real-time measure-
serted within the AES/EBU interface. The test signals ments the significance of the filter frequency response
were low-level dithered sinusoids taken from the Hi Fi and the corresponding noise probability distribution
News test disc CD II HFN 015. To the authors' surprise function (PDF) is examined. A parallel between noise
the effect of the equalizer was to actually reduce the shaping and IIR filter noise is drawn with some subjec-
harmonic distortion generated by the Sony DAC. Fig. 1 tire implications considered, particularly in relation to
shows the frequency response of the - 70-dB sine wave loudspeaker equalization.
with and without loudspeaker equalization. There is an

amplitude reduction in the equalized fundamental fre- 1 QUANTIZATION NOISE IN IIR FILTERS
quency which is in sympathy with the response of the
equalizer. However, the improvement in harmonic dis- With all finite word length IIR structures there will

tortion performance relative to the noise floor is be some node at which data must be quantized (the term
apparent, quantizedis usedgenerallyto mean either truncatedor

The reduction in distortion is attributed to the noise rounded) and fed back to a prior node. This process
generation mechanism inherent in the structure of IIR modifies the noise spectrum at the output, depending on

both the filter's frequency response and its structure.
A:,AS ars: _00 For reasons beyond the scope of this paper (see Dattorro

-35 . ,, ,,

dsv I ii- ! ]:i ]:i i [4]) the filter structures most widely used are the direct

form 1 (DF1) or the transposed direct form 2 (TDF2).
We shall concentrate on the DF1 structure as, while

_........_.....:......i_ exhibiting similar noise response, the DF1 structuregives a clearer insight into the processes involved.

_o ____.._........_ A typical nonsubtractive dither scheme is shown in

fib

/rev Fig. 2. Here a digitized noise source of finite word length
and with peak magnitude somewhere in the region of
the least significant bit (LSB) is added to the data stream
before the quantizer. _ Compare this now to the DF1

, , structure of Fig. 3 with a 16/32 architecture (16-bit word
-_5 ' : length,32-bitaccumulator).Theinputto the feedback

START: 200 HZ BW: 190.97 HZ STOP: 20 200 Hz
x: _ooo,: ¥:-62._o aBv path is y(n) + q(n), where y(n) is the true 2 output and

(a) q(n) is a 16-bit error term representing a fractional quan-

RA,'_GE:-51 dSV STATUS:PAUS._O tity below the LSB. q(n) is not strictly a random quantity
A: HAG RHS: lO0

dBV

................ ' ' .........._:............ f For more details on digital dithering the reader is referred
to Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [3].

................ :........... ,,.............:................ :......................... 2 We shall consider that after processing, a 32-bit number
: represents the true response whereas a 16-bit number is the

lo i?]:_] i ] quantized version./0I¥
A

y(n) _ y(n) + d(n) y(n) + q(n) = y(n)

f' I = '-

:l(n)

' F'"--1-1t5
START: 200 HZ BW: i90.97 HZ 'STOP: 20 200 H=

X: 1000 HZ Y:-64. t9 clBV

(b)

Fig. l. Harmonic distortion of Sony DAC. (a) Before loud- Fig. 2. Additive digital dither using pseudorandom number
speaker equalization. (b) After loudspeaker equalization, generator. Q---quantizer.
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as it is both input-signal dependent and deterministic, sequence y(n). The sequence d(n), discussed later in
However, for most signals present distinct values of q(n) more detail, is therefore analogous to the dither source

can be assumed to be statistically independent. While of Fig. 2. Fig. 4(a) shows a computer simulation of the
this latter statement is not mathematically correct, for harmonic distortion generated by a 16-bit quantizer on
most signals encountered in audioapplications there will a low-level (- 78-dB) sinusoid with pseudo analog
be some wide-band signal content in the signal presented dither. 4 Even though the signal is dithered using rectan-
to the quantizer. This will be true not only for recorded gular PDF dither, there is still some evidence of correla-

performances which may be considered dithered by aha- tion between the quantization distortion and the output
log noise prior to analog-to-digital conversion, but also signal y(n). This is probably due to deficiencies in the
for electronically generated signals which must be dith- random-number generating algorithm used or an insuf~
ered prior to 16-bit (or higher) quantization in order for ficient integration period. Fig. 4(b) shows the resultant

themselves to be free of quantization distortion. The spectrum of the same sinusoid after digital filtering by
effect of feedback in the IIR structure increases both the a model of an IIR equalizer with no additional dither at

quantization noise power output from the filter and the the output quantizer. The spectral plots demonstrate that
moment of the noise sequence. If we assume that the the quantization at the output of the equalizer is linear,
initial quantization error term is independent from the more so than the directly quantized signal. This charac-
output signal y(n), then this term will be recirculated teristic supports the hypothesis that the feedback mecha-

back to the input of the filter in an infinite cycle which, nism further randomizes the dither component input to
following the central limit theorem, will result in a the quantizer. Thus in this instance,'the assumption that
Gaussian PDF noise sequence at the output of the filter, the quantization noise sequence q(n) is independent of
It is this broad assumption of independence between y(n) appears to hold.
distinct quantization noise samples that determines

whether IIR filters are self-dithering. 3 This will be the 2 NOISE-SHAPING PROPERTY OF IIR FILTERS
subject of investigation in the following sections. How-

ever, in order to analyze the effect of the IIR filter on The motivation for the study of this topic was inspired
the output quantization noise, we will assume that the by DAC linearity measurements which proved to be
quantization noise is statistically independent. Thus the equalizer dependent. To understand this phenomenon it
autocorrelation of q(n) can be given by is necessary to examine the effect the filter has on the

noise response. With reference to Fig. 3, the output of
E{q(n) · q(n - k)} = 01k_o (1) the filter before final quantization is given by

where E{ } is the expectation operator. N St
The signal presented to the quantizer is then the sum- y(n) + d(n) = _ bix(n - i) + _ ajg(n - j). (3)i=0 j_l

mation of y(n) and a delayed modified version of q(n),
designated d(n), and is given by

3 This assumption may fail when the filter transfer function
N St exhibits broad-band attenuation, thus stripping low-level activ-

y(n) + d(n) --- _ bix(n - i) + _ ajy(n - j) ity in the signal prior to the quantization node. While this is
i=0 j= l a subject that requires further investigation, it is not generally

the case with most filter requirements, particularly those of
M loudspeaker equalizers. It should be noted that the noise gener-

+ _ ajq(n -.j). (2) ated by IIR structures is certainly not sufficient for the dither
j= 1 requirements of digital attenuators where triangular or higher

moment PDF dither should be used prior to quantization.
4 The dither is simulated by a floating:point pseudorandom

If Eq. (1) holds, d(n) and y(n) are uncorrelated, thus number generator with uniform PDF and peak-to-peak ampli-
decorrelating the quantization error q(n) from the output rude of ---0.5 LSB.

Fig. 3. IIR filter structure with quantizer at output.
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Now p(n) = y(n)+ q(n), where p(n) incorporates d(n), ated three other filter characteristics--frequency re-
allowing us to write sponse of the filter poles, noise spectrum, and noise

PDF. The pole spectral response is simply found by
N _ evaluating the function

9(n) - q(n) = _ bix(it -- i) + E ady(n - J) . (4)
i=0 j=l 1

H(z)= 1 - [_=,ajz-d' (6)
If we represent q(n) in the frequency domain by Q(z), the

frequency response at the output of the filter is given by The noise spectral density and PDF are calculated using
the simulation scheme shown in Fig. 5. The actual filter

_/N=0 bi 2-i Q(z) is the real-time system program run on the TMS320C25

_'(z) = X(z) 1 - _= l ajz-d + 1 - _= 1adz-J' (5) IBM PC evaluation module. The ideal filter is a computer
simulation operating with 64-bit floating-point arithme-

Thus we can observe that, for the DF1 structure, the tic. All filters are input the same computer-generated

quantization noise is spectrally shaped by the poles of sinusoidal signal. At the output the simulated signal is
the filter. This is important as it gives insight into the subtracted from the actual signal, leaving only the noise
effect the filter has on system linearity, generated by the actual filter from which its spectrum

Using Eq. (5), three second-order all-pass filters were and PDF are calculated.
designed and implemented in a real-time system using Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show the following plots for the
the TMS320C25 digital signal processor. All-pass func- three all-pass filters: (a) the harmonic distortion at the
tions were chosen so that the fundamental amplitude output of the Sony DAC, (b) the pole frequency re-
of the test signal should not be altered while allowing sponse, (c) the noise spectrum, and (d) the noise PDF.
different pole responses, thereby modifying only the These plots reveal some interesting points which support

the assumption made in Eq. (1). The pole frequencynoise performance of the filter. The three pole responses
chosen were low-frequency emphasis, high-frequency response and noise frequency response match very
emphasis, and approximately flat. To complement the closely, indicating that Q(z) is approximately spectrally
real-time measurements, computer simulations evalu- white. Second, there is no indication of any harmonic

relationship between the noise spectrum and the output
signal, implying that the noise sequence q(n) is indepen-

nag (dB) . , · ....... . 7. · ....... . ,., · ..

m.o ' ; : : : :4::: : : : ; ::;;: Zl dent ofy(n). Finally, observing the spread of noise vari-
: ; : ": _::: :.... ::: ::::: ..... : ances, the noise PDFs of the three filters appear to con-,,, _ _ '; '. _ _...... ; .[ ,,; _ ' '.?

': ; :: : : :: '. : : ::: '.: :: : form, albeit crudely, to the set of bell-shaped contours
: : : : : :: ::: ...... : .....:' '::'::: :: ..... : characteristic of a Gaussian distribution. These three, , : · ?..,....,..?_

', :, iiiiiiiii !i? i:i:iil i:71: i I i iii: : :iiiii.i::i::i points indicate that the quantization error sequence q(n)approachesa Gaussian noise sequence.

fi! '-- ' '"__/::.I. '_--'_'i''-:_i__:..... :i'._.:i'.]V-'""______'"-"''..:-:____-.-_____ ...' Consider next the relation between pole frequency

response and improvement in DAC linearity. Comparing
plots (a) and (b) in Figs. 6-8, it is evident that the
filters with greatest noise gain result in the greatest DAC
linearity improvement (the high-frequency emphasis,

-B .£

0._ ,r,q.,,.=u_k.:_ zo.4o low-frequency emphasis, and fiat filters have noise gains
(a) of 37 dB at 20 kHz, 35 dB at 10Hz, and 1dB at 10Hz

to 20 kHz, respectively). The same conclusions can be
nag (dB)

_zo.0:.i : . ..:....:..::..:..:..:........... :.........:.-....,....:.:..:....,.:.:.............. drawn by observing the spread of the noise PDF plots.
..........i?[ilJiiiiiii!ii[ii!ilJ:ii!iiiii!ili/iii1211! The increase in noise power generated by the filters

:: .... : : ": ':":'":":::...........:.... :'":'"':':":'::': ........ causes the peak-to-peak noise levels to exceed the·:: ....... : : ...:...:...:.:..:.:.:................:........:.._..:....:..:..: :.:: .............
................................................................................................. boundaries of additional DAC quantization levels, thus
'i::iiiiiiiii::[:ii:ii::7:::::::::::::::::::j:_j:[:::::::::::::::::[:::::::::::::[::::::::[:j_[:j?::::::j:::::::::/::/:/'further decorrelating differential DAC nonlinearity. We

_ U'LL'--''"----]'_'-_-_-" "' ' '",,,.?_il-,,,,'_i____ can conclude from, thisActualFilterresult that_) the_effective*q(n) improve-0.0 x(n) I, '_ I,- q(n)
0.08 frequency (kl+z ) 20.40

[,,e.IFig. 4. Simulationof harmonicdistortion on low-levelsinu- Filter y(n)
'soid. (a) 16-bit linear quantizer. (b) IIR filter designed for
loudspeaker equalization using a 16/32-bit processor archi- Fig. 5. Simulation of noise generated by filters used in real-
tecture, timesystems.
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A: HAG RHS: 100 A: HAG RHS: 100
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dBV dBv
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"4[ :', .......... ', ', "'', : ', t::: ............ ', ......: "", ; ': : ?:: .......... ; -75 :: ........ "..... ; : " : ;::: ...... : ..... : ::: ......... :
0.08 frequenc 9 (kHz) 20.42 0.08 frequenctj (ktfz) 20.42

(b) (b)

_as (dB) nag (dB)

!iliiii!iii!i,, ii/)!iii!i! !i iiii
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(c) (c)

1 .O. 1.0.

/ ,_, ........
-6....... o ''' 8 -o o ''8

flnpl itude Level flnpl itude Level

(d) (d)

Fig. 6. Responses of low-frequency noise emphasis all-pass Fig. 7. Responses of high-frequency noise emphasis all-pass
filter. (a) Harmonic distortion. (b) Pole response. (c) Noise filter. (a) Harmonic distortion. (b) Pole response. (c) Noise
spectrum.(d)NoisePDF. spectrum.(d)NoisePDF.
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merit in overall system linearity is related directly to the 3 DISCUSSION ON THE SUBJECTIVE
pole transfer function of the IIR filters. The foregoing IMPORTANCE OF .QUANTIZATION NOISE
comments relate only to multibit DACs as to date the
authors have not performed the same experiment on In Section 2 we saw how IIR filters modified the spec-
single-bit DACs. trum and power of the quantization noise which, at the

To compare the measured results with a subjective expense of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), improved
evaluation, an experiment was constructed where the the system linearity. Using this knowledge it may be
signal from the DAC was amplified to audible levels and possible to design a system with a prescribed amplitude
monitored through headphones. With all three filters the response while positioning the poles in locations such
effect of linearization was audible, with the filtered sig- that the greatest noise gain occurs at frequencies insensi-

ual sounding purer and smoother· tive to the ear. Recently much attention has been given
to the subject of optimal noise shaping (see Lipshitz et
al. [5]) whereby the quantization noise is shifted into

RANGE: -41 MBV STATUS: PAUSED

A:,AG RMS:_00 OVLO regions of the ears' lowest sensitivity. Under certain
-35 , ,

_Bv conditionsandwithappropriatefilterdesignit maybe
possible to include noise shaping in the IIR filter without

..... ...... a cost penalty. For example, consider the equalization
', .: , transfer function for a high-quality loudspeaker system.

...................i.............,_?',............i...................._..............;,............. Here the predominant demands on the equalizer will tend

to ............... i...........[ :. : ; ' to be at the extremes of the drive units' frequency ranges,
o8 i . . : as one would expect the drive units to behave well within

/rev ..................:..........i"'i ............ _..................._..............i............ _ their designed bands of operation. Thus in such cases

...................i.........]....i............ i......./_..........i..............i.............. the natural pole locations are likely to be situated in the

..................--::_3.....i......_x._... Ifl_.__ ..',AJ,L_0_ Fig. 9 shows the response of a loudspeaker equalizer
' , : ' low mid bass and upper treble regions of the audio band.

-__5 : and the corresponding pole transfer function. Comparing
START: 200 HZ BW: 190.S7 HZ STOP: 20 200 Hz
x: _ooo.z v:-a_.s_ _Bv the pole transfer function with the Fletcher-Munsen

(a) contours shown in Fig. 10 (taken from [6]), we see that
the noise-shaping function approaches the characteristic

ne9 (dR)

....................................... ' : :-"'i ' :'"': ': ";-_':.....
:.: ........ : : .- :..: :.:?: ......... :..... ?..: .:..:.-: :..:.: .... : naa (dl)
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Fig. 8. Responses of flat noise response all-Pass filter. (a) (b)
Harmonic distortion. (b) Pole response. (c) Noise PDF. Note:
The noise with this filter had peak magnitude below the LSB. Fig. 9. Frequency response. (a) Loudspeaker equalizer. (b)
Hence with the 16-bit simulation it was truncated to zero. Poles of loudspeaker equalizer.
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shape of minimal audible threshold contours, with the there is digital silence at the input to the filter, the output
greatest boosts in noise energy occurring below 500 Hz will be either digital silence or limit cycles. Limit cycles
and above 15 kHz. While this is not a general result, can be detected and muted, but the digital silence is a
the authors have found from experience with many loud- clear example of signal-dependent noise modulation. It
speaker equalizers that the rule of thumb is typical. In is the authors' belief that, given that the quantization
other digital filtering applications there is no guarantee noise is approximately Gaussian, the only occurrence of
that the filter poles will be so conveniently placed. How- noise modulation will be when there is digital silence,
ever, it may bepossible that with appropriate pole-zero and therefore it is not considered detrimental to the over-
matching, a prescribed amplitude response can be met all performance of the filter. In listening tests similar to
with semioptimal pole positioning. This may lead to the one described in Section 2, there was no obvious
some excess phase distortion, which may not be desir- pumping of the noise floor when low-level slowly vary-
able in some circumstances. The subject of filter design lng music was played through the system. This aspect
for optimal pole placement, with respect to noise shap- of the self-dithering property of IIR filters is, however,
lng, is an area where further investigation is needed, a subject of ongoing research. In conclusion of this sec-

tion, the results presented here, from both the objective

4 CONCLUSION and the subjective experiments, demonstrate that under
normal audio conditions the application of dither to the

In this paper we described the conditions necessary DF1 IIR filter structure is not necessary and only serves
for the requantization of digital data and the detrimental to worsen the noise performance of these structures.
effect that this process can have on system linearity. At The second part of this paper dealt with the noise-
the expense of increased noise, additive dither eom- shaping property of the DF1 IIR structure. With the aid
pletely linearizes the quantization process. A parallel of experimental and simulated results we demonstrated
between fed back quantization noise, in the DF1 IIR the effective improvement of DAC linearity caused by
filter structure, and additive dither was drawn. Initially, the increase in noise power. The precise characteristics
for the purposes of analysis, the quantization error se- of the noise-shaping property is controlled by the pole
quence was assumed to be a random process with a transfer function of the IIR filter, and it was suggested
uniform PDF. It was hypothesized that the effect of that where possible the main boosts in noise power
feedback would be an infinite convolution of the noise should be concentrated in regions of low hearing sensi-
PDFs, resulting in a Gaussian noise distribution at the tivity. This bodes well for loudspeaker equalization as
output of the filter. In Section 2 software-simulated re- these regions are often close to where the natural pole
suits and measured results were presented that supported locations will lie, hence giving the greater noise gain in
the hypothesis drawn in Section 1, namely, that the these regions. Results of both objective and listening
quantization noise at the output of the IIR filter does tests indicate that it is possible to obtain a subjectively
approach a Gaussian PDF and is independent of the preferable performance from what is generally consid-
output signal. The conclusion given here relies on the ered a fundamental flaw of IIR filters.
condition that the filter be input a typical audio signal.
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Digital Signal ProcessingTools for Loudspeaker
Evaluation and Discrete-Time Crossover Design*

MALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Centre for Audio Research and Engineering, Department of Electronic Systems Engineering,
University of Essex, Colchester C04 3SQ, UK

Loudspeaker response data can be decomposed into minimum- and excess-phase compo-
nents. Subjectively less significant elements can then be filteredand a new family of response
curves computed. Applications to both cumulative-decay spectra (CDS) and energy-time
curves (ETC) are discussed, where noncausal attributes are corrected. A versatile technique
for producing digital crossover alignments is presented together with the implications on
CDS and ETC. A novel method of masking polar response errors within the crossover
transition band is also proposed.

0 INTRODUCTION are designed and matched to the drive units contributes
significantly to the overall performance of the loud-

In this paper we explore alternative methods of pre- speaker. However, because of practical constraints there
senting measured data of the linear imperfections arising are residual imperfections in the loudspeaker transfer
in loudspeaker systems. There are a number of ways function, which in general also shows polar response
that the linear distortion of a loudspeaker can be de- aberrations. Three main categories of loudspeaker sys-
scribed, which include impulse response, frequency and tems can be identified: the passive system using passive
phase responses, cumulative-decay spectra (CDS), and crossover networks (possibly with external analog/digi-
energy-time curves (ETC). In practice all these data tal equalization), active loudspeakers using analog
formats, although excluding certain performance attri- crossovers, and active systems employing digital filters.
butes, are essentially equivalent and can be seen to be It is well known that for the first two categories, except
generic upon the impulse response. The impulse re- for the first-order case and the restricted class of zero-

sponse is considered here as the basis response of a phase constant-voltage filters [2], [3] the crossover net-
loudspeaker and is selected because it allows direct time- works must exhibit an overall all-pass characteristic [2],
domain editing to eliminate reflections from objects [4]- [6] and that this in itself will contribute significantly
other than the loudspeaker itself. There are of course to the time dispersion revealed within the impulse re-
numerous ways in which the impulse response can be sponse. However, in the digital implementation it is
obtained, which include direct measurement, maximum- straightforward (though not essential) to produce linear-
length sequence excitation with cross correlation, and phase filter transfer functions [7] that do not exhibit an
time-delay spectrometry. All these techniques have been all-pass characteristic.
widely researched. Audibility of phase distortion in a linear system has

A multi-drive-unit loudspeaker system requires a been widely debated and is especially relevant to loud-
crossover filter [1] to spectrally divide the audio signal speaker design. Under certain conditions phase distor-
into appropriate low-pass, band-pass, and high-pass re- tion is clearly audible. For example, when a nonsymmet-
sponses so as to match the characteristics of the drive ric signal is time reversed, although the long-term
units in terms of frequency response, power handling, amplitude spectrum is unchanged, there are obvious per-
and polar response. The accuracy to which these filters ceptual differences. Nevertheless, in examples of more

modest phase distortion, such as those encountered in
*Presented at the 100th Convention of the Audio Engi- typical loudspeaker crossover networks, the human abil-neering Society, Copenhagen, Denmark, 1996 May 11-14,

under the title "Minimum-Phase Signal Processing for Loud- ity to detect phase distortion is reduced. For example,
speaker Systems," revised 1996 October 29. it is generally accepted that the phase distortion intro-
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duced by a fourth-order Linkwitz-Riley alignment [6] relating to equalization and polar response, and a flexible

has minimal subjective consequence where results of digital design program based on Butterworth prototype
research on determining the audible threshold all-pass filters is presented. Also, two new classes of crossover
phase distortion have been presented [8]. filter are proposed, designated a stochastic alignment

Our own informal experiments [9] have also been and a sinusoidal frequency interleaved alignment. These
conducted on more complicated forms of phase distor- alignments are shown to have application in enhancing
tion using digital equalization networks. For example, the off-axis frequency response of a loudspeaker.
a two-stage digital equalizer was implemented where the The mathematics in this paper are presented for con-
first stage performed minimum-phase equalization (to ciseness using vectors and matrices in a MATLABLlike
achieve a fiat on-axis spectrum) while a second stage notation, where the functional operators are defined in

performed excess-phase equalization, the latter filter Appendix 1. Also, a computer listing is presented in
having a fiat amplitude response. This process permitted Appendix 2, which permits the evaluation of all the
auditioning the contribution of excess-phase distortion major features and designs presented in the paper to-
while keeping the amplitude response the same. Mea- gether with an opportunity to experiment with alterna-
surements showed that the excess-phase distortion intro- tive design variations.
duced significant time-domain error in the impulse re-

sponse, yet auditioned in mono, the audible change both I MINIMUM-PHASE SYSTEM THEORY
on an impulsive signal and on music was not perceptible.
Hence provided no other characteristics of aioudspeaker Most loudspeaker drive units, excluding the crossover
are modified, it follows that amplitude response errors networks, exhibit a minimum-phase frequency response,
affect subjective performance to a very much greater meaning that the log-amplitude response and the phase
extent than phase response errors. However, it should response are uniquely related by the Hilbert transform
also be reported that in later experiments, using the Ger- [12]. It also implies that the group delay (that is, the time
hard loudspeaker layout (GLL) [10], where accurately differential of the phase response) is minimum within the
matched, digital and active low-diffration loudspeakers bounds of the system amplitude response and require-
were located in a widely spaced configuration designed ments of causality. However, analog crossover align-
to minimize the contributions of early reflections, cor- ments are generally nonminimum phase, where the com-
recting the excess distortion was perceived to improve posite response can be decomposed into minimum-phase
certain attributes of the stereophonic sound stage. Never- and excess-phase components, the latter characterized
theless, under more normal listening conditions using, by a constant-gain amplitude response. If the amplitude

for example, a conventional IEC floor plan, this subtlety response is corrected by equalization, then the normal-
can be lost due to greater loudspeaker-room interaction, ized and equalized minimum-phase response becomes

Consequently, because of the lower audible signifi- unity at all frequencies, but the excess-phase response
cance of modest phase distortion, it is expedient to pro- can only be approximately linearized by performing a
cess measured data to exclude some attributes of phase convolution of its corresponding impulse response with
distortion in order to declutter the final display and thus a truncated but time-reversed version, resulting in an
make the diagnosis of loudspeaker imperfections more overall time delay. This time delay is a direct conse-
accessible together with an improved subjective--mea- quence of the requirements of causality.
surement correlation. The Fourier transform G(f) of a continuous-time

It is proposed that the displayed data should still in- function g(t) (where t is time and f frequency) consists
elude some attributes of phase distortion, where these of the summation of both even-order and odd-order func-.
are selected using minimum-phase criteria. As such, the tions, which constitute the real and imaginary compo-
display retains causal integrity, yet simultaneously re- nents of G(f),
duces clutter due to the excess-phase distortion of lower

subjective significance. However, for accurate stereo- G(f) = g(t)e -j2_ft dt
phonic sound reproduction phase is believed to be of _o_
greater significance. Consequently phase distortion

i_®should still be displayed, but segregated onto a sepa- = g(t)cos(2_rft) dt
ratedisplay.

The ETC is also used as an energy-time or envelope t_o

function, but has been criticized for exhibiting apparent + J JJ_ oog(t)sin(2xcft) dt
noncausal attributes. A modified ETC is proposed,
which corrects for the precursive response elements us-
ing minimum-phase processing. However, to match typ- where taking the inverse Fourier transform,
ical loudspeaker responses, the ETC is further modified

by incorporating the excess-phase response of a loud- g(t) = geven(t)+ godd(t) .

speaker. As such, an ETC results that closely matches
both causality and envelope criteria. In practice both even and odd functions geven(t) and

Finally, some additional aspects of minimum-phase
and linear-phase crossover filter design are discussed _MATLAB is a registered trade name.
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godd(t)exist for all time and have even and odd symme- The corresponding spectra of he(n) and ho(n) follow:
try, respectively, about t = 0.

For a causal system and where the excitation is applied de = fit(he(n))
at t = 0, it must follow that g(t) = 0 for t < 0, which

impliesthatfor t < 0, do = fit(ho(n)).

geven(t) = - godd(t) · The minimum-phase function hmin(1 :N/2) is zero for neg-
ative time (located here at the center of the display).

The problem is therefore to calculate the functions From the construction described in 1) and 2) it has a
geven(t) and godd(t) such that the amplitude response spectrum Cmin,
matches that of the amplitude response of G(f). There is

a unique solution to this problem, where the relationship emin = de + do = real(de) + j imag(do)
yields a complex Fourier transform, which defines the

minimum-phase response that directly implies a causal that is,
relationship. In the present work, which involves only
discrete-time signal vectors, the following procedure for Cmln = real(hilbert(de) + j imag(hilbert(de) )
calculating the minimum-phase response has been

adopted using the (zero-phase) magnitude response as = hilbert(de).
input.

Computation of the minimum-phase discrete-time se- Here hilbert is a complex operator, which incorporates
quence2: Let the input magnitude spectrum be ]el, the odd and even symmetry of the spectrum, where the
where we assume here a sampled-data system such that , real part equates to de and the imaginary part to do.
the spectrum is discrete. In practice this can be found However, the spectra de and do must be chosen so that
directly either from the loudspeaker impulse response [Cminl= Icl, which is effectively a statement of the
h(n) by calculating the absolute value of the correspond- minimum-phase computation task. This can be achieved

ing Fourier transform, or from the Fourier transform c using a logarithmic substitution, where if de = log(lc[),
itself, that is,

Crain= exp(hilbert(log(]c])))
c = fft(h(n))

where fit(.) is the fast Fourier transform operator of a = exp(log(]c]) + j imag(hilbert(log([c[))))
discrete normalized spectrum and n is a vector 1:N, with
N being a power of 2. = Iclexpo imag(hilbert(log([c])))).

Assume that the causal minimum-phase impulse re- Consequently the amplitude spectrum lc] is preserved ·sponse derived from the magnitude spectrum of c is
and the phase response is related to the logarithm of thehmia(1:N/2), and that it is decomposed into even and odd

symmetric functions as follows, amplitude response.
When processing discrete vectors of length N and1) First construct an even sequence he(n) from

hmin(1:N/2),

he(N/2 + I:N) = 0.5 hmin(l:N/2 ) he(n) ' I si

1'/ / 1I I

and I ' I n
I N IN N

1

he(N/2:- 1: 1) = 0.5 hmin(l:N/2 ) . 2 12,

' ]1
ho(n) .,

I

2) Then derive an odd-symmetric sequence ho(n) from N i _ nl_.n(l:N/2) ' I T ,

ho(N/2 + 1:N) = 0.5 hmin(1 :N/2) 'T +l

and

ho(N/2:- 1: 1) = -0.5 hmin(l:N/2 ) . ho(n) + he(n) ] l

Here the functions he(n), ho(n), and he(n) + ho(n) have - : : ., / / /
IN N

the form shown in Fig. 1. i N ,.y +X
T,

z
2 Editor'sNote: Since most of the equations in this computa- I

tion use MATLAB-like notation, we deviate here from Journal I
style by not italicizing variables for the sake of consistency Fig. 1. Causal impulse response decomposed into even and
with the program in Appendix 2. odd symmetric impulse responses.
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power 2, the MATLAB operator 3 hilbert(.) can be used Finally, a minimum-phase version hmleq(l) is calculated,
to compute the discrete minimum-phase impulse re-

sponse hmin(n) from a magnitude spectrum Icl, = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(fft(hlm(l)))))))) ) .

hmin(n) = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(c))))))). Fig. 3(a) shows a truncated loudspeaker impulse re-
sponse (40-sample duration) and the minimum-phase im-

The even and odd functions ho(n), ho(n) then follow pulse response hml_(n) derived using a truncated 59-tap
directly as single-line MATLAB commands, FIR filter, where the equalized response is magnified by

a factor of 70 to emphasize the detail in the tail of this

h_(n) = real(ifft(real(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(c)))))))) response. The highlighted result is that equalization has
achieved a total suppression of the minimum-phase re-

ho(n) = imag(ifft(imag(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(c)))))))) sponse hml_(1)over 59 samples, equal to the inverse FIR
equalizer length. Consequently; the number of taps of an

which give the same sequences as those stated in 1) and FIR equalizer should ideally exceed the number of samples
2). The excess-phase response q_exc(n)can be calculated over which the minimum-phase derived sequence of the
from the arguments of the complex spectra c and emin as time-edited impulse response is significant. It should be

noted that although the minimum-phase equalizer response

_exc(n) = angle(c) - angle(emin) is completely suppressed for 59 samples, there remains a
residual tail for samples >59 as the equalizer empties from

where the excess-phase impulse response hoxc(n) is the excitation of the finite (truncated) loudspeaker impulse
response. This is a consequence of the inverse fast Fourier

hox¢(n) = real(ifft(exp(q_c(n)))) transform filter design. An optimization procedure [7]
could produce a different error distribution, which can take

Fig. 2 shows an example series of waveforms illustrat- greater account of the tail, although there would then be

ing a truncated impulse response of a loudspeaker, the some irregularity within the main response.
corresponding magnitude spectrum, the odd and even
time functions required for the response to be causal, Corollary 2: Observations on Minimum-Phase
the derived minimum-phase impulse response hmin(n), Equalization with IIR Filters
and the excess-phase impulse response hox¢(n). A similar procedure can be followed using an infinite-

impulse response (IIR) filter design. In this case a least-
Corollary 1: Observations on Minimum-Phase mean-square fit IIR polynomial is generated to match the
Equalization with FIR Filters inverse spectrum of the truncated loudspeaker impulse

An observation of relevance to loudspeaker equaliza- response. Fig. 3(b) shows the truncated (40-sample)
tion concerns the relationship between an inverse finite- loudspeaker impulse response together with the overall
impulse response (FIR) equalization filter and the de- minimum-phase equalized response derived using an IIR
rived minimum-phase impulse response that results filter with 59 coefficients. Again, the filter is capable of
after equalization, almost total suppression of the impulse over the first

Consider a nonminimum-phase measurement of a 40 samples, with near complete suppression up to 59
loudspeaker expressed as an impulse response hi(m), samples. A residual error then occurs for samples >59.
The response is time edited to a shorter sequence hledit(n) However, in this instance the tail in the response is much
to eliminate first and subsequent reflections and is zero reduced, where a scale factor of 70 000 has been used
padded to give power-of-two samples n to enable fast to expand the error.
Fourier transform processing. The magnitude response These two examples demonstrate the behavior of
Cm(n) is calculated as minimum-phasedigital equalization using both anasym-

metric FIR and an IIR filter when the result of equaliza-

em(n)= abs(fft(hledit(n))) tion is observed devoid of excess-phase distortion. This
format is useful as it enables the error (observed in the

and an inverse frequency response ci(n) formed using minimum-phase equalized response) resulting from fi-
element-by-element division ./as nite-length equalizers to be placed at a given period in

time after the excitation. In this sense the error can be
ci(n) = °nes(n)'/Cm(n) ' seen as a short echo that does not contaminate the first

A minimum-phase equalizer impulse response hmeq(n) few milliseconds of the overall impulse response. This
can be derived as detail is generally hidden when uncorrected excess-

phase distortion is included.

hm_(n) = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(ci(n))))))))
2 CUMULATIVE-DECAY SPECTRUM

where, using one-dimensional convolution, the equal-

ized sequence hl_q(l)is The cumulation delay spectrum (CDS) is a linear
transform operation performed upon the impulse re-

hi,q(1) = conv(hleait(n), hrneq(n)) . sponse of a loudspeaker that is designed to display en-
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ergy storage as a function of time and frequency. As response h(n) in discrete steps (Fig. 4). At each location
such it is possible to identify which frequency regions of the window function the magnitude of the frequency
of the audio spectrum are exhibiting time dispersion response is calculated. When the transform is plotted
through resonant modes, for example, for each window location, a three-dimensional matrix is

The basic CDS can be generated using a rectangular formed, which defines the CDS.
window function that is made to slide along the impulse The Hankel matrix operator can form the two-
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Fig. 2. (a) Truncated loudspeaker impulse response. (b) Magnitude spectrum of loudspeaker impulse response in (a). (c) Odd-
symmetry impulse response supporting causality. (d) Even-symmetry impulse response supporting causality. (e) Minimum-phase
impulse response derived from (a). (f) Excess-phase impulse response from response in (a).
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dimensional rectangular window function that is re- command, which takes element values of a matrix and
quired for the CDS. Here each row is replicated and plots them vertically as a three-dimensional graph. Thus,
windowed but shifted to the left, whereas the right-hand

elements are progressively set to zero. Shifting the ele- CDS(n) = mesh(abs)fft(hankel(h(n))))).
ments to the left is of no consequence as only the magni-

tude of the Fourier transform is taken when calculating In Section 1 a loudspeaker impulse was discussed,
the CDS. For illustration, a 5 by 5 Hankel matrix of a where Fig. 2 showed the measured response h(n) and
sequence h(1:5) has the form the derived minimum-phase response emin(n). Following

the matrix calculation of the CDS, we define a new

-h(1) h(2) h(3) h(4) h(5)' display CDSmin(n) calculated from the minimum-phase
impulse response emi,(n), where

h(2) h(3) h(4) h(5) 0
CDSmin(n ) = mesh(abs(fft(hankel(emin(n)))) ) .

hankel(h(l:5)) = h(3) h(4) h(5) 0 0

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the corresponding CDS for both
h(4) h(5) 0 0 0 the direct impulse response and the minimum-phase im-

pulse response, where the latter reveals a significant
Ih(5) 0 0 0 0 eduction in clutter due to the suppression of excess

phase. Fig. 5(c) shows the CDS based on the excess-

where the rows of the Hankel matrix reveal the win- phase impulse response eexc(n). It is evident that for this

dowed and left-shifted impulse response. The CDS can loudspeaker much of the time dispersion is exhibited in

then be plotted directly using the (MATLAB) "mesh" the excess-phase response, whereas the minimum-phase
CDS displays a more constrained dispersion characteris-
tic. If the lower audibility of phase distortion is consid-

2 ....................................i......................................................... ered as discussed in the Introduction, then we propose

i that the modified minimum-phase CDS will give a closer
_5 ...................................._...................................................... subjective correlation to loudspeaker performance.

loudspeakerimpulseresponse ,However, we advocate that the excess-phase CDS

_ ..._>_ should also be presented, but that the separation into
! excess- and minimum-phase displays is more useful to

the loudspeaker designer.
0.6 ...........................................................................................

To reduce some of the finer detail in the display, a
·_ minimum-phase,overallequalizedresponse:scaleT0 two-dimensional convolution window or mask can be

} _ applied to the CDS matrix. Following image processing

-0.5 Ii-/ h(n)

i !i i i _mpl_ ! row I

-1 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

_._ n

(a) _ I _
e

2 ......... _.......... _........... _.......... _ ....... :....... _........... :...... h(n)

row 2
!

loudspeaker impulse reSponSe _ n

0.5 row 3

·_ _ n

-0.

row 4

scale70000
i :, i _ ,_

-1 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 _-- n

samples _ I _ _l_(b)

Fig. 3. (a) 59-tap FIR equalization; (a) minimum-phase re- Fig. 4. Construction of CDS using progressive displacement of
sponses. (b) 59-tap IIR equalization; minimum-phase responses, a rectangular window over the loudspeaker impulse response.
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applied to the CDS matrix. Following image processing Note how the mask is square and the order of the mask
practice, a Gaussian window shows a combination of equals the number of rows (or columns) in the matrix.
good smoothing plus low image artifacts. A Gaussian The convolution can be continued by iteration to gener-
window CDS(n)win of order n can be computed from ate a family of matrices to order m, where
multiple two-dimensional convolutions starting from a

simple 2 by 2 matrix, where the coefficients are normal- CDS(m)wm = ]conv2(CDS(m - 1),_, CDS(m - 1)w_lm-
ized so that their summation is unity,

Fig. 6 shows a seventh-order filter mask. A filtered

1 spectrumCDSmi.wis then formedby a two-dimensional

0.25 0.25

CDS(2)win --- / ' convolution between actual CDS and the filter mask,

L0.25 0.253 CDSmin w = conv2(CDSmin(n ) CDSwin(m)).

This process is similar to one-dimensional convolution As examples of this smoothing process, Fig. 7 shows a
where the technique was applied in the generation of a third-order and a seventh-order mask applied to the CDS
Gaussian crossover filter [12]. A third-order window in Fig. 5(a).
CDS(3)wi. then follows by two-dimensional convolution

using operator notation conv2, 3 ENERGY-TIME CURVE

CDS(3)wi n = Iconv2(CDS(2)win, CDS(2)wi.)l.orm·
The energy-time curve (ETC) can be used to display

This yields a 3 by 3 mask, where time dispersion in a loudspeaker as an envelope function
of a complex time sequence. Examining the impulse

I0.0625 0.125 0.0625'_ response of a loudspeaker, such as h(n) illustrated in
Fig. 2(a), shows a function that varies from negative to
positive values with multiple zero crossings. This typical

CDS(3)wi. = / 0.125 0.25 0.125 behavior is common to all audio signals with zero mean.
I However, from a subjective stance when listening, for
L0.625 0.125 0.0625 example, to a sine wave, we perceive a continuous

2.

_ 1.5.

_, 1
0.5.

0.5.

0: 0:
0 _

50 × 50
80 80

_'* 60 60

tOO'"' 40 _,ps . 40 b_S
20 2O

''rO'O/e_ 1.__A/_ 0 0

(a) (b)

2.

1.5

0.5

0>
0 _-..

50 _'' - 80
60

1O0 40 _

_'e/e_ 0 20

(c)

Fig. 5. CDS. (a) Derived from loudspeaker impulse response. (b) Derived from loudspeaker minimum-phase impulse response.
(c) Derived from excess-phase loudspeaker impulse response.
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acoustic object that does not exhibit periodic moments h(n) can be represented by the operation
of silence. A functional presentation that describes inten-

sity variations but ignores subjectively obscure signal ht(n) = hilbert{h(n)} = htr(n ) + j hti(n )
zeros is therefore desirable. In effect the zeros in the

where htr(n ) and htr(n) are the real and imaginary timetime-domain waveform do not necessarily correspond
sequences, respectively [with htr(t ) corresponding toto silences. We infer aspects of pitch and loudness as

continuous attributes in which derivative information as h(n) in this notation]. It is informative to examine the
Fourier transform of a typical sequence h(n), where Fig.well as amplitude information contribute to the overall

percept. Simplistically, the signal peaks appear to carry 8(a)-(c) displays htr(n), Mi(n), and their shared magni-
similar weight to signal derivatives at the signal zero tude spectrum. Fig. 8(d) shows the magnitude spectrum
crossings, of the complextime functionht(n). It shouldbe noted

that all the in-band spectra are identical while the re-

3.1 Determination of ETC flected spectral components ofht(n) are zero, confirming
the complex form of ht(n). The envelope et(n) of ht(n)It is therefore expedient to select an algorithm in is calculated as

which both amplitude and derivative information are

included explicitly, from which an envelope function et(n) = [htr(n) 2 + hti(n)2] °-5 = abs{ht(n)}.
can be derived. The ETC uses the Hilbert transform to

calculate a complex time function, the amplitude spec- Fig. 8(e) and (f) shows the resulting ETC, et(n), and
trum of which is essentially identical to that of the ampli- its corresponding magnitude spectrum.
tude spectrum of h(n). The Hilbert transform is an opera-
tor that yields a complex time function having real and 3.2 Minimum-Phase Corrected ETC
imaginary parts. This analytic function must therefore However, the nature of the Hilbert transform is such

be described in two-dimensional space and consequently that it exhibits a precursive response that appears to
has real and imaginary time sequences. If we derive an contravene causality. In practice this does not happen,
envelope function that corresponds to the magnitude of as the function should be considered in conjunction with
this complex time function, this is the ETC. an overall delay. Nevertheless the presence of a precur-

The Hilbert transform ht(n) of the impulse sequence sor to the main impulse event is counterintuitive where

0.02.

0.015.

0.01

0.005

o
30 30 40

10 _10 --

_AI_ 0 0

Fig. 6. Seventh-order two-dimensional filter mask.

1.5. 1.5,

a _ 1

0.5, 0.5

0

50 50 '
80 80

IO0 60 1O0 60
40 b_S 40 b_S

_A/e_ 20 %toA/_ 201 0 1 0

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. CDS as Fig. 5(a). (a) Filtered with third-order mask. (b) Filtered with seventh-order mask.
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the peaks in the ETC and the loudspeaker impulse re- is removed in line with minimum-phase theory. The cal-
sponse should also remain time aligned. To rectify this culation of etmin(n), the minimum-phase ETC, is similar
anomaly, the envelope function et(n) can be further pro- to that described in Section 1, where the salient opera-
cessed to form a minimum-phase envelope, where the tions are as follows.
envelope spectrum is preserved but the precursor region 1) Calculation of amplitude spectrum fet(n) of the

I I

0.8

0.6

0.4 _

0.2

,
-0.2 _

-0.4

-0.6.1t

-0.8
samples bins

0 50 1O0 t 50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 500 1000 1500 2000 25'00 3000 3500 4000 4500

(a) (d)

1.4
t.4

1.2 1.2

1

0.6 0.8

0.4

] o.4
-0 0.2

samples 0 _
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50 100 t50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 samples

(b) (e)

4 20

3.5t 1816

3
14

2.5 12

2 10

bins ins

O0 50'-0- 10_ 1_ 2OO0 25-_ 30'"_ 350--_ 4OO0 45OO 0 5O0 1000 1500 2OOO 25O0 3OOO 35O0 40O0 4506

(c) (fi

Fig. 8. (a) Real part htr(n) of Hilbert transform, impulse response. (b) Imaginary part hti(n) of Hilbert transform. (c) Magnitude
spectrum of real part of Hilbert transform. (d) Magnitude spectrum of complex-time Hilbert transform. (e) ETC formed from
magnitude of Hilbert transform. (f) Magnitude spectrum of ETC shown in (e).
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ETC sequence et(n), Section 1, where the compensated response ETC etexc is
calculated from the complex ETC etmin(n),

fet(n) = abs(fft(et)).
et%x¢ = abs(conv(etmin(n),h_xc(n)) ) .

2) The minimum-phase impulse response derived from
the original ETC envelope then follows, Fig. 9(b) illustrates the improvement in envelope match-

ing, where the loudspeaker impulse response including

etimn(n) = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(fet(n))))))) excess phase, the nonminimum-phase ETC, and the
excess-phase compensated ETC are shown.

whereby the corrected ETC is abs(etmi,(n)). Fig. 9(a)
shows a minimum-phase loudspeaker impulse response, 4 CUMULATIVE-DECAy ROOT SPECTRUM
the corresponding nonminimum-phase ETC, and the
minimum-phase ETC. An alternative display mode related to the roots of the

polynomial describing the loudspeaker can be defined
3.3 Excess-Phase Compensated Minimum- and is called cumulative-decay root spectrum (CDRS).
Phase ETC This technique is well matched to the minimum-phase

The minimum-phase corrected ETC conforms to the impulse response as this response is invertible, the roots
derived minimum-phase loudspeaker impulse. How- being stable. Consequently the minimum-phase polyno-
ever, when compared against the measured loudspeaker mial can be expressed as a partial-fraction expansion,
response that includes excess phase, then anomalies in where the roots of the denominator form stable (conver-
the envelope of the ETC are evident. It is proposed to gent) terms, that is,
correct the minimum-phase ETC by convolution with

the excess-phase impulse response hex_(n), as defined in hmin(Z ) = a0 + _-_ Nr(z)
r=l_'_(Z -- a r -I- jO,)(z + a, + jl3r)

Here Nr(z) represents the numerator associated with each

E-TC root derived in a partial-fraction expansion. The roots
2.51 can be computed on a least-mean-squares basis so that

__ /_................ the more terms, the better the approximation. However,
A limitingthenumberofrootsisa straightforwardmethod

1.5 ]_ Minimum-phaseE-TC of filtering the display. In effect, the partial expansionapproximation generates a parallel array of second-order

1 /_-_f_--__.__________ filters, which can be defined in terms of their respective

t damping Qr and undamped natural resonant frequency tor.E minimum-ph.ase The impulse response corresponding to a specific

0.5 / loudspeakerimp_

second-ordersectioncanbecalculateddirectlyas a dis-

=] 0 crete-time sequence. For the rth term in the partial-
fraction expansion the impulse response hmi_(r, n) is

samplm

.0,_ computed and the corresponding minimum-phase ETC,I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

that is, etmin(r, n), is derived as described in Section 3.

(a) This processis repeated for each root, and the corres-
ponding undamped natural resonances are computed.
The ETCs are then assembled onto a three-dimensional3

-xc display, each being directed along the time axis and
25 eitherlocatedat the appropriateresonantfrequencyon

_ -_-J '--_v_-__ the frequency axis or simply presented inrank order ofresonant frequency on an integer scale. Fig. 10 shows

1.

minimum-phaseE-TCconvolved tWO CDRS that correspond to the loudspeaker impulsewifla excess-phase impulse respoase response displayed in Fig. 8. The roots were determined

1 / _ from the 59-tap FIR equalizer filter polynomial dis-

Loudspeaker impulse response cussed in Corollary 1 in Section l. Fig. 10(a) is a linear
05 CDRS display, whereas Fig. 10(b) plots each ETC

with excess phase

0 / / ^^/_ ^ _, /--_ (forming the CDRS)ona decibel scale to reveal more
low-level detail.

-0.5

,amp.., 5 LINEAR AND MINIMUM-PHASE FILTER
-1

_o 2o 3o 40 _o 6o 7o so EXAMPLES
(h)

Fig. 9. (a) ETC and minimum-phase ETC of loudspeaker ira- In this section a number of examples of signal pro-
pulse response. (b) Excess-phase corrected ETC. cessing relevant to audio are considered. The examples
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demonstrate techniques of frequency response tilting, time-domain sequence taj can then be computed using
psychoacoustic response shaping for subjective enhance- the inverse Fourier transform,
merit, and constant-amplitude crossover filters of arbi-

trary slope. For each class of filter, the impulse response taj(n) = real(ifft(aj(n)))
is presented in both linear-phase and minimum-phase

formats, where the results can be interpreted using both and a minimum-phase impulse response tajmin(n) follows
CDS and ETC by means of the program in Appendix 2. from the procedure in Section 1,

5.1 Constant-dB-Gain Logarithmic Frequency tajmia(n) = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(aj))))))).
Response Tilting

A filter characteristic useful for subjectively tailoring Fig. 11(a) shows four examples of linear-phase time--
an audio signal uses a tilt function, which if plotted on domain responses corresponding to filter slopes of [ - 4,
a graph of gain in decibel against logarithmic frequency - 2, 0, 2, 4] dB per octave, whereas Fig. 11(b) displays
gives a line of constant slope. The following routine the corresponding minimum-phase time-domain re-
computes a frequency domain vector aj describing the sponses.
tilt function from a unit vector mx(n): Let {slope} denote
filter slope in decibels per octave. Define 5.2 Psychoacoustic Weighting Functions

A second weighting function that can usefully modify

nj = {slope}/(20 logic(2)) and fj = (mI . ma)0.5 . the audio frequency response was proposed by Blauert
[13]. This characteristic attempts to improve subjective

Here mIand mh are the lower and upper frequency limits performance by frequency-selective attenuation in the

of the Fourier transform and fj is the geometric mean, frequency range where the ear-brain is most sensitive.
whereby The amplitude-frequencyresponse in decibels is de-

Linear-phase impulse response: fleer slopes -4,-3,0,2,4 dB/octave

aj(n) = (mx(n)/fj) '"j 4 , , ,
;_ 4 dB/octave

where the operator .nj implies that all elements of the 35 .--!-/-I-L-_-___/_____i
vector mx(n)/f j are raised to the power nj. A linear-phase 3

_' 04

........ i-: ...... ! ......... i ...................................i '!-'_4.._ei_ ........ ' ........ _i.........O.2-

20 _X_ 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 6040 "-_
15 samples
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80'"' 5 (a)

%.O/es 100 0

(a) 4 ,

_, __ Ye........................................................................-._
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(b) (b)

Fig. 10. CDRS. (a) Linear vertical-scale display (59-tap filter). Fig. 11. Impulse responses of frequency tilting. (a) Linear
(b) Decibel vertical-scale display (59-tap filter), phase. (b) Minimum-phase.

m
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scribed as process where the same procedures apply.)
The target transfer functions can be chosen to be either

- 2.5 log(f/3 kHz), forf < 3 kHz linear phase or minimum phase, yielding either an overallgaindB = 6.4 log(f/3 kHz), for f> 3 kHz linear-phase composite response or an all-pass composite
response. Some relevant observations can be made which
are helpful in choosing suitable crossover filter targets.where f is the frequency in kilohertz and gaindB is ex-

pressed in decibels. The frequency response characteris- 1) If the linear-phase transfer functions hp(f) and lp(f)
have identical phase responses, then the composite re-tic is shown in Fig. 12(a), whereas the corresponding
sponse is also linear phase, meaning that for an FIR

linear-phase and minimum-phase impulse responses are
shown in Fig. 12(b). implementation the composite filter introduces pure time

delay and each filter must have the same number of

5.3 Generalized Linear- and Minimum-Phase coefficients.

Crossover Filters with Arbitrary Slope 2) If the individual transfer functions hp(f) and lp(f)
are each minimum phase, then the composite responseDigital filters can be used in active loudspeaker systems
is.either "constant voltage" [2], [3] or all pass. Examplesto implement highly accurate crossover functions, where are the first-order filter and the fourth-order Linkwitz-

with correctly designed drive-unit frequency response
equalization, near-theoretic crossover target responses can Riley (LR-4) [1], [2], [4], [6], [14].
be synthesized. The normal constraints imposed by analog 3) Asymmetric filters [15] could include a combina-

tion of minimum-phase and nonminimum-phase hp(f)processing do not apply where it is possible to separate
and lp(f) transfer functions.the phase and amplitude responses with respect to both

the composite response c(f) and the individual high-pass 4) An all-pass composite filter response can be phase
equalized [7], implying that hp(f) and lp(f) transferand lOw-pass responses hp(f) and lp(f). (Note that ex-

tending the number of bands is a natural extension of this functions are each nonminimum phase when excess-
phase correction is incorporated.

5) Desirable qualities for hp(f) and lp(f) are that they
Target composite frequency responae sum to form either a linear-phase or an all-pass function

n[ . ................................. and in particular that the individual filters hp(f) and lp(f)

3I';'_--i---i-i!.i_ii.iiii i._.i_.i.i_ii!ii____:_i_.i.! i_i.iiiii i__..ii..i.!ili.i can have the same phase responses to minimize lobing

ii ,_,xiilli i i iiii!, ii iii i I ili, i ili! i i !i_il = iil il{ii errors in the composite polar response [2], [6], [18].

....... [..__×__i.!__[[!.._i__i..Lzi.[_i_......L.._..i_z_Ai_.i...... i...L___.L.i_i.::.;
' i i}!ilili i _iiii!i il =i il ii iii!:ii;i ! ! i ii_;iiii 5.3.1 Linear-Phase Crossover Filters

To illustrate this process, a filter set is presented that

. is derived from a Butterworth amplitude response, but
with modifications to guarantee a constant, composite

. amplitude response. The low-pass and high-pass Butter-
. worth amplitude responses LPF(f)sutt and HPF(f)Butt are

defined as

i....i!ili{i..........iii',i..... 'LPF(f)Butt = [l + (f/fxl)2] °'Sk
3 m I
101 10' 103 104 10_

(f /fxh)k

(a) HPF(f)Butt = [1 + (f/fxh)2] °'Sk

....... i.........i.........i........;.................................................
I linear-phase impulse response '_ where

[ '::t fol fob,.5 ........................................../!/'i.............................................. fxl- (22/k _ 1)0.5 and fxh _ (0.5-2/k -- 1)0.5'

/!i'_ ! Here f°' and f°h are the 6-dB cr°ss°ver frequencies' (N°r-_ '"I _i¥_'' ..... ';::_ mally f°l = f°h' but they can be unequal in m°re generalalignmentsusingequalization.)The filterasymptotic

!i_'mi'!iii'_ imiiii!'iii-_-i_.............................. i slopes are_ Since the filters can have linear phase, then the crossover
{ !/ i frequency occurs when the attenuation is 6.02 dB.

_'_P'_ _ Ideally the composite response should sum to unity.
-0._--7- ; & d ;o _Y _h _e _'8 2_o However, in practice there is an error E(f)Butt in the

(b) response,whichis equalto
Fig. 12. (a) Psychoacoustic weighting function. (b) Linear-
and minimum-phase impulse responses. E(f)But t = Ftarget(f) - {LPF(f)Butt + HPF(f)Butt} ·
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Normally the target response Ftarget(f) = l, although in Both attenuation slopes are symmetrical with 30-dB per
practice any desired frequency response can be defined, octave asymptotes. In this example two response dips
such as the filters described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. are evident because of the choice of prototype break

Modified filter responses can be defined that add cot- frequencies and window. However, this illustrates the

rective components to LPF(f)Butt and HPF(f)But t to make innate flexibility available in digital filter design in
Eft)Butt = 0. To accommodate nonidentical and overlap- choosing the crossover alignment. The upper curve in
ping crossover frequencies in the Butterworth prototype the display corresponds to the response envde_. It is dis-
filters, a raised-cosine window function win(n) can be cussed in more detail in Section 5.4 and is useful for

used to smooth the transition band, that is, determining off-axis behavior when additional phase
shift is introduced between filter responses.

ones(n) -- unit vector of length N elements
5.3.2 Minimum-Phase Derived Crossover Filters

winl(n) = 1 for l _<n _< (x m - w/2) Having obtained functions that meet the amplitude

winl(n) = 0.5(1 + cos('n(l:w)/w)), for (nfo - w/2) < n _<(nfo + w/2)

winl(n) = 0 for (nfo + w/2) < n _<N response criteria, minimum-phase processing can be ap-
plied to either the Butterworth filters LPF(f), HPF(f) or

winh(n) = ones(n) -- winl(n) the corrected filters HPFc(f), HPFc(f). However, there
is no guarantee that the filter pairs will exhibit identical

where w is the window length and nfothe element corres- phase responses (compared to LR-4). So equalization of
ponding to the geometric mean (fol * foh)°'s. The the composite response [16] is required to correct for
amplitude-corrected filters LPF¢(f) and HPF¢(f) can
then be defined as

10

LPFc(f) = LPF(f)sutt + winz(n).*{Ftarset(f) _ _ _ i i_ii : compositeresponse !i ii!i! i i !i iii
. 0 .......................

-- LPF(f)Butt - HPF(f)Butt} -,0 i

....... _---i--i-;4-i-iH ...... _---_-4-_*i4144--- 4-_4-i_....... i----M 4--_ 444-

i i rater i

HPF_(f) = HPF(f)Butt + winh(n).*{Ftarget(f ) -2o

suchthat -50

ii ctlon,.envde_
-oo ..................,---.... -.--1-._c_.... i_ ........................:i--i-i!-!!-!i'i ...... !---iiiiii!i il i-H!4 i =r4'iH4H

LPF_(f) + HPFc(f) = F_get(f)' 40 ......._i.....!iii .........................:'"'"'""_--_ ii!ii! i i ii4!iiii '_::-!i:!'_iH·hism thodthehighpassand,owpass ross
over frequencies to be independently defined and then '_o' _o' _o_ _o' _o_

corrected to give a desired target response while not (a)
compromising the rate of attenuation in the stopbands.
Also, because the digital filter is not constrained by

inductive and capacitive elements, the slope parameter 2 .......,.........:.........__:......_........, ..............................................

k does not have to be integer, thus allowing for fractional f'i i J iii I' I i i Ii ! i i _ _ _ _ i

slopes. FIR filters can then be designed to match the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i i
required amplitude responses together with a linear- '_.s .......i........_.........i........i......... _o_-_p_ '"i .........!
phase response by using impulse symmetry and equal-

,_ i i i i ! i i i ! ilength filters. FIRfilters generally yielda responsewith ! ! i i_-._ ' _ _ - _

only finite attenuation. Thus two additional requirements _ i i i [ ! i i ii
can be imposed to force zero dc gain for HPF¢(f) and
zero ac gain at fJ2 for LPFc(f): 0s .........i........_.........¢........[............... '........:........i........_.........i

1) For LPFc(f) make the sum of the coefficients zero
when every other coefficient is inverted (forces zero gain _-p,_ impulse
at fs/2). ] _ _

2) For HPF¢(f) make the sum of the coefficients zero _ _.... --"'_ i':_ ii ! i
(forces zero gain at dc). i i i ,_p,,,
Fig. 13 shows an overlapping crossover design where -0. _'0 2'o 3'o _ _0 _0 ?0 · e0 so _oo

the prototype low-pass 6-dB break frequency is 4 kHz, (b)

the prototype high-pass 6-dB break frequency is 2 kHz, Fig. 13. (a) Overlapping linear-phase crossover design.
and the raised-cosine window is 50 samples (2048 total). (b) Linear-phase high-pass and low-pass impulse responses.
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amplitude errors. Initially a minimum-phase computa-
tion is performed on each filter amplitude response to 5.4 Stochastic Interleave Crossover-Filter
form the respective minimum-phase impulse responses Alignment
hlmin(n) and hhmin(n), In this section the incorporation of a static random

vector in the crossover filter response is explored as a
htmin(n)= meansof reducingthe subjectivesignificanceof polar

response errors. This random sequence together with
real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(LPF(n)))))))) selected frequency shaping is termed the "interleave

function."

hhmin(n)= A designrequirementof a crossoverfilteris that the

loudspeaker have a well-behaved off-axis frequency re-
real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(HPF(n)))))))), sponse. This is normally described in terms of the polar

distribution, which is influenced by the frequency-

The composite response, either {hlmin(n) + hhmin(n)}or dependent spatial characteristics of a drive unit, the
{hlmin(n) - hhmi.(n)}, is then computed, which in general physical spacing of the drive units, and the baffle size
does not have a constant magnitude response. An equal- and profile. The frequency region in which the crossover
izer impulse response is then computed to correct for has influence is defined in terms of the filter attenuation
amplitude anomalies as follows. The amplitude response characteristics together with their relative phase re-
of equalizer EQ(n) (where ./implies element-by-element sponses. For example, linear-phase filters and the Link-
division)is witz-Riley classes[6]of filtercombinea constantcom-

posite magnitude response with identical phase responses

EQ(n) = (ones(n))./abs(fft(hlmin(n) -+hhmin(n))) for the high-pass and the low-pass filter. This technique
produces a symmetrical lobing error.

and the minimum-phase impulse response Emin(n) of the The effect of noncoincident drive units is to introduce
equalizer is

10

i ;: [ i i=;'=il i i 'i ii ii!i!i _equ_izer response _ i i ill
composite response [ :: ::=:::ii : . : ; ii [:;i

F_nm(n) = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(EQ(n)))))))), i i i i iiil/ i i '_'_i:'__ i i i [i iii

ThefollowmOdifiedbyconvolution,filterresponses l_'lmin(n ) and h_min(n ) then ____//_==__i
, -2o......i---i--L_-i-i-[ii......i---i ....:_-.--i---k-L-i_i.[

htmin(n) = c°nv(hlmin(n)' Emin(n)) _ i i!high:pass _ter"_ .....[______'t°w'passrdt_r i

...... ....../i.i.i_[i il......h_(n) = conV(hhmin(n),Emin(n)). ]

Although there remains phase distortion in the composite _: ::: i !i i _-'i_ ii/iii!?i;ii!'iii!i!ii!i_i! ii:.i!i-ilf!ili!iiii

response, it is all-pass within the constraints of realiz-
ability. We therefore define a generalized minimum-

phase filter set which has the following properties: e_0' _02 i0' _0' _0_

1) Symmetrical filter functions about f0 on dB versus (a)
log(frequency) scale. However, because of equalization

of the composite response the low-pass and high-pass 2r.....'-x:........::.........r........i........_........._.........;....... i........._.........
prototype filters do not have to have the same 6-dB / / iX :: i :: :: ! :: i i i
crossover frequency. - / / i _ .l°w'pass impulse .. i i :i i :i i

2) Phase responses in low-pass and high-pass filters _ _.5 _ _ .......i........i........i......_--'_'--_"--'"_i........._.........
do not have to be identical.

3) All-pass phase distortion in composite response is

minimized within the constraints of minimum-phase . _ ......_........_........_/_?'
processing.

4) The technique can be readily generalized for any 0.5
crossover filter amplitude responses, including asym- -........................:r..................................................... i..........

high-pass impulse i
metric alignments [5], [17]. i

Fig. 14 gives an example minimum-phase design cor- =_ ---i......_;_....... _------_--_ i
responding tofo = 2 kHz with 18-dB per octave slopes _ __---_"' i ii

and in-phase filter addition. Fig. 14(a) shows the rele- i i! s_p_,_
, i _ ] , J .

vant frequency responses, including equalizer (see Sec- .0 s _0 _6 20 25 30 35 40 n'5 50

tion 5.4 for en%dd and envdes), whereas Fig. 14(b) shows (b)

the corresponding low-pass and high-pass filter minimum- . Fig. 14. (a) Minimum-phase crossover design. (b) Linear-
phase impulse responses, phasehigh-passand low-passimpulseresponses.
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a time delay between the sound radiated from each drive are beneficial effects to be gained from this randomiza-
unit. This in turn can be represented by a frequency- tion. It should be noted that the proposed noise additions
dependent phase difference which creates interference, are static, and consequently the resulting changes in
Theoretically it follows that for a general crossover frequency response are also static and do not result in

alignment defined by LPF(f, q0), HPF(f, _p)additive and actual noise signals. To demonstrate the process, a
destructive interference is bounded by the envelopes linear-phase filter alignment is shown in Fig. 15, where
envadd and envdes, where complementary randomization in both the high-pass and

the low-pass filters should be observed together with
envada = {LPF(f, q0){+ ]HPF(f, q>)l the destructive envelope envdes. Observe how the noise

component amplitude has been weighted by the function
envdes = ILPF(f, (p){ - IHPF(f, *)1. envd, _, but the composite function is unmodified. The

effective "well" formed by the lower envelope function
The off-axis angle q> shows that in general the filter env&_ is partially filled with the static noise, thus dispers-
response must include the directional characteristics of ing its effect.
the driver, although in this discussion it is assumed that
the transfer functions include both the on-axis crossover 5.5 Sinusoidal Frequency Interleaved Crossover-
filter and driver response, and that _pdependence is weak Filter Alignment
in the crossover transition region. The envelope param- An alternative filter structure to that described in Sec-
eters are useful indicators as they give a measure of the tion 5.4 is to use a sinusoidal interleave function to

worst-case interference patterns that can occur for a generate a regular array of peaks and dips in the low-pass
given filter alignment, even though in practice with ap- and high-pass filter responses. The process is similar to
propriate choice of crossover frequency and drive-unit the inclusion of a static noise function, except that the
spacing, the lower bound envde_ should not be reached, random vectors are replaced with complementary sinu-

To implement a stochastic crossover alignment, a soidal functions, where two alternatives are proposed:
zero-mean random vector rd(n) is generated, which con-

sists of a unit vector with superimposed noise sequence. 5o
An overall weighting factor h is included to set the noise i ! iilill ! i iiiii_ _ = iii ii

i _;i envelopefunction, envdes :_i iil i i =:i i i i

level together with an option for bandlimiting the noise !i!i !_ _ !!""__spectrum formed by the destructive envelope bound !Jo,;

ButterworthlLPF(f)Butt-filtersHPF(f)Butt{LPF(f)Butt,°ftheHPF(f)Butt.prototypeThelinear-phaSemodified_ o ......................i ip°si_"_[_,_ ==- _1______ .........i_iii

fined,BUtterw°rth filters LeF(f)l_att , HeF(f)_ut t are then de- _ _ii'passlilt r ;_ !:__i _ffli_i.prd(n) = rand(n) rd(n) = rd(n) - mean(rd(n)) -5o .............................................

LPF(f)_,tt = LPF(f)ButC* {ones(n) + h * (ILPF(f)Butt

iiiiiii /iiiiii!il i iiiiiiii i iiiiii
- HPF(f)Batt I - rd)}/2 i i i i i iiii f i i i i iiili i i : _;""Jy,m i_

4oo :: ! ii{:,i!i / i i i ili:.!i ; _ _!_;_i, , ,..!ili{
10 t 102 103 104 106

HPF(f)_utt = HPF(f)Butt-* {ones(n) + _ * (ILPF(f)Butt (a)

-- HPF(f)Butt [ + rd)}/2, o.35 LOWand htgh-pase p ..... sor filter linear-phase impul ..... p .....po  s.ingd s n edin   ton can.enapplied to these modified prototype filters, where it is o.25

emphasized that the target responses in both linear-phase 0.2

and minimum-phase processes are noiseless. Conse- T,5 i

quently the composite response does not exhibit a noise °'_51...........................................................i.............................!

I. ' !

structure. Full details can be observed in the listing in 0., hi_.p-_-i_mp-_e-......i..............!.............. !..............................!
Appendix 2. o.05

Theeffectof thisprocessis that the compositere- , i

'g o_-- - .sponse is unmodified, but the difference response envd__, _ _'-'_-_-!
which determines the off-axis lower interference bound, i

°'°_t............. i ............. i..............i............ i........ :'-!............ V
is noiselike. Consequentlyinterdrive-unitinterference L : _ _ ' _-0.1 .............. i ............... i .............. _............... :_.............. j ............. '

that occurs in the filter transition band is distributed [ i ; ' .rap,,. I
-0.15 · , _ i i , /more broadly over the band with narrow bands of con- 0 50 ,00 _50 200 250 300

structiveanddestructiveinterference. (b)

It is conjectured that with music signals or any nonpe- Fig. 15. (a) Linear-phase stochastic interleave crossover align-
riodic signal, which must have a broader spectrum, there ment. (b) Precursor impulse response of LPF and HPF.
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1) An interleave function that is sinusoidal against cess therefore improves the cosmetic appearance of the
linear frequency displayand offers a response that is more realistic and

2) An interleave function that is sinusoidal against acceptable to interpretation.

logarithmic frequency. Two examples of frequency response weighting were
In both cases the amplitude of the interleave function presented and the linear and minimum-phase responses

can be weighted according to the polar interference re- illustrated by way of examples. It is suggested that these

gion defned by envdes with overall equalization to ensure two forms of equalization are particularly effective at
that the composite response is unity. The logarithmic correcting minor defects in music recordings.

frequency function is considered the better choice as Finally, a section was presented on loudspeaker cross-
there is greater time dispersion with minimal discrete over des!gn, where a generalized design technique was
echo effect, which results from a linear comb filter, followed. In particular, two approaches based upon
Also the calculation of filters suggests that linear-phase zero-phase Butterworth prototype filters were presented
alignments are a better choice. Especially where the and both linear-phase and minimum-phase realizations

interleave function is of high amplitude, minimum-phase discussed. It was shown with DSP thai arbitrary slope
functions find it problematic to track the extreme ripples filters can be implemented and that with the use of a

in the response, raised-cosinewaiting functionand overlapping filter re-
Fig. 16 shows an example of a linear-phas e sinusoidal sponses, high rates of attenuation in the stopband could

interleave alignment. It is interesting to observe the up- be retained if desired. Finally, consideration was given
per envelope of the low-pass and high-pass functions as to a new class of interleave crossover alignments, where
these give a better measure of the attenuation character- either a stochastic or a sinusoidal interleave sequence
istic. The low-pass and high-pass prototype filters had was superimposed upon the lower crossover interference
- 6-dB break frequencies of 2 kHz and 4 kHz yielding bound such that the cancellation effects in the transition

a crossover nominally at V_ kHz with respective filter region are dispersed over a wider bandwidth. It is be-
slopes of - 30 dB per octave and 30 dB per octave, lieved that this will offer advantages for broad-band sig-

6 CONCLUSION so . ._ . ..........
envelope function envdes'!_ ' : ! i '!:: i i........ i .... ii ii::i:: :: i i iiiiiThispap rhase.,oreda.umberoof iL!iiJliiJ

linear-phase and minimum-phase signal processing. The _ j i ilii! .... pos'aim has been to demonstrate the tools and transforms t_i ;'_;'_ Ii 11
that can be used *to compute exact impulse sequences _ 0 ! i _ _::i_.^ :; _t?._._ i .--i--_--L!.i_._

directly fr°m their amplitude response descripti°ns using - I iJi_¢ _j j[
minimum-phase theory. The results were presented as i :i i i i!_'lfigh-paSSfilter_ ii i i :_ :_i!_ Iow-p_f'd_r
time-domain sequences, CDS displays, and ETC re- i i i ii_iii _ _ ; _'_ _ i _:_ _'iii '{ ::

i iiiii!i _. i ! i'/!iiii i i_!;ii?_ _ i !!iisponses. . -s0......_--;-._-_-',_.r,__---_-)?_-__......_.-_---_-_-_........ _--.,._.
The use of two-dimensional convolution masks was i iii!!ii;;i ;i 71;iiiiiii i i ;i{ii;iiiii{ i i [iil

shown to impr°ve the presentation of a CDS. Ordersup :_ } i !i}i_ii i/i ! i_iiiil _i i i ii!iil i i i !ii
! ! ! !![[_! '_/ i ; _ii[;! : : : :::

to seven have been calculated, and their effect on a i [ ! iiii[l ,/_ i _i'ili_i i ii iiiiii_iiiii i i i ili

typical COS is described. These modified COS displays -i !!!!::ili/ ...... _; _ _;_ ......
were applied to both directly measured and minimum- "_0' _0_ ,0_ _0' ,0_
phase derived impulse responses. The method of pre- (a)
senting only the minimum-phase data was offered as an

aid to analyzing loudspeaker performance as it biases 0._5..............................................................................................
the displayeddata more closelyto those performance ! /
attributes of subjective significance by effectively ignor - o3 .........................................................................................!

Iow-pass impulse Ii!ing the excess-phase distortion. From measurements 0.:,5............................................................................................
takenfroma numberofloudspeakers,it hasbeenshown ] /

that much of the time-domain dispersion is phase distor- _ '0._ _----J_-,-._J--',J- -_.'_-_-v '_t-il :

tion, which typically results from the incorporation of 0._,.......................................................................... i............... ii
an analog all-pass crossover alignment. However, it is 0._............................................................................ i...............

high-pass impulse
suggested that although the excess-phase information 0.o_.......................................................................... _...............i

has been extracted, it should not necessarily be ignored, _ 0--_ ........ :- - -J-'_: .......... i
but consideredas'a separateperformancemeasureand _ i _ _ i i \i

possiblyminimum-phaseThe ETCobserveddisplaydistortion.°na dedicatedwas consideredCDSwherethat theexcludesnormallythe _-0.o_.0.,iiiiiiii ii iil iiiiiiiiiiii![iiiiii iiii iliJiiill iiiljliljll IIIII'IIIII_-,,,IIiJlJiillI
i i i .

occurring precursor response was illustrated. It was -o._% _0 - mo ,_0 _o _o

shown that minimum-phaseprocessing applied to the (b)

ETC could maintain the same spectral envelope while Fig. 16. (a) Linear-phase sinusoidal interleave crossover align-
eliminating the apparent noncausal behavior. The pro- ment. (b) Precursor impulse response of LPF and HPF.
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APPENDIX 2
MATLAB CROSSOVER DESIGN PROGRAM LISTING

[START]

dB/octave
I

I Psycho-filter Iyes/no I

I ,...
I I

I Butterworth I

Minimum phase I I ButterworthModifiedI
I I

I Composite,.._orL._I I _°'_' IL+R or L-R
! I

I _b_,--el I_,_I I L_b_'e"' I6_ I
! !

i_br_,-_,16_I I_r_'*"'l 6_I
! !

crN°sO°ver [HFbreaklfrequencyl 2kHz I [HFbrea_frequencYl 2kHz[
I I

i L_s,o,i _0i i _,o. i _0idB/octave - dB/octave
I I

I _'°" I_0I_,_._v_ I _'°_,_veI_ol
! !

I_nterl""'_et_-_omor_,ne."_'_'_°_'nel_ndow1"1
I

! I

I"_d°mI I S'neI
! I

I_'"*e_"_l _k_l I_'-*_"_l _k_l
! !

! I

I 'I Number of cycles in I - I
I interleave bandwidth I s I

I

COMPUTE I
I

I _I_A_ I
!

% Loudspeaker digital crossover design program
home; clear; close;
fprintf('LOUDSPEAKER CROSSOVER DESIGN PROGRAM:Xn');
fprintf('(hints given as guide for parameter values):_n');

% fs, sampling rate
fs=44100;

% mv CDS orientation
mv=[30,-30];

, % cm, ch CDS matrix size
cm= 150; ch=80;
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% m, vector length
m=4096;
mm=l :m; m2=rn/2; ml=fs/m; mh=m2*ml; mx=ml:ml:mh; rx=l :m2;

% number of samples in impulse plots
n=50;
nn= 1:n; pq= 1;

% cm3:3 by 3 convolution mask
cml=l;
cm2=[1 1;1 1]/4;
cm3=conv2(cm2,cm2); cm3=cm3/(sum(sum(cm3)));
cm4=conv2(cm3,cm3); cm4=cm4/(sum(sum(cm4)));
cm5=conv2(cm4,cm4); cmS=cmS/(sum(sum(cm5)));
cm6=conv2(cm5,cm5); cm6=cm6/(sum(sum(cm6)));
cm7=conv2(cm6,cm6); cm7=cm7/(sum(sum(cmT)));

% Filter tailoring
fprintf('XnTAiLOR FILTER RESPONSEXn');
% Modify equalizer slope as N dB/octave / crossover filter
fprintf('XnEnter modified equalization characteristic in dB/octave');
Nx=input('Enter slope: ');
nj=Nx/(20*logl0(2)); fj=(ml*mh)^.5;
a=(mx/fj).^nj; al=a/2; ah=a/2; xm=l;
fprintf('XnEnter:0 no psycho filter, 1 psycho filter: '); .-
filt=input('Select additional filter type: ');
np=ml* fix(3000/ml);
if tlt== 1

aj=[-2.5*log 10((ml:ml:np)/3000) 6.4'1og 10((np+ml:ml:mh)/3000)];
aj=aj-(aj (m2)+min(aj))/2;
aj=(10*ones(size(l:m2))).^(aj/20);
a=a.*aj; clear aj;
end;
fprintf('XnXover: 0 none, 1 Butt (min phase), 2 modified Butt');
filt=input('Select mode: '); filt=abs(filt);
if tilt>0

fprintf('XnComposite minimum phase: Enter 1 for (L + H), 2 for (1- H) )');
qq=input('Select mode: ');
if qq==2
pq=-l;
end
home

fprintf('XnDetne LF fndB break level: (eg n = 3 means f3dB)');
ncl=input('LF: n dB (eg 6 dB): '); ncl=10A(abs(ncl)/20);
fprintf('XnDefine HF fndB break level: (eg n = 3 means f3dB)');
nch=input('HF: n dB (eg 6 dB): '); nch=10A(abs(nch)/20);
fprintf('XnEnter prototype low-pass Butterworth fndB break frequency:');
xl=input('Frequency in kHz (eg 4 kHz): ');
xol=fix( 1000*xl/ml);
fprintf('_Enter prototype high-pass Butterworth fndB break frequency:');
xh=input('Frequency in kHz (eg 2 kHz): ');
xoh=fix(1000*xh/ml);
fprintf('XnEnter LF xover-filter slope in dB / octave:');
ordl=input('Filter slope (eg 30 dB /octave): '); ordl=abs(ordl/(20*logl0(2)));
fprintf('XnEnter HF xover-filter slope in dB / octave:');
ordh=input('Filter slope (eg 30 dB / octave): '); ordh=abs(ordh/(20*log 10(2) ));
xm=fix((xol*xoh)^.5);
xofl=ml*xol/(ncl^(2/ordl)- 1)^.5;
xofh=ml*xoh*(nch^(2/ordh)- 1)^.5;
if tilt ==2
fprintf('XnEnter raised-cosine transition window');
win=input('Number (even) of samples (eg 100): '); win=2*abs(fix(win/2));
if (xm-win/2)< 1
win=win-(xm-win/2)- 1;
end; end
al=a./( 1+(mx/xofl).^2).^(ordl/2);
ah=a.* (((mx/xofh).^2)./( 1+(mx/xofh).^2)).^(ordh/2);
home
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fprintf('FILTER INTERLEAVE PARAMETERS_n');
fprintf('Enter 1 for random, 2 for sinusoidal interleave mode_');
im=input('Interleave mode: '); im=abs(im);
fprintf('_Total interleave bandwidth, kI-Iz_');
bw=input( 'Bandwidth (eg 4 kHz): '); bw=abs( 1000*bw/ml); centre=(xol*xoh) ^.5;
ibh=.5*(bw+(bw^2+4*centre^2)^.5); ibl=centre^2/ibh;
ibl=ceil(ibl); ibh=ceil(ibh);
if ibh>m2
ibh=m2;
end
fprintf('_Total smoothing bandwidth for interleave function kI-Iz_');
wm=inpfit('Bandwidth (eg 8 kHz): '); wm=abs(1000*wm/ml);
c 1--wm+ibh-ibl; c2=ibl*ibh;
h=.5'(c1+(c1^2+4'c2)^.5); l=c2/h; h=ceil(h-.5); l=ceil(1);
if h>m2
h=m2;
end
wml=ibl-1; wmh=h-ibh; wu=(1 :wml)/(wml+ 1); wd=(wmh:- 1:1)/(wmh+ 1);
winr=[zeros(size(l:l~l)) wu ones(size(ibl:ibh)) wd zeros(size(h:m2-1))];
home
if im== 1
fprintf('RANDOM INTERLEAVE CROSSOVER PARAMETERS_');
fprintf('LnSpectral noise ripple in dB relative to 0 dB:');
fprintf('_(Enter negative number for reduced level)');
rip=input('Noise ripple dB (eg 0 dB): '); nrip=10A(rip/20)*winr;
rd=rand(1,m2); rd=rd-mean(rd); rd=rd/max(abs(rd));
nl=.5*abs(ones(size(rx))+nrip.*(abs(al-ah)-rd));
nh=.5*abs(ones(size(rx))+nrip.*(abs(al-ah)+rd));
else
fprintf('SINUSOIDAL INTERLEAVE CROSSOVER PARAMETERS_');
fprintf('_Sinusoidal amplitude ripple in dB relative to 0 dB:');
fprintf('_(Enter negative number for reduced level)');
rip=input('Spectral sinusoidal ripple dB (eg 0 dB): '); nrip=10A(rip/20)*winr;
fprintf('_Enter number of cycles in interleave bandwidth:');
nc=input('Number of cycles (eg 5 cycles): ');
nc=ceil(abs(nc)/log 10(ibh/ibl)*log 10(h/1)/log 10(ibbJibl)-;5)/log 10(h/1)*log 10(ibh/ibl);
sd=sin(2*pi*nc*log 10(rx/ibl));
nl=.5*abs(ones(size(rx))+nrip.*(abs(al-ah)-sd));
nh=.5*abs(ones(size(rx))+nrip.*(abs(al-ah)+sd));
end
al=al.*nl; ah=ah.*nh;
if flit == 2 .
wl=[ones(size(1 :xm-win/2)), .5*( 1+cos(pi*( 1:win)/win)),
zeros(size(1 +xm+win/2:m2))];
wh=ones(size(1 :m2))-wl;
mal=al+(a-al-ah).*wl; mah=ah+(a-al-ah).*wh;
al=mai; ah=mah; clear mal mah;
end, end
if tilt==0
al=a; ah=a;
end
a=[a fliplr(a)]; al=[al fliplr(al)]; ah=[ah fliplr(ah)];
clc; home
fprintf('COMPUTING DATA');
if tilt>0

if qq==2
fprintf('XnComposite minimum phase= {low - high}')
else
fprintf('XnComposite minimum phase = {low + high}')
end, end

% linear-phase impulse response
linl=real(ifft(al));
linh=real(ifft(ah));
lina=real(ifft(a));
lsct=linl+linh;

% minimum-phase impulse responses, non-composite equalised
minl=real(ifft(exp(conj (hilbert(log(al))))));
minh=pq*real(ifft(exp(conj (hilbert(log(ah))))));
mina=real(ifft(exp(conj (hilbert(log(a))))));
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% minimum-phase composite equalised impulse responses
meqf=a./abs(fft(minl+minh));
meqt=real(ifft(exp(conj (hilbert(log(meqf))))));
minl=[conv(minl(l:m2),meqt(l:m2)),O];
minh=[conv(minh( 1:m2),meqt(1 :m2)),O];
msct=minl+minh;

% linear-phase composite sum amplitude response
lsum=abs(fft(linl+linh));

% linear-phase composite difference amplitude response
ldif=abs(fft(linl-linh));

% minimum-phase equalized amplitude responses
msum=abs(fft(minl+minh));
mal=abs(fft(minl));

, mah=abs(fft(minh));

% Commence plot routine
% select plot mutines
nn= 1:n; ds=O;
while ds< 1
home
fprintf('SELECT GRAPHICS:ha');
fprintf('haLFlinear-phase impulseresponse 1 ');
fprintf('haHFlinear-phase impulseresponse 2 ');
fprintf('haLF minimum-phaseimpulse response 3 ');
fprintf('haHF minimum-phase impulse response 4 ');
fprintf('haLinear-phase composite impulse response 5 ');
fprintf('haMinimum-phase composite impulse response 6 ');
fprintf('haLinear-phase energy-time 'curve 7 ');
fprintf('haMinimum-phaseenergy-time curve 8 ');
fprintf('haCDS LF minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic) 9 ');
fprintf('haCDS HF minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic) 10 ');
fprintf('haCDS Composite minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic) 11 ');
fprintf('haCDS LF linear-phase impulse (logarithmic) 12 ');
fprintf('haCDS HF linear-phase impulse (logarithmic) 13 ');
fprintf('haCDS Composite linear-phase impulse (logarithmic) 14 ');
fprintf('haMinimum-phasefourier transform 15 ');
fprintf('haLinear-phasefouriertransform 16 ');
fprintf('haComposite frequency response with polar scan 17 ');
fprintf('haTerminateprogram 18');
ds=input('Select display option number 1 to 18: ds = ');
ds=abs(ds); home

% fprintf('haVARIABLES: xl, xh, a, al, ah, linl, linh, mina, minl, minh');
% fprintf('haVARIABLES: lsct, msct, meqf, meqt, a, lina, lsum, ldif, msum, mdif_');

% LF linear-phase impulse response
if ds== 1
fprintf('Composite frequency responseha')
n=input('Enter number of samples in display (eg 200): 3; n=ceil(abs(n))/2; nn= 1:n;
hold on; grid on
lins=[linl(m-n+l:m),linl(l:n)];
plot(l:2*n,lins(l:2*n))
title('Low-pass filter linear-phase impulse response')
hold off
pause; close; home
end

% HF linear-phase impulse response
if ds==2
fprintf('Composite frequency responseha')
n=input('Enter number of samples in display (eg 200): '); n=ceil(abs(n))/2; nn=l :n;
hold on; grid on
lins=[linh(m-n+ 1:m),linh(1 :n)];

:g :gplot(l:2n,lins(l:2n))
title('High-pass filter linear-phase impulse response')
hold off; pause; close; home
end
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% LF minimum-phase impulse response
if ds==3

fprintf('Composite frequency responsekn')
n=input('Enter number of samples in display (eg 200): '); n=ceil(abs(n)); nn= 1:n;
hold on; grid on
plot(nn,minl(nn))
title('Low-pass filter minimum-phase impulse response')
hold off
pause; close; home
end

% HF minimum-phase impulse response
if ds==4
fprintf('Composite frequency responsekn')
n=input('Enter number of samples in display (eg 200): '); n=ceil(abs(n)); nn=l:n;
hol d on; grid on
plot(nn,minh(nn))
title('High-pass filter minimum-phase impulse response')
hold off; pause; close; home
end

% Linear-phase composite impulse response
if ds==5
fprintf('Composite frequency response'm)
n=input('Enter number of samples in display (eg 200): '); n=ceil(abs(n)); nn= 1:n;
hold on; grid on
lins=[lsct(m-n+ 1:m),lsct(1 :n)];
plot(l:2*n,lins(l:2*n))
title('Linear-phase composite impulse response'_)
hold off; pause; close; home
end

% Minimum-phase composite impulse response
if ds==6
fprintf('Composite frequency responseS')
n=input('Enter number of samples in display (eg 200): '); n=ceil(abs(n)); nn=l :n;
hold on; grid on
plot(nn,msct(nn))
title('Minimum-phase composite impulse response')
hold off; pause; close; home
end

% Linear-phase energy-time curve
if ds==7
etn=input('Enter number of samples to display: '); etn=ceil(abs(etn));
if etn>m2
etn=m2;
end

dis=input('Enter: 1 for LPF, 2 for HPF or 3 for composite: ');
if dis== 1
ett=hilbert(linl);
elseif dis==2
ett=hilbert(linh);
else
ett=hilbert(lsct);
end; home
off=30;
ett=ett./max(abs(ett));
[p1,p2]=max(abs(ett)); of=off-p2;
if of< 1
off=p2+ 1;
of=l;
end;
et(1 :of+ 1)=ett(m-of:m); et(of+2:m)=ett(1 :m-of- 1); clear ettp 1 p2 of;
% take minimum phase of envelope of energy-time curve
fa=abs(fft(abs(et)));
ett=real(ifft(exp(conj (hilbert(log(fa))))));
ett=ett./max(abs(ett)); clear fa;
[p1,p2]=max(abs(ett)); of=off-p2;
if of< 1
of=l;
end;
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etm(l :of+l)=ett(m-of:m); etm(of+2:m)=ett(l:m-of- 1); clear ett pi p2 of;
hold on
if dis== l
title('LPF (linear phase): ET-C (red), min. phase of ET-C (green)')
elseif dis==2
title('HPF (linear phase): ET-C (red), min. phase of ET-C (green)')
else
title('Composite (linear phase): ET-C (red), min. phase of ET-C (green)')
end
plot(1 :etn,abs(et(1 etn))/max(et)+ones(size(1 :etn)), r')
plot( 1:etn,abs(etm( 1:etn))/max(etm),'g')
grid; hold on; pause; close
end

% Minimum-phase energy-time curve
if ds==8
etn=input('Enter number of samples to display: '); etn=ceil(abs(etn));
if etn>m2
etn=m2;
end
dis=input('Enter: 1 for LPF, 2 for HPF or 3 for composite: ');
if dis== 1
ett=hilbert(minl);
elseif dis==2
ett=hilbert(minh);
else
ett=hilbert(msct);
end; home
off=30;
ett=hilbert(msct);
ett=ett./max(abs(ett));
[p 1,p2]=max(abs(ett)); of=off-p2;
if of< 1
off=p2+ 1;
of=l;
end;
et(1 :of+ 1)=ett(m-of:m); et(of+2:m)=ett(1 :m-of- 1); clear ett p 1 p2 of;
% take minimum phase of envelope of energy-time curve
fa=abs(fft(abs(et)));
ett=real(ifft(exp(conj (hilbert(log(fa))))));
ett=ett./max(abs(ett)); clear fa;
[p 1,p2]=max(abs(ett)); of=off-p2;
if of< 1
of=l;
end;
etm(1 :of+ 1)=ett(m-of:m); etm(of+2:m)=ett( 1:m-of- 1); clear ett p 1 p2 of;
hold on
if dis== 1
title('LPF (minimum phase): ET-C (red), min. phase of ET-C (green)')
elseif dis==2
title('HPF (minimum phase): ET-C (red), min. phase of ET-C (green)')
else
title('C0mposite (minimum phase): ET-C (red), min. phase of ET-C (green)')
end
plot(1 :etn,abs(et(1 :etn))/max(et)+ones(size(1 :etn)),'r')
plot( 1:etn,abs(etm(1 :etn))/max(etm),'g')
grid; hold off; pause; close
end

% set order of 2-D filter mask
if ds>8
if ds< 15
cx=input('Enter 1 to 7 for order of 2-D filter mask: ');
if cx==2
cmx=cm2;
elseif cx==3'
cmx=cm3;
elseif cx==4
cmx=cm4;
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elseif cx==5
cmx=cm5;
elseif cx==6
cmx=cm6;
elseif cx==7
cmx=cm7;
else
cmx=cm 1;
end; end; end;

% CDS LF minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic)
if ds==9
ra=input('Enter vertical range (nearest decade) in dB: '); ra= 10*ceil(abs(ra)/10);
cd=20*log 10(abs(fft(hankel(minl(1 :cm)))));
cx=conv2(cd,cmx);
cx=cx-max(max(cx))+ra;
cx=.5* (cx+sign(cx).*cx)-ra;
mesh(cx( 1:ch, l :cm)',mv)
title('CDS LF minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic)')
pause; close; home
clear cd cx cmx;
end

% CDS HF minimum-phase impulse (lOgarithmic)
if ds== l0
ra=input('Enter vertical range (nearest decade) in dB: '); ra= 10*ceil(abs(ra)/10);
cd=20*log t 0(abs(fft(hankel(minh(l :cm)))));
cx=conv2(cd,cmx);
cx=cx max(max(cx))+ra;
cx=.5*(cx+sign(cx).*cx)-ra;
mesh(cx( 1:ch, 1:cra)',m¥)
title('CDS HF minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic)')
pause; close; home
clear cd cx crux;
end

% CDS Composite minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic)
if ds== l l
ra=input('Enter vertical range (nearest decade) in dB: '); ra=10*ceil(abs(ra)/10);
cd=20*log i 0(abs(fft(hankel(msct(-I :cra)))));
cx=conv2(cd,cmx);
cx=cx-max(max(cx))+ra;
cx=.5*(cx+sign(cx).*cx)-ra;
mesh(cx(1 :ch, 1:cm)',mv)
title('CDS Composite minimum-phase impulse (logarithmic)')
pause; close; home
clear cd cx cmx;
end

% CDS LF linear?hase impulse (logarithmic)
if ds== 12
ra=input('Enter vertical range (nearest decade) in dB: '); ra= 10*ceil(abs(ra)/10);
cd=20*log 10(abs(fft(hankel(linl( 1'cra)))));
cx=conv2(cd,cmx);
cx=cx-max(max(cx))+ra;
cx=.5*(cx+sign(cx).*cx)-ra;
mesh(cx(1 :ch, 1:cm)",mv)
title('CDS LF linear-phase impulse (logarithmic)')
pause; close; home
clear cd cx cmx;
end

% CDS HF linear-phase impulse (logarithmic)
if ds==13
ra=input('Enter vertical range (nearest decade) in dB: '); ra=10*ceil(abs(ra)/10);
cd=20*log 10(abs(fft(hankel (linh(1 :cm))!));
cx=conv2(cd,cmx);
cx=cx-max(max(cx))+ra;
cx=.5*(cx+sign(cx).*cx)-ra;
mesh(cx( 1:ch, 1:cm)',mv)
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title('CDS HF linear-phase impulse (logarithmic)')
pause; close; home
clear cd cx cmx;
end

% CDS Composite linear-phase impulse (logarithmic)
if ds== 14
ra=input('Enter vertical range (nearest decade) in dB: '); ra= 10*ceil(abs(ra)/10);
cd=20*log 10(abs(fft(hankel(lsct( 1:cm)))));
cx=conv2(cd,cmx);
cx=cx-max(max(cx))+ra;
cx=.5*(cx+sign(cx).*cx)-ra;
mesh(cx(1 :ch, 1:cm)',mv)
title('CDS Composite linear-phase impulse (logarithmic)')
pause; close; home
clear cd cx cmx;
end

% Minimum-phase fourier transform
if ds== 15
semilogx(mx,20*log 10(.00001*ceil(100000*mal(rx))),'g',mx,20*log 10(.00001*ceil(1
00000*mah(rx))),'r')
hold on
semilogx(mx,20*log 10(meqf(rx)),'w',mx,20*log 10(mal(rx)-
mah(rx))+50,'b',mx,20*log 10(msum(rx)),'y')
grid
ifqq==2
title('FT(minimum phase): y Ilow-highl, b Ilowl+lhighl, w IEQI, g Ilowl, r Ihighr)
else
title('FT(minimum phase): y Ilow+highl, b Ilowl-lhighl, w IEQI, g Ilowl, r Ihighl')
end
hold off; pause; close; home
end

% Linear-phase fourier transform
if ds== 16
semilogx(mx,20* log 10(.00001 *ceil( 100000*al(rx))),'g',mx,20*log 10(.00001 *ceil( 10
0000*ah(rx))),'r')
hold on
semilogx(mx,20*log 10(ldif(rx))+50,'b',mx,20*log 10(lsum(rx)),'y')
grid
title('FT(linear phase): y Ilow+highl, b Ilowl-lhighl, g Ilowl, r Ihighl')
hold off; pause; close; home
end

% Composite frequency response with polar offset
if ds== 17
fprintf('Composite frequency response with polar offsetS')
tx=input('Enter time-delay offset between drivers in ms (eg 0 to 1 ms): '); tx=tx* 1E-3;
semilogx(mx,20*log 10(a(rx)),'r')
title('Composite frequency response with polar offset')
hold on; grid
lpolar=abs(exp(i*pi*mm*tx).* fft(linl)+exp(-i*pi*mm*tx).* fft(linh));
semilogx(mx,20*log 10(lpolar(rx)),'y')
hold off; pause; close; home
end

% Program terminate
if ds== 18
ds=input('Select 0 for termination, 1 to continue: ');
ds=abs(ds);
if ds==0
home
fprintf('\nProgram terminationAnXn')
return
end; end; ds=O; end;

return
%
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ENGINEERINGREPORTS

MATLAB Programfor LoudspeakerEqualizatiOnand
CrossoverDesign*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Centre for Audio Research and Engineering, University of Essex, UK C04 3SQ

A digital design filterprogram is presented written in the MATLAB environment. Impulse
response time editing is implemented together with various options for spectral domain
processing. The filter inputs time-domain impulse response dataand outputs filter coefficients
for both FIR and ILR implementations. Comprehensive display options are incorporated,
including minimum-phase processing and CDS, and consideration is given to both specular
and diffuse loudspeakers. Applications include the design of digital equalization filters and
digital crossover filters for loudspeaker systems.

0 INTRODUCTION observe the effect on the overallequalization error.
The filter design can take account of a drive unit's

Digital filters enable accurate loudspeaker equaliza- individual response (which is entered as an impulse re-
tion and the implementation of near-theoretic crossover sponse) and matches this to a user-specified target fre-
alignments [1], [2]. As such it is possible to implement quency response. In its simplest form this target is con-
loudspeaker systems which yield extremely accurate stant with frequency, but can be adapted to include a
overall frequency responses by taking full account of number of equalization functions. The target function
the drive units' inherent response irregularities. This can also include a crossover filter, and a procedure is
technique is not only attractive for digital and active described in Section 2.3 (see [3] for more detail).
loudspeaker systems, but it also applies to passive loud- The program incorporates a range of data display op-
speakers that are preceded by a digital filter to fine-tune tions including time-domain data, frequency domain and
the frequency response, cumulative decay spectrum (CDS) together with the cu-

To develop crossover and equalizer filters, design mulative decay root (CDR) spectrum variant reported
tools are required to compute the digital filter coeffi- earlier [3], and the energy-time curve.(ETC).
cients that can accommodate a rangeof target responses, Also, a modified linear-phase Butterworth crossover
including those of the crossover. This engineering report filter is incorporated as well as "tilt" and psychoacoustic
describes a filter design program that is written within filters [4]. Pivotal to the design procedure is minimum-
the MATLAB 1environment (version 5.2). The program phase signal processing, which is used in both the filter
inputs data in the form of a loudspeaker's impulse re- synthesis and the data display options, including impulse
sponse and can embed specific equalization target func- and CDS. As such the program can be used to design digital
tions, including frequency response shaping and cross- filters for two-way digital and active loudspeakers [5].
over design. A flexible design is offered, where either The background to the signal processing techniques
an FIR or an IIR filter structure can be selected and the was described in a recent paper [3], and it is suggested
number of coefficients in the numerator and the denomi- that this be read as a companion to the present text. The
nator specified. An excess-phase equalizer is also corn- program listing is available on request, 2while this report
puted to enable correction of phase distortion. This allows presents an overview of the computation procedures. To
the user to change the number of coefficients and then to illustrate the capabilities of the program two loudspeaker

examples are presented. The first is a conventional small

* Presented at the 105th Convention of the Audio Engi- two-way system using moving-coil drive units, whereas
neering Society, San Francisco, CA, 1998 September 26-29; the second is a distributed-mode loudspeaker (DML) [6].
revised 1999 June 29.

i MATLAB is the trade name of a commercial matrix-based
processinglanguage. 2E-mailaddress:mjh@essex.ac.uk.
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These widelydiffering designs were chosen specifically linear-phase response.
to enable a deeper appreciation of the characteristics of a) Constant gain with frequency (no additional
a DML when compared against conventional specular equalization).

radiating devices. However, it should be observed that b) Constant slope filter (dB gain against logarithmic
a DML is a spatiotemporal dispersive radiator. As such frequency scale) of N dB per octave (both positive and
the example presented here is specific to one measure- negative slopes enabled). This modification has been
ment location. In practice there is stochastic variation found to be a useful tool in matching loudspeakers to
in thepolar response, differentroomacoustics.

c) Linear-phase loudspeaker crossover response us-

1 OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL EQUALIZATION ing a modified Butterworth amplitude alignment. Both
FILTER DESIGN low-pass and high-pass options are available, and cross-

over frequency is specified at -6-dB gain. H°Wever,
The equalization filter design procedure is reviewed the Butterworth response is modified to guarantee that

briefly in this section, high-pass filter and low-pass filter sum to a unity-
1) Impulse response measurement. A direct measure amplitude composite response. (See Section 2.3 for

of the loudspeaker impulse response is captured using, more detail, as well as [3].)
for example, a maximum-length sequence (MLS) d) Psychoacoustic weighted frequency response,
excitation, availablefor subjectivetailoring in the midrangefre-

2) Time-domain editing of measured impulse response quency region where the ear is most sensitive. This char-
a) Preresponse editing. Redundant samples prior acteristic has found favor in Germany [4].

to the main impulse response can be removed using on- The program allows these options to be selected individ-

screen editing. However, any prering due to antialiasing ually and mixed if required.
filters must be considered in this truncation process. 5) Calculation of equalizer amplitude-frequency re-

b) Postresponse editing. First and subsequent sponse. The equalizer amplitude response is calculated
boundary reflections from within the measurement envi- by inverting the product of the loudspeaker amplitude-
ronment can be removed together with noise that often frequency response [which has been both time-domain
contaminates the low-level "tail" of an extended impulse and frequency-domain edited, see 2) and 3)] and the
response measurement. This truncation includes a short target equalizer amplitude frequency response. This is
raised-cosine window to smooth the endpoint data. performed only on the magnitude response.

3) Frequency domain editing of the transformed, time- 6) Calculation of minimum-phase impulse response of
edited impulse response. Because the loudspeaker im- equalizer. Using the Hilbert transform, the minimum-

pulse response has been captured over a finite time win- phase impulse response of the equalizer is evaluated.
dow and at a finite sampling rate, the high-frequency and 7) Digitalfilter design. The equalizer's impulse re-
low-frequency measured responses are in error. Also, in sponse is divided into two regions within the program.
designing an equalization filter the extrema of the high- The first region defines an FIR filter, whereas an IIR
frequency and low-frequency responses may be defined filter represents the second region where coefficients are
so that the equalizer is not required to provide excessive calculated using either the Prony method 3 [7] or a least-
and inappropriate gain. A degree of modification can be mean-square (LMS) technique. The method that yields
performed again by on-screen editing of the displayed the lower error can then be selected. A general digital
amplitude-frequency response, filter is then defined with both numerator and denomina-

a) Low-frequency editing of amplitude-frequency tor coefficients.

response. Two edit points are selected on screen (using 8) Excess-phase equalization of loudspeaker. Using
the mouse), and a curve is computed using a quadratic the Hilbert transform, the truncated loudspeaker impulse
approximation. Consequently the inverse Fourier trans- response is decomposed into minimum- and excess-
form of the impulse response now extends in length phase components and then described in the time domain
beyond the original truncated response. For example, [3]. Using truncation and time reversal of the excess-
where an impulse response is truncated in 2) to 256 phase impulse response, the filter coefficients required

samples and subsequently represented .for processing by for phase correction are estimated. The phase equalizer
4096 samples, the additional samples computed to match can then be implemented either as an additional cascaded
the edited frequency response are virtually noiseless, filter or convolved with the numerator coefficients de-

b)High-frequency editing ofarnplitude-frequency rived in 7) to form a single filter.
response. A similar two-point selection editing pro-

cess is performed at high frequency, allowing the se- 2 PROGRAM FUNCTIONALITY
lected high-frequency curve to be replaced by a qua-
dratic approximation. This section highlights some of the mathematicalpro-

4) Linear-phase target amplitude-frequency re- cedures used within the main program anddescribes the

sponse. The following four options have been included functionality in pseudo-MATLAB code.
in the program for modifying the overall frequency re-

3 The Prony function was authored by L. Shure and is written
sponse. They are performed only on the amplitude re- into the MATLAB signal processing suite as a function. Details
sponse. Consequently their native form results in a can be found in [7].
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1 and that the first derivative is zero. Also, the curve
2.1 Minimum-Phase Processing must match in level at two adjacent samples x = m with

The minimum-phase signal-processing algorithm used a corresponding amplitude y(m) and x = m + 1 with a
in the program has been described previously [3]. The corresponding amplitude y(m + 1).
algorithm enables a straightforward method of comput- Now for a cubic curve,
ing the peak-level normalized minimum-phase impulse
response eit from a magnitude-frequency response xefa y = ax3 + bff + cx + d .
(which is a symmetrical Fourier transform about fs/2,
where fs is the sampling frequency), that is, Then

eit = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert)log(xefa)))))); dy = 3ax2 + 2bx + c

eit = eit./max(abs(eit)); dx

2.2 Low-Frequency and High-Frequency Editing where for x = 1, dy/dx = O,
of Amplitude-Frequency Response

This editing routine modifies the amplitude-fre- 0 = 3a + 2b + c.
quency response at both low frequency and high fre-

quency. Two options are analyzed, a cubic fit and a In addition, matching levels at x = m and x = m + 1
quadratic fit. generates four equations,

o '_ 3 2 i o]

]

y(m+ 1) (m + 1)3 (m + 1)2 (m + 1) 1

y(m) m3 m2 m 1

y(1) 1 1 1 1

Hence matrix inversion allows the coefficients

2.2,_ Cubic Fit Approximation [a b cd] to be calculated, and the cubic curve is

In each of these frequency regions two edit points are fully defined. A similar calculation procedure can be
marked and a cubic-approximation curve is generated to performed at high frequency.

replace the actual response. As shown in Fig. 1 the curve 2.2.2 Quadratic Fit Approximation
is matched in both level and first derivative by forcing
a fit to two adjacent samples, x = m and x = m + 1, A similar procedure can be followed for a quadratic
to smoothly link with the amplitude response. For low approximation, except that there is one less degree of
frequency, the first derivative is also set to zero for freedom. Thus here, as shown in Fig. 2, the derivative

can be matched only at one of the extreme ends of thesample x = 1, whereas at high frequency this is per-
formed at f/2. By way of example, the procedure is spectrum.
shown for the low-frequency cubic fit. Now for a quadratic curve,

Assume that the cubic curve has a value y(1) at x = y = axa + bx + c .

Cubic fit continu ous derivative
- .... 7(m+l)

cubic curve

first derivative zero /_ .... '- -'y(m)

/
y(1)- x

x=l x=-m x=m +1

Fig. 1. Low-frequency cubic substitution (continuous derivative at x = m).
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Then, characteristic aj to enable a two-way digital crossover
filter to be designed and made compatible with aj.

dy The frequency range over which the computation is

dx = 2ax + b performed is defined by a frequency vector mx with an
element range {1:m2}, where

where for x = 1, dy/dx = 0,

0 = 2a + b. mx(l:m2) = ml*(l:m2);

Here mi is the lowest frequency in the vector whereasTwo options now exist. Either the derivative at the ex-
treme frequency range can be equated to zero, or the m2*ml = fs/2, where fs is the sampling rate.
function can be matched to the derivative of the signal The process commences by calculating an amplitude-

by again forcing a fit to two adjacent points at x = m frequency response based on a Butterworth magnitude
and x = m + 1. This gives rise to two matrix equations, filter template.
which can be solved for [a b c] by matrix inversion, The crossover frequency xof (scaled by ml to form a
that is, either for a zero first derivative at low-frequency, corresponding element number in the vector mx) and

the asymptotic attenuation slope of the filter N dB per

octave (N need not be an integer as there are no "analog"[ 0 ] Ii 1 0 restrictions on the filter) are specified as input to the

design. The order ord of the Butterworth filter is then
y(rn) = 2 m 1 determined,

y(1) 1 1 ord = abs(N/(20*logl0(2)));

or for a matching first derivative of the actual fre- from which the 3-dB break frequencies xofl and xofh of
quency response, the low-pass and high-pass filters are calculated,

[yml[mmil]IIxomxoforay(m) / = rn2 m 1 xofh = ml*xof*(.5 A( -- 2/ord) - 1) A .5;
1

y(1) ] 1 1 1 The amplitude-frequency responses of the low-pass and
high-pass filters ail and ajh based on the Butterworth

Matching at high or low frequency is similar, although magnitude frequency response then follow as
there are detailed changes of variables in the equations.
In practice the quadratic fit with a forced zero first deriv- ail = aj./(1 + (mx/xofl). A2). A(orr/2);
ative at the frequency extremes was found to give the
best overall results and has been adopted in the current ajh = aj.*(((mx/xofh), n 2)./(1 + (mx/xofh). n 2)). ^ (orr/2);
version of the program.

However, the composite zero-phase summation (ail +
2.3 Pseudo-Butterworth Linear-Phase ajh) does not generally sum to the target response aj,
Crossover Alignment which itself may not be fiat due to other frequency shap-

The program includes a routine to embed either a low- ing characteristics selected in the program. Co^se-
pass or a high-pass filter in the target equalization quently a symmetrical (about the crossover frequency

Quadraticl-i

discont/nuous de_hvative _-_----_
y(m+l)

quadratic curve _ / ',

first derivative zero / ._ .... '_-'-3'(m)

y(1)- x
I

x= 1 x=m x=m +1

Fig. 2. Low-frequency quadratic substitution (discontinuous derivative at x = m).
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xof) compensation to ajl and ajh must be made. The impulse response eit can form a digital filter di-
For ajl, the response is modified in the frequency rectly, although in general it represents an excessive

range 1 to xof, number of coefficients. In the present program the im-
pulse response is subdivided into two regions. The first

ajl(l:xof) = ajl(l:xof) + aj(l:xof)- ajl(l:xof region of length en forms the first-stage FIR filter di-

-ajh(l:xof); rectly, whereas the remainder of the impulse responseis represented by a second-stage FIR-IIR filter and is

while for ajh, the response is modified in the frequency designed using either the Prony method or an LMS
range xof to m2, method. Both processes are supported in MATLAB. In-

tuitively this appears a logical subdivision as the FIR

ajh(xof:m2) = ajh(xof:m2) + aj(xof:m2) response carries much of the fine detail required of the
equalizer. However, the low-level tail of the impulse

- ajl(xof:m2) - ajh(xof:m2); response is primarily a result of bandwidth constraints

Now when the summation (ajl + ajh) is formed over such as the natural low-frequency rolloff of a loud-

{l:m2}, the composite amplitude response is aj, which speaker. As such it may be surmised to have a simplerform more amenable to a low coefficient representation.
is the target response of the equalizer. However, because en can be user selected together with

2.4 Tilt Filter the second-stage filter numerator coefficients nx and de-
nominator coefficients nd required to represent the tail,

A simple frequency tilt filter is included where the a wide range of filters can be chosen extending from
target equalization response aj can be tilted at a constant pure FIR to pure IIR. As the second-stage filter is an
slope of Nx dB per octave (as described in a logarithmic FIR-IIR form, the total number of numerator coeffi-
space). The response is normalized to unity gain at the cie^ts in the overall filter is (en + rix). However, it
geometric frequency mean fj and computed as turns out that when the tail response is calculated, it is

aj = (mx/fj). ^ (Nx/(20*log 10(2))); not generally minimum phase. Consequently additionalnumerator coefficients nx can be specified. However,

2.5 Psychoacoustic Equalizer the number of coefficients in each of the three categories
remains under user control, and through the use of time

A psychoacoustic filter was described earlier [3], [4]. and frequency displays the impact of a given design
The filter adds a mild reduction in the midband frequency selection can be observed. Also, after en is specified,
region where the ear is most sensitive. This can prove the program can be selected to interrogate the tail re-
a subjectively useful modification for some (poorer) re- sponse and to recalculate en so that the highest value in
cordings. This filter is included in the present program the initially selected tail impulse becomes the new first
as an option and is defined by the routine sample of the tail. The stage-one filter length en is then

np = ml*fix(3000/ml); reassigned. An autoselect procedure can be selected to

ajj = [ - 2.5*logl0((ml:ml:np)/3000) 6.4*logl0(np + mi:mi:rah)/3000)];

ajj ajj - (ajj(m2) + min(ajj))/2; facilitate this process. However, if only an FIR filter is
required, then en remains fixed and a short raised-cosine

aJj = (10*ones(size(1 :m2))). n (ajj/20); window is applied to the end of the FIR filter.

aj = aj.*ajJi The tail response is selected according to
tail = eit(en + l:m2);

where again aj is the target amplitude-frequency response.
to which both a Prony [7] and an LMS filter design

2.6 Two-Stage FIR-IIR Filter Using Prony's procedure (the latter using the MATLAB invfreq func-
Method tion 4) are applied to determine an FIR-IIR filter with

Once the amplitude-frequency responses of the target nx numerator and nd denominator coefficients. In the
aj and of the loudspeaker c are determined, the exact LMS procedure an option is included to both bandlimit
equalizer amplitude-frequency response xefa can be and power-weight the tail spectrum, where appropriate
calculated, parameterscan be user selected. The MATLABfunc-

tions have a form
xefa = aj./c;

from which the normalized minimum-phase equalizer [tnp tdp] = prony(tail(l:tmx),nx,nd);

impulse response eit follows, [tnl tdl] = invfreqz(fft(tail) ,rix - 1,nd,);

eit = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(xefa))))));

4 Written as a function in MATLAB, coauthored by J. N.
eit = eit./max(abs(eit)); Little, J. O. Smith, Lennart Ljung, and T. Krauss.
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After selecting the desired tail approximation using a However, in the program the practice reported earlier
normalized LMS error calculation, the FIR and IIR filter [3] of eliminating the noncausal distortion by minimum-
sections can be spliced to form a complete filter. In the phase processing is taken. That is, a vector is formed
program up to three vectors are outputted to describe representing the magnitude Fourier transform of et,
the overall filter. The first filter Nl(z) of length en repre-
sents the first-stage FIR filter while the second recursive fa = abs(fft(abs(et)));
filter has a numerator polynomial N2(z) of length nx and
a denominator polynomial D2(z) of length nd (the first from which a minimum-phase impulse response is corn-
coefficient being unity and not included in nd). The puted which has the same amplitude spectrum as fa,
complete z-domain equalizer response EQ(z) is then cal-
culated as ett = real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(fa))))));

EQ(z) = Nl(z) + N2(z)z -(eh+ ]) The option for displaying the ETC and the minimum-
D2(z) phase ETC is provided together with an excess-phase

where a tap delay of length {eh + 1} is included in the corrected ETC [3], where the magnitude of ett is con-
volved with the excess-phase impulse response f, that is,second-stage filter to locate the approximated tail in its

correct position within the overall impulse response.
ere = abs(conv(abs(ett),f));

2.7 CDS Display
The generation of a CDS has been described [3] in The function ete then has a similar precursive response

to the envelope of the impulse response by includingMATLAB where either a linear or a logarithmic magni-
both minimum-phase and excess-phase attributes.tude display can be formed. The option of applying a

two-dimensional Gaussian filter mask is also included

where fine detail may require smoothing for presenta- 3 FILTER DESIGN EXAMPLES FOR
tional reasons. In the program, options exist for in- LOUDSPEAKERS
eluding minimum-phase processing based on the algo-

This section presents example filter designs for tworithm described in Section 2.1. This is a useful tool as
classes of loudspeaker, the broad-band passive system

it gives often a better description of a loudspeaker's
and the digital and active loudspeaker system [5]. Dis-

performance stripped of the excess-phase distortion
cussion as to the advantages of digital and active loud-which generally has lower subjective significance yet

may introduce dominant features in the impulse response speaker technology is also included.

displayed in the CDS. The CDS is described by a two- 3.1 Broad-Band Equalization Filters for FUll-
dimensional matrix cd, where Range Passive Loudspeakers

cd = 20*logl0(abs(fft(hankel(e(l:cm))))); This section compares two filter examples with the
results are shown in Figs. 3-12. The (a) parts are for

The MATLAB "mesh" function then translates this ma- a small two-way conventional drive unit loudspeaker
trix into a corresponding three-dimensional display whereas the (b) parts are for a single DML. All curves
forming the CDS. were generated from within the MATLAB design pro-

gram and for comparison 150 coefficients are force se-
2.8 CDR Display leered in the first FIR stage with 50 denominator and 30

The CDR [3] is used here to display the equalizer numerator coefficients in the second-stage tail filter. The
impulse response ei. First the roots rt of ei are calculated same filter size was used for both two-way and DML
and sorted into rank order. Then they are edited and loudspeakers.

converted into a corresponding magnitude-frequency The target response for filter set (a) includes a tilt of
response. Finally minimum-phase impulse responses are 0.5 dB per octave, whereas in set (b) it is flat. For the
calculated from the set of magnitude responses and con- DML its native response persists for well over 1000
verted into corresponding ETC (see Section 2.9), from samples, including diffuse room reflections. However,

which a two-dimensional matrix is assembled to describe this was truncated to about 250 samples for processing,
the CDR. During processing a frequency response ap- which is not strictly representative of this class of loud-

proximation is displayed to check the validity of the speaker. For proper analysis of a DML, large-space
CDR after the roots are sorted and edited, measurements are required to extend 'the first reflection

arrival time together with the option for spatial averaging
2.9 ETC Display with Excess-Phase Response data derived from the long impulse response and spa-
Correction tially diffuse character of these transducers.

The ETC et is calculated directly from the magnitude

envelope of the Hilbert transform of an impulse response 3.9 Digital Equalization Filters Including
function a, where Crossover Alignment

A two-way digital and active system is shown in Fig.
et = abs(hilbert(a)); 13. Here the digital-to-analog converters (DACs) are
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Fig. 3. Time-edited impulse response derived using MLS measurement. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 4. Minimum-phase impulse response. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 5. Excess-phase impulse response. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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interfaced directly to the power amplifiers, resulting in rate drive unit equalization. Although analog crossover
a welcome reduction of analog signal processing. Using filters can be synthesized, a more precise strategy is to
digital signal processing (DSP) it is straightforward to define the low-pass filter AL(z) and the high-pass filter
integrate near-ideal crossover filters together with accu- Au(z) as delay derived, as this eliminates the nonlinear

l iiiii
-'°.......''...........ii..............................._1_.......:.........[....................................................... ii=''''''"'"=_'','_,,'_;'._ ,_'i:il i iiii

-20 i i ; i;;ill i i ilJiiii ; ; ;ii;i;; : : :::: : : :::fill i i iiiiiii i :::;:iii i i ;;;[

101 102 103 104 105 101 102 103 104 105

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Target, loudspeaker, and equalized frequency responses. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 7. CDS. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 8. Minimum-phase CDS. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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phase distortion of an all-pass crossover alignment, synchronization and exact replication.

where 3) Delay compensation to align on-axis acoustic cen-

ters of drive units is straightforward to implement using
AL(z) + AH(z) = z-_ a memory-based digital delay.

4) Simple adjustment for individual drive unit sensi-

where z- x is an appropriate delay, tivities without wasting power in passive elements of

Section 2.3 described a pseudo-Butterworth design a crossover, thus enabling amplifier power to be used

that matches this criterion and is included within the efficiently. Also, use of digital gain control (with dither)
filter design Program as an integral part of the target guarantees exact tracking of each filter channel.

function generator. 5) Because individual power amplifiers are directly

Some performance and system attributes of a digital coupled to each drive unit, there is a corresponding divi-

and active loudspeaker are summarized as follows, sion of signal power. This reduces the voltage and cur-

l) DSP enables the crossover target transfer functions, rent demand placed on an individual amplifier, where

including amplitude and phase compensation of each usually an individual drive unit has a benign terminal

drive unit together with enclosure characteristics, to be impedance compared with passive systems with compli-
specified to a high degree of accuracy. Thus the polar cated crossovers.

response can be optimized and the overall on-axis fre-: 6) Momentary clipping of a single power amplifier can

quency response can approach a constant-amplitude, be softened by preprocessing and has only a localized, in

linear-phase characteristic, the sense of frequency, impact on subjective perform-

2) Crossover filters can include options for either ance. Hence the system is more overload tolerant.

sharp frequency transition bands or more gentle fre- 7) Close coupling of amplifiers and drive units (com-

quency response slopes, including all-pass analog align- pared to passive systems) results in tighter control of

ments. The new class of interleave crossover alignments the speech coil and -lower dependence on nonlinearity

can be incorporated [3]. Multiple filters offer guaranteed in the drive unit impedance.
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20 20
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80 80

lOO0 1000

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. CDR of equalization filter. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 10. CDS, minimum-phasecorrectiononly. (a) EqualiZedtwo-waydynamicloudspeaker. (b) EqualizedDML.
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8) Use of current-drive technology or mixed current- ponding low-pass and high-pass filter responses, in-
drive-voltage-drive systems can enhance system per- cluding drive-unit response equalization. Each filter
formance, used a total of 285 coefficients.

9) Each DAC only handles a band-limited audio sig- Finally, the new class of interleave-crossover align-
nal, thus reducing intermodulation distortion and low- ment [3] is illustrated by way of example in Fig. 17,
ering the probability overload in drive-unit frequency- which is also incorporated in the program. The purpose
response correction processes, of this alignment is to distribute and randomize in fre-

10) Signals can be routed to an active loudspeaker quency the interference patterns that result in the off-
system via either an optical or an electrical digital inter- axis polar response [8]. Both low-pass and high-pass
face with central commands such as standby mode, vol- filters for a stochastic-interleave function are shown that
ume level, equalization programs being remotely down- includes a mild equalization tilt function. Fig. 18 shows
loaded from a central (or indeed distributed) control the resulting composite frequency response when there
center. There is the option here to define a local-area is a time offset between drive units. A complicated inter-
network for digital or video distribution systems, ference spectrum is formed in the crossover region that

In Fig. 14 an example crossover target filter design is in some respects analogous to the behavior of a DML
is presented based on the pseudo-Butterworth algorithm [6]. Also, by comparing the inverted connection com-
of Section 2.3, whereas Figs. 15 and 16 show the corres- posite responses shown in the top curves of Figs. 14 and
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Fig. 11. Minimum-phaseETC. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 12. Excess-phase corrected ETC. (a) Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. (b) DML.
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Fig. 13. Two-way loudspeaker system using digital crossover filters with amplitude and phase correction.
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17 (with and without interleave function, respectively),
the effect of a stochastic interleave function is dramati-

FT(linearphase):yIIow+highl,bIlowl-Jhighl,gIlowl.r lhighl cally illustrated. In studying these results it should be

50 _ . recalled [3] that the interference patterns are bounded
· ] bytheenvelopesIA[+ A.IandIA,- A.I.

I. 4 CONCLUSION

/

i ..........

A MATLAB program to facilitate the design of loud-
speaker equalization and crossover FIR-IIR filters has
been described. Two equalization examples were pre-
sented without crossover filters and one example with a

-s.............. crossoverfiltertogetherwith examplesof computedout-
put data. In particular, the minimum-phase and excess-
phase data of a DML reveal interesting detail about this
class of drive unit. The main differences observed are

-los ; in the impulse response, which has an extended duration
10' l0s l02 10' l0_ and "noiselike" character. This makes equalization less

Fig. 14. Low-pass and high-pass pseudo-Butterworth target straightforward. Because of the spatially diffuse form
responses, of a DML's frequency response, it is better to perform

FT(linearphase):y Ilow+highl,b Ilowl-Ihighl,g Ilowl,r Ihighl
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Fig. 15. Low-pass filter response including drive-unit equal- Fig. 17. Example target response of stochastic interleave align-
ization, merit. (Compare with noninterleaved response of Fig. 14.)
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Fig. 16. High-pass filter response including drive-unit equal- Fig. 18. Family of four composite responses time offsets be-
ization, tweed drive units.
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equalization to a spatially averaged frequency response, ever, a much greater intersample variation in the pre-
In practice it is recommended that the spatial average and postresponse of the excess-phase impulse response
be performed using measurements taken over a sampled would be anticipated as the measured window encircles

hemisphere. Failing this a truncated impulse can be used the transducer. This is implied by the transducer being
together with a more limited number of coefficients in spatially diffuse. It is in these areas where fundamental

the equalization filter. It is important to appreciate that performance differences between specular radiators and
spatial averaging is an' intrinsic requirement of DML DMLs are observed, from which a number of attributes

measurement, especially when considering equalization, can be deduced, for example, those relating to imaging
as these transducers offer an almost omnidirectional po- when multiple arrays are employed.
larresponse together withdiffuseproperties. (One could The embedded crossover design function was also

argue that this new class of polar response is omnidif- demonstrated and a brief discussion given on the merits
fuse.) However, the contrary is true for most conven- of digital and active loudspeaker systems. This was used

tional loudspeakers, where these generally show much to illustrate the stochastic interleave-crossover align-
wider variations in frequency response over a measure- ment which, it is suggested, disperses the interference

ment sphere. Consequently any spatial averaging win- patterns in the off-axis frequency response, thus low-
dows have to be applied over a more restricted measure- ering polar-related coloration in the crossover region.
ment area with corresponding limitations on listening
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PAPERS

0 INTRODUCTION

This paper considers from a theoretical stance the fun-
damental requirements of a programmable polar response,
digital loudspeaker array, or smart digital loudspeaker
array (SDLA), which consists of either one-dimensional
or a two-dimensional array of micro radiating elements.
The principal problem addressed here is the design of a set
of digital filters which together with a uniform array of
small drive units, achieve a well-defined directional beam
that can both be steered over a 180° arc and be specified
in terms of beamwidth such that it remains constant with
the steering angle. Intrinsic and critical to the SDLA is the
requirement that the beam parameters remain stable over
a broad frequency range. In addition to addressing the
problem of coherent radiation, the theory is extended to
include the synthesis of directionally controllable diffuse
radiation that is similar although not identical to the class

of sound field produced by a distributed-mode loud-
speaker (DML) [1], [2]. DML behavior can be emulated
using an array of discrete radiating elements with excita-
tion signals calculated to model panel surface wave prop-
agation and boundary reflections using techniques such as
finite element vibration analysis [3]. However, for the
SDLA a different approach is taken where each element
drive signal is derived by convolution of the input signal
with an element-specific but stochastically independent
temporally diffuse impulse response (TDI) [4]. Each TDI
is calculated to have a constant-magnitude response but a
unique random-phase response, where for loudspeaker
applications it is formed asymmetrically to have a rapid
initial response and a decaying “tail” exhibiting a noise-
like character.

The conceptual structure of an SDLA is shown in Fig.
1, where each mircodriver within the array is addressed
directly by a digital signal that has been filtered adaptively
to allow the polar response to be specified and controlled
dynamically. It is proposed to configure the transducer
array with a large number of nominally identical acoustic
radiating elements, where the overall array size and
interelement spacing (referred to here as interspacing)
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model of smart digital loudspeaker array (SDLA).
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determines the usable bandwidth over which the polar
response can be controlled. The size of each element must
be sufficiently small so as to launch a hemispherical wave-
front within the audio band up to the highest operating fre-
quency. However, it is suggested that each element in the
array could itself be a set or microarray of, say, 16 or pos-
sibly 64 microradiators. Each such microelement within
the set could then carry equal acoustic weight and be
driven from the output of an individual thermometer-style
quantizer [5], [6] that is embedded within a noise-shaping
loop. The reason for choosing the thermometer structure is
that the multiple binary outputs build uniformly and pro-
gressively in discrete steps and can drive the individual
elements since they also carry equal weight in the conver-
sion. Also, because of the equal weights the connections
between the thermometer DACs and the microradiators
can be scrambled dynamically to decorrelate systematic
errors in the reconstructed acoustic output using tech-
niques similar to those developed by Adams and cowork-
ers [5], [6]. As such, this structure constitutes a multilevel
digitally addressed transducer, where using upsampling
and multiple distributed noise-shaping loops enables in
principle the required acoustic-signal resolution to be
achieved. Possible suggested implementations for the ele-
mental radiators could exploit ceramic piezoelectric tech-
nology,1 the technology behind micromirror video projec-
tion [7], or, alternatively, conventional miniature
moving-coil (MC) drive units could be used. However, the
principal objective of this paper is to establish a frame-
work for controlling acoustic radiation that not only
enables the beam characteristics in terms of angle and
width to be specified but also its directional correlation
function, hence diffuse characterization.

An original contribution of the paper is the introduction
of stochastic filters within the array to control the polar
response while simultaneously achieving diffuse acoustic
radiation. For this reason reference to the DML must be
made as this class of loudspeaker is characterized by dif-
fuse radiation [1], [4], although unlike the system under
discussion here, the polar response is normally nondirec-
tional. Preceding the multiple noise-shaping loops, a filter
bank containing stochastically derived, frequency-
dependent coefficients controls both the array polar shape
and its direction, embeds diffuse sound-field characteriza-
tion, and achieves a much more even distribution of power
across the array elements. An even power distribution is
important, especially when a narrow-beamwidth polar
response is formed, where with conventional coherent
arrays the power tends to cluster toward only a limited
number of elements, which consequently limits the array
power output.

An SDLA requires a number of technological develop-
ments mainly in the fabrication of large arrays with com-
plicated microradiating structures together with extensive
signal-processing circuits to perform the filtering and
noise shaping on a very large scale. Such a technology
potentially offers a new class of loudspeaker with smart

control of its directional characteristics. It could, for
example, create multiple and dynamically steerable beams
from a single array which adapt to the environment, track
individual targets for message delivery, or create a new
method of large-scale multimedia presentation, possibly
conveying different audio information in different areas of
the reproduction space. Applications in large-scale immer-
sive virtual reality are also conceivable together with pos-
sible methods for achieving large-venue three-dimen-
sional sound reproduction.

ABBREVIATIONS USED
ADC analog-to-digital conversion
βx angle beam x makes with the normal, rad
DAC digital-to-analog conversion
DETn digital elemental transducer with n-bit resolution
DML distributed-mode loudspeaker
ECTF element-channel transfer function
FIR finite-impulse response
LPCM linear pulse-code modulation
Lx width of beam x, rad
MC moving-coil (loudspeaker)
PWM pulse-width modulation
SDLA smart digital loudspeaker array
SDM sigma–delta modulation
TDI temporally diffuse impulse response

1 DIGITAL TRANSDUCER INCORPORATING
UPSAMPLING AND NOISE-SHAPING
PROCESSING

In this section a discrete array of digital elemental trans-
ducers DETn is introduced, where each element has an
n-bit amplitude resolution rather than 1-bit resolution.
Two conceptual examples of elemental transducer arrays
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where for illustrative purpose,
the construction is presented as a hybrid integrated cir-
cuit. Each integrated circuit could house a subarray of the
complete loudspeaker array that can be tiled into a two-
dimensional structure to form any required array size.
Associated digital signal processing could then be inte-
grated within the back plate to facilitate a modular and
expandable construction and retain short path lengths for
critical signals.

Earlier elemental transducers have incorporated only
binary activation while MC drive units with multitap
voice coils [8], [9] have also been described, offering the
advantage of multilevel signals and a coherent sound
source that radiates from a conventional cone. However,
it is conjectured here that digital transducer elements
should be capable of more than two levels to achieve
closer synergy with linear pulse-code modulation
(LPCM) and especially to reduce high-frequency noise in
any noise-shaping scheme used to enhance the audio-
band dynamic range. This implies that the radiating ele-
ment must either be capable of a range of linear displace-
ments or use an area-modulation technique where each
microarea of the element has a binary weight. However,
inevitably such elements will have a limited digital
dynamic range and therefore require noise shaping to
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extend the final output dynamic range to meet audio
requirements. In the limit a binary element could be used
with a serial digital code produced, for example, with
sigma–delta modulation (SDM) [11]. Alternatively a mul-
tiarea device would accommodate limited-resolution
LPCM and offer the advantage of reduced high-frequency
noise.

Noise shaping has been researched in depth for a range
of applications, which, include analog-to-digital conver-
sion (ADC), digital-to-analog conversion (DAC), pulse-
width modulation (PWM), and signal requantization.
Also, it is well established that noise shaping with uniform
quantization and optimal dither facilitates an exchange
between amplitude resolution and sample rate [11]–[14]
while linear performance is retained. By way of illustra-
tion, a sample amplitude resolution converter is shown in
Fig. 4, which uses a high-order noise shaper, possibly with

perceptual weighting, presented in an SDM configuration.
The use of noise shaping is important in this application
because the class of transducer being described is only
able to support a digital dynamic range well below that
required for high-quality audio applications. It is assumed
here that the source information with a sampling rate of fs
Hz is LPCM and that the upsampled rate is Rfs Hz, where
typically R >> 1. A desirable characteristic of the noise-
shaper topology shown in Fig. 4 is that its signal transfer
function is unity. This is achieved here by including a
feedforward path applied directly to the input of the quan-
tizer [15, ref. to path x] and also by delaying the main
input by one sample period in order to compensate for the
unit sample delay required in the feedback path. This
process is demonstrated in the following analysis.

The output sequence O(z) is expressed in terms of the
input sequence I(z), the forward filter transfer function

J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 51, No. 12, 2003 December 1135

Fig. 4. Multilevel sigma–delta modulator noise shaper.
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A(z), the quantization noise Q(z) dither, and delay T(z) as

.
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Eq. (1) confirms that the overall signal transfer function
is unity while the noise-shaping transfer function has the
form [1 � z– 1 A(z)] – 1. The output signal of the SDM nor-
mally has a reduced word length compared to that of the
input signal, yet the in-audio band resolution can be
almost completely maintained. The output code, for exam-
ple, could be 4 bit, implying that each transducer requires
only 16 levels. A multilayer transducer, as shown in Fig.
2, would then have 16 binary controlled layers. In sug-
gesting the use of area modulation techniques the array
loudspeaker approximates an active surface, where it is
important that the dimensions of each element be small
compared to that of the wavelength of sound at the high-
est audible frequency. The use of binary-weighted ele-
ments and the addition of scrambling as shown in Fig. 1
introduce spatial decorrelation of the sound field, making
the element appear as a small diffuse source.

2 PRINCIPLES OF POLAR RESPONSE
FORMATION IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
LOUDSPEAKERS

The challenge is to endow the loudspeaker array with
the means to control fully the polar response and to allow
both coherent and diffuse radiation options, including a
mixed option for simultaneous diffuse and coherent radia-
tion from a single array. However, our study commences
by examining from first principles how an array can
achieve broad-band directional radiation, irrespective of

whether diffuse processing is included. The parameters
that require control are beam angle, beam width, and the
number and type of beams, each of which should be spec-
ified independently.

Consider a directional array operating initially at a sin-
gle frequency f Hz, where polar formation is shown to be
a process of frequency-domain filtering. Fig. 5 illustrates
a line array of N uniformly spaced elements with an inter-
spacing of g meters. The transducer elements are fed with
individual signals weighted by a set of complex coeffi-
cients {ar � jbr}, for r � 0, …, N � 1, that modify the
amplitude and phase of the input signal, where the basic
structure is shown in Fig. 6. Although it will be shown that
{a} and {b} coefficients have to be frequency dependent,
for a single frequency the coefficients appear as constants
therefore for that frequency the signal received appears to
have been processed by a finite-impulse response (FIR)

1136 J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 51, No. 12, 2003 December

Fig. 6. FIR filter representation of line array.
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filter, where the sampling frequency is a function of the
geometry and velocity of sound in air. Hence at the listen-
ing point P(x, y) an impulse response is observed that is a
combination of the selected filter coefficients and the
individual paths between transducers and P(x, y), which
for the special case of P(x, y) being in the far field, map
directly to a set of time delays.

Let the received acoustic impulse response be represen-
tative of a low-pass filter with a windowed sinc function
impulse response. The cutoff frequency of this filtered
response depends on the time scale of the impulse
response, which in turn is dependent on the location of
P(x, y). As P(x, y) moves along an arc, the time scale shifts
in proportion to the sine of the angle made with the nor-
mal to the array. For example, for an increase in angle the
sinc function is stretched correspondingly in time because
of the greater propagation time across the array; conse-
quently the filter cutoff frequency is lowered. Hence for a
signal frequency  of f Hz there is an angular region where
this signal falls within the passband of the filter whereas
for larger angles, the signal falls within the stopband. This
illustrates how a directional array can be formed. It also
exposes the mechanism that controls the polar rate of
attenuation with angle, which is a function of the attenua-
tion rate of the low-pass filter determined by the array
length (that is, the number of elements) and coefficients.

Time scaling is illustrated is Fig. 7 for both large and
small angles to the array normal, and the corresponding
inverse trend in the passband response is also shown. Both
time-domain traces maintain the same shape; it is just their
time scales that differ. The selection of the impulse
response controls the shape of the frequency-domain
plots, although because of the finite length of the array it
is not possible to achieve a theoretical brickwall response.

Nevertheless it will be shown that windowed sinc func-
tions achieve satisfactory responses for practical loud-
speakers, especially when secondary factors such as
reflection, diffraction, and driver imperfections are
considered.

This argument has so far been applied only to a single
input frequency (equivalent to the carrier in the radio-fre-
quency case) where the frequency determines the spatial
low-pass filter response. Consequently, when the input
frequency is changed, the filter inherent in the array
requires a modified cutoff frequency if the polar charac-
teristic is to remain similar. A set of filter coefficients spe-
cific to discrete signal frequencies therefore has to be cal-
culated where for a broad-band input signal the array
coefficients form a set of complex functions of frequency.
Hence for the r th channel the function ARr is

.jAR a f b f� �r r r_ _i i (2)

In the design process a discrete number of low-pass fil-
ters are calculated over the operating band to match the
required polar response. Interpolation, such as spline [16]
interpolation, is then used to obtain a finer frequency res-
olution. The interpolated complex functions ARr contain
broad-band amplitude and phase information, which can
be applied directly to the input signal spectrum.
Alternatively these functions can be transformed into the
time domain to realize a set of impulse responses, which,
following convolution with the input signal, yield the
input signals for the elemental array transducers.

Caveat: The polar response depends on the distance
from the array to the listener. Consider a FIR low-pass fil-
ter formed by a uniformly spaced array, where the number
of taps equals the number of transducers. Observed at a
large distance, the FIR response has a uniformly sampled
impulse response with an effective uniform sampling fre-
quency that is a function of the angle. However, when the
listening distance is reduced, the angles associated with
each transducer and the normal to the array differ pro-
gressively and introduce nonuniform sampling while vari-
ations in path length create attenuation differentials that
alter the relative tap weights. These two effects together
modify the filter transfer function and cause the target
polar response to deteriorate. Consequently polar response
control is normally applied only to the far field.

3 ARRAY SIZE AND ELEMENT INTERSPACING
IN POLAR RESPONSE FORMATION

In this section the relationship between polar response
bandwidth, array size, number of transducers, and trans-
ducer interspacing is analyzed. It is shown that the band-
width over which the polar response can be controlled
must have a bandpass characteristic that is related funda-
mentally to the array size and the number of elements.
Once these global parameters are estimated from the array
specification, the design of the digital filter bank can be
performed and is presented in Section 4.

An N-element uniform line array of transducers with an
interspacing of g meters have an overall span width, in
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Fig. 7. Two example of time scaling of filter response with obser-
vation angle.
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meters, of

.width N g1� �^ h (3)

The array span determines ultimately the low-frequency
polar bandwidth while the interspacing determines the
upper polar bandwidth, where above this frequency spatial
aliasing distortion will occur. Observe that spatial aliasing
does not imply non linear signal distortion. It manifests
itself as high-frequency spatial replication of the polar
lobes with the consequence that typically high-frequency
signal components leak into the polar stopband region.
The upper frequency  limit has an exact figure whereas the
lower frequency bound is less precise because there is
more gradual degradation of the FIR filter attenuation rate
for a given filter length as its cutoff frequency is lowered.
The upper bound follows directly from Nyquist sampling
theory applied in the spatial domain and can be deter-
mined by inspecting the line array and the corresponding
filter topology shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Assume here that the
filter coefficients are all real and a unit impulse is applied
to the input of the array processor. Each transducer in the
array then produces a coherent impulse. Observed along
the normal (at a distance that is large compared to the over-
all array width), all the individual impulses arrive simulta-
neously, implying an infinite sampling frequency.
However, as the angle of θ rad to the normal increases, the
individual impulses arrive at progressively greater incre-
mental times such that the observed sampling interval Tθ is

sinθ
T

c

g
�θ (4)

where c is the velocity of sound in air. From Eq. (4) the
observed sampling frequency is shown to be lowest at the
maximum polar angle of θ � π/2 rad, where from
Nyquist’s sampling frequency the maximum signal fre-
quency fmax that just avoids the onset of aliasing distortion
is one-half the sampling frequency, that is,

.
sinθ

f
g

c

2
�max (5)

For an array to form a correctly shaped beam that can
be directed over θ � �π/2 to π/2 and where the maximum
time-domain signal frequency is fhigh, then by substituting
fmax � fhigh and |θ| � π/2 in Eq. (5) it follows that the opti-
mum interspacing gopt has an upper limit,

g
f

c

2
�opt

high

(6)

although in practice the actual interspacing g must be
selected such that

g ≤ gopt . (7)

This is a fundamental limit on g, which if exceeded results in
spatial aliasing distortion, which creates false frequency-
dependent lobes within the polar response. However, if the

interspacing is too small, then for a given number of ele-
ments N the array is unnecessarily narrow, causing the
low-frequency polar response to degrade. Consequently,
selecting the array size and number of elements to match
the signal is paramount to maximizing the frequency
range of a properly formed beam pattern.

4 FILTER DESIGN: DETERMINATION OF
ELEMENT CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
(ECTFs)

To control beamwidth and beam angle, updateable dig-
ital filters are located between the input and each radiating
element of the array. This section analyzes the transfer
function requirements. Initially in Section 4.1 a beam is
considered formed symmetrically about the normal to the
array whereas in Section 4.2 the analysis is extended to
include offset beams over an arc of π rad. Each filter
establishes an individual element channel transfer func-
tion (ECTF), which can also take account of the radiating
element transfer function.

The core filter design concept is to interpret the line
array as the FIR filter shown in Fig. 6. Normally in FIR
filter design the sampling rate is constant and the input
frequency is a variable. However, in this scenario the sig-
nal frequency is considered constant whereas the effective
sampling rate is variable, being determined by the obser-
vation angle θ to the array normal, as expressed in Eq. (4).
Changes in the effective sampling rate thus scale the fil-
ter’s low-pass cutoff frequency, which together with the
FIR filter taps defines the shape and beamwidth of the
polar response. The calculation of filter taps must be
applied to discrete frequencies taken over the full operat-
ing range set by the array size and the element interspac-
ing. As a consequence the individual filter taps are them-
selves functions of frequency and are required in each
element path to emulate the variation of FIR filter taps
with signal frequency. It should be observed that because
the effective sampling rate changes symmetrically either
side of the normal, it follows that the polar response is
symmetrical about the normal, although Section 4.2
describes a method of beam steering while allowing the
polar response shape to remain invariant.

Assume that at a discrete signal frequency the FIR fil-
ter formed by the array and tap weights is designed to
have a low-pass filter characteristic. Because the obser-
vation angle determines the effective sampling rate, the
corresponding scaled low-pass cutoff frequency then
defines the beam’s width and the shape of the angular
transition region. This reveals an intimate relationship
between element location, FIR filter coefficients, and
signal frequency for a given beamwidth. To alter the
beamwidth all filter cutoff frequencies must be modified
at each discrete design frequency. Consequently a low-
pass filter set is required, designed to match the desired
beamwidth over a range of discrete frequencies. The taps
of these filters when expressed as a function frequency
then define the ECTFs, which may be augmented further
by interpolation to achieve a finer frequency resolution,
as described in Section 4.3. To complete the ECTF
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design process, discrete impulse responses are derived
by Fourier transformation. Although this design process
must be applied to each individual beam, precalculation
and memory can be used to simplify smart operation,
requiring only that the digital filter coefficients be
updated so as to allow smooth morphing from one beam
characteristic to another.

Consider an array capable of producing multiple beams
where for polar beam x in an M-beam system, there are
three principal parameters to consider in designing the set
of digital filters:

• Beamwidth Lx, rad
• Angle the beam makes with the normal βx, rad
• Rate of polar response attenuation with angle as the spa-

tial stopband region is entered (that is, polar transition
region).

In the following analysis a rapid polar response tran-
sition region is assumed, although at lower frequencies
there is an inevitable degradation in the rate of attenua-
tion with the angle because of the finite length of the
FIR filter response determined by the number of array
elements.

4.1 Far-Field Polar Width Relationship to FIR
Filter Cutoff Frequency for βx = 0

Initially a far-field beam that is symmetric about the
normal is considered, where βx � 0. The cutoff frequency
of each input-signal frequency-specific low-pass filter
affects only the width of the beam and not the angle it
makes with the normal. To prove this observation, assume
that a set of filter coefficients has been chosen for a given
operating frequency. As the monitoring position moves
away from the normal, the filter impulse response h(nTθ)
spreads as a function of the angle θ, such that the impulse
response has a total observed time duration Tfd given by

.
sinθ

T N
c

g
1� �fd ^ h (8)

Reversing the angle θ leads to a time-reversed impulse
response h(�nTθ)  as the observed coefficients now
appear in reverse order. Consequently the filter has an
identical-magnitude frequency response for θ � �θ,

because

abs fft abs ffth nT h nT� �θ θ_ab _abikl ikl

where abs(…) implies the magnitude operator and fft(…)
the Fourier transform. This implies a symmetrical polar
response about the normal to the array.

A beam of width Lx rad symmetrical about the normal
is shown in Fig. 8. Consider the relationship between the
beamwidth, the low-pass filter cutoff and the signal fre-
quency of f Hz of an N-element line array with an actual
transducer spacing of g meters, where the upper frequency
limit of the array is fhigh Hz. To achieve this polar
response, the cutoff frequency of the array FIR filter
observed at angles θ � �Lx/2 and θ � Lx/2 must equal the
signal frequency.

From Eq. (4) the effective sampling frequency of the
FIR filter is fs � 1/Tθ. Assuming for an angle θ � Lx/2,
that fsx � fs, then 

sin
f

g L

c

2
�sx

xa k

Substituting for c from Eq. (6),

.
sin

f
L

f

g

g

2

2
�s

high opt
x

xa k

(9)

The FIR filter has N coefficients, so taking the Fourier
transform of a vector of length N, the fundamental fre-
quency of the spectrum is fhigh/N. Hence if the input signal
frequency is f Hz, then for a (unrealizable) brickwall
response the spectrum must terminate its passband at har-
monic ncf, where

. sinncf ceil ceil
f

f
N N

f

f

g

g L
0 5

2
� �

s high optx

x
J

L

K
K e

N

P

O
O o

R

T

S
S
S

V

X

W
W
W

(10)

where ceil is a rounding function.2 Inevitably using a dis-
crete Fourier transform there must be an integer number of
harmonics that restricts the choice of cutoff frequency,
although to improve the resolution, linear interpolation
can be applied to the harmonics either side of the nominal
cutoff frequency. By employing a rectangular window in
the frequency domain, a direct synthesis method has been
adopted that uses a sinc function with a low-pass filter cut-
off frequency observed at the edge of the polar response
set to match the signal frequency of f Hz. The function is
sampled effectively at fsx, whereas to form a finite filter
length and to smooth the frequency response within the
polar transition region, a window function is applied sub-
sequently. That is,

.c
sin

sin
π

π
πh t

ft

ft
ft

2

2
2� �^

_
_h

i
i

Sampling at a rate fsx that corresponds to a polar response
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Fig. 8. Far-field symmetrical beam about normal, spanning –Lx/2
to Lx/2.
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2Ceil is a matlab function implying an integer roundup.
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angle of Lx, the r th tap is

csin
π

tap w
f

fr2
�

s
r r

x

J

L

K
K

N

P

O
O (11a)

where fsx is given by Eq. (9) and wr is the r th coefficient of
a finite-length window function used also to smooth the FIR
filter frequency response within the corresponding polar
transition region. In this study a rectangular window with
raised-cosine termination was used to weight the elements at
the line array ends. However, to maximize power handling it
is desirable to have most transducer elements contribute to
the whole sound field. Therefore the number of low-valued
coefficients should be minimized. Consequently the cosine
functions selected span typically wc � 5 elements at each
end of the N � 64 array. The window vector win of which
wr is the r th element is given in Matlab3 notation as

* : :

, *

* : .

cos

cos

win pi wc

ones wc

pi wc

wc

wc

N

1 1 1 0 2

1 2

1 0 1 2

� � � �

�

� �

^`ac

^`

^`ac

h j km

hj

hj km

<

F (11b)

It is shown in Section 7 that the direct synthesis technique
can readily be adapted to embed diffuse processing into

the filters, where a method based on the Fourier transform
is well matched to this task.

4.2 Beam Steering with Offset Angle βx

In this section the case is considered where a far-field
beam of width Lx is offset from the normal to the array by
an angle βx, as shown in Fig. 9. The principal means used
to achieve beam steering is to introduce progressive time
delays into each transducer feed so that the beam becomes
offset from its symmetrical position about the normal. The
delays can be calculated directly from the path lengths
d�2, d�1, d1, d2, …, as shown in Fig. 10, where four trans-
ducers are illustrated out of an N-element array.

For reasons of symmetry, half the elements are drawn to
the left of the array center and half are drawn to the right.
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Fig. 10. Delay paths for each transducer for beam offset βx.
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Fig. 9. Far-field polar beam of width Lx with offset angle βx.
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Consider the right-hand rth element, where the correspon-
ding path length dr is given by

. .sinβd g r0 5� �r x^ h

If c is the velocity of sound in air, then the time delay Tr
corresponding to dr is

. sinβ
T

c

g r0 5
�

�
r

x^ h

resulting in respective frequency-domain transfer func-
tions delayr l and delayr r for the left- and right-hand rth
elements of the array, where

.exp sin
π

βdelay j
c

f
r

2
0 5� � �lr x^ h= G (12)

. .exp sin
π

βdelay j
c

f
r

2
0 5� � �rr x^ h= G (13)

However, just introducing a set of time delays is a nec-
essary but not a sufficient condition to steer the beam
away from the normal. When the beam is offset by an
angle βx from the normal, the apparent interspacing
observed along the center  line of the beam is reduced to
(g cos βx). Consequently Eq. (10) is modified as

. sin
cosβ
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(14)

where {|βx| � |Lx/2|} < π /2 since the whole beam must be
contained within an arc �π /2 to π /2. The interspacing
compensation applied to Eq. (14) is therefore critical to
the polar response performance. Otherwise the beamwidth
would change with the offset angle.

4.3 Completion of ECTF Design Procedure
Each unique filter design corresponds to a given polar

response that is matched to a single signal frequency taken
from a discrete preselected range. Both frequency- and
time-domain windows are incorporated in the process

together with the discrete Fourier transform to derive the
ECTF filters. Initially an ideal brickwall filter response is
represented by a rectangular frequency-selective mask
function scf as defined by Eq. (15) and illustrated in Fig.
11. The mask is defined here in terms of the cutoff har-
monic ncf calculated in Section 4.2 and is written in
Matlab notation as

:

: *

: .

scf ones size ncf

zeros size ncf

ones size ncf

N

1

1 2 1

1 1

�

� �

�

^`

^`

^`

hj

hj

hj

9

C (15)

Next the Fourier transform tmp of a unit impulse is calcu-
lated as

:

: .

tmp fft zeros size

zeros size

N

N

1 2 1

1 1 2

� �`ad

`a

jk

jkm

;

F

(16)

The filtered array coefficients that correspond to a single
frequency are contained within a finite impulse response
imp as

.* .* .imp win ifft scf tmp abs tmp� _`b ijl (17)

where fft and ifft are the Fourier transform and the inverse
Fourier transform, respectively, and win is the time-
domain window function defined by Eq. (11b) and used to
truncate the coefficients to match the array size. The coef-
ficients within the vector imp are subsequently normalized
by the sum of the coefficient set to guarantee a unity-gain
transfer function along the axis of symmetry of the polar
response, that is,

.imp imp imp x
x

n

1�

& ! ^ h (18)

To implement the polar offset βx, and thus steer the
beam, the two sets of phase functions delayr l and delayr r
defined by Eq. (12) and (13) are multiplied with their cor-
responding array coefficients in the vector imp. Each array
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Fig. 11. Filter mask defined by Eq. (15).
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coefficient is now a complex number, which introduces
both amplitude weighting and phase shift appropriate to
the signal frequency f.

The filter design process is then repeated for discrete
frequencies taken over the array passband in order to
determine the channel transfer functions in each element
feed. The process can be performed either directly to the
required frequency resolution, or alternatively to a lower
resolution with spline interpolation used in the frequency
domain to extend the number of discrete frequencies, as
illustrated in Fig. 12. The cubic spline [16] was chosen
here as it produces smooth interpolation without ringing
or discontinuity. The spline function is created by triple
convolution of a rectangular function although in the pro-
gram derived to generate example polar responses, the
Matlab spline function was employed. Using interpolation
reduces the number of filter designs and speeds up the
design process. Also, spline interpolation must be applied
separately to both the real and the imaginary parts of the
coefficient sets for each channel in the array.
Consequently a set of complex transfer functions is pro-
duced, where if desired these can be transformed into the
time domain to realize a set of impulse responses, which
can be used directly within a digital processor.

By way of example (see polar example 1 in Section 5 for
computational data), Fig. 13 shows an actual frequency-
dependent function for channel 20 in a 64-element linear
array. The dotted lines show the discrete calculated coeffi-
cients as functions of frequency, whereas the enveloping
curves show the result of spline interpolation. The real and
imaginary parts of the function are depicted separately, as
indicated, and the interpolation ratio is 1:8.

5 SIMULATION AND SYSTEM VERIFICATION
FOR DUAL COHERENT POLAR RESPONSE
EXAMPLES

The performance of a coherent array together with the
ECTF signal processing described in Section 4 can be
verified by simulating the far-field pressure calculated
over an arc of π rad. Only the line array shown in Fig. 5
is considered, although by using two-dimensional trans-
forms the techniques can be adapted to a planar array
where the number of elements and signal processors
inevitably increases. The simulation assumes that each
transducer element of the one-dimensional array is suffi-

ciently small that within the array operating band they
radiate hemispherically into 2π-steradian space with a
pressure wave that decays as an inverse function of dis-
tance. Normally the polar response is specified in the far
field where in presenting the results it is assumed that the
monitoring distance is large compared to the array dimen-
sions. This implies that the angles each transducer makes
with the normal are virtually identical while differences
in attenuation with distance are negligible. However, the
simulation program also allows for a finite distance, so
that any degradation in the  polar response can be
explored.

A direct method of pressure summation is used at the
observation point P (see Fig. 5), where for the acoustic
domain the pressure is weighted as an inverse of the trans-
ducer distance from P and appropriate transfer functions
are calculated to take into account the propagation time
delays from each element. The program also calculates
individual  ECTFs using the methods described in Section 4
and embeds them into each transducer feed. Consequently
the simulation takes account of channel signal processing,
array dimensions, and anechoic acoustics. The program
can output two formats of polar response:

• A circular coordinate presentation computed for dis-
crete frequencies taken over the passband of the array,
where radial length corresponds to sound pressure
level expressed in dB and angle maps directly to
direction over the arc �π /2 to π /2. The contours for
each discrete signal frequency are superimposed on
the display.

• A three-dimensional rectilinear plot where sound pres-
sure level expressed in dB is plotted vertically and the
two horizontal axes are observation angle and fre-
quency, respectively. This presentation allows a clearer
impression, especially as to how the polar response
varies as a function of frequency.

In addition, the frequency-dependent ECTF coefficient
maps and polar correlation plots are also generated:

• It is constructive to observe how the input signal energy
for a given polar response is distributed across the ele-
ments of the array. This can be revealed by displaying the
frequency-dependent coefficient maps of the array,
which in effect are the ECTFs used in each element chan-
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nel. The maps form three-dimensional surfaces where the
vertical axis is linear magnitude and the horizontal axes
are element number and frequency. Hence by observing
the map the distribution of the signal as a function of fre-
quency is shown for each element of the array.

• A three-dimensional map, which has gained importance
with the emergence of DML technology, is the cross-
correlation display of the polar response. However,
unlike the polar frequency response that shows the
sound pressure level of the loudspeaker as a function of
angle and frequency, the cross-correlation plot presents
the cross-correlation function of the off-axis impulse
response with the on-axis impulse response as a func-

tion of polar angle. In forming the cross-correlation
functions the impulse response at the center of the beam
is taken as the reference. The vertical axis of the display
is therefore the amplitude of the cross-correlation func-
tion, whereas the horizontal axes are time and angle.
With a coherent design as described in Section 4 the
value of the correlation when the impulses are opti-
mally aligned should be maintained over the whole
width of the beam. However, this is not the case with
the diffuse array described in Section 6.

It is shown that both the coefficient map and the cross-
correlation map are useful metrics in quantifying the per-
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Fig. 13. Example of spline interpolation applied to frequency-dependent function, shown for coefficient 20 of a 64-element array. (a)
Real part of SDS function. (b) Imaginary part of SDS function --- actual coefficients.
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formance differences of coherent and diffuse loudspeaker
arrays, whereas the traditional polar response is rather less
discriminating. The range of frequencies used in all output
data displays is selected to match the polar response pass-
band of the array. At high frequency the upper limit is set
by spatial aliasing distortion, which has been shown in
Section 3 to be related to the interspacing of the radiating
elements. However, at low frequency the limit is set prin-
cipally by the overall array width, where the response
tends to become omnidirectional due to the effective FIR
filters having insufficient length.

A Matlab program4 was written based on the analysis of
Section 4 to implement the coherent array design process,
where the beamwidth and the offset angle can be set arbi-
trarily. The program can simulate a dual-beam design
formed by the superposition of independently derived sets
of ECTFs, where three polar examples are presented for
coherent beam formation and use the following sets of

input parameters (βx and Lx are shown for clarity in
degrees):

Polar example 1:
N � 64 β1 � �60° L1 � 30° β2 � 40° L2 � 10°

Polar example 2:
N � 64 β1 � 0° L1 � 45° β2 � 0° L2 � 0°

Polar example 3:
N � 64 β1 � 0° L1 � 180° β2 � 0° L2 � 0°

The corresponding simulation results are shown in
Fig. 14–16, where plots (a) correspond to cylindrical
polar displays (b) to three-dimensional polar displays,
(c) to frequency-dependent coefficient maps, and (d) to
the polar cross-correlation plots. Observe how the plots
reveal well-formed, near frequency-independent polar dis-
plays, whereas the cross-correlation plots confirm the
coherent nature of each radiated beam.
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(b)
Fig. 14. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 1.

(a)
Fig. 14. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, polar example 1.

4Available on request.
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(a)
Fig. 15 (a) Cylindrical polar plot, polar example 2.

(d)
Fig. 14. (d) Three-dimensional cross-correlation function, polar example 1.

(c)
Fig. 14. (c) Three-dimensional array coefficient plot versus frequency, polar example 1.
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(d)
Fig. 15. (d) Three-dimensional cross-correlation function, polar example 2.

(c)
Fig. 15 (c) Three-dimensional array coefficients plot versus frequency, polar example 2.

(b)
Fig. 15. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 2.
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(c)
Fig. 16. (c) Three-dimensional array coefficients plot versus frequency, polar example 3.

(b)
Fig. 16. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 3.

(a)
Fig. 16 (a) Cylindrical polar plot, polar example 3.
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6 DIFFUSE RADIATION FIELDS AND
STEERABLE ARRAYS

The results presented in Section 5 apply to a coherent
source and therefore relate to specular radiation. In partic-
ular, the plots of coefficient maps related to directional
beams show typical clustering toward the center of the
array with a significant taper toward the array boundary.
This implies that signal energy is poorly distributed and
array elements are inefficiently used, which has implica-
tions on power handling and peak signal levels. Since each
elemental transducer within the array is physically small
and therefore limited in its power handling, the array has
to rely ideally upon an even distribution of energy across
the available elemental transducers. The clustering of
energy is a direct consequence of the coherent sinc func-
tions used in the derivation of the frequency-dependent
FIR filters described in Section 4.

The solution to poor signal distribution across the array
is to implement what is defined here as a stochastic filter
while retaining appropriate intertransducer phase relation-
ships to achieve a controlled polar response. The use of
stochastic filters can also be viewed as a form of diffuse
signal processing, which is shown to give the radiated
field from the array a diffuse characterization. The key to
the technique lies in the form of the sinc generating func-
tion used in the derivation of the FIR filters, which are cal-
culated at each discrete signal frequency. In Section 4.3
the analysis used a Fourier transform of a unit impulse
multiplied by a filter mask scf as defined by Eq. (15), a
method that, after application of a time-domain window,
produced a weighted sinc function segment defining an
FIR filter at a specific signal frequency. However, rather
than using a unit impulse, a vector is selected that in the
frequency domain retains a constant-magnitude response
but exhibits a random-noise phase response.

Such a function can be derived directly by using a

complex exponential function, where the phase is a ran-
dom-noise vector. When this phase random exponential
function is filtered by the same mask scf and normalized
subsequently by the absolute value of the noise spec-
trum, a magnitude spectrum identical to that of the sinc
function is produced, but with a random phase response.
The FIR filter coefficients can then be calculated as
before, using Eq. (17), but where tmp is now the filtered
frequency-domain noise function. The random phase
attributes of this approach endow the array system with
the ability to produce a diffuse acoustic field, which can
be confirmed through applying the cross-correlation dis-
play map.

To illustrate this process a Matlab program fragment is
presented in the Appendix. In this program the binary
variable λ controls the program polar-type selection,
where for λ � 0, a coherent sinc function is generated and
for λ � 1, a random function generator is substituted.
Complex functions are also allowed. An additional feature
(see hereafter and Section 7 for further explanation) is the
“for loop” containing the parameter search, which is set
typically to 50. This helps select well-formed random
functions, which achieve a better polar response shape,
especially in the attenuation region. Because there is a ran-
dom phase function in the filter design process, the result-
ing polar stopband attenuation is not uniquely defined,
especially in the lower frequency region where the limita-
tions of FIR filtering become more evident. Inevitably
some randomly selected functions give better out-of-band
attenuation than others, so a search loop is used to sift
through a number of designs. Filter designs (determined
by the parameter search) are performed within a loop, and
the stopband mean square error is evaluated in each case.
The filter design exhibiting the lowest stopband error is
then selected. A typical search loop is 50, although this
number may be increased substantially if a final design is
being sought for practical implementation. Note that this
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(d)
Fig. 16. (d) Three-dimensional cross-correlation function, polar example 3.
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process is only relevant to the random-noise vector and
offers no advantage for the unit impulse function because
of its deterministic form. The process of spline interpola-
tion is also retained, although this has implications for the
resolution of the diffuse properties of the array. Here the
greater the number of discrete frequencies at which dif-
fuse filters are calculated, the greater will be the diffuse-
frequency characterization.

The filter design process for both coherent and diffuse
synthesis used the discrete Fourier transform, which is a
circular transform, whereas the array forms a finite set of
coefficients without circularity. So to address this problem
two strategies are used.

• First, as described in Section 4.1, the coefficient set rep-
resented by the vector imp is windowed by the function
win to attenuate the contribution from the extreme ends
of the array.

• The windowed array function is then stuffed with zeros
to reduce circularity effects and to increase the number
of frequency bins when the polar frequency response is
calculated.

To show the comparison with the coherent design, a set
of results similar to those presented in Section 5 is com-
puted using the same design in polar examples 1, 2, and 3
but employing a random function generator. These results
are shown in Figs. 17–19 and correspond directly to those
of the coherent designs in Figs. 14–16. The simulations
reveal that similar polar response formation is possible,
although there is now a fine noiselike characterization
etched into the polar plots, which is also confirmed by the
cross-correlation maps. The cross-correlation functions
now show only coherence at the center of each polar
beam, whereas responses in different directions reveal the
diffuse behavior normally associated with DML. The
coefficient maps also show a noiselike characterization,
but with the critical attribute that the values are now much
more evenly distributed. This bodes well for improved
power handling, as energy is no longer clustered towards
the central elements. However, of greatest significance is
the confirmation that the polar response can be both direc-
tional and diffuse within the passband region, that is, a dif-
fuse sound field is not just the domain of loudspeakers
with a near omnidirectional polar response.
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(b)
Fig. 17. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 1.

(a)
Fig. 17. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, polar example 1.
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(d)
Fig. 17. (d) Three-dimensional cross correlation, β1 reference response, polar example 1.

(c)
Fig. 17. (c) Three-dimensional coefficient plot versus frequency, polar example 1.

(a)
Fig. 18. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, polar example 2.
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(d)
Fig. 18 (d) Three-dimensional cross correlation, β1 reference response, polar example 2.

(c)
Fig. 18. (c) Three-dimensional array coefficient plot versus frequency, polar example 2.

(b)
Fig. 18. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 2.
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(c)
Fig. 19. (c) Three-dimensional array coefficient plot versus frequency, polar example 3.

(b)
Fig. 19. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 3.

(a)
Fig. 19. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, polar example 3.
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7 OBSERVATIONS WITHIN STOCHASTIC FILTER
DESIGN

This section illustrates the effect of changing the search
size in computing stochastic filters. It also examines a pos-
sible equalization scheme to correct for low-frequency
polar response broadening when listening in closed
spaces. Finally, some thoughts are given to the diffusivity
of the radiated sound field and its relationship to the trade-
off made between the number of discrete stochastic FIR
filters and the use of spline interpolation.

7.1 Search Cycles in Stochastic Filter Selection
The stochastic method applied to filter design leads to

an infinite range of filters with similar but subtly different
characteristics. In Section 6 a loop with search cycles was
described in order to identify filters with better attenuation
in the stopband, implying a greater attenuation in the polar
response. To illustrate this feature a polar response exam-
ple is computed with the corresponding data plotted in
Figs. 20–22 using the stochastic routine for search � 1,
50, and 1000, respectively. Also, to illustrate the effect of

using more elements in the array, then N � 256. The
parameters selected are

Polar example 4:
N � 256 β1 � �45° L1 � 180° β2 � 60° L2 � 10°

The results reveal that in going from search � 1 to
search � 50, there is a useful increase in attenuation
in the stopband region of the polar response, but in
further searches to 1000, the improvement proved to
be marginal. Consequently a search of 50 cycles is a
good compromise. On close inspection of the three-
dimensional polar plots, a small degree of polar-aliasing
distortion occurs at extreme high frequencies (see bot-
tom left-hand corner of the responses) and is just evi-
dent in the stopband region—probably an artifact of
spline interpolation.

7.2 Equalization as a Function of Polar
Selectivity

The polar responses show exceptional performance at
mid to high frequency, but inevitably because of the finite
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(d)
Fig. 19. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, polar example 3.

(a)
Fig. 20. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, search � 1.
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(d)
Fig. 20. (d) Three-dimensional cross correlation, β1 reference response, search � 1.

(c)
Fig. 20. (c) Three-dimensional coefficient plot versus frequency, search � 1.

(b)
Fig. 20. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, search � 1.
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(c)
Fig. 21. (c) Three-dimensional coefficient plot versus frequency, search � 50.

(b)
Fig. 21. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, search � 50.

(a)
Fig. 21. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, search � 50.
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(b)
Fig. 22. (b) Three-dimensional polar plot, search � 1000.

(d)
Fig. 21. (d) Three-dimensional cross correlation, β1 reference response, search � 50.

(a)
Fig. 22. (a) Cylindrical polar plot, search � 1000.
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array size the polar resolution degrades at low frequency.
This implies that if arrays are to be driven in the lower fre-
quency range, then a greater total energy is radiated into
the listening space because of the broadening in polar
response. Two possible strategies are either to bandlimit
the input signal to avoid this problem area or to introduce
equalization designed for constant-energy output, even
though the on-beam response is compromised. On bal-
ance, equalization is the preferred option when an array is
used in a closed space where the listener would hear sig-
nificant low-frequency reflected contribution from the
boundaries.

At each discrete frequency f prior to spline interpolation
where the ECTFs are determined, a pressure calculation is
performed at 1° polar intervals and at discrete design fre-
quencies to estimate the cylindrical polar response. The

total pressure response is then normalized by the maximum
absolute pressure so the maximum pressure is unity irre-
spective of the monitoring distance. A weighting function
can be estimated by calculating the root mean square of the
pressure response σf, performed at each discrete design fre-
quency f and integrated over a hemisphere, that is,
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The sets of array coefficients corresponding to the fre-
quency of f are then weighted by 1/σf to form the equal-
ized weighting functions. To illustrate a typical equaliza-
tion process, polar example 2 is repeated and the
equalization characteristics are calculated for both coher-
ent and stochastic designs, and the corresponding equal-
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(d)
Fig. 22. (d). Three-dimensional cross correlation, β1 reference response, search � 1000.

(c)
Fig. 22. (c) Three-dimensional coefficient plot versus frequency, search � 1000.
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ization characteristics are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. Fig.
24 reveals a significant degree of high-frequency variation
in the integrated response that is a consequence of the sto-
chastic filters. The application of equalization to stochas-
tic array filters is shown in the three-dimensional polar
plot of Fig. 25. The plots appear similar to the nonequal-
ized example, although a slight attenuation at low fre-
quency is just evident on close inspection, which compen-
sates for the broadening in the polar response. Finally the
cross-correlation response if shown in Fig. 26, which
should be compared with Fig. 18(d).

7.3 Frequency-Domain Structure and Diffusivity
The design process as implemented calculates N FIR

filters, where N is also equal to the number of array ele-
ments. Consequently each array element is characterized
by a frequency-dependent function with N frequency bins
such that the array is represented as an N � N matrix. To
enhance the frequency resolution prior to the time-domain
transformation used to determine a set of TDIs [4], spline
interpolation was used. Alternatively a greater number of
filters could have been calculated, which would have
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Fig. 23. Integrated power polar equalization, coherent design.

(e)
Fig. 22. (e) Two-dimensional polar plot [as Fig. 22 (c), top view], search � 1000.
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impaired the design time significantly. For coherent filter
design, interpolation proves an efficient strategy whereas
for the diffuse array an increase in the number of filters,
each with a unique random characterization, is the better
choice. This has the advantage of improved frequency-
domain diffusivity [17] and leads to more focused cross-
correlation functions with the corresponding improve-
ments in the fineness of the noiselike structure exhibited in
the polar response plots. This tradeoff is not explored in
detail within the current version of the design program.
However, some insight can be obtained by comparing ear-
lier polar results for N � 64 with those of polar example
4, where N � 256.

8 CONCLUSION

The primary objective of this paper has been to develop
a processing strategy to obtain directional radiation from
an array of elemental transducers. A Fourier transform
method was adopted for audio frequency operation in
order to maintain the polar response shape over the signal
frequency band. Transform methods have been used to
design antenna systems, but generally these applications
have very narrow passbands compared to their operating
frequency. In a loudspeaker application operation over
many octaves is required, thus a single transform is no
longer sufficient. The current analysis is restricted to a
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Fig. 25. Polar-frequency response with power-integrated equalization.

Fig. 24. Integrated power polar equalization, stochastic design.
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one-dimensional array, although the techniques are readily
extendable to two dimensions, using two-dimensional fil-
tering with two-dimensional Fourier transform. However,
no account was made for any edge diffraction or structural
reflections that may occur and cause interference with the
main radiation.

The analysis has shown how a wide-band polar
response can be achieved where beamwidth and beam
direction can be freely programmed over a 180° arc. By
using superposition, multiple beams can be defined and
controlled independently, subject of course to processing
power. Also coherent and stochastic filters can be mixed,
allowing a composition of coherent and diffuse beams
radiated simultaneously from a single array. In principle,
the acoustic radiation could have part of its bandwidth
diffuse and part coherent, should that be required, and
could prove advantageous in specialized spatial audio
applications. The sets of processor associated with indi-
vidual beams could be driven either by the same signal or
by different signals, allowing a single array to beam sev-
eral signals in different directions. Once a set of ECTFs
for a given beam is defined, they can be updated, mor-
phed, or otherwise modulated to produce complicated
time-varying acoustic fields. There is inevitably a heavy
signal-processing penalty for such functionality, although
technology evolution should accommodate this complex-
ity in the medium-term future. Altogether this structure
and approach to signal processing enables innovative
applications to be conceived for smart array loudspeakers
using multiple dynamic beam steering technology.

The study showed that element interspacing determines
directly the upper frequency of the array, assuming that a
maximum beamwidth of 180° is required. The lower fre-
quency limit is ultimately a function of the array dimen-
sions, although this is less well defined and exhibits sig-
nificant yet more gradual deterioration with decreasing
frequency in the lower frequency range. An equalization
strategy was suggested in Section 7.2 to compensate for

changing beamwidth at low frequency in order that the
radiating power response is controlled. This is an impor-
tant consideration within enclosed nonanechoic listening
spaces.

Stochastic processing in a multifilter synthesis process
was investigated, where the advantage of distributing sig-
nal loading more evenly across the array elements when
compared to a coherent sinc function method was demon-
strated using simulation. This can be observed by compar-
ing the frequency-dependent array functions in a number
of examples presented, such as Figs. 14(c)/17(c);
15(c)/18(c); 16(d)/19(d). Also, stochastic processing was
shown to introduce a diffuse characterization similar to
that of a DML, but with the inclusion of a programmable
directional polar response. Spline interpolation and
inverse Fourier transform methods were then used to forge
a set of TDIs that can be embedded directly into an array
of digital filters.

Cross-correlation analysis confirmed that the stochastic
design method yielded a diffuse polar response, even
when significant polar directionality was required. The
only peaks exposed in the cross-correlation functions were
the central on-axis functions associated with each beam,
which is anticipated given that each beam is equalized to
have an exactly flat on-axis central response.
Nevertheless, the correlation plots show rapid decorrela-
tion with the angle, where it should be observed that the
angular resolution is set here to 1° intervals. In all diffuse
two-beam examples, independent stochastic filters were
used for each beam synthesis and the composite beam pat-
tern was formed by superposition.

Finally, brief consideration was given to the general
form of array element structure. It was suggested that each
element could be fabricated from a multifaceted structure
that can include both depth and area elements. This
implies that each element is a multibit digital-to-acoustic
converter, requiring the drive signals to be both noise
shaped and randomized to decorrelate and disperse distor-
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Fig. 26. Three-dimensional cross correlation, with equalization applied to functions.
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tion over frequency. It is important that the physical
dimensions of each element be sufficiently small that they
radiate hemispherically. Earlier work has proposed that an
array element should be addressed in binary to allow the
terminology “digital loudspeaker” to be used correctly.
This is a fuzzy area as it can be argued, for example, that
a conventional loudspeaker fed directly with a 1-bit SDM
data stream is a digital loudspeaker. Here the transducer
itself must filter high-frequency noise components,
although problems of heating and ultrasonic induced
intermodulation distortion requires an additional low-pass
filter, implying that transducer action is then definitely
analog. More realistic and closer to the digital philosophy
is the concept that each element is a multilevel device, as
discussed in Section 1.

There are many challenges ahead with respect to fabri-
cation to combine both nanomechanisms together with
integrated drive electronics, especially if multiple inputs
and dynamic beam control are to be included. However, to
form an SDLA that can be associated with the concept of
a digital loudspeaker to describe its mode of transduction,
such challenges will have to be met.
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APPENDIX

The following Matlab program fragment can be used to
search for a stochastic filter that achieves the lowest polar
stopband error within a finite vector search range:

% commerce search loop x�1 to “search” for filter giving
lowest error in polar stopband region 
for x�1:search
% Fourier transform of noise vector with constant magni-
tude and random phase or coherent impulse
tmp�fft(λ*exp(i*phw*(round(rand(1,nc))�.5))�(1�λ)*
[zeros(size(1:nc2�1))1�im*i zeros(size(1:nc2))]);
% frequency domain low-pass filter with mask scf
tmp�scf.*(tmp./abs(tmp));
% take inverse Fourier transform and time window to form
FIR filter
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imp�win.*ifft(tmp);
% normalize coefficients of filter to give maximum of unity
imp�imp/max(abs(imp));
% zero-stuff FIR vector to reduce effects due to transform
circulatory
imp�[imp zeros(size(nc�1:m))];
% calculate magnitude spectrum from finite length
impulse response
fimp�abs(fft(imp));

% determine standard deviation of frequency domain vec-
tor masked for only polar stopband region
err�std(fimp(cutoff�1:m-cutoff));
% sift for lowest mean-square error in the polar stopband
taken over random search range
if err<err0
al(y,1:nc)�imp(1:nc)
err0�err;
end; end
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A concept for a digital loudspeaker array, composed of clusters of micro-radiating elements
that form individual digital-to-acoustic converters, is studied. In this scheme a large-scale
array is composed of subgroups of micro clusters. To accommodate the finite resolution of
each cluster, noise shaping is proposed and parallels are drawn with the processes used in
digital-to-analog converters. Various elemental array geometries for each micro cluster are
investigated by mapping transduction output into three-dimensional space to reveal the spatial
distribution of both noise and distortion, which result from noncoincident and quantized
digital-to-acoustic elements.

0 INTRODUCTION

Earlier work [1] has proposed a smart array loudspeaker
composed of elemental radiators that form the individual
transducers of the large-scale array. In the present study
we consider in more detail the theoretical relationship be-
tween the geometric structures of the array elements and
the resulting performance. Each element of the array may
itself be composed of micro radiators which, for our pur-
poses, will be considered as individual quantized digital
radiators having limited amplitude resolution. Other pio-
neering work in this area by the team at B and W Loud-
speakers and Brighton University has been presented us-
ing moving-coil drive units [2]–[5], although not
specifically directed at small clusters of digital elements.
However, it is believed that the cluster approach may well
become feasible with the advent of nanotechnology and
the physical integration of electronics and nanomachinery.

A cluster of micro radiators forms a digital-to-acoustic
converter which by its nature is amplitude quantized. This
structure is similar in concept to digital-to-analog convert-
ers (DACs), which use a conversion stage with limited
amplitude resolution [6]. For example, such a stage may
have binary weighted elements, or it may have a number
of elements with equal weights. In these schemes, as pro-

posed earlier [1], oversampling and noise shaping are used
in order to achieve an adequate signal-to-noise ratio at low
frequency. In 2004 Tatlas and Mourjopoulos [7] studied an
array of idealized micro elements driven by 1-bit code
generated using a sigma–delta modulator (SDM), where
novel means were described for mapping bit patterns to
both a one- and a two-dimensional cluster of elements.
This work correctly identified the problem of off-axis dis-
tortion that can result in digital arrays of finite dimension.
However, the proportionality between far-field pressure
and radiator acceleration was not taken into account
which, as shown in this paper, presents further complica-
tions for signal processing and especially the required vol-
ume displacement of an array at lower frequencies.

In the present study similar techniques are proposed, but
here, unlike with the electrical DAC, there can be a spatial
separation between the effective elements of the converter,
which produce small time delays that are related to the
polar coordinates of the monitoring location. Ultimately
the size of the cluster determines the path differences be-
tween elements and a point in space, so there is inevitable
interference and geometric dependent filtering that modi-
fies the spatial distribution of the quantization noise, es-
pecially at high frequency. Also, noncoincidence of the
elements will affect the linearity of the conversion process
as this depends on the various path lengths and therefore
the monitoring position in space. The spatial separation of
micro radiators within a cluster is potentially both a prob-
lem and an asset as, effectively, it allows a degree of

*Presented at the 120th Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Paris, France, 2006 May 20–23. Manuscript received
2006 April 28; revised 2006 November 8.
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filtering to be achieved at higher frequencies. Also of spe-
cific interest is the use of decorrelation techniques [8] in
the converter and how this relates to a cluster array that is
small but not infinitesimal.

The paper examines the basic signal processing require-
ments and evaluates examples of the spatial distribution of
the quantization noise and distortion. Matlab simulations
of various clusters are performed, which includes both the
physical geometry of a cluster and signal processing in
terms of noise shaping and decorrelation. Fig. 1 shows the
basic concept of a digital loudspeaker array, where each
radiating surface is itself composed of clusters of micro
elements. The concept, as reported earlier [1], presents
these clusters as discrete subsystems, integrating both mi-
cro actuators and electronics within a common structure. It
has been shown that in principle several clusters can be
combined into an array to produce a loudspeaker with
steerable attributes, where signal processing enables beam
forming in terms of direction and width. In this scheme the
interspacing between clusters established the upper spatial
bandwidth of the array while total array size determined
the low-frequency limit. Between these limits signal pro-
cessing could then control beam width and direction over
several octaves.

However, in this paper the focus is on the quantization
noise and distortion performance of a single cluster in
terms of its size, micro-element interspacing, and mode of
transduction in relation to signal processing and noise
shaping. In effect the problem of specifying the resolution
of a digitally addressed surface is considered in order to
achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. This problem
is fundamental and theoretically distinct from the actual
mechanics of transduction. Also, this study is of interest

because where a transducer is conceived of discrete ele-
ments that are not spatially coincident, the spatial distri-
bution with frequency of the radiated quantization distor-
tion can exhibit far-field polar variations. However, the
study here does not consider practical imperfections of
micro elements other than their geometric distribution and
mode of signal quantization. The aim therefore is to es-
tablish bounds on the principal characteristics and geom-
etry of a cluster.

1 MODE OF OPERATION OF A
SINGLE CLUSTER

The underlying structure of a digitally addressed cluster
is an array of micro radiators, where each element has
either a specific digital weight or, if multilevel, a restricted
amplitude resolution. The loudspeaker is assumed to be
fed a uniformly sampled digital signal. Thus for each
sample a micro radiator creates an impulsive acoustic sig-
nal related here to displacement. The amplitude of the
impulsive signal depends on the nature of the conversion
process, where to gain insight into the requirements it is
helpful to make comparisons with electrical DAC systems.
Because, for practical reasons, it is desirable to limit the
total number of quanta in a cluster to be less than the
amplitude resolution of a sample of linear pulse-code
modulation, it is expedient to exploit noise-shaping and
oversampling techniques. Such techniques are well known
and widely practiced in DAC systems [6], [8]. Two main
options exist, one where the elements are given binary
weights and the second where they are given equal
weights. The equal-weight topology is considered more
logical as each element then has the same physical form as

Fig. 1. Concept of digital loudspeaker composed of clusters of micro-radiating elements [1].
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represented conceptually by the “checker board” in Fig. 1.
In considering the geometry and resolution of a cluster

used at the core of a digitally controlled radiating surface,
the acoustic relationship between far-field pressure and
surface displacement must be taken into account. It is well
known from conventional analog loudspeaker theory that
the far-field acoustic pressure is proportional to the accel-
eration of a radiating surface and not to its displacement.
Consequently this relationship must be embedded into the
signal processing as the current proposal is to control el-
ement displacement in terms of a digital word. Fig. 2
shows a conventional moving-coil drive unit placed in a
sealed enclosure which in normal usage is voltage con-
trolled. Also shown is a basic low-frequency equivalent
circuit that relates to the case where the radiating dia-
phragm can be considered pistonic. Defining:

Vin( f ) Input voltage to speech coil
Pf ( f ) Far-field output pressure at remote monitoring point

I( f ) Input current in speech coil
U( f ) Diaphragm velocity
rs Speech-coil resistance
Ls Static inductance of speech coil
rma Effective air-load resistance
�� Force factor averaged over length of speech coil in

magnetic circuit
mma Effective mass of air load
mmc Mass of cone and coil assembly
rms Resistive loss of suspension
cmT Total compliance of suspension, spider, and

enclosure
f Frequency
� Angular frequency, �2�f
� Constant of proportionality.

Equating far-field acoustic pressure to input driving volt-
age, taking into account the relationship between far-field
pressure and diaphragm acceleration, and ignoring speech
coil inductance, it follows that

Pf� f �

Vin� f �
≈

�� j��2
cmT��

rs

1 + j�cmT�rma + rms +
����2

rs
� + � j��2�mmc + mma�cmT

. �1�

Fig. 2. Moving-coil drive unit and electrical equivalent circuit.
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This transfer function can be compared directly with the
standard form of a second-order high-pass filter, where

Pf� f �

Vin� f �
=

K� j�

�n
�2

1 +
j�

Q�n
+ � j�

�n
�2 (2a)

with K being the high-frequency far-field pressure to in-
put-voltage gain, Q the quality factor controlling damping,
and �n the undamped natural resonance. Comparing Eqs.
(1) and (2a) it follows that

K =
���

rs�mmc + mma�
(2b)

�n =
1

��mmc + mma�cmT

(2c)

Q =
cmT �mmc + mma

rma + rms + ����2�rs

(2d)

Eqs. (1) and (2) follow the well-known relationship that
the diaphragm motion of an idealized moving-coil drive
unit yields the precise dynamics required for sound repro-
duction, where within the second-order filter passband,
diaphragm acceleration is controlled by the input voltage
such that the far-field pressure is proportional to the ap-
plied voltage. Also, the drive unit’s innate filter response
provides a natural low-frequency limit, which for the mov-
ing-coil drive unit is determined by its fundamental reso-
nance. Such behavior is a fundamental requirement as oth-
erwise there would be no constraint on diaphragm
displacement, which then would increase progressively at
lower frequencies for a given sound pressure level.

This comparison with analog technology is made as
similar physical constraints must be imposed upon a dig-
itally addressed cluster, especially as it is the displacement
of the radiating surface which is under the direct control of
the input. Consequently quantization distortion present in
the displacement of an element cluster must be processed
by a second-order differential equation in order to derive
an expression in the time domain for acoustic far-field
pressure pf̃ (t), where for displacement x̃(t),

pf̃�t� = Kx

d2x̃�t�

dt 2 (3)

with Kx being a constant. Because of Eq. (3) it is necessary
for a quantized displacement-driven cluster to have an
embedded complementary double integrator function in
the input-stage processor. However, to impose a finite
bound on transducer displacement at low frequency while
in the cluster passband for the input signal to relate to
acceleration when the output signal informs element dis-
placement, a second-order low-pass filter is required. It is
proposed in this study to use a second-order Butterworth
filter alignment, where the z-transform process is shown in
Fig. 3. Assume in the z domain that in(z) represents the

linear pulse-code modulation source signal, out(z) the digi-
tal signal addressing the displacement of cluster elements,
m(z) the output of the input difference stage, pf (z) the
far-field pressure, and P1, P2 the respective integrator and
air propagation constants.

Analyzing the filter shown in Fig. 3, then relating out(z)
to m(z),

m�z� = P 1
−2�1 − z−1�2 out�z�. (4)

Considering signals at the input difference stage,

m�z� = in�z� − out�z�z−1�1 + �2 P 1
−1�1 − z−1��

whereby eliminating m(z) from Eq. (4) yields the second-
order low-pass filter response,

out�z�

in�z�
=

1

P 1
−2�1 − z−1�2 + �2 z−1P 1

−1�1 − z−1� + z−1
. (5)

Noting that the differential operation 1 − z−1 ≡ 1 − e−j2�f /fs,
where fs is the sampling rate, then for f K fs,

1 − z−1 ≡ 1 − cos�2�f�fs� + j sin�2�f�fs� ⇒ j2�f�fs .

Consequently the filter expressed as a continuous time
function G( f ) becomes

G� f � =
1

1 + �2 j2�P 1
−1f�fs + � j2�P 1

−1f�fs�
2

(6)

where Eq. (6) describes the standard second-order Butter-
worth low-pass filter.

Fig. 3 also includes a second-order digital differentiator
to model the relationship between element displacement
and far-field pressure. Since signal out(z) represents the
element displacement driving function, the far-field pres-
sure pf (z) is

pf�z� = Kx�1 − z−1

P2
�2

out�z�. (7)

Fig. 3. Second-order filter to compensate for displacement to
far-field pressure transduction.
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Hence from Eq. (4) the relationship between m(z) and
out(z) is

pf�z� = Kx�P1

P2
�2

m�z�. (8)

Eq. (8) reveals that the input error signal in the second-
order filter shown in Fig. 3 corresponds directly to the
far-field pressure, whereby From Eqs. (4) and (5) it is
observed that

m�z�

in�z�
=

P 1
−2�1 − z−1�2

P 1
−2�1 − z−1�2 + �2 P 1

−1�1 − z−1� + 1
(9)

or alternatively in terms of pf (z),

pf�z�

in�z�
=

KxP 2
−2�1 − z−1�2

P 1
−2�1 − z−1�2 + �2 P 1

−1�1 − z−1� + 1
. (10)

Eq. (10) reveals that far-field pressure expressed as a func-
tion of the input signal is characterized by a second-order
high-pass filter function and thus exhibits a response simi-
lar to that of a moving-coil drive unit when mounted in a
sealed enclosure. A principal advantage of the filter shown
in Fig. 3 is that it allows the correct pressure response to
be established in the far field while also controlling the dc
conditions of the integration process. The performance
compromise is a reduction in output at lower frequencies.
However, when the practical displacement constraints of
each driving element are taken into account, then such a
response is mandatory. This technique produces a practical
solution, which also emulates the response of conventional
analog transducers.

Because the elements forming the cluster are assumed
both quantized and to have finite amplitude resolution, the
signals processed by the high-pass filter must also be
quantized appropriately and constrained in amplitude to
match the properties of the cluster. Because it has been
shown that signal m(z) in Fig. 3 is proportional to far-field
pressure, it is proposed to introduce multilevel SDM at this
location. The SDM is designed to have a limited amplitude

range and to produce a uniformly quantized output with a
unit quantum. However, because the output of the SDM is
processed subsequently by the two digital integrators, it
then follows that the low-pass filter output is also uni-
formly quantized though the quantum is scaled by a factor
P1

2. Integer quanta are thus restored by scaling the output
by P1

−2. The scaled output outs(z) then follows directly
from Eq. (4),

outs�z� =
1

�1 − z−1�2 m�z�. (11)

In the next signal processing stage the quantized and
noise-shaped signal outs(z) is coded and applied to the
multielement cluster, where the conceptual system that
includes the multilevel SDM embedded within the second-
order low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 4.

The coding module that is used to map the signal outs(z)
to the cluster together with an example of cluster geometry
is described in Section 3. However, the architecture in Fig.
4 is sufficiently flexible such that by specifying the code
converter stage, the driver weights, and the interelement
time delays a wide range of geometry can be accommo-
dated together with the calculation of the corresponding
polar response.

2 MULTILEVEL SDM

The SDM topology selected for this study is shown in
Fig. 5. It uses a parametric noise-shaping architecture [9],
[10] where the core structure of principal integrators (here
designated I1 to I5 is supplemented by a series-connected
cascade of second-order biquadratic parametric equalizers.
The parametric stages can augment the noise-shaping
transfer function (NSTF) by embedding both band-pass
and low-pass frequency-selective enhancement to the
closed-loop gain of the overall noise shaper. It is critical to
be able to control the NSTF beyond that achievable by just
the principal integrators. It is also desirable to limit the
oversampling ratio. Otherwise the range of signals output

Fig. 4. Complete system structure with multilevel SDM, second-order high filter, and array driver.
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from the system shown in Fig. 4 can become excessively
large, thus demanding an extremely high number of ele-
ments in each cluster. Because the oversampling ratio is
constrained, then in order to achieve an acceptable signal-
to-noise ratio, the SDM loop must employ an M-bit mul-
tilevel quantizer Q, which also offers the advantage of
relaxing the stability conditions compared to binary SDM.

The biquadratic transfer function PFr(z) of the rth para-
metric filter stage is given as

PFr�z� =
g1�r�p−1�r�k�r��1 − z−1� + g2�r�

p−2�r��1 − z−1�2 + k�r�p−1�r�z−1�1 − z−1� + z−1

(12)

where the scale factor p(r) sets the resonant frequency, k(r)
sets the Q factor, and g1(r) and g2(r) are the insertion gains
of the band-pass and low-pass parametric responses, re-
spectively. The overall transfer function of the N-stage
series parametric equalizer PTN (z) is

PTN�z� = �
r=1

N

�1 + Pr�z��. (13)

The transfer function of the R principal integrators is

APR�z� = �
h=1

R ��
s=1

h

bs� 1

1 − z−1�s� (14)

and the NSTF of the overall system is

NSTF =
1

1 + z−1APR�z�PTN�z�
. (15)

To illustrate the performance of parametric multilevel
SDMs, a simulation is shown in Fig. 6 for a system em-
ploying 16 times Nyquist oversampling with three princi-
pal integrators and a three-stage parametric equalizer. The
24-bit quantized input signal consists of two sine waves,
each with peak amplitudes of 0.5 and respective frequen-
cies of 15 and 17 kHz. The uniform quantizer in this
simulation has a quantum interval of 1 and is unbounded
so that the natural output signal range of the SDM can be
observed. Fig. 6(a) shows the output spectrum without the
parametric filters, whereas Fig. 6(b) shows an example
with the parametric filters adjusted to give enhanced noise
reduction up to about 20 kHz. Fig 6(c) and (d) displays the
corresponding output signal histograms with and without
the parametric equalizer. In both examples the principal
integrator weightings were set to b1 � 1, b2 � 0.5, and
b3 � 0.25, following conventional SDM practice [11].

The inclusion of three parametric stages within the
SDM loop allows a substantial improvement in noise-
shaping performance, where tailoring of the loop param-
eters has enabled a 24-bit resolution to be achieved up to
a frequency of about 20 kHz. Also included in Fig. 6(a)
and (b) is a reference spectrum of the input signal that has
been quantized to 24 bit and also band-limited to 22 kHz.
The parametric noise shaper (see Fig. 5) is defined by the
following parameters:

f�1� = 18750 k�1� = 0.005 g1�1� = 100 g2�1� = 16

f�2� = 11250 k�2� = 0.001 g1�2� = 100 g2�2� = 32

f�3� = 7500 k�3� = 0.01 g1�3� = 500 g2�3� = 64

where for an SDM sampling rate fs the two identical in-
tegrator constants within the rth parametric stage are

p�r� = 2�
f�r�

fs
. (16)

Applying these parameters to Eqs. (12)–(16) the theoreti-
cal NSTF shown in Fig. 7 is formed. Inclusion of the
parametric stages produces increased quantizer activity, as
revealed in the histograms of Fig. 6(c) and (d). However,

Fig. 5. Parametric SDM topology showing N parametric stages
and five principal integrators.
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the reward is a significant improvement in the signal-to-
noise ratio within the band of 0–20 kHz. The increase in
quantizer activity is to be anticipated as information theory
applied to noise-shaping theory, as shown by Gerzon and

Craven [12], requires the quantization noise power to be
conserved.

The next stage in system development is to embed the
SDM within the second-order high-pass filter architecture

Fig. 6. SDM spectra and histograms. (a), (c) No parametric NSTF. (b), (d) Parametric NSTF.

Fig. 7. Theoretical NSTF, both with and without parametric stages.
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shown in Fig. 4. Initially the output is taken from the
second integrator (ignore for the moment the coder and
element drive stage) as this is a signal proportional to
driver displacement. Then linking this displacement-
defining signal out(z) by Eq. (7) to the far-field pressure
pf(z), the overall response of SDM and the second-order
filter can be determined. By way of illustration, Fig. 8(a)
and (b) shows two output spectra computed for the far-
field pressure where the high-pass filter is set to have the
respective low-frequency bandwidths of 500 Hz and 5
kHz. In Fig. 8(c) a histogram of out(z) is shown in order to
illustrate the range of amplitudes that the transducer clus-
ter must be able to handle. Simulations revealed that the
output histogram did not vary significantly as a function of
the low-frequency filter bandwidth.

So far the results appear to support that very high reso-
lution approaching 24 bit in the audio band can be ob-
tained using a displacement-driven cluster with relatively
low resolution, as Fig. 8(c) suggests an amplitude range of
only about −64 to 64. However, practical acoustics as
encapsulated by Eq. (7) demand that at lower signal fre-
quencies, volume displacement must increase in order to
maintain the corresponding pressure levels. To illustrate

this observation, the simulation used to produce the results
in Fig. 8 is repeated (but only for a low-frequency filter
bandwidth of 500 Hz) with the input signal frequencies
lowered by a factor of ten to 1.5 and 1.7 kHz, but with the
input levels of the two sinusoidal inputs maintained at 0.5.
The corresponding far-field spectrum and displacement
histogram are shown in Fig. 9. An interesting characteris-
tic of the displacement histogram is revealed both here and
in Fig. 8(c) in that for a given signal, the signal amplitude
boundaries of the histogram are relatively abrupt and do
not show a classic Gaussian-like distribution.

Fig. 9(b) reveals that there is about a 100-fold increase
in displacement, that is, recall displacement and far-field
pressure are linked by double integration due to accelera-
tion dependence. This implies that in order to maintain a
broad-band pressure capability the resolution of the quan-
tized displacement-driven cluster must collectively em-
brace at least several thousand quanta. The conclusion
therefore is that a cluster must have either a commensurate
number of binary-driven elements or a more limited num-
ber of elements must be capable of multilevel displace-
ment transduction. At this point the conceptual vision of
the cluster needs to be revisited as the required dynamic

Fig. 8. (a) Far-field SDM spectrum; 500 Hz. (b) Far-field SDM spectrum; 5 kHz. (c) Histogram of displacement out (z).
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range dictates that a small acoustically radiating surface
must be populated by a large number of micro elements,
each of which is capable of being driven over a limited yet
quantized amplitude range. Given that nanotechnology is
the principal contender for engineering a solution to this
problem, at a theoretical level this requirement, though
daunting with conventional technology, is not necessarily
unrealizable. Consequently the study moves forward on
the assumption that such a class of radiator with a large
number of controlled micro elements will become feasible.
Thus our motivation is to understand the requirements of
such a structure and to shed light on possible system con-
figurations as well as potential innate limitations. Never-
theless, the concepts and simulations presented in this sec-
tion set a foundation for the signal processing that
demonstrates noise shaping to be a potential means for
lowering the amplitude resolution of a cluster while re-
vealing how embedding SDM within a second-order high-
pass filter can offer a signal processing solution to the
electromechanical-acoustical requirements of transduc-
tion. In Section 3 SDM and the second-order high-pass
filter are combined with a cluster driving stage in order to
explore the limitations imposed by cluster geometry and
code-book design.

3 MODELING CLUSTER GEOMETRY AND
EXAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS

In mapping the displacement function derived in Sec-
tion 2 to a specific array geometry a generalized approach
is taken, as depicted in Fig. 4, in terms of element weights
and their relative time delays as a function of the location
of the listening position. Initially a single element P( p, q, 0)
is considered using the geometry shown in Fig. 10.

Consider a single radiating element located in a Carte-
sian coordinate system at point P( p, q, 0) which resides in
the xy plane defined here as the plane of a two-di-
mensional cluster. The soundfield is monitored at a lo-
cation M(r, �, �), where (r, �, �) are the spherical coor-

dinates as defined in Fig. 10. However, for far-field
monitoring as assumed in this analysis take r→�. Drawing
vector RP�, which is perpendicular to vector OR�, the mag-
nitude of OR�, designated �, represents the path difference
in propagation terms between an element located at O(0, 0,
0) and at P( p, q, 0) for the far-field monitoring location
M(r, �, �).

Applying vector addition to triangle OPR in Fig. 10,

RP� = OP� − OR�.

Defining î, ĵ, k̂ as unit factors in Cartesian space, then for
line O(0, 0, 0) to R(x, y, z),

OR� = î x + ĵ y + k̂ z

and for line O(0, 0, 0) to P(p, q, 0),

OP� = î p + ĵ q + k̂0

giving

RP� = �î p + ĵ q + k̂0� − �î x + ĵ y + k̂ z�.

For the right-angle triangle OPR,

|OR� | 2
= |OP� | 2

− |RP� | 2

and substituting for OR�, RP� and putting |OR� | = �,

�2 = �p2 + q2 + 02� − ��p − x�2 + �q − y�2 + z2� (17)

which reduces to

�2 = 2px + 2qy − x2 − y2 − z2.

From the spherical coordinates of M(r, �, �), the Carte-
sian coordinates of R(x, y, z) follow,

x = � sin��� sin���

y = � sin��� sin���

z = � cos���.

Fig. 9. (a) Far-field SDM spectrum; 500 Hz. (b) Histogram of displacement out (z).
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Hence by substitution,

� = sin����p cos��� + q sin����. (18)

Consequently knowing the spherical coordinates of the
listening location M(r, �, �) and the coordinates of a gen-
eral element P(p, q, 0), the interelement time difference 	p

with respect to an element located at the origin O(0, 0, 0)
can be determined from Eq. (18) as

	p =
�

c
=

1

c
sin����p cos��� + q sin���� (19)

where c is the velocity of propagation of sound in air.
Consequently if element number p has weight ap, then for
an N-element cluster, the time-domain output ls(n/fs), as
depicted in Fig. 4, takes the form

ls�n

fs
� = �

p=1

N

apcoutp�n

fs
− 	p� (20)

where coutp(n/fs − 	p) is the element-coded and time-
delayed drive signal for sample n formed at the output of
the code converter (see Fig. 4). Consequently by applying
Eq. (20) the noncoincidence of each element in a cluster
can be taken into account.

In this study the embedded SDM within the second-
order high-pass filter shown in Fig. 4 is simulated to pro-
duce a time-domain output. This signal is then applied to
the code converter, which in turn outputs N parallel signals
to drive the individual elements of a cluster. The number
of elements and the amplitude range of the input to the
code converter depend on whether the drive signals are

binary, tristate, or multilevel. The simulation allowed
specification of the total number of elements and then
automatically determined whether the drive signals re-
quired multilevel capability. As such the system did not
have to be redesigned as a function of amplitude range but
could simply identify the requirements of an individual
element in terms of required amplitude resolution. Also
the physical locations of the N elements could be specified
to establish specific array geometries and to accommodate
the overall size of the cluster. The code converter could
also be configured to change the signal assignment within
the cluster, a process that can be deterministic, geometry
related, or random, the latter to enable decorrelation tech-
niques to be explored. Finally the cluster geometry and the
far-field listening position were accounted for through Eq.
(18), which was used to calculate the path differences for
each element. This technique allowed the noise-shaping
spectrum to be expressed in terms of a polar response. This
is an especially critical performance aspect as an off-axis
monitoring location moderates the interelement time de-
lays as described by Eq. (19), thus potentially causing
degradation in noise-shaping performance that is akin to
time jitter in more conventional digital systems.

To illustrate degradation in noise-shaping performance
as a function of the far-field monitoring position an initial
example is considered where a square cluster is formed
from a rectilinear array of W × W elements, as shown in
Fig. 11. The dimension of cluster S is also specified. The
system allows each element to be multilevel with a quan-
tization interval of unity such that the levels are {. . . −3 −2
−1 0 1 2 3 . . . }. This implies that a tristate element {−1 0
1} could accommodate a signal range of −W2 to W2. In the

Fig. 10. Geometry to determine path difference � for single element.
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first example the code converter stage takes the quantized
output of the high-pass filter (Fig. 4) and applies it in a
regular manner to the array using a two-dimensional “ther-
mometer” style code [8]. This means that if for sample n
the sample value is ls(n), then the element values must
sum to ls(n), thus conserving the sample value. Also ini-
tially groups of 1 or −1 are clustered.

Since the coordinates of each element are known, the
interelement time delays [reference to the origin O(0, 0, 0)]
can be calculated using Eq. (19). A simulation using the
same SDM parameter regime as described in Section 2
was performed for an array size of S � 10 mm with W �
8. The input was again two sine waves of amplitude 0.5
with frequencies of 15 and 17 kHz in order keep the signal
range small for this exploratory stage of the study.

Simulations revealed a spectral response identical to
that of Fig. 8(a) for an on-axis far-field monitoring loca-
tion. However, shifting only 0.1° resulted in some degra-
dation, as indicated in the spectral response in Fig. 12(a),
while Fig. 12(b) shows the histogram of the interelement
time delays, where the histogram reveals a time-delay
range of about ±25 ns. The latter spectrum reveals that
there is significant intermodulation distortion, which arises
because of the noncoincidence of the elements within the
cluster, effectively causing different signal levels to have
slightly different time delays. In an attempt to decorrelate
this distortion from the signal, a randomization function
was introduced into the code module to associate indi-
vidual drive signals and elements randomly. The resulting
spectrum is shown in Fig. 12(c) and reveals that the dis-
tortion has become noiselike.

The simulations for the rectilinear array geometry show
that there is rapid deterioration of the noise-shaping per-
formance as a function of the polar angle, where even at
0.1° off axis the degradation is significant such that in
practical terms there is little advantage in using a para-

metric SDM to gain improvements in high-frequency
noise shaping. A second geometry is therefore explored,
which is based on concentric rings, each consisting of an

Fig. 11. Rectilinear cluster geometry; W × W elements.

Fig. 12. (a) Far-field spectrum at � � 0.1°. (b) Histogram of
interelement time delays, far field at � � 0.1° off axis. (c)
Far-field spectrum at � � 0.1° using randomization in code
stage.
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equal number of symmetrically distributed elements to en-
dow each ring with equal weight. Hence the volume dis-
placement is matched. The circular geometry is shown in
Fig. 13, where in this example each of the five concentric
rings is composed of eight uniformly spaced elements.
Initially the drive electronics are configured to drive the
cluster progressively from the center, again using ther-
mometer-style coding. Thus level 1 excites the first ring,
level 2 both the first and second rings, and so forth, on to
higher levels. The number of concentric rings is finite such
that if a sample value exceeds the total number of rings,
then the drive reverts to multilevel displacement of each
element.

Simulations were performed using eight elements per
concentric ring, all driven in parallel. Thus each ring can
be considered effectively as a single element. The result-
ing far-field spectrum (using an input identical to earlier
simulations) at 5° off axis is shown in Fig. 14 both with
and without drive signal randomization in order to dem-
onstrate the decorrelation of signal-related distortion into
noise.

There is now less degradation in the high-frequency
spectrum compared to the rectilinear geometry because the
circular configuration, with the elements distributed sym-
metrically about the origin, has effectively both positive
and negative time delays with respect to the center of the
cluster. This implies that different rings contribute only
magnitude spectral errors with zero phase distortion. To
demonstrate the elimination of phase modulation as a
function of ring radius, consider a ring of radius r with Nr

identical elements driven in parallel, where the far-field
monitoring location has spherical coordinates M(r, �, �),
as defined in Fig. 10. The coordinates of P( p, q, 0) for
element s out of Nr symmetrically distributed elements
residing on the circumference of a circle of radius r with

rotational offset angle 
 are

p�s of Nr� = r cos�2�
�s − 1�

Nr
+ 
� (21)

q�s of Nr� = r sin�2�
�s − 1�

Nr
+ 
�. (22)

Hence the time delay 	p(s) for element s with respect to the
center of the cluster follows from Eq. (19) as

	p�s� =
r

c
sin����cos�2�

�s − 1�

Nr
+ 
�cos���

+ sin�2�
�s − 1�

Nr
+ 
�sin����.

Simplifying gives

	p�s� =
r

c
sin��� cos�2�

�s − 1�

Nr
+ 
 − ��. (23)

Since all elements on a ring have equal weight and are
driven with the same signal, the ring transfer function

Fig. 13. Concentric cluster geometry, multiple rings.
Fig. 14. (a) Far-field spectrum at � � 5°. (b) Far-field spectrum
at � � 5° using randomization in code stage.
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RT( f, Nr ) with respect to the far-field monitoring location
M(r, �, �) for all Nr elements follows, using a summation
of exponential delay functions,

RT� f, Nr � = �
s=1

Nr

e−j2� f 	p�s� (24)

where f is the signal frequency. Eq. (23) shows for even Nr

with diametrically opposed elements that

	p�s� | s=1 . . . 0.5Nr
= −	p�s +

Nr

2 �. (25)

Thus from Eqs. (23) and (24),

RT� f, Nr� = �
s=1

Nr � 2

�e−j2� f 	p�s� + e j2� f 	p�s��

= 2 �
s=1

Nr � 2

cos�2�f
r

c
sin��� cos�2�

�s − 1�

Nr

+ 
 − ���. (26)

Eq. (26) confirms that there is only a magnitude error in
the transfer function for a symmetrical cluster of Nr iden-
tical elements driven in parallel. Now employing the clus-
ter geometry shown in Fig. 13 and applying Eq. (26), the
variation in the ring transfer function can be determined as
a function of signal amplitude, noting that rings become
progressively active with the signal amplitude using a
thermometer-style coding. Thus with a nonrandomized
drive process, higher amplitude signals excite circular ar-
rays of greater radius, noting that each ring has the same
number of elements. Fig. 15(a) and (b) displays a set of
superimposed ring transfer functions at � � 5 and 60° off
axis for Nr � 8, with the number of discrete amplitude
levels restricted here to W � 32. The same information is
replotted in the three-dimensional graph shown in Fig.
15(c) and (d), although the frequency axis is now linear
and restricted to a range of 0.25 of the sampling rate.

Fig. 15(a) and (b) indicates that as the radius of the ring
increases, the low-frequency modulation of the transfer
function migrates downward in frequency to where at a
radius of 0.01 m there is spectral variation to below 10
kHz. Comparing Figs. 14 and 15 reveals sufficient simi-
larity of form to predict the potential degradation in the

Fig. 15. Family of magnitude transfer functions; and three-dimensional plots Nr � 8; W � 32. (a), (c) At � � 5°. (b), (d) At � � 60°.
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ring transfer function determined at the far-field measure-
ment point. Consequently although spectral degradation
increases with increasing off-axis angle, there is still a
fundamental theoretical constraint on performance.

The results shown in Fig. 15 do, however, suggest that
further gains in performance can be achieved by not
modulating the ring radius as a function of signal level and
using the constant radius array geometry shown in Fig. 16.
Again symmetrical and even numbers of elements are
used, which are linked together in subgroups of Nr that are
again progressively driven as the signal level is increased.
However, the W subgroups are now displaced by a con-
stant angular offset increment � rather than being offset by
a radius r. Hence all elements now lie on the same circle
of diameter S m.

Fig. 16 illustrates two subgroups of eight elements with
an offset angle �. For the case of W subgroups of Nr

elements the offset angle is then defined,

� =
2�

NrW
. (27)

Thus for a sample of amplitude 1, only one subgroup of Nr

elements is driven, for a sample of amplitude 2 two sub-
groups are driven, and so on. To illustrate the relationship
between this circular ring geometry and the ring transfer
functions with increasing signal level, Figs 17–19 show
the corresponding magnitutde transfer functions for Nr �
2, 4, and 8, respectively. A single ring of 20-mm-diameter
is used where for Figs. 17 and 18 the off-axis angle is 5°,
while for Fig. 19 it is increased to 60°. Using Eq. (27) the
totality of elements is NrW, and the cluster is circularly
symmetric.

Fig. 17 reveals for Nr � 2 that even at 5° off axis there
is severe transfer function modulation, whereas Fig. 18
shows that modulation is still evident for Nr � 4. How-

ever, for Nr � 8 virtually no modulation is found up to
one-half the sampling frequency, while when increasing
the off-axis angle to 60° Fig. 19 reveals a similar trend
in-band, although the modulation at higher frequencies is
now much greater. Consequently for Nr � 8 it is evident
that a low degree of ring transfer function modulation can
be achieved within the audio band, which bodes well in
terms of reduced deterioration in high-frequency quanti-
zation noise at an off-axis angle. These results suggest that
for a 20-mm-diameter cluster Nr � 8 offers an appropriate
compromise, as further increases in the subgroup number
would compromise the resolution of the cluster for a given
total number of elements.

Using the information derived from this study of ring
transfer function modulation, an SDM-driven array was
simulated using simulations similar to those reported ear-
lier, except that the cluster is now formed on a single ring
with subgroups rotationally displaced [see Eq. (27)]. Spec-
tral results were determined for both 5° and 60° off-axis
monitoring locations for the three cases of Nr � 2, 4, and
8, corresponding to the transfer function results discussed

Fig. 16. Single-ring cluster geometry with rotationally displaced
elements.

Fig. 17. (a) Family of magnitude transfer functions at � � 5° for
ring of Nr � 2 elements, single ring with W � 32, ring diameter
20 mm. (b) Three-dimensional plot.
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previously. The sets of results were repeated for direct and
randomized signal assignment in terms of driving the el-
ements in each subgroup. The computed spectra and as-
sociated data are summarized in Table 1.

The spectral results shown in Figs. 20 and 21 should be
compared against the corresponding ring transfer func-
tions shown in Figs. 17–19, as indicated in column 1 of
Table 1. At 5° off-axis simulation [results not shown as
there is minimal difference when compared to the on-axis
location in Fig. 9(a)] confirmed that for Nr � 8 element
subgroups, the degree of spectral modulation is so low that
24-bit resolution within the audio band is theoretically
possible for an idealized array, while for a 60° off-axis
angle Fig. 21 reveals almost identical results. It is shown
that applying the randomization function breaks down cor-
related distortion and translates intermodulation distortion
into a noiselike residue that can be maintained at a very
low level, even to 20 kHz. However, the size of the cluster
is critical, as with any high-frequency drive unit that does
not operate in a diffuse mode [13], [14]. At the selected
diameter of 20 mm the results show that at an off-axis

angle of 60° the frequency response errors are just begin-
ning to become evident due to interference effects. In this
respect the cluster is similar to that of an analog pistonic
drive unit, indicating that in a practical system a slightly
larger diameter could be used if some minor off-axis re-
sponse errors were acceptable.

4 OPTIMUM CLUSTER GEOMETRY

The results produced in Section 3 suggest that a circular
geometry is optimum for a ring cluster. Obviously the

Fig. 18. (a) Family of magnitude transfer functions at � � 5° for
ring of Nr � 4 elements, single ring with W � 32, ring diameter
20 mm. (b) Three dimensional plot.

Fig. 19. (a) Family of magnitude transfer functions at � � 60°
for ring of Nr � 8 elements, single ring with W � 32, ring
diameter 20 mm. (b) Three-dimensional plot.

Table 1. Simulation data for SDM far-field spectra.

Figure
Number Nr W

Random
Assignment

Off-Axis
Angle �

17–20(a) 2 32 No 5°
17–20(b) 2 32 Yes 5°
18–20(c) 4 32 No 5°
18–20(d) 4 32 Yes 5°
19–21(a) 8 32 No 60°
19–21(b) 8 32 Yes 60°
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family of ellipses is relevant as this geometry applies to an
off-axis point of observation, although to force axial sym-
metry in the polar response, the circular on-axis geometry

is required. To test this hypothesis four examples are con-
sidered where the circular geometry of each subcluster is
modified. In each case a basis cluster pattern is defined,

Fig. 20. W � 32; � � 5°. (a) Nr � 2; random. (b) Nr � 2; nonrandom. (c) Nr � 4; nonrandom. (d) Nr � 4; random.

Fig. 21. Nr � 8; W � 32; � � 60°. (a) Nonrandom. (b) Random.
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replicated, and then progressively rotated about the central
axis to form the set of subcluster elements used in the
transducer. Off-axis noise-shaping spectra are then deter-
mined and benchmarked against the circular geometry us-
ing the same number of elements as selected for example
1. In each example the average cluster radius is 0.08 m, Nr

� 64 elements per subgroup cluster, with each element
spaced at equal angles over 2�, and the number of sub-
groups is W � 4.

The following four examples test whether a circular
array is critical to minimizing quantization noise observed
at a 60° off-axis far-field monitoring location. Every sub-
cluster in each example has equal weight, and random
assignment of digital signals is employed.

Example 1 Subcluster with pure circular symmetry
used as benchmark. Fig. 22(a): overall cluster geometry;
Fig. 22(b): off-axis spectrum.

Example 2 Pure circular symmetry, but each element
in a subcluster is given a random radial displacement with

a peak value of 0.0025 m. The pattern is then repeated to
form an overall structure with axial symmetry. Fig. 23(a):
overall cluster geometry; Fig. 23(b): off-axis spectrum.

Example 3 As example 2, but diagonally opposing
pairs given the same radial offset to force center-
symmetric symmetry and eliminate time modulation.
Fig. 24(a): overall cluster geometry; Fig. 24(b): off-axis
spectrum.

Example 4 Elements within the cluster are given a
period offset from the pure circular array, so the first el-
ement is displaced by 0.0025 m the next by −0.0025 m,
and so on. If a single cluster is observed, then the elements
are split equally and thus lie on one of two concentric
circular paths. Fig. 25(a): overall cluster geometry; Fig.
25(b): off-axis spectrum.

Observations The principal observation is that the
single circular geometry of example 1 yields the lowest
high-frequency noise at an off-axis listening position, with
example 4 following closely behind, while random dis-

Fig. 22. Example 1. (a) Element layout; 0.08 m radius. (b) De-
rived off-axis spectrum; Nr � 64; W � 4; exact circular array.

Fig. 23. Example 2. (a) Element layout; no diagonal symmetry;
0.08 m radius. (b) Derived off-axis spectrum, Nr � 64; W � 4.
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placements, even with forced diagonal symmetry, do not
perform well. Hence it may be concluded for a given
number of elements, that with respect to transfer function
modulation with off-axis angle, it is best to locate all el-
ements at a constant radius. Also the need for the polar
response of quantization noise to be axially symmetric
implies that a circular pattern is the optimum choice. How-
ever, it will be shown in Section 5 that there can be some
advantage in using multiple circles, as these can increase
overall volume displacement as well as offering
a degree of high-frequency filtering for off-axis monitor-
ing locations while still retaining an axially symmetric
performance.

5 MIDRANGE CLUSTER

The results so far have been applied mainly to high-
frequency signals where SDM and filtering can achieve an

acceptable dynamic range using a relatively small number
of tristate elements. However, as the signal frequency is
lowered, in order to maintain the far-field pressure, the
volume displacement must increase as an inverse square
law of frequency. This necessitates either driving each
element over a wider amplitude range or using a greater
number of elements if each is constrained to tristate op-
eration. Consequently to retain tristate operation and to
employ elements of identical size, the overall surface area
must increase. However, any increase in area must take
into account the potential degradation in off-axis quanti-
zation noise as well as wavelength-dependent interference
that degrades the polar frequency response. To address
these two fundamental issues, the approach adopted di-
vides the audio band into a number of subbands and then
associates each subband with an individual ring cluster of
appropriate diameter. As a result signals falling within an
individual subband excite only a ring cluster of a given

Fig. 24. Example 3. (a) Element layout; diagonal symmetry; 0.08
m radius. (b) Derived off-axis spectrum, Nr � 64; W � 4.

Fig. 25. Example 4. (a) Element layout; periodic symmetry, 0.08
m radius. (b) Derived off-axis spectrum, Nr � 64; W � 4.
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radius, where each ring is designed to maintain both polar
response and off-axis quantization noise performance. To
explore the performance characteristics of a substantially
larger cluster, a ring of 160-mm diameter is investigated,
as it compares favorably with the diameter of a typical
bass/midrange analog drive unit.

The conceptual model for the multiring cluster is shown
in Fig. 26, which contains a subband filter bank that drives
a parallel array of SDMs, which in turn drives a specific
ring of elements on the loudspeaker array. Taking the
example of a 160-mm-diameter ring and to ascertain the
required subgroup size given the diameter is larger, simu-
lations were performed for subgroup sizes Nr � 16, 32,
and 64, all at an off-axis angle of 60°. In each case the

input consisted of two sine waves of amplitude 0.5 with
respective frequencies of 750 and 850 Hz, and the result-
ing far-field spectra are shown in Fig. 27 As the number of
subgroups has increased substantially, the simulation had
to accept multilevel elements because of memory con-
straints and the high number of Fourier transforms. Ex-
amining the displacement amplitude range from the histo-
gram in Fig. 28 and knowing W, the number of discrete
tristate elements can be inferred. Inevitably these numbers
are high as simulations assume a dynamic range commen-
surate with 24-bit resolution.

Fig. 27 confirms the trend that as the number of circu-
larly symmetric subgroup elements increase degradation
in the high-frequency quantization noise is reduced in the

Fig. 26. Multiring cluster model with subband filters and parallel SDM.
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band below 20 kHz, where at 60° off-axis Fig. 27(c) re-
veals almost ideal conditions for Nr � 64. This should be
compared against a 20-mm-diameter ring with Nr � 8.
Thus an eightfold increase in ring diameter requires a pro-

portional increase in Nr. To substantiate this observation,
spectra for Nr � 16 and 32 show significant levels of
high-frequency quantization noise progressively entering
the audio band.

Employing a larger diameter ring cluster inevitably lim-
its the bandwidth of a coherently driven set of elements,
where interference nulls can be observed in the spectro-
grams at around 2 kHz and above, depending on Nr. Con-
sequently a 160-mm-diameter ring can only be used below
about 1 kHz. Observing the histogram presented in Fig. 28
shows the peak signal to be close to 19 000 quanta, where
in this example, because W � 64, it follows that each
element must produce a peak amplitude of about 300. This
increase in signal level can also be anticipated as the fre-
quency has been reduced by a factor of 20, whereby the
required volume displacement must increase by 400 in
order to maintain the same far-field pressure level. As a
confirmation, Fig. 29 displays the corresponding time-
domain displacement output of the second-order high-pass
filter (see Fig. 4), where a peak level of just under 300 can
be observed.

Fig. 27. (a) Nr � 16; W � 64; � � 60°; random. (b) Nr � 32;
W � 64; � � 60°; random. (c) Nr � 64; W � 64; � � 60°;
random.

Fig. 28. Histogram of drive signals; Nr � 64.

Fig. 29. Time-domain displacement sequence; Nr � 64.
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The study has shown that the use of a circular array with
circular and symmetrically distributed elements can limit
degradation in the high-frequency noise with an increase
in the off-axis angle. However, this performance is quite
critical to the maintenance of accurate geometry. To dem-
onstrate this sensitivity for a 160-mm cluster, a 60° off-
axis response is computed, but with a 0.1% rectangular
PDF random error added to the radial location of each of
the Nr � 64 by W � 64 elements. The results shown in
Fig. 30 reveal that at high frequency the noise perfor-
mance, although usable, together with improvements at
reduced off-axis angles, has fallen below that of a 16-bit
resolution system.

To address the sensitivity to geometric errors and also to
improve off-axis noise performance, the use of array fil-
tering is investigated. Here, rather than configuring the
array from just a single circle, an elongated element shape
in the radial direction can be used, as illustrated in Fig.
31(a). Alternatively a multicircle array geometry can be
used, as shown in Fig 31(b). These geometric changes can
offer the advantage of increased volume displacement,
which becomes more demanding at lower frequency, es-
pecially if adequate sound pressure levels are to be main-
tained. Although multiple circular arrays with individual
filter weights could be used, here, in order to demonstrate
the principle, only a simple three-circle symmetrical clus-
ter is investigated, as shown in Fig. 31(b).

The central circle has a 160-mm radius and a weight of
0.5 while the additional inner and outer circles of respec-
tive radii of 150 and 170 mm are each given a weight of
0.25. Effectively each element on the 160-mm circle now
has two additional satellite elements located symmetri-
cally along a radius, with each of the three-element sub-
clusters driven in parallel, but with the [0.25 0.50 0.25]
weighting. Fig. 32 shows two 60° off-axis spectra with and
without a 0.1% randomization of element location, but
where triplet elements have been grouped to maintain their
relative dimensions. Fig. 32(a) reveals a significant reduc-
tion in high-frequency noise where this attenuation with

frequency actually becomes greater as the off-axis angle
increases. When the 0.1% random geometric errors are
introduced, there is still degradation, but not that great
when compared to the single-circle results shown in Fig.
30. It is therefore evident that a variety of geometric and
subcluster design strategies can be adopted to accommo-
date the required number of tristate elements, provided the
underlying physics of the system in terms of size and
specifically volume displacement are observed.

By decomposing the overall array into a number of
frequency-selective subbands that relate to a specific clus-
ter radius, and because of the spectral energy spread in-

Fig. 30. 0.1% random radius error; 160 mm; Nr � 64; W � 64;
� � 60°.

Fig. 31. (a) Example (exaggerated) of cluster with element ex-
tension along radial axis. (b) Three-circle (150, 160, and 170
mm) array geometry to improve off-axis high-frequency noise
filtering; Nr � 64.
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herent in audio signals, it follows that each band can have
reduced amplitude resolution, which in turn reduces the
total number of discrete elements. Also, associating ded-
icated areas of the array with specific frequency bands
helps counter the generation of intermodulation distortion
due to element nonlinearity. Therefore the overall array
can achieve a broad polar response that is not frequency
dependent and where high frequencies radiate from the
center with lower frequencies radiating progressively from
larger diameter ring clusters which, by symmetry, main-
tain the precise coherence of a single radiating object.
Effectively the size of the array is frequency dependent,
although unlike with its analog counterpart, there is also a
distribution of signal across the radiating area, mainly in
the circumferential direction, which is amplitude depen-
dent, albeit with an embedded drive-signal randomization
function to prevent correlated distortion products. For
lower frequency subbands the use of radial elongated el-
ement shapes also appears attractive as this offers the ad-
vantage of introducing high-frequency filtering as the off-

axis angle increases, a trend opposite to what occurred
with geometries such as the rectangular “checkerboard”
cluster. Also, the study has shown that because of the need
for increased volume displacement at lower frequencies
larger clusters with greater multilevel displacement capa-
bilities are required.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described possible theoretical structures
for a digitally addressed, displacement-driven multiele-
ment loudspeaker array where the aim has been to theorize
on a conceptual system architecture that could be imple-
mented by integrating a large number of discrete, ideally
tristate, micro-radiating elements. It is assumed that such
elements would have identical physical forms, although
area scaling at low frequency is possible, and be imple-
mented by some appropriate nanotechnology fabrication
process that can be interfaced directly with signal process-
ing electronics integrated into the back plane of the device.

A key conceptual requirement for a digital loudspeaker
is that each radiating element produce an output related
directly to the discrete nature of the digital input signal and
not be a continuous-time filtered representation of the in-
put data such that the notional boundary between digital
loudspeaker and analog loudspeaker is transgressed. A
simple example of this conceptual divide is to apply the
1-bit serial code from an SDM directly to a conventional
moving-coil drive unit. As such the drive unit performs
transduction from electrical to acoustical domains and also
performs as a crude low-pass analog filter due to its lim-
ited bandwidth. However, such a system is not a digital
loudspeaker, as the drive unit is still performing a purely
analog function. It is suggested that in a strictly digital
application the drive unit must produce an output in direct
proportion to the digital code, be it mechanical output
displacement, velocity, or acceleration.

Irrespective of how multiple radiating elements are con-
figured and whatever means of code conversion is em-
ployed, whether it is binary-weighted pulse-code modula-
tion, multilevel SDM, or just 1-bit SDM code, it follows
that information is distributed across the radiating area
according to both its amplitude and its frequency and that
such a process is not linear. In an analog drive unit such
signal-area mappings are normally only frequency depen-
dent and therefore linear within the bounds of motor de-
sign. However, in a digital transducer a signal can become
dispersed over an area in an amplitude-dependent manner,
where there is no guarantee that this is a linear process. A
simple example of this phenomenon is binary weighted
pulse-code modulation, where the codes with higher
weight address larger radiating areas. Hence by the non-
coincident nature of the radiator the polar response will
inevitably exhibit quantization noise and distortion pat-
terns that vary with the off-axis monitoring angle.

However, this paper has shown that it is possible to
configure clusters of nominally equally weighted radiating
elements that can reduce the problem of polar-response
dependency of the quantization distortion. Also by using a

Fig. 32. (a) Three-ring geometry; no random radius error; 160
mm; Nr � 64; W � 64; � � 60°. (b) Three ring geometry; 0.1%
random radius error; 160 mm; Nr � 64; W � 64; � � 60°.
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modest degree of oversampling and noise shaping the am-
plitude resolution requirements and number of elements
can be reduced, although the volume displacement com-
mensurate with a given pressure level is a critical design
factor. The study has concluded that a geometry based
upon circular arrays offers a number of key advantages,
especially how high-frequency noise is reproduced and
distributed over the polar response. In reaching this con-
clusion the way quantization noise varied with polar angle
was taken into account and a principal design objective
selected where in-audio band noise degradation was mini-
mized up to an off-axis angle of 60°. It was demonstrated
by computing far-field spectra derived at off-axis locations
that cluster symmetry was a key requirement and that a
circular array when composed of a limited number of cir-
cumferentially distributed elements, all driven in parallel,
could meet this objective. It was also shown that as the
signal amplitude was increased, additional subclusters
could be activated progressively, where their physical lo-
cation was offset by constant angular increments around
the central ring of the cluster. In assigning signals to these
additional radiating element subclusters the use of ran-
dom assignment was adopted as this was shown to offer
an effective means of translating quantization distortion
into a noiselike residue. This process mimicked a simi-
lar technique often employed in DAC systems, although
for a cluster the effective spatial location was the prin-
cipal parameter to be randomized in terms of signal
assignment.

The multilevel SDM used in this study was derived
from earlier work on parametric SDM, where such tech-
niques have been shown to be capable of achieving ex-
tremely low levels of in-band quantization noise. The near
24-bit resolution up to 20 kHz offered by this class of
system proved particularly useful in the study of the high-
frequency noise performance in terms of polar angle. It
was also a key factor in reducing the number of elements
required. It should be noted that in a broad-band applica-
tion with subband filtering using multiple ring clusters of
differing radii together with individual SDMs, the high-
frequency noise reproduced by each cluster is incoherent
because uncorrelated dither sequences can be used in each
SDM. Consequently each ring is a source of incoherent
high-frequency quantization noise, so there is no spatial
noise filtering across rings and therefore no polar-angle
dependency. The intercluster high-frequency quantization
noise is effectively diffuse.

Finally it should be noted that the problem of noise
degradation as a function of polar angle can theoretically
be avoided completely by associating each element with
an individual SDM. However, given the large number of
elements, this architecture requires massive parallelism,
and although attractive it is considered prohibitive. Con-
sequently the paper has concentrated on grouping ele-
ments into clusters with only limited numbers of subband
filters and SDMs. Nevertheless the balance between signal
processing and cluster design is a fruitful area for optimi-
zation if such systems are to be developed, but this is
deferred for future study.

It is recognized that the present study is in no way a
complete solution for a digitally controlled loudspeaker
array. Nevertheless it is hoped that some of the observa-
tions made will prove useful, especially in terms of system
topology and conceptualization, and thus will act as cata-
lysts to stimulate further research in this field. A pivotal
requirement is seen as the means of implementing low-
cost, high-density arrays of micro-displacement transduc-
ers to control a radiating surface in a precise way rather
than just leaving its motion to the whims of a distributed
vibrating structure.
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Characterizationof CommunicationsSystems Using
a Speechlike Test Stimulus*

M. P. HOLLIER**, MALCOLM O. J. HAWKSFORD***, AES Fellow,AND D. R. GUARD**

**BT Labs, Martlesham Heath, Ipswich, IP5 7RE, UK
***Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, C04 3SQ, UK

Conventional objective means of characterizing communications systems are often
inadequate. In particular when a system contains nonlinear elements, such as low-bit-
rate encoders, some types of speech transducer, active gain control, and echo cancelers,
simple steady-state measurements are not sufficient to predict subjective performance.
The use of speechlike test stimuli to characterize nonlinear systems is not new, but a
new speechlike composite signal is presented which works in conjunction with a new
perception-based objective measure to provide a versatile measurement technique.
Rigorous subjective validation of the new method has still to be completed, but early
results are given which indicate the usefulness of the method to provide a perceptual
ranking for communications systems and also as a diagnostic tool.

0 INTRODUCTION nonlinear elements. Hence it is apparent that the pseudo-
steady-state excitation produced by these stimuli may

Ever increasing demands on available bandwidth for not lead to a satisfactory performance measure. True
transmission, more demanding ambient noise environ- impulse testing and chirp testing are not without dif-
ments, and increasing user expectation, all contribute ficulty and cannot be said to be speechlike. Accepting

to the need for reliable characterization of speech sys- that it is the speech performance of the system that is
terns which accord with customer perceptions.. By op- of interest, two key considerations are apparent:
timizing system design for human auditory perception 1) The test stimulus must contain the salient features
it is possible to maximize subjective performance while of speech in terms of physical excitation but not nec-

ignoring perceptually insignificant errors, essarily intelligence. The properties of natural and ar-
Established measurement methods employ a variety tificial speech are introduced in Section 1.

of test stimuli: discrete-frequency sine waves [1], swept 2) The analysis of the system output in response to
sine waves, chirp [2], fast Fourier transform (FFT) the speechlike signal must reflect the perceptual sig-
analysis with random noise excitation [3], maximum- nificance of any errors or distortion produced. In this
length-sequence analysis (MLSA) with pseudorandom way the performance of the system under test is related
noise [4], and true impulse testing [5]. With the ex- to the subjective performance that will be experienced

· ception of chirp and impulse testing, all these test stimuli by a user.

result in a pseudo-steady-state system excitation. The Human auditory perceptual modeling is a rapidly
adequate characterization of a system with such test developing field in which objective evaluation is used
stimuli is thus dependent on 1) the signal that the system to predict subjective performance. Perception-based
is intended to reproduce in service, and 2) whether the analysis is introduced in Section 4.
system can be reasonably approximated as linear. The evaluation of relatively gross distortions which

The communications systems of interest here must are certainly audible is required. This can be compared
reproduce a speech signal and can certainly contain with other models examining the performance of hi-fi

codecs, such as PERCEVAL [6], which examine the
probability of detection and are not suitable for eval-

* Presented at the 93rd Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, San Francisco, CA, 1992 October 1-4; revised 1993 uating audible distortions. Further, since the charac-
February12and September7. teristics of real systems may cause loss of the original
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signal, an indication of missing or attenuated signal is The continuously varying speech waveform can be
also required. A practical measure producing error represented discreetly as a series of segments known
loudness estimates is presented in Section 5. as phonemes. The phonological taxonomy of English

Finally in Section 6 the measurement method, which contains 40 to 50 phonemes. This number of discrete
has yet to be rigorously validated using subjective test segments is needed if the intelligence of the signal
data, was assessed using a set of precisely reproducible is to be represented. If, however, the representative
nonlinear distortions generated by digital signal pro- physical excitation of a system is required, then the
cessing. The results obtained are described and illus- intelligence of the signal is not important and ener-
trated in Section 7. getically similar segments can be grouped. It is

therefore proposed that an artificial speech signal in-

I SPEECH PROPERTIES tended to be used for the characterization of physical
systems could be composed of a relatively small

To understand the construction of speech sounds number of segments.
better it is useful to consider its physiological origins The generation of an artificial voice signal without
[7]. The human speech production organs are shown intelligence but suitable for the excitation of a physical
in the sagittal section of the head in Fig. 1. Air can be system is not new and the CCITT P.50 recommendation
expelled through the oral or nasal cavities, or both, [8] describes such a signal. The signal is generated by
depending on the position of the velum and lips. The applying two different types of excitation source signals
nasal cavity is fixed and gives the distinctive charac- to a time-variant spectrum-shaping filter. The two ex-
teristic to an individual's speech while the oral tract citations are glottal and random noise, corresponding,

is of highly variable volume, respectively, to voiced and unvoiced sounds. The fre-
The different voiced speech sounds (such as M and quency response of the spectrum-shaping filter simulates

L) are formed by bringing the vocal folds together and the transmission characteristics of the vocal tract.
varying the positions of the articulators to create a The P. 50 signal was originally continuous, but a
continuously varying set of resonators. The spectrum modification to allow the simulation of conversational
of a short segment of a vowel is illustrated in Fig. 2. speech has been subsequently incorporated into the
It shows a number of spectral peaks, called formants, .recommendation. The speech characteristics reproduced
which is the expected characteristic of this combination by the artificial voice signal are:
of resonant cavities. 1) Long-termaverage spectrum

In an unvoiced sound (such as SH and T) the vocal 2) Short-term average spectrum
folds are not brought together, but air is passed between 3) Instantaneous amplitude distribution
two articulators, resulting in turbulent flow. The rapid 4) Voiced and unvoiced structure of the speech
release of two articulators also produces an unvoiced waveform
sound such as P. Fig. 3 shows the spectral characteristics 5) Syllabic envelope.
of a voiceless sound, which has very little formant
structure. Some sounds such as V and Z involve si-
multaneous vocal fold vibration and turbulent airflow aa

50

through the oral cavity. I a0
20
1

0 10130 2000 3000 4000 5000

frequency, Hz

Fig. 2. Spectral characteristics of voiced vowel sound.
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I cavity 40

,_ tongue

p _ hme
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Fig. 1. Sagittal section of human head showing speech pro-
ductionorgans. Fig. 3. Spectralcharacteristicsof voicelesssound.
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Further development of artificial speech signals is The system response to the speech transient must be
planned. In this paper artificial speech events arranged analyzed to determine the perceptual significance of
into a test composite are introduced and were used in any response errors.
the experimental investigation presented in Section 7.

The artificial voice can exist as an electrical signal 3 NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
or an acoustic waveform via an artificial mouth [9].

The long-term spectrum and amplitude distribution Examples of nonlinearities in the telecommunications
characteristics of P. 50 are developed over 10 s. It is system are numerous. Examples of strong and weak

· thus anticipated that a conventional FFT transfer func- nonlinearities in the frequency and time domains may
tion or time-averaged one-third-octave analysis will be be cited. Examples include speech transducer transient
performed over a comparable time. Temporally varying response, low-bit-rate coders (including adaptive
system characteristics and distortions important to forms), radio fading, echo cancelers, burst errors, voice
perceptual performance will be similarly averaged over switches and voice activity detectors (VADs), and auto-
this period, "smearing" their effect, matic gain controls (AGCs).

It is significant that these examples include temporal

2 SPEECH EVENT CONTEXT "distortions," including characteristics that make the
system response time variant. Further, even a simple

Accepting that the systems to be characterized may voice-switched telephone will recognize that steady-
contain perceptually significant nonlinearities, a mca- state noise and pure tones are not speech and revert to
surement method is therefore required that will reflect "idle," underlining the inadequacy of many established
the characteristics of 1) the excitation signal and 2) test stimuli. CCIR TG10/2 [10] and others have pre-
the perceptual significance of the distortions produced, viously assessed perceptual encoding methods, in-

The way in which a nonlinear system will respond eluding for use in high-quality audio transmission over
to a given speech event will be dependent on the con- telephone lines [11].
dition of the system, that is, what has occurred pre-

viously. It is therefore proposed that in order to deter- 4 HUMAN AUDITORY PERCEPTUAL MODELING
mine the system response to any given speech event,*
the "event context" must be considered. It follows that There are two main approaches to the prediction of

any distortion produced by the system will also depend subjective performance from objective measurements:
on the event context. Speech event sequences are de- 1) The empirical (or statistical mapping) approach
termined by physiological and linguistic considerations, uses one or more objective measures, such as cepstral

In order to test anything other than the simplest sys- distance and segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
tems the conditioning signal must also be speechlike, and then employs advanced statistical methods such
An example stimulus 'construction is shown in Fig. 4. as clustering theory to map these objective measures

The length of the conditioning portion of the signal onto a field of known subjective data. It is then possible
must be commensurate with the time constants of the to predict the subjective rating of distortions within
system under test. Example time constants include codec the known data field.
adaption and active gain control, with time constants 2) The second approach is the subject of this section
on the order of a few seconds, and speech transducer and is generally referred to as auditory modeling. In
transient response, which is on the order of a few milli- this approach the perceptual significance of an audio
seconds, eventor "error"is assessedby modelingthe stimulation

A set of composite signals which create the required of the auditory system either in terms of overall
range of event contexts and then exercise the required psychoacoustic quantities such as masking and loudness,
system parameters with a speech characterized transient or by modeling the individual processes in the peripheral
event will allow a speech system to be fully charac- auditory system. Such an approach is robust and able
terized. Example composites are used in the experi- to evaluate distortion types that were not known during
mental investigation reported in Section 6. the design of the model.

Analysis

i!i!:! ii!iiiiiiiiiiii !il I

System Conditioning

signat Speech characterised transient

Time

Fig. 4. Example construction for speech characterized composite test signal.
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cross at the -3-dB point. The characteristic shape of
4.1 Frequency Discrimination masking patterns due to narrow-band noise is directly

We do not hear frequency, but we perceive pitch, related to the characteristic of the auditory filter shape
There is a nonlinear relationship between frequency for frequency discrimination.
and pitch, sometimes referred to as frequency warping. When an auditory stimulus is removed, the masking
Auditory frequency selectivity is commonly represented effect of this stimulus does not cease immediately, but
as a set of bandpass filters. Examples are Zwicker and decays with a characteristic that it dependent on the
Zwicker's critical bandwidth [12] (Figs. 5 and 6) and duration of the masker. This phenomenon is known as
Patterson and Moore's equivalent rectangular noise forward masking. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between
bandwidth [13]. the duration of a masking tone burst and the duration

Parallel filters are physically simple to construct or of the masking effect after the tone burst has finished,
synthesize, and many models have been devised. There after Zwicker and Zwicker.
are two main methods for implementation:

1) FFT Spectrogram. The time-domain signal is 4.3 Auditory Stimulation
converted to frequency using the Fourier transform and We do not hear level (intensity), but we perceive
postprocessed to simulate bandpass filtering [14]. loudness and other subjective quantities. The relation-

2) Digital Filters. The time-domain signal is digitally ship between intensity and perceived sensation is non-
filtered, with filter characteristics representing the hu- linear with respect to frequency and level. In particular
man auditory response [15]. small changes in intensity close to threshold will give

The basic concept for such a model is shown in Fig. a far greater change in perceived loudness than the
5. same change in intensity at a higher level. This is easily

explained in evolutional terms since we must be able
4.2 Auditory Masking to hear high-energy sounds while on other occasions

The presence of an auditory stimulus will limit the we must be aware of low-energy sounds such as distant
audibility of other stimuli. The modified auditory prey or the approach of a large carnivore. The evolution
threshold which thus occurs when an audio event is of our hearing has also been central to the evolution

present is known as the masked threshold, of our speech.
The masked threshold due to a signal is dependent

on the frequency and level of that signal, that is, it is 4.4 Anatomical Models
nonlinear with respect to frequency and level (intensity). A further class of auditory model attempts to estimate
Fig. 6 shows the psychoacoustical masking of test tones the perceptual effect of a given signal by applying this
due to narrow-band noise at different levels, after signal to a model of the human auditory anatomy.
Zwicker and Zwicker. Models tend to concentrate on the inner ear, the cochlea.

Fig. 7 shows the auditory masking patterns for nar- Models of greatly varying complexity have been re-
row-band noise at 60-dB SPL masking pure tones on ported in the literature (such as [16]), _anging from
a critical-band rate rather than frequency scale, after full three-dimensional models of the complete cochlea
Zwicker and Zwicker [12]. (The broken line is the to more practical one-dimensional models of the basilar
threshold in quiet conditions.) The critical-band rate, membrane (the cochlea partition). The auditory stim-
or bark, scale is derived by considering a set of narrow- ulation due to a given input can then be described in
band excitations where the adjacent masking curves terms of its effect on the hearing sensation detection

[ 1

InPtUtnT° ne r""_l_

I I I [ I I J I "Aud_blhty",of error

BandPass
Filters Perceptual Weightingsje,g.masked

threshold criteria

Fig. 5. Parallel filter concept for auditory modeling.
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structures. Further levels of processing are then required The Isa bands were developed to be representative of

to interpret the perceptual significance of such sensation, human perception of sound in general acoustics and
form the basis of many perceptual analyses such as

5 PRACTICAL PERCEPTUAL MEASURE Isa 532B, the calculation of the subjective loudness
of complex spectra. Because the use of one-third-octave

A practical measurement process is required to ob- analysis is highly developed, proprietary equipment
jectively assess the perception of distortion of the test can perform the required acquisition efficiently, yielding
stimulus when passed through a system, results in a variety of formats.

Time and frequency segmentation is achieved by
5.1 Segmentation in Time and Frequency analyzing the signal as a one-third-octave multispectrum

Zwicker's critical bands [10] are similar in shape with Tav _> 4 ms (Fig. 9).
below 500 Hz when represented on a linear frequency
scale and above 500 Hz when viewed on a logarithmic 5.2 Excitation Estimation
frequency scale. The telephony bandwidth is typically As described in Section 4.3, the auditory sensation
300-3150 Hz, and so similar filter shapes viewed on resulting from an auditory stimulus depends on the
a logarithmic frequency axis may be used with little frequency and level of the stimulus. The auditory
compromise, threshold and equal-loudness contours are given in Isa

The Isa one-third-octave band filters are similar in 226. The equal-loudness contours are used to obtain

shape when viewed on a log frequency axis and are the nonlinear mapping from intensity to auditory ex-
similar to the critical bands discussed in the preceding, citation.

leo . , 5.3 Threshold and Temporal Masking

dB / _/_ LNBN=100dB EJ The acquired time segments are postprocessed to
80 / _ _psychoocoustical_ apply the threshold of sensation, and calculation prod-

ucts are carried forward from segment to segment to
60 produce a forward masking estimate.

The forwardmaskingcalculationused in the per-

'_ 40 ceptual model is based on a simplificationof the data
for Fig. 10. The approximated decay characteristics

- 20 are shown in Fig. 10 for 5- and 200-ms-duration mask-
ing signals. These durations are the likely extremes
encountered in speech.

0 , fhF'o'hs'_'_'_',, ,'_q/-_F."_, ,- .- ,"_: The frequency discrimination of the ear and the tem-
6 8 10 12 14 16Bork 20 poralextension of masking, knownas forward masking,

Fig. 6. Psychoacoustic masking of test tones due to narrow- are combined with the auditory thresholds given in
band noise at different levels (after Zwicker). ISO 226 to produce an excitation estimate "surface"

60 0.07'0.25'0.5 ' fc : 2kHz L' 8

40

g
20

5

i I i I i · , i , , i

o 2 b ,6 208ark
critical-bond rote

Fig. 7. Excitation level versus critical-band rate for narrow-band noise of given center frequency and 60-dB SPL (after
Zwicker).

u _ i T, . 200ms.- "J'_'&'..·- _ : masl_er- . _J I\ ...

__o, , , , , ......
0 100 200 300ms

time

Fig. 8. Specific loudness of masker bursts of 200 and 5 ms versus time (after Zwicker).
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due to the input signal. The excitation estimate for a

typical speech characterized transient is shown in Fig. 5.5 Error Loudness
11. In order to simplifyinterpretationof the results,a

The speech event shown comprises a voiced sound "loudness of error" is calculated for the error spectrum
followed by an unvoiced sound. The formant structure of each time segment. There is a nonlinear mapping
of the first sound and the broadband character of the between the error surface segments and subjective
second element can readily be distinguished. The ex- quantities such as intelligibility and loudness.
citation estimate for two pulses is shown in Fig. 12, The calculation of the perceptual loudness of a com-
in which the forward masking characteristic is clearly plex spectrum is given in ISO 532B. However, this
visible, calculation assumesthat the sound was binaural. A

useful simplification is therefore possible by utilizing
5.4 Error Surface the established monaural telephony perceptual weight-

For a unity-gain system the audible error is the am- ings for loudness [17]. The perceptual weightings for
plitude transfer function of the original and distorted monaural telephony loudness are shown in Fig. 13.
excitation estimate surfaces. If the measured system The single-figure loudness is obtained for a narrow-
is not unity gain, it is necessary to normalize the am- band telephony model using the following expression:
plitude of the two speech signals. This can be achieved
by amplitude scaling (speech signal/rms power) or by 14
normalizing each psychoacoustically transformed seg- ErrLoudt = 0.8 _ Ern * 10-°'°]75*ws.

n=l
ment with the average psychoacoustically weighted

energy of the corresponding original segment, where
The error surface will be flat for a perfectly repro-

duced output. When errors occur, additive distortions ErrLoudt = error loudness at time t (positive and
are represented as peaks and signal loss as troughs, negative parts calculated separately)
Examples of typical error surfaces are given in Section n = nth one-third-octave band from 200 Hz
6. to4kHz

I I l./' ! ? I r .
_I_T .... / Time

Start/ dB ,
Procee_l

Hz- I

Input: Multi

Fig. 9. Time and frequency segmentation of signal.

70

y = 58.4039 ' 10^(-0.0059x) R = 0.97

60 Y = 55.5955 ' 10^(-0.0163x) R = 0.96

m

_ 50

O
-J 40

30

20
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Time [ms]

Fig. 10. Forward masking approximation for 5- and 200-ms duration masking extremes.
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Ern = error amplitude, dB a maximum acceptable error loudness coupled with a
Wsn = SLR weighting for nth frequency, maximum acceptable running average error loudness.

For a broad-band telephony model it is obtained from Subjective tests will be required to set appropriate ac-
ceptance criteria for a fully developed test.

2] Alternatively the phon-to-sone mapping, originally

ErrLoudt = 1.28 _ Ern *10 (-°'°]75*w_n) proposed by Stevens [18], can be considered for the
n=l estimation of error loudness.

where the terms are as before except for n being the 6 NONLINEAR TEST SYSTEMS
nth one-third-octave band from 100 Hz to 8 kHz.

The additive error (+ ve) and the signal shortfall (-ve) In order to investigate and refine the measurement

are calculated separately for each error spectrum, method described, a series of experiments were un-
yielding an error loudness versus time result of the dertaken to illustrate the method's key features using
form shown in Fig. 14. a set of nonlinear test systems. To maximize the ac-

Simple acceptance criteria can be devised, such as curacy of these experiments, the distortions and system

8O
6O

40 Amplitude [dB]
2O

100
5

10 200 Time [ms]

Auditory Band 15 3O0

2O

Fig. 11. Auditory excitation estimate for speech characterized transient event.

40

Amplitude [dB]

0 0

5 100

Auditory Band 10 200 Time [ms]

15 300

2O

Fig. 12. Auditory excitation estimate for clicks, showing calculated forward masking characteristic.
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parameters of the nonlinear systems under test were established for this initial investigation. The additive
generated algorithmically using the DSP network em- distortion is governed by a polynomial where the output
ulator [19] developed at BTL. The network emulator y is related to the input x,
is based on cards of AT&T DSP32C 32-bit floating-
point digital signal processors which can emulate a y = x + 2 x 10-Sx 2 + 1 x 10-8x 3
wide range of generic distortions, speech coders, net- for the just audible case
work types, echo paths, and VADs.

Four error types were investigated to illustrate the y = x + 2 × 10-Sx 2 + 1 × 10-7x 3

diagnostic and performance ranking properties of the for the fully audible case.
measurement method. In general two levels of each

distortion type were chosen to give just audible dis- 2) Modulated Noise Reference Unit (MNRU) [20].
tortion and fully audible distortion. These levels were 1 MNRU is theoretically equivalent to the distortion
not rigorously established, but simply subjectively se- introduced by one A-law PCM stage. Error surfaces
lected by the experimenter. Characterization of gross for just audible and fully audible distortion were gen-
temporal effects was of particular interest since this is erated:
generally difficult with conventional objective metrics.

1) Instantaneous Amplitude Nonlinearity. Measure- a = 0.2 to generate just audible distortion
ments of the error surface for "just" audible and "fully"
audible degrees of distortion were made, although the a = 0.8 for fully audible distortion .
subjective impact of the distortions was not rigorously

where MNRU is given by

log(a/1.0789)
12o n = and Q = 37 - 15 log n

-4.9424 x 10-2

as per Annex D to Supplement 14, CCITT Blue Book100 ·

V1.V.
_- 3) Crossover Distortion. Crossover distortion is am-

i plitudenonlinearand governedbytheexpressions
:} 80

= y=rnx+c x>O

so y = mx-- c, x < 0.

The cross over intersection c can be set to any required

4o ...... , ..... value (maximumvoltage = 5 V). Again two values
100 1000 10000

were chosen:
Frequency [Hz]

c = 45.8 mV for just audible distortion
Fig. 13. P. 79 monaural loudness rating weightings for tele-
phony. Upper curve--receiving loudness weightings WR,;
lower curve--sending loudness weightings Ws,. c = 91.5 mV for fully audible distortion .

lllll ///lll J  llll I
 il!liii/i/i/illl,jIIIii'ii:::i ,fj

{!!!!{111{Ill!l/!.....
Time [msl

Fig. 14. Example error loudness versus time result.
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4) VAD--Gross Temporal Nonlinearity. The VAD intuitive prediction. The increased distortion level leads
emulation used allowed the onset, or clipping, time to to increasing error loudness. Most of the error loudness

be controlled. A range of onset times was investigated, is positive due to the additive distortion. The majority
including 50 and 100 ms. of the distortion loudness coincides with the voiced

part of the speechlike test event since this contains

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS low-frequency formant tones whose harmonics will be
perpetually significant.

Sample error surface and error loudness versus time

results are shown for the four example measurements. 7.2 MNRU
Figs. 19 and 20'show the error surface and error

7.1 Instantaneous Amplitude Nonlinear loudness for the audible MNRU distortion type. The
Distortion result shows a number of important features; distortion

The error surface and error loudness results for the ridges appear in the error surface which correspond to
barely audible and clearly audible cases of this distortion the frequency and time of the strong voiced formants.
are shown in Figs. 15-18. The results accord well with This should be expected since the distortion increases

15
10

5 Amplitude [dB]0
5 -5

10 100

Auditory Band 200 Time [ms]
15

3OO
20

Fig. 15. Error surface for barely audible instantaneous amplitude nonlinear distortion.
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.! [

I
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Fig. 16. Error loudness versus time for barely audible instantaneous amplitude nonlinear distortion.
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with signal amplitude. Conversely, little distortion co- immediately apparent. Any transient overshoot or set-
iucides with the lower energy unvoiced sound, tling will also be shown.

7.3 Crossover Distortion 8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The error surface and error loudness results for au-

dible crossover distortion are shown in Figs. 21 and The principle of using a composite speechlike test
22. Low-amplitude signals are not transmitted and so stimulus and perception-based analysis to characterize
the lower energy unvoiced sound is drastically atten- nonlinear and temporally varying systems has been in-
uated. A very significant subjective impact is appro- troduced. The approach reported provides a system
priately predicted, characterization which reflects perceived speech per-

formance better than other conventional measurement

7.4 VAD techniques.
The error surface and error loudness for a 50-ms Early results indicate that the initial implementation

(audible) VAD onset time are shown in Figs. 23 and is sufficiently sensitive to predict the onset of audibility
24. The perpetual impact of the "clipped" signal is for the distortion types tested, and subjective perform-

15
10

5
0 Amplitude [dB]

5 -5

10 100

Auditory Band 200 Time [ms]15
3OO

2O

Fig. 17. Error surface for clearly audible instantaneous amplitude nonlinear distortion.
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Fig. 18. Error loudness versus time for clearly audible instantaneous amplitude nonlinear distortion.
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ance ranking can be predicted. Further work will refine sound formant frequencies, the addition of harmonic

the prediction capabilities of the method using rigorous distortion to the energetic voiced sound formants, and

subjective validation, the loss of the unvoiced sound due to crossover dis-
Further work is under way to employ an alternative tortion.

approximation to the auditory filter shape, such as that The evaluation of time-variant system elements such
described by Patterson and Moore [13]. Fine tuning of as VADs, burst errors, and AGCs is particularly well

the temporal resolution and forward masking elements addressed by this technique. In particular the evaluation

of the model will be addressed by examining accurate of practical AGCs, intended to improve performance

prediction of VAD onset time detection and the audi- in conditions of high ambient noise, must deal with

bility of burst errors, temporally varying gain, different expansion and eom-
The diagnost!c value of the technique is illustrated pression rates, and soft clipping. The need for event

by results consistent with intuitive prediction, in par- context and perceptual analysis approach is thus im-
ticular, the MNRU distortion peaks relating to the voiced mediately apparent.

20

0 Amplitude [dB]

0 0

5 100

Auditory Band 10 200 Time [ms]

15 300

2O

Fig. 19. Error surface for MNRUdistortion.
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Fig. 20. Error loudness versus time for MNRU distortion.
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Algorithms for Assessingthe Subjectivity
of Perceptually Weighted Audible Errors*

M. P. HOLLIER,** M. O. HAWKSFORD***, AES Fellow, AND D. R. GUARD**

**BT Labs, Martlesham Heath, Ipswich IP5 7RE, UK
***Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex C04 3SQ, UK

Auditory modeling is used increasingly to provide an objectiveprediction of the subjective
performance of audio systems. Such techniques typically compare the predicted auditory
stimulation of original and processed audio signals to produce an estimate of audible error
that can be presented as an error surface. The use of audible error surfaces as a diagnostic
tool is investigated and an algorithmic interpretation provided to predict subjective opinion.
The applicability of the technique across a range of industries is discussed.

0 INTRODUCTION ity experienced by the user. Such a metric is relevant
for performance assessment across a number of indus-

There is an increasing use of auditory models to evalu- tries such as the following.

ate audio systems. This approach is advantageous since 1) Communications: Performance assessment during
it gives a prediction of the errors that will be perceptible design and commissioning, for use in nonlinear network

to a listener, and necessary since many complex coding planning tools, and for the assessment of new products
and reproduction processes cannot be adequately charac- and services.

terized with conventional engineering performance met- 2) Professional and domestic audio equipment: Per-
rics. The combination of a number of nonlinear pro- formance evaluation of data-reduction schemes.

cesses occurs routinely in telecommunications, and 3) Broadcasting: Codecs and perceptual coding schemes.
increasingly in other industries. The concatenation of In order to predict a listener's opinion of audio quality
nonlinear processes is a key issue for performance, since it is necessary to interpret the audible error surface in a

an inaudible distortion produced by one nonlinear pro- . way that is analogous to human psychoacoustic percep-
cess becomes part of the input to subsequent processes tion of audible errors. The algorithmic interpretation of
where it may yield an audible error. Auditory models the audible error surface, in order to predict the subjec-
are introduced in Section 2. tivity of the errors present, is discussed in Section 4. The

The use of audible error surfaces as a diagnostic tool opinion prediction required is often against a particular
is considered in Section 3 by examining the relation- established response scale such as the listening effort
ship between particular signal artifacts and the resulting scale (see [1] for definition).
audible errors. Signal artifacts and the corresponding

distortions are presented for a low-bit-rate speech codec, I AUDITORY MODELS
illustrating the benefit of a perceptually weighted mea-

surement. The potential benefits of such a technique The authors, together with several others [2]-[5],
both for performance evaluation and as a design tool have previously presented the use of auditory models
are highlighted, to objectively assess nonlinear audio processes. Such

Many commercial applications for perceptual analysis models are intended to be analogous to the main func-
do not require a diagnostic representation of an audible tions of human hearing and are thus used to predict
error surface, but require a specific single-figure per- the auditory sensation that will result due to any given
formance metric that indicates the subjective audio qual- audio stimulus.

The limitations of the alternative empirical methods
for predicting subjective audio quality are discussed* Presented at the 97th Convention of the Audio Engineering

Society, San Francisco, CA, 1994 November 10-13; revised briefly in [5]. This engineering report is exclusively con-
1995October26. cernedwith thediagnostic and algorithmicinterpretation
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of audible errors predicted by an auditory modeling ap- Fig. 4, is caused by an inappropriate selection of voiced/
proach which has the advantage of being potentially unvoiced parameters for the vocal tract model by the
independent of the distortion type. The auditory model codec. This is a familiar error from a prototype linear
transforms an audio stimulus into perceptual space, map- predictive codec and occurs in this example with a typi-

ping frequency to pitch, level to sensation, and repre- cal signal artifact, that is, a consonant onset. A speech
senting magnitudes over perceptually relevant intervals codec designer, who would be familiar with the detailed
of time. In this way the auditory stimulation resulting operation of the codec algorithm, would be able both
from an audio event can be predicted together with si- to observe the audibility of the resulting error and to
multaneous and. temporal masking [5], [6]. hypothesize which parameters within the codec should

It is important that the temporal resolution of hearing be modified to improve performance. The perceptual
be modeled since the performance of real systems at analysis, used to give a diagnostic visualization of the

encoding and reproducing transient information is criti- error, would provide a useful tool for iterative devel-
cal to the perceived quality of speech and music. Indeed opment.
it has been previously illustrated [5] that it is during

rapidly changing portions of the signal that certain data- 3 ALGORITHMIC INTERPRETATION
reduction schemesaremost prone to errors. A perceptual OF AUDIBLE ERRORS
analysis measurement system must therefore employ a
test stimulus which has the time-varying properties of In many instances it is not sufficient to present the
the in-service signal, such as speech, and an analysis error surface, but necessary to interpret the audible error
which includes an estimate of the temporal behavior automatically in order to produce an overall estimate of a
of hearing, listener's Opinion.It is shown,withreferenceto specific

A comparison of the auditory stimulation which oc- examples, that the average error is not sufficient to pre-
curs due to an original and degraded signal provides a diet subjective opinion. However, if the distribution of
prediction of the audible error--which can be presented the error is also considered, a general prediction of opin-
in the form of an error surface. The error surface is ion can then be made.

a valuable diagnostic tool and can also be interpreted
algorithmically to predict a listener's opinion of subjec-
tive performance.

2 DIAGNOSTIC INTERPRETATION

The audible error surface produced by comparing the
auditory stimulation of an original and the degraded ver-
sion of an audio stimulus can provide a valuable insight
into subjective performance. In particular, it is possible
to visualize the audible error which results from a partic- , _0

ular signalartifact.The audibleerror surfacehaspercep- 40 40
Time [ms] 20 Sensation [dB]

tual dimensions, and therefore features which appear on
it have exceeded the masked thresholdof the sur- _ 1_

rounding signal, and existed for a perceptually relevant AuditorySands
time. It follows that a visible feature on the error surface so

is predicted to be audible. Indeed, it is possible to show 0
that just audible errors do appear on the error surface. Fig. 1. Sensation surface for speech fragment.
With experience it is sometimes possible to interpret
both possible causes of a visible error feature and its
subjective consequences.

Fig. 1 shows the auditory sensation predicted for the
0.10-0.85-s portion of the sentence "He retired quickly
to his seat," and Fig. 2 the 1.15-1.85-s portion. Figs.
3 and 4 shows the error-surface fragments corresponding

to the intervals in Figs. 1 and 2 when the speech has
been processed by a low-bit-rate speech codec. When
the processed sentence is replayed in a listening session, 140C 60

two dominant errors are perceived. These two dominant _Sensation[dB]
errors are clearly visible on the predicted error surface, rimetm_]
First there is a click near the start of the file. This can

be seen in Fig. 3 (-_300 ms), and second after about 1.5 180 AuditoryBands
s thereis a "whoop"noise,showninFig.4 (_-1350ms). 5

The firsterror, Fig. 3, is aburst errorandnot attribut- 0
able to a particular signal artifact. The second error, Fig. 2. Sensation surface for speech fragment.
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cance of different parts of the signal can be reasonably
3.1 Error Subjectivity predicted, that is, it is feasible to select and weight

In order to describe the subjectivity of the features on certain parts of speech signals but difficult to allocate
an audible error surface algorithmically it is necessary appropriate weightings for music signals.
to devise "rules" which are broadly analogous to the
psychoacoustics that determine subjective significance. 3.2 Error Descriptors
It is possible to determine such rules by starting with The error descriptors proposed by the authors in [7]
functions which accord with experimentally based reflect the total, distribution, and correlation of the audi-
knowledge on what determines the subjectivity of error ble error. It was observed that a useful measure of distri-

features. Such an approach was followed by the authors bution can be taken from adaptive transform coding of
in [7], and three error-descriptor parameters were pro- images [8], where the number of bits used to encode a

posed, which are found to provide an analogy to psycho- frame is dynamically allocated depending on the infor-
acoustic significance. These parameters describe quan- mation in the frame.

tities related to the total (sum), distribution, and The total audible error may be referred to as the error
correlation of the audible error, activity. Based on the expression in [8], for block activ-

It is also possible to generalize about certain parts of ity we can define error activity as
cognitive signals, such as speech, being more important

than others, such as transient onset sounds (consonant Ea = + [e(i,j)[ (1)
plus formant transition, for example), being critical for i=L'_li=/_l
intelligibility. Because the test signal (original signal)
is known in advance it is possible to label parts of the where n and m are the dimensions of the error surface
signal known to be cognitively important and increase or error-surface fragment, and e(i, j) is the error surface

value in the/th time segment of the jth auditory band.their contribution to the subjective score. Such an ap-
proach is limited to cases where the cognitive signifi- The distribution of the audible error may be referred

to as the error entropy. Again we may base an expression
on that given in [8] to define a suitable quantity:

E¢ = _ a(i,i) * ln[a(i,j)] (2)
i=lj=l

where

a(i,j) -le(i,j)l
200 Ea

i0 TO illustrate the concept, consider the hypothetical040
.10E .... [dB] error fragments in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, as presented in

_m_[ms] -20 Table 1.

_s The overallerror activityin eachfragmentis equal,
l0 250, whereas the error entropy varies between 4.63 andAuditory Bands

so s 0.87, depending on the distribution of the error. As the
0 error varies from a uniform response shaping (Fig. 5)

Fig. 3. Error surface for speech fragment in Fig. 1. to discrete error features (Fig. 6) and finally a single
peak (Fig. 7), the degree of disorder, and hence the
entropy, decreases.

The error descriptor expressions must be modified to
suit the dimensions of the perceptual domain error sur-
face and combined to yield an algorithm which will
automatically interpret the subjectivity of audible error.
The combination of the error descriptors is achieved
using a sigmoid function, such as a logistic [9], to ensure

1200 that even at the extremes, error descriptor values are
asymptotic with the boundary values of the chosen opin-

14a _0 ionscale[7].
0

Time[ms] ;' -10E.or[am The error-correlationquantity is required to account for
1600 -20 distortion types where the error is significantly delayed,

is such as listener echo. It is therefore omitted from the

i0 example results since the distortion processes chosen doi8_X AuditoryBands

5 not contain perceptually significant delays. The interval
0 over which the error parameters are calculated is important

Fig. 4. Error surface for speech fragment in Fig. 2. and 0.5s was chosen for the example results shown.
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Further consideration must also be given to higher The error patterns EPX and EPY were nonstandard

level psychological behavior if the subjective opinion and specifically chosen to give the desired subjective
for an extended audio stimulus is to be predicted. This ranking. The types of distortion include different codec

is because•periods of distorted signal are not compen- types, a nonlinear amplifier characteristic, and a tempo-
sated for by an equal period without distortion, that is, ral distortion due to the voice activity detector (VAD)
a nonlinear averaging function over time is required, in the digital circuit multiplication equipment (DCME).

3.3 Prediction of Subjective Audio Quality 4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A corpus of known sujective test results, available at

BT Labs, has been used to calibrate the combination of Perceptual analysis, based on models which are analo-

the error descriptors so that performance predictions can gous to the human auditory system, can provide objec-
be made for a range of nonlinear processes. A key issue tive performance assessment of complex and nonlinear

for both calibrating and testing the error parameters is systems, which are not adequately characterized by con-
the inclusion of a wide range of nonlinear process types, ventional engineering performance metrics. Auditory-
Different nonlinear processes cause radically different model-based perceptual analysis is potentially indepen-
distributions of audible error which have different de- dent of distortion type and can provide an objective
grees of subjective impact. It is therefore crucial that performance assessment even when a number of nonlin-
widely differing distortion types be investigated, ear processes are combined.

The major advantage of an analysis which is analo- Since the analysis techniques are robust across a range
gous to human perception is that it is potentially inde- of distortions, they provide useful predictions of per-
pendent of distortion type--which is not the case with formance for unknown and unusual distorting processes.
empirical mapping methods. Table 2 illustrates the per- This robustness cannot be simply assumed for empirical
formance of the analysis with a range of distortion types, mapping methods.
and shows that the total distortion alone is not a sufficient The concatenation of a number of nonlinear processes
predictor of subjective ranking, whereas the ranking pre- represents a very complex system in which an inaudible
diction, which includes error entropy, does agree with artifact generated by one process may yield an audible
subjective opinion (after [7]). error artifact when it becomes the input to further pro-

cesses. It is interesting to consider:

1) That lower than audible thresholds may be ap-

_.o propriatewhen designingindividualdata compression

100 stages.
ErrortdB_-10.00"0 2) That the error artifacts resulting from data reduction

are less likely to produce audible errors from subsequent
0.0 processesif they are "well conditioned,"that is, they

100 507_ retain the normal characteristics of the signal. In other
• Au_oryBands words, a nonspeechlike error artifact is more likely to

20.0 _"--_'-

00 produce an audible error from a subsequent speech cod-
Fig. 5. Error-surface fragment, response shaping.

Table 1. Error descriptors for hypothetical
error-surface fragments.

ErrorActivity ErrorEntropy

20.0 Figure (Ea) (Ee)
Error [dB] 0.0

5, responseshaping 250 4.63
-20.0: 6, two peaks 250 3.78

00 7,singlepeak 250 0.87

10.0 _ 5.072_.5 5.0 ;A5Ti uditoryBands

2o0'_"_oo -- Table 2. Average error and predicted ranking
for different degradations.

Fig. 6. Error-surface fragment, two peaks.
Subjective Average Ranking

Degradation Ranking loglo(error) Prediction

20o.o DCME (including

2ooo: -VAD and data
x00.0 reduction) 1(best) 7.288 4.04Error [dB] 0.0

Speech codec A
(with error

0.0 patternEPX) 2 7.232 3.12
Nonlinear amplifier

10.0 50 7.5 distortion 3 7.810 2.97
Time 2.5 " Auditory Bands Spe_.ch codec C

0.0 (with error
pattern EPY) 4 (worst)' 7.555 2.36

Fig. 7. Error-surface fragment, single peak.
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0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to investigate how trans-
aural processing can enhance conventional multichannel
audio both by embedding perceptually relevant informa-
tion and by improving image stability using additional
loudspeakers integrated with supplementary digital pro-
cessing and coding. The key objective is to achieve scala-
bility in spatial performance while retaining full compati-
bility with conventional multichannel formats. This enables
the system in its most basic form with unprocessed loud-
speaker feeds to be used in a conventional multichannel
installation. However, by appropriate signal processing
additional loudspeaker feeds can be derived, together with
the option of exploiting buried data to extract more signals
in order to improve spatial resolution. The system is there-
fore hierarchical in terms of number of loudspeakers,
channels, and ultimately spatial resolution, while in its
simplest incarnation it remains fully compatible with the
system configurations used with multichannel DVD-A
and SACD replay equipment.

The multichannel capabilities of DVD1 technology [1],
[2] were designed to enhance stereo2 sound reproduction
by offering surround image and improved envelopment
capabilities. Normally multichannel audio encoded onto
DVD assumes the ITU standard of a five-loudspeaker con-
figuration driven by five discrete wide-band “loudspeaker
feeds.” However, a limitation of this system is the lack of
a methodology to synthesize virtual images capable of
three-dimensional audio (that is, a perception of direction,
distance, and height together with acoustic envelopment)

rather than just “sound effects” often (although not exclu-
sively) associated with surround sound in a home theater
context. The ITU five-channel loudspeaker configuration
can also be poor at side image localization, although this
deficiency is closely allied to a sensitivity to room
acoustics. Nevertheless, DVD formats still offer only six
discrete channels, which if mapped directly into loud-
speaker feeds remain deficient in terms of image preci-
sion, especially if height and depth information is to be
encoded.

The techniques described in this paper support scalable
spatial audio that can remain compatible with conven-
tional multichannel systems. It is shown that in this class
of system, under anechoic conditions, signal processing
can be used to match theoretically the ear signals to either
a real or an equivalent spatially synthesized sound source.
Also, in order to improve image robustness, directional
sound-field encoding is retained as exploited in conven-
tional surround sound to match the image synthesized
through transaural processing. It may be argued that as the
number of channels is increased, there is convergence
toward wavefront synthesis [3], where by default optimum
ear-signal reconstruction is achieved. However, the pro-
posed system is positioned well into the middle territory3

and is far removed from the array sizes required for broad-
band wavefront synthesis. Consequently, from the per-
spective of wavefront synthesis the transition frequency
above which spatial aliasing occurs is located at a rela-
tively low frequency, implying that for the proposed sys-
tem the core concepts of wavefront synthesis do not apply
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Scalable Multichannel Coding with HRTF Enhancement
for DVD and Virtual Sound Systems*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD
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A scalable and reverse compatible multichannel method of spatial audio using transaural
coding designed for multiple-loudspeaker feeds is described with a focus on attaining
optimum ear signals. A Fourier transform method for computing HRTF matrices is employed,
including the generation of a subset of band-limited reproduction channels. Applications
considered embrace multichannel audio, DVD, virtual reality, and telepresence.

* Presented at the 108th Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Paris, France, 2000 February 19–22; revised 2001
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1 Includes both DVD-A and SACD formats.
2 Of Greek origin, meaning solid, stereo is applicable univer-

sally to multichannel audio.
3 A range of 5 to 32 loudspeakers is suggested.
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over much of the audio band.
It is emphasized that an n-channel system does not nec-

essarily imply n loudspeakers. Indeed, as is well known, it
is possible for a two-loudspeaker system to reproduce
virtual-sound sources [4], while using more than n loud-
speakers can help create a more robust and stable illusion.
Also, the mature technology of Ambisonics [5]–[7] is
scalable and can accommodate both additional loudspeak-
ers and information channels. However, here the encoding
is hierarchical in terms of spatial spherical harmonics,
although no attempt is made to reconstruct the ear signal
directly at the listener. Consequently the approach taken in
this paper differs in a number of fundamental aspects from
that of Ambisonics, especially since there is no attempt to
transform a sound field directly into a spherical harmonic
set. Thus it remains for future work to establish the rela-
tive merits of these approaches although, because similar
loudspeaker arrays are used, there is no fundamental com-
promise should the system be used either for Ambisonics
or for conventional surround sound encoded audio.

The method of spatial audio described in this paper uses
a conventional loudspeaker array to surround the listener
and to reproduce a directional sound field. In addition, ear
signals are simultaneously synthesized using head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs) matched to the source image,
where it is assumed in all cases that loudspeaker transfer
functions have been equalized or otherwise taken into
account. A number of examples illustrate the computa-
tional methods, which include pairwise transaural image
synthesis4 reported in earlier work, where some prelimi-
nary experimental results were also discussed [8]–[10] to
establish the efficacy of the method. This technique is
especially well matched to multichannel multiloudspeaker
installations, where transaural coding can be applied dur-
ing encoding and recording while processing within the
decoder located within the reproduction system can accom-
modate both additional loudspeakers and loudspeaker
positions that differ from those assumed at the encoder.
Consequently for an n-channel system it is straightforward
to employ only n loudspeakers, although additional loud-
speaker feeds can be derived, while still retaining correct
ear signals, either by using matrix techniques or determin-
istically within the DVD-A format using additional
embedded code. However, it is emphasized that in the sim-
plest configuration, using only direct loudspeaker feeds
and provided the loudspeakers are correctly located, there
are no additional decoding requirements and the system
remains fully compatible with all existing recordings.

Alternative technologies such as Ambisonics [11] have
used fewer loudspeakers together with sophisticated
matrix encoding. Also, there has been substantial research
into perceptually based processing to reconstruct a three-
dimensional environment using only two channels and
two loudspeakers. More recently DOLBY EX5 has been
introduced as a means of synthesizing a center rear chan-
nel using nonlinear Prologic6 processing applied to the
rear two channels of a five-channel system. However, this
technology is aimed principally at surround sound as con-
ceived for cinema and home theater, with a bias toward
sound effects and ambience creation. Nevertheless there

exists a grey area between cinema applications, music
reproduction, gaming applications, and the synthesis of
virtual acoustics, especially as at their core the same mul-
tichannel carriers can link all systems. It is therefore not
unreasonable to anticipate some degree of convergence as
similar theoretical models apply. Also, with conventional
multichannel technology it is often the listening environ-
ment and the methods used to craft the audio signals that
impose the greatest performance limitations.

Multichannel stereo on DVD allows for improved meth-
ods of spatial encoding that can transcend the common stu-
dio practice of using just pairwise amplitude panning with
blending to mono. It is conjectured that by including per-
ceptually motivated processing, three-dimensional “sound-
scapes” can be rendered rather than just peripheral sur-
round sound. Complex HRTF data by default encapsulate
all relevant spatial information [that is, interaural ampli-
tude difference (IAD), interaural time difference (ITD),
and directional spectral weighting] and form a generalized
approach. However, to reduce signal coloration, a method
of HRTF equalization is proposed with an emphasis on
characterizing the interear difference signal computed in
the lateral plane. The extension to height information in
the equalized HRTFs is also discussed briefly.

In Section 5.2.1 a special case is presented for narrow
subtended angle, two-channel stereo where it is shown
that ear signals derived from a real acoustic source located
on the arc of the loudspeakers can be closely synthesized
using a mono source with amplitude-only panning.
Critically in this example, the HRTFs are defined by the
actual locations of the loudspeakers, and so are matched
automatically to an individual listener’s HRTF character-
istics. This is an important aspect of the proposal, which is
directly extendable to the method of pairwise association
where mismatch sensitivity between listener HRTFs and
target HRTFs is reduced. This approach also encapsulates
succinctly the principles of two-channel amplitude-only
panning stereo while exposing inherent errors as the angle
between the loudspeakers is increased.

To summarize, four core elements constitute the pro-
posed scalable and reverse compatible spatial audio
system:

• A vector component of the sound field is produced as a
loudspeaker array surrounds the listener following con-
ventional multichannel audio practice.

• Pairwise transaural techniques are used to code direc-
tional information and to create ear signals matched to
the required source signal.

• Matrix processing can increase the number of loud-
speakers used in the array while simultaneously pre-
serving the ear signals resulting from transaural pro-
cessing and nonoptimum loudspeaker placements.

• Embedded digital code7 [12] is used to create additional
channels for enhanced resolution while remaining com-

J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 50, No. 11, 2002 November 895

4 Subject to a British Telecommunications patent application.
5 Dolby Laboratories, channel extension technology to AC-3

perceptual coding.
6 Registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
7 Applicable only to the DVD-A format.
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patible with the basic system already enhanced by pair-
wise transaural processing.

1 HRTF NOTATION

A set of HRTFs is unique to an individual and describes
a continuum of acoustic transfer functions linking every
point in space to the listener’s ears. HRTFs depend on the
relative position of the source to the listener and are influ-
enced by distance, reflection, and diffraction around the
head, pinna, and torso. In this paper HRTFs were derived
from measurements taken at BT Laboratories (BTL) uti-
lizing an artificial head and small microphones mounted at
the entrance of each ear canal. Measurements of head-
related impulse responses (HRIRs) were performed in an
anechoic chamber at 10° intervals using a maximum-
length-sequence (MLS) excitation, and the corresponding
HRTFs were computed using a time window and the
Fourier transform.

To define the nomenclature used for various HRTF sub-
functions, consider the arrangement shown in Fig. 1,
where the listener’s ears are labeled A (left) and B (right)
when viewed from above. In a sound reproduction system
all sound sources and loudspeakers have associated pairs
of HRTFs, uniquely linking them to the listener, whereas
in this paper these transfer functions are called the HRTF
coordinates for each object given. In Fig. 1 the single
sound source X has the HRTF coordinates {hxa, hxb},
while the three loudspeakers 1, 2, and n, with arbitrary
positions, have the coordinates {ha(1), hb(1)}, {ha(2),
hb(2)}, and {ha(n), hb(n)}. In specifying the loudspeaker
HRTF coordinates, a left– right designation can be
included when the loudspeaker array is known to be sym-
metrical about the centerline. Consequently h la(r) denotes
the HRTF between the left-hand loudspeaker r and the
left-hand ear A. However, for arrays having only three
symmetrically positioned loudspeakers (left, center, and
right) a simpler notation is used in Section 3, namely, {h la,

h lb}, {h ca, h cb}, and {h ra, h rb}. It should be observed that
in typical HRTF calculations, such as the evaluation of the
positional transfer functions GR and GL used in transaural
signal processing (see Section 3.1), ear-canal equalization
need not be incorporated, provided the same set of HRTFs
is used for both loudspeaker and image locations. Then the
ear-canal transfer functions cancel, assuming they are not
directionally encoded. For example, in Section 4 Eqs.
(23a) and (23b) describe typical transaural processing to
derive the positional transfer functions GR and GL, where
any transfer function components common to all HRTFs
cancel.

2 HRTF EQUALIZATION

The HRTFs used in transaural processing reveal fre-
quency response variations that may contribute tonal col-
oration when sound is reproduced. In this section a strat-
egy for equalization is studied that reduces the overall
spectral variation, yet retains the key attributes deemed
essential for localization. A simplified form of HRTF is
also defined, which can prove useful in multiloudspeaker
systems.

2.1 Methods of Equalization
When sound is reproduced over a conventional multi-

loudspeaker array, where for example a signal is spatial-
ized using pairwise amplitude panning, equalization as a
function of direction is not normally employed. In such a
system sound is perceived generally as uncolored, even
though the ears, head, and torso impose direction-specific
spectral weighting. However, although HRTFs used in
transaural processing take account of both the source loca-
tion and the loudspeakers, reducing frequency response
variations can ameliorate tonal variance, which may
become accentuated as the phantom image moves away
from the loudspeaker locations and when the listener turns
away from the optimum forward orientation. Also, sys-
tems are rarely optimally aligned and exhibit sensitivity to
small head motions, both of which map into frequency
response errors in the reconstructed ear signals. Con-
sequently the aim is to introduce minimum spectral mod-
ifications commensurate with achieving spatialization.

It is proposed that for image localization within the lat-
eral plane the relationship between the complex interaural
difference signal and the signal components common to
both ears is the critical factor. This conjecture is based on
the premise that for lateral images, spectral components
common to both ears relate closely to the source spectrum
whereas the interaural spectrum is strongly influenced by
source direction. Consequently it is argued that modifica-
tion to the common spectrum causes principally tonal
coloration, whereas the relationship between common
spectrum and interaural spectrum is more critical to local-
ization, even though spectral cues embedded in the source
can induce an illusion of height. This approach may be
extendable to include height localization, although it is
recognized that additional spectral weighting of the mon-
aural component can be required following, for example,
the boosted-band experiments performed by Blauert [13].
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2.1.1 Lateral-Plane HRTF Equalization
The proposed method of lateral-plane HRTF equaliza-

tion first transforms each HRTF pair into sum and differ-
ence (M-S) coordinates and then performs equalization on
the corresponding pair by dividing by the corresponding
sum spectrum. It is proposed that all HRTFs in a set
should be equalized using this technique in order to main-
tain relative group delay and, with appropriate weighting,
relative level.

As defined in Section 1, let the HRTFs for a given
source location X be hxa and hxb, and let the corresponding
complex sum and difference transforms be HSUMx and
HDIFFx. Thus

(1)

.

HSUM

HDIFF

h h

h h

� �

� �

x xa xb

x xa xb (2)

Four methods of HRTF equalization that match this objec-
tive are identified, where {hxea, hxeb} are the resulting
HRTFs after equalization.

Method 1: Equalization by the modulus of the complex
sum spectrum,
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Method 2: Equalization by complex sum spectrum,
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Method 3: Equalization by the derived minimum-phase
spectrum of the complex sum spectrum,
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Here Wnx are the normalization coefficients calculated to
maintain the relative levels after equalization of all HRTF
coordinates in the set. Each form of equalization delivers
identical magnitude spectra in the HRTFs, although there
are variations in the time-domain waveforms resulting
from phase response differences. To illustrate these varia-
tions, consider an example HRTF pair corresponding to a
nominal 30° off-axis image source. Fig. 2(a) shows the
measured HRIRs, whereas Fig. 2(b)–(d) presents the
impulse responses resulting from each form of equaliza-
tion in order that both pre- and postring can be compared.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding amplitude spectra before

and after equalization, and Fig. 4 illustrates the sum and
difference spectra, again before and after equalization.

In selecting a potential equalization strategy, it is a nec-
essary condition that the relative time difference between
HRTF pairs be maintained. Also, the time-domain wave-
forms should not accentuate or exhibit excessive prering
or postring, as this can produce unnatural sound col-
oration. Although each equalization method meets the
principal objective, the technique of forging the denomi-
nator from the minimum phase of the sum spectrum yields
results with minimum prering. In essence, the minimum-
phase information common to both ear signals is removed,
leaving mainly excess phase components to carry the
essential time-delay information. Equalization using the
complex sum spectrum (method 2) also yields results
close to the requirements. However, inspection of Fig. 2(c)
shows that the right-ear response, which in this case has
the greater delay, exhibits prering extending back in time
to the commencement of the left HRIR.

However, experience gained with equalization has
revealed that certain image locations, particularly toward
the center rear, can yield excessive ringing after equaliza-
tion. Consequently a further equalization variant is pro-
posed. This is similar to method 3, but it differs in the way
the sum spectrum is computed and is defined as follows.

Method 4: Equalization by the derived minimum-phase
sum of the moduli of each complex spectrum,

) ( )))))( ( ( ( (exp log absconj hilbert abs

h

h h

h
W
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�
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nx

(6a)

) ( )))))
.

( ( ( ( (exp log absconj hilbert abs

h

h h

h
W

�

�

xeb

xa xb

xb
nx

(6b)

In the denominator this algorithm factors out the interaural
time difference between left and right signals, which other-
wise map into artificial amplitude response variations in the
complex sum spectrum. As such this procedure could be
argued to be a better estimator of the common spectrum, as
human auditory processing does not sum ear signals directly.
Overall the effect on HRTFs is minor. Fig. 5 presents results
that should be compared directly with those in Fig. 3.

Finally a further variant of equalization is where an
average of all sum spectra is formed and the HRTFs are
modified following procedures similar to those reported in
this section but with particular emphasis on the minimum-
phase and sum-of-moduli techniques. However, in this
case, since all HRTFs are modified by a common equal-
ization function in a way similar to ear-canal equalization,
when positional transfer functions are calculated, their
form is unchanged.

2.1.2 Equalization with the Addition of Height
Cues

Research by Blauert [13] has shown that by introducing
specific frequency-dependent characteristics into the
HRTFs a sensation of height is achievable. However, the
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Fig. 2. Normalized time-domain left–right HRTFs at 30°. Top––left ear; bottom––right ear. (a) Measured. Observe relative time dis-
placement revealing ITD and lack of prering in natural responses. (b) Method 1 equalized. Observe excessive prering that blurs com-
mencement of the two HRIRs. (c) Method 2 equalized. HRIRs exhibit mirror images except for initial impulse. (d) Method 3 equal-
ized. Prering reduced and initial ITD of HRIRs maintained.

(c)

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 3. Magnitude HRTF pair at 30°. Top––left ear; bottom––right ear. (a) Measured. (b). Equalized. Results are identical for meth-
ods 1, 2, and 3.

(b)

(a)

(d)

Fig. 2. Continued
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(a)

Fig. 5. Equalized HRTF pair at 30°, applicable to method 4 only. Top––left ear; bottom––right ear.

Fig. 4. Magnitude HRTF sum and difference spectra at 30°. Sum––“diamond” line; difference––continuous line. (a) Unequalized.
(b) Equalized, applicable to methods 1, 2, and 3. (Note constant-level sum spectrum following equalization.)

(b)
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question arises as to whether this modification is compat-
ible with the equalization strategies presented in Section
2.1.1. For example, the following questions need to be
considered:

• Is it sufficient to measure the HRTF coordinates only at
the required location above the lateral plane and then
apply equalization, and will then sufficient information
remain buried in the interear difference signal with a
unique characterization to discriminate against lateral
images with equivalent interaural time differences?

• Does the absolute amplitude response variation, rather
than just the difference response variation inherent in
the HRTFs, represent a major factor in producing height
cues?

• Are there secondary factors, such as ground reflections,
which introduce additional cues to aid height localiza-
tion? Effectively this would require at least two inter-
fering sets of HRTFs to be summed.

A full investigation of these points relating to height is
beyond the scope of the present study. However, if the
ground reflection model were responsible, then the equal-
ization methods could be applied individually to the direct
source and to the ground reflection, with the results com-
bined by taking the path difference into account.

2.2 Simplified HRTF Models
In applications where phantom images are positioned

close to the locality of the loudspeakers, it may be suffi-
cient to use a simple form of HRTF. This is particularly
applicable with multiloudspeaker arrays where a vector
component already forms a strong localization clue. Fig. 6
shows a source image at angle θ defined by hxa and hxb
with respect to a human head of diameter d meters.

2.2.1 Simple HRTF Model 1
The model ignores head shadowing and assumes that

only the interaural time difference is significant. Hence for

a source at angle θ from the forward position, the respec-
tive HRTF coordinates are approximately
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where the velocity of sound is c m/s and T s is the time
delay from the source to the center of the head. In this
model the advantage of equalization method 3 is evident
as no equalization need be applied.

2.2.2 Simple HRTF Model 2
In this second model both the front and the back waves

are considered, where the back wave results from head
defraction. In this representation a wave incident on ear A
produces, by head defraction, a secondary signal at ear B.
The head diffraction transfer function from ears A to B,
DHA–B(r, θ, φ), is a function of the direction of the incident
wave defined by the spherical coordinates {r, θ, φ}. A sim-
ilar function linking ears B to A is defined, DHB–A(r, θ, φ).
Hence for the source HRTF coordinates {hxa, hxb},
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In a simple model the diffraction transfer functions could
be represented as attenuation DHk with a time delay of
approximately the interaural time delay ∆TA–B,
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3 MULTILOUDSPEAKER ARRAYS IN TWO-
CHANNEL STEREO

This section introduces variants to two-channel, two-
loudspeaker transaural processing to demonstrate how a
two-channel signal format can be mapped into n feeds to
drive a multiloudspeaker array [14]. It is assumed that
more than two loudspeakers are driven simultaneously by
signals derived from a single-point sound source, while
formal methods show that the correct ear signals can be
retained. Besides supporting stand-alone applications,
these transformations are relevant in the development of
multichannel transaural stereo, as described in Section 5.
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Fig. 6. Sound source X and simplified head model used to derive
approximate HRTFs.
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The outputs of an n-array of loudspeakers combine by
acoustical superposition at the entrance to each ear canal.
The principal condition for accurate sound localization is
that these signals match the signals that would have been
generated by a real sound source, both in the static case
and in the case for small head rotations. Also, by using
several loudspeakers placed to surround the listener,
sound-field direction can make the system more tolerant
to head motion. Consequently changes in ear signals with
head motion match more closely those of a real image.

A static sound source, whatever its size and physical
location, produces two ear signals that fully define the
event, provided the relative head position to source is
fixed. In practice it is possible to generate the correct ear
signal from two or more noncoincident loudspeakers that
can take any arbitrary position around the head. However,
if the position of the head moves, then a change in the ear
signals results, which no longer match the phantom image
correctly, and a localization error is perceived. In a system
of wavefront reconstruction this distortion is minimized,
although the penalty is a large number of loudspeakers
and channels. However, if a limited number n of loud-
speakers is used (for example, n � 12), then although
image position distortion still occurs, the effect is reduced
as there is a robust directional component. Also, when a
phantom image coincides with a loudspeaker position, the
positional distortion as a function of head position tends to
zero, although it is debatable whether this is a desirable
situation as images from other locations are represented
differently in terms of their radiated cones of sound.

3.1 Three-Loudspeaker Transaural Processing
To illustrate how to accommodate more than two loud-

speakers in an array while retaining the requirements for
precise HRTF formulation, consider a three-loudspeaker
array as illustrated in Fig. 7. In this system a mono source
signal X is filtered by the positional transfer functions GR
and GL to form LT and RT, which in turn form inputs to the
matrix [a]. By way of example a Trifield8 matrix (after
Gerzon [15]) is selected, which is defined as

.
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By applying the coefficients defined in matrix [a], the
three loudspeaker signals L, C, and R (left, center, right)
can be derived. However, to reproduce optimum localiza-
tion, the system requires that the ear signals produced by
the three loudspeakers match the ear signals that would be
produced by the real source.

3.1.1 Analysis
The positional transfer function matrix [G] converts the

mono signal X to LT and RT as
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Using matrix [a], the loudspeaker feeds L, C, and R are
then derived from [G]X,
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However, recalling the HRTFs as defined in Fig. 7, where hxa
and hxb are the HRTF coordinates of source image X, then
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where, substituting for L, C, and R,
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The positional transfer functions GR and GL then follow
by matrix inversion,
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Fig. 7. Transaural processing using symmetrical three-loudspeaker
array.

8 Registered trademark describing a two-channel to three-
loudspeaker mapping proposed by Gerzon [15].
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from which the loudspeaker feeds L, C, and R are
calculated,
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In practice L, C, and R are calculated directly using matrix
inversion. However, because the transfer functions can have
several thousand elements, to avoid large-dimension matri-
ces the solution can be decomposed as follows. Define
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where, using matrix inversion, the positional transfer
functions are
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which enable L, C, and R to be calculated. Fig. 8 shows
example transfer functions linking the system input to the
three loudspeaker inputs (L, C, and R) located at �45°, 0°,
and 45°, with a source location at 30°. Simulations con-
firm that the correct ear signals are produced as shown in
Fig. 9, while Figs. 10 and 11 present the magnitudes of the
positional transfer functions GL and GR and their differen-
tial phase response, respectively.

3.2 Three-Loudspeaker Matrix with Band-Limited
Center Channel

This section extends multiloudspeaker transaural pro-
cessing by considering a case where the center channel is
band-limited by a low-pass filter with a transfer function
λ( f ). For example, λ( f ) could constrain the center chan-
nel to operate only in the band where the ear and brain
employ interaural time differences for localization.
Alternatively the center channel may be used mainly for
low-frequency reproduction.

The inclusion of λ( f ) yields effective HRTF center chan-
nel coordinates {hca.*λ( f ), hcb.*λ( f )}, where .* implies
element-by-element vector multiplication. Hence, from the
equations derived in Section 3.1, L, C, and R follow,

To illustrate this system with band-limited center chan-
nel, Fig. 12 shows again the system input to the loud-
speaker transfer functions for the three loudspeakers
located at �45°, 0°, and 45°, with a phantom source loca-
tion at 30°. The low-pass filter λ( f ) in the center channel
has a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz with an asymptotic
attenuation slope of 40 dB per octave. The ear signals are
formed correctly and are identical to those presented in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Input-to-ear transfer functions for three-loudspeaker sys-
tem with Trifield matrix, corresponding to functions shown in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Loudspeaker feed transfer functions for Trifield matrix
linking input to three loudspeakers located at �45°, 0°, and 45°,
image at 30°.
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An attraction of this configuration is that the center
channel can have a limited bandwidth while offering
improvements in bass quality both in terms of power han-
dling and by improving modal dispersion in the listening
room. Alternatively, if a loss of spatial resolution at low
frequency is permitted, then the center channel could func-
tion as a subwoofer with an upper response that extends
only into the lower midband frequency range. The left- and
right-hand loudspeakers would extend to high frequencies,
although with restricted low-frequency performance.

3.3 n-Loudspeaker Array with Two-Channel
Transaural Processing

The method of using more than two loudspeakers can
be generalized to n loudspeakers while retaining only two
information channels, where for example the loudspeakers
surround the listener in a symmetrical array. The left- and
right-hand loudspeakers in the array are fed by one of two
information signals, and each loudspeaker has individual
weighting defined by a coefficient matrix [a]

Although this matrix equation cannot be solved in general
as there are too many independent variables, solutions can
be achieved when the matrix [a] is specified. For general
two-channel stereophonic reproduction this system offers
little advantage. However, in a telepresence and telecon-
ference environment the coefficient matrix [a] may be
transmitted for a given talker alongside the two informa-
tion channels. A transaural reproduction system can then
be conceived, where the coefficients are updated dynami-
cally to enhance directional coding. This becomes partic-
ularly attractive where there are a number of talkers, as the

coefficient matrix could be adjusted dynamically to
enhance localization.

4 MULTICHANNEL PARADIGM EXPLOITING
PAIRWISE TRANSAURAL STEREO

This section reviews a spatial audio paradigm that links
multichannel audio and transaural processing. The tech-
nique augments the directional clues inherent in multi-
channel stereo reproduction by embedding HRTF data
such that the ear signals are matched more accurately to
those produced by the source image. By default, such pro-
cessing includes both frequency (interaural amplitude
response) and time (interaural time response) information
and therefore forms an elegant method of virtual image
manipulation. Also, because HRTFs vary with both angu-
lar position and distance, sound sources can be synthesized
and manipulated in three-dimensional space, together with 

reflections spatialized using their HRTF coordinates,
which further enhances this process. In a multichannel
system this processing is performed during source coding
and is therefore compatible with all DVD formats.

The proposal operates at six principal levels:

• Selecting a pair of loudspeakers whose subtended
angle includes the position of the phantom image
helps reinforce the sound direction and matches con-
ventional mixing practice for localization in multichan-
nel systems.

• Encoded amplitude differences in signals above about
2 kHz support localization using interaural amplitude
differences.

• Encoded time differences in signals below about 2 kHz
support localization using interaural time differences
where an extended bass performance is desirable.

• The addition of transaural processing based on HRTF
data enables the construction of ear signals that match
the original event and aids localization.

• Closer spacing of loudspeakers in a multiloudspeaker
array reduces sensitivity to the precise form of HRTF
characteristics, thus making an averaged HRTF set
more applicable to a wide range of listeners.

• The effect of moderate head motion, which is a desirable
attribute for improving localization, is supported. For
relatively small loudspeaker subtended angles the error
in ear-signal reconstruction is reduced when the head is
moved by a small angle such that the vector component
reenforces localization.
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Fig. 10. Positional transfer functions GL and GR, corresponding
functions shown in Fig. 8.
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As an example, consider a circular array of n loud-
speakers, as shown in Fig. 13. In this system pairwise cod-
ing (PWC) selects the two closest loudspeakers such that
an image X falls within the subtended angle at the listening
position. Two-channel HRTF synthesis is then used to form
the optimum ear signals. For example, if loudspeakers r
and r � 1 are selected from the n-array of loudspeakers,
then loudspeaker feeds LS(r) and LS(r � 1) are computed,
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Matrix [G] defines a set of positional transfer functions,
which are effectively filters located between source and
loudspeaker feed, where the HRTF notation was defined
in Section 1 with reference to Fig. 1.

Solving for the positional transfer function matrix [G],

(23a)
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This result can be generalized for an n-array of loud-
speakers as

If a sound source falls between loudspeakers r and r � 1,
then ar � ar�1 � 1; otherwise all remaining coefficients in
matrix [a] are set to zero. Consequently for a sound source
to circumnavigate the head, the HRTF coordinates hxa and
hxb must change dynamically, whereas as the source
moves between loudspeaker pairs, the coefficient matrix is
switched to redirect the sound.

A four-channel, four-loudspeaker PWC scheme is
shown in Fig. 14. The positional transfer functions {G1,
G2, G3, G4} are calculated for each source location, which
then filters the source signal X to form the loudspeaker
feeds. Because transaural processing is performed at the
encoder, a simple replay system is supported. Conseq-
uently complete compatibility with conventional multi-
channel audio is retained.

5 INCREASED NUMBERS OF LOUDSPEAKERS

An increase in the number of loudspeakers can achieve
more even sound distribution, distribute power handling,
and possibly lower the sensitivity to room acoustics. This
section considers methods by which the number of loud-
speakers in an array can be increased.

In the basis system, where loudspeakers are linked
directly to information channels located at coordinates
compatible with the encoding HRTF coordinates, the
loudspeakers are designated nodal loudspeakers. An n-
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Fig. 11. Differential phase response between positional transfer
functions GL and GR corresponding to functions shown in Fig 8.

Fig. 12. Transfer functions linking input to three-loudspeaker
feeds for Trifield matrix, but with center channel band-limited to
100 Hz, corresponding to functions shown in Fig. 8.
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channel system therefore has n nodal loudspeakers, which
constitute the basis array, with the corresponding drive
signals, or primary signals, collectively forming the pri-
mary signal set. Loudspeakers in addition to the nodal
loudspeakers are termed secondary loudspeakers.

5.1 Compensation for Inclusion of Secondary
Loudspeakers

The objective is to derive additional signals within the
decoder to drive secondary loudspeakers located between
the nodal loudspeakers. However, the ear signals must be
conserved and theoretically remain identical to the case
where only the nodal loudspeakers are present. It is
assumed here that all loudspeakers in the array have iden-
tical transfer functions and therefore do not affect the
decoder process. If this is not the case, then they require

individual correction. A sector of such an array is shown
in Fig. 15. In this array nodal loudspeakers r and r � 1
have the respective HRTF coordinates [ha(r), hb(r)] and
[ha(r � 1), hb(r � 1)] at the listener, whereas the single
secondary loudspeaker p has the HRTF coordinates
[ha( p), hb( p)].

The synthesis of the drive signal for secondary loud-
speaker p employs two weighting functions λp1 and λp2
applied to the respective primary signals LSr and LSr�1
such that LSp, the drive signal to the secondary loud-
speaker p, is

.λ λLS LS LS� �p p r p r1 2 1� (25)

However, when the secondary loudspeaker enters the
array, it is necessary to compensate the output from the
two adjacent nodal loudspeakers in order that the ear sig-
nals remain unchanged. Ideally this needs to be achieved
without knowledge of the encoding parameters. Otherwise
the modified array cannot be used universally in a multi-
channel audio system. A scheme capable of meeting this
objective is shown in Fig. 16, where the compensation
transfer functions γp1 and γp2 filter the signal LSp to yield
signals that are added to LSr and LSr�1.
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Fig. 14. Four-loudspeaker array with pairwise transaural synthesis.
Fig. 16. Decoder processing to compensate for secondary loud-
speaker p.

Fig. 13. n-loudspeaker array, suitable for transaural pairwise stereo.

Fig. 15. Nodal loudspeakers with additional secondary loudspeaker.
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5.1.1 Analysis
Consider initially the case when the secondary loud-

speaker p is absent from the array. The left- and right-ear
signals ea and eb are expressed in terms of the HRTFs cor-
responding to the two adjacent nodal loudspeakers r and
r � 1,

(26a)
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When the secondary loudspeaker p is introduced
into the array, the modified ear signals e�

a and e�
b

become

Forcing e�
a � ea and e�
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from which the correction functions γp1 and γp2 follow,

(29a)
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These equations reveal that the correction functions γp1
and γp2 depend only on the HRTFs corresponding to the
loudspeaker array. Consequently they are purely a func-
tion of the replay system, and its loudspeaker layout thus
can be computed within the replay decoder as part of the
installation procedure. However, the weighting functions
γp1 and γp2 can be selected independently, provided the
system is stable.

5.2 Relationship of System Parameters to
Loudspeaker HRTFs

Section 5.1 presented an analysis of decoder parameters
where precise HRTF measurement data are known for
each loudspeaker position. However, there are some inter-
esting observations and simplifications that can be made,
which are considered in this section.

5.2.1 HRTFs Derived Using Linear Interpolation
Consider a pair of nodal loudspeakers within an n-array

PWC system where the proximity of loudspeakers r and
r � 1 is such that the image source HRTFs can be approx-

imated by linear interpolation, such that

(30a)β
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where mr is the panning variable with a range of 1 to 0,
which corresponds to an image pan from loudspeaker r to
r � 1, and the function β(mr) is a moderator chosen to
achieve a constant subjective loudness with variations in
mr. By substitution, the positional transfer functions Gr
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and Gr�1 then simplify to

(31a)
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Consequently, for an image source that lies on a radial arc
between the two nodal loudspeakers, simple amplitude
panning yields the optimum panning algorithm.
Effectively, HRTF coding information is derived directly
from the loudspeaker locations and therefore is matched
precisely to the listener. This assumes that intermediate
HRTFs are derived by linear interpolation. It should also
be noted that as the image source moves away from the
radial arc containing the loudspeaker array, changes in
HRTFs occur, making the positional transfer functions
complex. Nevertheless, even when more exact HRTF data
are available, there remains a strong desensitization to the
exact form of the HRTFs when the positional transfer
functions are calculated because of the relatively close
proximity of loudspeakers in an n-array.

Consider next a secondary loudspeaker p that is added
to the array, again assuming a linear interpolation model.
It is assumed that the secondary loudspeaker is located
midway along the same radial arc as the nodal loudspeak-
ers and that its HRTFs ha( p) and hb( p) with respect to the
listener can be determined by linear interpolation. Thus
for the midpoint location,

(32a). .
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From these data the compensation gamma functions γp1
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and γp2 follow,

.γ γ 0 5� �p p1 2 (33)

revealing once more a simple form for this special case.
The modified positional transfer functions GMr GMr�1
and GMp for the respective nodal and secondary loud-
speakers r, r � 1, and p are calculated as

(34a)
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(34c)

Assuming symmetry, let λp1 � λp2 � 0.5 and consider the
following examples:

1) Gr � 1 and Gr�1 � 0, yielding GMr � 0.75, GMr�1 �
�0.25, and GMp � 0.5.

2) Gr � 0.5 and Gr�1 � 0.5, yielding GMr � 0.25,
GMr�1 � 0.25, and GMp � 0.5.

For an image located coincident with the secondary loud-
speaker there is a 6-dB level difference between second-
ary and nodal loudspeaker input signals. Also signal pro-
cessing is simple and uses only real coefficients in the
matrices.

5.2.2 Compensation and Incorporation of Exact
HRTF Data

It is instructive to compare three other options for incor-
porating secondary loudspeaker and image HRTF coordi-
nates. In each case correction functions λp1 and λp2 are cal-
culated to match the selected HRTFs and the corresponding
transfer functions for system input-to-loudspeaker inputs
evaluated for loudspeakers r, p, and r � 1 located at 20°,
30°, and 40°, respectively, with an image at 30°. The four
cases are as follows.

Case 1:
Image Measured HRTF data
Secondary loudspeaker Measured HRTF data
Results See Fig. 17(a)

Case 2:
Image Measured HRTF data
Secondary loudspeaker HRTF derived by linear

interpolation
Results See Fig. 17(b)

Case 3:
Image HRTF derived by linear

interpolation
Secondary loudspeaker Measured HRTF data
Results See Fig. 17(c)
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Fig. 17. Transfer functions linking input to three-loudspeaker feeds at 20°, 30°, and 40°, image at 20°. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. (c) Case
3. (d) Case 4.

(a) (c)

(b)
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Case 4:
Image HRTF derived by linear

interpolation
Secondary loudspeaker HRTF derived by linear

interpolation
Results See Fig. 17(d) and discussion

in Section 5.2.1

Fig. 17(c) shows that when the HRTF coordinates for
the image are derived by linear interpolation, the center
channel response is constant with frequency, even though
the secondary loudspeaker HRTF coordinates are derived
by measurement. Also, when both sets of coordinates are
derived by linear interpolation, all three responses are con-
stant, as demonstrated in Section 5.2.1. However, for cases
1 and 2 all responses vary with frequency, although case 2
maintains a greater high-frequency content in the center
channel response, which is desirable for an image located
coincident with the secondary loudspeaker.

5.2.3 Compensation for Encoder–Decoder
Loudspeaker Displacement Error

The encoder assumes a nominal loudspeaker array loca-
tion when determining the positional transfer functions. If
the nodal loudspeakers are placed in the listening space in
equivalent positions, then no additional processing is
required at the decoder. However, in circumstances where
the loudspeaker locations are displaced, positional com-
pensation is required. It is important that positional com-
pensation be independent of source coding and can be
applied at the decoder without knowledge of the encoding
algorithm. A pairwise positional correction scheme is
shown in Fig. 18, where the compensation functions
GC11(r), GC12(r), GC11(r � 1), and GC12(r � 2) are used
to derive modified loudspeaker feeds. The form of this
compensation is not unique, as correction signals can be
applied to other loudspeakers in the array via appropriate
filters. However, it is suggested that the loudspeaker

selected to process the correction signal be the one closest
to the loudspeaker that has been displaced. Hence by way
of example, consider the scheme shown in Fig. 18. When
the only active primary fed is LSr, and equating the ear sig-
nals for both optimum and displaced loudspeaker locations,
the positional compensation filters are as follows:
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Similarly, when only LSr�1 is active, then
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5.3 Standardization of HRTF Grid and Nodal
Loudspeaker Locations

The techniques described in the preceding require
knowledge of the HRTF coordinates for each nodal loud-
speaker. Establishing a standardized encoding grid where
each grid point is assigned nominal HRTF coordinates and
where nodal loudspeakers are assigned nominal grid loca-
tions can satisfy this requirement. All encoder and decoder
users then universally know this information. An example
grid proposal, as shown in Fig. 19, is based on a 60° sub-
tended angle for nodal loudspeakers with two additional
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Fig. 17. Continued

(d) Fig. 18. Compensation process for nodal loudspeaker positional
errors. (a) Optimum loudspeaker location. (b) Suboptimum loud-
speaker location.

(b)

(a)
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secondary loudspeakers. Three layers of nodes are sug-
gested at radii of 1.5 m, 3 m, and 6 m. It is recognized that
HRTFs are not unique, being listener specific, but when a
multiloudspeaker array is formed using a set of HRTFs
that are shared with image synthesis, errors are reduced.

HRTF coordinates that are noncoincident with the nodal
points can be inferred by interpolation. For example,
assume that an image X is located at the cylindrical coor-
dinates {r, θ}, where the four nearest nodes are {r1, θ1},
{r1, θ2}, {r2, θ1}, and {r2, θ2}. The interpolated HRTFs
ha(r, θ) and hb(r, θ) are then

multichannel system configurations. However, inevitably
there is a limit to spatial resolution arising from the use of
matrixing only, which imposes crosstalk between nodal
and secondary loudspeaker feeds. Some advantage may be
gained by using nonlinear decoding with dynamic para-
meterization, although for high-resolution music repro-
duction linear decoding should be retained.

Because DVD-A is capable of six channels at 24 bit 96

910 J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 50, No. 11, 2002 November

Fig. 19. Proposed 18-segment constellation map to define a standard set of HRTFs.

kHz, some of the lower bits in the LPCM stream can be sac-
rificed [12] while still retaining an exemplary dynamic range
by using standard methods of psychoacoustically motivated
noise shaping and equalization [16]. The least significant
bits in the LPCM streams together with a randomization
function can then be used to encode additional audio chan-
nels using perceptual coders such as AC-3,9 DTS,10 or
MPEG.11 For example, 4 bit per sample per LPCM channel

where mθ and mr are the angular and radial linear interpo-
lation parameters defining the image X. For images that lie
either within the inner radius or beyond the outer radius,
angular interpolation is performed first, followed by an
appropriate adjustment to the amplitude and time delays
based on the radial distance from the head.

6 PERCEPTUALLY BASED CODING EXPLOITING
EMBEDDED CODE IN PRIMARY SIGNALS TO
ENHANCE SPATIAL RESOLUTION

The techniques described in Section 5 can be extended
to a system with any number of nodal and secondary loud-
speakers and thus can be matched to a wide variety of
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9 Proprietary perceptual coding developed by Dolby Laboratories.
10 Digital Theatre Systems.
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at 96 kHz yields a serial bit rate of 384 kbit/s.
The proposal retains the primary signals in high-

resolution LPCM and uses the matrix methods described
in Section 5 to estimate the secondary loudspeaker feeds.
Spatially related difference signals are then calculated
from the discrete secondary loudspeaker signals available
at the encoder and the matrix-derived signals. Also,
because of close spatial clustering of the additional chan-
nels there is a high degree of interchannel correlation with
both the primary and the secondary loudspeaker signals, a
factor that bodes well for accurate perceptual coding.
Close clustering also implies that perceptual coding errors
are not widely dispersed in space, yielding an improved
masking performance. Given that DVD-A already sup-
ports six LPCM channels, it is suggested that an extra two
encoded signals per primary signal is a realistic compro-
mise, yielding a total of 18 channels, as proposed in the
standardized HRTF constellation illustrated in Fig. 18. In
the grand plan there would be n perceptual coders in oper-
ation, one per nodal loudspeaker feed. In such a scheme
further gains are possible by integrating dynamic bit allo-
cation across all coders as well as using a perceptual
model designed specifically for multichannel stereo
encoding. In difficult encoding situations dynamic spatial
blending can be used to reduce the difference signals prior
to perceptual encryption. Fig. 20 shows the basic encoder
architecture where the error signals D1 and D2 are indi-
cated. In Fig. 21 a decoder is shown where identical esti-
mates are made of the secondary loudspeaker input sig-
nals, but with the addition of the difference signals to yield
discrete loudspeaker feeds. Of course, if the embedded
perceptually coded difference signals are not used, esti-
mates can still be made for the secondary loudspeakers as
shown in Fig. 16. Alternatively, for a basic scheme an
array of nodal loudspeakers only can be used.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a method for multichannel
audio that is fully compatible with DVD (DVD-A and
SACD) multichannel formats, which have the capability
of six high-resolution signals. The key to this technology
is the exploitation of spatial coding using HRTF data to
enhance the positional representation of sound sources.
As such it forms a link between two-channel transaural
techniques and conventional multichannel audio using
many loudspeakers. This technique has already been
demonstrated in telepresence and teleconferencing appli-
cations [9], [10] to be effective in representing spatial
audio. However, the methods described here show how a
particular loudspeaker array can be configured where
issues of positional calibration were discussed for loud-
speakers displaced from those locations assumed during
coding.

The method is scalable and fully backward compatible.
In a simple system there is no additional processing at the
decoder where, for example, the outputs of a DVD player
are routed directly to an array of loudspeakers. However,
if additional loudspeakers are used, as might be envisaged
with tiled walls of flat-panel NXT12 loudspeakers (see, for
example, Fig. 22), then formal methods exist, enabling the
correct ear signals at the listening position to be main-
tained. Also for DVD-A, a method was suggested where
perceptually coded information is embedded within the
LPCM code to enable discrete loudspeaker signals to be
derived. It was proposed that an upper limit of 18 channels
should be accommodated, although full compatibility with
systems down to the basic array is maintained.

An interesting observation for systems using a large
number of closely spaced loudspeakers is that image posi-
tioning on the arc of the array can use simple linear ampli-
tude panning applied between pairs of adjacent loud-
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11 Perceptual based audio coding proposed by the Motion
Picture Expert Group.

12 Registered trademark of Company name, New Transducers
plc, UK.

Fig. 20. High-level processor architecture for encoding discrete
secondary loudspeaker feeds.

Fig. 21. High-level decoder architecture to derive discrete sec-
ondary loudspeaker feeds.
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speakers. This approximation assumes that the image
HRTF coordinates can be estimated to sufficient accuracy
using linear interpolation between adjacent loudspeaker
HRTF coordinates. This expedience effectively embeds
HRTF data matched exactly to the listener simply because
of the physical location of the loudspeakers. However, as
the loudspeaker spacing increases, this approximation
fails, requiring then the use of more accurate HRTF image
coordinates together with transaural PWC, as described.
This is particularly important where an image is located
away from the arc of the loudspeaker array and where
reflections are to be rendered to craft a more accurate vir-
tual acoustic.

This work is also targeted at new communication for-
mats for virtual reality, telepresence, and video conferenc-
ing [17], [18], where future research should investigate its
application. Such schemes are not constrained by the nor-
mal paradigms of multichannel stereophonic reproduc-
tion, nor is compatibility necessarily sought. The approach
is to form an optimum methodology for constructing
phantom images and to consider coding paradigms appro-
priate for communication. For example, one possible com-
munication format assigns a discrete channel to each phat-
nom image. The channel then conveys the auditory signals
together with the spatial coordinates updated at a rate
compatible with motion tracking of the sound source. At
the receiver, a processor carries a downloaded program
with knowledge of the positional data and source
acoustics from which the required reflections and rever-
beration are computed. These data would then be format-
ted to match the selected loudspeaker array. Such a
scheme has great flexibility and can allow many mono
sources to contribute to the final soundscape.

In conclusion, the techniques presented describe a

means by which spatial resolution and image coding per-
formance can transcend the six-channel limitation of the
current DVD formats, yet without requiring additional
storage capacity. Also, by basing signal processing on a
perceptual model of hearing, it is revealed how sound
images can be rendered and, in particular, how interaural
amplitude differences and interaural time differences can
be accommodated without seeking tradeoffs between time
and amplitude clues. Essentially the work has presented a
scalable and reverse compatible solution to multichannel
audio that is particularly well matched to an LPCM format
on DVD-A.
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Distortion Immunity of MLS-DerivedImpulse
ResponseMeasurements*

CHRIS DUNN, StudentMember, AND MALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Audio Research Group, Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex,
COlchester C04 3SQ, UK

Maximum-length-sequence (MLS) measurement of system impulse responses offers
a potential enhancement in error immunity over periodic impulse testing, although care
must be exercised in setting the MLS excitation amplitude in order to realize this
potential. The effects of nonlinearity in MLS measurement are studied, in particular
the way in which impulse response errors due to nonlinearity are distributed across the
measurement period. The consequences of such errors in cumulative spectral dispIay
plots are also investigated. Finally inverse-repeat sequences (IRS) are shown to have
complete immunity to even-order nonlinearity while maintaining many of the advantages
of MLS.

0 INTRODUCTION due to low excitation signal energy; this drawback can
be overcome to some degree by averaging several mea-

Perhaps the most fundamental evaluation of an audio surements. Alternatively an MLS can be used, which,
system is the determination of the linear transfer func- compared to a periodic impulse of similar repetition
tion, defined by the impulse response (IR) in the time rate, has a much higher excitation energy for the same
domain from which the frequency response can be cal- peak output (that is, a lower crest factor). An MLS is
culated. Some applications require highly accurate linear a pseudorandom binary sequence which yields a unit
transfer function measurement, for example, equali- impulse upon circular autocorrelation, and this property
zation of loudspeakers in the digital domain where allows the PIR of a test system to be obtained by ap-
measurement accuracy must match equalization per- plying an MLS to the DUT and cross-correlating the
formance (that is, better than _ 0.5 dB across wide system output with the input. An excellent introduction
regions of the audio spectrum; see, for example, [1]). to MLS techniques is provided by Rife and Vanderkooy
Another application that requires highly accurate linear [4]. PIE and MLS initially reveal the transfer function
transfer function measurement is a technique proposed in the time domain while TDS methods yield transfer
by the authors to measure low-level errors within audio function information as a complex frequency response
systems [2]. (which can of course be converted to the time domain

There are three established methods of linear transfer by using the inverse Fourier transform). TDS tech-

function measurement--periodic impulse excitation niques utilize swept sine waves, or "chirps," which
(PIE), maximum-length sequences (MLS), and time- are input to the DUT and recover the complex fre-

delay spectrometry (TDS). PIE reveals the periodic quency response of the test system after hardware or
impulse response (PIR) of the device under test (DUT) software processing [5]. Both TDS and MLS offer
directly by applying a periodic short-duration impulse an increase in noise and distortion immunity over
to the DUT and measuring the output [3]. The main PIE. However, it can be shown that in achieving a
problem encountered in PIE is poor noise immunity similar frequency resolution to that available from

MLS, a typical TDS implementation will take con-

* Manuscript received 1992 January 3; revised 1992 No- siderably longer to execute [4]-[6]. The additional
vember9 and 1993March 1. disadvantage that TDS suffers in terms of hardware
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and software complexity [7] also helps to explain the I DETERMINING DISTORTION IMMUNITY BY
growing popularity of MLS [8], [9]. SIMULATION

Noise and distortion present in any practical mea-
surement environment reduce the accuracy of linear Any system with weak (that is, non-overloading)
transfer function measurement. A simulated example nonlinearity can be modeled in the frequency domain
of the effects that nonlinearity can have on impulse by the nonlinear transfer function shown in Fig. 2(a)
measurement is shown in Fig. 1. The true magnitude [4]. This includes a linear stage H(f) and nonlinear
response in the frequency domain [Fig. 1 (a)] of a 1- stages H(fl, f2), H(fl, f2, f3), etc., which represent
kHz low-pass finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter with different distortion orders. When a multitone signal is
less than 0.001 dB passband ripple can be compared input to the model, harmonic and intermodulation error
against the MLS-derived magnitude response of the products will corrupt the output signal. Nonlinearity
same filter in Fig. l(b), where the measurement has can also be represented in the time domain as a dis-
been corrupted by gross second-order nonlinearity, tributed model [Fig. 2(b)], where distortion polynomials
Clearly the distortion has caused the recovered transfer dm appear in parallel with linear filters hm. Although
function to appear much more ragged over the filter's the distributed time-domain model is capable of mod-
passband than its linear specification would suggest, eling complex nonlinearities, we require a simpler model

This paper investigates by simulation the effects that for simulation. The nonlinear model used throughout
nonlinearity can have on MLS measurement. In par- this paper is similar to that used by Rife and Vanderkooy
ticular we examine the way in which errors due to in a previous study of distortion in MLS measurements
nonlinearity are spread across the period of the recovered [4], consisting of a filter h (n) followed by a nonlinearity
impulse response, and the consequences of such dis- d{ } [Fig. 2(c)]. For most of the simulations presented
tributions for increasing distortion immunity by trun- in this paper the nonlinearity is memoryless, that is,
cating the impulse response. A comparison of overall the error sequence output from the nonlinear stage de-
(noise and distortion) error immunity between MLS pends solely on its instantaneous input, and the char-
and PIE techniques is followed by an assessment of
the suitability of inverse repeat sequences (IRS) for

xco ¥colinear transfer function measurement.
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Fig. 1. (a) Magnitude response of 1-kHz low-pass FIR filter.
(b) MLS-derived magnitude response of same filter where Fig. 2. Nonlinear system modeling. (a) Frequency-domain
measurement has been corrupted by gross second-order non- model. (b) Distributed time-domain model. (c) Lumped time-
linearity, domainmodel.
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acteristics of the nonlinearity are thus independent of that the sampling frequency is set to 44.1 kHz, the
frequency. Despite the simplicity of this model, it is frequency-domain magnitude response of the filter is
a fairly good representation of many physical nonlinear illustrated in Fig. 3(b). If h(n) is nonzero for a time
processes. For example, a signal applied to a loud- less than the period of the driving signal, then time
speaker will typically pass through an essentially linear aliasing in the convolution operation is avoided and
crossover filter before reaching the weakly nonlinear just one period is required in the simulations to describe
drive unit; moreover, the drive unit itself will tend to the periodic system behavior accurately. The filtered
limit at its "output" as excursion limits are approached, driving signal xf(n) is distorted by a known polynomial
Furthermore a practical MLS measurement system will d{ }, and after appropriate postprocessing has extracted
use some low-pass filtering before the MLS is applied the distorted impulse response ho(n), the error eom-
to the DUT in order to minimize slew-related artifacts ponent e(n) can be calculated by subtracting the known
in the recovered impulse response [10], [11]. In fact, h (n) from ho(n). The simulation process therefore allows
prefiltering the MLS or PIE excitation is a necessary us to examine the impulse error sequence e(n)associated
condition that must be met if the nonlinearity is to with a particular nonlinearity d{ }. Summarizing the
change the shape of the recovered impulse response, general simulation procedure,
If unfiltered MLS or PIE signals are input to a mem-
oryless nonlinearity, then the binary excitation will xf(n) = x(n) (_) h(n)
merely result in a dc offset error in the recovered impulse

response for even-order nonlinearity or a pure gain y(n) = xf(n) + d{xf(n)}
change error for odd-order nonlinearity. (1)

We will now describe the general simulation process ho(n) = P[y (n)]
used to determine distortion immunity in impulse re-

sponse measurements. A periodic driving signal x(n) e(n) = ho(n) - h(n)
(either a PIE or an MLS) is convolved with a known

linear impulse response h (n) over a measurement period where

L of 2047 samples. Unless otherwise indicated, h(n) (_) = convolution
is a 1-kHz low-pass FIR filter, the first 256 samples of

which are plotted in the time domain in Fig. 3(a). Noting y (n) = distorted output driving signalPi ] = postprocessing operation required to yield
impulse response from output driving signal

In general a memoryless rth-order nonlinearity d{ }
r,LTr,_,PULSE,ESOO,SE can be written

[xf(n)]r

_, d{xf(n)} = Aa (2)L XrefJ

_ where Ad sets the amplitude of the nonlinearity and Xref

is a reference scaling level. We must set Xref such that
a valid comparison can be made between PIE and MLS
error immunity. The obvious choice is to adopt an "ab-

_, solute scaling" where Xref = l, and make the peak levels
_'_ ,'_ 5'_ ,_s do ,5.... of the unfiltered PIE and MLS signals equal (so that

Samples

(a) the noise immunity advantage of MLSis known [4]).
Thus a third-order nonlinearity at -20 dB would be

5o_OOl,rr_, ........ _IL_E, written
O

-,5 d{xf(rt)} = 0.1 [xf(n)] 3 . (3)
-30

-_ All of thevariablesused in the simulationsare repre-

_ -_o sented by double-precisionfloating-pointnumbers

_ -_s , which offer a relative error due to mantissa quantization
¢ -50 of 2-53 (-319 dB).

-105

-'_° 2 PiE DISTORTION IMMUNITY
i i i i _ i ill_O i , i , lO00 lOOOO

r_ .... _ "_ Periodic impulse testing reveals the periodic impulse
(b) response of the system under investigation directly by

Fig. 3. l-kHz FIR low-pass filter. (a) Time-domain impulse applying a periodic impulse to the DUT and sampling
response h (n). (b) Frequency-domain magnitude response, the output signal. Physically this excitation can be ob-
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tained using a pulse generator or one of the many test l. Conversely the linear component el(n) represents a
compact discs with a periodic impulse signal track. No gain change in the measurement, that is, the observed
postprocessing upon the measured system output signal gain of the system under examination has changed due
is required (although averaging several impulse periods to nonlinearity. With some applications this gain change
can improve random noise immunity; see Section 4), is important (see, for example, [2]), but in many sit-
and the PIE simulation process can be summarized as uations such as loudspeaker testing we are interested

in the relative linear transfer function rather than the

x(n) = 80) absolute gain of the DUT. Hence in our study of dis-
tortion immunity it is useful to be able to distinguish

xf(n) -- h(n) between linear and nonlinear errors in the impulse re-
(4) sponse measurement. We can perform such an "error

P[y(n)] = y(n) normalization" by subtracting a scaled version of the
linear impulse response h(n) from the overall error

e(n) = d{xf(n)} . sequence e(n),

Referring to Eq. (2), we now examine the consequences enl(n) = e(n) - gh (n) . (5)
of second-order nonlinearity by setting r = 2 and the
distortion level A d = 0.1 (--20 dB). The first 256 sam- It is easy to show that enl(n) is minimized in an rms
ples of the error sequence e(n) are plotted in the time sense by setting the gain error g to

domain in Fig. 4(a), and can be seen to contain a large L-l

peak coincident with the linear impulse response. (The _ e(n)h(n)
amplitude scaling in the time-domain plots is relative k=0
to the peak level of the unfiltered driving signal.) In g - L-l (6)
general the error due to nonlinearity will contain a _ h(n) 2
"linear" component el(n) identical in shape to the linear k=0

impulse response of the system, and also a nonlinear This analysis of gain change due to nonlinearity is
part enl(n). It is the nonlinear component enl(n) of the similar to the study undertaken by Vanderkooy [11].

impulse error which causes the raggedness seen in the Fig. 5 shows the nonlinear component of the overall
magnitude response of the example presented in Fig. error given in Fig. 4.

The distortion immunity Id of the impulse measure-
ment is calculated as the ratio of linear impulse response

........ energy to nonlinear error energy,0,046

Id = 10 log]0 · (7)

_ enl(n)2]
Simulations were performed for second- to seventh-
order nonlinearity with the 1-kHz low-pass FIR filter

-°.°4 ,': _h 9'_ _, ,;o _2 2_ and distortion immunity tabulated in Table 1. The ac-
Sampt,_ curacy of the PIE simulations is extremely high because:

(a) 1)Theerror sequencecanbe calculateddirectly [Eq.
p,__o0o (4)], rather than by subtracting the ho(n) sequence from2040 POINT rrr

................. h(n), as described in Section 1, Eq. (1), and
° 2) No postprocessing operation is required.

-'° Direct calculation of enl(n) allows simulated distortion

-2° immunity to exceed the limits that would otherwise be
-_° present due to mantissa quantization in the floating-
-'° pointvariables.Theoreticallythe maximumdistortion

-_o _ immunity that can be recorded using this simulation

-_o ._. technique is bounded by the range of the simulation

-_o yariables,whichis onthe orderof6000dBfordouble-
-_o precision floating-point numbers. The PIE distortion

...... i_o ..... ,_o .... '_oooo immunity results collated in Table 1 are well below
r_ .... _ "= this limit. The relative error of enl(n) (that is, the error

(b) of the impulseerror sequence) is limitedby quantization

Fig. 4. PIE-derived error due to second-order nonlinearity, effects in the floating-point variables at approximately
(a) Time domain e(n). (b) Frequency domain. --300 dB.
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3 MLS DISTORTION IMMUNITY where qbrepresents circular cross correlation and all
indices within the summation are calculated mod L.

3.1 Review of MLS Measurement Techniques Fig. 6(b) shows the autocorrelation of the fifth-order
MLS are pseudorandom binary signals that can be sequence shown in Fig. 6(a). When an unfiltered MLS

generated from digital shift registers with appropriate is applied to a linear system with impulse response
EXCLUSIVE-OR feedback structures. If an MLS s(n) h(n) of length less than the period of the MLS, then

is generated from an ruth-order shift register (that is, cross-correlating the input and output of the system
one with m stages), then all shift register states bar one recovers the ac component of h (n) together with an
(all Os) are included in each MLS period of length L. attenuated dc component [4],
Thus L = 2'" - 1 samples. Fig. 6(a) shows a fifth-order L-1

MLS where the (1, 0) shift register logic output has s(n) qb y(n) - 1 _ s(k)y(k + n)
been transformed to (- 1, 1) scaled voltages and a zero- L + 1 k=0
order hold is used between samples. If we follow the
convention adopted by Rife and Vanderkooy [4] of

scaling autocorrelation and cross-correlation operations =[h(n)_l_lh(k)]by 1/(L + 1) rather than the usual l/L, then the first- iL k=0
order circular autocorrelation f_l of an MLS is a unit

impulse with a dc offset,

[L1 L1]+ (L + 1) _'_ h(k)k=0
f_l(n) = s(n) qb s(n)

L-1 1

_ 1 _ s(k)s(k + n) (8) = hAc(n) + L +_ hDc(n) · (9)
L+ lk=0

In many applications such as loudspeaker testing the
1 DUTwill be ac coupled, and so the dc component will= _(n) - --- 0 _< n < L

L + 1 ' essentially be equal to zero. A practical MLS mea-

NO_MRLISE0 PlQ EQQOR MLS

O.00S6 le*O2

'0.00E -1 O2

Samples Samples

(a) (a)

2048 POINT ?FT NO_MRLISEO OI_ ERQO_ 0_

0

-10

-20

m -30

-5oB0_7o_,O __....
..... .-_o tooo ' ' '' '''

grequenc_ Hz Samples

(b) (b)

Fig. 5. PIE-derived normalized nonlinear error due to second- Fig. 6. (a) Unfiltered 31-point MLS s(n) generated from fifth-
order nonlinearity. (a) Time domain e,l(n). (b) Frequency order shift register with zero-order hold. (b) Autocorrelation
domain, fit (n) of (a).
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surement system based around a personal computer d{xr(n)}. Again, this has the benefit of increasing sim-
would generate the MLS excitation using a shift register ulation accuracy since calculating e(n) does not now
in either software or hardware. The MLS is applied to involve a subtraction from h (n). The MLS simulation
the input of the DUT and the output signal sampled summary is thus
using an analog-to-digital converter over at least one
measurement period after the system has settled to x(n) = s(n)
steady-state operation. The measured output sequence
is then cross-correlated with the known input sequence xf(n) = s(n) 1_) h(n) (11)
to reveal the impulse response of the system. There

are several methods of performing the cross correlation, e(n) = s(n) dPd{xf(n)}
the most efficient of which is by fast Hadamard trans-
form (FHT), where an L-point cross correlation can be
performed with only 2.5L log2 L floating-point addi- VILrEP IMOULSE RESPONSE

tions; see Borish and Angell [12] and Borish [13] for 6.8

details.

3.2 MLS Distortion Immunity
We analyze MLS distortion immunity using an elev-

enth-order sequence with EXCLUSIVE-ORfeedback taps _ °
from the second and eleventh shift register stages [13] =· -_

This results in a commonly used sequence period of _'
2047 samples. The MLS signal is convolved with the
linear impulse response of the simulated system, again
the 1-kHz low-pass FIR filter shown in Fig. 3. The .... 256 512 AB 186 126 153.....
MLS convolution, like an MLS cross correlation, is Samp_
most efficiently performed by FHT [14]. Distorting the (a)
convolved driving signal will corrupt the impulse re ....
sponse obtained from the measurement, but the nature
of the distortion is different from that of a PIE-derived

measurement because of the postprocessing cross-cor-
relationoperation,

P[y(n)] -- s(n) · y(n) _

L-I

_ 1 _'_ s(k)y(n + k) . (10)
L+ lk= 0

256 512 _68 102_ 1280 1536 1292

The effect that nonlinear distortion has on MLS-derived s_p,_

impulseresponses is shown in Fig. 7. The 1-kHzFIR (b)
low-pass filter whose full impulse response h (n) is shown
in Fig. 7(a) is convolved with the 2047-point MLS, _ . ,ip
resulting in the filtered MLS signal in Fig. 7(b). The
filtered MLS signal is then distorted by second-order
nonlinearity and the result cross-correlated with the
unfiltered MLS to recover the corrupted impulse re- .M

sponse ho(n) in Fig. 7(c). Although for most of the _ .... _ _

simulations in this paper we have adopted a distortion
amplitude Ad = --20 dB, in this example we have set g:

Ad = --10 dB in order to clearly show the nature of
the artifacts in the recovered impulse response· (The

amplitude of the nonlinearity does not change the shape -_ 256 W2 ,;_ 136 126o 1_, 1_2
of the impulse error, just its amplitude relative to the _m_
linear impulse response.) Immediately evident is the (c)

"spiky" or "lumpy" nature of the error in the tail of Fig. 7. (a) Impulse response h(n) of 1-kHz low-pass FIR
the impulse response, an observation which has been filter. (b) MLS signal after fltering with 1-kHz low-pass
noted many times [10], [15], [16], [4], [17], [11]. filter. (c) MLS-derived impulse response of 1-kHz filter when

filtered MLS has been distorted with second-order nonlinearityBecause cross correlation is a distributive process,
at - 10 dB. Spiky error can clearly be seen in tail of impulse

the impulse error e(n) can be calculated by cross,cor- response, and can be compared with uncorrupted impulse
relating s(n) with the driving sequence distortion response h(n)of low-pass filter in (a).
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The nonlinear component en](n) of e(n) is calculated For example, the third-order impulse error with the 1-

using the methodology described in Section 2. Although kHz filter falls by 4 dB after normalization (compare
the error is calculated directly [Eq. (11)], the accuracy Figs. 9 and 10). Table 1 presents the simulation results

of the MLS simulations is not as high as that obtained for (untruncated) MLS distortion immunity with the

from thePIEexperiments. The cross-correlationpostpro- 1-kHz filter and nonlinearities ranging from second-

cessing operation required for MLS involves log2(L/2) to seventh order.

floating-point additions or subtractions for each error

sample when the FHT is used, hence the theoretical 3.3 Enhancing MLS Distortion Immunity
maximum MLS distortion immunity that can he recorded by Truncation
using this simulation technique is bounded by floating- We will now examine the effect that truncating a

point mantissa quantization at approximately 300 dB. recovered impulse response has on MLS distortion im-
The results recorded in Tables 1-4 are well within this munity. Rife and Vanderkooy [4] conjecture that dis-

limit, torting an MLS results in an MLS error sequence that

Fig. 8 shows the impulse distortion e(n) due to a can be viewed as a phase-randomized signal in the

second-order nonlinearity for Aa = -20 dB. Because frequency domain which will, after cross correlation,

filtered MLS possesses an approximately symmetrical result in a recovered nonlinear impulse error enl(n) that

amplitude distribution, then even-order nonlinearity is evenly spread over the measurement period. This

results in very low gain error, and the normalized error error distribution model will henceforth be referred

sequence is very similar to the unnormalized error [ 11]. to as the constant error density model. Since the linear

However, odd-order memoryless nonlinearity results impulse response h(n) will typically be contained in

in a large error sequence component that is coincident the first few samples of the measurement, then trun-

with the linear impulse response, and error normali- caring a measurement of period L at t samples should
zation thus results in a significant fall in error level, result in an increase in distortion immunity of T dB

Table 1. Distortion immunity of impulse response measurements for
1-kHz FIR low-pass filter with Ad = --20 dB.

PIE Distortion MLS Distortion IRS Distortion
Distortion Immunity Immunity Immunity

Order (dB) (dB) (dB)

2 54.7 29.4 >262
3 77.2 35.4 36.6
4 99.7 35.9 >265
5 123 38.4 41.4
6 146 39.7 >267
7 169 41.4 46.2

Table 2. Noise immunity advantage of MLS over PIE for Table 4. Noise immunity advantage of MLS over PIE for
l-kHz FIR low-pass filter, when distortion immunity has 10-kHz FIR low-pass filter, when distortion immunity has
been normalized. Results extrapolated from Table 1 data been normalized. Results extrapolated from Table 3 data

and confirmed by additional simulations, and confirmed by additional simulations.
/

Relative MLS MLSNoise RelativeMLS MLSNoise
Distortion Excitation Immunity Distortion Excitation Immunity

Distortion Immunity Amplitude Advantage Distortion Immunity Amplitude Advantage
Order (dB) (dB) (dB) Order (dB) (dB) (dB)

2 54.7 -25.3 7.8 2 36.4 -14.5 18.6
3 77.2 -20.9 12.2 3 42.4 -9.3 23.8
4 99.7 -21.3 11.8 4 47.6 - 10.3 22.8
5 123 -21.2 11.9 5 53.3 -9.3 23.8
6 146 -21.3 11.8 6 59.2 -9.7 23.4
7 169 -21.3 11.8 7 65.3 -9.4 23.7

Table 3. Distortion immunity of impulse response measurements for
10-kHz FIR low-pass filter with Ad = -20 dB.

PIE Distortion MLS Distortion IRS Distortion
Distortion Immunity Immunity Immunity

Order (dB) (dB) (dB)

2 36.4 21.9 >263
3 42.4 23.9 23.9
4 47.6 16.6 >254
5 53.3 16.1 16.1
6 59.2 10.6 >246
7 65.3 8.9 8.9
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given by .... "_°_
0.12

T-

To investigate the accuracy of the constant error density _
model some tests were performed on the normalized
error sequences enl(n) obtained from the simulations.
Fig. 11 shows the normalized error sequences and error

distributions for distortion orders 2 through 5. The -o.,
error distributions P(n) are obtained by calculating 296 ....... o2, 123o 193_ 1792

Samples

error energy accumulation across the sequence as a (a)
proportion of total error energy, 9°43oo,,TFrT ,., ?...... 07

_-' enl(k)2 -1o

P(n) - k=o (13) -20
L-1 _ 1

k=0 ._

Hence for a constant error density, P(n) should plot
as a straight line from point 0 (0%) to point (L - 1)
(100%).

An examination of Fig. 11 indicates two trends: 1oo 10o9 10oo0
1) For similar orders of nonlinearity, even-order error r_. .... _ H_

distributions exhibit a greater degree of lumpiness than (b)

Fig. 9. MLS-derived impulse response error for 1-kHz filter
and third-order nonlinearity. (a) Time domain e(n). (b) Fre-
quency domain.

NORi'lt_LISED PIN2 E_O_

i

296 512 768 1024 1280 1596 1792

Samples -0.036

(a) 2_, 5_2 A9 s_.pt_'°'_12'8o 19_, 17¢2
(a)

2O48 POINT rrr pm E_ROI_ 2049 Point rFr NOI:lilRLISED PlI_ E_OI_
.............. ; ,,,, , , .............

O 0

-lo -10

-20 -20

i i L i i i .I(_0 ' ' ' ' ' ''_1000 ' ' ' ' ' ' ''ILO000 100 1000 .... 10000' i

Frequencv Hz Frequenc_ Hz

(b) (b)

Fig. 8. MLS-derived impulse response error for 1-kHz FIR Fig. 10. MLS-derived nonlinear impulse response error (fol-
filter with second-order nonlinearity at -20 dB. (a) Time lowing error normalization) for 1-kHz filter and third-order
domain e(n). (b) Frequency domain, nonlinearity, (a) Time domain enl(n). (b) Frequency domain.
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Fig. 11. Normalized nonlinear impulse response errors e.t(n) and error distributions P (n) for MLS measurement of 1-kHz
low-pass filter with (a), (b) second-, (c), (d) third-, (e), (f) fourth-, (g), (h) fifth-order nonlinearity.
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the odd-order distributions, tortion in our simulations, many physical nonlinear
2) The distributions become smoother as the order error mechanisms exhibit memory, that is, where the

of nonlinearity increases, current value of the error sequence depends on previous
Further simulations with different MLS periods L values of the signal applied to the nonlinearity. Dis-

(not shown here) have confirmed that these results are tortion mechanisms with memory usually exhibit ftc-
general. Hei_ce the second-order error sequence will quency-dependent characteristics. In a private corn-
usually exhibit the lumpiest distribution; for the ex- munication to the authors, Vanderkooy conjectures that
amples shown in Fig. 11, truncating the second-order MLS error sequence distributions due to nonlinearity
measurement at 256 samples would increase distortion with memory exhibit a degree of smoothing compared
immunity by 4.5 dB rather than the 9 dB predicted by to the equivalent memoryless cases. In order to test
Eq. (12). However, a truncation anywhere in the fifth- this hypothesis we performed further simulations using

order error sequence will result in an increase in dis- a simple model for distortion with memory, where one
tortion immunity close to the predicted improvement, argument to the nonlinearity is delayed by b samples.
a result that is due to the smoother error distribution Hence for an rth-order nonlinearity,
of the higher order nonlinearity. The smoothing of error

distribution with increasing order of nonlinearity is not [ir-l[ ]
surprising; the amplitude peaks in the filtered MLS d{xf(n)} = Ad xf(n) xf(n- b) . (14)
will be accentuated by nonlineariy and, for high-order L Xref.-1 L Xref
distortion, tend to result in impulselike transient errors

The results of our simulations confirm that for even-in the distorted MLS. These transients result in an error

sequence evenly spread across the recovered impulse order nonlinearity, memory in the distortion mechanism
response since cross correlation with the unfiltered MLS does tend to smooth error distributions. For example,
s(n) is equivalent to a time-reversed convolution with Fig. 15(a) and (b) shows the error sequence and dis-
s(n) (that is, the error transients are convolved with tribution for second-order nonlinearity when b = 60;
s(-n); see [4] fora more detailed discussion of transient the plots can be compared to the memoryless error
noise immunity in MLS measurements), sequences in Fig. 1l(a) and (b). However, for odd-

It is important to note that, for low and particularly order nonlinearity with memory, the linear gain error
even-order nonlinearity, the increase in distortion im-
munity due to truncation is not necessarily lower than

101 Ri'IOLITUDE BINS ?LS

predicted by Eq. (12). Depending on the particular
MLS period used and the distortion order, it is also
possible that the increase in distortion immunity will
be higher than predicted. In general, the uneven error 3.2
distributions introduce a degree of uncertainty to the

._ 2.4

improvement in distortion immunity gained from trun-
cation. Since the degree of uncertainty in MLS error
distribution is generally larger for even-order nonlin- _ "'
earity than for odd-order nonlinearity, a significant re- o.,_

duction in uncertainty is obtained by using inverse repeat ,/_, ^
sequences (IRS), which exhibit complete immunity to , rd i-0. _7 O. 87

even-order nonlinearity (see Section 6). s_mpt_Amplitude
Rife and Vanderkooy also suggest that the error will

Fig. 12. Amplitude distribution for 1-kHz low-pass filtered
tend to spread more evenly as the stimulus applied to MLS, showing almost Gaussian distribution.
the nonlinearity approaches a Gaussian amplitude dis-
tribution. The simulations so far have used MLS signals

filtered using a 1-kHz low-pass filter, resulting in a ........ _ _,_ .,_3
quasi-Gaussian amplitude distribution (Fig. 12). This
can be compared to the MLS amplitude distribution _'_

shown in Fig. 13, obtained by low-pass filtering with 3._
a higher cutoff frequency (20 kHz), which is evidently ._. ,_

not Gaussian. However, the impulse error distribution _ _._

for the 20-kHz filtered MLS distorted with second-
order nonlinearity [Fig. 14(b)] is very similar to the _ ,._
1-kHz result shown in Fig. 11 (b). Conversely the third-
order error distribution for the 20-kHz filtered MLS 0._

[Fig. 14(d)] is less smooth than the 1-kHz result pre-
sentedin Fig. 1l(d). Theseresults suggestanambiguous -t.8 1.18

relationship between the filtered MLS amplitude dis- s_mp__p_d_

tribution and error distribution. Fig. 13. Amplitude distribution for 20-kHz low-pass filtered
Although we have so far used only memoryless dis- MLS.
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is delayed relative to h (n) and is not removed during . ,o,,_,s_o,_, _,07

n°rmalizati°n' This behavi°r results in an err°r spike t'_l _ ]!.x._' ,, ak,

close to the linear impulse response, which cannot be
removed by truncating the impulse response. Our sim-
ulations have indicated that the magnitude of the error __

4 ....... tspike is generally largest for third-order nonlinearity .i_L!
with memory, and for this case truncationwill not yield = ...... _ llt [ "-_'4large increases in distortion immunity. Fig. 15(c) and
(d) shows the error sequence and distribution for third-
order nonlinearity with memory (b = 60), where 45%
of the total impulse response error energy is concentrated -_._

17B2
in the first 256 samples (12.5%) of the measurement s_.._.

period. (a)
Generally then the error distributions are evenly

spread across the measurement period, a result which _ _._ _,_,._.,_,. .o_._u_o? _o_
validates the constant error density model. Since noise

artifacts will also be spread evenly across the mea- '°°
surement period, then MLS allows a basic separation _o !
of linear and error impulse response components. As /we shall see in the next section, this behavior is ex- "'}_0

tremely useful in achieving optimal excitation ampli- _ I
tude. _"_0 __

f

4 OPTIMAL EXCITATION AMPLITUDE AND _0 /
PERIOD IN MLS MEASUREMENTS

Q i2_ 5;2 AB ' ,2_o _, '1792t02_

So far we have considered distortion immunity of s._p_..
MLS and PIE measurements, but real measurement (b)
environments will tend to suffer both distortion and

NOI_MnLIBE°PlI:tE_RO0

noise corruption. In this section we ask: what is the ,,
total error immunity advantage of MLS over PIE, if
any? We will also examine methods of maximizing

total error immunity in practical MLS measurement

systems, including the selection of optimal excitation _ _ J[_l _.[..._.l .... I IL. ,LL,_,t ...... [ ._t.t._J[..[._]_l_

amplitude and measurement period. _ -'_ I¢ '-'" l'_-'I' llrlI ' ")"_r'll'l]' _["'TI"ll
4.1 Total Error Immunity Advantage of MLS
over PIE

Rife and Vanderkooy [4] show that an unfiltered MLS

has L + 1 times the signal power of a PIE at all signal -"' _, _I_. _;. ,o_ ,_o ,_, ,_
frequencies bar dc when the peak signal voltage and s_pL._
sequence period are the same for both cases. This result (c)

is a direct consequence of the uniform spread of MLS
excitation energy across the measurement period, _ rnEosv D,8T,,SUrt0.N N?.nLIS£0?[;_E_r_on

compared to the localized (unit impulse) PIE signal. ,0o
The noise power in a systemis usuallyfixed in level _
(for example, room noise in a loudspeaker measure- 0o _ - -_
merit). Thus the excitation signal-to-noise ratio in an
MLS measurement is 10 logl0(L + 1) dB higher than _, _°
PIE. The energy conservation property of MLS cross
correlation [18] preserves the signal-to-noise ratio ad- _°
vantage of MLS through to the recovered impulse re-
sponse. Thus MLS techniques possess a noise immunity _°
advantage of approximately 10 logm(L + I) dB over
PIE, a result that is well known [4], [12] [19] However, ° :_, ¢_ A. ,o_ _0 ,_, ,_' ' S_mDles

again compared to a PIE with equal (unfiltered) peak (d)
excitation amplitude, MLS has a distortion immunity
disadvantage when measuring systems with bandwidths Fig. 14. Normalized error sequence enl(n)anderror distribution

P(n) for MLS-derived impulse response fo 20-kHz Iow-pass
significantly lower than half the sampling frequency FIR filter with (a), (b) second- and (c), (d) third-order mere-
of the test system. In the following discussion we outline oryless nonlinearity.
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o.049 ........ _......... . . the reasons for this behavior and argue that, broadly

..........._ speaking, the total error immunity advantageshown

by MLS is somewhat less than 10 logw(L + 1) dB.
Consider a hypothetical system with a linear transfer

I functioncharacterizedbya unitimpulseresponse,that
is, h(n) = _(n). Applying either an MLS or a PIE to

._ sucha systemwillresultinan outputsignalunchanged

fromtheinput,thatis, for bothcasestheoutputsignal
has a binary amplitude distribution. Thus for equal
peak input amplitudes and measurement periods, the

-0.o_ "filtered" MLS and PIE signals possess identical peak
S_mp_es voltages, although the MLS has L + 1 times the ac

(a) signal power of the PIE. If the filtered signals are now

_o_,_9, oj....... ,o, ,0..... 9_0_,__oo subject to memoryless nonlinearity, then the resultant
MLS error signal will also have L + 1 times the power100

· _f of the PIE error signal (ignoring for the moment the
9o £_ characteristics of the error signals). Because both the

-_ MLS signal and nonlinear error powers are L + 1 timesg 90 _-_ therespectivepowersfor PIE, thedistortionimmunities
for the two stimuli are equal. Again this is a direct

4o consequence of the energy conservation property of
MLS cross correlation. Now consider what happens

_o _f when the main lobe of the system impulse response

_.F _r_ broadens over at least a few samples, for example,
° _ _;_ ,;9 ,0_ ,_o ,_ ,A_ when the system bandwidth is lower than half the mea-

s_t o_ surement system sampling frequency. If the peak input
(b) excitations and the measurement periods are again equal,

"°_"_'_ ........ the filtered excitation will tend to have a higher peak
0.0_ voltage for MLS compared to PIE. This occurs because

"runs" of successive ls and -ls in the unfiltered MLS

stimulus [20] effectively integrate the system impulse
_ response over regions of the measurement period during

.'-4

convolution, whereas for PIE the system is stimulated
for one sampleonly.This behavioris illustratedby
comparing the peak voltage for the 1-kHz filtered PIE
·[Fig. 3(a)] to that of the 1-kHz filtered MLS [Fig. 7(b)].
Note the change in vertical axis scaling. The higher

-o.0_9. peak voltage of the filtered MLS stimulates any non-
2_6 9_2 ::'69 1024 12ao 1596 1792

s_,,_, linearity more vigorously than for PIE, hence the error

(c) energy within the filtered and distorted MLS is greater
than L + 1 times the error energy encountered in PIE,RC ENEQGY DISTQIBUTION NO;2M_LISED OIO E_2QOQ

Consequently MLS has a lower excitation signal-to-

,oo _ distortion ratio than PIE, and hence a distortion im-
munity disadvantage for the lower system bandwidth.

_° _ Asthe systembandwidthincreasesandthe systemim-

-'-'_,o _J pulse response approaches a unit impulse, then the MLS
____f' distortion immunity disadvantage decreases, eventually

_o_ becomingzerowhenthe test systemimpulseresponse

l is equal to a unit impulse.
_o Twoexamplesthat help illustratethis behaviorare

presented in Tables 1 and 3, where the distortion im-
o _9_ _;_ A9 ,o_4 ,;_o ,o_ ,_ munities of (untruncated) MLS-derived impulse re-

s_,p_ sponses are compared to PIE measurements for mem-
(d) oryless nonlinearities ranging from second to seventh

order. Both the unfiltered peak amplitude prior to fil-
Fig. 15. Normalized error sequence enl(n)and error distribution
P(n) for MLS-derived impulse measurement of l-kHz FIR tering and the measurement period (L = 2047) are
filter with (a), (b) second-order distortion with memory (delay constant throughout the MLS and PIE simulations. Table
b = 60 samples) showing smoothing of MLS error distribution 1 compares the distortion immunities for the two meth-
compared to memoryless Case, while (c), (d) third-order dis-
tortion with memory (delay b = 60 samples) indicates delayed ods with l-kHz FIR filtering, indicating a clear dis-
gain error, advantage for MLS under these conditions with all dis-
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tortion orders. MLS distortion immunity disadvantage nonlinearity the noise error will dominate and the total
remains evident when the filter cutoff frequency is in- error immunity will be limited by the peak amplitude
creased to 10 kHz (Table 3), although the disadvantage allowed in the system before overload. In this case
is now reduced somewhat (as predicted). MLS distortion MLS will show a 10 logl0(L + 1)-dB total error im-
immunity disadvantage under these excitation condi- munity advantage over PIE. Most systems, however,
tions must be weighed against the improved noise per- will exhibit some degree of noise and distortion error.
formance compared to PIE which, for L = 2047, will For these situations there will be some optimum driving
equal 33.1 dB. The question now posed is, what is the level where the error contributions due to noise and
effect of varying the excitation amplitude upon the rel- distortion are equal and together result in the highest
ative noise and distortion immunities of the two meth- possible overall error immunity. When the driving signal
ods? is increasedabovethis optimumlevel, the distortion

For any transfer function measurement strategy and error will dominate, while noise will be dominant for
simple distortion mechanisms described by Eq. (2), lower signal levels. If MLS still offers a noise immunity
the error due to nonlinearity increases as the peak level advantage over PIE when distortion immunities for both
of the excitation increases, although the rate at which techniques are equal, then a little thought reveals that
the error increases depends on the order of nonlinearity MLS must also possess some degree of total error im-
that the test system is subject to. A 6-dB increase in munity advantage over PIE when driving levels are
driving level will decrease distortion immunity by 6 optimized individually for both cases. Generally we
dB for second-order nonlinearity, 12 dB for third-order, can state that given the same measurement period L
and so on. If the increase in peak unfiltered excitation but optimal excitation amplitudes, MLS offers a total
amplitude is AA dB, then we can write error immunity advantage over PIE of between 0 dB

and 10 logl0(L + 1) dB, the exact advantage depending

Aid = --(r -- 1)AA . (15) on (1) the relative levels of noise and distortion in the
test system and (2) the sampling frequency used for
the measurement. We have seen that with normalized

For system noise that is fixed in level, the noise im-
distortion immunities, MLS noise immunity advantage

munity will increase by 6 dB for every 6-dB increase tends to increase as the bandwidth of the DUT increases

in excitation amplitude. If In represents noise immunity relative to the sampling frequency of the test system.
in decibels, then Hence the greatest overall error immunity advantage

offered by MLS over PIE for a given DUT occurs when
AI_ = AA . (16) the MLS/PIE sampling rate is as low as possible.

The arguments presented so far are based on mea-
We can use Eqs. (15) and (16) to predict the noise surements where the recovered impulse response re-
immunity advantage of MLS over PIE following dis- mains untruncated. As we have seen in Section 3, trun-

tortion immunity normalization. Consider the third- cation will yield enhancements in distortion immunity
order result from Table 1 where, for equal unfiltered for MLS where impulse error due to nonlinearity is
peak excitation amplitudes, PIE has a distortion im- generally evenly spread across the measurement period.
munity of 77.2 dB while MLS offers 35.4 dB. To make Noise immunity will also be improved by truncation
the distortion immunities for both techniques equal to for both MLS and PIE, since the noise error is spread

77.2 dB, the MLS excitation amplitude must be reduced, evenly across the measurement period for both tech-
Using Eq. (15), the required reduction in amplitude is niques. However, nonlinear errors in PIE measurements
(77.2 - 35.4)/2 = 20.9 dB. Reducing the MLS exci- are coincident with the linear impulse (Figs. 3-5), and
tation amplitude by this amount yields a reduced noise thus PIE distortion immunity will not be reduced by
immunity advantage for MLS. Using Eq. (I 6), the new truncation. Thus for a system prone to both noise and
MLS noise immunity advantage is 33.1 - 20.9 = 12.2 distortion, truncation improves the minimum total error
dB. This procedure was followed for all of the examples immunity advantage of MLS over PIE. We should also
listed in Tables 1 and 3, and the new noise immunity note that we have characterized nonlinearity in the

results were recorded in Tables 2 and 4, respectively, measurement system by simple power laws [see Eq.
These predicted results were found to agree identically (2)], although many practical systems also suffer from
with a further set of MLS simulations performed at the other types of nonlinearity. For example, analog-to-
lower excitation amplitudes. Generally it is clear that digital converter quantization distortion can corrupt
some degree of MLS noise immunity advantage remains the data acquisition stage of measurement, while
following distortion immunity normalization, although crossover distortion and slew limiting can occur in power
the noise immunity advantage is then not as high as 10 amplifiers used to drive loudspeakers under test. To a
logl0(L + 1) dB. first-degree approximation, both quantization distortion

How can we use this information to predict the rain- and crossover nonlinearity remain fixed in level as the
imum total error immunity advantage of MLS over PIE? excitation amplitude is varied. These errors can there-
The answer to this question evidently depends on the fore be treated as system noise and do not change the
relative levels of noise and distortion present in the basic arguments presented earlier. For a full discussion
test environment. For a system with low levels of weak of the effects of slew limiting in MLS measurements
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we refer the reader to Godfrey and Murgatroyd [10] have seen in Section 3, both the error due to noise and
and Vanderkooy [11]. that due to distortion are evenly distributed across the

measurement period. Of course the increase in noise
4.2 Determining Optimal Excitation Amplitude immunity obtained from such a truncation could also

We have seen that, given optimal excitation ampli- be effected by averaging several shorter measurements,
tudes for both techniques, MLS measurements theo- but averaging has no effect on distortion immunity,
retically exhibit at least some degree of overall error and the single long MLS measurement ultimately takes
immunity advantage over PIE. However, practical PIE less time to execute. Thus we conclude that for max-
measurements have a further disadvantage since it is imum overall error immunity the period of MLS mea-
often difficult to achieve optimal excitation amplitude, surements should be made as large as possible, and the
First, the driving signal energy is relatively low so that PIR recovered from cross correlation should be truncated
the effects of distortion are often negligible in eom- to as short a length as possible.
parison to the noise error. The driving system (for ex-
ample, the power amplifier in a loudspeaker PIE mea-
surement) is oftenoverloaded before theoptimal driving _?
amplitude is achieved. Second there is the problem of i
effectively monitoring the error due to nonlinearity in

PIE measurements, because the linear imPUlse and
nonlinear error signals are coincident in the time do-
main. Conversely, MLS allows the overall error level

0 ...............................................

to be easily monitored by windowing the tail of the

recovered impulse response, which given a sufficiently _ -,

long measurement period will contain only noise and
distortion error components (see Section 3). Optimal
MLS excitation amplitude is achieved when there is
minimal energy in the tail of the impulse response with ,,s2 ,2....... s36 ,,,4 ,_9_ ,3_oSamples

respect to the energy of the linear (initial) part of the (a)
impulse response. This is equivalent to maximizing
the MLS coherence function proposed by Rife and o_?
Vanderkooy [4]. Consider Fig. 16, which shows the
last 1023 points of the recovered impulse responses
from simulated MLS measurements which have been

corruptedby nonlinearity(thirdorder)andGaussian

noise. Remembering that the amplitude scaling in the "_
time-domain plots is relative to the peak level of the

driving signal, Fig. 16(a) shows the impulse tail when
the drivinglevel is 6 dB too high and distortion artifacts
dominate the error signal· Optimal error immunity is
achieved in Fig. 16(b) by reducing the MLS amplitude
by 6 dB, which results in noise and distortion errors ,,_2 ,_'_o _4_ ,_, ,,_ ,_ ,_0

Samples

of equal energy. Theoverall errorimmunityis increased
by about 9 dB over Fig. 16(a). Whenthe driving level (b)
is further reduced by 6 dB in Fig. 16(c), noise now _,_
dominates and overall error immunity is reduced by
approximately 3 dB from the optimal arrangement of
Fig. 16(b).

4.3 Selecting Optimal Measurement Period .,..

Given that we can determine the optimal excitation _

amplitude in an MLS measurement by examining the
tail of the recovered impulse response, what is the best
MLS period L to use? Although we have only presented
results for L = 2047, additional simulations with L

ranging from 255 to 8191 samples have indicated that ....... 0 ,_0_ ,9........ _ ,_o
Samples

MLS noise and distortion immunity for a given DUT
both remain fairly constant as L changes. If the MLS (c)

period is much longer than the length of the impulse Fig. 16. Tail of impulse response from noisy and nonlinear
response being measured, then noise and distortion MLS measurements. (a) MLS amplitude 6 dB too high; third-order distortion artifacts dominate. (b) Optimal excitation
immunity can both be increased substantially by dis- amplitude; noise and distortion powers are equal. (c) MLS
carding the tail of the recovered PIR, because as we amplitude 6 dB too low; noise dominates.
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5 CUMULATIVE SPECTRAL DECAY PLOTS OF F = Fourier operator
WEAKLY NONLINEAR SYSTEMS h(t) = impulse response of DUT

w(t, 'r) = window function which influences time

In general, impulse response corruption due to non- and frequency resolution of plot generated
linearity will also corrupt information derived from

For a full discussion of CSD plots we refer the reader
the basic impulse response data. For example, Van- to [21] and [22]. Following the conventions established
derkooy [11] has studied the effect of nonlinearity upon in these works, the simulations presented here were
reverberation plots obtained from MLS measurements. generated using a raised-cosine window function withIn this section we examine the effect that weak non-

linearity has upon the accuracy of cumulative spectral a rise time of 0.5 ms, fixed window time of 3.5 ms,
decay (CSD) plots generated from impulse response and a fall time of 2 ms [Fig. 17(a)]. The O-ms graduation

on the decay plot time axes corresponds to the peak of
measurements. Examples illustrate the increases in de- the impulse response under evaluation. Fig. 17(b) in-
cay plot resolution to be gained from optimizing the dicates the spectral decay of a 20-kHz low-pass FIR
stimulus amplitude in the impulse response measure- filter. Apart from the characteristic FIR structure ringing
ment. around20 kHz, this waterfalldiagramshows a rapid

CSD or "waterfall" plots indicate how linear systems energy decay across the audio band. Now consider Fig.
respond to tone bursts. Their use is becoming more 17(c), which shows the cumulative spectral decay of
widespread in loudspeaker evaluation [8], [9] because the same filter using a PIE-derived impulse response
they allow a simple analysis of delayed resonances, corrupted by second-order nonlinearity. Other than some
An appropriately apodized CSD plot Ca(x, v) is gert- additional'high-frequency energy above 20 kHz, the
crated using the following function: plot is very similar to that of the linear filter plotted in

Fig. 17(b). This behavior is expected since nonlinear
Ca(x, v) = F {h(t) w(t, x)} (17) artifacts in a PIE measurement are concentrated in the

· vicinity around the linear impulse response (see Section
where 2), and the error component therefore falls outside the

x = time variable of plot
v = frequency variable of plot

$TRPT TIME = 3.2 ms 2048 POINT FFT FILTER

RTTRCK TIME = 0.5 ms
WINO0_-I TIME = 3.5 lng

W t,r) oEc,_TI.E: 2.,

dt

-8 0

._ -24

-32

Time ms
E

0 _ _ ·. t
at wt

"/' _ 2 4 6 8 10 12 t4 16 18 20Frequency kHz

(a) (b)

L

STRQT TIME = 3.2 m_ 2048 POINT FFT PIP STRQT TIME = 3.2 ms 2048 POINT FFT PIP

MTTRCK TIME = O,S ms

UINOOU TIME 3,5

0

-8 0

_' rime m_ _ [me mm

4:

-64

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Frequency kHz Frequenc_ kHz

(c) (d)

Fig. 17. Effects of nonlinearity on cumulative spectral decay plots. (a) Window function w(t, _). (b) Decay plot of 20-kHz
FIR filter. (c) Decay plot of impulse response from distorted PIE measurement. (d) Decay plot from distorted MLS measurement.
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analysis window after the first few CSD sections, sented in Figs. 18, where white Gaussian noise and

However, this is not true of an MLS-based measurement, fourth-order nonlinearity corrupt impulse response
where we have seen in Section 3 that error due to non- measurements of the 20-kHz FIR filter used for the

linearity is spread evenly over the entire measurement simulations of Fig. 17. The sequence of excitation
period. Here the error will affect the cumulative spectral conditions is similar to that of Fig. 16, that is, we
decay right across the plot and will be especially in- examine the plots obtained from measurements where
fluential toward the front of the diagram where the the driving amplitude is 10 dB too high [Fig. 18(a)],
main impulse energy has fallen outside the analysis followed by optimal excitation amplitude [Fig. 18(b)],
window. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 17(d), where and finally an amplitude which is 10 dB below optimum
the waterfall has been generated from an MLS mea- [Fig. 18(c)]. In Fig. 18(a)the error due to nonlinearity
surement with second-order nonlinearity. After the in- severely corrupts the decay plot, while in Fig. 18(c)
itial energy decay, nonlinear artifacts within the analysis noise is largely responsible for the decay-plot error.
window cause ripples in the decay plot, which could The decay plot shown in Fig. 18(b) clearly possesses
be mistaken for delayed resonances attributable to the the lowest error component, a condition which is co-
linear characteristics of the DUT. Similar errors occur incidental with optimal excitation amplitude being
in both MLS and PIE measurements that are corrupted achieved. Although this is a slightly contrived example
with noise (which is, of course, evenly spread across in that the use of high-order nonlinearity accentuates
the measurement period for both techniques). Indeed, the increase in total impulse response error when the
poor noise immunity in PIE measurements can severely excitation amplitude is too high, it does illustrate the
limit the resolution obtained from PIE-derived decay gains to be made from optimizing excitation conditions.
plots, and the advantages that MLS measurements pos- It is interesting to compare the decay plot obtained
sess in terms of total error immunity once optimal ex- from the optimal MLS measurement [Fig. 18(b)] to
citation amplitude is established are of real benefit here. that obtained from an optimal PIE stimulus (Fig. 19).
An example used to illustrate the benefits of optimizing The total error immunity advantage of MLS is clearly
excitation levels in an MLS-derived decay plot is pre- evident.

STRDT TIME = 3.2 mx 2048 POINT FFT OIQ 2048 POINT EFT PlO

_TTACK TIME = 0.5

WINOOU TIME
OECAY TIME

O 0

-0 sO -8

-24

·_ -40 _ ime ms

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 lO 20 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 20

Frequency kHz Frequency kHz

(a) (b)

STRDT TIME = _.2 ms 2048 POINT FFT DIO

WINDOU TIME = 3.5 _

DECAY TIME =

ime ms

_c

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Frequency EHz

(c)

Fig. 18. Effect of optimizing excitation amplitude in cumulative decay plots derived from MLS impulse response measurements
of 20-kHz FIR filter corrupted with white Gaussian noise and fourth-order nonlinearity. (a) Excitation amplitude 10 dB too
high; nonlinear error dominates. (b) Optimal excitation amplitude, resulting in minimal plot corruption. (c) Excitation 10
dB too Iow, where noise error dominates.
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6 INVERSE REPEAT SEQUENCES s,,,,T T..E=_.2la. 2D*_.ooI.*rr_ ,i_RTTRCK TIME = °.5 las

UINDDU
DECRY

Referring to our nonlinear system model [Fig. 2(c)],
consider the error signal d{xf(n)} due to a second-order
nonlinearity,

d{xf(n)} = Ad [xf(n)]2 · (18)

Now

xf(n) ---- x(n) (_) h(n) (19) '_
L-] 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20

= _ h(i)x(n - i) . rr.q .... _ k,_
i=0 Fig. 19. Decay plot obtained from PIE-derived impulse re-

sponse measurement of 20-kHz FIR filter. Measurement is

Combining Eqs. (18) and (19) yields corrupted with white Gaussian noise and fourth-order non-linearity,whilePIEexcitationamplitudeisoptimal.
L-1 L-I

d{xf(n)} = Ad _ _'_ h(i)h(j)x(n - j) . (20)
i=0 j=0 Each term in Eq. (23) is an r-dimensional convolution

of a system kernel hr(nl, n2..... nr) with the appro-

When the input signal is an MLS, then x(n) = s(n) and priate autocorrelation function f_r(nl, n2..... hr) of
the impulse error e(n) is obtained by cross-correlating the input sequence, where
d{xf(n)) with x(n) [as in Eq. (11)],

_'_r(nl, 112..... hr)

L-I

1 _ x(k)x(k + nOx(k + n2) ' · ' x(k + hr) .
e(n) = x(n) dpd{xf(n)} - L + 1 k=0

L-1 (24)
_ I _ x(k)d{xf(n+ k))

L+ lk=o

L-l L-1 1
= _ _ Adh(i)h(j) Y_ x(k)x(k + n - i)xCk + n - j) (21)

_=o j=o + 1 k=o

L-1 L-1

= _ _'_ Adh(i)h(j)_2(n - i,n - j) .
i=O j=0

Using the shift and add property of MLS signals [23]

Here _2 is the second-order autocorrelation of the un- it is easy to show that f_r can only take on two values,
filtered MLS. We can write Eq. (21) in more general L/(L + 1) (a "spike") and - 1/(L + 1). It is the spikes
terms as a function of the second-order kernel of the in f_r that cause the spikiness in the impulse error se-

system h2(i, j), of which our memoryless second-order quence e(n) that we noted in Section 3.2. Following
nonlinearity is a specific case, that is, arguments similar to those presented in [24] it can be

shown that there are approximately Lr-1 spikes in Cfr,

h2(i, j) = Adh(i)h(j) · (22) evenly distributed across the Lr coordinates of the r-
dimensional autocorrelation function. It is the even

Generalizing Eq. (21)to include a number of nonlinear distribution of spikes in _-_r which causes e(n) to be
kernels yields evenly distributed across L, as we have seen in Section

3.3.
L-1 L-1

e(n) = _'_ _ h2(i, j) _2(n - i, n - j)
i=0 j=o

L-1 L-I L-1

+ _ _ _ h3(i,j,k) ft3(n - i,n - j,n - k)

i=0 j=0 k=0 (23)
L-I L-1 L-1 L-I

+ _ _ _ _ h4(i,j,k,l) fh(n - i,n -j,n - k,n - l)
i=O j=O k=O /=0

._- · · · .
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Now consider a periodic binary signal x(n) suitable ,o_o2 . , ,_s _ . '_ _

for impulse response measurement,where the second ' ! ' " I
half of the sequenceis the exact inverseof the first i I
half, thatis, I [ I I ,'

.,,.. ' ]......................... Ix(n + L) = -x(n) . (25) _ ............... ! I il.........................II....

Note that the period of 2L of such a sequence will _ I I i ialwayscontainan evennumberof samples.Referring I i I

to Eq. (24) and extending the limits of the summation [ I I I I /
to 2L - 1, all even-order autocorrelations (r even) .... 0 -7 , ,_ _ , _ _ _,_ __, L

2

32 40 40 56

will be exactly zero simply because for all nl, n2..... 8 _6 24 s,mptos
rtr, each x(k)x(k +nl) · · · x(k + nr) term within the (a)
summation will exactly cancel with the correspond-
ing x(k + L)x(k + L +nl) · · · x(k + L + Fir) term. _:_
Such a sequence would therefore also possess complete 97
immunity to even-order nonlinearity after cross cor-
relation. Due to the antisymmetry in x(n) the first-

order autocorrelation will also possess antisymmetry
about L, that is, l_l(n) -- -f/l(n + L). It is desirable ._'
that x(n) be chosen such that the first half of 111 is as _. _' "--_......................

close to a unit impulse as possible so that the linear n:

impulse response of the DUT can be easily measured
by cross-correlating the system output with the input
(the second inverted half of the cross correlation can _0 .
simply be discarded). A signal that satisfies these con- _ ,; d. _ ;o _'_ _',

Sarnpl. es

ditions is the so-called inverse-repeat sequence (IRS), (b)
obtained from two periods of an MLS, where every
other sample of the MLS is inverted [24], that is, Fig. 20. (a) IRS formed from fifth-order MLS. (b) Autocor-

relation sequence.

s(n) , neven , 0 _< n < 2Lx(n)
[-s(n) , n odd , 0 < n < 2L (26) zero. In a practical measurement system this would

not be of concern because many systems such as loud-
where L is the period of the generating MLS. (Note speakers do not possess a magnitude response that ex-
that the IRS period is 2L.) A 62-point IRS generated tends to dc, while the analog-to-digital converter used
from a 31-point MLS (five-stage shift register) is shown to digitize the system output signal will usually employ
in Fig. 20(a). The first-order autocorrelation of an IRS an antialiasing filter that will reject all information at
_'_IRS1 is related to the corresponding signal for the half the sampling frequency. Thus by exciting a linear
generating MLS by the following expression: system with an IRS, sampling the output of the system,

and cross-correlating that output with the (known) un-
1 2r-1 filtered IRS we obtain the impulse response of the system

- _ x(n)x(n + k) in much the same way that we would if using an MLSllmsl(n) 2(L + 1) k=0

[ llM_l(n), n even

[--lionel(n), n odd

= g(n) (-1)n _(n - L), 0 _< n < 2L . (27)L+I

The first-order autocorrelation for the 62-point IRS is
presented in Fig. 20(b), clearly showing antisymmetry excitation. Of course the antisymmetry in the IRS auto-
about L. There is also a small term oscillating at a rate correlation results in an inverted copy of the system
of half the sampling frequency due to the (- 1)n/(L + 1) impulse response beginning at L samples. For example,
factor in Eq. (27). The power spectrum of a periodic Fig. 21 shows the recovered impulse response from a
sampled signal is defined as the discrete Fourier trans- simulated 4094-point IRS measurement of the 1-kHz
form (DFT) of its autocorrelation. Thus the IRS is FIR filter. Since the second half of the cross correlation
spectrally flat at all frequencies except for dc and half contains no additional information, it can simply be
the sampling frequency where the power is exactly discarded.
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We have shown that impulse response measurements The most obvious difference is that the IRS error se-
from IRS signals offer complete immunity to even- quence has bipolar spikes. This is because the odd-
order nonlinearity. However, for odd-order distortion order autocorrelation functions for an IRS can assume
the recovered impulse response will still contain an four levels, + 1 and +_1/(L + 1), whereas we have
error component, although, like MLS, this error corn- seen that MLS autocorrelation functions are two valued.
ponent will tend to be spread evenly across the mea- For an IRS the spikes appear in _+1 pairs, and so for
surement period after error normalization. Fig. 22(a) low-bandwidth systems, where the system kernels h_(nl,
shows the nonlinear error component for third-order n2..... nr) change slowly across r-dimensional space,
nonlinearity at -20 dB with the 1-kHz low-pass FIR some of the spike pairs tend to partially cancel out in
filter. This figure can be compared directly with Fig. the cross-con-elation operation [Eq. (23)]. This behavior
1l(c), which shows the equivalent MLS error sequence, results in an increase in IRS distortion immunity for

low-bandwidth systems (compared with the equivalent
MLS case).

P'_ In order to determine IRS distortion immunity, sim-
ulations were performed with various nonlinearities
using a process similar to that used for the MLS sim-
ulations [Eq. (11)]. MLS convolution and cross-cor-

_- relationroutinestakeadvantageoftheFHT,asdiscussed
.x..

_ I, in Section3, and in principlethere is noreasonwhyIRSconvolutionand crosscorrelationcannotalso be

performedusingtheFHT.However,permutationrou-
tines that make the most efficient use of the FHT (as

developed by Borish for MLS) are not yet available
for IRS. Hence for the IRS simulations allconvolutionsi i i J i i i

512 1024 1536 204B 2560 _072 55B4

s,,p_e, and cross correlations were performed by fast Fourier
transform (FFT) in the frequency domain. Because the

Fig. 21. Output of IRS cross correlation indicating antisym- number of samples in an IRS period is not an exact
metry about L samples, power of 2, double-length FFTs must be used with zero

padding (see [25, chap. 12]). The results of IRS dis-
tortion immunity simulations for second- to seventh-

........ Eo....... ? order nonlinearity with the 1-kHz FIR filter are tabulated
in Table 1. Distortion immunity for even-order non-
linearity is extremely high and is only limited by the
accuracy of the calculations in the simulations at ap-
proximately -250 dB (lower than MLS simulation ac-

curacybecauseof the sizableincreasein the number
__ of computational operations required for the IRS sim-

ulations).Forodd-ordernonlinearitythe IRSexcitation
shows a small increase in distortion immunity over
MLS. This is not true for higher bandwidth simulations
tabulated in Table 3. Here the FIR low-pass filter now

256 512 268 1024 12B0 1536 1292

Samp,e_ has a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz and IRS odd-order
(a) distortion immunitycan be seen to be identical to MLS.

Finally we should note that, like MLS, IRS impulse
_ _._.... ,,_,_.....o......... _? ....... response error due to nonlinearity is generally spread

'°° __r evenly across the measurement period [Fig. 22(b)].
Thus an IRS impulse measurement will also show an

_0 increasein distortionimmunityaftertruncation.Apoint

__,___r -r worth noting is that the second half of the autocorrelation
6o _- output is the exact inverse of the first half, including

any artifactsdue to noise or distortion.HenceIRS_J
_o __._,__7_ error immunity is in no way affected by subtracting

2__ the secondhalfof the recoveredantisymmetricimpulse

20 responsefromthefirsthalf.

;2 _ ,o_ ,_ko ,_ _2_2 Inverse repeat sequences thus possess an impressive
s_p_ distortion immunity advantage over MLS, and given
(b) that the basic theory has been known for some time

[24],[26],[27], it is surprising that IRS techniques are

Fig. 22. (a) Normalized nonlinear impulse error enl(n). (b) not in more widespread use. Are there any disadvantagesError distribution P (n) from IRS-derived impulse response
measurement of 1-kHz FIR filter with third-order nonlinearity, suffered by IRS measurements? Obviously for an L-
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point impulse response measurement, 2L samples must dB noise immunity advantage over PIE, but suffers a
be generated, stored in memory, and then cross-cor- distortion immunity disadvantage when the test device
related. There is no difficulty in generating the inverse bandwidth is significantly lower than half the system
repeat sequence since this can be formed using a shift sampling frequency. Once optimal excitation amplitudes
register in a similar fashion to MLS. However, given have been established, the exact overall MLS error
a memory limit in a practical measurement arrangement, immunity advantage depends on the characteristics of
MLS will recover an impulse response that is twice as the system under test, but will for all cases be between
long as that available from IRS. For impulse lengths 0 dB and 10 logl0(L + 1) dB.
found in typical test devices such as loudspeakers, this An investigation into nonlinear error distribution in
does not represent a problem. Since an 1RS of period MLS-derived impulse measurements has confirmed that,
2L will have the same noise immunity as an MLS of in general, the error is evenly distributed across the
length 2L + 1, there is also no penalty to pay in terms period of the recovered impulse response. Even-order
of maximum noise immunity. There is, however, a nonlinearity tends to result in less evenly spread error
disadvantage in cross-correlation time for IRS when distributions compared to odd-order error distributions,
using an FFT-based cross-correlation algorithm. If we while as the order of nonlinearity increases, the error
assume that the execution time of an (L + 1)-point distributions become smoother and more evenly spread.

FFT is the same as an (L + 1)-point FHT, and that the Memory in the nonlinearity also tends to smooth the
IRS cross correlation comprises a forward FFT followed even-order error distributions. Further simulations have
by an inverse FFT, both of length 4(L + 1), then the shown that the amplitude distribution of the filtered
2L-point IRS cross correlation will take approximately MLS is not necessarily the major factor in determining
eight times as long to execute as an L-point MLS cross the error distribution.
correlation by FHT. In a 386 PC based system this does The even spread of error across the measurement
not present a serious problem since a 2046-point IRS period for both noise and nonlinearity has several im-
cross correlation, coded in C language, can be per- portant implications for MLS measurements. First the
formed in about 10 s. Although this is quick enough tendency toward the separation of linear and error
for on-site measurements, the cross correlation would components of the recovered impulse response can be
be faster if assembly-level routines were used or FHT used to monitor the relative error level in an MLS mea-
routines were developed for IRS. surement and adjust excitation amplitude for optimal

Finally we should note that inverse repeat sequences error immunity, a feature that is not available with
are not the only signals that possess complete immunity PIE. Second, MLS noise and distortion immunity can
to even-order nonlinearity while also displaying fa- be enhanced by truncating the recovered impulse re-
vorable first-order autocorrelation characteristics, sponse after the linear part of the impulse has decayed
Ternary sequences, that is, periodic signals with three to zero. In fact maximum overall error immunity from
levels generated from a shift register using modulo-3 a given MLS measurement system is obtained by
arithmetic [28],[29], possess both of these character- choosing the longest period available and truncating
istics and in fact show third-order distortion immunity the recovered impulse response as early as possible.
advantages over both MLS and IRS due to their superior Finally it is important to remember that the evenly
third-order autocorrelation characteristics. Nevertheless spread MLS distortion error can also corrupt certain
ternary sequences suffer from two disadvantages corn- measurements such as cumulative spectral decay plots,
pared to IRS. First, three-level ternary sequences are although care taken in setting the stimulus amplitude
more difficult to generate than binary IRS signals which should ensure that in most circumstances MLS offers

only require a simple switch circuit for digital-to-analog superior performance compared to PIE.
conversion (although this hardly represents much of The nonlinear impulse artifacts in MLS can be de-
an obstacle given the wide availability of low-cost, scribed in terms of the nonlinear kernels of the system
high-performance multibit digital-to-analog convert- under test and the higher order autocorrelation functions
ers). Second, cross-correlation routines for use with of the unfiltered MLS signal. Inverse repeat sequences
three-level ternary sequences cannot utilize the efficient can be formed by inverting every other sample of an
FHT, because the FHT will only perform cross cor- MLS, and they possess even-order autocorrelation
relations for driving sequences with binary coefficients, functions equal to zero. This feature endows IRS mea-
More research is required upon the use of ternary and surements with complete immunity to even-order non-
higher order sequences in linear transfer function mea- linearity in the test device. Furthermore, for test devices
surement, where the bandwidth is significantlylower than the

sampling frequency of the measurement system, IRS

7 CONCLUSIONS will also show some error immunity advantage over
MLS for odd-order nonlinearity. An IRS shows no dis-

A simulated comparison of PIE and MLS impulse advantages compared to the MLS other than a halving
measurement techniques has shown that, given optimal in measurable impulse length given a hardware memory
excitation amplitudes, MLS methods possess superior limit, and an increase in cross-correlation time, which
overall error immunity. For excitations of equal peak is of small consequence for typical measurement pe-
voltage and period L, MLS offers a 10 logl0(L + 1)- riods.
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Abstract: An efficient method is described for the
determination of the Volterra kernels of a discrete
nonlinear system. It makes use of the Wiener
general model for a nonlinear system to achieve a
change of basis. The orthonormal basis required
by the model is constructed from a modified
binary maximum sequence (MLS). A multilevel
test sequence is generated by time reversing the
MLS used to form the model and suitably
summing delayed forms of the sequence. This
allows a sparse matrix solution of the Wiener
model coefficients to be performed. The Volterra
kernels are then obtained from the Wiener model
by a change of basis. 

1 Introduction 

The Volterra series [1] has been used to model nonlin-
ear systems such as electrodynamic loudspeakers [2]
and the human auditory system [3]. It expands the
impulse response model of a linear system by represent-
ing nonlinearity as a set of higher-order impulse
responses termed kernels. In its discrete form the Volt-
erra series of a causal system may be expressed as [4] 

where u and y are the input and output, respectively,
and hr is the rth-order kernel. It has been shown that a
wide class of nonlinear systems may be represented as
such a Volterra filter of finite order N and memory M
for a finite range of excitation [4]. 

Existing methods for the identification of Volterra
kernels have proved computationally burdensome.
Many use the crosscorrelation of gaussian random var-
iables [5] requiring long sequence lengths as the result
converges for an infinite sequence. Binary maximum
length sequences (MLS) have been used as excitation
[3] but, as they do not fully excite even a simple nonlin-
ear system, cannot fully identify a Volterra filter [6].
Nowak and Van Veen use a multilevel MLS to fully
excite a Volterra filter however, the method requires
very long test sequences owing to the extended filter
approach [6]. 

© IEE, 1996
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This paper describes a method that efficiently deter-
mines the kernels of a nonlinear system that can be
represented as a Volterra filter. It makes use of the
general Wiener model of a nonlinear system as shown
in Fig. 1 [7]. This decomposes the nonlinearity into a
parallel set of linear filters which comprise all of the
time-varying part of the model, termed the memory of
the system. The nonlinear part of the model comprises
every possible rth order product of the filter outputs
for each order r. The outputs are then multiplied by a
coefficient and summed to give the overall model. The
impulse responses of the linear filters form an orthon-
ormal set for which Wiener used Laguerre functions to
aid identification when gaussian distributed noise is
used to excite the system. The model topology and
filter impulse responses are predefined so that only the
coefficient values need be determined to model a sys-
tem. 

This paper demonstrates that the discrete Volterra
filter can be represented as a Wiener model using a
finite set of discrete functions. It then shows how these
functions can be made from a single binary MLS. The
MLS that forms the linear section of the model is used
to generate a multilevel sequence that allows the
coefficients of the Wiener model to be efficiently
determined. The kernels of the Volterra model can then
be obtained by a change of basis. 

2 Expression of Volterra series using 
orthonormal basis 

Define a column vector hr 

Fig.1 General Wiener model of nonlinear system 

algorithm 
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and a row vector 
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All the 
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th-order products of the input from 
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 + 1) may be expressed as the 
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th-order Kronecker

 

product (denoted as the superscript 
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r

 

]

 

) of 

 

u

 

n

 

 with itself 

 

where 

 

⊗

 

 is the Kronecker product between two
matrices, a review of which is given in [8, 9]. Then eqn.
1 can be represented in vector notation as 

Define a matrix 

 

M

 

 of dimension 

 

M

 

 

 

×

 

 

 

M

 

 with columns
that form an orthonormal basis which spans the space

 

R

 

M

 

. Consider the product of two matrices 

 

A
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r
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 and 

 

B

 

[

 

r

 

]

 

,
by the mixed product rule [8] 

Repeated application of eqn. 3 obtains the following: 

As 

 

M

 

 is orthonormal 

 

MM

 

T

 

 = 

 

I

 

M

 

 where 

 

I

 

M

 

 is the
M × M identity matrix. Then applying eqn. 4 gives 

Thus the rth-order Kronecker product of M forms an
orthonormal basis spanning the space RM . This allows
the rth-order Volterra kernel hr which is of dimension
Mr to be represented as gr, a column vector of the same
dimension, by 

where 1/α is a constant that is defined later. 
Using the symmetry of the kernels of a Volterra

series [10] it is possible to reduce the size of the vectors
for r > 1. If each row of hr is labelled by an ordered set
<i1, i2, ..., ir> representing the point hr(i1, ..., ir) the
rows that contain the same elements in the set
irrespective of order are all points of symmetry in hr.
Thus there are only l unique rows in hr given by the
binomial [11] 

Define a matrix Qr which sums the symmetrical points
in hr removing any duplicate rows such that we are left
with rows <i1, i2, ..., ir> with the condition i1 ≤ i2 ≤ ... ≤
ir. Qr is a {1, 0} matrix, that is it only contains 1 or 0
as its elements. This is demonstrated for a simple case
shown below: 

The formation of un
[r] by the Kronecker product

introduces the same symmetries that allowed the
removal of the rows in hr. Thus the corresponding
columns of un

[r] can be removed by the matrix we
define as Pr again a {1, 0} matrix. This operation does

r
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not need to add the symmetrical columns just remove
them. The following example illustrates the operation: 

Finally we incorporate the change of basis and the
reduction due to symmetry to give an alternative form
of the Volterra filter that was defined by eqn. 2 as 

This is in fact equivalent to the Wiener general model
described by Schetzen [7] and shown in Fig. 1. The
columns of matrix M are equivalent to the set of
parallel filters in the model which are convolved with
the input. The Kronecker product of the resulting
matrix is equivalent to all the possible rth-order
products, each of which is multiplied by a weight given
as elements of gr. The result is then summed to give the
scaler output at sample n. 

Define a partitioned matrix A 

and a partitioned column vector g 

From eqn. 6 the dimension of g is given by the
function f(M, N) defined as 

Then the output vector representing the output from
sample 0 to L – 1 

is given by 

If L = f(M, N) then A is square, and assuming it is
nonsingular, the LMS solution of eqn. 10 giving the
required coefficients is 
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The inversion of A poses a problem as it can be of very
large dimension for a Volterra filter of any but trivial
systems. The input vectors un and the basis M are
defined such that A is sparse and also nonsingular thus,
allowing the coefficients to be determined efficiently. 

3 Forming an orthonormal basis from an MLS 

Binary maximum length sequences are a class of pseu-
dorandom sequences that have an autocorrelation
function that approaches a delta function and can be
simply generated using a recursive shift register [12].
These properties have been widely used for the meas-
urement of linear systems using MLS excitation [13].
Unfortunately the higher-order autocorrelation func-
tion is not as precise so preventing the identification of
nonlinear systems using crosscorrelation methods with
MLS excitation [14]. 

We make use of the first-order autocorrelation
function of a binary MLS to construct an orthonormal
basis for use with the Wiener model discussed
previously. Let w0(n) be a binary MLS which repeats
every M samples where M = 2q – 1 for q a positive
integer. Then let wi(n) be w0(n) shifted by i places, wi(n)
= w0(n – i). The crosscorrelation between any two of
the functions wi(n) and wj(n) is [12] 

An orthonormal set of functions is needed for which
there is a requirement that R(wi, wj) = 0 for i ≠ j. For
linear measurements this problem of true orthonormal-
ity is usually ignored as for large M the result is only a
small DC offset in an impulse response measurement.
In fact Vanderkooy [15] states that, for linear measure-
ments, not correcting the DC offset is an advantage for
systems which possess some even-order nonlinear
errors. However, the nonlinear performance is taken
into account and strict orthonormality is required for
the construction of a basis so the DC offset is corrected
using the procedure discussed subsequently. 

Introducing a scale factor a and a constant c obtains
the function mi(n) = a(wi(n) + c) with the
corresponding crosscorrelation function 

If the most frequent symbol of the MLS is cast to +1
and the least to –1 then  wi(n) = 1. For the
functions to be orthonormal requires b = 1 and d = 0
giving the following simultaneous equations: 

Solving gives 

Σn=0
M–1
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We choose the positive solution of c as it produces the
smallest offset but there is no reason against using the
negative solution, essentially the choice being arbitrary. 

There are M possible functions mi(n) which form an
orthonormal set, each is used as the ith column of the
matrix M so constructing the orthonormal basis
required by the Wiener model. Introducing an MLS
restricts the memory of the model to the length of an
MLS given by M = 2q – 1 for q a positive integer. 

4 Solution of Volterra filter coefficients 

To solve for the coefficients in the model given by
eqn. 11 the matrix A needs to be as sparse as possible.
To demonstrate how this is achieved consider a model
using an MLS of length seven samples. This has a lin-
ear section made up of the seven possible orthonormal
functions mi(n), i = 0... 6 which make up the columns
of the matrix M. Fig. 2 shows the result of applying an
input sequence which is a time reversed form of m0(n). 

The outputs of the linear section of the example are a
set of delta functions. Thus, the output of the overall
model at one sampling instant is dependent on only a
limited set of the coefficients. By applying the correct
combination of the reversed functions mi(n) summed
appropriately it is possible to determine all of the
coefficients. Furthermore, we show that the derived set
of excitations form a minimal set which allows the L
unique Volterra filter coefficients to be determined with
only L observations. 

4.1 Input sequence definition to make matrix 
A sparse 
To refer to the rows (or columns) of the partitioned
matrices we define an unordered set I = {i1, ..., in} = {i:
0 ≤ i < M}. An n-element set is required for each row
of the nth partition with all possible n sets in the nth
partition. If the elements of each set are arranged such
that i1 ≤ i2 ≤ ... in the sets increase in natural order with
the first row in each partition labelled by the all zero
set. A row in the nth partition of a matrix B is then
defined as b{i1, ..., in}. The relationship I ⊂  J denotes I
a proper subset of J whereas I ⊆  J denotes I a subset of
J. 

Define a matrix X that is partitioned into N parts
and forms the excitation matrix which consists of L
rows, with L = f(M, N). 

Fig.2 Example of Wiener model using MLS to form linear filters 
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where mj is the jth column of the matrix M. Each row
is the sum of various combinations of the sequences
mj(n), all such sums up to the Nth order are included in
X. The constant α allows the input sequence to have an
arbitrary amplitude as is required with measuring
practical systems. Manipulating X into the required
Toeplitz form is discussed later. 

The rows of X form the vectors ui in the matrix A
defined in eqn. 8. If the ith row of A is defined by the
set I = {i1, i2, ..., is} and the jth column by the set J =
{j1, j2, ..., jr} using our defined notation, the element aij
of A is given by 

From the definition of X and by applying the mixed
product rule [8] 

where δ(n) is the Kronecker delta. Thus aij = 0 unless 

By including the scale factor α in eqn. 5 A has been
made independent of the input amplitude. As an
example, Fig. 3 shows the matrix A for N = 3 and
M = 3. 

4.2 Efficient method of inverting matrix A 
As we have an excitation matrix with L rows with L =
f(M, N) the LMS solution of eqn. 11 is met however,
the matrix A cannot be easily inverted using existing
routines. Thus the solution of eqn. 11 is achieved by
utilising the sparseness of A, breaking up the problem
into smaller stages which are carried out in many
blocks by back substituting the solution of earlier
stages. The solution is carried out in N stages, each
stage p will be broken up into many blocks n. The rows
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of the example matrix shown in Fig. 3 are labelled with
the appropriate solution stage and block. 

We now give the solution for the general case of
stage p and block n. The rows and columns of A are
tagged by sets I and J as defined previously. Consider a
set: Kpn = {k1, ..., kp} = {k: 0 ≤ k < M, no repetition of
elements}. As there are 

possible combinations [11], 

Select a set of rows Rpn of the matrix A for which Rpn
= {I : I = Kpn}. Define a vector ypn which contains the
rows of y that correspond to these selected rows. The
number of rows is given by 

using the function defined by eqn. 9. 
The rows of g are each labelled by a set J as they

commute with the columns of A. Define a vector
g(new)pn consisting of the rows of g given by the set of
rows newpn = {J:J = Kpn}. As newpn = Rpn the dimen-
sion of g(new)pn is 1 + f(p, N – p). Similarly define g(old)pn
from the set of rows oldpn = {J:J ⊂  Kpn}, of dimension
f(p, N) – (1 + f(p, N – p)) which is zero for p = 1. 

From eqn. 15 the selected rows in A are nonzero only
in the columns for which J ⊆  I. As I = Kpn then the
nonzero condition for the selected rows is J ⊆  Kpn
giving a set of nonzero columns: Cpn = {J:J ⊆  Kpn}. As
Cpn = oldpn + newpn all the nonzero elements in the
selected rows commute with either g(new)pn or g(old)pn.
Hence, define two submatrices of A using the nonzero
elements of the selected rows giving A(old)p which
commutes with g(old)pn and A(new)p that commutes with
g(new)pn. The elements of A(old)p and A(new)p are given by
the relationship eqn. 15 which depends on the
intersection of set elements and not their actual value.
Thus, the values of the elements depend only on the
stage p and the maximum order N, dividing the matrix
A into N pairs of identical submatrices. 

Fig.3 Example of matrix A for N = 3 and M = 3 
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Now a relationship between these defined subblocks
can be given by 

for example from Fig. 3 for p = 2 and n = 1 

For the general case eqn. 16 can be expressed as 

For p > 1 the elements of g(old)pn contain only elements
from the vectors 

Thus if the operation given in eqn. 17 is carried out in
the order p = 1 ... N, for all the possible values of n for
each p, the solution of g will be formed. The total
operation count for the process is of the order 

not including any necessary book keeping. 
The set of matrices A(old)P and  can be

calculated if the order N is known as they are
independent of any other model parameter. The size
and condition of A(new)p, which is always square, makes
it possible obtain the inverse using existing routines.
Table 1 gives the condition number for each matrix for
up to a sixth-order solution. As the solution for each
stage is the result of a back substitution from earlier
stages the condition number of the whole process will
be the product of the condition numbers of each of the
submatrices. 

4.3 Improving the condition of the problem 
The solution discussed previously suffers from poor
conditioning for higher-order systems. This is in
common with many solutions of a Volterra-type
problem particularly with higher-order models [6, 16].
The conditioning of the problem is determined only by
the condition number of the matrix A. The elements of
A are fixed by eqn. 14 from the excitation matrix X.
Hence, a method is introduced whereby the elements in
A can be altered by adjusting the relative levels of the
test sequence while the maximum amplitude is
maintained at the same level as previously defined. The
levels were set arbitrarily in Section 4.1 as equally

Table 1: Condition of matrices A(new)p

Order N Condition of matrices A(new)1 … A(new)N

1 1

2 10.9 1

3 141 23.4 1

4 2500 428 40.0 1

5 5.70 × 104 8700 988 60.5 1

6 1.59 × 106 2.13 × 105 2.33 × 104 1950 85.0 1

A(new)p
–1
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spaced points through the transfer function by adding
delayed combinations of an MLS. The ideal excitation
levels are not easily determined using an analytic
approach so an alternative method is used using a
numerical search algorithm. 

Thus we redefine the constant used in the matrix X
to be αβs where s is the partition in X. The constant α
still defines the global level of the test sequence while βs
changes the relative levels to improve the condition of
A(new)p. The peak amplitude of each row of X is given
by 

where a and c are the MLS multiplier and offset as
defined by eqn. 13. One of the constants βN is set to a
fixed value of 1 giving the peak value of the whole
input sequence to be 

The change of basis has a new constant introduced so
that eqn. 5 becomes 

Now the element aij in the matrix A is given by eqn. 14
together with the new constants as 

The choice of such a scheme for the constants is to
ensure the matrices A(new)p and A(old)p depend only on
the order of the system and the newly introduced
constants, allowing them to be calculated in advance of
a measurement. A simulated annealing algorithm was
applied [17] to give the minimised condition numbers
shown in Table 2. 

4.4 Change of basis 
Unlike the Volterra kernel representation, the vector g
of the Wiener model coefficients does not have any
directly interpretable results. Thus, the Volterra kernels
are obtained from the relationship given in eqn. 19.
The size of this matrix operation can be greatly
reduced from the order of M2r to rMr+1 operations by

Table 2: Condition number of matrices A(new)p with scale
factors introduced

Order N γ1 … γN β1,…, βN–1 Condition 1..N

2 60.321
5.4919

–2 1
1

3 0.50241
0.25346

– 0.41108

1.6457
–1.2503

7.56
3.38
1

4 10.0
– 1.9010
– 1.0610
– 0.79136

–3.9282
–1.3086

0.94716

10.1
77.4
30.6

1

5 7.7882
3.6020

– 1.4055
1.2564

– 0.91231

–4.2521
0.70215

–0.79262
1.0357

286
319
130

48.1
1

6 – 7.3791
– 3.5979
– 1.5454
– 1.0602

0.84527
– 0.63963

–0.28323
2.8747

–1.9999
1.1499
0.66033

3120
3120
2690

992
220

1
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making use of the algorithm devised by Nowak and
Van Veen [6]. This decomposes the matrix operation
M[r]gr into repeated operations of the type Md where d
is a vector containing elements from gr. It uses the
Kronecker product theorem T2.13 shown by Brewer [8]
applied recursively. 

The operation count of this process can be further
reduced by making use of the formation of M from a
binary MLS. This allows the process Md to be
performed using the fast Hadamard transform in the
order of 2.5Mlog2M operations [18, 19]. This gives the
operation count for the change of basis for N kernels
as the order of ΣN

r =1 2.5rMrlog2M operations not
including some additional book keeping. 

5 Generation of test sequence 

The input matrix must be of the Toeplitz form to
represent a test sequence applied to the model. Define a
matrix U that can be permuted by S to give the earlier
defined excitation matrix X by the relationship X =
SU. The matrix U must be of the form 

the first column of which forms the input sequence.
The rows of X can be organised into blocks of M rows
that are of the Toeplitz form, generally given by 

with the indices calculated modulus M. The first line of
the block, the start set, defines the whole block which
can only be M rows long as mi+M = mi. 

The matrix U can thus be generated by including all
the possible blocks and inserting M – 1 rows between
them to make the transition between blocks of the
Toeplitz form. These additional rows effectively fill up
the memory of the system as shown below for the
transition between a block starting with the sequence [a
b c] and one starting with [x y z] 

Due to the circularity of the blocks two different start
sets may include the same rows of X. To generate U all
the possible start sets are searched through, omitting
any that will cause repetition, until all the rows from X
have been included in the blocks. As 0 will always be
an element of one of the sets in a block it is only
necessary to search through the possible sets {0, i2, i3...
is} for which i2 ≤ i3 ≤... ≤ is. The permutation S is
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constructed at the same time so that it is possible to
check that a start set has not been included in an
earlier block. 

It is possible that some blocks may repeat in less
than M rows giving a few repeated rows in the input
matrix. This occurrence has been predicted for up to
N = 6 and M = 4095 and has been found to be very
small compared to the length of the test sequence. The
exact length of the test sequence will depend on the
number of blocks that repeat in less than M rows; for
no occurrences it is 2L – L/M samples. For the
predicted occurrences the length never exceeds 2L so
giving a good estimate of the test sequence length. 

5.1 Practical implementation and algorithm 
summary 
The system to be modelled is assumed to have known
memory of less than M and maximum nonlinearity
order N. The value of M is restricted to M = 2q – 1 for
q a positive integer. This gives L coefficients to solve
where L = f(M, N) as defined by eqn. 9. In advance of
measuring such a system, matrices  and A(old)p
for p = 1 ... N are generated and stored. The largest
matrix to invert for up to a sixth-order system is of
dimension 20 × 20 and is nonsingular. A binary MLS
of length M is generated using the appropriate shift
register [12]. The test sequence of the desired peak level
is generated from this MLS giving the required
multilevel sequence which is approximately 2L samples
long. At the same time the permutation matrix S is
generated and stored in the form of a vector which is
of the same length as the test sequence. The
measurement process may then be carried out: 
(i) The test sequence is applied to the system and the
observation vector y is permuted by the permutation S,
reducing it in size to L samples. 
(ii) The elements in g for which sets tagging the rows
contain only one value are solved using the same rows
in y by the relationship g(new)1n = y1n, stage 1 in
the solution. 
(iii) The elements in g for which sets tagging the rows
contain two different values are solved using the same
rows in y and the elements solved in stage 1. 
(iv) The previous process is carried out for rows with
three to N different values stage by stage using
elements solved in the previous stages until all of g has
been solved. 
The Volterra kernels are obtained from the Wiener
model coefficients by a change of basis eqn. 19. This
requires the vector Qrgr which has been measured to be
expanded to the symmetrical form gr which will be
much larger. This gives us the largest vector that has to
be operated on as gN of dimension MN. The
implemented method uses a minimal set of excitations
and makes use of a sparse matrix method to achieve an
efficient solution. However, applying any Volterra filter
identification scheme to actual system modelling results
in a very large number of coefficients that have to be
determined with a corresponding large number of test
sequence samples and number of operations to achieve
the result. 

A solution to the coefficient size problem has been
developed by Reed and Hawksford [20]. The reduction
technique makes use of properties of the device under
test, determined before the modelling procedure, to
limit the search space for a Volterra test algorithm. The

A(new)p
–1

A(new)1
–1
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technique described [20] is independent of the Volterra
modelling algorithm used so that it may be
implemented using the method described in this paper
to give practical system measurements. 

6 Example results 

The nonlinear system shown in Fig. 4 was simulated by
a computer using multipliers and FIR filters. The total
memory of the system is 33 samples and the maximum
order of nonlinearity 3. The model to be used has
M = 63 and N = 3 giving 45759 coefficients to be
solved and a test sequence of 90875 samples. It takes of
the order 106 operations to obtain the coefficients from
the measurement and a further order 107 to transform
the coefficients into the Volterra kernel values.    

Fig.4 Simulated device under test 

Fig.5 First-order Volterra kernel of example system

Fig.6 Second-order Volterra kernel of example system

Fig.7 Section through third-order Volterra kernel with third axis fixed 
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The first two kernels of the system are shown in Figs.
5 and 6. The third-order kernel cannot be easily
represented so a section through it is shown in Fig. 7
with the third time axis kept fixed to display the
highest points in the kernel. 

The results given are for an ideal system without
noise. To simulate more realistic process conditions the
modelling procedure was repeated with noise added to
the output of the system. The noise was simulated with
a bandlimited, sampled, gaussian random variable. The
modelling parameters were the same as the first
example with a peak test signal amplitude of 1.0. The
units of all the signal powers and results are arbitrary
but all are relative to the test signal amplitude of 1.0.
Table 3 gives the levels of all of the components of the
output of the system and the ratio of noise to signal
components.  

The results for the system with added noise were
subtracted from the first set of results to give the errors
which are recorded in Table 4. As the kernel spaces
have information which is quite localised it is most
useful to use the ratio of the peak error and the peak in
the kernel, given in the Table, as a comparative
measure. It can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that the
order of the ratios of peak errors corresponds to the
ratio of the noise to signal components. This result
shows that the solution process does not decrease the
sensitivity of the measurement to noise for the example
given. The conditioning of the problem would suggest
that the error in the results due to noise should be
increased. For example, Table 2 shows there could be
an increase in error from noise for the first kernel
result of up to a factor of 7.56, while the actual result
shows a decrease in sensitivity of error owing to noise.
This is not unusual as the condition number is known
to give the upper limit for the sensitivity of a problem
to noise and can often be pessimistic [21]. 

7 Conclusions 

We have shown that the discrete Volterra filter is
equivalent to a Wiener model that uses a parallel set of
discrete linear filters to represent the memory of the
system. The impulse responses of these filters are a set
of functions that form an orthonormal basis so

Table 3: Levels of components of output from simulated
system with added noise (arbitrary units) 

Component RMS level Peak level
RMS noise/
RMS comp.

Peak noise/
Peak comp.

Linear 0.49 1.7 0.0010 0.0015

2nd order 0.017 0.144 0.0029 0.018

3rd order 0.00062 0.013 0.81 0.20

Noise 0.00050 0.0026

Table 4: Error in kernel measurements when bandlimited
gaussian distributed noise is added with levels given in
Table 3 (arbitrary units)

Kernel
Peak in 
Kernel

RMS error Peak error
Peak error/
Kernel 
peak

1 0.59 1.7 × 10–4 3.9 × 10–4 0.00066

2 0.012 1.9 × 10–5 3.7 × 10–5 0.0031

3 0.00016 7.4 × 10–6 4.2 × 10–5 0.26
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allowing the Volterra kernels to be transformed directly
to the coefficients of the Wiener model. 

A maximum length sequence was used to construct
the set of orthonomal functions by suitably scaling and
adding a constant to the sequence. When the same
functions are applied in a time reversed form to the
Wiener model they form a set of delta functions at the
output of the linear sections. By using a test sequence
made up of combinations of these functions summed
together it is possible to stimulate the coefficients of the
Wiener model in such a way as to solve them
efficiently. It has been shown that this can be
implemented as a sparse matrix operation. The sparse
matrix is broken down into many identical sets of small
matrices that can be inverted by a standard matrix
inversion package. The coefficients of the Wiener
model are then obtained in stages by back substituting
solutions from earlier stages until every coefficient is
determined. 

The coefficients of the Wiener model can be used
directly to model the system however, unlike the
Volterra kernels, they have no readily interpretable
physical significance. The Volterra kernels are obtained
from the Wiener model coefficients by a change of
basis that uses existing algorithms to improve the
efficiency of the operation. 

A simulated nonlinear system has been given to
demonstrate the method. The example shows that the
process to change basis between the Wiener model
coefficients and the Volterra kernels dominates over
the determination of the coefficients both in terms of
operation count and storage requirements. 

The measurement method has only been discussed
for strictly discrete systems. It is expected that the
conditioning of the LMS solution will limit the
accuracy of practical measurements. This problem has
been reduced by applying a minimisation scheme that
adjusts the relative amplitudes of the test sequence to
give the optimal conditioning for the solution. 
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Ef®cient implementation of the Volterra ®lter

M.J.Reed and M.O.J.Hawksford

Abstract: An ef®cient implementation of the Volterra ®lter is presented which uses a frequency
domain representation to reduce the number of computations. The multidimensional convolution
of the Volterra ®lter is transformed to the frequency domain giving a transformed input matrix
which is sparse and obtained directly from a one-dimensional Fourier transform. In addition to the
sparse nature of the transformed input matrix, symmetries in both the Volterra ®lter and the
frequency domain representation are exploited to increase the ef®ciency of the algorithm. The
computational saving is demonstrated by comparing it with the direct implementation of the time
domain representation and another technique which uses a frequency domain representation but
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does not utilise symmetry.
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1 Introduction

The Volterra series represents a nonlinear system as a set o
multidimensional convolutions [1] and is used to model
range of nonlinear systems such as the auditory system [2
mechanical systems [3, 4] and electromechanical loudspea
kers [5]. Possible applications of such a Volterra serie
model include system prediction due to arbitrary excitatio
and nonlinear correction [1]. For either of the mentione
applications it is required to implement the Volterra mode
of the nonlinear system and this is performed using a signa
processing algorithm termed a Volterra ®lter. However, th
Volterra ®lter requires the implementation of computation
ally intensive multidimensional convolutions that make
unsuitable for applications requiring real-time perfor
mance. This paper describes a new technique for th
implementation of the Volterra ®lter that improves imple
mentation ef®ciency compared with existing techniques
One target application for this work is towards real-tim
implementation of nonlinear correction for loudspeake
transducers [6]. However, the technique can be generall
applied to improve the ef®ciency of any Volterra ®lte
implementation.

Sandberg has shown that a good approximation to
wide range of nonlinear systems is given by a Volterra ®lte
which is a doubly ®nite and discrete implementation of th
Volterra series that is expressed as [7]

y�n� �
XN

r�1

XMÿ1

i1�0

. . .
XMÿ1

ir�0

hr�i1; i2; . . . ; ir�

u�nÿ i1�u�nÿ i2� . . . u�nÿ ir� �1

where u is an arbitrary input signal to the model, y th
output, hr is the rth Volterra kernel, N the maximum orde
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of nonlinearity and M is the memory of the ®lter. The only
general condition placed upon the input signal u is that the
model is usually only valid over a ®nite input amplitude
[7], for example in many systems the model is only valid at
amplitudes below the occurrence of clipping.

The implementation of eqn. 1 in the direct form for
models of real systems is computationally burdensome as
the number of points in the kernel spaces is usually large
[8]. It is possible to improve the ef®ciency of the Volterra
®lter by approximating part of the kernel spaces using a
mirror ®lter [9] constructed from linear ®lters combined
with multipliers. However, then the model is only valid for
a limited set of signals that excite the kernel spaces for
which the approximation is valid. Consequently, for accu-
rate system prediction or correction with unconstrained
input signals the whole kernel space rather than partial
approximations to it are required [6]. This paper presents
an ef®cient frequency domain implementation of the
Volterra ®lter incorporating the whole kernel space.
Frequency domain techniques already exist [10, 11] but,
unlike the method presented, they do not make use of
symmetries in the ®lter to improve ef®ciency and do not
extend the result to a general order of nonlinearity.

2 Expressing the Volterra ®lter in vector
notation

De®ne a column vector hr which represents all permuta-
tions of points in the kernel hr from eqn. 1

hr �

hr�0; 0; . . . ; 0�
hr�0; 0; . . . 1�

..

.

hr�M ÿ 1;M ÿ 1; . . . ;M ÿ 2�
hr�M ÿ 1;M ÿ 1; . . . ;M ÿ 1�

26666664

37777775 �2�

The format of eqn. 2 represents the multidimensional
points of a Volterra kernel (a multidimensional impulse
response function) as a single vector by representing the

109
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points of the kernel in natural order. For example, a
second-order kernel

h2�0; 0� h2�0; 1� h2�0; 2�
h2�1; 0� h2�1; 1� h2�1; 2�
h2�2; 0� h2�2; 1� h2�2; 2�

264
375

is represented as

h2 � �h2�0; 0�; h2�0; 1�; h2�0; 2�; h2�1; 0�;
h2�1; 1�; h2�1; 2�; h2�2; 0�; h2�2; 1�; h2�2; 2��T

De®ne a row vector un representing the input u

un � �u�n�; u�nÿ 1�; u�nÿ 2�; . . . ; u�nÿM � 1��
All the rth-order products of the input from u(n) to
u(n7M� 1) may be expressed as the rth-order Kronecker
product (denoted as the superscript �r�) of un with itself

un 
 un 
 . . .
 un|���������������{z���������������}
r times

� u�r�n

where 
 is the Kronecker product between two vectors or
matrices which is de®ned as [12, 13]

A
 B �

a0;0B a0;1B � � � a0;nÿ1B

a1;0B . .
.

..

. ..
.

amÿ1;0B amÿ1;1B � � � anÿ1;mÿ1B

266664
377775

where A is of dimension m� n and ai;j is an element
from A.

Thus, eqn. 1 can be represented in vector notation as

y�n� �
XN

r�1

u�r�n hr �3�

De®ne a vector y� [y(n), y(n7 1), y(n7 2), . . . ,
y(n7 (M7 1))]T and a corresponding partitioned input
matrix Ufrg

U frg �

u
�r�
n

ÿÿ
u
�r�
nÿ1

ÿÿ
..
.

ÿÿ
u
�r�
nÿ�Mÿ1�

26666666664

37777777775
where the symbol frg signi®es performing the rth-order
Kronecker product of each row of U with itself. The
resulting matrix Ufrg is of dimension M�Mr. The output
of a Volterra ®lter over M samples can now be given by

y �
XN

r�1

U frghr �4�

Thus, for a block of M samples, each order r of the direct
form of the Volterra ®lter requires rM r�1 multiplications.

3 Implementation of the Volterra ®lter using
Fourier transform relationships

We will now show how Fourier transform relationships
often applied to linear convolution can be extended to the
multidimensional convolution of the Volterra ®lter giving
rise to a sparse matrix operation.

110
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De®ne a circulant input signal matrix C of the form

C �

u�n� u�nÿ �M ÿ 1��
u�nÿ 1� u�n�

..

.

u�nÿ �M ÿ 1�� u�nÿ �M ÿ 2��

2666664
u�nÿ �M ÿ 2�� . . . u�nÿ 1�
u�nÿ �M ÿ 1�� . . . u�nÿ 2�

..

.

u�nÿ �M ÿ 3�� . . . u�n�

3777775
®ne the Fourier transform as the matrix F of dimension
�M with the element fik of the ith row and kth column
ven by

fik �
1�����
M
p oik

M i; k � 0; 1; . . . ;M ÿ 1

ere oM � e72pj=M . De®ne the inverse Fourier transform
FH, the conjugate transpose of F. To make use of the

thonormality of the M�M transform FH F� I with the
ger dimensional Volterra ®lter we make use of the
rollary from the following theorem. Note that while
e authors do not claim that the following theorem and
rollary are novel, they are not aware of related published
rk.

eorem 1: A�r�B�r� � (AB)�r�

oof:

A�r�B�r� � A�rÿ1� 
 A
ÿ �

B�rÿ1� 
 B
ÿ � �5�

application of the mixed product rule [12]

A�s� 
 A
ÿ �

B�s� 
 B
ÿ � � A�s�B�s�

ÿ �
 �AB� �6�
repeated application of eqn. 6 on the right side of eqn. 5

d eqn. 5 on the ®rst term on the right side of eqn. 6 for
r7 1, . . . , 2 the following is obtained

A�r�B�r� � �AB� 
 . . .
 �AB�

� �AB��r�

om theorem 1 the following corollary is obtained:

rollary 1: If A is orthonormal then A�r� is also ortho-
rmal.

Corollary 1 follows from theorem 1 as if A is orthonor-
al AAH � IM where IM is the M�M identity matrix and

applying theorem 1

A�r��AH ��r� � �AAH ��r�

� I
�r�
M

� IMr

I
�r�
M is the Mr�Mr identity matrix then A�r� is ortho-

rmal.
As the de®ned Fourier transform relationship is ortho-
rmal then, from corollary 1, eqn. 4 can be expressed as

y �
XN

r�1

FH FCfrg�FH ��r�F�r�hr �7�

ere the input matrix U is replaced by the circulant
atrix C.
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To refer to the elements in the matrices or vectors which
arise from the Kronecker product we de®ne the following
notation. The ith row in a matrix B is de®ned as the row
vector bi�, the kth column as a column vector b�k and the
ith element in the kth column as bik.

If the row vector a� b
b, where b is of dimension M
then de®ne the vector a to be partitioned as

a � �b0b0; b0b1; . . . ; b0bMÿ11
1
b1b0; b1b1; . . . ; b1bMÿ11

1
. . .�

so that the k2th element in the k1th partition is given by
bk1

bk2
. If a� b
b
 . . . 
b� b�r� then the vector a is

recursively partitioned r times with each partition being
partitioned M times. Now the kth element in a is labelled
by de®ning the ordered set K�hk1 . . . kri� hk : 0� k<Mi
such that an element in a is given as

aK � ahk1...kri � bk1
bk2

. . . bkr
�8�

This notation is very useful for the Volterra ®lter as for
example the point in the rth Volterra kernel hr(k1 . . . kr) is
given by the element hK in the vector hr de®ned in eqn. 2

De®ne the Fourier transform of the input signal as the
column vector Y

Y � Fc�0 �
y0

..

.

yMÿ1

264
375 �9�

Consider the operation FCfrg (FH )�r� given in eqn. 7. Let

Ar � FCfrg�FH ��r� �10�
and

B � Cfrg�FH ��r� �11�
The ®rst row of B is given by

b0� � c
�r�
0��FH ��r� �12�

and by applying theorem 1

b0� � �c0�F
H ��r� �13�

As cT
0� is the time reversed form of the input signal c�0

which we de®ne as always real, then by the Fourier trans
form theorem for reversed time signals [14]

Y � Fc�0 � �c0�F
H �T �14�

and together with eqn. 13 the following is obtained

b0� � �YT ��r� �15�
The Fourier transform theorem for time shifted signals
states that for a signal x(n) with a Fourier transform X (ejw)
[14]

x�nÿ i�$F ejwiX �ejw� �16�
Thus, as the ith row of C is a time shifted version of c0� by
places forward, eqn. 16 applied to eqn. 14 gives

ci�F
H � �y0w0i

M ; y1w1i
M ; y2w2i

M ; . . . ; yMÿ1w
�Mÿ1�i
M � �17�

where wÅ is the conjugate of w. Substituting eqn. 17 into
eqn. 13 gives

bi� � �y0w0i
M ; y1w1i

M ; y2w2i
M ; . . . ; yMÿ1w

�Mÿ1�i
M ��r� �18�
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Hence, applying the notation of eqn. 8 to eqn. 18 an
element biK of B is given by

biK � yk1
w

k1i
M � yk2

w
k2i
M � . . .� ykr

w
kri
M �19�

� yk1
� yk2

� . . .� ykr
w

ksumi
M �20�

where ksum� (k1� k2� . . . � kr)M using modulus M addi-
tion. Thus, the Kth column of B is given by

b�K � yk1
� . . .� ykr

w
ksum0
M

w
ksum1
M

..

.

w
ksum�Mÿ1�
M

26666664

37777775
�

�����
M
p

yk1
� . . .� ykr

f H
�ksum

�21�
where f H

�ksum
is a column from FH. From the de®nitions

given in eqns. 10 and 11

Ar � FB �22�
so that using the set notation for the column number the
element aiK in Ar is given by

aiK � fi�b�K �23�
Substituting eqn. 21 into the above gives

aiK �
�����
M
p

yk1
� . . .� ykr

fi� f H
�ksum

�24�
As F is orthonormal

fi� f H
�j �

1 if i � j

0 if i 6� j

(
where f H

�j is the jth column of FH. Therefore the elements
of the matrix Ar are given by

aiK �
�����
M
p

yk1
� yk2

� . . .� ykr
if ksum � i

0 if ksum 6� i

(
�25�

The equation for the Volterra ®lter is now expressed as

y �
XN

r�0

FH ArF
�r�hr �26�

where F�r�hr is the r-dimensional Fourier transform of hr.
The matrix Ar is of dimension M�Mr and is partitioned,
by columns, into Mr71 parts. From eqn. 25 the matrix Ar is
sparse as each column is non-zero in only one element.
Additionally, note that each element in Ar is formed from
r7 1 multiplications from points in the one-dimensional
Fourier transform of the input signal. Thus, for each order r
in the implementation of eqn. 26 there are two one-
dimensional Fourier transforms of order M required and
rMr complex multiplications. This can be compared to
rMr�1 multiplications required for the direct form of the
Volterra series given in eqn. 4 so that, assuming the Fourier
transforms require comparably little computation, the
implementation of eqn. 26 will require less computation
than the direct form of eqn. 4.

4 Reduction due to symmetries

There are two symmetries in eqn. 26 which can be used to
reduce the complexity of the implementation as illustrated
in Fig. 1 for an example of the matrix A2 for M� 4. To
simplify the diagram the product

p
4 yiyk is replaced by the

corresponding subscript numbers. The ®rst symmetry used
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is that of each Volterra kernel which can always be
represented as a symmetrical space [15]. This symmetry
can be expressed using the set notation for a point in the
Volterra kernel vector hr or a corresponding row in A
represented by the set K�hk1, . . . , kri. Any points in hr or
columns in A which are represented by a set which contains
the same elements, in any order, are points in symmetry.
An example of the symmetry in a Volterra kernel is that it
is always possible to make h2(i, j)� h2(j, i) without loss of
generality. The symmetrical points in a kernel can be
summed and the repetitions removed [16], the correspond-
ing columns in Ar can then also be removed. This changes
the dimension of hr from Mr to

M � r ÿ 1

r

� �
which gives a signi®cant reduction for r> 1.

A second reduction in the number of points can be
achieved due to the fact that the Fourier transform of a real
sequence is conjugate-symmetric [14]. This implies that
(for even M) only M/2� 1 of the rows of Ar are required to
construct the output y giving approximately a saving of one
half for large M.

The implementation of the rth-order stage of the
ef®cient Volterra ®lter in eqn. 26 is carried out using two
`real-valued' one-dimensional Fourier transforms and an
additional

r

2

M � r ÿ 1

r

� �
complex multiplications. If the degree of the ®lter M is a
power of two then the aforementioned `real-valued' one-
dimensional Fourier transforms can each be performed
using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) in 2M log2 M real
multiplications [17]. Thus, the number of operations
(NOP) for a block of M samples using eqn. 26, with M a
power of two and taking into account symmetries, is

NOP � 4M log2 M �
XN

r�1

2r
M � r ÿ 1

r

� �
�27�

The above assumes that a complex multiplication is
performed using four real multiplications and a multiply
accumulate is carried out in one operation.

5 Implementation using overlap and save
techniques

The ef®cient implementation of the Volterra ®lter can be
extended from a circulant input matrix to a generalised
input signal by the overlap-and-save technique [14, 18].
First the memory of the ®lter, originally M, is doubled
maintaining all the original points and setting any addi-

Fig. 1 Example of matrix A2 for M� 2 showing only the non-zero points
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onal points for time samples greater than M7 1 to zero.
he input matrix size must also be doubled by including
e previous M samples and these 2M samples are the

lements of the column c�0 in eqn. 7. By doubling the
emory of the operation of eqn. 7 the effect of wrapping

ound the input signal for the last M samples is removed.
hus, although the ®rst M samples of the block are not a
alid output for the continuous time signal the last M
amples are. By overlapping blocks by M samples and
saving' only the last M samples the output signal is
enerated. The process is shown diagrammatically in Fig.
. For linear systems the overlap and save technique has an
lternative method termed `overlap and add' which uses
e superposition property of linear systems. As the super-

osition property does not apply to nonlinear systems the
verlap-and-add technique is not applicable to the techni-
ue in this paper.
The implementation of the overlap-and-save technique
creases the NOP for a block of size M (M a power of two)

NOP � 8M log2 2M �
XN

r�1

2r
2M � r ÿ 1

r

� �
�28�

Comparison of direct and frequency domain
ethods

he frequency domain technique developed in this paper
ill now be compared to the direct form of the Volterra
lter given in eqn. 1 and another frequency domain
chnique developed by Im and Powers [11]. As all three
ethods are mathematically equivalent the comparison is

nly made on the basis of computational complexity.
To compare the direct form and the frequency domain
ethods a second- and third-order ®lter section will be

onsidered separately; the linear case, which is a ®rst-order
olterra system, has already been widely reported and
vestigated [14]. The direct form of an rth-order Volterra
lter which makes use of the kernel symmetry requires r M

M � r ÿ 1

r

� �
perations for an input sample block of M samples. For the
requency domain techniques it is assumed that the multi-
imensional Fourier transform of the kernel spaces
equired for eqn. 26 has been performed as this can be
omputed in advance of the ®ltering operation. Addition-
lly, for the frequency domain technique, M is set to the
ext largest power of two thus enabling the use of FFT
chniques using block processing. The number of opera-
ons for the direct form and the frequency domain tech-
ique per input sample are given in Table 1 for a second-
nd third-order Volterra ®lter. The Table also gives the

ig. 2 Block structure of the overlap and save technique
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number of operations for a method by Im and Powers [11]
which uses the frequency domain but has not utilised
symmetries. Note that the use of symmetries gives a
signi®cant reduction in the number of operations: for the
third-order case with M� 16 it gives a factor of ten or more
improvement over the other frequency domain method.

To test the ef®ciency of the technique the direct form
and the frequency domain form using symmetry reduc-
tions were implemented on a workstation in C�� running
under a UNIX environment. The processor time for each
method was estimated using the time() function and the
result was scaled to give the equivalent number of opera-
tions per sample. The results for a second- and third-order
®lter section are shown in Figs 3a and 3b, respectively
thus demonstrating that the theoretical computationa
requirement accurately predicts the operation count of
the practical implementation. Figs. 3a and 3b show the
effect of imposing a block structure for the frequency
domain techniques which utilise FFTs. The consequence
of the block structure is that the NOP for the frequency
domain techniques only changes as M equals a power
of two whereas the direct form increases with each
increase in M.

7 Conclusions

An ef®cient algorithm for performing the Volterra ®lte
using a frequency domain representation is presented. The
method is developed from utilising the Kronecker produc
of matrices to manipulate the multidimensional Volterra
®lter equation. By transforming the input matrix of the
Volterra ®lter to the frequency domain a sparse matrix is
obtained. The transformed input matrix can be obtained
solely from the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the

Table 1: Number of operations per output sample for M
length second- and third-order sections

Filter memory Number of operations per sample

M Direct Frequency domain

no use of

symmetry [11]

Frequency domain

using symmetry

Second-order section

2 6 68 32

4 20 131 47

8 72 258 78

16 272 513 141

32 1056 1024 268

64 4160 2048 524

128 16512 4096 1036

256 65792 8192 2060

Third-order section

2 12 388 106

4 60 1539 249

8 360 6146 728

16 2448 24577 2455

32 17952 98304 8982

64 137280 393216 34326

128 1.07�106 1.57�106 134166

256 8.48�106 6.29�106 530454
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input signal so that multidimensional transforms of the
input are not required.

The kernels of the Volterra ®lter and the Fourier trans-
form of a real-time signal exhibit symmetries which can be
exploited to further reduce the computational complexity of
the technique. To demonstrate the ef®ciency of the techni-
que it is compared with the direct time domain form and
another frequency domain technique which does not exploit
the symmetry properties. The comparison shows that using
the symmetry properties gives approximately fourfold
improvement for the second-order ®lter and tenfold for
the third-order ®lter over existing frequency domain tech-
niques for ®lter memories of 16 samples or above. Applica-
tions for this ef®cient ®lter include simulation of a
nonlinear system and real-time nonlinear correction.
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System Measurement and Identification Using
Pseudorandom Filtered Noise and

Music Sequences*

M. O. J. HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Centre for Audio Research and Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, C043SQ, UK

System measurement using pseudorandom filtered noise and music sequences is investi-
gated. A single-pass technique is used to evaluate simultaneously the transfer function and the
spectral-domain signal-to-distortion ratio that is applicable to amplifiers, signal processors,
digital-to-analog converters, loudspeakers, and perceptual coders. The technique is extended
to include a simplified Volterra model expressed as a power series and linear filter bank
where for compliant systems, nonlinear distortion can be estimated for an arbitrary excitation
without a need for remeasurement.

0 INTRODUCTION

This paper explores methods of determining a system’s
transfer function using pseudorandom noise applied in a
single-pass process and builds on earlier work by Borish
and Angell [1] and, later, Vanderkooy and Rife [2]. Both
linear and nonlinear distortion is considered, and a sim-
plified method of system identification is introduced that
models a class of system based on a Taylor series, but
where each power term in the series is filtered by a unique
transfer function. The nonlinear kernels of this model form
a subset of a full Volterra model and are extracted here
using concatenated finite noise sequences, a method that
may be considered the dual of the time-domain spectrom-
etry (TDS) approach of Farina [3]. Although this model is
not universal, it can be applied to a range of audio systems
and forms a bridge between input-specific measurements
and formal methods of identification [4]–[6].

As a further extension, techniques are presented using
comb-filtered pseudorandom noise, which allows the si-
multaneous estimation of both linear and nonlinear distor-
tion by determining the distortion residue falling within
the spectral nulls of the excitation. In addition to noise,
alternative audio signals can be substituted to enable the
relationship between signal and distortion to be explored.
Thus by extracting the distortion waveform and using clas-
sic block transform analysis the measurement technique
can be extended to include systems exhibiting dynamic

and perceptually motivated nonlinearity. Finally a graph
depicting both the magnitude transfer function and an es-
timate of the linear error function is presented that offers
a more holistic picture of linear system performance. This
graph preserves the small differences in frequency re-
sponse that are often lost because of limited display reso-
lution and system noise. It also expresses the linear dy-
namic range (LDR) based upon the target signal and
residue resulting from linear system error. Although there
are caveats to this approach, additional insight into system
behavior may be gained where, as an example, a high-
performance CD player is assessed.

The exploitation of noise signals has had a long history
in the field of system measurement [7], [8]. For example,
continuous Gaussian white noise has been used to evaluate
a system’s transfer function and has proved effective be-
cause of its persistent nature and improved measurement
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). More recently maximum-
length binary sequences (MLSs) [1], [2] have been used
especially for loudspeaker and acoustic measurements. By
selecting a periodic MLS of appropriate length to mini-
mize time aliasing distortion [2], a system’s periodic im-
pulse response can be calculated directly by circular cross
correlation of the measured sequence and the excitation
sequence [1], [2]. An interesting observation when per-
forming MLS-based measurements on a nonlinear system
is that the resultant impulse response includes a broad
distribution of minor impulses [9]. Hence part of the mo-
tivation for the present work is to exploit this phenomenon
and to construct a simplified nonlinear Volterra model of
the system being measured, derived from data extracted
using noise sequences.

*Presented at the 114th Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2003 March 22–25; re-
vised 2005 January 14 and February 9.
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The techniques described can achieve state-of-the art
measurements that compare favorably with MLS methods
and multitone methods. Indeed by suitable spectral
weighting of the excitation, some of the methods presented
here may be considered a generalization of multitone test-
ing. The principal limitations, as with most systems, lie
with the quality of the converters used; however, the core
processing easily exceeds the resolution of practical audio
equipment. The system was developed from a need to
explore the performance limits of high-performance CD
players, where the aim was to determine the limits of both
linear and nonlinear performance, preferably using a
single-pass measurement. In this application it was also
desirable to have a noise excitation with a uniform prob-
ability density function in order to fully exercise the con-
verters; thus binary MLS was rejected (although it is rec-
ognized that there are filtering techniques that can address
this limitation). Also, it was recognized that Fourier trans-
form techniques were just as effective as the Hadamard
transform often used with MLS. In addition, the methods
have also been used to assess algorithms in desktop audio
editors, such as sample rate converters, of which an ex-
ample is given in Section 4.3 of course in these applica-
tions there is no limitation imposed by converters. The
nature of the techniques applied here is that they are easily
adapted where, for example, the decision to include fine
frequency filtering together with broad-band excitation
was seen as pivotal. Such an approach can be configured
to push a system under test to its performance boundary so
that extremely complex patterns of distortion can be ex-
posed and where, to introduce greater reality, even music-
derived signals may be employed. The work also allowed
several research threads to be merged, including a long-
term personal interest in errors related to linear distortion
and to nonlinear modeling. For example, the measurement
system can be adapted both to excitation-specific system
measurements and to a simplified method of Volterra
identification, where it acts as a bridge between the two
approaches. It also became evident that once spectral-
domain filtering was incorporated to facilitate the segre-
gation of excitation and the resulting distortion, then the
problem of measuring both time-varying and non-time-
varying systems should be addressed. As a result, the pa-
per offers a contribution to both approaches, where by
translating the comb-filtering methodology into the z do-
main it becomes possible to construct a system using
short-term spectral analysis to track dynamic distortion as
encountered, for example, with perceptual codecs.

In the measurement procedures described in this study,
a rectangular windowed noise (or in some cases music)
segment constitutes a frame,1 with several frames then
concatenated to approximate a continuous sequence. An
individual frame may also be equalized to have constant-
magnitude spectrum but random phase over the length N
� 2K (2K − 1 for MLS). Here K is a positive integer for
compatibility with fast Fourier transform (FFT) proce-
dures. Thus most measurement advantages of MLS are

retained. Parallels can also be drawn with multi-sine-
wave testing [10], [11] since a repetitive noise sequence
constitutes a multitone signal, where the fundamental
frequency is the frame repetition rate with harmonics
forming the tones. Consequently if a noise frame is equal-
ized for a flat-magnitude spectrum, then the multiple
tones are of equal amplitude but with random phase
relationships.

All processing described in this paper was written in
Matlab2 running on a PC interfaced to high-quality convert-
ers. The paper therefore adopts Matlab notation to describe
vector operations. Also, to evaluate DVD/CD players (see
example measurement, Section 5), the test signals can be
burnt to CD/DVD, thus eliminating the need for dedicated
test equipment, with further benefits accrued in terms of
convenience as all tests employ a single-pass procedure.

The study commences by describing the noise sequence,
its equalization and transfer function derivation. Consid-
eration is also given to the formation of a composite test
sequence and factors pertaining to the selection of frame
length. In all measurement variants discussed it is assumed
that analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) sampling rates are synchronized
as this is critical to proper transform analysis in relation to
frame size. Nonsynchronous operation is not considered in
this study since both incurred processing errors and reme-
dial windowing artifacts reduce measurement precision.
Where a CD/DVD player is used either as an excitation
source or for its evaluation, the ADC is slaved to the
player sampling rate via the standard Sony/Philips digital
interface (S/PDIF).

1 LINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION USING
PSEUDORANDOM NOISE

The core technique exploited this study to measure a
system’s transfer function is based on a repetitive equal-
ized noise sequence (that is, pseudorandom noise), where
a noise sequence must be generated with a duration greater
than the time over which a system’s impulse response
h(t) remains significant. The noise sequence is defined in
discrete time, where Nyquist sampling theory determines
the sampling rate as a function of bandwidth. Conse-
quently measurement accuracy is bounded by both time
[2] and frequency [12] aliasing distortion. The noise se-
quence is concatenated to form repetitive frames with no
interframe guard bands. It then follows that to extract
spectral information, only sampling-rate synchronization
is required; exact frame synchronization, although benefi-
cial, is not mandatory, provided the frame size is known,
as the transforms used are circular. Consequently a
sample-rate synchronized ADC captures the output re-
sponse of the system being tested and the frame detection
achieved both by counting the frames of 2K samples and
using a synchronization preamble embedded in the test
sequence.

Consider a noise vector noise(n) with rectangular prob-
ability density function, generated over N � 2K samples,

1A frame is defined here as a finite set of uniform samples
represented as a vector. 2Matlab is a trade name of Mathworks, Inc.
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where K is a positive integer and n is the vector [1:N].
Expressed in Matlab notation,

noise(n) � rand(1, N). (1)

The frequency-domain noise sequence noisef(n) is calcu-
lated using a one-dimensional FFT. Thus if fft(noise(n)) is
the length-N discrete Fourier transform of the sequence
noise(n), where N is the length of the sequence noise(n),
then

noisef(n) � fft(noise(n)). (2)

A time-domain excitation sequence test(n) with constant-
magnitude spectrum but random phase is then determined
using spectral normalization and the inverse Fourier trans-
form, where3

test(n) � real(ifft(noisef(n)./(� + abs(noisef(n))))). (3)

Although processing using the inverse Fourier transform
should in this application return only real numbers, com-
putational errors result in small but finite imaginary terms,
which is not the norm for time-domain sampled data and
is unacceptable when writing a wav file. Hence only the
real part of the transform is selected both here and in later
inverse transform operations. In addition, the real function
also halves the vector storage requirement as the small
nonzero imaginary elements are deleted. Also, a constant
� (say 10−12) is introduced to eliminate small-number di-
vision anomalies in the spectral normalization process.
Alternatively this potential problem can be avoided com-
pletely by using a complex exponential function testf(n)
with random phase to guarantee an exactly constant mag-
nitude spectrum,

testf(n) � exp(i*angle(fft(noise(n)))) (4)

that is, |testf(n)| � 1. The corresponding time-domain vec-
tor test(n) then follows as

test(n) � real(ifft(testf(n))). (5)

In practice, because the test sequences have to be gener-
ated only once, it is prudent to sift a number of computed
examples in order to seek a sequence with low crest factor
such that the measurement SNR can be enhanced. A com-
posite repetitive excitation pattern of test(n) is then con-
structed, as shown in Fig. 1, which includes both a zero
pulse preamble and an embedded synchronization se-
quence defined as [0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0].
Hence by using cross-correlation-based detection the com-
mencement of the recovered test sequence can be detected
to sample accuracy. Finally the composite sequence is
peak amplitude normalized, quantized to the required bit

depth, and converted to a two-channel linear pulse code
modulation (LPCM) wav file for subsequent outputting to
the system under test, typically via a 96-kHz, 24-bit DAC.

The measured data are captured using a sample syn-
chronized ADC, where following frame synchronization a
data frame output(n) is extracted. Taking testf(n) from Eq.
(4), the complex transfer function TF(n) of the system is
then calculated using element-by-element division,

TF(n) � fft(output(n))./testf(n). (6)

The magnitude response M(n) and the phase response P(n)
then follow as

M(n) � abs(TF(n)) and P(n) � angle(TF(n))
(7)

and the system impulse response h(n) as

h(n) � real(ifft(TF(n))). (8)

Alternatively, if excess phase information is not required,
then the magnitude response of the spectrum may be cal-
culated directly from output(n) since the excitation was
normalized to a constant-magnitude spectrum. The mini-
mum-phase impulse response hmin(n) then follows from
the Hilbert transform [13],

hmin(n)
� real(ifft(exp(conj(hilbert(log(abs(fft(output(n))))))))).

(9)

However, if frame synchronization is not achieved, then
because of circularity and repetitive noise frames, the true
impulse response can still be derived, but within an arbi-
trary time shift. A key factor in this process is for the noise
frame to exceed the duration of h(n). Otherwise the circu-
lar nature of the test procedure allows time aliasing dis-
tortion, which is a fundamental and irreversible measure-
ment distortion. With this proviso then, for a linear system,
this procedure creates an exact model within the con-
straints of measurement bandwidth and sampling rate. In
the next section the process is extended to include approxi-
mate nonlinear identification employing a simplified Vol-
terra model.

2 NONLINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION USING
PSEUDORANDOM NOISE

Farina [3] has reported a TDS-based scheme to identify
mildly nonlinear systems in terms of a simplified Volterra
model. An alternative measurement procedure is described
here using pseudorandom noise similar to that presented in
Section 1. The model is appropriate for stationary nonlin-
ear systems with memory where Volterra kernels ex-
pressed as impulse responses encapsulate higher order fre-
quency dependence. However, only powers of the input

3See Matlab glossary in Appendix A for a definition of
operator “.”

Fig. 1. Test signal structure with preamble and synchronization sequence.
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sequence are included whereas cross-product terms inher-
ent in the full Volterra model are ignored. As such the
method is positioned between input-specific measure-
ments and a fully populated Volterra model that can pre-
dict the output response to a generalized excitation [14]–
[16]. Also as a corollary, linearity can be tested as linear
and nonlinear responses are segregated.

2.1 Volterra Modeling
The general Volterra model linking input vector x(n)

to output vector y(n) is described by M-dimensional
convolution,

y�l�|
l=1

N

= �
r=1

M

�
r=1

N−1

· · · �
r=1

N−1

hr�i1, i2, . . . , ir�

� x�l − i1�x�l − i2� · · · x�l − ir� (10)
where N is the memory length of the filters. Consequently
the general Volterra model requires a large number of
coefficients to populate a multidimensional space as
unique impulse responses are associated with all the con-
volutional combinations of power and cross-product
terms. However, in the simplified representation the only
convolutions included are those associated with powers of
the input sequence.

Consider a nonlinearity where output vector y(n) is re-
lated to input vector x(n) by a power series of order M,

y�n� = a0 + a1x�n� + a2x�n�.^2 + · · · + ar x�n�.^r + · · ·

+ aMx�n�.^M

= �a0 a1 a2 . . . aM�.*�1 x�1� x�2�2 . . . x�n�r . . . x�n�M�

= �a�.*�1 x�1� x�2�2 . . . x�n�r . . . x�n�M�. (11)
To identify this memoryless system fully, only the M co-
efficients [a] need to be determined. However, for the
simplified Volterra model with memory the [a] coeffi-
cients associated with each term in the power series trans-
late to a set of M impulse responses [h(n)], reducing the
M-dimensional convolution4 in Eq. (10) to just

y�n� = h0 + h1�n� � x�n� + h2�n� � �x�n�.^2� + · · ·

+ hr�n� � �x�n�.^r� + · · ·

+ hM�n� � �x�n�.^M�. (12)
In Eq. (12) h0 is the dc term and h1(n) is the linear system
impulse response, while for r � 2, . . . , M, hr(n) describes
the respective impulse responses relating to the power
terms x(n).^r. Because the Volterra model described by
Eq. (12) contains M impulse responses, M independent
noise sequences are required in the identification proce-
dure, although vectors are transformed into the frequency
domain to allow simpler element-by-element multiplica-
tion rather than time-domain convolution.

2.1.1 Vector and Transform Notation
For an M-dimensional system xs

r(n) represents an input
vector r where each element is raised to the power s, yr(n)

is output vector r, and hr(n) is an impulse response r. The
corresponding Fourier transforms Yr , Xr,s, Hr are then
defined,

Yr = fft�yr�n��, Xr,s = fft�xr
s�n��, Hr = fft�hr�n��.

In the following analysis vectors are transformed between
time and frequency domains to transmute convolution to
element-by-element multiplication. Consider M Fourier-
transformed vectors Yr derived from M uncorrelated exci-
tation noise vectors Xr,1 and applied successively to Eq.
(12) to form M equations, that is,

Y1 = H0 + H1.*X1,1 + H2.*X1,2 + · · · + Hr .*X1,r + · · ·

+ HM.*X1,M

Y2 = H0 + H1.*X2,1 + H2.*X2,2 + · · · + Hr .*X2,r + · · ·

+ HM.*X2,M

···
YM = H0 + H1.*XM,1 + H2.*XM,2 + · · · + Hr .*XM,r + · · ·

+ HM.*XM,M.

Rewriting in matrix form,

�
Y1 − H0

Y2 − H0
···

YM − H0

�
= �

X1,1 X1,2 · · · X1,M

X2,1 X2,2 · · · X2,M
···

···
···

XM,1 XM,2 · · · XM,M

� .*�
H1

H2
···

HM

� (13)

that is,

[Y] � [X].*[H]. (14)

In Eq. (13) H0 is the output dc offset. It is measured when
the input signal is zero and the system quiescent. To de-
termine impulse responses [H], define [Z] � [X]−1 (see
Appendix B.1 for inversion), whereby the decoding matrix
equation expressed in terms of M measured output vectors
becomes

[H] � [X]−1.*[Y] � [Z].*[Y]. (15)

Eq. (15) describes an input-specific decoding key, where
[Z] is related uniquely to the set of M noise vectors and has
to be calculated only once. This simplifies computation,
since a typical [M, M, N] matrix for M � 8 and N � 214

contains 220 complex elements. To complete the analysis
the set of Volterra impulse responses [h] follow from the
inverse fast Fourier transform of matrix [H], where

[h] � real(ifft([H])). (16)

2.2 Test Sequence Generation
In performing a system measurement it is critical for

each of the M noise vectors to have the same relative level.
To facilitate this requirement, a composite signal is con-
structed where each noise vector is repeated four times to

4Although not a Matlab operator, the symbol � represents
circular convolution.
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form a subframe, then all M subframes are concatenated
into a single sequence. Subframes containing repeated se-
quences allow convergence to a pseudoperiodic output
signal and introduce a margin against subframe misalign-
ment within the decoder. Repeated frames also enable
noise averaging to be applied to improve SNR. A pre-
amble and synchronization sequence is then added similar
to that described in Section 1 to facilitate demultiplexing
of the M sequential system responses. Consequently all M
sequences are processed almost simultaneously in a single
measurement so differential gain errors are eliminated.

2.3 Volterra Modeling Validation
To validate the Volterra modeling scheme the compu-

tational process is divided into three routines (discussed in
Appendix B.2 and B.3) and then applied to two nonlinear
examples.

• An M-vector composite test sequence is generated and
the three-dimensional decoding matrix [X] inverted to
[Z] as a one-off calculation.

• Two example simulations are performed on a stationary
nonlinearity, with and without memory.

• Output data are analyzed and Volterra responses com-
puted using Eq. (15).

1) Nonlinearity without Memory. The first example
system employs just a power series as described by Eq.
(11), where the excitation is processed sequentially,
sample by sample. The coefficient matrix [a] of the series
is selected arbitrarily and the performance of the decoding
algorithm evaluated by comparing the amplitude of the
Volterra frequency-domain responses to [a]. For this
memoryless case each Volterra response has constant am-
plitude, assuming no measurement channel filtering. The
selected coefficient values for M � 8 are

[a] ≡ [0 1 0.001 0.05 0.0002 0.02 0.0005

0.05 0.001].

2) Nonlinearity with Memory. The second example, de-
picted in Fig. 2 for M � 8, adds a set of linear low-pass
output filters applied to each power term of the nonlinear
series described by Eq. (12). All eight filters have brick-
wall responses with respective cutoff frequencies of 16,
14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 kHz.

Volterra analysis was applied to each nonlinear system,
where N � 215. For the memoryless case the eight derived
Volterra frequency-domain responses are shown in Fig. 3,
those for the second example with memory are shown in
Fig. 4. Results correspond to theory within the bounds of
measurement noise where all responses match those pre-
selected, including correct identification of the eight brick-
wall filter responses.

3 NONLINEAR DISTORTION ESTIMATION
USING COMB-FILTERED NOISE SEQUENCES

It is known that nonlinear systems when excited by
broad-band signals produce complicated spectral patterns

of intermodulation distortion [9]. Section 2 exploited this
phenomenon in Volterra identification. In this section it is
shown that a combination of noise excitation and comb
filtering enable distortion and signal to be partially sepa-
rated, thus allowing simultaneous estimates of both linear
and nonlinear distortion. The proposed spectral interleave
technique takes inspiration from both Belcher [17] and
techniques of multitone testing [10], [11].

3.1 Evaluation of Spectral Interleave
Measurement System

The measurement procedure developed in Section 1 is
extended to include frequency-domain comb filtering by
introducing an interleave-mask function intf0(n). The
mask forces regions of zero spectral energy in the excita-
tion sequence and is also used in measurement analysis to
segregate signal and distortion. Applying the frequency-
domain vector testf(n) with constant magnitude and ran-
dom phase from Eq. (4), the frequency-normalized and
comb-filtered test sequence testint(n) becomes

testint(n) � real(ifft(intf0(n).*testf(n))). (17)

Two interleave-mask options were incorporated for fre-
quency domain filtering:

1) Alternating binary sequence . . . 010101 . . . to create
a regular pattern of active and zero frequency bins.

2) MLS to create a random pattern of active and zero
spectral bins.

To construct a frequency-domain mask that takes proper
account of the sampled-data format of the excitation, ap-
propriate spectral symmetry is required about the half-
sampling frequency, where if N is the number of samples
in the noise sequence,

intf0(1:N) � [0 intf0(1:N/2 − 1) 0 intf0(N/2 − 1:−1:1)].
(18)

Hence if mdata(n) is measured data windowed precisely to
match the excitation sequence, then applying testf(n) from
Eq. (4), the system frequency response GF(n) is extracted as

GF(n) � intf0(n).*[fft(mdata(n))./testf(n)] (19)

Fig. 2. Simplified Volterra model based on Eq. (12).
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while the distortion spectrum DF(n) is obtained using the
complementary mask, where

DF(n) � [ones(1,N) − intf0(n)].*[fft(mdata(n))./testf(n)].

(20)

In practice vector lengths up to N � 220 have been used
successfully without experiencing computational prob-
lems in the Matlab FFT. This represents an excitation
repetition period of approximately 23.77 second at a sam-
pling rate of 44.1 kHz, corresponding to a frequency-bin

Fig. 3. Volterra frequency-domain responses for nonlinear system without memory.
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spacing of 0.042 Hz. Because of the fine frequency reso-
lution achievable, precise sampling rate synchronization is
mandatory; otherwise spectral leakage into adjacent bins
introduces false estimates of distortion.

3.2 Noise Averaging and Full Spectral
Resolution Using Multiple Frames

Because excitation sequences are quasi repetitive, it is
straightforward to capture a number of consecutive frames
and perform noise averaging to improve the measure-
ment SNR, where the theoretical noise improvement
SNR(N)|imp for � averaged frames is

SNR(N)|imp � 10log10(�). (21)

However, once multiple frames are used, two sets of
frames can be constructed using complementary interleave
masks, where, for example, four frames are assigned a
normal interleave mask while a subsequent four frames are
assigned a complementary interleave mask. Hence a single
compound measurement sequence enables measured data
to be gathered where the respective frequency bins as-
signed to frequency response and distortion estimation are
interchanged. The two sets of data from successive groups
of frames can then be segregated temporally and subse-
quently merged to produce noninterleaved full-resolution
spectra for both the transfer function GFfull(n) and distor-
tion DFfull(n) as follows.

Let the transfer function and the distortion spectra de-
rived from the first set of measured sequences mdata1 be

GF1�n� = intf0�n�.*�fft�mdata1�n��.�testf�n�� (22)

DF1�n� = �ones�1,N� − intf0�n��.

*�fft�mdata1�n��.�testf�n�� (23)

and from the second set of measured sequences mdata2,

GF2�n� = �ones�1,N� − intf0�n��.

*�fft�mdata2�n��.�testf�n�� (24)

DF2�n� = intf0�n�.*�fft�mdata2�n��.�testf�n��. (25)

The full-resolution spectra GFfull(n) and DFfull(n) are then
calculated,

GFfull�n� = GF1�n� + GF2�n� (26)

DFfull�n� = DF1�n� + DF2�n�. (27)

The corresponding non-comb-filtered time-domain peri-
odic sequences outf(n) and distf(n) follow from the inverse
fast Fourier transform as

out f�n� = real�ifft�GFfull�n��� (28)

dist f�n� = real�ifft�DFfull�n���. (29)

To gain additional insight into this process, including in-
herent time smearing of both excitation and retrieved dis-
tortion sequences which results from comb filtering, Ap-
pendix B.4 presents a time-domain description of the
measurement process.

3.3 Examples Using Comb-Filter
Measurement Procedure

To evaluate the measurement system incorporating
comb filtering, three example systems were simulated. In
each of these tests the excitation sequence used 44.1-kHz
sampling with 16-bit resolution.

3.3.1 Linear Filter
A linear filter was simulated, where the frequency re-

sponse had two linear segments located above and below
1 kHz, with the attenuation peaking at 4.5 dB. Fig. 5 shows
the simulation results, where the correct amplitude response
has been obtained and where all “zero bins” contain only
quantization noise, thus confirming system linearity.

3.3.2 Nonlinearity, No Filtering
The second example used a memoryless nonlinearity

defined by

y(n) � x(n) + 0.01x2(n). (30)

Fig. 6(a) shows both the magnitude frequency response and
the intermodulation distortion, where the peak distortion is

Fig. 3. Continued
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about 40 dB below the input sequence. In this diagram the
frequency response appears almost as a straight line, al-
though with closer scrutiny Fig. 6(b) reveals the magnitude
spectrum to have noiselike deviation about unity created
by the noise excitation interacting with the nonlinearity.

3.3.3 Nonlinearity with Filtering
The third example employs the same nonlinearity as

used in Section 3.3.2, but with the inclusion of a sixth-
order Chebyshev low-pass filter with a 5-kHz bandwidth.

Fig. 4. Volterra frequency-domain responses for nonlinear system with memory.
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Three cases were simulated: 1) filter only without nonlin-
earity; 2) filter located before the nonlinearity; 3) filter
located after the nonlinearity.

Derived magnitude responses and distortion spectra for
these three cases are shown in Figs. 7–9. The results for
just the filter confirm accurate identification of the transfer
function, with low distortion levels and only mild levels of
noise shaping and progressive spectral corruption as the
filter gain approaches the measurement noise floor. When
the nonlinearity is positioned after the filter, Fig. 8 now
reveals frequency-shaped distortion that follows the at-
tenuation characteristic of the low-pass filter. Finally, Fig.
9 shows again the filter response, but here the filter pre-
dictably band-limits the broad-band distortion created by
the nonlinearity.

4 SYSTEM TESTING USING MUSIC SIGNALS

This section investigates three nonlinear system ex-
amples using a periodic music excitation combined with
the procedures described in Sections 1 and 3. The first is
a memoryless nonlinearity, the second an MP3 codec, and
the third a desktop editor sampling-rate converter. The
rationale for choosing music is that certain nonlinear audio
systems such as perceptual codecs produce excitation-
specific distortion critical to their operational philosophy.
Also, because system modeling is nonfeasible for many
classes of nonlinearity, the relationship between excitation
and distortion to auditory masking [18] establishes the
foundation for perceptually motivated objective analysis
(see Holler et al. [19], [20]). Two variations of the mea-

Fig. 5. Measured amplitude response and distortion spectrum of linear filter.

Fig. 4. Continued
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surement system are presented. The first, described in
Section 4.1, uses a full-frame music sequence combined
with comb filtering, with the spectral analysis applied
full frame, a technique better suited to non-time-varying
systems. In the second variation, presented in Section
4.2, the test sequence is modified so that signal excitation
and distortion generation become uniquely localized in
time. Also spectral analysis of both excitation and dis-
tortion is applied to overlapping data blocks of a duration
of typically 25 ms. These two expedients enable the mea-
surement system to be applied to time-varying systems
and thus include, for example, perceptual codecs. The

objective is to display how the short-term excitation
spectrum tracks the short-term signal distortion, thus fa-
cilitating the inclusion of more sophisticated masking
models to enable formal perceptually motivated analysis.
In the example presented in Section 4.2, a short zero sig-
nal segment is embedded in the input in order that a
corresponding null in the distortion spectrum can be ob-
served to validate correct temporal linkage between exci-
tation and distortion. Also, in order to gain greater insight
into how the comb filters are visualized in the time do-
main, Appendix B.4 presents a z-domain analysis of the
overall process, including signal generation, comb filter-

Fig. 6. (a) Distortion derived using memoryless nonlinearity. (b) Noiselike magnitude frequency response for memoryless nonlinearity.
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ing, and data analysis, whereas Appendix B.5 describes
the method of block-based Fourier analysis used to form
the three-dimensional spectral temporal-frequency output
displays.

4.1 Memoryless Nonlinearity Evaluated Using
Music Excitation

For comparison, the same nonlinearity as used in Sec-
tion 3 was tested with music [see Eq. (30)] and comb-filter

processing. However, the excitation consisted now of an N
� 220 sample sequence of music, requantized with dither5

from 16 to 24 bit to extend measurement resolution. Fig.
10 shows both full-frame signal and distortion spectra.
Interestingly here the distortion spectral envelope is re-
vealed to be similar to that of the music signal.

5Dither is set at the 16-bit level, generated to 32-bit resolution.

Fig. 7. Spectral results derived using full-resolution interleave procedure for low-pass filter.

Fig. 8. Spectral results derived using full-resolution interleave procedure for low-pass filter followed by memoryless nonlinearity.
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4.2 Perceptual Codec Evaluated Using
Music Excitation

Two illustrative measurements were performed on an
MP3 codec operating at 192 kbit/s. The first was based on
spectral interleave analysis, whereas the second adapted
the nonfiltered procedure of Section 1 to extract true dis-
tortion using a finely calibrated difference technique.

When applying spectral analysis across a whole music
frame, as in Section 4.1, although the magnitude response
is a faithful average assessment, the distortion spectrum is
unrealistic because with perceptually motivated coding the
error spectrum undergoes dynamic modulation in an at-
tempt to match the masking behavior of the human audi-
tory system. However, a more representative performance
evaluation can be solicited by applying short-term spectral

Fig. 9. Spectral results derived using full-resolution interleave procedure for low-pass filter preceded by memoryless nonlinearity.

Fig. 10. Music signal and distortion spectra for memoryless nonlinearity.
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analysis (see Appendix B.5) to the measurement time-
domain output sequences outf(n) and distf(n) derived from
Eqs. (28) and (29).

4.2.1 MP3 Codec Example Evaluation Using
Comb-Filter Analysis

For a measurement to have relevance in the context of
a perceptual codec, distortion and signal must be coherent
in time. In practice this condition is not met when spectral
interleaving and full-length test sequences are used as
comb filtering introduces circular time dispersion to both
the excitation and the subsequently recovered distortion
(see Appendix B.4). However, by applying a rectangular
window to force frame samples in the range N/2 to N to
zero in the music source, the following changes arise:

1) Eq. (47) forces test1(1:m/2) � test1(1 + m/2:m) with-
out time-aliasing distortion.

2) The codec now experiences the test sequence twice in
each analysis frame, but because of the stochastic pro-
cesses within a perceptual codec the distortion generated in
each repeated sequence should be similar in terms of its
spectral envelope but lacking coherence due to phase
noise; thus dist1(1:m/2) � dist1(1 + m/2:m).

3) In decoding distortion, although Eq. (50) implies
a zero result if the distortion waveform were repeated
precisely when the excitation is repeated, noncoherence
implies that a significant fraction of the distortion is
retrieved.

4) As a corollary, if Eq. (50) yields a low output in-
compatible with the expected level of distortion, this im-
plies coherence and actually reveals poor randomization of
coding artifacts.

By way of example, Fig. 11 shows spectral-domain re-
sults for output and distortion for an MP3 codec at 192
kbit/s. A short zero-level gap was included within the
music sequence to confirm the temporal coincidence of
signal and distortion. This zero signal segment is clearly
resolved in both spectral displays.

4.2.2 MP3 Codec Example Evaluation Using
Difference Test

To eliminate problems of time dispersion using comb
filters and to allow the full vector sequence to be used in
analysis, the system was adapted to enable the input–
output error to be determined. The measured signal vector
of length N was recovered as described in Section 1, and
both excitation and measured vectors were normalized to
have identical standard deviation. Circular correlation to-
gether with circular data shifting was then used to achieve
precise time alignment and to correct for time delay in
the codec, allowing true distortion to be calculated by
subtraction.

The measured data and derived distortion are finally
processed to produce a dynamic spectrum using the same
block analysis as in Section 4.2.1 (see Appendix B.5). The
spectral-domain result for the distortion (using the same
music segment with a zero gap to facilitate comparison) is
shown in Fig. 12(a) whereas Fig. 12(b) presents the cor-
responding plot of signal spectrum minus distortion spec-
trum [see Eq. (60)]. Although the details of the distortion

spectra derived using the two techniques differ, a similar
form is evident.

4.3 Desktop Audio Editor
Sample-Rate Conversion

As an example of the use of the comb-filter-based mea-
surement system to evaluate algorithms within a desktop
audio editor, the procedure was applied to both integer and
noninteger sample-rate conversion. The exploration had
two stages of sample-rate conversion and converted audio
data initially at 44.1 kHz in two directions, such that the
output file sampling rate returned the same rate as the
input file. The input frame length had 220 samples and thus
gave a frequency resolution of about 0.042 Hz. The results
are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that for integer
sample-rate conversion there is virtually no distortion evi-
dent whereas for the noninteger conversion, apparent high-
level distortion has been generated. In fact the distortion
remained low in both cases, but the algorithm introduced
small block-based frequency shifting errors during con-
version due to the noninteger conversion ratio. Thus signal
frequency-dependent spillage into the adjacent null bands
was resolved, as shown in Fig. 13(b).

5 GRAPHICAL DISPLAY OF SMALL
RESPONSE ERRORS

To conclude the discussion on system measurement,
this section describes a means of representing small fre-
quency-response deviations more accurately. As an illus-
tration, consider a discrete echo of time delay �echo and
relative amplitude �echo, where the discrete frequency-
domain transfer function G(n) of the system is

G(n) � 1 + �echo * exp (−i2�nf0�echo) (31)

with f0 being the block repetition frequency of the excita-
tion sequence and n � 1:N. The magnitude response
shows periodic frequency variation, where the peak-to-
peak response variation DevdB about the target response is

DevdB � 20 * log10 ((1 + �echo)/(1 − �echo)). (32)

Table 1 expresses DevdB as a function of �echo. If pre-
sented graphically, as �echo << 0 dB, it becomes progres-
sively more difficult to discern DevdB and therefore to
extract the true character of the error, implying that fine
detail may be lost and measurement data misrepresented.
To improve the representation of small response devia-
tions, an error function E(n) is defined in terms of the
measured transfer function G(n) and the target function
T(n),

G(n) � T(n).*(1 + E(n)). (33)

Fig. 14 shows a representation of Eq. (33), where the error
function can be referred to either the input or the output of
the system. In practice, to impart more performance infor-
mation, both amplitude response and error function can be
plotted on the same graph, where the distance between
traces forms a measure of LDR. As an example, Fig. 15
shows a three-dimensional plot of the frequency response
and the error response resulting from the single echo. It
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can be seen that although frequency response deviations
become harder to discern as the echo level is reduced, the
error information is retained in the error function plot.

To use the LDR display when the target system is un-
known requires frequency response estimation. It is as-
sumed that the target response, although not necessarily
flat, is characterized by a smooth curve allowing, for ex-
ample, spline interpolation to form a smooth curve fit to a
frequency subsampled (typically a factor in the range 32 to
256) version of the measured amplitude response. To cir-
cumvent phase problems, a magnitude-based error spec-
trum referred either to the input or to the output may be

defined in terms of the actual measured spectrum and
smoothed spectrum as follows:

magnitude error spectrum|dB,input

= 20 *log10�10−10 + abs�abs�G�n�� − abs�T�n���� (34)

magnitude error spectrum|dB,output

= 20 *log10�10−10 + abs�abs�G�n��.� abs�T�n�� − 1��.
(35)

As a final evaluation example, a CD player with integral
upsampling was measured [21] using the test procedures
described in Section 1. Fig. 16 shows both the magnitude

Fig. 11. MP3 codec performance at 192 kbit/s derived using interleave filter. (a) Codec output spectrum. (b) Codec distortion spectrum.
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frequency response (top trace) and the error function
(lower trace) presented on a common graph, where the
target response was estimated using spline interpolation.
The space between the two traces defines the LDR of the
CD player. Response errors result from both quantization
artifacts and frequency ripple within the interpolation fil-
ters used within the DAC. Fig. 17 shows the actual input
minus output spectral error, confirming that ripple close to
the noise floor is resolved and also demonstrating the ac-
curacy achieved by the measurement system. (Note that
some spectral lines below 2 kHz are believed to be low-
level interference and not related to the system under test.)

6 CONCLUSIONS

A PC-based measurement system has been described
that exploits either pseudorandom noise or music and
where measurement accuracy is bounded mainly by exter-
nal converter performance. In addition to transfer function
and distortion measurements, the scheme included a sim-
plified Volterra model as a method of nonlinear modeling
where, although not universal, it forms a compromise be-
tween full system identification and measurement-specific
assessment techniques. The procedures were examined us-
ing a number of linear and nonlinear examples, where

Fig. 12. MP3 codec performance at 192 kbit/s derived using true difference test. (a) Codec distortion spectrum. (b) Codec signal
spectrum minus distortion spectrum.
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resolution and accuracy were confirmed and insight was
gained into the way the distortion was spectrally shaped
according to excitation spectrum and nonlinearity.

The testing regime was extended to include comb filters
in both signal generation and data analysis. This allows
signal and distortion to be separated within the frequency
domain, enabling estimates of frequency response and dis-
tortion to be made with a single-pass measurement. Also,
by including complementary comb filters and excitation
virtually full measurement resolution is achieved with
minimal filtering artifacts present in the recovered output
signal. The use of a single-pass test signal is important, not
only to save time, but to minimize effects of gain drift that
otherwise contribute to measurement error.

Methods were also reported using music sequences for
system evaluation, and two example applications were
presented. In particular, the opportunity to evaluate time-
varying systems such as perceptual-based codecs was de-
scribed, where standard block-based analysis was included

to enable time-varying spectral distortion and signal-to-
distortion information to be displayed.

In applying these techniques there are three principal
caveats to be observed.

Caveat 1 As with MLS measurement systems, the
analysis is based on circular transforms, and it is critical
for the excitation sequences to have a duration that ex-

Fig. 13. Error spectra derived using music signal excitation and
interleave processing for sampling-rate conversion. (a) Integer-
ratio sampling-rate conversion. (b) Non-integer-ratio sampling-
rate conversion.

Fig. 14. Transfer function with error referred to both output and
input.

Table 1. Peak-to-peak (dB) deviation as a function of
echo amplitude.

Echo (Error) Level
(dB)

Peak-to-peak
Frequency
Response

Variation DevdB

−10 5.6884
−20 1.7430
−30 0.5495
−40 0.1737
−50 0.0549
−60 0.0174
−70 0.0055
−80 0.0017
−90 5.4934e-004

−100 1.7372e-004
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ceeds the time over which the measured system’s impulse
response remains significant. Because of time-aliasing dis-
tortion it is not possible to reduce the excitation period and
then apply window functions as the source is repetitive.
However, the recorded measurements do capture the full
impulse response and as such do not show windowing
artifacts. Of course, if a loudspeaker system is measured,
then the standard practice of windowing the derived total
impulse response to eliminate reflections can be applied.
However, the duration of the test sequence must exceed
not only the loudspeaker impulse response but also the
effect of room reflections and subsequent reverberation.

Caveat 2 A second factor is the requirement for exact
sampling-rate synchronization of the test source and the
ADC used to capture the measured response. This is es-

pecially critical when comb filters are incorporated as
otherwise spectral spillage degrades the separation of dis-
tortion and transfer function data. All analyses and discus-
sions presented have assumed sampling-rate synchroniza-
tion. However, the need for precise frame alignment is less
important as multiple sequences are output and transform
circularity applies. Thus framing error just adds uncertain
delay to measured impulse responses but has no effect on
magnitude transfer functions.

Caveat 3 The process of comb filtering allows the
separation of some of the intermodulation distortion. How-
ever, the filters viewed in the time domain introduce cir-
cular time dispersion where the excitation is effectively
repeated twice and also overlaid with the existing se-
quence. This is not a problem when just making an input-

Fig. 15. LDR spectral plot for system with single echo path.

Fig. 16. Frequency response and magnitude error function for CD player.
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specific distortion estimate. However, where time coher-
ence is important, as with perceptual coding, this approach
must be used with caution. This aspect was discussed in
detail, and an absolute difference method was included for
precise distortion analysis.

Finally, to complement the measurement schemes, two meth-
ods of enhanced data display were discussed. For linear distor-
tion, a graph combining both frequency response and error func-
tion was proposed. In Section 5 this was shown especially
suitable for cases where small response deviations occur,
whereas for systems such as loudspeakers it is less suitable as
the error function is relatively large. A classic three-dimensional
spectral display was also included because of its relevance to
perceptual codecs.

Using the system in a number of applications, the tech-
nique has proved to be an accurate and sensitive instru-
ment to extract performance parameters. Also, it has en-
abled insight to be gained about the relationship between
excitation and distortion spectra for a range of nonlineari-
ties. For example, when a nonlinear system is tested using
noise, then small frequency-response irregularities appear
because the distortion is noiselike. When these small de-
viations are analyzed using the error function and LDR
display described in Section 5, then the assessment of
transfer function and distortion compares favorably with
that derived using the comb-filter process in Section 3.
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APPENDIX A
COMMON MATLAB NOTATION
AND OPERATORS

a + ib, complex number, where i = �−1

x�n� = �x�1� x�2� . . . x�r� . . . x�N��,

vector definition

1:N = �1 2 . . . r . . . N�,

vector with simple arithmetic progression

Element-by-Element Processing
The following three functions use the dot operator to

describe an element-by-element process as distinct from

conventional matrix operators. The definitions define the
operations:

x�n�.*y�n� = �x�1� y�1� x�2� y�2� . . . x�r� y�r�

. . . x�N� y�N��, element-by-element

multiplication of vectors x�n� and y�n�

x�n�.�y�n� = �x�1��y�1� x�2��y�2� . . . x�r��y�r�

. . . x�N��y�N��, element-by-element

division of vectors

x�n�.^M = �x�1�M x�2�M . . . x�r�M . . . x�N�M�,

each element in x�n� is raised to the power

of M

fft�x�n��, fast Fourier transform of vector x�n�

ifft�x�n��, inverse fast Fourier transform of vector x�n�

real�a + i*b� = a, real part of a complex number

abs�x�n�� = �|x�1�| |x�2�| . . . |x�r�| . . . x�N�|�,
magnitude value of each element

rand�1,N�, vector, N random elements 0 to 1,

rectangular probability distribution

function

ones(1,N), vector of length N with unit elements

zeros(1,N), vector of length N with zero elements

APPENDIX B

B.1 Three-Dimensional Matrix [X] Inversion
Because [X] is a three-dimensional complex matrix

(with, for example, 8*8*215 coefficients), inversion is per-
formed individually for each discrete frequency in the
Fourier transforms. This sequential process is relatively
time consuming. However, it is undertaken only once for
a given set of M noise vectors. The inversion is required
for decoding by Eq. (15). Recalling that the inverse M × M
matrix [X]−1 is [Z], then for frequency-domain bin x, [Z(x)]
follows,

�Z�x�� = �X�x��−1

= inv�
X1,1�x� X1,2�x� · · · X1,s�x� · · · X1,M�x�

X2,1�x� X2,2�x� · · · X2,s�x� · · · X2,M�x�
···

···
· · · ···

· · · ···
Xr,1�x� Xr,2�x� · · · Xr,s�x� · · · Xr,M�x�

···
···

· · · ···
· · · ···

XM,1�x� XM,2�x� · · · XM,s�x� · · · XM,M�x�

�.

(36)

The inverse described in Eq. (36) is repeated for each
frequency bin x over the range 1 to N (where N is the
frequency vector length) and elements are concatenated to
form vectors Zr,s that make up matrix [Z]. The input-
specific inverted matrix [Z] is then available for decoding.
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B.2 Volterra Test Sequence Formation
Initially the noise sequence generator program creates a

preamble consisting of 210 zero elements followed by a
synchronization bit pattern that are used for frame locking
following a measurement. They are defined by the vectors
preambley and preamblex , where

preambley = zeros�1,2^10� (37)

preamblex = �preambley �0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

−1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0��. (38)

The M uncorrelated excitation noise vectors (each of
length N) used for identification are calculated [see also
Section 1, Eqs. (4) and (5)] using complex exponentials,
each with individual random phase, to form a set of time-
domain vectors with constant-magnitude frequency re-
sponses. The individual vectors xr(n) are derived as fol-
lows. Let

NFr(n) � exp(i*angle(fft(rand(1,N)))) (39)

where transforming to the time domain,

xr(n)|Mr�1 � real(ifft(NFr(n))) (40)

and forcing the mean of the vector to zero, gives the set of
vectors as

xr(n)|mr�1 � xr(n) − mean(xr(n)). (41)

The ensemble of M noise sequences is then amplitude
normalized by the peak absolute value of the whole en-
semble such that when the composite sequence is formed,
signal excursion is bounded within the range −1 to 1. Also,
normalization is combined with amplitude quantization
and appropriate dither to set vector resolution (typically 24
bit). M subframes are then assembled using each noise
vector repeated four times. Finally the test sequence gen
is formed by concatenating the M subframes and the
preamble,

gen = �preamblex �x1�n� x1�n� x1�n� x1�n���x2�n� x2�n� x2�n� x2�n��

· · · �xr�n� xr�n� xr�n� xr�n��

· · · �xM�n� xM�n� xM�n� xM�n�� preambley��. (42)

The stereo wavfile of gen with the sampling rate fsam and
resolution bit is realized in Matlab as

wavwrite([gen, gen], fsam,bit,�file name�).

B.3 Decoding and Analysis of
Measurement Data

Following data acquisition using a sample-rate synchro-
nized ADC, M measured data sequences designated y1(n),
y2(n), . . . , yM(n) are extracted by sample counting and
transformed to the frequency domain. The frequency-
domain vector Yr corresponding to excitation r is

Yr�M

r�1
� fft(yr(n))/N. (43)

The Volterra frequency-domain responses [H] are deter-
mined by applying Eq. (15). Noting that Zr,s is the vector
(r, s) of matrix [Z], then the rth row of [H] is calculated as

Hr�r=1

M
= Zr,1.*Y1 + Zr,2.*Y2 + · · · + Zr,3.*Yr + · · ·

+ Zr,4.*YM (44)

where both Yr and Zr,s are frequency-domain vectors of
length N. The set of M vectors forming H are subsequently
transformed using Eq. (16) to determine the Volterra time-
domain impulse-response matrix [h]. To correct for gain
error between test sequence and redigitized measured data,
[h] is normalized to set the peak absolute value of the
linear time-domain impulse response to unity.

B.4 z-Domain Description of Interleave Filtering
In this appendix time dispersion resulting from comb

filtering is analyzed to give additional insight into the
measurement procedure and also to inform how the system
can be modified to cope with measurements of systems
such as perceptual coders. The use of frequency interleav-
ing as described in Section 3 offers a method to segregate
signal and distortion and where by using two test segments
with complementary interleave functions, full frequency
resolution is obtainable. However, the employment of in-
terleave filtering has consequences in the time domain in
terms of both signal excitation and subsequent processing
used to extract signal and distortion. In practice comb
filtering introduces time dispersion, which modifies both
excitation and recovery of distortion such that they are no
longer time coherent, which can invalidate the results for
nonstationary systems. For example, if a full-frame music
signal is used, then a time-delayed version is overlaid, thus
corrupting the excitation. Postprocess filtering also smears
the resulting distortion such that signal and distortion are
no longer linked correctly in time. For a perceptual codec
evaluation this linkage is critical.

The even and odd frequency raised-cosine comb filters
can be defined in the z-domain by finite impulse response
filters (FIRs), where the respective filter functions Ceven(z)
and Codd(z) are

Ceven�z� = 0.25Z
0.5N + 0.5 + 0.25z−0.5N → 0.5�1 + cos��fT��

Codd�z� = 0.25Z
0.5N + 0.5 − 0.25z−0.5N → 0.5�1 − cos��fT��.

However, circularity implies over period N that z0.5N ≡
z−0.5N, whereby

Ceven�z� = 0.5�1 + z−0.5N� (45)

Codd�z� = 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�. (46)

The measurement process uses up to two sequential data
sets (that is, h � 1, h � 2) using complementary comb
filters, where source(z), testh(z), disth(z), and mdatah(z) are
respective samples of source sequence (noise or music),
test sequence, distortion, and captured data, and
decodeh1(z), decodeh2(z) are data decoded by the respec-
tive comb filters. All samples form elements within frames
of length N.
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The following z-domain system functions describe the
measurement process with frame sequential, complemen-
tary comb filtering, h � 1, 2,

• Test sequence:

test1�z� = Ceven�z�source�z�

test2�z� = Codd�z�source�z�

• Measured response:

mdata1�z� = test1�z� + dist1�z�

mdata2�z� = test2�z� + dist2�z�

• Decoded response 1:

decode11�z� = mdata1�z�Ceven�z�

decode21�z� = mdata2�z�Codd�z�

• Decoded response 2:

decode12�z� = mdata1�z�Codd�z�

decode22�z� = mdata2�z�Ceven�z�.

Rearranging and substituting Ceven(z) and Codd(z) from
Eqs. (45) and (46),

decode11�z� = 0.25�1 + z−0.5N�2source�z�

+ 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�dist1�z�

decode12�z� = 0.25�1 + z−0.5N��1 − z−0.5N�source�z�

+ 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�dist1�z�

decode21�z� = 0.25�1 − z−0.5N�2source�z�

+ 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�dist2�z�

decode22�z� = 0.25�1 − z−0.5N��1 + z−0.5N�source�z�

+ 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�dist2�z�.

Observing circularity over N, where z−N ≡ 1,

�1 + z−0.5N�2 = 1 + 2z−0.5N + z−N ≡ 2�1 + z−0.5N�

�1 − z−0.5N�2 = �1 − 2z−0.5N + z−N� ≡ 2�1 − z−0.5N�

�1 + z−0.5N� �1 − z−0.5N� = �1 − z−N�2 ≡ 0

and the equations simplify to

test1�z� = 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�source�z� (47)

test2�z� = 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�source�z� (48)

decode11�z� = 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�source�z�

+ 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�dist1�z� (49)

decode12�z� = 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�dist1�z� (50)

decode21�z� = 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�source�z�

+ 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�dist2�z� (51)

decode22�z� = 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�dist2�z�. (52)

Combining the two complementary filtered sets of mea-
surement, we make the following observations.

T�z� = �
h=1

2

testh�z�.

From Eqs. (47) and (48),

T�z� = test1�z� + test2�z� = source�z�. (53)

DEC1�z� = �
h=1

2

decodeh1�z�.

From Eqs. (49) and (51),

DEC1�z� = decode11�z� + decode21�z�

= source�z� + 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�dist1�z�

+ 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�dist2�z�. (54)

DEC2�z� = �
h=1

2

decodeh2�z�.

From Eqs. (50) and (52),

DEC2�z� = decode12�z� + decode22�z�

= 0.5�1 − z−0.5N�dist1�z� + 0.5�1 + z−0.5N�dist2�z�.
(55)

Eqs. (47)–(52) show how time dispersion affects both the
test signal and the extracted distortion, where in all cases
filtering superimposes a copy of the specific sequence, but
with a half-frame circular delay. These results show that
both the excitation and the recovered distortion exhibit
time dispersion based on half-frame circular repetition.
Finally, Eq. (53)–(55) describe the z-domain process ap-
plied over two sets of frames with complementary comb
filtering. It is shown in Section 4 that by knowing the
time-domain structure, the test sequences can be modified
so that, for example, music signals remain intact (though
of shorter duration), thus allowing proper analysis of per-
ceptual codecs. This is verified by introducing a short gap
in the music so that a corresponding gap in the distortion
can he confirmed.

B.5 Block Analysis to Derive Spectral Envelope
as a Function of Time

To display spectral distortion as a function of time,
Fourier analysis is applied to a windowed segment of mea-
sured data. A raised-cosine window is used with 50%
block overlap and a block length of approximately 25 ms
to match the data structure common to perceptual codecs.
Data are then displayed on a three-dimensional graph with
respective axes of spectral amplitude, frequency, and
block number (corresponding to half-block time incre-
ments of 12.5 ms). The postprocessing analysis is de-
scribed for vector length N as follows.
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For compatibility with the FFT, the block length is 2W,
where W is a positive integer. Thus if the measurement
sampling rate is fs Hz, we have 2W/fs ≈ 25 ms, where w is
calculated as

w � 2^round(log2(0.025 fs)). (56)

The raised-cosine window function winc for samples 1:w
is defined as

winc(1:w) � 0.5(1 − cos(2�((1:w) − 0.5)/w)). (57)

Data blocks of length w and spaced at w/2 sample incre-
ments are extracted sequentially from both out f (n) and
distf(n) then weighted by winc(1:w). For each weighted
block, Fourier transformation is performed and a matrix
compiled to represent the spectral surface as a function of
discrete frequency and block number. Hence for analysis

block b, the respective transforms OUTbk(b,1:w) and
DISTbk(b,1:w) for signal and distortion are

OUTbk�b,1:w� = fft�out f �b*w�2:b*w�2 + w − 1�.*winc�1:w��
(58)

DISTbk�b,1:w� = fft�dist f�b*w�2:b*w�2 + w − 1�.*winc�1:w��.
(59)

The difference spectrum DIFFbk(b,1:w) can be calculated
on a logarithmic basis between signal and distortion spec-
tral surfaces, and forms a measure of the dynamic signal-
to-distortion ratio,

DIFFbk�b,1:w� = 20 log10� abs�OUTbk�b,1:w�� + �

abs�DISTbk�b,1:w�� + ��
(60)

where � bounds the display range. Hence surfaces can be
plotted that represent the dynamic spectral behavior as a
function of time for the codec output signal, distortion, and
the difference between signal and distortion.
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